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I. A Comparison of Rowland’s Mercury Thermometers with 
a Callendar-Griftiths’ Platinum Thermometer ; a Compa- 
rison of the Platinum Thermometer with a Tonnelot Ther- 
mometer standardized at the Bureau International; and a 
Reduction of Rowland’s Value of the Mechanical Equivalent 
of Heat to the Paris Nitrogen Scale. By CHAartes W. 
Warner, Jr., and Francis Matiory*. 

HE recent determinations of the mechanical equivalent of 
heat by electrical methods, while in fair agreement among 

themselves, seem to give results considerably higher than those 
obtained by experimenters using the more direct mechanical 
methods ; these differences, which are probably greater than 
the errors of experiment, must be due to a difference in the 
standards of thermometry employed or to a still undiscovered 
error in the system of electric units. The object of the 
present investigation was to obtain a connexion between 
Rowland’s standard of thermometry and that employed in the 
electrical determinations of the equivalent, in order to render 
the different determinations more easily comparable. 

Joule compared his thermometer with Rowland’s Baudin 
6166 (Proc. Amer. Acad. xvi. p. 38, 1880), and in this way 
Joule’s determinations of the mechanical equivalent have 
been reduced to the Rowland “air-scale.’? By a further 
elaborate comparison by Prof. Schuster (Phil. Mag. xxxix. 1895) 

* Communicated by Prof. H. A. Rowland. An abstract of this investi- 
gation was read at the Toronto meeting of the British Association, and a 
preliminary account appeared in the Johns Hopkins University Circulars, 
June 1897, 1898, 

Phil. Mag. 8. 5. Vol. 48, No. 290. July 1899. B 
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of Joule’s thermometers with a thermometer standarized at 
the Bureau International, an indirect connexion was obtained 
between Rowland's Air-scale and the Nitrogen-scale of the 
Bureau International. This comparison pointed to differences 
in the two scales as great as0°05 C. Inasmuch as the details 
of the method employed by Joule in his comparison are not 
known, Professor Ames suggested that another more direct 
comparison of Professor Rowland’s thermometers was 
desirable. 

Method of Comparison. 

As we wished to use the results of this experiment to 
reduce Rowland’s values of the equivalent to the scales used 
by experimenters employing the electrical methods, and thus 
render the results comparable, it was deemed best to make the 
comparisons of these thermometers under conditions as nearly 
as possible the same as those under which they were employed 
by him in his experiments on the mechanical equivalent. For 
this reason, a Callendar-Griffiths’ platinum thermometer was 
selected for the comparison. This instrument offers many 
advantages for the standardization of calorimetric thermo- 
meters. The platinum thermometer was subsequently compared 
with a Tonnelot thermometer standardized at the Bureau 
International. A connexion was thus obtained between 
Rowland’s air-scale and the Callendar-Griffiths’ air-scale, as 
well as with the nitrogen-scale of the Bureau International. 

The zero readings of the mercury thermometers were taken 
in the same way that Rowland used them, before each 
comparison. The thermometers were placed in a metallic 
vessel well wrapped with thick felt and filled with finely 
cracked ice of great purity steeped with distilled water. After 
they had remained in ice about one and one-half hours, the 
zero readings were taken by means of a micrometer-telescope. 
The mercury thermometer was then hastily transferred to a 
well stirred calorimeter with its bulb near that of the platinum 
thermometer. The temperature of the water in the calorimeter 
at the start was generally about 2° or 38°C. A series of five 
or six readings on the mercury thermometer was then taken 
by one observer with the aid of a micrometer telescope, while 
the other observer took simultaneous readings of the resistance 
of the platinum thermometer. 

The temperature of the water in the calorimeter was then 
raised at a rate of about 10° to 15° per hour to the next 
temperature at which a comparison was to be made; this was 
accomplished by sending a suitable current through a coil 
wrapped on the outside of the calorimeter. When the desired 
temperature was reached, the current was cut off or so 
regulated that the temperature was very slowly rising, when 
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a further series of simultaneous observations were taken, and 
so on to the end of the scale. 

The mercury thermometers were used in a vertical position, 
and all observations were taken while the meniscus was very 
slowly rising, usually at a rate of about ‘002 or ‘003° per 
minute, so that the slight uncertainties of a falling meniscus 
were avoided. At the point where the thermometer emerges 
from the calorimeter, it is surrounded by a small water-jacket 
in which a small thermometer and stirrer are placed. The 
temperature of the mercury column above the water-jacket 
is assumed to be that of the surrounding air as indicated by 
a thermometer hung within an inch or two of the stem. 
Thus the stem correction was applied in two parts by means 
of the formula AN=-000156 n (t—?’), where AN is the 
correction to the observed stem-reading, ¢ the observed 
temperature, ¢' the temperature of that portion of the stem 
emerging from the calorimeter, and N the number of stem- 
divisions at the temperature ¢’. The stem correction was 
applied to the observed stem-reading, and the corresponding 
temperature on Rowland’s air-scale was then taken from his 
tables (Proc. Amer. Acad. xv. 1879, pp. 115 & 116); this 
temperature was then reduced by the rise of the zero since 
Rowland’s experiments. 

The corresponding temperature on the Callendar-Griffiths’ 
air-scale was obtained from the observed resistance of the 
platinum thermometer ; the way in which this was done will 
be explained more fully later. 

Manner in which Baudin Thermometers were used by 

Professor Rowland. 

These thermometers were first calibrated by measuring the 
length of a short column of mercury in different portions of 
the stem, and in this way the relative volumes of different 
parts of the tube were found. Temperature on the mercury- 
in-glass thermometers was then defined as proportional to the 
apparent volume of mercury in glass, when the thermometer 
is vertical. Jt was then assumed that the apparent volume of 
‘mercury-in-glass could be expressed as a function of the second 
degree of the temperature on the air thermometer, of the 
following form : 

T=C'V —t) —mT (40—T) {1—n(40+T) } 
using the 0° and 40° points as fixed by the air thermometer; 
where T is the temperature on the air thermometer, 

V is the volume of the stem of the mercurial ther- 
mometer, as determined by the calibration, and 
measured from any arbitrary point, 

CU, to’, m, n are constants to be determined. 
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From a series of direct comparisons of the mercurial 
thermometers with a standard air thermometer, a number of 
equations of the above form were obtained, from which the 
most probable values of these constants were deduced by the 
method of least squares. 

_ From these formule tables were constructed giving the 
temperature on the scale of the standard air thermometer 
corresponding to each centimetre of the stem. These tables 
are found on pp. 115 & 116, Proc. Amer. Acad. xv. 1879. 

These thermometers were always used with a constant zero 
determined before each series of observations, by immersing 
the thermometer in a mixture of finely cracked ice and distilled 
water for a period of one or two hours. As the position of 
the zero, owing to the imperfect elasticity of the glass, depends 
on the temperature to which the thermometer has been sub- 
jected recently, the thermometers were always kept at least 
one week at a temperature of about 20° C. before they were 
used in a comparison, or in a determination of the mechanical 
equivalent, in which interval the zero will have almost 
recovered from the depression due to a recent heating of the 
thermometer. 

In the original comparisons of these thermometers with the 
air thermometer, no corrections were necessary for internal 
pressure due to the mercury column and meniscus, as the 
thermometers were compared and always used in a vertical 
position. A correction for external pressure was made, due 
to about 60 cms. of water in the comparison tank, 

In the experiments on the mechanical equivalent, the ther- 
mometer was placed in the calorimeter with the top of the 
bulb about 5 cm. below the surface of the water, and the 
remainder of the stem projected out into the air. The stem 
correction was then applied in two parts by surrounding the 
stem, where it projected from the calorimeter, with a small 
water-jacket, the remainder of the stem being assumed to be 
at the temperature of the surrounding air. 

Platinum Thermometry. 

The measurement of temperature by means of the variation 
of resistance of a wire was first seriously proposed by Siemens, 
who submitted for trial to a committee of the British Asso- 
ciation some platinum-resistance pyrometers (Brit. Asscc. 
Report 1874). The results of these experiments were unfa- 
vourable to the use of the platinum-resistance thermometer as 
a scientific instrument of precision. It was found that, for 
this type of pyrometer, the resistance of the platinum wire was 
not a constant for a fixed temperature, but depended greatly 
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on the previous history of the wire. The development of this 
type of thermometer was next taken up by Callendar, who, in 
an exhaustive series of researches (Phil. Trans. Roy. Soc., 
vol. elxxviii. A), showed that if the platinum wire is fairly pure 
to begin with, and if it has been wel] annealed, the resistance 
is always the same at the same temperature, even if the wire 
has been repeatedly exposed to quite high temperatures in the 
interval. In the light of these researches, it is plain that the 
failure of the Siemens’ resistance py rometer was simply due 
to faulty construction, which exposed the wire to the action 
of injurious vapours &e. from the clay on which it was wound 
and the iron cylinder in which it was enclosed. 

The extensive researches of Dewar and Fleming (Phil. 
Mag. 1893) and Cailletet and Colardeau (J. de Phys. t. viii. 
1888) at very low temperatures, and those of Heycock and 
Neville (Chem. Soc. Trans. 1895) at very high temperatures, 
taken with those of Callendar and Griffiths (Phil. Trans. Roy. 
Soc. vol. elxxvii. A, 1887; vol. clxxxii. A, 1891) at ordinary 
temperatures, establish beyond a doubt the remarkable ac- 
curacy and constancy of this instrument over a very wide 
range of temperature. 

Temperature on the platinum scale is defined by the 
equation 

pe R—Ry 
gre ee 

where pt denotes the platinum temperature, R the resistance 
of the platinum coil of the thermometer at that temperature, 
Ry its resistance at 0° C., and R, the resistance at 100° C. 
From the above definition it is seen that platinum temperature 
is independent of the unit of resistance employed. 

Callendar and Griffiths, in an elaborate comparison of the 
platinum and air thermometers (Phil. Trans. Roy. Soc. 
vol. elxxxii. A, 1891), have shown that the relation between 
the two scales of temperature can be expressed by an equation 

where ¢ is the temperature on the air-scale, pt the platinum 
temperature as defined above, and 6 a constant depending on 
the specimen of wire used. This relation being a parabolic 
one, only three temperatures are necessary for the complete 
standardization of a platinum thermometer, 7. e., for the 
determination of 6. Two temperatures always used for this 
purpose are that of melting ice, 0° C., and that of water 
boiling freely under a pressure of 760 mm. of mercury whose 

x 100, 
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density is that of 0° C., sea-level latitude 45°, 100°C. For 
the third temperature the boiling-point of some substance, 
which is accurately known from a direct nieasurement with 
an air-thermometer, is used. The one most frequently used 
is the boiling-point of sulphur, =444°°53, on account of the 
accuracy with which it is known. Callendar and Griffiths 
have shown that if platinum thermometers be standardized 
by these three temperatures (melting ice, steam sulphur 
vapour), the above formula will give temperatures on the air- 
scale to within 0°01 C. over the range 0° C. to 100°C. This 
conclusion is further confirmed by a direct comparison made 
by Dr. W. 8S. Day and the authors between a platinum 
thermometer and a Tonnelot thermometer standardized at the 
Bureau International, whose scale of temperature is based on 
measurements made with a constant-volume gas thermometer. 
The comparison referred to above, made by Callendar and 
Griffiths, is based on a constant-pressure air thermometer. 

Description of Apparatus. 

Mercury Thermometers.—The thermometers used by Row- 
land in his experiments on the mechanical equivalent were con- 
structed by Baudin in 1876-77, and are numbered 6163, 
6165, and 6166. Of these thermometers, Baudin 6163 is 
perhaps the most important, as it was used in eight of the 
fourteen determinations; Baudin 6166 was used in four 
determinations, and has besides an historical interest, as Joule 
compared his thermometers with it; Baudin 6165 was used 
in only one determination of the mechanical equivalent. 
Besides these, Kew 104, constructed by Welsh in 1853, was 
used in one determination. This thermometer was not avail- 
able for this comparison, but inasmuch as it was only cali- 
brated to 0°°5 F’., and was given but little weight in the final 
results, its effect on the values of the mechanical equivalent 
is entirely negligible. 

The stems of the thermometers are graduated in millimetres. 

Thermometer. Range. 1° C. occupies about 

Baudin 6163 ...... —6° C. to 40° C. 9:0 mm. 

BEM GLGD © ..cees —3° C. to 33° C. 1 hag 

SOL GON tacks —2°C. to 31°C. 120; 

Platinum Thermometer.—The platinum thermometer used 
in these experiments, and shown in fig. 1, was constructed by 
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the Cambridge Scientific Instrument Co., under the super- 
vision of Mr. H. H. Griffiths. It consists of a coil of fine 
platinum wire wound on a mica frame whose edges are 
serrated to receive the windings. The thick leads running 
down to this coil are held apart by mica washers, and the 
whole thermometer is enclosed in a thin glass tube. The 
thick leads are connected with the terminals marked P P. 

Fig. 1. 

TY] itl 
itil 
| 

RADON 

ORLA 

This thermometer was also provided with compensating leads, 
so that its indications are independent of the depth of stem- 
immersion, provided this immersion is sufficient to prevent 
conduction from the outside along the leads to the coil. The 
compensating leads C CO are simply a loop (not connected 
with the platinum coil) running down the stem parallel to the 
main leads P P throughout their length, so that they are 
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exposed to the same temperature changes. These compen- 
sating leads are adjusted so that their resistance is equal to 
that of the main Jeads P P. Now, obviously, if these leads 
CC are placed in the other arm of the Wheatstone-bridge, 
as shown in fig. 2 below, they will exactly compensate for 
the change in resistance of the leads to the coil, and conse- 
quently the resistance we measure, and hence the temperature, 
is independent of the depth of the immersion of the ther- 
mometer in the liquid or vapour whose temperature is sought. 
A little consideration will show that it is not necessary that 
the resistance of the compensating leads be exactly equal to 
the leads to the coil in order to have compensation. It is 
only necessary that they be so nearly equal that the tempera- 
ture changes of their difference produce no appreciable effect 
on the resistance. 

Calorimeter.—The calorimeter, in which these comparisons 
were made (shown in fig. 1), was made of copper and 
provided with an efficient stirrer, which was driven by a 
small hot-air engine. The outside of the calorimeter was 
closely wrapped with a coil of single silk-covered german- 
silver wire, so that the temperature of the calorimeter 
and its contents could be raised at any desired rate by an 
electric current of suitable strength. The calorimeter was 
placed inside a large double-wali copper vessel (ext. diam. 
36 em., ht. 35 cm.), which surrounded it on all sides except 
the top. The space between these walls (2°5 em. apart) could 
be filled with water at any desired temperature, and thus the 
temperature of the calorimeter could be maintained constant 
for some minutes or caused to vary at will. The entire 
arrangement was then surrounded by a large box (46 em, on the 
side), and all intervening spaces packed loosely with feathers. 

Resistance-box.—The resistance-measurements of the plati- 
num thermometer were made with a Callendar-Griffiths 
resistance-box (No. 7) especially designed for the measure- 
ment of platinum temperature. The construction and cali- 
bration of a resistance-box similar to the one used by us has 
been described by Mr. EH. H. Griffiths in ‘ Nature,’ Noy. 14th, 
1895. A general idea of the construction of the box may be 
gathered from the following diagrammatic sketch. 

Ay, A, are two equal coils which serve as the equal arms 
of a Wheatstone-bridge. The coils of the box, which were 
made of platinum-silver, have approximately the following 
nominal values in box-units (approximately, one box unit= 
0°01 ohm) :— 

H G F EK D Cc B A FI 

> 10 20 46 380.160, (320: »640 amie 
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The bridge-wire W W was made of platinum-silver, was 
30 cm. long, and had a resistance of about 0°30 ohm. Con- 
tact was made with the galvanometer through a similar wire 
stretched parallel to the bridge-wire. The point of contact 

Fig. 2. 

UUM LOS SVSous: i 

was determined by a very carefully constructed contact-key 
carrying a vernier reading directly to 4, mm., so that 4, mm. 
was easily estimated (corresponding to about 0-00001 ohm). 
This ingenious contact-key, which was designed by Mr. Horace 
Darwin, renders any injury to the bridge-wire almost im- 
possible. The scale and bridge-wire are connected in such a 
way that the readings are practically unaffected by very 
considerable changes in temperature. The leads to the coil 
of the platinum thermometer were connected to the terminals 
PP and the compensating leads to the terminals CC. The 
galvanometer is shown at G, and the battery at B. 
When the intervals C to C and P to P were short-circuited 

by strips of copper, and all plugs inserted, the bridge was 
balanced when contact was made with the bridge-wire at 
some point very near the centre, O. The reading of the 
bridge-wire when the bridge was balanced under these con- 
ditions is called the zero correction to the bridge-wire. The 
platinum thermometer was then inserted, and its resistance at 
any temperature could be measured by suitable combinations 
of coils and bridge-wire. The corrections to reduce the 
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nominal values of the coils to mean box-units at some standard 
temperature, as determined by a previous calibration of the 
box, were then applied, as well as the corrections to reduce 
the bridge-wire readings to mean box-units. The resistance 
of the platinum thermometer was then known in terms of the 
mean box-unit. Any resistance could be measured with 
several different combinations of coils and bridge-wire, and 
thus the accuracy of the measurements was exposed to a 
severe test. 

The top of the box was constructed of white marble, which 
was found to have a very high insulation resistance. The 
brass plugs were large and carefully ground, but at no point 
were they larger than the top of the hole into which they 
were inserted. This is a very important detail, as it insures 
the impossibility of wearing a shoulder on the plug, in which 
case no amount of pressure will give good contact. 

This box was also provided with small switches by which 
resistances could be thrown into the battery-circuit and the 
galvanometer shunted, which proved a great convenience in 
finding an approximate balance. 

The bridge was always used with a key by which the 
circuits could be closed and opened in such a way that the 
effects of thermoelectric currents were eliminated. 

In these experiments the resistance-box was supported in 
a large double-wall copper tank. The inner compartment of 
this tank, in which the resistance-coils are placed, is filled 
with a highly insulating neutral oil, which several careful 
tests showed to be free from acid or alkali. The outer com- 
partment was filled with water which was maintained at a 
nearly constant temperature by a suitable thermal regulator. 
The top of the box was enclosed in a glass case, thus pre- 
venting sudden changes in the temperature of the top of the 
box and the bridge-wire and the accumulation of dust. 

We take this opportunity to express our deep sense of 
obligation to the authorities of the University of Chicago, 
who, through the kindness of Professor W.S8. Stratton of the 
Ryerson Physical Laboratory, placed this valuable apparatus 
at our disposal for this investigation. 

Galvanometer.—The galvanometer was of the four-coil 
Thomson type, having what is practically a double metallic 
case so that the disturbing effects of air-currents are reduced 
to a minimum. The dimensions of these coils were 19 mm. 
external diameter, 4 mm. internal diameter, 8 mm. deep, the 
distance between centres of coils when mounted being 25 mm. 
Each coil was wound in three sections (Nos. 36, 83, and 
30 B. & 8. wire being used) approximately according to 
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the theoretical curves of best winding with a total of 530 
turns. The coils were covered with gold-leaf, and in this 
way connected with the surrounding metallic case to avoid 
electrostatic disturbances. The resistance of each coil was 
about 13 ohms. The sensibility of this galvanometer with all 
the coils in parallel (Res.=8°2 ohms) when tested with a 
Wiess suspension system (two vertical magnets 27 mm. long, 
15 mm. apart, made of small magnetized sewing-needles 
and mounted on a thin strip of mica; total weight about 
45 milligrammes) was C=6 x 10—'° ampere; 7. ¢., the current 
required to produce 1 mm. defiexion on a seale 1 metre 
distant when the period of a complete swing was 10 seconds. 
When tested with a very light suspension system weighing 
about 5 milligrammes (built of 10 or 12 magnets about 1 mm. 
long each, made of fine watch-spring, tempered and strongly 
magnetized, total weight about 6 milligrammes), the sensi- 
bility under the same conditions was C=2°5x10- All 
the magnets used in the suspension systems were repeatedly 
magnetized and boiled for several hours, so that magnets of 
great permanency were obtained. Throughout the present 
investigation the Wiess suspension system was used on 
account of its greater freedom from external disturbances. 

Barometer and Standard Metre-—The barometer was of 
the Regnault standard type with a tube about 1 m. in height 
and 25 mm. internal diameter. The lower meniscus was 
defined by a steel screw of known length. The barometric 
height was measured on the standard metre bar placed beside 
the mercury column by means of a cathetometer. ‘The baro- 
metric heights as measured by the scale on the cathetometer 
column, merely as a check, were always found to be in fair 
agreement with the values found by the standard metre. 
This barometer was compared with a Fortin standard baro- 
meter, and the agreement (to 74; mm.) was as close as we 
could read on the latter instrument. 

The standard Bartel and Diedrich’s metre was divided into 
millimetres, with the rulings on a strip of silver, imbedded 
in a bronze bar of square section about 21 mm. on the side. 
The corrections to the divisions of this metre were known 
from previous comparisons with a standard steel metre which 
had been compared with the Coast Survey and other standards 
by Prof. Rogers. 

Standardization of Resistance-Box. 
The resistance-box, mounted as already described, was 

twice standardized with the greatest care. While we cannot 
give within the limits of the present paper the details of the 
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method used or the mass of figures involved, it is sufficient 
to state that the method was in general similar to the one 
described by Mr. E. H. Griffiths in ‘ Nature,’ Nov. 14th, 
1895. The figures given below are interesting as showing 
the degree of accuracy attainable. It will be seen that the 
two calibrations gave almost identical results. 

TABLE I. 

Corrections (in mean B.U.) to 
Nominal values} reduce nominal values to mean 

: in Box Units. box-units at 20° C. 
Coils. [approx. 1 B.U. Mean. 

='01 ohm. | 
Ist Cal. 2nd Cal. 

15 Reet neree 5) — ‘0009 — 0007 — 001 

(€ hu ane 10 +:°0042 +:0036 +004 

iceacccsec: 20 +0312 +:0310 +031 

Rha ok saasices 40 +0803 +:0799 +:080 

1D Mh Adare 80 + -0284 +0277 +028 

Opirescsee 160 —'0415 — 0430 —°042 

1 eeu 320 — ‘0383 — ‘0362 — ‘037 

UN | Geen 640 — 0637 — 0635 — ‘063 

| 1h eee ee TOO ster cly, De gckeccoee Ten Meee Cee +:037 

Calibration of Bridge-wire——This consists in finding the 
resistance of each centimetre of the bridge-wire in terms of 
the mean box-unit at some standard temperature. In resist- 
ance-box No. 7 the scale of the bridge-wire, extending in 
each direction from the centre, is divided into centimetres, 
and very approximately 1 cm. of the bridge-wire has a resist- 
ance equal to 1 mean box-unit. The final results of the 
calibration are therefore given in the table below as a correction 
which is added to the bridge-wire reading (in ems.) to reduce 
this to its equivalent resistance in mean box-units. The 
process is exactly similar to the calibration of a graduated 
glass tube, where the length of a short column of mercury is 
measured in different parts of the tube. A gauge-coil of 
manganin wire whose resistance was equal to about 2 ems. of 
the bridge-wire was balanced against different portions of the 
bridge-wire. Different parts of the bridge-wire (approx. 
5 ems. long) were next balanced against the H (5) coil of the 
resistance-box, and a connexion thus obtained between the 
bridge-wire and box-unit. 
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Tasie II.—Correction to reduce the Bridge-wire Reading 
to the Mean Box Unit at 20° C. 

Bridge-wire Calibration Bridge-wire Calibration 
Reading. Correction. Reading. Correction. 

+0°5 —-004 —05 +004 
+1:0 —°007 —10 +007 
+15 — O11 —1°5 +011 
+2:0 —015 —2:0 + 014 
+2°5 — 018 —2:5 +018 
+3°0 — 022 —30 +:022 
+3°5 —-025 —3°5 +:026 
+40 —°028 —40 +029 
+45 —031 —45 +:'033 
+50 —034 —5:0 +:036 
+55 —-037 —5°5 +°040 
+6:0 —-041 | —6:0 +043 
+6°5 — ‘044 | —6°5 +:046 
+70 —-047 | —70 +049 
+75 — dl =D +051 
+80 — 054 —&0 + 054 
+85 — 057 —85 +:057 
+9°0 — 060 —90 +060 
+9°5 — 063 —95 +064 

The bridge-wire vernier could be easily read to the nearest 
z)5 ™mm., and this with considerable confidence. Obser- 
vations of any constant resistance taken with the same com- 
binations of coils and bridge-wire rarely differed by as much 
as 000002 ohm; when several different combinations were 
used to measure a constant resistance, as will be seen on 
referring to the measurement of R, (the resistance of the 
platinum thermometer at 0° C.), the several measurements 
rarely differed by as much as 0:00005 ohm. This is a severe 
test of the accuracy of the standardization. Hven these 
slight discrepancies are not entirely due to errors in cali- 
bration, but could, we believe, be still further diminished by 
stirring the water in the outer tank surrounding the oil-bath 
in which the coils are immersed. Such great accuracy in 
the standardization of a resistance-box is, of course, easily 
obtained so long as we are only concerned with the relative 
values of the coils, which is all that we care about in the 
measurement of platinum temperature. But if the absolute 
values of the coils were required, a similar degree of accuracy 
would involve a vast amount of most painstaking work, 
mainly on account of the unscientific construction of most 
standard coils, which renders the accurate determination of 
their temperature impossible, and of their having undergone 
considerable changes in resistance with time. 
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For the platinum thermometer used throughout this in- 
vestigation a change in temperature of 0°-001 C. corresponds 
to a change in resistance of about 0°00001 ohm. Owing to 
the great sensibility of the galvanometer, changes in re- 
sistance far more minute than the vernier would indicate 
(2. e. 0:00001 ohm) were easily detected. Advantage was 
taken of the high sensibility of the galvanometer to reduce 
the current used for measuring the resistance of the coil of the 
platinum thermometer to 0-002 or 0-003 of an ampere, thus 
almost entirely eliminating any heating up of the coil by the 
measuring current, which was only kept on for a few seconds 
at most. Perhaps an equally satisfactory method of reducing 
to a minimum the uncertain effects of heating of the platinum 
coil by the measuring current would be to so regulate the 
current through the coil that the energy used up in heating 
the coil is always the same at all temperatures. 

ConsTANTS OF PLATINUM THERMOMETER. 

Determination of Rg (the resistance of the platinum ther- 
mometer at 0° C.).—The ice used in these determinations 
was that manufactured by the Diamond Ice Co., of Baltimore, 
and was very clear and pure. ‘The water used in this ice is 
first filtered ; it is then frozen in large forms (long and high, 
but of shallow depth) from the sides towards the centre. 
When a thin sheet of water remains at the centre, the 
freezing is stopped and this water drawn off, thus insuring 
ice of great purity provided it is kept from contact with the 
freezing-mixture. Conductivity tests made on water obtained 
from this ice show a high specific resistance. 

The thermometer was inserted in a mixture of this ice 
(pounded very fine) and distilled water. In the first and 
second determinations of Ry a double-wall vessel was used, 
the inner vessel being nickel-plated. Ice and water were 
placed in both compartments. ‘The outer vessel in all the 
zero determinations of the platinum, as well as for the mer- 
curial thermometers, was wrapped with heavy boiler-felt to 
a thickness of about 4 cms. 

The second and third determinations (Tables V. and VI.) 
were made in the same mixture of ice and distilled water, the 
only difference being that in the third the inner vessel was 
removed. The higher resistance obtained in this case (corre- 
sponding to about 0°:002 C.) strongly suggests that, in a 
room whose temperature is 20° C. above that of the ther- 
mometer, the effect of radiation cannot be neglected. We 
were at first of the opinion that the removal of the inner 
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vessel would allow a more free circulation of the slightly 
warmed water coming from the top and sides, and thus the 
difference could be accounted for; but considering the 
distance of the thermometer-coil from the top and sides, and 
the compactness of the ice, this does not seem possible. 

The following (Table III.) is a preliminary determination 
of Ry, made merely to test the working of the apparatus. In 
this experiment ordinary ice and tap-water were used. The 
thermal regulator was not yet adjusted and the temperature 
of the coils was varying quite rapidly, yet the value of Ry is 
almost identical with that obtained subsequently. 

TABLE ITI. 

Platinum Thermometer in Ice. | 

| Time. Temperatur Mar. 10, | Coils. | Bridge-Wire. Bee Cn tae: 
| | 2 of Coils. 0 

1897. 

4.10 | C, D, G, H= 255 | B.W. Reading+3:461 20-80 258467 
| Coil cor. —"011} Cal. cor. ... —-025 | Temp. 053 

Zero cor, ... —‘Ol1 | Cor. eae 

4.20 | 0, D, F... = 260| B.W. Reading —1-608 20:90 258-471 | 
Coil cor. +°017| Cal. cor. ... + 012 Temp. . .gg] | 

| Zero cor. ... —‘Oll | Cor. 

4,23 | C, D, F, H= 265 | B.W. Reading —6°643 20:90 258°471 
Coil cor. +016} Cal. cor. ... +047 | Temp. 062 | 

Zero cor. ... —‘O11| Cor, © YO" 

Meare: asc ae 258°470 

Determination of Ry—The resistance at 100° C., Ry, was 
determined in an hypsometer in which the thermometer was 
screened on all sides (by polished metal screens) from the 
effects of radiation. The hypsometer was provided with a 
small water manometer to indicate the excess of pressure 
within. ‘To determine the atmospheric pressure, the baro- 
meter already described was used in connexion with the 
standard B and D scale. The temperature of the barometric 
column was taken by means of two Bender and Hobein 
thermometers of normal glass, graduated to 35° C., whose 
indications were reduced to the air-scale through a previous 
comparison with the platinum thermometer and a Tonnelot 
thermometer standardized at the Bureau International. The 
entire barometric column was wrapped to a thickness of 
several centimetres with asbestos paper and cotton to ensure 
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PSRE LY, 

Platinum Thermometer in Ice. 

Temperature 
Time Coils. Bridge- Wire. of Coils. R,. 

12.90 "C,H oo =260 | B.W. Readg.—1-556 20-29 || 258-476 
Coil cor. .... +°017| Cal. cor. +°011] Temp. cor.-+:020 

Zero cor. —‘O16 

12.27|0,D,G,H ... =255 | B.W. Readg.+3°506 20°29 || 258:473 
Coil cor. ... —‘Ol1} Cal. cor. —-025| Temp. cor.+-‘019 

Zero cor. —‘O16 

WAS Oh IDS 1 Sosa =260 | B.W. Readg.—1°558 20°30 || 258:474 
Coil cor. .... +°017| Cal. cor. +°011} Temp. cor.+ 020 

Zero cor. —‘016 

12.40 |C,D,G,H... =255 | B.W. Readg.+3:503 20°33 || 258°4738 
Coil cor. .... —‘O11} Cal. cor. —-025| Temp. cor.+°022 

Zero cor. —’O16 

12.50 | C,D,F,H... =265 | B.W. Readg.—6:600 20°34 || 258°470 
Coil cor. .... +016} Cal.cor. +046) Temp. cor.+-023 

Zero cor. —‘016 

12595) |) (OE 1D) 1 gsagae =260 | B.W. Readg.—1:563 20°35 || 258°473 
Coil cor. .... +°017} Cal. cor. +011} Temp. cor.+ "024 

Zero cor. —-O16 

i105) |) ECP sa, =-260| B.W. Readg. — 1-544 20°37 || 258471 
Coil cor. .... —‘005| Cal. cor. +011} Temp. cor.+°025 

Zero cor. —‘016 

1.15 | FI, D, E, F, G, H=255| B.W. Readg. +3306 20°38 || 258-470 
Coil cor. .... +°179} Cal. cor. —’024| Temp. cor.+°025 

Zero cor. —‘O16 

LAD OF 1D 1 aosncs = 260] B.W. Readg.—1:566 20:39 || 258°472 
Coil cor. +:017| Cal. cor. +:011} Temp. cor. +026 

Zerocor. —‘016 

Mean |..%snececesessene 258°472 

Note.—In this determination of R, a double-wall vessel was used, with ice 
in both inner and outer compartments. Outer vessel wrapped with heavy 
boiler-felt. 

uniformity of temperature. The thermometers were inserted 
between the wrappings touching the glass of the barometer. 
The temperature of the standard scale was taken by another 
similar thermometer. A series of measurements of the baro- 
metric height were made by one observer while the other 
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TaBLe V. 

Platinum Thermometer in Ice. 

Time. : ? : £ t 
May 6. Coils. Bridge-Wire. oe Goll, R,. 

3.45 |C,D, F,H... = 265|B.W. Readg. —6'589 19:94 | 258-467 
Coil cor. ... +°016| Cal. cor. +047 | Temp. cor.—-004 

Zero cor. — 003 

3.55 | 0, D,G,H... = 255 | B.W. Readg. 4+3°515 19-90 || 258-470 
Coil cor. ... —‘O11| Cal. cor. —-025 | Temp. cor.—-006 

Zero cor. —'003 

4.00 C,D,F,H... = 265) B.W. Readg. —6:588 19-90 || 258-468 
Coil cor. .... +016} Cal. cor. +:047 | Temp. cor. —-007 

Zero cor. — 003 

fie /OfD: F...;.. = 260 | B.W. Readg. —1°550 19:91 || 258-470 
Coil cor. +017} Cal. cor. +011 | Temp. cor.—-005 

Zero cor. — 003 

ci ved i a AT Ce = 260 | B.W. Readg. —1°527 19°92 || 258'471 
Coil cor. ... —'005| Cal. cor. +011 | Temp. cor.—-005 

Zero cor, —'003 

4.20 | FI,D,E,F,G,H = 255 | B.W. Readg. +3°323 19:93 || 258-470 
Coil cor. ... +°179} Cal. cor. —024 | Tem). cor.—:005 | 

Zero cor. — ‘003 

fe) OD 33 = 260 | B.W. Readg. —1°550 19-94 | 258-471 
Coil cor. ... +°017} Cal. cor. +011 | Temp. cor.—‘00! | 

Zero cor. —-008 | 

fae, POD. Ws. = 260 B.W. Readg. —1°552 19:90 | 258-467 
Coil cor. ... +°017}| Cal. cor. +:011 | Temp. cor.—-006 | 

Zero cor. — ‘003 | 

Mieantcacaesccere scene 258°469 

In this determination a double-wall vessel wrapped in felt was again used. 

observer measured the resistance of the platinum thermometer 
in steam, with different combinations of coils and bridge- 
wire. A time-chart of the barometric pressure served to give 
the pressure at the instant when the resistance was taken. 
Usually the observations of the barometric height were taken 
simultaneously, as nearly as possible, with the resistance of the 
platinum thermometer, for the variations of the atmospheric 
pressure seem to take place suddenly, and not uniformly as 

Phil. Mag. 8. 5. Vol. 48. No. 290. July 1899. C 
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TasLe VI. 

Platinum Thermometer in Ice. 

| 
| 

Time. | Coils. 
¥ a Temperature May 6. | Bridge-Wire. Race: Ro. 

| | 

5.00 |C,D,F,H... = 265|B.W. Readg. —6589 19:97 | 258-469 
Coil cor. ... +°016} Cal. cor. +047 Temp. cor.-- ‘002 

Zero cor. — 005 

HNO) | Ch 1D), 1B nec = 260 | B.W. Readg. —1-554 19:97 || 258-469 
Coil cor. ... +017} Cal. cor. +°011 | Temp. cor. —-002 

Zero cor. — 003 

5.15 |C,D, G, H... = 255 | B.W. Readg. +3:509 19:97 || 258-468 
Coil cor. ... —:O11} Cal. cor. —°025 | Temp. cor.—‘002 

Zero cor. —°003 

RD) IEG sapoaae = 260 | B.W. Readg. —1:527 19-98 || 258°475 
| Coilcor. ... —°005| Cal. cor. +011 | Temp. cor.—:001 
eee Zero cor. — 003, 

5.24 | FLD,E,F,G,H = 255 | BW. Readg. +3:320 19°98 || 258-471 
| Coil cor. .... +°179| Cal. cor. —-024 | Temp. cor.—-001 
| - Zero cor. — 008 

BO) || WO eas, = 260 | B.W. Readg. —1°527 | 19:99 || 258-475 
| Coilcor. ... —:005)| -Cal. cor. +°O011 Temp. cor.—‘001 
| Zero.cor. — 003 

Tha a)e || CD) Dae = 260 | B.W. Readg. — 1-550 20 00 || 258-478 
| Coil cor. ... +016] Cal. cor. +011) Temp. cor. ‘000 
| Zero cor. — 003 

Mean «fe: . Saree 258-471 

This determination of R, was made immediately after the preceding, the inner 
nickel-plated calorimeter being first removed. ‘The same freezing-mixture was 
used, and the contacts of the platinum thermometer had not been touched. 

indicated by a time-chart. Moreover, the platinum ther- 
mometer seemed to respond to the changes more rapidly than 
the barometer, which appeared to have an appreciable lag. 

The observed barometric height, corrected for temperature 
and errors of graduation of the standard metre-bar, was 
reduced to 0° C., latitude 45°, sea-level. From the reduced 
barometric height the temperature of the steam was obtained 
by interpolation in Broch’s tables of the pressure of aqueous 
vapour, recalculated from Regnault’s experiments (Zrav. et 
Mém. du Bur. Int. des Poids et Mes. t. i.). 

at 
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From the observed resistance of the platinum thermometer 
and the corresponding temperature of the steam, the re- 
sistance R, at 100° C. was deduced as follows :— 

For ree from the first observation in the following 
table (VII.) we have 

( Resistance R = 358:053 mean box-units rox Noni): 
U Red. barometric ht. = 755°19 mm. 

Corresponding temperature, ¢, of. steam, obtained from 
Broch’s tables =99°°822. 

The correction, dt/dp, to be applied to the air temperature, ¢, 
of the boiling-point of water to reduce to the boiling-point at 
760 mm. of mercury at 0° C., latitude 45°, sea-level, is there- 
fore 0°-0368 per mm. of mercury. 

To find the corresponding correction to be applied to the 
platinum temperature we have 

AG t 

—pt=3 1 (755) ~ a0} 
differentiating 

d.pt _ d.pt dt 4 —100 

pT adit aa e085 Tos 5 5000 aa 

We may assume an approximate value of 5=1:50 (from a 
previous knowledge of the constants of platinum thermo- 
meters) as sufficiently accurate for the purpose of this 
reduction. 

If it happens that the values of 6 assumed differ greatly 
from the final value obtained from the standardization, it may 
be necessary to substitute this new value of 6; we have ther 

at = (0°-0362 per mm. of mercury. 
(u 

From the equation defining platinum temperature, 

R—R, A 

ee ee; LR ae 
we have 

Reducing t=99°'822 to the ee temperature on 
the platinum scale, we have pt=99°°826. 

Hence 
358053 —258'47 1) 

99°826 
= 358°227 mean box-units. 

R, = 258-4714 100! 

C Ww 
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Taste VIJ.—Platinum Thermometer in Steam. 

Barom. 

Temp. 5 aa Results 
Time. Coils. Bridge-Wire. of hs 0°C at obs..| Rygo- 

Coils 7 | pres. 
sea-level, 
lat. 45°, 

May 4. i 
DEP bed Oy” | qnenooer = 360 | B.W. Readg. —1:976 | 1973 | \ 

Coil cor. ... +°043) Cal. cor. +014 | —-025 398053 |358°227 
Zero cor. — ‘003 

| 
246 |B, F,G,H ... = 355 | B.W. Readg. +3:103 | 19°75 | | 

Coil cor. ... —003| Cal. cor. — ‘023 | —-023 358052 358226 
Zero cor. —°003 

475519 
3.08 | FI, C, D, F... = 360 | B.W. Readg. —1°993| 19-79 | j 

Coil cor. ... +°054| Cal. cor. +-014 | —-020 358052 |358°226 
’ Zero cor. — 008 

BOW) | 135 1S Gasasceee = 360 | B.W. Readg. —1-982 19-80 | 
Coil cor. +:043 | Cal. cor. +:014|} —-019 358'058 |358'227 

Zero cor. — 003 y) 

3.84 | FI, C, G, D, H= 355 | B.W. Readg. +3°080/ 19-80 
Coil cor. ... +°026)} Cal. cor. —(22| —-019 755°32 |358°062 |358:232 

Zero cor. — ‘003 

Wins 7448, Eo ......... — 360 | B.W. Readg, —1:864| 20:00 |) 
12.17 Coil cor. ... +°048} Cal cor. + 014 ‘000 358190 |358°228 

\ Zero cor. —003 

12.25 |B, F,G,H ... = 355| B.W. Readg. +3:°220| 20:01 
Coil cor. ... —°003 | Cal. cor. — 023) +°001 | } 75895 |358:192 |358-280 

Zero cor. —°003 

NOPSV URI TBR IEE sncooc = 865 | B.W. Readg. —6-900 | 20:02 
Coil cor. ... +°042] Cal. cor. +049 |} +:002 358192 |358:2380 

Zero cor. — 003 ) 

May 7. |B, B. ......... — 360 | B.W. Readg. —1:876 | 20:35 
3.55 Coil cor. +:043 | Cal. cor. +:014| +:033 759°36 |358°211 |358:235 

Zero cor. — 003 

4.05 | B,¥F,G,H ... =355| B.W. Readg. +3:214 | 20°36 |) 
Coilcor. ... —-003 | Call cor. — 022) +033 | | 358'219 |358:236 

Zero cor. —'003 

Acleie)| 36H) Perens: = 360 | B.W. Readg. —1870| 20°37 | 
Coil cor. +043 | Cal. cor. +:014 |} -++:0385 | $759°54 |358:219 358-236 

Zero cor. — 0058 | 

Se \ BS iB). .cavaeene = 860 | B.W. Readg. —1:870 | 20:37 | 
Coil cor. +:043 | Cal. cor. +:014| +-035 358219 |358°236 | 

Zero cor. — 003 ) 

Mean ease 08 231 

.. R,=858'231 mean box-units (Box No. 7). 
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From the preceding observations we have :— 

Ry = 258°471 (mean box-units, at 20° C., of box No. 7), 
R, = 358231 is i 5 - 

This gives 

ee 1°385962 
gee ; 

Mr. H. H. Griffiths was kind enough to standardize this 
thermometer with great care before sending it, and the values 
found by him (as a mean of many observations with different 
combinations of coils and bridge-wire of Box No. 6) were :— 

January 21, 1896. 

R, = 358075 mean box-units Box 6, 

Ro = 258°366 ” ” ” 

Pte apn = 422°54 (barometer at 771°35 mm.): 

hence 

“Tn this determination the average temperature of the box 
was about 15°-4, but it was rapidly varying. Moreover, the 
temperature correction was very large, the box being right at 
Vall OF 

January 23, 1896. 

R, = 258°362, 

Ry = 358:078, 

R, = 679°510 (barometer at 769°20). 
Hence 

Fuse 
Be 1°38596, 

o =! 40r: 

The remarkable agreement of our value of a with that 
0 

found by Griffiths renders it unnecessary for us to determine 
the resistance of the thermometer in bviling sulphur (the 
third temperature usually employed), and we _ therefore 
accepted the value of 6, 1°491, given by Griffiths, as correct. 

[It is interesting to note that for the standardization given 
under date of January 21, the value of 

es Ro — __ 90. pt = — py x 100 = — 259° 12, 
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which corresponds to zero resistance of the platinum thermo- 
meter, gives for the absolute zero [by using 6 = 1490 in 
t — pt = 6{(t/100)* — t/1003] — 274°44. Similarly the 
standardization of January 23 gives the absolute zero 
— 274° 41. | 

STANDARDIZATION OF PLATINUM THERMOMETER. 

The details of the elaborate comparisons by Mr. Griffiths, 
on which the constant, 6, of this thermometer is based, are 
given below (Tables VIII, IX., X.). he resistance-box 
(No. 6) used in this standardization was similar to the one 
described in ‘ Nature,’ Nov. 14, 1895. 

“For all purposes of comparison between the results ob- 
eoed here and in Baltimore, we only require the values of 

1 
Ro 
sequence. I, however, give the observations in full, to show 
the probable order of accuracy.” 

and 6, the magnitude of the unit used being of no con- 

January 21, 1896. 

“On the above date a preliminary series of observations 
was made in ice, steam, and sulphur-vapour. The observa- 
tions, however, were hurried, the resistance-box was not 
contained in its tank, and its temperature was about 15°50 C. 
Thus the temperature correction was large. I did not regard 
the work as anything but preliminary, and will therefore only 
give results (the resistances are corrected for temperature of 

— box, &.) :— 

R’ = 358°480 when barometer* = 771°24, 

Ry = 258°366, 

R, = 679°680 when barometer = 771°35. 

Hence we get 

R, = 358:075 R, 
=~! _ 1:38592 

Ry = 258°366 Ro 

Fl= 99-709 vara! 

* The barometer is in each case corrected for temperature, scale errors, 
and for value of g to sea-level, latitude 45°. 
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Tasie VIII. 

Platinum Thermometer in Ice. 

a : : Ro- 
Time. : Bridge-Wire Temperature é 

Jan. 23. | Coils. Reading. of Coils. Noe) 

5.19 |C,D, FH... =265| B.W. Readg. —6-602) 20:50 _| 258-361 | 
| Coil cor. ... —-102| Cal. cor. +:109 | Cor. +°034 | 
| Zero cor. — ‘078 
| | 

52t | pints | B.W. Readg. —6-600 fF 258°363 
| Cal. cor. +:109 

| | Zero cor. — ‘078 

a4 r | B.W. Readg. —6:601 ; 258-362 
| Cal. cor. +:109 

| Zero cor. — ‘078 
} | | 

5.27 |C,D,F_ ... =260| B.W. Readg. —1-526 b | 258-362 
Coil cor. ... —094) Cal. cor. +026 

_ Zero cor, — ‘078 

5.28 | ' “R.W. Readg, —1-524 ff (258364 
Cal. cor. +626 
Zero cor. — ‘078 

5.30 C,D,G,H... = 255) B.W. Readg. +3°546 , 258°364 
Coil cor. ....—-078| Cal. cor. — 060 

Zero cor. — 078 

| 
5.32 | x B.W. Readg. +3°545 : 258363 

Wal. cor. —-060 
Zero cor. — 078 

5.35 |C,D,G ...... = 250) B.W. Readg. +8°626 Pe 258°359 
| Coil cor..... —‘079| Cal. cor. — 144 

Zero cor. — ‘078 

par BW. Readg. +8627 . 258'360’ 
Cal. cor. —144 

| Zero cor. — ‘078 

Meany. :.00-<..«scsemeien oa 258°362 

Determination of R,, Ry, and FI. 
“We have 

R! = 358-416 when bar, = 769°39, .*. b.p. = 100°344, 
R = 258°362 

Iv — Ry = 100-054 for dif. in temp. = 100344. 
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TABLE IX. 

Platinum Thermometer in Steam. 

; ; P Baro- R’ 
Time. : Bridge-Wire Temperature i 

Jan. 23. Coils. Reading. of Coils. meter (eorr.).|| No. 6.) 

4.36 |C, D,F,H, FI = 365 B.W. Readg. —6-466 59°32 | m™. 
Coil cor. ... —179] Cal. cor. +106 C 030 769°40 || 358°413 

Zero cor. SO | a 

4.43 - B.W. Readg. —6-469 20-38 
Cal. cor. +106 : » || 008415 
Zero cor. — 078 Cor. +085 

4.46 |C, D, F, FI = 360 | B.W. Readg. —1°394 20:40 

Coil cor. ... —*171] Cal. cor. +023 Cor. 4-037 7H 358°417 
Zero cor. —'078 

4.51 4, B.W. Readg. —1°397 . 
Cal. cor. +°023| 4, 72 A3q [769-45 || 358-416 
Zero cor. (7 Stee an 

4.55 |C, D, G, H, FI = 355 | B.W. Readg. +3°674 20-45 
Coil cor. .... —*164] Cal. cor. —-061 One 042 em 3858'413 

Zero cor. "O78 ons eee 

4.59 B.W. Readg. +°3°676 20-47 
D Cal. cor. — 061 Cor. 42044 769°40 | 358°417 

Zero cor. —'078 

5.6 C,D,G, FI = 350| B.W. Readg. +8°752 90-49 
Coil cor. .... —'156| Cal. cor. —'146 Gos 046 769°35 || 358418 

Zero cor. = yes Wy 

5.9 B.W. Readg. +8°750 20-49 
” Cal. cor. —'146 Cor. 4-046 769°30 || 358:416 

Zero cor. — ‘078 : 

Meant cchcceeeenter cee 769:39 || 358°416 

a Nr 

R’ = 358°416 mean box-units (Box No. 6) when the barometer is 
769°39 mm. 

“ Hence mean SR en (OEE 
ot 

“ Now Spt at 100° = 0°985. 
ot 

ol at, 1002 

. OR’ for 0°°344 

“. R, = 358-416 —0°338 = 358-078. 

-9971 x +985 = -0-9821, 
‘9821 x 344 = 0°338, 
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Platinum Thermometer in Sulphur Vapour. 

TABLE X, 

25 

In sulphur vapour all the precautions must be taken which are mentioned on 
pp- 144-147, Phil. Trans. Roy. Soc., A, 1891, vol. elxxxii. 

| 

Time. Coils. Bridge-Wire Temperature pas ee 
Jan, 23. Reading. of Coils. . 

(corr.).'| No 6.) 

fetes EAL ED... 2. = 680 | B.W. Readg. —-675 2036. | mm. | 
Coil cor. ... +°193| Cal cor. +009 | Cor. +:064 |769-°20 || 679:°513 

Zero cor. — 078 

6.18 i B.W. Readg. —°671 20°35 
Cal. cor. +:009 | Cor. +°062 | ,, | 679°515 
Zero cor. — 078 

6.21 sy B.W. Readg. —-°672 
Cal. cor. +°009 ‘ » || 679°514 
Zero cor, —°078 | 

625 |A,B,H ...... =685 | B.W. Readg. —5:754 
Coil. cor. ... +°185| Cal, cor. +095 7% 769-15 | 679'510 

Zero cor. — 078 | 

6.26 rf B.W. Readg. —5°755 
Cal. cor. +095 5 769-20 | 679-509 
Zero cor. — ‘078 | 

6.30 | A, F,G,H... = 675|B.W. Readg. +4527 | 
Coil cor. ... +°068} Cal. cor. — ‘076 Fe - 679°503 

Zero cor. — 078 | 

6.32 z B.W. Readg. +4528 | 
Cal. cor. — 076 Fs 769-25 | 679-504 
Zero cor. — 078 | 

aT eee ee eee 76920) 679°510 

R*=679'510 mean box-units (Box No. 6) when barometer=769:20 mm. 

*¢ Hence R, = 358-078, 

R, = 258'362, 
FI 

Ry/Ro 
99°716, 
138596. 
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Determination of 8. 

“Rs = 679°510 when barometer = 769°20 mm. 

679-510 — 258362 
3 — — 4° 0.5 Pi, AE RECTE TIS 422°°35. 

“* Now the boiling-point of sulphur at 769°20 mm. 

= 444°-53 + 0° 082 x 9:20 = 445°-28. 

. 445° 28 —422°°35 = 8{ (4°453)? 4-453}, 

ry = 1-491. 

“ Final Results :— 

R, = 398°078 R, eee 

R, = 238°362 Ree a 
poe 

FI = 99-706 

RESULTS OF COMPARISONS. 

In order to show in detail the method of comparison, we 
have selected at random the results of a single comparison of 
Baudin 6166 with the platinum thermometer (Table XI.). 

In Columns II., I11., and IV. are shown respectively the 
coils used, the bridge-wire reading, and temperature of coils, 
for the measurement of the resistance of the platinum thermo- 
meter. The corresponding stem-reading on the mercurial 
thermometer, taken at the same instant, is shown in 
column VIII. The temperature of the air near the portion 
of the stem of the Baudin thermometer projecting from the 
calorimeter, and of the water in the small water-jacket around 
the stem, where it emerges from the calorimeter, is shown 
in columns IX. and X. 

The resistance of the platinum thermometer is deduced 
from the observed quantities, shown in columns IL., IIL, 
and IV., as follows :—To the nominal value of the coils is 
applied the ‘‘ coil-correction””’ to reduce to mean box-units ; 
these are taken from Table I., and are designated “ coil cor.” 
in column IJ. ; a further correction for the temperature of 
the coils must be applied to reduce to “ the mean box-unit of 
Box No. 7 at 20° C’; these corrections are applied in 
column IV. ‘To the bridge-wire reading is applied the 
“ calibration correction” to reduce the observed reading to 
mean box-units ; to this must be further applied the “zero 
correction,” which takes into account the amount by which 
the zero of the vernier differs from the zero of the scale when 
the bridge is balanced with the intervals C,C, and P,P, short- 
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circuited and all plugs replaced with care ; these corrections 
are applied in column ITI. 

By the application of these corrections, taken with proper 
signs, we get R, the resistance of the platinum thermometer, 
shown in column V. 

The platinum temperature, shown in column VI_; 1s¢de= 
duced from the observed value of R by substitution in the 
formula defining platinum temperature, remembering that 
Ro= 258-471 and R,=358'231 “ mean box-units at 20° C3.” 

From the platinum temperature the corresponding tempe- 
rature on the air-scale, shown in cclumn VILI., is deduced by 
the formula 

aie t \" Gast. 
i 14914 (a) 1005 ° 

In order to facilitate these reductions, a table was con- 
structed giving the value of (¢—pé) for every degree pt on 
the platinum scale. 

Six determinations of the zero of Baudin 6166 gave the 
following results :— 

mn. 

24:°159 
24-147 
24-151 
24°148 
24151 
DA 1 5A 

iMeanes, > 24-05 

Rowland’s zero (table xx. p. 116, Proc. Amer. Acad. of 
Arts and Sciences, xv. 1879) was 20°43. 

Temperatures by Baudin 6166 are reduced as follows :—To 
the mean stem-reading is applied the stem-correction which 
is divided into two parts, one portion of the stem extending 
from 28 mm. to 99 mm. being assumed to be at the tempe- 
rature of the water in the surrounding jacket, the remainder 
of the stem at the temperature of the surrounding air. This 
correction is applied in column XI.; from the corrected 
stem-reading the corresponding temperature on Rowland’s 
air thermometer is obtained from the results of his comparisons 
of these thermometers with the air thermometer given in 
his tables Xvuit., xIx., and xx. The temperatures thus ob- 
tained must be further corrected by the rise of the zero since 
Rowland’s comparisons : thisis shown in column XII., which 
gives the mean temperature on the Rowland air-scale (obtained 
through 6166), corresponding to the mean temperature on 
the Callendar-Griffiths air-scale given in column VII. 
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CoMPARISON OF PLATINUM THERMOMETER WITH 
TonneELot 11801. 

This comparison was made by Dr. W. 8S. Day and the 
authors, in order to bring the results of the different standards 
of thermometry into comparison, and thus, if possible, to 
account for the differences in the values of the capacity for 
heat of water obtained by different observers. 

The comparison was carried out in a tank especially designed 
by Dr. Day for the comparison of mercurial thermometers in a 
horizontal position. This tank consists of a long rectangular 
copper box 98 cm. long, 21 em. wide, and 23 cm. deep, with 
a movable cover, holding a piece of plate-glass, through which 
the stem-readings of the thermometers could be observed by 
means of a micrometer-telescope which slides along parallel 
ways supported from the cover of the tank. Within this 
copper tank was another small brass box, 10°5 em. long, 8 em. 
wide, and 5 cm. deep, in which were placed side by side the 
bulbs of the thermometers to be compared. This box shielded 
the bulbs from the effects of convection-currents ; and in this 
way the thermometers were kept at a constant temperature 
for a considerable time, for it required an interval of some 
minutes for a very appreciable change in the temperature of 
the large mass of surrounding water to produce a minute 
change in the temperature of the enclosed water owing to the 
absence of convection-currents. This brass box was provided 
with two movable lids on the top and two on the bottom, 
which could be opened and closed from the outside of the 
tank. ‘The large tank was provided with three paddle-wheels, 
operated from the outside, which produced efficient stirring. 
The entire tank was then placed inside a wooden box, the 
interspace between the walls of the tank and box being loosely 
filled with cotton-wool. The greater portion of the lid, with 
the exception of the plate-glass, was covered with a layer of 
thick felt. The tank and its contents could be raised to any 
desired temperature by allowing steam to flow through a 
copper tube coiled along the bottom of the tank. 

As the platinum thermometer is peculiarly adapted to show 
minute changes in temperature, the efficiency of this tank 
was exposed to a severe test in these comparisons. It was 
thus ascertained that if the lids of the inner brass box were 
opened, the entire contents of the tank thoroughly stirred, 
and the lids then tightly closed, the temperature would remain 
constant to within 0°:001 for at least several minutes, for a 
difference of 20° C. between the temperature of the room 
and the water in the tank. 
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Constants of Tonnelot 11801. 

Tonnelot’s 11800, 11801, and 11811 were made of French 
“-verre-dur,’ with transparent stems divided into tenths of a 
degree, about December 1895. They were subsequently sent 
to the Bureau International, where a most exhaustive study 
of them was made by M. Guillaume, and comparisons made 
at several different temperatures with their standards. These 
standards have been compared by M. Chappuis. with the 
standard nitrogen and hydrogen thermometer (Z'rav. et Mém. 
du Bur. Int. des Poids et Mesures, tom. vi. 1888), so that the 
scale of these thermometers can at once be reduced to the 
nitrogen or hydrogen scale. 
We can only briefly outline the methods used at the Bureau 

International for the standardization of thermometers; for to 
do full justice to their beautiful and painstaking researches 
on thermometry would not lie within the limits of the present 
communication. 

The thermometers are first roughly examined for uniformity 
of bore and graduation. If these are not sufficiently accurate, 
the thermometer is rejected. If these are found satisfactory, 
a calibration is next made by measuring the lengths of suitable 
columns of mercury in different portions of the scale. ‘This 
determines the correction that must be applied to certain 
“ principal points” of the scale, to reduce the scale-reading 
to what the reading would have been if the bore had been per- 
fectly uniform. In these thermometers, whose range includes 
0° and 100°, the corrections are usually so calculated that the 
calibration corrections for 0° and 100° are zero. 

The next constants determined are the external and internal 
pressure-coeflicients, usually denoted by 8, and 6; The ez- 
ternal pressure-coeficient is determined by subjecting the 
thermometer to known variations in pressure and observing 
the corresponding change in the stem-reading. The external 
pressure-coefficient, 8,, is then the change in degrees produced 
by a change in the external pressure of ] mm. of mercury. 
The internal pressure- coefficient, 8;,is deduced from 8, by adding 
0°-9000154, a quantity depending on the difference of com- 
pressibility of mercury and “ verre-dur.” 

The fundamental interval, i. e., the number of scale-divisions 
between 0° and 100°, is then determined by observing the 
“fixed points” (in steam and ice) of the thermometer. This 
gives the value of the degree or the scale-division (if the 
graduation is arbitrary) on the centigrade scale. 

From these known constants the temperature on the 
centigrade scale of this particular thermometer can be de- 
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termined. Buta scale of temperature defined in this way 
would vary with each different specimen of glass used, and 
would not be exactly the same even for the same kind of 
glass. The mean scale of a number of French hard-glass 
thermometers kept at the Bureau International, which have 
been compared directly with the gas-thermometers (H, N, 
and CO,), defines temperature on the French hard-glass 
(‘‘verre-dur’’) scale. The slight deviations of the hard-glass 
scale of any other Tonnelot thermometer which is compared 
with these standards is observed, and these corrections serve 
to reduce the indications of this thermometer to the mean 
French hard-glass scale. 

Method of Comparison. 

The Tonnelot thermometer was adjusted with its stem in a 
horizontal position in the comparison-tank, and with its bulb 
near the centre of the inner brass box. The micrometer- 
telescope was then adjusted by means of a level, so that its 
axis of collimation was perpendicular to the stem of the 
thermometer. When these adjustments had been made, no 
certain difference could be detected between observations 
made with the divisions in front of the stem and those made 
with divisions back of the stem. The glass stem of the 
platinum thermometer passed from the outside through the 
sides of the wooden box and comparison-tank into the brass 
box, where its coil was almost in contact with the bulb of the 
mercury thermometer. Before taking an observation the 
top and bottom of this box were opened, and the entire 
contents of the tank thoroughly stirred ; the lids were then 
tightly closed, and a series of observations taken. A single 
series included a setting on the division below the meniscus, 
on the meniscus, and on the division above the meniscus, 
repeated three times, but in inverse order. No certain 
variation of temperature was ever detected during the time 
required to take a series of observations. The box containin 
the bulbs was then opened, the water again thoroughly 
stirred, the box closed, and a similar series of observations 
taken. If the temperature of the water in the tank was 
below that of the room, after each stirrring there was a 
slight rise in temperature: if the temperature of the water 
in the tank was above that of the room, there would be a 
slight decrease after each stirring: steam was therefore 
passed through the heating-coil to make sure of a rising 
meniscus. Usually four such series of observations were 
taken at each temperature. Immediately after the com- 
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parisons at one temperature were completed, the Tonnelot 
was removed from the tank and its zero quickly determined 
(in a mixture of pure ice and distilled water) before any 
recovery of the zero had taken place. In the zero deter- 
minations the thermometer was adjusted vertical and the 
axis of collimation of the micrometer-telescope horizontal. 
Occasional barometer readings were taken to reduce the 
indications of the Tonnelot thermometer to standard pressure. 

While one observer was taking observations on the Tonnelot 
thermometer, another observer was taking simultaneous obser- 
vations of the resistance of the platinuin thermometer. 

RESULTS OF COMPARISON. 
In order to show in detail the methods used, Wc., we give 

below the reduction of a single series of observations at one 
temperature. 

Observations :— : 
Coils FYO, F: 
Bridge-wire reading= —1:015. 
Temperature of coils 20°31. 

Micrometer Readings. 

(1) (2) (3) 

Platinum 
Thermometer 

DOO AY po tac Lest — 415°579 . 15-586 
| Meniseus .... 15°109 15°102 15:100 
De Dias es 14:995 14°995 14-989 

ihe pe : 2 Barometer (brass scale)... 762°0 mm. 
No isot Temperatire bee ecneeecaes 1926 

Zero determination :— 

Oo Ora ee GIO S612 2" 605 
‘Meniscus ... 12°428 12-430 12-426 

Reductions :— Wes 

Stem-reading of Tonnelot 11801... 20°482 +0°031 
Calibration correction ................ + 0:004 0:000 
Correction for external pressure due m 

to 57 mm. of water + excess of ¢ —0-001 —0:001 
atmospheric pressure. 

Internal pressure correction : ther- 
mometer horizontal in comparison 0:000 +@6Gé 
tank, vertical in zero tank. 

MER COLLECTION ied cccinqadeds see- 0 she —0°038 + 0-038 

20°447 

-- Correction to fundamental interval... 0°000 

Phil, Mag. 8. 5. Vol. 48. No. 290. July 1899. D 
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Temperature on scale of 11801 ...... 20°447 
Correction M, to reduce to mean _0:006 

French hard-glass scale. 

ane on mean _hard-glass 20-441 

Correction to hydrogen scale......... — 0°086 
$s 4, WMILTO MON ee ree ken —0:076 

Temperature on hydrogen scale ... 20-355 
., 4 Mitrogen! sty, Whe e069 

Woils BLO bP Soe aaeeee ee = 280 
Coil corrections (Table I.)......... + 0°026 
Temperature correction ............ +0:023 
Bridge-wire reading .. 2.0400... ..«. —1:015 
Calibration correction (Table IT.). +0-007 
Zero correction of bridge-wire ... —0:006 

eee 

279:035 mean box-units. 
_ 279:0385 — 258471 100 
~ 858°231—258-471 * 
= 20°'618 ; 

t =20°372 (air-scale). 
The results of the two independent series of comparisons 

of the Platinum Thermometer with Tonnelot 11801 are given 
in the following table (XII.). 

TasLe XII. 

Jomparison of Platinum Thermometer and Tonnelot 11801. 

pt 

A A 

aa Pt. Therm. [Cor. to reduce “T1e0L Pt. Therm.| [Cor. Ke reduce 
Nitrogen- | Air-Scale, ae peal Nitrogen- | Air-Scale, oi P. Seale 

Seale _ to Paris Saale _ to Paris 
; Nitrogen-Scale. } : Nitrogen-Scale. | 

7-804 7-800 +004 10:197 | 10186 +011 

12:941 12:941 000 20°519 20:523 —'004 

18°5382 18-327 +:005 23-400 23°391 +009 , 

23°106 23:114 —008 25:568 25°571 —-008 : 
a 

33°708 33°704 —:001 30:004 30°005 —:001 

39°999 40-001 — ‘002 43817 43°820 — 003 
| 

These results are also plotted in the form of a curve in fig. 5, 
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Fig. 4. 
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The results of these comparisons can best be shown by 
means of the accompanying curves. 

Fig. 4 shows the result of each of the independent com- 
parisons of Professor Rowland’s Baudin thermometers with 
the platinum-resistance thermometer. Abscisse represent 
temperature on the centigrade scale, and ordinates the 
corresponding corrections that must be added to Rowland’s 
air-scale, as determined by the Baudin thermometers, to 
reduce to the Callendar-Griffiths’ air-scale. The almost 
constant difference between the curves of May 18th and 
May 24th suggests at once a constant error affecting the 
entire series of one or the other comparisons. This difference 
is, however, not of any great importance; for in the 
determination of the mechanical equivalent we are practically 
only concerned with temperature ranges over the interval 
5° to 35°, and these are practically identical on either curve. 
After looking over the results, we have attributed these 
differences to a slight error in the value of the temperature- 
coefficient of the coils of the box, which, on account of the 
high temperature of the room, could not be kept at 20° in 
the comparisons of May 24th and May 21st. This conclusion 
is further strengthened by the fact that the comparison of 
May 28th, when the box was again near 20°, practically 
coincides with that of April 10th. 

A résumé of all the comparisons between the Platinum and 
Baudin thermometers is also given in the table opposite. 

Fig. 5 gives the final correction curves for each of the 
Baudin thermometers. The ordinates of curves I. (mean of 
the individual comparisons shown in fig. 4) give the 
corrections that must be added to Rowland’s air-scale, as 
determined from the Baudin thermometers, to reduce to the 
Callendar-Griffiths’ air-scale. To pass from the air-scale to 
the absolute scale of temperature use was made of Rowland’s 
table xvir. (p. 114, Proc. Am. Acad. xv. 1879). In this way 
curves II. were obtained which give the corrections to reduce 
Rowland’s absolute scale to the Callendar-Griffiths’ air-scale. 

The results of the comparison of the platinum-resistance 
thermometer with Tonnelot 11801, which had been standard- 
ized at the Bureau International, are shown in curve A, in 
which ordinates represent the corrections that must be added 
to the Callendar-Griffiths’ air-scale to reduce to the Paris 
nitrogen: scale as given by Tonnelot 11801. The close agree- 
ment of these two scales is a strong confirmation of the 
accuracy of the platinum-air interpolation formula. Indeed 
such close agreement must be partly fortuitous, as we have 
certainly no right to expect so close an agreement, con- 
sidering the difficulties of gas-thermometry. 
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Date. 

"May 18th. | 

No. of 
Observations. | 

He OH Cd 2 > Or 

TABLE XIII. 

Temp. on 
Rowland’s 
Air-Scale. 

| 

Comparison of Platinum Thermometer with Baudin 6163. 

Temp. on 
Callendar- 
Griffiths 
Air-Scale. 

\ 

O° 

5°261 
9°937 

15°340 
20-066 
24881 
34916 
40-051 

| May 24th. 

DO Se Od SD 

| Comparison of Plati 
| 

| | Apr. 10th. 

§:997 
20-055 
25-298 
34-899 

| 40-283 

Or Or or 

| 10-8738 
19-650 
307136 

| 
| 

| 

| 
| 

Difference 

+0°012 
40-015 
40-015 
40-014 
+0:020 
—0:005 
—0:001 

37 

Comparison of Platinum Thermometer with Baudin 6163. | 

5-998 
20-056 
25222 
34-909 
40°305 

| 

—0-001 
—0:001 
+-0:006 
—0010 
—0°022 

| 

10-844 
19-611 
30° 114 

May 21st. 

| Comparison of Plati 

lorkorns Mer kors™)i 

ie} 

5131 
| 9869 
| 14899 
| 19-951 

24-987 
30-226 

te) 

5:127 
9°852 

14871 
19-923 
24:965 
30°212 

+0:029 
+0039 
+0:022 

+0004 
+0°017 
+0:028 
+0028 
+0:022 
+0°015 

num Thermometer with Baudin 6166. 

num [iiewcaelee oon Bea Glen: 

Comparison of Platinum Thermometer with B 

May 28th, 

| Apr. 14th. | 

6 
6 
6 
4 

Srv9r1 or a 

| ° 

| 5°242 
| 10:091 

19-978 
307191 

| 10-129 
20-274 
| 29°735 

i 

5-227 
10-066 
19°937 
30°163 

+0°015 
+0°025 
+0041 
+0°028 

audin 6166. 

10-104 
20-247 
29°709 

+0°025 
+0:027 
+0026 

_ Comparison of Platinum Thermometer with Baudin 6165. 
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Curves III., whose ordinates must be added to Rowland’s 
absolute scale to reduce this to the Paris nitrogen-scale, were 
then obtained by combining curves II. and curve A. 

TABLE XIV. 

Corrections to Rowland’s Baudin Thermometers. 

Baudin 6163. Baudin 6165. Baudin 6166. 

| Te 3a Cor. to | Cor. to Cor. to | Cor. to Cor. to Cor. to 
= Paris | Paris’ | Paris Paris Paris Paris 

Nitrogen- | Hydrogen-| Nitrogen- | Hydrogen-| Nitrogen- | Hydrogen- 
| Scale. Seale. Scale. Seale. Scale. Scale. 

rf +002 +902 +006 +005 +004 “003 
2 004 ‘003 010 “009 ‘007 005 
3 “006 ‘O05 ‘O15 ‘O15 “O10 008 

feet ‘009 007 ‘019 016 “O13 ‘010 
fae = “O1L ‘008 022 ‘O19 016 O15 
L—=-G ‘O13 ‘009 025 “022 ‘019 “O15 
teens id ‘014 “010 ‘027 “024 “022 ‘O17 

8 ‘O15 “O11 “030 026 “O25 “019 
oe} O15 ‘O1L ‘032 “028 ‘027 ‘021 

10 ‘O16 ‘O10 034 028 030 024 
14 Oe “O15 009 035 028 “032 025 
12 ‘O15 “009 036 “028 034 027 
13 “O15 ‘007 036 028 ‘037 029 
14 015 ‘007 036 027 038 031 
15 ‘O15 ‘007 036 “027 “040 032 
16 ‘015 “006 “035 026 ‘O41 033 
17 ‘O15 006 035 026 ‘042 “034 
18 O14 ‘005 035 025 043 034 
19 014 “005 "035 025 043 034 
20 014 004 034 “024 043 033 
21 015 “004 033 023 042 031 
22 ‘016 “004 033 023 “041 029 
23 O17 005 033 022 039 ‘028 

| 24 ‘O17 006 033 021 037 026 
25 ‘O17 ‘006 032 021 ‘035 “024 

| 26 016 005 032 ‘021 034 022 
27 “O15 003 "032 021 ‘032 021 
28 ‘013 002 032 “O21 030 7019 
29 ‘O11 000 032 ‘O21 028 SOL 
30 009 — ‘002 0382 021 027 016 
31 007 — ‘004 
32 ‘005 — ‘005 
33 003 — ‘007 
34 “002 —°009 
35 “000 Olt 
36 —°002 Eke 
37 —-003 —'015 
38 —-004 — 016 
39 —'005 —‘016 
40 —'005 —'016 
41 —006 — 017 

| 
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Curves LV. give the corrections that must be added to 
Rowland’s absolute scale to reduce this to the Paris hydrogen- 
scale ; these curves are obtained from curves III. by making 
use of the relation of the hydrogen and nitrogen scales of 
temperature as determined by the experiments of M. Chappuis 
(Guillaume, ‘Thermométrie de Précision,’ p. 258). 

The corrections to reduce the readings of the Baudin 
thermometers (when referred to Rowland’s absolute scale) 
to the Paris nitrogen and hydrogen scales of temperature, 
as obtained from curves III. and IV. fig. 5, are given in 
Table XIV. 

RECALCULATION OF MECHANICAL HQUIVALENT. 

Reduction to the Paris Nitrogen-Scale.—Rowland’s values 
of the mechanical equivalent, as expressed in terms of the 
rise of temperature of water, are deduced from an equation of 
the following form :— 

Jo — W (T+ 5°)— (P= 
where W is equal to the energy in ergs required to raise the 
temperature of the water from T°—5° to T°+ 5° 

Hence, if Cy) and Oy) are the corrections that have to be 
applied to the temperature indicated by the Baudin thermo- 
meters to reduce these to the Paris nitrogen-scale, we shall 
have for the value of J,;° reduced to the nitrogen-scale :— 

5 ei i te NY: ae 

16°" (20° + Co) — (10°+ Cp) 10 es Coo— Cio 
10 

fan A 1 

=J 50 ae =J (1 4 Liv= Cro ) approximately 
ee Cop— Cio 10 

10 

= Jicol\ iro,  Witene, ke. — 1+ 

The values of K (the factor to reduce Rowland’s values of 
the equivalent to the Paris nitrogen-scale) were computed, 
from the corrections found. by the preceding comparisons, for 
each degree centigrade for each of the Baudin thermometers. 

The results of Rowland’s experiments on the mechanical 
equivalent of heat are summarized on pp. 192-196, Proc. Am. 
Acad. xv. 1879. 

The values of J at any one temperature were averaged for 
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each thermometer separately, and each mean was then re- 
duced to the nitrogen-scale by the proper correction factor K. 
The general mean value of J at that temperature was then 
obtained by taking the mean of the values given by each 
thermometer, giving to each thermometer a weight equal to 
the number of experiments performed with that thermometer 
at the given temperature. These values of J, corrected as 
indicated above, were then plotted, and the values obtained 
from the resulting smooth curve were taken as the final value 
of J on the nitrogen-scale. For the sake of comparison, the 
original as well as the corrected values of J are given in the 
following table. 

TABLE XV. 

=a Rowland’s ned Rowland’s 
eae values of J ee J values of J 

sae reduced to Paris |e “ reduced to Paris Temp.| (absolute scale) |... q Temp. (absolute scale) ,., 
P | Nitrogen-Scale he C.G.8, | Nitrogen-Scale 
Se eon theo Ss. | Ce eT ont tie OCS 
ee System. | |) eSben cs System. | 

adie) Bee Rae Pad ae ae | oo SEL vi ese | ae 
f- | 4207x10' | 4200107 | 22° | 4:176X10' | 4178107 
8° | 4-204 4-198 23° 4175 4:177 
9° | 4-202 | 4:196 24° | 4174 4177 

10° | 4-200 4-195 i ed ek alee iA} 4-176 
| 11° | 4-198 4193 | 26° | 4-172 4175 
TC = 4°1.96 HEIIG, | 27° | 4171 ' 4-175 

| 138° | 4-194 4-190 || 28° 4171 | 4174 
fh T4o ALTO? |; 4+:189 2921, AiO 4-174 
ie Bae 4189 | 4187 BO) weil 4175 
| 16° 4:187 4186 show A-l7 | 4175 

wre 4185 4184 ole 4-171 4175 
aT ite 4183 4-183 \| Bd? 4-172 4:175 

19° 4:18] 4°182 || 34° 4:172 | 4°17%6 
20° 4:179 4181 || “30° 4173 4177 
otc 4ANT7 4°179 | 36° 4173 4178 

These results are also plotted in fig. 6 (p. 42). For the sake 
of comparison the electrical determinations of the mechanical 
equivalent by Griffiths and by Schuster and Gannon are also 
shown on the same figure. 

CONCLUSIONS. 

These comparisons would seem to show that Baudin 6163, 
when its indications are reduced to the absolute scale by 
means of Rowland’s tables, reads lower than the Paris 
nitrogen-scale over the range 0° to 35°, these differences 
amounting to 0°016 at 10°, 0° 014 at 20°, and 0°-009 at 30°. 
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Fig. 6. 
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_ The corrections to reduce to the Paris hydrogen-scale and 
the Callendar-Griffiths’ air-scale are respectively 0°-010 and 
0°010 at 10°, 0°:004 and 0°:012 at 20°, and —0°-002 and 
0°-009 at 30°. Baudin 6166, when its indications are reduced 
to the absolute scale, reads lower than the Paris nitrogen- 
scale throughout the range 0° to 31°; the corrections are 
0°-030: at 10°, 07043 at 20°, and 0°:027 at 30°. The cor- 
rections to reduce to the Paris hydrogen-scale and _ the 
Callendar-Griffiths’ air-scale are respectively 0°:024 and 
0°-025 at 10°, 0°033 and 0°-041 at 20°, and 07016 and 
0°-027 at 30°. The indications of Baudin 6165, when reduced 
to the absolute scale, are about 0°:035 too low throughout 
the range 10° to 80°. 

As will be seen from the curves for the “ capacity tor heat 
of water”? shown in fig. 6, the changes in Rowland’s values 
are small, amounting to a decrease of about 1 part in 850 at 
10° C., the value at about 18° remaining unchanged, while 
those at 20° and 25° are respectively increased by about 1 in 
2100 and 1 in 1400. The variation of the specific heat of 
water with temperature between 15° and 25°, when Rowland’s 
values are referred to the Paris nitrogen-scale, is practically 
identical with that given by Griffiths’ curve. This suggests 
at once that an explanation of the differences between the 
mechanical and electrical determinations of the mechanical 
equivalent must be sought in the energy-measurements. 

In Rowland’s experiments an error in the energy-measure- 
ments may be due either to an error in the diameter of the 
torsion-wheel of his calorimeter or to the system of weights 
employed. Inasmuch as the diameter of the torsion-wheel 
was measured many times by comparison with two standard 
metre-bars, each of which had been compared with the Coast 
Survey and other standards, the possibility of an error 
sufficient to account for the observed differences between the 
mechanical and electrical determinations must be sought else- 
where. Turning to the question of the weights used in these 
experiments, we see that it is not necessary that they be cor- 
rect absolutely with the standards, if they are only relatively 
correct, as the formula for the mechanical equivalent contains 
a weight in both numerator and denominator. On the other 
hand, if they were not correct relatively, we should hardly 
expect to find the almost constant difference between the 
determinations of Griffiths and those of Rowland (reduced 

- to nitrogen-scale) throughout the range 15° to 25°. The 
evidence accumulated thus far would, we believe, suggest, as 
a possible explanation of these differences, a still undiscovered 
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error in the system of electric units employed. This, indeed, 
in the light of the enormous and painstaking work which 
serves as the basis of these units, is not probable, but, 
considering the difficulties encountered in the standards of 
electromotive force and current, it is not altogether impossible. 
The enormous experimental evidence which served as the 
basis of the international ohm, together with the recent 
confirmation of the accuracy of this unit, renders it almost 
certain that the difference need not be looked for in this 
direction. 

At the Toronto meeting of the British Association, before 
which an abstract of this paper was read, the Committee 
on Hlectric Standards received an appropriation for the 
redetermination of the electrochemical equivalent of silver 
and the absolute electromotive force of the Clark cell, and 
their results are awaited with much interest. In the mean- 
while the results of a determination of these quantities, made 
by Dr. Kahle at the Reichsanstalt, have been published 
(Zertschr. f. Instk. xviii. pp. 229, 267, 1898; Wied. Ann. lix. 
p- 532, 1896; Wied. Ann. Ixvii. p. 1, 1899). His final value 
of the E.M.F. of the German H standard form of Clark cell 
was 

Ky; = 1:4325 volts. 

By making use of a previous comparison between the 
Cambridge standard and the German H_ standard (B. A. 
Report, 1892), the Cambridge standard, when reduced in 
accordance with Kahle’s value, becomes 

Cambridge 152 = 1°4329 volts. 

The value of the Cambridge standard (upon which is based 
Griffiths’ values of the capacity for heat of water) as deter- 
mined by Glazebrook and Skinner (Phil. Trans. A, 1892) 
was 

Cambridge i350 = 1°4342 volts. 

As has already been shown by Dr. F. A. Wolff (Johns 
Hopkins Univ. Circular, June 1898), when the values of the 
Hi.M.F. of the Clark cell, as found by Kahle, are applied to 
Griffiths’ values of the capacity for heat of water, as well as 
those of Schuster and Gannon, they are brought into very 
fair agreement with those of Rowland as corrected by the 
results of our comparisons (differing by about 1 part in 
1400). This is shown by the following table :— 
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Old. ans Corrected. 
At 15° “Rowland (air-seale) ... 4:189%10'  4:187 x 10? 

=> Grithiths (N. scale)... 4198" «,, AMI: 43 

sPhowyleanids eo ace secs Ante <3, AOS y 4s, 
Graieat S toes. pages key, 4°192 4-184 AYA) ” 

At 20 Schuster and Gannon - 
(N. scale) at 19%1... 491905 , 4185, 

At 25° roma Ee eth ANTS, AAT ORS 5, 
Gir aco opener Amiel aw 4-179 

Dr. Guthe has kindly informed me of the result of a 
redetermination of the electrochemical equivalent of silver, 
which was carried out during the past year by Professor 
Patterson* and himself at the University of Michigan. Their 
final value of the electrochemical equivalent of silver is 
0:0011193 gramme per ampere per second for a ‘used ”’ 
solution. This is very near the value found by Kahle for 
a used solution. For a “fresh”? solution Kahle found 
0°0011182. 

A recalculation of the E.M.F. of the Cambridge standard 
Clark cell as determined by Glazebrook and Skinner, if we 
use the value of the equivalent found by Guthe and 
Patterson, is 

98 

Cambridge 15: = 1°4327 volts, 

which is in very close agreement with the value as given by 
Kahle. If Griffiths’ values are corrected in accordance with 
this determination, the agreement with Rowland’s corrected 
values is very close, they being greater by about 1 part in 
2300 throughout the range 15° to "25°, 

In conclusion the authors wish to express their sincere 
appreciation of Professor Rowland’s kindness in allowing the 
use of his thermometers for these comparisons, and their many 
obligations to Professor Rowland and Professor Ames for 
their frequent advice and assistance throughout the course of 
this work; and also to Dr. W. 8. Day for 80 freely placing 
his apparatus at our disposal, and his many acts of kindness. 

Johns Hopkins University, 
Baltimore. 

* The results of this investigation have since heen published in the 
Phys. Rey., Dec. 1898, p. 257, 
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II. Onthe Thermal Conductivity of Water. By S. R. Mitner, 

B.Se., 1851 Research Scholar, and A. P. Cuarrock, Pro- 
fessor of Physics, University College, Bristol *. 

KNOWLEDGBH of the thermal conductivities of liquids 
is of value in relation to their chemical constitution ; 

and as the comparison of conductivities may be more easily 
made than the determination of their absolute values, it is of 
importance that the absolute conductivity of some standard 
substance, such as water, should be known as accurately as 
possible. The present paper is the account of an attempt 
made to measure this quantity by the direct determination of 
the quantities entering into its definition ; the heat flowing 
through the water being generated electricallyt, and so 
accurately measurable. The principle of the method will be 
best understood by reference to the diagram, fig. 1. Here the 

Fig. 1. 
—»Balancdng currant 
— Heating current 

water (shaded) forms a thin layer between the plane parallel 
bottoms of the vessels A and B. Over the bottom of A 
(which must be constructed of thin glass or some bad con- 
ductor to prevent horizontal flow of heat) is a flat coil or 
zigzag D of well-insulated wire which forms the “ heating- 
coil,’ and the wires of which are shown in section by the dotted 
line. The heat generated in D when traversed by a current 
flows downwards through the water layer into the sink C (a 

* Communicated by the Authors, having been read at the Bristol 
Meeting of the British Association, 1898. 
+ At the time of designing our apparatus we were unacquainted with 

the work of Dr. C. H. Lees, who also makes use of an electrical method 
of generating heat for conductivity measurements (see Brit. Assoc. Report 
Edinburgh, p. 647, also a later paper, Phil. Trans. 1898, p. 899). Except 
in this particufar, however, our method is quite distinct from his. 
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false bottom to B), which is kept at a uniform temperature 
by cold water flowing through it. 

In order that the whole of the heat may flow downwards 
good thermal insulation is provided above D in the shape of 
cotton-wool, W, and a second flat coil H (the “ balancing- 
coil”) is provided, through which a current may be sent to 
prevent a temperature-difference between D and E ; the two 
junctions of a thermopile, soldered respectively to metal disks 
at J and F, being used for obtaining this condition. Definite 
and fairly good thermal contact between D and the bottom 
of A is further obtained by imbedding D in a layer of molten 
paraffin wax about 0°5 centim. thick, D being held against 
the bottom of A until the wax solidifies. 

Although near the circumference of D the flow of heat has 
a horizontal component, it is linear near the centre, and it is 
to this region that the following applies. 

Take @ to be the difference of temperature between the 
centre of the heating-coil and the sink of heat, and «x the 
thickness of a layer of water 1 square centim. in area, and of 
thermal conductance equal to that per square centim. between 
coil and sink. Then if C is the current through the heating- 
coil, R its resistance, and A its area, 

06 gu 0 0°2406 C mae 

where k is the thermal conductivity of water. 
Now increase the thickness of the water layer by y, 

a, 
ety’ 

whence iis given at once in terms of the measured quantities 

mage of 2 0°2406 C?— =k 

_p.ganecee _¥ k=0°2406C Ts es eee (1) 

The method in this simple form is, however, open to certain 
objections. In the first place, the strength of the current in 
D and the temperature and rate of How of the water in 
the sink must be kept constant over long periods ; and as even 
small changes in their values occurring in the middle of an 
experiment may easily produce changes in @ exceeding that 
produced by the change in thickness of the water layer, this 
is not an easy condition to fulfil, To avoid this difficulty we 
modified the apparatus to work differentially. A second pair 
of vessels A’, B! were constructed exactly similar to A and B 
(fig. 1); the same currents of electricity and water were sent 
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respectively through the two pairs of heating-coils and sinks 
arranged in series, and the temperatures 6 and @! of the two 
heating-coils brought to equality by adjusting the thickness 
of the water layers. On now altering one of the water layers 
by y, so that @ (say) becomes 6,, the difference 6,—6', which 
is independent of small permanent changes in the flow of 
either the water or the electricity, may be used to replace the 
6,—8@ of equation (1). 

The differential arrangement has the further advantage of 
readily lending itself to the measurement of 0,—6'. Experi- 
ment had already shown that the thermopiles we originally 
intended to use were not altogether suitable for this purpose ; 
but by constructing the two heating-coils of platinum wire and 
connecting them to form the two arms of a Wheatstone bridge 
they constitute a differential thermometer which is the more 
sensitive as the heating current flowing through them is 
necessarily considerable. 

Heating- Coils. 

It has been pointed out that the flow of heat is linear only 
atthe centres of the coils; the temperatures must therefore be 
measured in these regions. Fig. 2 shows the winding of the 
heating-coils adopted for this purpose. Each coil consists of 
three parts connected in series, the inner circle « @ (4 cm. in 
diam.) forming the temperature-measuring part, and the two 
rings surrounding it, @y and y 6 (total diam. 11°5 em.), acting 
as guard-rings, flexible connexions being soldered on at 

a, B, , 9. 
The division of the guard-ring at y allows of more accurate 

measurement of the average resistance per sq. cm. of the 
central portion of the coil than can be got from the smaller 
area a8. Itaiso enabled us to test whether the area a B was 
sufficiently small for all the lines of heat-flow from it to be 
parallel, by observing if the temperature was the same at the 
centre whether the current flowed through the whole coil a 6, 
or only through 2y. Most important of all, it helped to 
prevent flow of heat in the plane of the mica, a function it 
shared with the gap round 2 #. 

To ensure that the two heating-coils were the same size, 
holes were pricked through two sheets of mica laid one on the 
top of the other, and pure platinum wire 0:2 mm. ‘diam. 
threaded through those on each sheet, so that it all appeared 
on the same side of the mica except at the short cross- 
connexions between the grids. These cross-connexions were 
so arranged that the amount of wire per sq. cm. of the mica 
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sheet was, on the average, the same at the divisions between the 
three parts of the coils as for the rest of their areas. 

It will be convenient to speak in future of the right hand 
(R.H.) and left hand (L.H.) of the two similar halves of the 
apparatus, these expressions referring to their positions with 
regard to the observer when set up. 

Fig. 2 

sonnet 

Hin 
The resistances of the two inner coils « y when measured in 

position were 

Eat, a) 6°108 ae at 18° C. 
L.H. (ay!) 6:191 ohms 

and the areas in each case 43°73 sq. cm.; half the space 

between the areas actually covered by ary and 6 being 

allowed to ay. From these data the ratio R/A in equation (1) 
was obtained. 

To connect the two heating-coils so that their central 

portions only formed the arms of a Wheatstone bridge and 

Phil, Mag. 8. 5. Vol. 48. No, 290. July 1899, KE 
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yet to keep the heating currents through them the same as 
those through their external portions the arrangement shown 
in fig. 3 was adopted, the lettering in this figure corresponding 

with fig. 2. The heating current flows first through the coil 8 a, 
then through a stretched wire A A! of very low resistance, and 
then through the second heating-coil a! 6 in series. Parallel 
with these are resistances d b, ba, a'b!, b'd! of resistances ten 
times greater than those of the corresponding portions of the 
heating-coils. db &c. are of german-silver immersed in 
oil. The points d, d' are connected to two stretched wires X 
and Y of about 2 ohms each, on which good contact can be 
made at any point with the main current by a screw. Leads 
from 8 and b, 6! and b!, the contact-maker D and aa’, are 
taken toa mercury commutator by which these pairs of points 
may be connected either directly or through a galvanometer. 
Band bare brought to the same potential by connecting them 
through the galvanometer and altering the position of the 
contact on X, similarly with @! and J! by altering Y. On 
now short-circuiting 8 to 6 and #! to 0! the currents will be 
the same all along the line of conductors 66/, and by trans- 
ferring the galvanometer to D and aa! balance may be 
obtained with respect to the four arms 6 a, a! 6!, ba, a! l! by 
moving >. It is true that the balances of potential at Bb 
and £'! are destroyed by the alteration of the water thickness 
in one of the vessels, and this must produce a difference in 
the heat generated per sq. cm. in a@ and £6 respectively. 
In the actual readings, however, the effect of this on the value 
of the conductivity was found to be an error of Jess than 
0-1 per cent. ; so that it was sufficient to make the adjust- 
ments on X and Y with an average value of the heating 
current, and not necessarily to readjust during the experiment 
when the water thickness was altered. . 
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Containing Vessels and their Fittings. 

The two pairs of containing vessels (A, B, fig. 1) are sup- 
ported inside a thick cast-iron box, A and A! being let down 
into the box through holes in its upper surface, their weight 
being in each case supported by three levelling-screws resting 
on the top of the box. The bottoms of A and A’ can thus be 
levelled while their positions relatively to the cast-iron box - 
are fixed so long as the levelling-screws rest upon it. The 
lower halves B and B’, on the other hand, are each supported 
within the box by a separate system of levers in such a way 
that by turning micrometer-screws either B or B’ may be 
caused to move vertically and parallel to itself through a 
known distance. By this motion the thickness of the water 
layer is altered. The following numbers were determined 
directly by a reading-microscope. 

Change in thickness of water layer per turn of 
micrometer-screw. 

B (R.H.) . . 0:04100 cm. 
B(L.H.) . .° 0:04090  ,, 

The vessels B, B/ are of copper, the upper portions forming 
open dishes with thick bottoms, and being continued below as 
the hollow boxes C. Through C runs a copper tube H which 
opens through the middle of the upper dish by an orifice of 
about 0°5 mm. diam., and is for the purpose of introducing 
the liquid whose conductivity is to be measured between A 
and B. By this plan air-bubbles are swept away from the 
centre of the liquid layer if accidentally present. G is the 
waste-pipe for emptying B. Under C is fixed a thermopile- 
junction K of german-silver and iron wires soldered to a 
metal disk, and electrically insulated from C, but in good 
thermal contact with it. 

With regard to the flow of water through the sinks ©, C’, 
it was found that even with the differential method of working 
fluctuations in the flow were troublesome because they reached 
and told upon one sink before the other. We therefore fitted 
up a small cistern in the laboratory which was fed through a 
ball-tap trom the mains and supplied the sinks only. The 
entrance of bubbles to C and C’ had a very serious effect on 
the heat-flow, and was prevented. by a trap. 

The upper vessels A, A’.containing the heating-coils gave 
a great deal of trouble. Metal bottoms we found useless on 
account of the large horizontal component they introduced 
into the heat-flow. Glass bottoms, on the other hand, possess 

K 2 
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the disadvantage of introducing a high thermal resistance not 
independent of the temperature, and must therefore be thin 
as well as plane. After some unsuccessful attempts to get 
the bottoms of glass beakers ground flat inside and out, we 
adopted thin disks of microscope cover-glass 12°7 cm. in 
diameter and 0°051 cm. thick cemented onto the end of a 
glass cylinder 11°5 cm. high, which formed the sides of A. 

To equalize the distribution of heat-flow the glass disk was 
covered on its upper side with a circular sheet of tinfoil 
9 cm. diam., cut by two concentric grooves about a millimetre 
wide each into three pieces to prevent radial conduction 
through it, the inner circle thus formed being equal in size to 
the inner circle 28 of the heating-coil. The heating-coil 
itself comes immediately above the tinfoil ; it is insulated from 
it by two circles of thin paper boiled in paraffin-wax; and 
the whole is then imbedded in wax as described above. Above 
this is the single junction J of a german-silver-iron pair made 
of very thin wires soldered to the centre of a disk of sheet- 
zinc Zcm.in diam. Above this is the cotton-wool W, then 
the balancing-coil EK (german-silver, 25 ohms, on a mica disk) 
with another thermopile-junction F just below it similar to J. 
Over E is another layer of cotton-wool, and finally a flat zine 
box P through which tap-water is passed in parallel with C. 

The leading wires to the thermopile-junctions J, F, K are 
taken immediately into a trough of oil in which their junctions 
with copper leads are immersed. From here the copper wires 
lead to a mercury commutator by means of which J at the 
heating-coil can be joined up in opposition to either K or F 
for the measurement of the H.M.F. of the couple. 

The two vessels R.H. and L.H. are fitted up in all respects 
alike. 

As will be seen later, the indications of these thermopiles 
are used in determining small correction-terms in the ex- 
pression for conductivity. It was therefore necessary to 
calibrate them with thermometers; but high accuracy was 
not required. The piles in use were read by the deflexion 
they produced on a mirror galvanometer, and the difference 
of temperature corresponding to 1 cm. deflexion was found 
to be 

R.A. J Koo. oh eo ieee 
IE Were eS 

LH a Ae oe. Aan 
Se amy erste (REL 

The constant of the galvanometer was tested each day, but 
did not vary appreciably. 
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Calibration of Heating-Coils as Thermometers. 

Attempts to calibrate these in stirred oil within the small 
range of temperature they were to measure not being very 
satisfactory, this was done by completely enclosing them in 
metal water-jackets (J, J’, fig. 4) arranged in series and sup- 

Fig. 4. 

plied with a steady stream of cold water. A difference of tem- 
perature between the jackets was produced by heating the 
spiral tube 8, and the difference was measured by two mercury 
thermometers immersed in them, and divided to tenths of a 
degree. The opposing arms of the bridge were the coils 6 a, a’ b/ 
of fig. 3, connected as in the actual conductivity measurements, 
so that the bridge-wire itself could be calibrated directly into 
degrees. This wire (A A’) is of platinoid, 0°7 mm. thick, in 
parallel with five thick wires of german-silver, and its resist- 
ance is 0°0003280 ohm per cm. To increase its effective 
length (necessary for the calibration) two other sets of wires in 
parallel (B and C, fig. 4) were connected to it in series by 
mercury commutators P and Q. These commutators were so 
arranged that A A’ could be inserted in the middle or placed 
at either end of B and C. 

To eliminate thermoelectric effects the contact-maker D 
was made in the form of a platinoid edge from which a pla- 
tinoid wire led to a fixed binding-screw R. The connexion 
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between a and a’ was also made through a platinoid wire from 
a point on which another platinoid wire led to a second 
binding-screw T close to R. T and R were thus the points 
to which the galvanometer was connected, and they were 
wrapped together in cotton-wool. 

The mean of many determinations gave for the temperature- 
coefficient of the platinum heating-coils at 18° C., 

a&g=0°003330 : 
or referred to 0° C., 

&y =0°003530. 

The resistances of the inner portions (#8 and a’8’) of the 
heating-coils were 

RH; “(@@)°=1°650 ohmiat 136°C, 

I Pele CRY Aaa Ba m 

Consequently the temperature-difference between the two 
coils per cm. displacement on the bridge-wire was— 

For R.H. coil heated 0°1192° C. 

L.H. ” 0°1188 

Heating- Current. 

This was supplied by storage-cells working through rheostats, 
and was measured by a gravity electrodynamometer specially 
constructed for the work. Its constant, obtained in terms of 
the Clark cell and resistance, was 0°04769; 2. e. the current in 
amperes =0'04769 V8, where 6 is the reading of the head of 
‘. micrometer-screw divided into 100 parts. The indications 
of this instrument could be relied on to less than 0°1 per cent. 
when measuring the 0°5 ampere actually used. 

Calculation of Results. 

In addition to the previous symbols on p. 47, let 

r be the thermal resistance per sq. cm. of the paraftin- 
wax and glass between the heating-coil and the water ; 

8 its coeflicient of increase with temperature ; . 
k' the thermal conductance per sq. em. of the cotton- 

wool between the heating-coil and the balancing-coil. 

A balance is first obtained on the bridge-wire with a current 
C through the heating-coils and an unknown water thickness 2. 
If @ is the temperature-difference between the heating-coil 
and the sink of heat, and d that between the heating-coil and 
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the balancing-coil when the temperatures have become steady ; 
we have 

0:2406 9 
aay aa. ees}. R= Ki ae 2 +k d. ry ° ° ° (2) 

diz + ip 

On increasing the thickness of the water by an ee Y) 
@ becomes 6’, d becomes d’, r becomes 7{1+ (0 —8@)}, while 
the resistance of the heating-coil is increased by AR where 

AR = Ra(@ SO) iio ee (ai (3B) 

If R’ is the resistance of the opposing arm of the Wheat- 
stone bridge (equal in the experiments to 10R at 18° ©.), the 
heating-current 

/ 

ee eee ee ke = (4) 

or about +° of C’, the constant current measured on the electro- 
dynamometer. C thus depends on R; and since the resist- 
ance of the heating-coil in the other vessel does not alter, the 

change of C due to change of R is 9 a AR. The excess of 

temperature of the heating-coil above that of the sink after 
the alteration of water ciate: will therefore be given by 
the equation 

02406 @! (c+ ie AR) ( (R+AR) = cana mvErE +kd'. (8) 
ry 

An approximate solution of (2), (8), (4), (5) gives for the 
ae 

k=G waft eee {oo ata} +rBX], « ( 

where OrZA0 GG Eu x Na x= (ae "VR. 

At 18°C. pated Leh, and if T be the temperature of 
Batis 11 

the sink, the temperature of the heating-coil is T+@. Hence 
expressing R in terms of Rjg, we have 

0:1988 _,, ; k= "Ris 4p g[l+ 7 ant e- 18) +75 = af 

A k ,d'—d QP199) aig 
— pi oR, "FS AAA ae rpOrR I. (7) 
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Values of the Corrections. 

(1) The expression 

+a(T + 0—18) 

is the correction for the variation of heating-coil resistance 
due to variation of the temperature of the experiment. @ is 
measured on the thermopiles J, K for each vessel, and & has 
the value 0:00333 given above ; hence if 6, denotes the actual 
value of the pile readings on the galvanometer before the 
increase of thickness the percentage value of this correction 
becomes-— 

R.H. vessel +0*140 6, +0:272(T—18), _ 
LH... 4-0:1480,+-0:272(0 13). 

(2) When the water thickness is increased, the temperature 
of the heating-coil rises by 6’ —6@, and the flow of heat is altered 
by the consequent increase of resistance. The percentage 
correction in the conductivity is given by the third term in 
the brackets of equation (7), or 

R.H. vessel +0°156 0,’, 
Es +0:164 6, 

where 0,’ is the galvanometer-reading of the piles J, K for 
each vessel respectively after the increase of water thickness. 

The average value of the sum of corrections (1) and (2) 
amounted to about 2°7 per cent. 

(3) In consequence of the length of time required for the 
temperatures to become steady, it is impossible in practice 
always to adjust the temperature of the balancing-coil to 
equality with that of the heating-coil. A sufficient current 
to produce an approximate equalization of temperature was 
therefore sent through the balancing-coil at the beginning of 
un experiment; and this was not usually altered afterwards. 
By measuring the temperature-differences d and d’ before 
and after the increase of thickness the heat flowing upwards 
can be calculated in terms of the upward conductance (k’ per 
square centimetre). 

To determine k’ the water layer in each vessel was replaced 
by a layer of cotton-wool about half an inch thick, and a 
bulance obtained on the bridge-wire with a small heating- 
current c, the corresponding values of 6 and d being also 
measured. A current was then passed through the balancing- 
coil; and when the temperatures had again become steady, 
fresh values 6’ and d’ were obtained. 
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It we put k” for the thermal conductance per square 
centimetre between heating-coil and sink 

a CR=KO+hd=k'O + kd, 
from which 

0241. 0—-Old ad 
= 2 ae ae 

Boome! ga “a i(s- ) 
6 —@ was too small to be read on the piles themselves, but 
could be measured by a direct reading on the bridge-wire. 
The following is an example of a complete determination 
of k’:— 

8. 6,. 6,'. dy. aaa 
R.H. vessel... 19°4 4+12°22 +124 4855 —10°32 4:1 

5 being the reading on the electrodynamometer, and z that 
on the bridge-wire, and the suffix ; being used to indicate 
the actual galvanometer readings of the piles. Hence using 
the constants already given 

Oe, 100 5 (0-047)? x 19-4 x 615 x (4:1 x 0119) pues aT. 1B 
Pee oA kG S55. 1089 0-516 x 1222 x 124 x 0 5884 59 — 

=oro < 10-% 

The values of k’ obtained were 

R.H. Vessel. L.H. Vessel. 
8°6 x 10-5 9:3 x 10-9 
91 ” 8:3 bP) 

B-4 9 

giving a mean value 8°75 x 10—® c.a.s. 
Introducing this value into equation (7), putting ’—0= 

0'119 times the displacement (z) of the slider on the bridge- 
wire, and writing 0)’, d,, and d,’ for galvanometer- readings 
instead of temperatures, we obtain for the percentage cor- 
rection due to the loss of heat upwards : 

“a, —_— 

R.H. vessel aad 2°55 eee = 05884, b, 
L 

° / [42 7 A 

L.H. vessel — eet 4 8:27 i (dur +0-602¢, }. 

The average value of this correction was smail, and amounted 
only to about —0°3 per cent., since before the increase of 
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water thickness the balancing-coil was generally arranged to 
be a little higher in temperature than the heating-coil (i. e. 
d, is negative, and the two parts of the expression are of 
a sign). 

(4) The expression 
0: ae rAC2R ; 

in equation (7) gives A effect due to the alteration of 
thermal resistance of the glass and paraffin bottom of the 
heating-coil when the temperature of the coil rises. To 
obtain the values of r and $8 the water was replaced by 
mercury (for the sake of good thermal contact) and the upper 
vessel containing the heating-coil let down to rest on the 
bottom of the lower one (B). With water flowing through 
the false bottom of this readings were taken on the pile 
J K (fig. 1) with widely altered currents through the heating- 
coil. An estimate of the values of » and 8 could thus be 
obtained, due regard being had to the temperature-coefiicient 
of the heating-coil, and to the fact that the temperature 
alteration of the glass and paraffin is only half that of the 
coil. The mean results were 

ry =218 C.G.8. 

8=0°34 per cent. increase per degree rise of temperature. 

Introducing these values the percentage correction in k 
becomes 

0:0047 8, 
amounting in the actual experiments to about 0:8 per cent. 
As a matter of fact the value of 8 determined in this way 
does not represent the change in 7 due to a change of 1° in 
the temperature of both glass and paraffin, but is somewhat 
nearer to the value for paraffin alone, as the temperature of 
the latter is changed in the above measurements more than 
that of the glass. The smallness of the total correction, how- 
ever, renders a more detailed consideration of this point 
unnecessary. 

(5) Since the temperature of the sink and the flow of heat 
remain constant when the water thickness is increased, the 
fresh layer of water introduced, the conductance of which is 
that measured in the experiments, must be taken as that 
immediately below the bottom of the heating-coil vessel. Its 
mean temperature is therefore 

64+0 0:199 r = 2 T+—— 9 rO?R. 
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The amount to be added to the temperature T of the sink to 
give the temperature at which & is measured is 

R.H. vessel...... 0°26(0, + 0,/) —0°189 6, 
L.H. vessel...... 0:27 (0,+ 6,/)—0°139 6. 

(6) The pressure of the water against the glass bottom of 
-A alters with the thickness of the water layer; and as the 
glass is thin it was feared that it might give. The reading- 
microscope showed that it did so, but so slightly that the 
observed value of & is only 0°1 per cent. too high. This error 
has been allowed for in the final mean, but not in the tables 
of results. 

Results. 

In taking the final readings, after the flow of water through 
the lower vessels was turned on, the heating current and 
balancing current were started, and after an hour’s time 
readings taken on the bridge-wire every 10 minutes until the 
position of the contact-maker was steady during a quarter of 
an hour. ‘The readings of the thermopiles JK, JF were then 
taken and one of the micrometer screws turned, altering the 
thickness of the water in one or the other vessel. After about 
three quarters of an hour the position of the contact-maker 
was again observed at short intervals until no further change 
took place, the thermopile readings being then repeated. 

The water thickness was then in most cases reduced to its 
original value, and the readings on piles and bridge-wire de- 
termined afresh ; their means with those originally obtained 
being used in calculation*. 

Throughout each experiment the electrodynamometer was 
observed every 10 minutes, and the current kept constant if any 
small alteration had taken place by the adjustment of a 
rheostat. The temperature of the water flowing through the 
sinks was measured just before entering and just after leaving 
the cast-iron containing box (it rose about a tenth of a degree 
in the process) and the mean was taken as the temperature of 
the sinks. 

To obtain a greater variation of temperature in our experi- 
ments we tried heating the sink-water before it entered the 
apparatus by passing it through a metal spiral connected with 
a burner and thermostat. But the frequent slight alterations 
of temperature resulting from this caused such large fluctua- 

* In certain cases marked with an asterisk in the table of results this 
remeasurement of the zero values was omitted. In taking the means 
given in Table II. these are reckoned as half experiments. 
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tions in the position of the slider as to render these results 
unreliable. The apparatus might, however, very possibly 
be improved to give a more constant temperature to the 
water. 

The results given in Table I. are only those obtained at 
the natural temperature of the water in the tank, and include 
all experiments taken under this condition within a period of 
three weeks. The various columns contain the mean experi- 
mental data with the calculated values of the temperatures 
and conductivities; their contents are sufficiently mdicated 
by their headings. 

The factor outside the square brackets in equation (7) gives 
the “uncorrected conductivity ” of the sixth column ; its nume- 
rical values for the two vessels are 

R. H. Vessel :— 

01988 x 0-04769°8 x OLO8 ,, O-OENOn 
43-73 * 0°11922 

=a 7 MU 

L. H. Vessel :— 

Pe 6°191 0:04090n 
°1TQ0R ()/ 2 ge 0°1988 x 0°0476976 x 1378 x 01188: 

_on 

=v AN Gy ei UU aaa 

n being the number of complete turns given to the micrometer- 

screw, 2 the reading on the bridge-wire, and 6 that on the 
electrodynamometer. 

The average deviation of the corrected values of k from the 
mean (allowing for temprature) is about I'l per cent. This 
is almost entirely due to slight fluctuations in the flow of the 
water through the sinks which, as already mentioned, cause 
relatively large alterations in the position of the contact- 
maker on the bridge-wire. There is therefore no one-way 
tendency in these alterations, and they cannot much affect the 
final mean. 

A comparison of the values given by the two vessels is made 
in Table [I]. This is o!tained by arranging the numbers in 
Table I. in the order of decreasing temperature, dividing 

them into three equal groups, and taking the mean of each 
group. sae, 

The values given by the right-hand vessel are thus only 
about 0:2 per cent. higher than those by the other vessel at 
the same temperature, a result which may be easily due to 

Bit 
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TABLE II, 

B.H. Vessel. | L.H. Vessel. 

| | 
| Temperature. | k. | Temperature. k. 

| | 
| - 
| 2120 = 001454 22-10 0-001461 

| 2019 1440 74 | 1448 
| | j 

| 1914 | 1423 | 19-28 1421 
=o eee gt Alsons abate as 
[Mem..208 | ovorss9 | 2071 | 9001443 | 

| | 

irregularities in the windings of the heating-coils. Table Il. 
also shows an increase in the conductivity with rise of tem< 
perature, which is roughly about 1 per cent. per degree ; 
but the actual variation of temperature from which it is 
obtained is so small that not very much weight can be laid on 
its value*. 

The final mean value of & for water obtained from these 
experiments is 

0°001433 c.4.8. at 20° C, 

Below are given the results of some previous observers for 
comparison :— 

k. Temperature, 

Lundquist. . . 0°00156 40°8 

Winkelmann. . 154 14 

Wieber fin nihs viz 124 AT 

a Pisoietg 143 23°6 

|e ener eee a 136 25 

120 AT ” 

* The results which have been obtained by different observers for the 
temperature-coefficient are very different. Weber (Wied. Ann. x.) 
obtains an increase with rise of temperature of 0°8 per cent., while Lees 
(Phil. Trans, 1893, p. 425) finds a decrease of 0°5 per cent. per degree, 
The value given above is roughly coufirmed by some direct dift-re.tial 
measurements of the temperature-co flicieut made by taking readings, at 
constant current and with very different water thicknesses in the two 
vessels, of the alteratiou of the bridge-wire contact produced by varying 
the temperature of both sinks of heat. These, however, were not very 
reliable in consequence of the fluctuations already mentioned caused by 
artificial heating of the water, we hope to repeat them, with improved 
arrangements for keeping the temperature constant. 

7 Loc. cit. I Loe. cit. 
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The present result thus lies fairly close to the values of 
Weber and of Lees, the difference between it and each of 
these (extrapolating to 20° C. from the numbers given above) 
being about three per cent. 

In conclusion, we hope to be able shortly to apply our 
method to two problems upon which it seems desirable that 
more work should be done—the temperature-coefficient of 
water and the properties of solutions. Hach of these measure- 
ments amounts to the comparison of the thermal conductivities 
of two liquids in different physical conditions, and the ex- 
perience now gained of the working of our apparatus points to 
its being particularly well adapted to such comparisons. 

Ill. Reflexion and Refraction of Elastic Waves, with Seismo- 
logical Applications. By Professor C. G. Knorr, D.Sce., 
FLRAS.E* 

T Lord Kelvin’s suggestion I reproduce, with additions 
and extensions, a paper I published eleven years ago 

in the ‘Transactions’ of the Seismological Society of Japan. 
This Society ceased to exist some years ago; a fact which 
may serve as a further reason for reproducing a paper, 
in which the problem of the behaviour of an elastic wave 
incident on the interface of rock and water was for the 
first time fully worked out. In that paper also, I believe, 
the sound method of treating the general problem when the 
two media are elastic solids was first explicitly stated (see 
below, pp. 71, 92). 

For convenience I have divided the present communication 
into three parts. 

Part I. is a reproduction of my seismological paper of 
1888 with a few verbal corrections. Footnotes added now 
are enclosed in square brackets. 

Part II. contains detailed numerical calculations for rock- 
rock interface and for rock-air interface, similar to the caleu- 
lations for rock-water interface in Part I. 

Part ILI. gives the mathematical investigation and the 
various sets of formule on which these calculations are based. 

Part I.f 

HARTHQUAKES AND HARTHQUAKE Sounps: as llustrations of 
the General Theory of Elastic Vibrations. 

The first systematic application of the theory of vibrations 
to the problems of earthquake motion was made, I believe, 

* Communicated by the Author. 
t [Read at Tokyo before the Seismological Society of Japan, February 

23rd, 1888, and published in their ‘ Transactions’ of that year. ] 
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by Hopkins in his “ Report on the Theories of Hlevation and 
Earthquakes,” presented to the British Association in 1847. 
During the forty years which have elapsed since then, our 
knowledge of earthquake phenomena has steadily grown. 
The labours of Mallet have been largely supplemented by the 
observations and experiments of a small army of enthusiasts, 
who have pitched their tents on the trembling soil of Italy 
and Japan. Their energies have been mainly directed to 
the perfecting of seismographs and seismometers, to the 
registering of all kinds of earth-movements, to the study of 
the effects of these on buildings, and, in a limited degree, to 
the measurement of the velocities of propagation of dis- 
turbances due to artificial earthquakes. With all this activity 
on the experimental side, we have to confess that theoretic 
views have hardly advanced beyond the stage in which 
Hopkins left them in 1847. G. H. Darwin’s discussion of 
the strains due to continental areas, and Lord Rayleigh’s 
investigation into a special case of surface-wayes on an elastic 
solid, are perhaps the only mathematical pieces of work that 
have any distinct bearing on seismic phenomena. The 
former gives an obvious raison d’étre for the existence of 
seismically sensitive regions within the earth’s crust, but, 
being an equilibrium problem, can throw no light on that 
progress of the state of strain which constitutes earthquake 
motion. Lord Rayleigh’s results will be referred to here- 
after in due course. Meanwhile, as it is my object to 
discuss in a general way how far earthquakes and their 
accompanying effects may be explained as disturbances in 
an elastic or subelastic medium, it will be convenient to 
reproduce here much that may be found in authoritative 
earthquake literature, such as Hopkins’ and Mallet’s ‘ Re- 
ports, Mallet’s ‘ Neapolitan Earthquake,’ Milne’s ‘ Warth- 
quakes,’ and so on. 

From the general theory of the vibrations of homogeneous 
elastic solids, we know that there are three types of wave 
propagated with different velocities. If we confine our 
attention to an isotropic elastic solid these types reduce 
to two, which are kinematically easily distinguished by the 
relation which the direction of vibration of any particle bears 
to the direction of propagation of the wave. Thus, in the 
one type the vibrations are normal to the wave-front ; in 
the other they are transverse or tangential. Dynamically, 
the types may be distinguished as the condensational and 
distortiunal waves. The former is of essentially the same 
character as ordinary sound-waves in air; and the latter 

Phil. Mag. 8. 5. Vol. 48. No, 290, July 1899. F 
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may be compared, so far as direction of motion is concerned, 
to waves of light in the luminiferous zther. In the con- 
densational wave the vibrating particles move to and fro 
in lines parallel to the direction of motion of the wave. In 
the distortional wave the particles move to and fro in lines 
perpendicular to the wave’s direction of motion. 

In all cases these two types of wave are propagated with 
different velocities, which depend upon the density and the 
elastic constants of the material. For an isotropic elastic 
solid there are two independent elastic moduli, known 
respectively as the bulk-modulus, or resistance to com- 
pression, and the rigidity, or resistance to distortion. The 
velocity of the distortional wave depends on the ratio of the 
rigidity to the density. The velocity of the condensational 
wave, however, is not so simply related to the other modulus, 
but depends for its value upon the rigidity as well. 

Take, for example, a uniform cylindrical rod of iron. By 
giving the one end of this rod a slight twist we may set up a 
series of torsional vibrations, whose velocity of propagation 
along the rod is to be measured by the square root of the 
ratio of the rigidity to the density. The velocity of pro- 
pagation of longitudinal vibrations, which may be supposed 
to be given by an impact on the end, is to be measured by 
the square root of the ratio of the so-called Young’s Modulus 
to the density. Young’s Modulus is a definite function of 
the principal moduli already mentioned, being given by the 
formula 

9nk/(3k +n), 
where & is the resistance to compression and n is the 
rigidity. 

Again, if we consider the case of plane waves in an infinite 
solid, we find that here also the velocity of propagation of 
the distortional wave is given by the ratio Wn/~/p3; while 
that of the condensational waves is measured in terms of a 
mixed modulus which is not necessarily the same as Young’s 
Modulus. Its value is k+4n, which is equal to Young’s 
Modulus only if 8k=2n. 

According to Navier’s and Poisson’s theory of elasticity 
we should have 3k=5n. This is usually expressed by saying 
that, when a bar is stretched under a longitudinal pull, its linear 
contraction at right angles to the pull is one quarter of the 
elongation in the direction of the pull. So far as experi- 
ments with hard metals go, this ratio may vary from ‘2 to °4. 
Nevertheless -25 may be taken to be a pretty fair mean 
value. 
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It we write m instead of k+4n*, we obtain for the value 
of the Poisson ratio the expression 

a — In 

ao 2(m—n) 

The possible values of s range from +34 to —1; the former 
being its value in an incompressible elastic body, the latter 
its value in a body of infinite rigidity but finite compres- 
sibility. The luminiferous ether appears to be a substance of 
infinite resistance to compression ; but of the other limiting 
kind of elastic material we have no example. 

The velocities of the condensational and distortional waves 
are given respectively by the expressions m/p and n/p, 
p being the density of the material. 

There are experimental methods for measuring the quan- 
tities m and n; and from them the two velocities can easily 
be calculated. Or, if the two velocities are known, it is 
possible to calculate from them the two moduli. Now it is 
quite obvious that m must always be greater than n; the 
ratio indeed varies from 0 for the case of the incompressible 
body to # for the case of the infinitely rigid body. Of course, 
in the latter case, both waves travel with an infinite speed ; 
but the speed of the distortional wave can never become 
equal to the speed of the condensational wave, however large 
it is made to be. 

Jn deducing the true values of mand n from the two wave- 
velocities, we must know the density of the material. The 
only values I have been able to find for wave-velocities of 
both types in rocks are those given by Messrs. Milne 
and Gray. These velocities were originally obtained from 
direct measurements of the elastic moduli of the rocks in 
question. The moduli themselves Professor Milne has 
recently furnished me with. In the following table they 
are given f, expressed in ¢.G.s. units, along with the Poisson 
ratio s. 

* This m is not the same as the m used by Thomson and Tait ; but 
for our present purpose it is convenient to use one symbol for the 
mixed modulus which determines the speed of the condensational 
wave. 

+ In the notes given me by Professor Milne the numbers here 
tabulated under m are headed “ Young’s Modulus.” This, I am inclined 
to think, is a mistake. Professor Milne himself, not having the complete 
records in possession. is doubtful. At any rate, these numbers give the 
velocities of the normal vibrations as tabulated by Messrs. Milne and 
Gray (see Phil. Mag., November 1881). Further, if they really were 
Young’s Moduli, we should have in granite and marble examples of 
substances which expand when compressed ! 

F 2 
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Rock. Me nl. s. . 

Granite .o Mee ss... 4:68 x10" 14410" 4°28 

Marble <t.fce eee. 4:35 x10" 13 x10" +°29 

Matte 330 8 ket ae 2:44x 10"! 1:31 10" — 08 

lay Rocks: 6.0.20. 3:66 x 10" 1:94 10" —07 

Slateameereen ter oat. 6:07 x 10" 2:45 x10"! +16 

Two of the ratios come out negative, which means physically 
that, if the substance be perfectly elastic, an extension of the 
substance by a pull in a given direction is accompanied by an 
extension at right angles to this direction. It also means that 
the ratio of the velocities of the two waves is distinctly smaller 
than in the other cases. This diminished ratio, it will be 
noticed, exists along with a diminished resistance to com- 
pression, while the rigidity continues to have much the same 
value as those which hold for the other rocks. In the cases 
of the tuff and clay-rock we may have to do with either 
a considerable compressibility, or a sluggishness in recovery 
due to the viscosity of the material. Such a viscosity might 
well show itself more distinctly in compression than in 
distortion. 

If we calculate from Milne’s values of wave-velocities 
obtained from his experiments on artificial earthquakes, we 
find for the ratio s in two different cases the values +°154 
and —'152, and for the corresponding ratios of m to n the 
values 2°43 and 1°76. 

In the calculations to be described presently, I have taken 
the following values of the several constants involved as a 
fair approximation to what might reasonably be regarded as 
somewhat near the truth, when the elastic properties of fairly 
solid rock are to be considered. 

Density <a 
Rigidity 2 4.5 Se ye ee le 
Ratio of the wave-moduli m/n=3 
Poisson’s ratio “ /.) ie) Sees ee 

We now pass to the consideration of the transmission of 
waves in an elastic solid ; and first I desire to call attention 
to Lord Rayleigh’s short paper “On Waves Propagated 
along the Plane Surface of an Elastic Solid” *. To show 

* “Proceedings of the London Mathematical Society,’ vol. xvii. 
(1885-86). 
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that the paper deserves the special attention of members 
of the Society I need but quote the two concluding 
sentences :—‘ It is not improbable that the surface-waves 
here investigated play an important part in earthquakes, and 
in the collision of elastic solids. Diverging in two dimensions 
only, they must acquire at a great distance a continually 
increasing preponderance,”—that is, I presume, as compared 
to waves diverging in three dimensions. 

The purpose of the paper is “‘ to investigate the behaviour 
of waves upon the plane free surface of an infinite homo- 
geneous isotropic elastic solid, their character being such that 
a disturbance is confined to a superficial region of thickness 
comparable with the wave-length. The case is thus ana- 
logous to that of deep-water waves, only that the potential 
energy here depends upon elastic resilience instead of upon 
gravity.” 

Starting with the usual equations of motion of a vibrating 
elastic solid, Lord Rayleigh obtains a general solution on the 
assumptions that the displacements are harmonic functions of 
the time and the two coordinates parallel to the plane free 
surface, but are exponential functions of negative multiples of 
the distance from this plane. The boundary equations are 
then introduced ; and from the conditions for the equilibrium 
of. a surface-element the various constants of integration are 
determined in terms of the circumstances of the assumed 
motion. ‘Two cases are discussed in detail—those, namely, 
of an incompressible elastic solid, and of a solid for which the 
Poisson ratio has the value one-fourth. For both cases the 
results are very similar. Thus, if the displacements are sup- 
posed to be confined to one plane, a particle at the surface 
moves in an elliptic orbit whose major axis is perpendicular 
to the plane surface of the solid. For the incompressible 
solid the major axis is nearly twice as great as the minor 
axis ; and for the other case it is about one and a half times 
as great. The displacement parallel to the plane surface 
penetrates but a short distance into the solid—to about one- 
eighth of a wave-length for the incompressible substance, and 
to about one-fifth for the other case. On the other hand, 
there is no finite depth at which the motion perpendicular to 
the plane vanishes. The surface-waves are propagated at 
a slightly slower rate than a purely distortional plane wave 
would he. 

It would appear then that vertical motion on a level surface 
over which a disturbance is passing cannot exist alone. 
Associated with it there must always be a distinctly smaller 
horizontal motion, which vanishes completely at a short depth 
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below the surface. Lord Rayleigh’s formule also show that 
the amplitude of the displacement is directly as the wave- 
length ; so that for vibrations of short period the surface 
motions are proportionally small. 

If we consider the features of earthquake motions, we find 
that the vertical motion when it is appreciable is always very 
much smaller than the horizontal motion. Hence we cannot 
have here merely the surface disturbance discussed by Lord 
Rayleigh. If his investigation touches upon any earthquake 
phenomenon, this phenomenon is never met with by itself alone. 
Horizontal displacements exist, at any rate along with it, of a 
magnitude greater far than Lord Rayleigh’s result requires. 
The simple conclusion is that ordinary earthquakes cannot 
be regarded as due to the propagation of surface-waves. 
Milne has, at various times, speculated upon the existence 
of such surface-wayes outstripping the vibrations transmitted 
through the mass. There never has seemed to me sufficient 
reason for calling in the aid of these surface-waves, as distinct 
from the mass-waves. Lord Rayleigh’s investigation shows 
besides that the velocity of a surface disturbance is somewhat 
less than the velocity of the distortional plane wave travelling 
through the mass. There is no evidence of a quickened 
velocity. These two facts, namely, the comparative minute- 
ness of the vertical motion in all earthquakes, and the somewhat 
slower speed of Lord Rayleigh’s surface-wave, seem to show 
that we can expect very little towards the elucidation of earth- 
quake phenomena, by taking into account the so-called 
surface-wave. 

I now pass to the consideration of the reflexion and refrac- 
tion of plane waves at the surface of separation of two elastic 
media. In doing so I shall direct more especial attention 
to the case in which the one medium is rock and the other 
water. The case in which both media are solid substances 
is a good deal more troublesome to deal with ; and so far I 
have not had time to work out any detailed calculations con- 
cerning it*. A few general considerations will show the 
nature of the problem. 

The reflexion and refraction of plane waves at the bounding 
surface of two media have been very closely studied by many 
mathematicians. Especially have their efforts been directed 
towards the explanation of the ordinary phenomena of light 
upon a purely dynamic basis. Cauchy, Green, Maccullagh, 
Lorenz, Rayleigh, Thomson [Kelvin], may be mentioned in 
this connexion. Lt is sufficient here to point out that, when 
the problem is worked out for the case of two incompressible 

* [Now worked out below, Part I.]. 
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elastic substances of equal rigidities but different densities, 
results are obtained in fair accordance with observation. The 
media being incompressible, no wave of condensation can be 
propagated through them. Distortional waves only can exist. 
Thus an incident distortional wave falling on the bounding sur- 
face will, in general, be broken up into two waves—one reflected 
into the first medium, and the other refracted into the second 
medium. But although distortional waves alone exist in the 
media, the correct solution of the problem in elastic solids 
requires us to take account of something existing at the 
bounding surface of the nature of a condensational wave, 
We must bear in mind, indeed, what the physical meaning 
of incompressibility is. It is not that the condensational wave 
vanishes, but that it is transmitted with infinite velocity. By 
taking this surface disturbance into account—this pressural 
wave as Thomson [Kelvin] has called it—we are able par- 
tially to explain certain phenomena of reflexion and refraction 
of polarized light in terms of the theory of elastic solids. 
Now in this special problem we begin with a distortional 

waye incident on the bounding surface ; and, although the 
media are taken as incompressible, we must not neglect the 
effect of the pressural wave. Hence, if our methods of attack 
are to be the same in all cases, we must admit the possibility 
of true waves of compression being started in media of finite 
compressibility, when upon their boundary a single distortional 
wave impinges. In other words, an incident distortional wave 
may be broken up into four parts :—a reflected distortional, 
a refracted distortional, a reflected condensational, and a 
refracted condensational. In like manner, an incident con- 
densational wave will in general give rise to reflected and 
refracted distortional waves as wellas to reflected and refracted 
condensational waves. 

The various angles of reflexion and refraction are easily 
calculated in terms of the angles of incidence, it being noted 
that the surface trace is common to all the waves. In other 
words, each wave velocity is, so to speak, the component in its 
direction of the velocity of propagation of the surface trace. 

Thus, let a condensational wave be incident at an angle @ to 
the normal to the bounding surface ; let m, n, p, and m’, n,’ 
p’, be the wave moduli and densities of the two media, in the 
first of which the incident wave is given. Then if 0’ be the 
angle of refraction of the condensational wave, and ¢ ¢! the 
angles of reflexion and refraction of the distortional waves, 

the above condition gives these equations :— 
/ / 

m nv nv n 

= cosec? é=— cosec? co) co pr cosec? 0’ = a cosec2 g’. 

p 
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Now, as n is less than m, there will always be a reflected 
distortional wave, except of course at normal incidence when 
6=0°, or at a grazing incidence when @=90°. There will be 
refracted waves at all except the limiting incidences if m/p is 
greater than m’//p’. If m/p should be intermediate in value 
to m’/p’ and n’/p' there will always be a refracted distor- 
tional wave, but for angles of incidence higher than a certain 
critical value a refracted condensational wave is impossible. 
Further, if m/p should be less than n’/p’, then, for each refracted 
wave, there is a special critical angle of incidence at and above 
which the wave vanishes. When the critical value corre- 
sponding to the refracted distortional wave is reached, there 
will be total reflexion, and the whole energy of the incident 
wave will be divided between the two reflected waves. 

If the incident wave is a distortional wave, there must 
always be a critical angle of incidence for and above which the 
reflected condensational wave vanishes. The existence of 
such critical angles for the refracted waves will depend upon 
the relative values of the quantities n/p, m’/p’, n’/p’,—the con- 
dition for the possibility of total reflexion being that n/p is less 
than n/p. 

If one of the media is a fluid, there can, of course, be no 
distortional wave in it. It is this somewhat simple case I 
propose to discuss in detail. I shall not here enter into the 
purely mathematical method * by which the energies of the 
various possible waves have been determined. It is sufficient 
to say that it is the usual mode of treatment of plane waves, 
an harmonic form being assumed and the constants determined 
so as to satisfy the equations of motion and the boundary 
conditions. 
We shall take then, as the one medium, water; and, as the 

other, rock of density 3, rigidity 1°5 x 10" and Poisson ratio 
‘25. The density of the water is taken as unity and the 
value of the bulk-modulus, which in this case is also the 
wave-modulus, 2°2x10!°. The quantities are given in C.G.5. 
units. The manner in which, for different angles of incidence 
in the rock, the energy of the incident wave is distributed 
amongst the reflected and refracted waves is shown in the 
following tables. The first refers to the case of the incident 
wave being condensational; the second to the case of the 
incident wave being distortional. The quantities A A, A! 
represent the energies of the incident, reflected, and refracted 
condensational waves ; B B, B' the energies of the similar set 

* (The mathematical investigation and formule are given below, 
Part III.] 
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of distortional waves. The corresponding angles of incidence, 
reflexion, and refraction are given in contiguous columns—@ 
referring to the condensational and ¢ to the distortional waves. 

Incident Wave Condensational. 

| Incident. Reflected. Refracted. Reflected. 

Bijy- shipped. A. 0. me $y: B,. 
Ue mal re | 599 0° “401 0° 000 

10° 1 536 3°49) |) "807 5° 45! ‘071 
20° 1 sid 2 aye! *370 © Bey 254 
30° 1 195 UWE ae B39 16° 35' ‘456 
40° | 1 056 14° 15! 293 21° 47' 660 
50° 1 “006 Wier 4 y | 244 26° 15! “7TA3 
60° 1 ‘014 19° 22' “206 30° ‘775 

j 70° L 031 De bf ‘188 S20 br ‘783 
80° 1 “000 22> 9! 182 Buse) Shs) “818 
8g° Hk “616 22° Bl’ ‘O69 ao) LOL 814 
oa or a 000 000 

Incident Wave Distortional. 

Tncident. Reflected. Reflected. Refracted. 

| 1 
x | 

0. B. Be 0. A,. Ga ie Ae. 
0° 1 *] 0° ‘0° 0° ‘0 

10° 23’ | 1 ‘11 20° 253 7° 32! 036 
21° 47" | I 229, 40° 656 14° 15' 126 
30° 1 014 G02 we Vie arr 19° 22' 206 
34° 39’ | 1 027 | 80 | 815 92° 9! 15 
35° 16’ | 1 679 e9° 4 Sit 92° 31! ‘007 
35° ¢! | I-71 90° = -000 22° 31’ ; 000 
36° 1 | +584 | 22° 56! ‘415 
40° 1 461 : 25° 14! 539 
50° 1 504 | FS 30° 33! “495 
60 1 506 | 77) 30 4 494 

70° : 520 % 38° 34’ 480 
80° 634 i 40° 47! 366 
gg° 45’ | 1 318 8 41° 34! 183 
90° lit 2 | 1 ‘000 

In the first table B and B’ of course do not appear ; and in 
the second table A and B’ do not appear. 

It should be mentioned that each wave-energy is calculated 
independently ; and a test of the accuracy of the calculations 
is afforded by the condition that the energy of the incident 
wave must be fully accounted for. That is, since, in every 
case the incident wave (either A or B) is taken as unity, the 
sum of all the others must be unity. 
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The chief peculiarities embodied in these tables are shown 
graphically in the corresponding curves (figs. 5 and 6, 
p- 86). Any one curve represents the manner in which 
the energy of each wave depends on the angle of incidence. 
The angles of incidence are measured off along the horizontal 
line ; and the corresponding energies are represented by the 
ordinates perpendicular thereto. The energy of the incident 
wave is of course represented by a straight line at unit 
distance from the line along which the angles of incidence are 
measured off. 

The first set of curves shows the state of things for an 
incident condensational wave. For the sake of brevity, we shall 
occasionally refer to the different waves by the letters A A, A’ 
B B, chosen to represent their energies. At perpendicular 
incidence condensational waves only are started at the bound- 
ing surface; and as the angle of incidence increases the 
energies of both of these diminish. A’, which we may also call 
the water wave, seems to fall off continuously until it vanishes 
at grazing incidence. The A-wave, however, vanishes at two 
distinct incidences, and after 50° is reached begins to increase 
till at 90° it attains unity. The behaviour of this reflected 
condensational wave is extremely curious, the wave being 
practically non-existent for incidences between 50° and 80°. 
The greater part of the energy of the incident wave is then 
accounted for by the B, or refiected distortional wave. For 
incidences higher than 45°, three-quarters of the whole 
incident energy is so transformed. It will be noticed that 
up to pretty high angles of incidence the energy of the water- 
wave does not suffer any very great falling off. 

Turning now to the second set of curves, which show the 
state of things for an incident distortional wave, we meet with 
some very curious relations. For reasons already discussed, 
the A,-wave cannot exist for incidences higher than a certain 
critical value, which depends only on the rock itself. The 
energy of this wave, however, attains a considerable maximum 
value for an angle of incidence slightly below this critical 
value. Almost for the same incidence, the energy of the 
B,-waye falls to a very low minimum, almost vanishing 
indeed. Comparing this first portion of the second set of 
curves with the first set of curves as a whole, we see a 
general resemblance between the two. ‘That is, the energy 
of the reflected wave of the same type as the incident wave 
rapidly falls off to a minimum as the angle of incidence 
grows, while that of the reflected wave of the other type 
rapidly increases toa maximum. Finally the energy of the 
reflected wave of the same type, in both cases quite abruptly, 
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runs up to equality with the incident’ wave. In the second 
set of curves this happens at the angle of total reflexion ; 
for, not only does the A,-wave vanish, but so also does the 
A’-wave *—which indeed never attains any great significance 
at the lower incidences. After the critical angle of incidence 
is passed, however, the energy of the A’-wave soon reaches a 
maximum, being then of greater value than that of the B,- 
wave, and gradually falls away to zero, while the energy of 
the B,-wave as gradually rises to unity. 

In trying in some way to bring these results into corre- 
spondence with earthquake phenomena, we notice first of all 
that, if an earthquake is to be regarded as a progressive wave 
in an elastic solid, the angles of emergence of the waves will 
generally be small—that is, the angles of incidence large. 
Hence we need pay but little attention to the state of affairs 
at the lower incidences. For higher incidences we see that 
whether the incident wave is condensational or distortional, 
the energy is reflected either wholly or almost wholly in the 
distortional wave form. Suppose for example that a disturb- 
ance begins at some region below the bottom of the sea, 
say at the point C in the figure; and let us assume that 
what starts from C is a simple wave of compression—that 
is a condensational wave. ‘Then to any point P suitably 
placed, there will come not only a purely condensational but 
also a distortional wave produced by reflexion from some 
part of the surface separating the sea and the land. 

It is easy to see, however, that this transformation of con- 
densational into distortional straining will accompany all 
similar cases of reflexion at the boundary of two ditterent 
media, whether the one medium is water or some other sub- 
stance—air, say, or mud, or rock. Also we may safely assume 
that during refraction across a boundary separating two 
media, both being of the category of elastic solids, an incident 
condensational wave will give rise to a distortional as well as 
to a condensational refracted wave. In the light of these 
results, then, it is little wonder that no definite relation has 
ever been shown to exist between the manner of motion of a 
particle and the direction of propagation of an earthquake. 

* This seems to be a result as novel as it is curious from a purely 
theoretical point of view, although it has no special bearing on earth- 
quake phenomena. (See below, p. 95.] 
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I should also be inclined to regard as absolutely futile any 
attempt to infer the nature of the movement in which the 
shock originates from the nature of the motion of any surface 
particle. 

Hven in the extremely simple case of an isotropic elastic 
solid, we see how a single reflexion (and probably refraction) 
is sufficient to alter the type of wave motion, or rather to 
bring into existence the other type. How much more will 
this be true in such a heterogeneous mass as we know the 
earth’s crust to be! And if the large earth shiftings, which 
certainly mean straining beyond the limits of elasticity, differ 
essentially from the purely elastic disturbances we have just 
been considering, it will not be in the direction of simplicity. 
It seems reasonable to expect in these also somewhat analo- 
gous, although much more complex, relations. Hence it 
may safely be concluded that the existence of distortional or 
transverse waves does not of necessity imply a faulting of 
rocks, any more than that the existence of the other type 
necessarily points to a rupture or an explosive increase of 
pressure. In short, as observation has only too plainly 
demonstrated, it seems vain to look for any certain separation 
of the normal and transverse types of vibration. Only when 
the origin of the disturbance is within a few miles of us, and 
is at an insignificant depth below the earth’s surface, can we 
reasonably expect to find an appreciable separation of the 
two types of waves”. 

At this stage we may very fitly consider the general 
import of the assumption of the existence of these two types 
of wave in earthquake motion. ‘The assumption is tanta- 
mount to regarding the earth’s crust as isotropic. Such a 
characteristic may safely be applied to surface soil ; so that, 
in artificial earthquake experiments, such as Milne has 
carried out, it may be an easy matter to distinguish the 
normal vibrations as their wave outstrips that of the trans- 
verse vibrations. But it is altogether out of the question to 
regard any stratified rock as isotropic ; while as for non- 
stratified rocks, their heterogeneity makes a theoretical dis- 
cussion of their elastic properties impossible. By considera- 
tion then of the elastic properties of homogeneous isotropic 
media, we can only hope to get at best a glimpse into the 
seismic darkness. And small though the present contribu- 
tion may be to the vast problem of earthquake motion, it 
surely will have some value if only it opens our eyes to the 

* (This statement requires modification in the light of recently 
acquired knowledge regarding the transmission at great speeds of tremors 
through thousands of miles of the earth’s material. ] 
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vanity of expecting the study of surface motions to throw 
much light on the question of earthquake origin. 

And now let us pass to the discussion of the refracted 
water-wave. Here a glance at the two sets of curves shows 
that the incident distortional wave is, at the higher incidences, 
much more efficient than the condensational wave in creating 
a progressive disturbance in the water. The angle of refrac- 
tion can never exceed 42°; so that even for very high in- 
cidences the water wave will travel upwards to the surface 
tolerably directly. Here I think we may have the explana- 
tion of the curious bumpings which have sometimes been 
felt at sea. These must not be confounded with the so-called 
tidal waves so frequently the companions of earthquakes, and 
due almost without a doubt to large displacements of the ocean 
bottom. What I refer to here are the jerks or shakings 
(sometimes accompanied by sounds) discussed by Milne 
in the opening paragraph of chapter ix. of his book on 
‘ Earthquakes.’ Sounds of course will be heard if the 
periodic time of any of the components in the waye-motion is 
short enough, and if at the same time the intensity is sufficient 
to give rise to audible sound waves in the air, either directly, 
or indirectly through the medium of such a solid as a ship. 
According to Colladon’s experiments at the Lake of Geneva, 
the speed of sound in water at 8°1 C. is 1435 metres per 
second. This gives 14°35 metres (or about 8 fathoms) for 
the wave-length of a wave whose pitch is 100 vibrations per 
second. <A slower vibration will of course give a longer 
wave-length ; and a quicker ashorter. But enough has been 
said to show that in such a wave of condensation we have 
something quite fitted to affect even a large ship as a whole. 
Now all that has been said regarding the transference of 

vibrations from rock to water will, in a general way, hold 
true of their transference from rock to air. For all angles 
of incidence in the rock, the angle at which the refracted ray 
passes out into the air is very small. Thus, returning to the 
equation 

™ cosec? 6 = a cosec? 0, 
p Pp 

and giving m’, the wave-modulus in air, the value 1°41 x 10°, 
and p!’ the value ‘0013, we find, with the same values as 
formerly for the rock constants, 

cosec?0 = 00242 cosec? 0’, 

Hence if 6 = 90°, 6’ =2° 50! nearly. 
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In the same way, calculating for the incident distortional 
wave, we obtain 

cosec’ = -00726 cosec? 6’. 

Hence if 6 = 90°, 6’ = 4° 53’ fully. Thus, whatever the 
incidence, the refracted wave goes off in a direction never 
more than 5° removed from the normal. 

Into a detailed calculation regarding the distribution of 
the energy, it is not necessary to go*. The amount of 
energy which gets into the air as a condensational wave is 
extremely small compared to the vibratory energy existing 
in the rock. With the constants as given above it is doubtful 
if for any incidence as much as the thousandth part of the 
original energy is so transmitted into the air. For most 
incidences it is distinctly less. 

It is thus easy to see why in earthquakes which may be 
accompanied by considerable mechanical violence, there may 
be no audible sound phenomena. The essential condition for 
the production of earthquake sounds is a sufficiently pronounced 
vertical motion with a sufficiently rapid period. According 
to Professor Sekiya’s recent analysis +, vertical motion as 
measured on the seismographs is absent from most of the 
earthquakes that shake Japan. When vertical motion is 
apparent, it is in the more intense shocks. We cannot 
assume of course that the vertical motion is absent in those 
cases in which the seismograph shows no trace of it. It is 
always much smaller than the horizontal motion, being on 

the average only one-sixth of it. Hence when the horizontal 
motion is itself very small, as in the weaker shocks, the 
vertical motion may be too ‘small to affect the seismograph. 
Or, as is more than likely, it may have too short a period to 
make itself felt, even though its amplitude may be large 
enough to be otherwise apparent. We must be careful 
indeed not to confuse the seismograph indications with the 
rapid elastic vibrations which seem a necessity for the pro- 
duction of sound phenomena. That the quick short-period 
motions that precede the big wave as shown on our seismo- 
graphs may co-exist along with vertical vibrations sufficiently 
rapid to cause audible sounds is highly probable ; but in no 
other sense can they be regarded as ‘‘ connected ” with those 
sounds, as seems to be suggested by Milne. These rapid 
sinuosities appear on all the best diagrams showing the 

* [This calculation is now given below, Part 11. Case (4).] 
t+ See Transactions Seism. Soc. of Japan, vol. Xl. ; also the Journal 

of the College of Science, Imperial University, vol. ii, 
Mpa 
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horizontal motion ; but, as I believe, it is the vertical motion 
we must look to specially. 

Another point brought out strongly by Sekiya’s analysis 
is that in no case has he found the vertical motion pre- 
cede the horizontal motion. The vertical seems always to 
show itself later. It is certain, however, that earthquake 
sounds are often heard before the earthquake shock is felt. 
This simply means that the big earth shiftings which affect 
our seismographs are preceded by rapid vibratory motions 
which, however large they may be, cannot have any mechan- 
ical effect on the instruments. The case is exactly similar 
to what happens if we pass alternating electric currents 
through the coil of an ordinary galvanometer. No matter 
how sensitive the galvanometer, or how intense the alternating 
current,—so long as the alternation is rapid enough, no effect 
is observed on the galvanometer needle. So it cannot fail to 
be with ordinary seismographs as regards rapid vibrations. 
I doubt if a seismograph, mechanically capable of registering 

: : : 5 5 
vibrations occurring at even so slow a rate as 10 per second, 
has been as yet imagined. It is very questionable also if 
those sinuous records which the seismograph tracings show 
as precursors of the large slow waves really indicate what is 
taking place in the soil. For, exactly as very rapid vibra- 
tions will not show at all on the seismograph trace, so some- 
what less rapid vibrations will not show to their full. 
There must always be a lagging of the record behind the 
motion recorded. Thus before a given motion has its full 
effect on the seismograph, the rapid reverse motion may set 
in and prevent anything like a complete record. Not until 
a comparatively slow ‘“‘swing-swang”’ of the ground takes 

place can we hope to have a tracing even approximately true 
as to amplitude. It is therefore well, I think, that seismo- 
logists should bear this point in mind. It is highly probable 
that an earthquake is preceded by rapid vibratory motions. 
That we should expect ; and the early sinuosities of earthquake 
tracings certainly suggest the same. But that these sinu- 
osities can be taken as an approximate representation of the 
amplitudes or periods of the rapid vibration to which they 
are due may well be matter of grave doubt. 

In conclusion, I would draw special attention to the fol- 
lowing point which seems to be of some importance. 

In the discussion of the propagation of seismic disturbances 
through the earth’s crust, a clear distinction should be drawn 
between purely elastic and Quasi-elastic phenomena. So long 
as the materials constituting the earth’s crust are not strained 
distinctly beyond the limits of elasticity, we have to do with 
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purely elastic vibrations. These, generally speaking, will be 
transmitted with considerable speed, comparable to that of 
sound in steel wires. Such high speeds have indeed been 
observed, their existence depending upon a small compressi- 
bility (or high rigidity) combined with a comparatively small 
density. The destructive effects of earthquakes are, however, 
due to the propagation of guas-elastic disturbances. In them 
the material is distinctly strained beyond the limits of elasticity; 
or, at all events, so strained as to bring about conditions in 
which other strain-coefficients than the usual ones of rigidity 
and compressibility play the important part. It is quite to 
be expected that these quasi-elastic disturbances should travel 
much more slowly than the purely elastic ones. The investi- 
gation given above into the ettect upon the type of elastic waves 
as they suffer reflexion at the boundary of two isotropic elastic 
media suggests the existence of analogous effects in the propa- 
gation of all seismic disturbances. The eolotropy and discon- 
tinuity of the earth’s crust will transform a disturbance of an _ 
originally simple type into one or more of excessive complexity. 
Furthermore, wherever a quasi-elastic disturbance suffers 
transformation at some region of discontinuity, it will give 
rise to a new set of elastic disturbances. And again, as the 
quasi-elastic disturbances lose energy per unit volume, partly 
because of radiation, partly because of dissipation, they will 
gradually lose their qguas:-character, and become of a purely 
elastic nature. It is quite conceivable, then, that under certain 
circumstances the speed of a disturbance might undergo 
strange variations, appearing even to be accelerated as its 
intensity diminished. Such a phenomenon was observed by 
Lieut.-Col. Abbot at Flood Rock explosion in 1885. Of 
course a peculiar change of this kind might easily be due to 
the different elastic properties of successive portions of rock 
travelled through. It is quite possible, however, that the 
other explanation is the true one. It is known that a very 
intense sound travels faster in air than one of less intensity; 
and the same will be true of vibrations in elastic solids. But 
there must be a superior limit to the intensity, for intensities 
above which this relation will cease to hold. Viscosity, 
friction, and the little understood effects of permanent strain 
will make themselves more and more strongly felt as the 
strains increase beyond the limits of elasticity. I understand, 
indeed, that in the case of cannon-reports the sound has been 
observed to tra: el somewhat less rapidly during its early than 
during its after stages. Here the very large initial aénial 
distuibances bring in conditions, either thermodynamic or 
elastic, under which the ordinary theory fails even in ap- 
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proximate application. If such a phenomenon is met with 
in the comparatively simple case of sound-waves in air, similar 
phenomena are certain to exist in the more complex cases that 
correspond to earth shakings. 

Another point which this explicit recognition of purely 
elastic and guast-elastic disturbances suggests is in relation to 
the measurement of earthquake velocities by comparison of 
the effects at distant stations. Thus the purely elastic tremors 
felt at stations far distant from the centre of seismic disturb- 
ance have probably not come as such directly therefrom. They 
are, so to speak, the feebler descendants of the quasz-elastic 
disturbances, which may have caused havoc at localities 
nearer to the seismic centre. ‘The initial elastic tremors felt 
at these nearer stations will reach the further distant ones 
with intensities so diminished as no longer to be appreciable. 
Thus in the very usual method of timing the arrival of a 
tremor by the blurring of an image reflected from the surface 
of mercury, it is evident that the speed, as estimated between 
two stations in the line of propagation of the disturbance, 
must be somewhat smaller than the true value. [For before 
the particular tremors which sufficiently blurred the image at 
the first station have reached the second one, their intensity 
has become diminished. Hence the sufficient blurring of the 
image at the second station is due to the diminished violence 
of tremors which passed through the first station subsequently 
to the blurring of the image there. Now the same reasoning 
will apply with even greater force to other than mere tremors ; 
and especially will it apply to the case of the propagation of 
the quasi-elastic disturbances which constitute dangerous 
earthquakes. 

If the views so far expressed are correct, there is no difficulty 
in understanding the nature of earthquake-sounds. As already 
pointed out, they are to be traced to rapid vertical vibrations 
of the ground, so rapid as to be inappreciable on our seismo- 
graphs. Sometimes they may be due to transverse vibrations 
of walls caused by horizontal displacements of the ground ; 
or, as suggested by Mallet, they may be transmitted through 
the framework of the body. ‘That these sounds should fre- 
quently precede the coming of the true earthquake-shock is 
simply due to the running ahead of the purely elastic waves. 
The nature of the rock or soil through which these waves 
proceed will have a powerful influence upon their final 
intensity. Thus in soft rock viscosity will soon destroy the 
vibrations of short period. In such circumstances there will 
be less chance of hearing earthquake-sounds than when the 

Phil. Mag. 8 5. Vol. 48. No. 290. July 1899. G 
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rock is hard and solid. Very frequently earthquake-sounds 
die away before the earth-swayings have ceased—a fact which 
is probably connected with the short-lived character of the 
vertical motion as compared with the horizontal motions traced 
out by our seismographs. 

With the air pulsations, which if rapid enough constitute 
audible sounds, the following curious effect of earthquakes 
may have some connexion. lam indebted to Professor Sekiya 
for the information, It seems that at the time an earthquake- 
shock passes, or it may be a little sooner, birds flying in the 
air have been seen to drop suddenly, as if for an instant 
paralysed, and then to recover themselves. ‘This effect 
might be sufficiently explained as due toa momentary mental 
paralysis produced by fear. Perhaps, however, we have a _ 
sufficient physical cause in the air pulsations, a slight change 
of density being enough to disturb the delicate poise of the 
hovering bird. 

Parr II. 

ADDITIONAL EXAMPLES OF REFLEXION AND REFRACTION OF 
EXLAstic WAVES IN THE HARTH’S SUBSTANCE. 

To the detailed numerical results formerly published for 
the case of rock and water, I now add the correspondin 
results for rock and rock, for rock and air, for solid rock and 
fluid rock, assuming certain relations among the densities 
and rigidities. The hypothetical case of rigidities equal and 
densities as 1 to 2 was worked out several years ago ; the 
others have been worked out quite recently. In calculating 
these I have taken as the angles of incidence the angles for 
which the cotangent has v: ilues wo, 4,2.) 1) 0765 °0'3; sae 
‘When expedient I have introduced “other "angles, especially 
when there were critical angles corresponding to cases of 
total reflexion. The angles of reflexion and refraction corre- 
sponding to these are given in the tables only to the nearest 
degree. The angle of incidence or reflexion of the condensa- 
tional wave is represented by @, and 6’ is the angle of 
refraction of the wave of the same type. The symbols ¢ and 
g' represent the angles of incidence (or reflexion) and 
refraction of the waves of distortional type. The letters Aj, 
A’, represent the derivative condensational waves ; and B,, Be 
the derivative distortional. The tabulated numbers give the 
energies, the energy of the incident wave, A or B as the case 
may be, being taken as unity. 
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1. Condensational-rarefactional Wave Incident on the Interface 
of two Elastic Solids; of which the Rigidities and Com- 
pressibilities are equal and the Eee as 1 to 2, 

(1) Incident Wave in the tee dense medium. 
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(2) Incident Wave in the denser medium. 
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The chief points to be noted here are :—(a) The manner in 
which the energy of the reflected condensational waves, always 
small at the lower incidences, passes through a minimum 
value, and the suddenness with which, in the second case, it 
increases when the angle of total reflexion is reached ; (4) 
the simultaneous rapid increase, in the region of this critical 
angle, of the energy of the derivative distortional waves ; Hale) 
the fairly large values of these distortional waves when the 
condensational wave is incident on the denser medium, more 
than half the energy taking this form for incidences in the 
neighbourhood of 45°. 

G2 
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2. Distortional Wave Incident on the Plane Interface of two 
é Elastic Solids, of which the Rigidities and Compressibilities 

are equal and the Densities as 2 to 3. 

od. 
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(1) Incident Wave in the denser medium. 
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For all higher incidences there is total reflexion. 

(2) Incident Wave in the less dense medium. 
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Similar peculiarities present themselves here. In case (1), 
for example, the refracted distortional wave accounts for 
nearly all the energy until the critical angle is reached, when 
the energy in the reflected distortional wave suddenly increases 
to the final value unity. The comparative smallness in the 
energies of the derived condensational waves is due to the 
densities being taken as 2 to 3, that is, more nearly equal 
than in the previous case. 

3. Behaviour of Waves at the Plane Interface of the Slate and 
Granite, whose Elastic Constants are as given in the Table 
on p. 68, the Densities being assumed to be equal. 

(1) Distortional Wave incident in the Slate. 
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(2) Distortional Wave incident in the Granite. 
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(3) Condensational-rare 
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(4) Condensational-rarefactional Wave 
Granite. 
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four cases are shown graphically in figs. 1, 2, 3, 
and 4. The curves which refer to the second medium are 

For 
nearly all incidences in the one case, and for incidences up to 
the critical angle for complete total reflexion in the other, the 
refracted distortional wave, B’, is by far the most important. 
Except for a limited region in the vicinity of the angle at 

dotted. 
Undoubtedly the most peculiar are cases (1) and (2). 
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which the reflected condensational wave vanishes, 90 per cent. 
of the whole initial energy is transferred to the second medium 
in the distortional form. ‘The curious fall in the B’ curve, 
and the corresponding abrupt rise in the A’ or A, curves (or 
in the B, curve) are very characteristic. Meanwhile the 
energy of the reflected distortional wave remains very small ; 
and not until.the condensational derivatives have become 
Imaginary does it attain any appreciable value. It then 
increases, for the higher incidences, at an acceleratingly rapid 
rate, finally becoming equal to unity—at grazing incidence 
in the one case, at the critical angle of 49° 43’ in the other. 

It is obvious that, with greater divergences among the 
values of the constants than those here chosen, the con- 
densational waves in cases (1) and (2) and the distortional 
Waves in cases (3) and (4) would have become relatively 
more important ; but the example brings out very clearly the 
complex nature of the whole phenomenon of retlexion at the 
plane interface of two elastic solids. 

4, Behaviour of Waves at the Plane Interface of Rock and 
Air, the Elastic Constants of the rock being taken as on p. 68, 
with the exception of the Density, which is taken 2000 times 
that of air. 

(1) Distorticnal Wave incident in Rock. 
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(2) Condensational Wave incident in Rock. 
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The energy which escapes into the air is so small that 
practically the whole energy remains in the rock. The 
general behaviour of the phenomenon is yery similar to what 
was found in the case of rock and water, the differences 
being differences of degree and not of kind. Thus we may 
make the graphs for rock and water serve in a rough way 
for rock and air by imagining a few slight changes to be 
made. In the graph for the incident condensational wave, 
imagine the distortional-energy curve, B,, to run up into 
practical contact with A when the angle of incidence is about 
60°, to remain very near to it till about 75°, and then to fall 
rapidly away to zero at 90°. At the same time, because of 
the great minuteness of the refracted energy, A’, the reflected 
condensational energy A, begins, at zero incidence, with 
practically unit value and is to a very close approximation 
the inversion of B,. In like manner, the incident distortional 
wave is, for incidences between O° and the critical angle 
35° 13’, practically represented by the two reflected waves. 
The distortional energy begins and ends with value unity, 
passing through a small minimum value immediately before 
the critical angle is reached ; while the condensational energy 
begins and ends with zero and passes through a maximum 
which is practically unity just before .the critical angle is 
reached. The retracted condensational energy, A’, is very 
small throughout, and could not be shown graphically with 
the others unless it were drawn to ascale of at least 1000 to 1. 
Immediately after the critical angle is past the condensational 
energy in the air rises abruptly to the greatest value it ever 
attains, and falls off steadily with increasing incidences until 
it vanishes at grazing incidences. Practically the whole 
energy is retained in the solid in the purely distortional form. 

5. Behaviour of Waves at the Plane Surface of Rock and 
fluid, whose Density and Compressibility are equal to those 
of the Rock. 

(1) Distortional Wave incident in the Rock. 
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(2) Condensational-rarefactional Wave incident in the Rock. 
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The chief peculiarity in the first of these hypothetical cases 
is, perhaps, the vanishing at two incidences of the refracted 
wave in the fluid. It vanishes at the critical angle (35° 13’) 
at which the reflected condensational wave disappears; and 
then it has its own critical angle (50° 44’). 

Between these limits its energy rises to a pronounced 
maximum. In these respects there is a broad similarity between 
this case and the cases of rock and water, and rock and air. 
The differences are only differences of degree, depending on 
the different relations among the densities. 

The bearing of this investigation upon the question of 
Earthquake sounds has been discussed above. There is, how- 
ever, another point on which some light seems to be thrown 
by these calculations. I refer to the Preliminary Tremors and 
(comparatively) Large Waves, which were first observed in 
1889 and are now recorded on many delicate seismographs in 
countries which are not, in the ordinary sense, subject to 
earthquakes. ‘The discussion of these forms the bulk of the last 
British Association Report of the Seismological Committee : 
no one doubts that they have come from a distant earthquake 
origin, the preliminary tremors outrunning the big waves 
as they pass through the earth. The origin being known, 
it is an easy matter to calculate approximately the average 
velocity of the swiftest of these tremors. Following out one of 
Milne’s suggestions, 1 have found* that the square of this 
average speed may be represented by the formula 

v?=2°9+°026d, 

where d is the average depth of the chord joining the earth- 
quake origin with the station where the tremors are recorded, 
the units being miles and seconds. 

This involves an increase of about 1°2 per cent. per mile 

* See ‘The New Seismology ” in the ‘ Scottish Geographical Magazine,’ 
January 1899, 
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descent below the earth’s surface in the value of the elastic 
coeflicient which determines the speed of transmission of the 
preliminary tremors. 

But these preliminary tremors, from the moment they begin 
to show themselves, continue until the large wave-motion sets 
in; and are probably continuous with the tremors which 
survive after the large waves have died away. If we regard 
the first recorded tremors as haying passed from the earth- 
quake origin to the station at w hich they are being recorded 
by the path of shortest time through the earth, the subsequent 
tremors may be regarded as having arisen in one of two ways. 
They may be sent off as forerunners from the wave-front 
of the Large Waves, especially when this wave-front is passing 
across surfaces of discontinuity; or they may come by more 
or less circuitous paths, after it may be several reflexions from 
fissures or other surface barriers. A very distinct change 
in the elastic constants or in the densities of the materials in 
contact is sufficient to make the interface, for certain inci- 
dences, a practical barrier to the transmission of waves. 
Milne’s recent discovery of reverberations, that is, the recur- 
rence of the same groups of waves in the tremor record, seems 
to demonstrate the existence of reflexion of waves within the 
body of the earth. 

Part III. 

THEORETICAL DiscussIon OF THE BEHAVIOUR OF ELASTIC 
WAVES AT THE PLANE INTERFACE OF SOLIDS AND 
FLuips, 

The equations of motion for plane waves in an elastic 
solid are expressible in the form 

dd 
(m+n)V*b=p- 12 a 

\ ( 
d?r 

nV 2p = poe 2s haere ie eee 

72 

nV% pre | 
in which, the plane XY being taken perpendicular to 
the wave- ‘front, the displacements i in directions X, Y, Z are 
respectively 

o¢ , ov od oY 
ede | dy? "ey dea 
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and in which p is the density, » the rigidity, and (m—4n) the 

bulk-modulus or resistance to compression. 

The stress-components have the values 

Pa(m+n)V%b—
 2087, g_,08

 

oY 

: 2 2 2 

Baio, Una at Or ae | 
where P, Q, R, S, T, U have the same meanings as in Thomson 
and Tait’s ‘ Natural Philosophy.’ 

The components of stress on the plane whose normal has 
direction-cosines A, “, v, are 

F=PA+ Up a 

G=UA+ Qu Sv ra Sour ae ate Cli) 

H=TA+ Se4+ Ry J 

The waves of the @ type are condensational-rarefactional 
waves travelling with a speed equal toW(m+n)/p. The 
waves of the yy type are purely distortional waves travelling 
with speed /n/p, the vibrations being in the plane XY. 

The € displacement belongs also to a purely distortional 
wave, the vibrations being at right angles to the plane XY. 

Let the plane interface between two media, mnp and m'z'p! 
be perpendicular to the X-axis, then any incident wave of the 
¢ type will, in general, break up into two waves, a reflected 
wave and a refracted wave, of the same type. 

But any incident wave of the ¢ type will, in general, break 
up into four parts, two distortional (reflected and refracted) 
as well as two condensational-rarefactional (reflected and 
refracted). 

Similarly any incident wave of the y type will also, in 
general, break up into four parts, two condensational-rare- 
factional as well as two distortional. 

The necessity for this duplication of reflected and refracted 
waves may be easily shown by a simple consideration of the 
boundary conditions which must be satisfied at the interface. 

Even in the simple case of a solid bounded by an im- 
passable barrier, we must assume the two reflected waves as 
derived from the one incident wave, or we encounter an 
absurdity. 
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This important principle does not seem to have been 
explicitly recognized in the literature of the subject, although 
Green’s treatment of what Kelvin calls the pressural wave 
involves it *. In 1887 I introduced the complete discussion 
of the problem in my lectures on Elasticity to my advanced 
students in the Imperial University of Japan; and made some 
definite calculations in regard to earthquakes in a paper which 
was read before the Seismological Society of Japan in 
February 1888 and published in their ‘Transactions.’ This 
is the paper which is reproduced above. 

In the September number of the ‘ Philosophical Magazine’ 
for 1888, Lord Kelvin gives the formule for the case of the 
incident distortional waves, and discusses a similar problem in 
the February number for this year (p. 179). 

I propose now to give the complete solutions for the 
different cases, the meanings of which are brought out by the 
definite numerical calculations given above. | 

I. Distortional Wave at the Interface of two Elastic Solids. 

The solution is of the form 

py = Be®ertytod 4 Bye erty tet), 
b = Aje(-1494 0), 

ab’ = B/edeztytot), 

’ = AEG ty emt) 

} in medium map ; 

| in medium m/n/p’. 

The equations of motion in the two media give the relations 

n(e+1) = pwo* = (m+n) (y?+1), (1) 

n' (cd? +1) = plo? = (n' +n) (y? +1), ; ; 

The quantities ¢c’ yy are evidently the cotangents of 
the angles of incidence, refraction, and reflexion of the various 
waves. 

The conditions to be satisfied at the surface, e=0, are 
(1) Equality of normal displacements on each side of the 

* To show how completely the principle was neglected, I need but 
refer to Question 9 on p. 378 of Ibbetson’s ‘ Elasticity’ (1887), in which 
a plane so-called “‘ sound-wave” is assumed to give rise to reflected and 
refracted waves of like type only, when it impinges on the plane interface 
of two elastic solids. It is taken for granted that ouly the normal 
components of displacement and of stress in the two media are equal at 
every point of the interface. But no reason is even hinted at why the 
tangential components should be treated as of no account. In fact, for 
two solids in slipless contact, all four conditions must be satisfied. 
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interface, or 

db Ov _ dd! OW NF 
On =e Oy an Oy when +=0. 

(2) Equality of tangential displacements on each side of 

the interface, or 
/ ! 

oe oF = “- —o when w=0. 
y fork 

(3) Equality of normal stresses on each side of the inter- 

face, or 

2 : On / / t / og’ laa 

(me nyV8b—2n( SE — as = (m/ +n’) \7?p'—2n (SF — ee 

when «=0. 
(4) Equality of bameonetal stresses on each side of the 

ee or 
oy -¢¥) = 07d! Oey’ Or 

nana, + Oy? =(2 d0dy ) Oy OM 0 OF: ) 

when x=0. 

These lead to the equations 

—vyA,+ x = yA! a8 Bl 

Ai- ex A’— cB! 

2n! 
= ¢ ae (eee / LEED INO \ = (@—1)Ai+ a — = (o?— 1) A’ + 7 e B’ }(2) 

7 a! 

QyA,t+(?—-1) X= — Ale le —1)B’ 

where X=B + B,, and Sat ak 

Multiplying together the first and third of these and also 
the second and fourth, and then taking the difference of the 
two equations so obtained, we get 

(2+ 1) yA2—(2+ 1)eXY = —" J24. 1) AP — (e+ eB, 
which by (1) becomes 

ypA,?+77'p/A® + cp'B? = cp XY =cpB?—cpBy. . . . (3) 

This is the energy equation showing how the original 
energy (cpB’) of the incident wave is diste ibuted among the 
four waves into which it breaks up at the interface. In the 

* These correspond to Kelvin’s formule Nos. 39-42 in his paper of 
1888 (Phil. Mag. xxvi. p. 422), 
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detailed numerical calculation of the ratios of the A and B 
quantities in any particular case, the energy equation supplies 
an important criterion of the accuracy of the work. 

The equations (1) give the relations among the quantities 
ccly y' for any assumed values of the densities and elastic 
constants. Hence for any chosen value of c, that is for any 
chosen angle of incidence, the corresponding values of ¢é, y, 
y' are readily calculated ; and the numerical values of the 
coefficients in equations (2) can be filled in. We are thus 
left with four simple numerical linear equations from which 
any four of the five quantities can be determined in terms of 
the fifth *. Band B! follow at once; and finally, by caleu- 
lating the terms in the energy equation (3) and dividing 
throughout by ce B’, we obtain numbers showing the partition 
of energy among the reflected and refracted waves. 
When any one of the quantities ¢, y, y', becomes zero or 

imaginary, there is no wave of that type. In such cases the 
A and B quantities may work out in the form 

pt , 

and we must then take the expression p?+q? as the number 
on which the energy depends. 

II. Distortional Wave at the Interface of an Elastic Solid 
and a Fluid, 

There is no distortional wave in the second medium. The 
term in B’ has therefore no existence ; and we have only 
three surface conditions. Obviously the second condition in 
the general problem is the one that must be dropped ; while 
in the fourth condition the right-hand side becomes zero. 
We may work out the solution ab initio, or we may get the 

necessary equations by putting B’=0, n'/=0, and ¢?=- in 
the first, third, and fourth of equations (1). 

Also, c’ being infinite, 

n aets En OR ao vel 2 5 (c Denies (¢ Dee sel 

* I have found it both quicker and more accurate to fill in the 
numerical values in the equations as they stand, and then solve the 
equations for every individual case, than to write out the several algebraic 
expressions for each ratio and then substitute. Hxcept when » and n’ 
are equal, or when either vanishes, the expressions are unwieldy. With 
a table of squares and square roots and with Crelle’s Rechentafeln at 
hand, the four equations with numerical coefficients can be worked out 
with great ease. 
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Thus we find 

ratetiac X= ya’ 
! 

(@—-1)A,+ wv atierna'} (4) 

QyA,+(e—1)X = 0 
These give 

ih = ye AY 
a ae Geer (5) 

5 

valsts, ltl 
en ea eT: Pe ee 

For numerical calculations these expressions are simple 
enough to be used as they stand. 

This is one of the cases I worked out in my paper of 
February 1888. 

The vanishing of everything except the reflected distor- 
tional wave when the cotangent of the angle of reflexion 
of the condensational-rarefactional part is zero, is clearly 
brought out both in the Table on page 73, and in the 
curve (fig. 6). 

The condition is that y=0 in equations (4). 
Hence also 

2a — Cand © = Aly, 

so that A! also vanishes if 7’ has a value differing trom zero. 
This gives 

B= — Bi, 

and 
ei 

Ay; 

but the energy associated with the wave A, is proportional to 
the product pyA,?, and therefore vanishes with y. Thus at 
the critical angle of incidence at which the reflected conden- 
sational-rarefactional wave runs along the interface, the 
refracted condensational wave also vanishes, whatever its 
angle of refraction may be. The whole energy is found in 
the reflected distortional wave. 
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III. Condensational-Rarefactional Wave at the Interface 
of two Elastic Solids. 

The solution is of the form 

P= Aero) VA ety te) tin predic 
v=B ott ytut) MmnNp ; 

)| 

Ge eS ee ; in medium 
, 1 

The equations of motion give the relations 

(m+n)(c?+1)= pw? =n(y?+1) l 1! 

(m! +n!)(d? +1) = plo? =n! (y'2+1) J 1) 

- The conditions to be satisfied at the surface (#=0) are 
identical with those for the incident distortional wave, and 
lead to the equations 

Ber cY = B/+ cay 
yB,+ —— —y'B/+ a | 

/ if 

—2yB,4+ (y?-1)X = 2 = of Bi + — (y?—1) A! > (2’) 

a = < an Pye (xm n! IKI (y?—1) B, 2cY = — (y?—1)B 2- ca J 

where X=A+A, and Y=>A—A,. 
By taking the difference of the products of the first and 

third and of the second and fourth of these, and by suitable 
substitution according to (1’), we get the energy equation in 
the form 

cpA?—cpAY?=ypBy+c'p'A?+y'p'B®. . . (3’) 

IV. Condensational-Rarefactional Wave at the Interface of an 
Elastic Solid and a Fluid ; incident in the Solid. 

Here again we must drop the second boundary condition ; 
and, as in case No. II., are led to the simplified equations, 

Bot éeY¥e= cA! ) . 
! ; 

—2yBi + (Y—1IX =F w@+1)A' b; 2 (4 

(1) 8B =. (2 ee 0 . 
whence 

y= yl fe: y—-l 

ae ° ee 
(5’) 
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V. Condensational-Rarefactional Wave at the Interface of a 
Fluid and an Elastie Solid ; incident in the Fluid. 

We get the solution from the general case by putting 
BO; n—(, yoo. and 

n (ohne Ty 
= (2@—1) =O (1) =S 2 + 0), a ppl p 

and the result is 

ey = B/+ cA! 

| 

ed) aR vA ey BG? Ai os 2 pe (48) 
0 = (y?—1)B’— Zenr | 

whence 
9,/ 

B= — A 7 

(oa yet i | na = PSI A! ar (5!) 

pe 
3 

IV. Leakage of Electricity from Charged Bodies at Moderate 
Temperatures. By J.C. Buarrin, D.Se., F.R.S.E., Pro- 

fessor of Applied Mathematics and Physics, South African 
College, Cape Town™. 

§1. | eee conditions in which a charged body retains its 
E charge have been investigated with great thorough- 

ness in many directions. The effect of heat, of light, of 
Réntgen rays, of uranium rays on the insulation ; the effect 
of the nature of the charged body; the effect of the surround- 
ing atmosphere—its constitution and pressure; the effect of 
fumes from flames, have been made the subject of experiment. 
In quite recent years the subject has also been investigated 
from the point of view of what becomes of the electricity 
which leaks away from an insulated body in certain con- 
ditions. The object of the present series of papers is to 
communicate a number of results obtained by the writer on 
the leakage of electricity from metallic plates covered with 
various substances when the plates were placed in an atmo- 

* Communicated by Lord Kelvin, haying been read before the Royal 
Society of Edinburgh, May 1, 1899. 

Phil. Mag. 8. 5. Vol. 48, No. 290. July 1899. H 
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sphere whose temperature was gradually raised from the 
temperature of the room up to 250° C. or 800°C. In this 
paper only those experiments will be described where a 
potential-difference of between 80 and 240 volts was used. 

§ 2. Apparatus.—The potential-ditference was measured by 
means of a Kelvin multicellular voltmeter (laboratory pattern). 
The insulated terminal of this instrument was connected by 
a copper wire to the insulated terminal of an air-leyden, A 
(fig. 1). This air-leyden consisted of an cutside metal box 
34 cms. long, 9 ems. broad, 6 ems. deep: one end of this was 
open; from the other and closed end a sheet of metal MM, of 
the same breadth as the box, passed along the middle of the 
box for about three quarters of its length and divided the 

Fig. 1, 
70 CASE 

space inside into two equal parts. Into each of these spaces 
a metal plate P, 13 cms. long, 6 cms. broad, was put, insu- 
lated from the box, and kept in position by a stout wire, w, 
which was held by a wooden clamp, C, this latter being fixed 
in a block of paraffin. These two metal plates met near the 
open end of the box. The stout wire formed the insulated 
terminal of the air-leyden, The box, A, was covered on the 
outside by asbestos ; round the ashestos one or more layers 
of wire gauze were wrapt. The whole was then supported 
on two blocks of wood, W, W, and underneath it a strong 
gas-flame could be applied. The wire joining the insulated 
terminal of the air-leyden to that of the electrometer was 
surrounded by a metal guard-screen, 8S. The box was made in 
such a way as to render impossible the passage of fumes from 
the gas-flame underneath into its interior. 
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§ 3. Testing of the Apparatus——The insulation was tested 
first of all before the gas was lit. First, the electrometer 
alone was tested, then the electrometer and air-leyden 
together. When this latter test was made, the outside box, 
the cylinder, the case of the electrometer, and the wire gauze 
were put in metallic connexion with one another. The 
insulated terminal of the air-leyden was connected to that 
of the electrometer and charged to the desired potential. 
The rate of leak was almost exactly the same as that when 
the electrometer alone was charged. 

The capacity of the air-leyden and its connexions was 
approximately the same as that of the multicellular. It was 
found that °34 of an electrostatic unit of electricity raised 
the potential of the electrometer by 1 volt when it was con- 
nected to the air-leyden. Thus a drop of potential of 1 volt 
per minute is equivalent to 

“34 
18 x 1010 alm peres, 

or ‘0,189 microamperes. 
In the next instance the flame was applied to the outside of 

the box. It was found that the rate of leak after half an 
hour was not appreciably different from that at the end of 
half an hour when no flame was applied; the original poten- 
tials being the same in each case. In these preliminary tests 
the outside box of the air-leyden was of tinplate, and the 
insulated plates, which were of course connected to the 
insulated terminal of the electrometer, of zinc. In this way 
it was shown that neither the zinc nor the tinplate was heated 
to such a temperature as to cause an increased leak of elec- 
tricity from that cause alone. The same test also showed 
that the insulated part of the apparatus was sufficiently 
guarded from the fumes of the flame to prevent increased 
leak on their account. 

The next thing to do was to see whether or not the appa- 
ratus was sufficiently sensitive. For this purpose the insulated 
zinc plates were covered with a uranium salt, no heat being 
applied. It was found that the leak of electricity was in this 
case markedly increased. A very much greater leak was 
also observed when a small piece of phosphorus was placed on 
the insulated plates. 

The insulated zinc plates were next formed each in the 
shape of a very shallow vessel, and both were filled with 
water. The flame was applied, and the rate of leak observed 
for about half an hour; steam began to come from the open 
end of the box after about ten minutes: it was found that 
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the leak of electricity, whether positive or negative, was 
not perceptibly increased in these circumstances. That 1s, 
we have here the well-known fact demonstrated that steam 
coming away from electrified water and forming an atmo- 
sphere of steam round the insulated electrified body, causes no 
greater leakage of electricity from the electrified body than 
there is from it when it is surrounded by air at the ordinary 
room temperature (15° centigrade). g 

§ 4. Mode of conducting the Experiments—In making the 
experiments the same procedure was observed throughout. 
The insulated parts of the electrometer and of the air-leyden 
were charged to a potential of about 220 volts by means of an 
electrophorus. These were then left to themselves, and the 
leak observed for five or ten minutes with no flame. The 
flame was then applied and the continued fall of potential 
was again noted, usually for periods of ten to twenty minutes. 
(In the case of those substances where no increased leak was 
observed, it was found that heating for an hour oran hour and 
a half produced no increased rate of leak.) |The flame was then 
stopped, and the fall of potential observed for another five or 
ten minutes. At times an attempt was made to measure the 
temperature. To do this a mercury-thermometer reading to 
350° C. was placed with its bulb between the bottom of 
the box and the lower of the two insulated plates, and in such 
a position as to touch neither. Usually, however, in cases 
where a comparison was being made, the heating was con- 
tinued for the same time in the different cases. 

§5. Results obtained with Zine Plates insulated in Iron 
Box.—Ilt has already been mentioned that with zinc plates 
insulated in the iron box no increased leak was produced 
when heat was applied, either when the zine plates had 
nothing on them or when they were covered with water. 
The heating in some cases lasted for an hour. 

No increased leak was produced when iodine was placed on 
the zine plates charged to 200 volts, and heat applied tor 
upwards of twenty minutes. Iodine vapour began to come 
off after heating for five or six minutes. Similarly, no 
increased leak was produced when bromine was placed on 
the insulated zinc plates and allowed to vaporize. Also, if 
potassium bichromate or potassium chromate was spread 
over the upper surfaces of the insulated zine plates, and 
those charged to 220 or 240 volts, no increased leak was 
observed after heat had been applied for upwards of twenty 
minutes. All that has been said so far applies whether the 
charge was positive or negative. On the other hand, if 
potassium bichromate was placed on the zine plates and 
iodine sprinkled over it, then on heating for eight or ten 
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minutes the leak—whether the charge were positive or nega- 
tive—rose to 40, 50, or more volts per minute. ‘This increased 
leak continued for one or two minutes after the flame was 
extinguished, then gradually decreased until the normal rate 
of leak—about 1 volt per minute—was again reached. If the 
potassium bichromate was again heated without a second 
supply of iodine being sprinkled over it, the increased leak at 
the end of eight or ten minutes’ heating was again dbserved. 
Potassium bichromate which had once shown this effect, and 
had been laid aside for a week, gave aguin the increased leak 
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when heated at the end of that time. 
Potassium chromate sprinkled with iodine and _ treated 

exactly as aboye described gave no increased effect when 
heated. 

TaBLE showing 
bichromate 
bichromate 
were placed on insulated 

no increased rate of leak when iodine alone or potassium 
alone, and showing increased rate of leak when potassium 
and iodine, or potassium bichromate and bromine together, 

zinc plates and heat applied to outside of 
surrounding iron box. Microamp. 

Charged to Drop of per min. 
Zine platesalone ...... +220 volts. With flame. 8:5 volts in12 mins. ‘QU000013 
Zine plates with potas- | 198 No ees wee al OHO) cera aA heh amas 00000021 

sium bichromate ...; ” Withi, (202 4. 4.18, “00000021 
+ 2.7 : 

Zinc plates withiodine +206 ,, { wn 2 AG a : oa * A eae 

Zine plates with potas- 11.04. No * Bil) gether ee ola “00000014. 
sium bichromate al 205 OTs Witter 2D 5 iG) 45 “00000042 
bromine on the bi-( +7“ » 111.13. With , 400 ,, , 2 ,, 00000380 
chromate ............ 11.15. No One, oe mins COCCOLOCO 

Recharged to +206 volts. 
11.20. No flame. 16:0 vyoltsin I min. -00000300 
EDS ING 5 ANS) Re rh ye es 00000085 
11.22. No st 2 Omaranitver Lal 35 00000038 
eee: - OR Sees LE. “00000019 

The insulated zine plates were next taken 
potassium bichromate, on which the iodine had been sprinkled, 
taken off them. 

out and the 

It was then found that no increased leak 
was produced on heating when the cleaned zinc plates with 
nothing on were charged to 213 volts positive. 

28th Oct., 1898. Microamp. 
Charged to P.M. Drop of per min. 

Zine plates wit]: potas- 5.03. No flame. 6 voltsin 5 mins. *Q0000022 
sium bichromate on 239 volt if B08.) ) Wath! ,; LY Ras ams’ poke ana ‘00000047 
the plates and iodine | *~?="'*) 5.10. With ,, 80 4 4 2 4, "00000285 
on the bichromate ... l Aplus Miia ae 42 , ,,1min. -00000798 

29th October. A.2. 
(10.12. No flame. 6 volts in 2 mins. -00000057 

Zine plates with potas- | | ROW SNVch ee 1 ee eRe 5 “00000046 
sium bichromate used | 10/205) Withers: Iya bin eo ‘00000075 
on 25th, no more } +208 ,, { 10.25. With ,, Ti ae one OOUO01S 
iodine sprinkled over | 10.26. No a 38) ci cil tees ‘00000722 

2 | 10:97.) Novs) t 20 ee + 00000380 
Gi0se Now. 3. waht a ake. 82. -OO0NO07E 
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Results obtained with insulated zine plates covered with potassium 
bichromate. 

Results obtained with insulated zinc and iodine. 
Results obtained with insulated zine alone. 
Results obtained with zinc, potassium bichromate, and iodine. 
Same as 4, obtained a day later. 
Results with uranium salt on zinc. 
Results with phosphorus on zinc, 
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When the potassium bichromate was taken out and the 
zine plates cleaned and heat applied to the insulated zine 
plates with nothing on them, there was no increased leak. 

In the opposite figure the leak is represented graphically 
with time as ACE ‘and current as ordinate. The units are 
the minute and ;, microampere respectively. Dotted lines 
denote results obtained with flame lit. 

The experiments with zinc plates insulated in the iron box 
with potassium bichromate and iodine were varied in the 
following manner :—On the bottom of the iron box a strip of 
iron with potassium bichromate spread over it was placed. 
Nothing was put on the insulated zine plates. When heat 
was applied, no increased leak was obtained. When iodine 
was sprinkled over the potassium bichromate and heat applied, 
the same increased leak was observed as has been already 
mentioned when the potassium bichromate sprinkled with 
iodine was placed on the insulated zine plates and heat 
apphed. This increased rate of leak on heating was also 
obtained when potassium bichromate which had once been 
sprinkled with iodine and then heated was a second time 
heated after being laid aside for a day; no new supply of iodine 
being applied in ‘this second case. 

No increased rate of leak was observed when pieces of 
sodium were placed on the insulated zinc plates when heat 
was applied. 

Similarly, when common salt was spread over the insulated 
zinc plates and these were charged and heat applied, no 
increased leak was observed. 

With common salt spread over the zine plates and iodine 
sprinkled over that, an increased leak was observed after a 
few minutes’ heating. If the salt was allowed to stay for 
aweek or more ov the zine plates on which it bad been 
originally used, and after that time again heated, the increased 
Jeak was again observed, even without a second sprinkling 
of iodine. 

TaBLE showing results with common salt alone and with common 
salt aud iodine spread over the insulated zinc plates. 

21st Nov., 1898. Microamp. 
Charged to Drop of per min. 

i : No flame. 15 voltsin 5 mins. -U000C056 
Zine plates alone. . +211 volts, { With tf 51-5 3 ¥ 90 i “00000049 

Zine plates and 185 No es 9 Pp Nemeo Ly loos “00000057 
peommon Pie fi Witoe 7 ompiue oe 2) Tot.” “O00C006S 
ine plates with No s 11 Oe A st a “COC00052 
common salt.and | 177 Withee emer Gi. “CQOCGO049 
iodine sprinkled (T*!! » With , 405 |, ,, 2 4, 00000389 
ORCkt ecvrdaacce With ,, 60 ,, , %Imin. -00001140 
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It was found after the flame was extinguished and the 
apparatus allowed to stand for ten minutes, that the normal 
rate of leak again obtained. Finally the salt was removed 
from the zinc plates, and these latter were again insulated in 
the box with nothing on them, and heat applied: no increased 
rate of leak was then observed. 

The same results were obtained again on the 24th and 25th 
of November. The zinc plates were then laid aside with the 
salt on them, until the Ist of December. They were then 
insulated in the iron box again, no additional iodine having 
been spread over them : the same increased leak was obtained 
on heating. ‘The salt was then taken off, and the zine plates 
again insulated in the iron box. It was found that they no 
longer insulated when heat was applied for some minutes. 
It was only after they had been thoroughly cleaned that the 
zine plates with nothing on them were able to hold the 
electricity when heat was applied. 
When the zinc plates were covered with lithium chloride, 

and heat was applied, no increased leak took place: when, on 
the other hand, the lithium chloride was sprinkled with iodine 
the drop of potential increased to 40 or 50 volts per minute 
after a few minutes’ heating. 

No increased fall of potential was observed if the zine 
plates were covered with potassium bromide sprinkled or not 
sprinkled with iodine, when heat was applied. 

The effect on heating when the plates were covered with 
potassium chloride was doubtful; the increase not being more 
than 1 volt per minute after 20 minutes’ heating. 

With potassium iodide on the zinc plates an increased fall 
of potential was observed when the plates were heated for 
the first time; this fall was less on the second time of 
heating. 
With potassium nitrate no increased leak was observed 

after heating for almost an hour and a half. The charge 
given was sometimes positive, sometimes negative. 
When calcium sulphide or barium sulphide was spread 

over the insulated zinc plates, no increased drop of potential 
was obtained on applying the flame; with iodine sprinkled 
over these substances heating produced no increased drop of 
potential. 

On the other hand, a very pronounced increase of leak was 
produced when zine sulphide was spread over the insulated 
zinc plates, and heat was applied, and this without sprinkling 
the zinc sulphide with iodine, It was found that after the 
zine sulphide was removed and the zinc plates again insulated 
in the iron box, the plates themselves showed increased 
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leak on heating. Only after thoroughly cleaning the zinc 
plates was it possible to get them to hold electricity when 
heat was applied. 

§ 6. Results obtained with Iron Plates insulated in the Lron 
Box.—The rate of leak with iron plates—no substance being 
spread over them—charged to about 200 volts was about 
1 yolt per minute with the temperature about 20° C. 
The connexions, of course, were exactly as in previous 
experiments. 
When the gas underneath was lit and kept alight for an 

our at a time, no increased leak was observed, the plates 
still having no substance spread over them. 

With the insulated iron plates in the iron box covered 
with potassium bichromate, common salt, zinc sulphide, 
potassium nitrate, barium sulphide, each substance being 
taken either alone or with iodine, no increased rate of leak 
was observed on heating. 

With potassium permanganate spread over the insulated 
iron plates, an increased leak was observed after heat was 
applied, the fall of potential increasing to 30 or 40 volts per 
minute after a few minutes. When the apparatus was 
allowed to cool the usual rate of leak was again observed ; 
after heating a second time an increased fall of potential was 
again obtained, but less than on the first occasion. 

Black oxide of manganese and potassium chlorate, when 
placed together on the insulated iron plates, showed an 
increased fall of potential after heating ; the experiment Be 
being repeated a second time without a fresh supply of potas- 
sium chlorate, no increased rate of leak was observed. On 
the other hand, with another supply of chlorate the same 
effect was produced after heating. 

With potassium chlorate and black oxide of manganese 
as well as potassium permanyanate, the increased rate of leak 
was observed whether the charge was positive or negative. 
This might quite well be the case, although the oxygen given 
off from the potassium permanganate on heating, when tested 
by means of an electric filter, was found to be positively 
electrified : any difference in rate of leak due to different 
charge would probably show itself at lower potentials. 

Potassium acetate was next placed on the iron plates, and 
the leak per minute noted for a number of minutes when no 
flame was lit. The leak in these circumstances was found to 
be about 4 volts per minute. The flame was afterwards lit, 
and after about 8 or 10 minutes’ heating the leak had 
increased to about 120 volts per minute. The experiment 
was varied in the following manner :—Uranium acetate 
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was placed on a strip of platinum, and the strip placed on 
the bottom of the iron box. The same increased leak was 
observed when heat was applied in this case. 

With uranium nitrate the same series of experiments gave 
no increased leak in any case. 

March 1899. 

V. The Joule-Thomson Thermal Effect ; its Connexion with 
the Characteristic Equation, and some of its Thermodynamical 
Consequences. By H. F. J. Lovu, MA., F.R.AS., As- 
sistant Lecturer and Demonstrator of Natural Philosophy 
in the University of Melbourne™. 

(1) Introductory. 

HE results obtained by Lord Kelvin and the late Dr. Joule 
in their famous investigation into the “ Thermal Effects 

of Fluids in Motion” have hitherto been utilized almost exclu- 
sively for one special purpose, viz. for determining the relation 
between various gas-thermometer scales and the absolute scale 
of temperature. But this is not the only information that can 
be obtained from them; and the present paper has been 
written partly in order to deduce some of their further 
consequences. 

This deduction, however, is not the writer’s sole object. He 
desires to indicate the relation which must exist between the 
formula assigned to the Joule-Thomson effect, considered as a 
function of the temperature, and the particular form adopted 
for the characteristic equation of a gas; in this way it is 
possible to supply some sort of theoretical basis to the various 
formulee put forward by different investigators, and to obtain 
some idea as to which of them is the most likely to be 
correct. With a view to an orderly development of the 
subject this discussion will be taken first; it will be followed 
by a deduction, from Joule and Lord Kelvin’s results, of 
the relation between the intrinsic energy of a gas and its 
volume, upon which is based a new method of calculating 
the ratio of the two principal specific heats of a gas. A 
concluding paragraph deals with some points in the thermo- 
dynamics of substances at their temperature of maximum 
density. 

* Communicated by the Physical Society: read February 24, 1899, 
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(2) Notation. 

The following scheme of notation is adhered to in this 
paper :— 

Pressure of a substance 
Volume of unit mass 
Absolute temperature 
Density of substance 
Specific heat at constant pressure 
Specific heat at constant volume 
Intrinsic energy of unit mass . 
Joule-Thomson cooling effect per atmosphere ’ 

rise of pressure . . sh wes 2 
Standard pressure of 1 atmosphere ; 
Mechanical equivalent of heat 
Coefficient of dilatation . 
Quantity of heat . 

3 

Ss 

294s 8 dkm> sss 

The letters A, B, C, R, a, 6, a, B, y, 6 denote constants 
occurring in various equations; subscribed letters indicate 
that the quantities denoted by them are supposed constant. 

(3) The Joule- Thomson Effect and the Gas-Equation. 

The reasoning of this section is based throughout on 
Lord Kelvin’s well-known equation 

1(S 1),-°=— see Ko 

where dT denotes the rise of Worcs toe ina“ porous plug” 
experiment corresponding to a rise of pressure dp on passing 
the plug. 

(1) If we adopt the ordinary Boyle-Charles equation of a 
perfect gas 

poi, 

then we can show at once by differentiation that 

nGi)e8 
in other words, the Joule-[homson thermal effect is zero, a 
result which the experiments conclusively disprove. 

(2) A very different result is obtained if we adopt van 
der Waals’s equation; as we shall see, it leads directly to the 
expression recently * formulated by Rose-Innes. We start 

* Phil, Mag, March 1898. 
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from the equation 

(p+ ) (v—b)=RT; 

dividing throughout by v—8, and differentiating with respect 
to T, on the assumption p=const., we obtain 

_ 2a dv) _ 8, oP : (Sa) 

(St), @—b)? \at/,’ 

oe 
ee v—b 

or RES ee 
we oF 

: b \24 -1 
2. & = (v—b) )f1-F = toy i 

Be ot out on the right-hand side and neglecting 
powers and products of a and b (since both are very small) 
we obtain 

0(Sn),> ae - @P) 
whence 

Ov 2a F 

T($7),-°= pen 
dT 2a 

hes —J.K,. : —_ —b. 
dp = RE 

Following Joule and Kelvin, let us write 

pa gk 
gp ail 

whence we obtain | 

it 2¢ . 

OS a aie ar—)s 

Fs “ =F B, 

where a2 and 8 are constants. This is exactly the formula 
proposed by Rose-Innes, from an examination of the results 
of the experiments of Joule and Lord Kelvin; it is not 
without interest to find that this formula is directly deducible 
from van der Waals’s equation, 
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(5) The result obtained in the foregoing paragraph sug- 
gested the advisability of making a similar calculation on the 
basis of Clausius’s characteristic equation 

ar uz 

which admittedly represents the behaviour of the easily con- 
densible gases with greater accuracy than van der -Waals’s 
equation does. 

Dividing throughout, as before, by y—B, and differentiating 
with respect to T (assuming p=constant), we obtain 

A 2A Ov R 1d ee 75 fo 
~ T(04+C) —T705(51),= v—B opp (Sn)? 

are 

R A 

go Ue 
(s7 ok Laake 2A 

(v—B)? T?(v+0)8 

Sea Pe Gn 2A Bey Ae +ureo) } Ve RP Get 

Neglecting powers and products of the small quantities 
A, B, and U, this becomes 

T(Sp) -e= fy Bs alien 

whence (by the same reasoning as in the previous discussion) 
we obtain 

6=~ -6, 

where y and 6 are constants—an expression which differs 
from that given by Rose-Innes in that it involves the square 
of the temperature instead of its first power. 

It may not be uninteresting to compare the results furnished 
by this formula with the figures published by Rose-Innes 
the comparison is here given for CO, only, seeing that the 
behaviour of air and hydrogen is expressed about as well 
by van der Waals’s equation as by that of Clausius, and so 
the calculation in their case is hardly worth making. 

Plotting the values of @ and 5 for CO, as ordinates and 

abscissee we obtain a remarkably good straight line; from it 
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the following values were deduced, 

y=4'11 x 10°; 6=0°88. 

With these constants the values of 8 were recalculated for 
the experimental temperatures, and the annexed table gives 
the results. It will be seen that, slight as are the differences 
between the results of observation and those furnished by 
Rose-Innes’s formula, the differences in the case of the new 
formula are still smaller, as would naturally be anticipated 
from the above discussion. 

TABLE. 

a | | . | 
| ontigtade, |2 (observed). | st0ee Tames)|(obs.-ccale). || (new formula), | (obs. ealee) 8 (Ros ).| ). | (ne ). | (ob ) 

BO...) 466 || 40 1 Ops || « jaes 0-00 

Pee | are) ale eas | 4002 |; | aap +0°02 

Ba Go. Pie eecy dee Ara | 3-43 —0-02 

SAD) 205°, || B02 Sebo 2-96 —0-01 

985......| 216 | FAG, <value Oe | 2:18 —0-02 

DyGren| 0) 214 | 208 | +006 | 242 +002 
| 

Several remarks are suggested by the discussion just given. 
In the first place, we observe that the Joule-Kelvin formula 
for the thermal effect would hold good for gases whose 
co-volume was zero, or negligible in comparison with the 
“ molecular pressure ”’; it is not unlikely, indeed, that if the 

re instead of ae 

and T, they would have arrived at the formula here suggested. 
Be that as it may, their suggestion that the temperature 
enters into the expression in its second power is probably very 
near the trath. 

Another point worth noticing is the testimony, borne by 
the calculations, to the remarkable accuracy of these experi- 
ments; this statement holds good whether Rose-Innes’s 
formula or the present writer’s be adopted, though most, 
markedly, perhaps, in the latter case. This remark seems 
worth making as, in the present writer’s opinion, too little 
credit has in the past been attached to the experiments in 
this particular ; for example, Lehfeldt’s statement*, that we 

* Phil, Mag. April 1898. 

original investigators had plotted @ and 
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probably do not know the value of @ for any single case 
within 10 per cent., seems to be a good deal wide of the 
mark, 

Our discussion further supplies an answer to the critique 
on Clausius’s formula expressed by Natanson* in his able 
memoir on the Joule-Thomson effect. He affirms that the 
results of the experiments render the existence of any physical 
quantity corresponding to Clausius’s @—styled C in this 
paper—improbable. As a matter of fact, the experiments 
give no evidence at all on this point; for the disputed con- 
stant enters only into terms which involve the second order 
of small quantities, terms which would be insensible in any 
“ porous plug ” experiments hitherto performed. 

(4) Some Ther modynamical Consequences of Soule and 
Thomson's Experiments. 

(a) The Relation between the Intrinsic Energy of ordinary 
Gases and their Volume.—lIf a substance—whether gaseous 
or not—be allowed to expand infinitesimally without doing 
work or gaining heat, as in a “ porous plug ” experiment, we 
know that 

d(U + pv)=0 ; 

if at the same time its temperature falls through a range dT, 
we must communicate to it an amount of eae (reckoned in 
ergs) =J . K,.dT if we desire to restore the substance to its 
initial temperature without gaining or expending work. 

Hence any infinitesimal isothermal change in the intrinsic 
energy may ‘be calculated as follows :— 

Ist. Let the substance expand through a porous plug till 
its final volume is attained ; the gain of internal energy 1s 
— (pdv+vdp) and the fall of temperature dT. 

2nd. Heat the substance at constant volume till its initial 
temperature is regained ; this increases the intrinsic energy 
by an amount J. K,.dT. Hence 

dyU = —pdv—vdp+Jd .K,. aT. 

This is true for all substances ; to apply it to gases we 
proceed as follows :— 

WV riding Writing re dp, 

as is done by Joule and Lord Kelvin, we obtain 

dpU = — pdv— (e+ = ade: K.)dp; 

* Wied. Ann, xxxi. p. 502. 
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pence = eae {p+(o+ ae K,\e 

where it is to be noted that a is not a partial differential 
coefficient. ‘ i, 

To evaluate this quantity we must determine a and to 

do this we must assume some form for the gas-equation. It 
does not much matter which we take—as we shall see 
presently—for an approximation is all that is required ; 

anything further is rendered needless by the fact that (S°), 

is always small compared with eG 

We will employ van der Waals’s formula ; then 

RT a 
ee ea 

mm _ R aT RT a. 
“dv v—b dv (v—b)? © we? 

but CU tb. dp.) ae 

therefore 

(1+ he ee 

dv TH 5 a)=2 =e 

a Be 
dp _ 2g Pte 1 Ob. als 

dv jw v—b 2 ied : 

Substituting this value of Hp in the equation 
dv 

(< =) =— (eto el K.)P} 

we obtain 
Beet, 2) 

Prise 2a 

oUF Vie 7 op Seri es 

(Sr).= (e+ 3B} Sao. 
II v—b 

Bie Se: ; 
Since —, is in general small compared with p, and b and 

v 
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R@ 
= are both small wie with », we have II 

(2°) a(otq- J.K)P—p Fain 1(Gs ps) 

noe pe 

=<. pane dK. 

We should have obtained the same expression if we had 
employed either the Boyle-Charles equation or that of 
Clausius ; in the former case as the direct result, in the latter 
as an approximation of the same order as that made above. 
We may now evaluate this quantity numerically for air at 

standard pressure and temperature ; for this purpose we have 
the approximate values 06=0°92; p=II; p=0:00129 ; 
K,=0:17; J=4:2x107; whence 

(<7) 5 cl(Penixiasce » =. (Oops 

(b) Ratio of the two Specific Heats of a Gas.—We have for 
all bodies 

R= (50), = 5{(Sr),+ (Se), (Sr),+2(51), 3 
=K.+3/ (22) + +p}; 

woop kos 
Be = (2) +p} 

If, therefore, we make use of the value of (=) as deter- 
T 

mined in the preceding subsection, we can determine this 
ratio for ordinary gases. 
We give the result for air at standard pressure and tem- 

perature ; ; here K,=0-2375 ; c=0-003665 ; p=0-001293 , 

J =4:212 x 10’; p=1°0136 x 10°; (3) =8'9 x 10?; whence 
T 

K, _ . K. = 1408. 

This is exactly the value deduced from the velocity of 
sound ; it is also the mean of the results given by Rontgen 

Phil. Mag. 8. 5. Vol. 48. No. 290. July 1899. I 
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(1-406), and by Jamin and Richard (1°41), who worked es 
totally different methods. 

- Had air been a perfect gas, (ey ), would have been zero, 

and our formula would become 

ee ee 
Rees ao" 

4 Kp—p. Dip Jp 

In this case the same values of K,, p, o, and p would. give 

Ke ? = 1-400, which is the value assigned by the kinetic theory 

for a perfect gas consisting of diatomic molecules. The 
Joule-Thomson effect, then, completely accounts for the 
difference between the ‘ “sfyneeaedl and “ theoretical ” values 
of this important ratio; and verifies the suggestion, made 
long ago, that the “imperfection ” of the gas is probably the 
source of this difference. 

(5) The Maximum Density Potnt. 

_ Some interesting thermodynamic properties of substances 
at their temperature of maximum density are deducible from 
the equation, employed in the last section, 

BK {(S5)yt? ps 
as the present writer does-not remember to have seen them 
stated anywhere, he ventures to insert them here. Lord 
Kelvin * has shown that the following equation holds good for 
all substances, ° 

Ky _ Kp 
Ke 97 o 

K,—T 5 Jp - ey 

(where er denotes the isothermal elasticity, and the notation 
is changed to that used in this eee hence we get 

K,—K,=T. 5, . eT} 

combining this equation with the previous one we obtain 

oU 

for all substances. 

* Encyc. Brit, art. “ Elasticity.” 
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If, then, a substance have a maximum density at any par- 
ticular temperature, o vanishes for that temperature, and 
we get 

AD ss 
~~), = fl) 5 K,=K.. 

But this is not all. The first law of thermodynamics, 
written in its ordinary form, is 

J a= a): dT + {(&), +p}. dv; 

at the maximum density point () +p vanishes, as we 
/v 

have just seen ; consequently 

Fe = Ga) at. 

if dT be zero dQ vanishes; in other words, no heat ts absorbed 
or evolved in any isothermal transformation at this temperature ; 
z. e. the latent heat of isothermal transformation is zero. 
Similarly dT vanishes if dQ be zero. 
Many interesting conclusions may be drawn from this 

remarkable result ; among them are the following :— 
Ist. The Joule-Thomson effect is zero for every substance 

at its maximum density, just as it is for an ideal perfect gas, 
though for a very different reason. 

2nd. The infinite number of specific heats which every 
substance possesses is reduced at this point to one. 

University of Melbourne, 
December 5th, 1898. 

VI. Velocity of Electric Waves in Air. 
By G. V. MacLean *. 

[Plate I.] 
I ERTZ determined the wave length in air, in one of his 

experiments, to be 9°6 m., with an antenode 70 cm. 
behind the reflector. In the case of electric waves along 
wires, he found the rate of propagation to be 2°8 x10! cms. 
per sec. He further proved, if slow oscillations were used, 
that the length of the electric waves along wires and in air 
without wires would differ, but if rapid oscillations were 
employed the lengths of the waves would not differ. The 
truth of this has been confirmed by J. J. Thomson and 
Lecher: 

* Communicated by Prof, Trowbridge. 
12 
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E. Sarasin and de Ja Rive* concluded from their experi- 
ments that the wave-lengths determined are independent of 
the dimensions of the oscillator and vary with the size of the 
resonator employed. They showed that the rate of propagation 
of electric waves through air without wires is sensibly the 
same as that along wires. Thus by using a resonator 26 cm. 
in diameter the length of the internode along wires was 1:12 m. 
and in air between 1°12 and 1°25 m., while a resonator 36 cm. 
in diameter gave the lengths to be 1°47 m. and between 1°4 
and 1:8 m. respectively. ‘They claimed that the same oscil- 
lator gives rise at the same time to waves of different lengths; 
that the waves sent forth are not simple but are complexes of 
an infinite number of different waves, in fact a continuous 
electrical spectrum is formed, and that the resonator used 
acts as an analyser, picking out from the spectrum those 
waves whose period is peculiar to itself, and these alone it 
resonates. 

Poincaré ¢ and Bjerknes ¢, independently of each other, 
contended that the oscillator and resonator each set up their 
own vibrations, which are not necessarily related, and that 
the variations of the wave-length, when different resonators 
are used, with the same osciliator is not due alone to multiple 
resonance, as stated by Sarasin and de la Rive, but to the 
unegual rate of damping of the waves by the resonator and 
oscillator. Ifthe rate of damping in the resonator is small 
in comparison with that of the oscillator, then Sarasin and de 
la Rive’s theory holds ; if, however, the rate of damping of 
the resonator is great in comparison with that of the oscil- 
lator, Sarasin and de la Rive’s theory fails. The length of 
the internode does not alter when the same oscillator is used 
with resonators of different sizes, but it varies with the 
dimensions of the oscillator when the same resonator is em- 
ploved; the wave-length being the same as is found when a 
method is employed in which no resonator is needed. ‘If 
the rates of dumping of the oscillator and resonator are almost 
the same, the lengths of the waves they produce exercise the 
same influence upon the lengths of the internode measured.” 
Sarasin and de la Rive had also pointed out the necessity of 
having the oscillator and resonator in tune with each other, 
and more particularly was this needful when the waves in air 
without wires were measured. 

* Bibliotheque Universelle; Archives des Sc. phys. et nat. 3e période, 
tom. xxiii. no. 2, 1890, p. 113, a'so p. 557. 

+ Poincaré, Liektricitat und Optrk, 1891; Archives des Sc. phys. et nat. 
t. xxv. p. 609 (181). 

} Bjerknes, Wiedemann’s Annalen, Band xliy. p. 75 (1891). 
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In the experiment about to be described, a new method was 
employed by which the direct determination of the period of 
the oscillator was made. The oscillator and resonator were 
tuned by using a special form of self-induction and capacity 
and balancing them. The resonators used by Hertz and the 
other physicists to whom reference above has been made, were 
simple loops of copper wire which acted as the self-induction, 
while the capacity was that of two small metal spheres. The 
oscillators had very large capacities in comparison with those 
of the resonators. 

In our experiment the form and size of oscillator and reso- 
nator, as also the dimensions of their self-inductions and 
capacities, are identical. The resonator here used is a specially 
devised coherer. Many attempts of late have been made to 
employ the coherer successfully to measure electric waves. The 
results have generally been to stamp the coherer as an instru- 
ment too capricious for such work. In this connexion may 
be mentioned the work of Professor Murani*. He used a 
Marconi coherer and a galvanometer. The readings of his 
galvanometer, as he moved the coherer farther and farther 
trom the reflector, changed; no zero-readings, however, were 
found, and there was no regular increase and decrease in the 
readings. The following table is taken from his paper :— 

Distance of coherer | Deflection of || Distance of coherer | Deflection of 
in ems. from reflector. | galv.-needle. || in cms, from reflector. | galv.-needle. 

OA Bee oe 12:0 CBee csosdesapest 16:0 
Gece eee 13:4 Fi Olodtceaeoeazess 170 

Mes nee pecens 5 16:2 CiSieecBaSepeceCoe 16:5 
Dame Sredeeenss 16°3 SO eee: 16:2 
DO essere Bdtes os 16°4 DOE sradee cere 158 
ONE hace. eran 155 LOO} ee sececce: 16-2 
a ae eee 158 WOR ec ccescerecess 16:5 
De eee on ee deoe 15°5 LO eh atee 16:0 
AOE nostiics auses 158 P30: csviedevaeacs 16:3 
AD ee scese recede 15°5 140 ox. cecdstaes : 16-4 
i De eee 15:5 TSO Sees esos 17:2 
OI sesterce 16:0 ZOOVE sec eetas 174 
Dies Mets bese 154 

His results were submitted to Professor A. Righi, who, 
with Professor Murani, concluded that this coherer was 
unsuitable for the measurement of stationary electric waves 

* Studio dell2 Onde stazionarie de Hertz col Mezzo di un Coh2rer del 
Prof. O. Murani del R. Istituto Lombardo. Milano, 18,8. 
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M. Le Royer and Paul van Berchem *, at Geneva in April 
of 1894, used a Branly tube, containing iron filings, kept 
between two magnetized needles. Their results showed that 
the tube they employed had not a wave-length peculiar to 
itself, and that it acted as an analyser and not as a resonator, 
but that it would serve to measure the electric wave-lengths 
in air. 

The coherer here employed is one reduced to its elements. 
It might, in fact, be termed an electro-bolometer, and in 
gener al is not more difficult to use than the heat-bolometer. 
Two globules of platinum, 1 mm. in diameter, are attached 
to the ends of two platinum: wires 0°12 mm. in diameter and 
1:7 cm. in length. These latter form spirals, each of two 
convolutions, about two iron terminals 1°5 mm. in diameter 
and 4cm. in length. These terminals run through the centre 
of the two brass caps of a glass tube 8:5 cm. long and 1°5 cm. 
in diameter. To one of the terminals was connected a micro- 
meter screw, so that the platinum globules could be adjusted 
to any distance from each other. This constituted the 
coherer proper. The glass tube was not exhausted ; it served 
merely to protect the globules from rust, dampness, or external 
interferences. The coherer is placed in circuit with a large 
Volla-Pavia battery of peculiar construction, giving a steady 
current, a resistance-box in which a_ resistance of over 
100 ohms was always kept, and a direct-reading milliampere- 
meter. The current was shunted by a suitable resistance 
before passing through the coherer. 

The capacity and self-induction of the coherer were respec- 
tively furnished by two sheets of tinfoil 14°5 em. by 14°1 em., 
shellacked to the sides of a glass plate 30-4 em. long, 30°4 em. 
wide, and 5 cm. thick, and two copper wires 9°62 cm. long and 
‘3 mm. in diameter, parallel to each other and distant 5 cm. 
These two wires had their ends soldered to two strips of brush 
copper, which latter make close contact with the tinfoil by 
means of hard wax; the other ends passed into two small 
binding-posts on the caps of the coherer. The current through 
the coherer was governed by a key. This constituted the 
coherer or receiving circuit. All the wires used throughout 
the whole experiment were well insulated, twisted, and kept 
as far as possible out of the direct course of the electric wav es, 
so that any influence the wires might exert upon the results 
was reduced to a minimum. 

The different parts of the coherer circuit can be seen in the 
photograph (Plate I.). 

* Bibliotheque Univ.; Archives de Genéve, tome xxxi. 1894, p, 558. 
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The platinum globules were first brought into the slightest 
possible contact by carefully adjusting the micrometer-screw, 
When such a contact has been effected was known by watching 
the motion of the milliamperemeter-needle, Upon causing 
a train of electric waves to pass the coherer, the resistance of 
the latter was lessened by the globuies moving into closer 
contact, that is to say, the globules were made to: cohere. 
This augmentation of the cohering of the globules was instantly 
seen by the increased throw of the milliamperemeter-needle. 
The coherer employed was the outcome of a great many ex- 
periments with Lodge coherers, Marconi coherers, or Branly 
tubes, Tubes containing metal filings of all kinds and of 
different degrees of fineness, such as iron, silver, platinum, 
copper, zine, nickel, magnesium, brass, granulated are-carbon 
with copper, or brass, or iron terminals, either magnetized or 
nonmagnetized, all proved to be unsuited for the measuring 
of the electric wave-lengths. They all had the common fault 
of not allowing the milliamperemeter-needle to return quickly 
to its zero reading. Decohering of the coherer in the present 
form is accomplished almost instantly by the elasticity of the 
platinum spirals upon opening the circuit-key. No tapping 
is required as in other kinds of coherers. Moreover, the 
above coherer at once shows the manner of action of the 
ordinary metal-filings coherer. The platinum globules are 
brought into slightest contact, the passage of an electric wave 
causes the globules to cohere more closely; thus the resistance 
to the battery-current through the coherer is lessened, as is 
shown by the increased deflexion of the needle. The cohering 
of the metal filings (in this case the two globules) was probably 
due to an electrostatic effect produced upon them by the 
passage of the electromagnetic waves. Further evidence of 
this will be given later. 

Before concluding the description of the coherer, it will be 
necessary to give an account of the oscillator-circuit and its 
accessories. 

The electric spark which sent forth the trains of electro- 
magnetic waves through the free air between the oscillator 
and coherer, was produced by a large Ruhmkorff coil in 
connexion with a storage-battery of 27 cells in parallel with 
a voltage of about 55. 

The osciilator consisted of two platinum globules, 1 mm. in 
diameter, attached to the ends of a platinum spiral making 
two convolutions about copper terminals, exactly like those in 
the coherer. This oscillator was placed in the secondary 
spark-gap of the Ruhmkorff coil. The oscillator globules 
were always kept 4 mm. apart from each other. The same 
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kind and the same amount of capacity and self-induction 
were used as in the coherer circuit. The coherer and 
oscillator circuits were thus tuned to one another. 

The primary spark-gap of the Ruhmkorff coil was removed 
to a distant mercury-break. The mercury-break was of 
special construction. Three storage-cells drove a motor, 
which in turn caused a plunger to play in and out of a 
glass mercury-cup. On opposite sides of the glass cup were 
secured a glass tube shoulder, 1 mm. or so above the level of 
the mercury. To these glass shoulders were attached rubber 
tubes, one leading from a water-tank aud the other to a sink. 
Water was syphoned from the tank, through the glass cup, 
over the surface of the mercury. Thus the surface of the 
mercury was always clean. A pinch-cock was fixed to the 
first rubber-tube, so that the strength of the stream of the 
running water could be regulated and kept constant. When 
the stream of water was properly regulated, sparking at the 
oscillator could be continued tor hours at a time, the sparks 
always being perfectly regular and unitoim. Before the 
addition of the stream of water over the surface of the 
mercury the break gave endless trouble, needing attention 
almost every two or three minutes; but under the conditions 
adopted it did not require the slightest attention. However, 
care had to be taken to prevent a too free flowing of the 
water, for otherwise the nature of the sparking at the oscil- 
lator was much aitered, tov much water acting like too little. 
Wires ran from the break to the Rulmkor#f coil, and also to 
a key at the coherer-carriage. Thus, trom the coherer- 
carriage one could control both the coherer and oscillator 
circuits. 

The various parts of the oscillator circuit are shown in 
Plate I. 

The motor and break were enclosed in a double box, the 
space between the two boxes being packed with felt. ‘This 
was done in order to deaden the noise of the motor and 
primary sparking. Such a proceeding is not essential to the 
good working ot the coherer, but it enables one to detect at 
once by the ear any variation in the secondary sparking. It 
thus leaves the eyes free io observe the movements of the 
milliamperemeter needle. One soon becomes accustomed to 
the characteristic crackling sound of the kind of sparks 
required, and accordingly hardly ever needs to look at the 
oscillator. 

The sparks produced at the oscillator must be continuous 
and always the same, otherwise the waves set up will difter 
from each other, and consequently the milliamperemeter- 
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needle readings will vary so irregularly as to be absolutely 
worthless. Sparks of the same nature must therefore be 
produced at all times during the experiment. This is rendered 
possible by the employment of the continuous stream of water 
over the surface of the mercury in the mercury-cup of the 
break. 

The coherer and its capacity are mounted upon.a stand 
carried upon a carriage which can be easily moved along a 
graduated track. It is possible to make a change in position 
of the carriage as small as *25 mm. To the side of the 
carriage is firmly secured a shelf which supports the keys of 
the two circuits, the shunt-resistance, and the milliampere- 
meter. The lower part of the carriage holds the battery and 
its resistance-box. 

If the coherer be placed in any part of the room, it re- 
sponds to the sparking of the oscillator, but in some positions 
more strongly than in others. It thus appeared desirable to 
place the oscillator within a completely-closed metal box, 
with a window in its front side. This proved beneficial, 
since it caused the waves to be less scattered at the instant 
of leaving the oscillator, confining them more to that region 
of the room where the experiment is conducted than else- 
where. ‘The metal box then acts, as it were, like a mega- 
phone. The front of the box was on hinges, and could be 
left open at pleasure. The inside of the metal box was put 
into metal connexion with the gas-pipes of the room. At 
one end of the room was placed the oscillator, while at the 
opposite end was fixed a metal reflector, which was connected 
by wires to gas-pipes and water-pipes. In the free space 
between the oscillator and reflector moved the carriage- 
coherer. The dimensions of free space between the reflector 
and oscillator were 12°67 m. in length, 6°15 m. in width, and 
5°14 m. in height. The nearest wall had five windows, each 
1°66 m. by 1:12 m. The reflector was of sheet-tin, 3°32 m. 
wide by 4°24 m. high. 

The oscillator, the coherer-globules, and the centre of the 
reflector were always kept in the same horizontal line. The 
oscillator and coherer were thus 2°25 m. above the floor, 
2°89 m. below the ceiling, and 1°57 m. from the nearest wall, 
which ran the full length of the room. By moving the 
carriage to and fro the coherer was always in the same 
horizontal line at any desired distance from the reflector. 

The coherer-carriage was moved to any distance from the 
reflector, its globules being put into slightest contact ; then 
the coherer circuit was closed by touching the coherer-circuit 
key; and the milliamperemeter-needle reading taken. Upon 
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touching the key in the oscillator circuit, sparking at the 
oscillator began, the electric waves traversing the free space 
act upon the coherer, and at. once there is or is not an 
increased reading given by the milliamperemeter-needle. 
By moving the carriage to different distances from the re- 
flector, and repeating the above operations, different readings 
are found. ‘There is seen to be a regular increase and de- 
crease in the milliamperemeter-needle readings as the coherer 
is moved farther and tarther from the reflector. At certain 
places no change in the readings is observed, while at certain 
other places there is a maximum reading. Thus by means of 
the coherer we are enabled to locate the nodal and antinodal 
points of the electric waves, and hence to determine the 
wave-length. 

Many precautions had to be taken during the course of 
the experiment. The coherer responds to any (secondary) 
electric spark; the milliamperemeter readings differ for 
different kinds of sparks. Not only will the coherer respond 
to the sparks from the oscillator, but it responds to any other 

(secondary) spark which may take place in any other part 
of the building, or on a distant trolley-wire. So sensitive 
is the coherer that the slightest jarring of the room, such 
as caused by the slamming of a door, or by the walking of 
persons in the corridor, will be sufficient to very materially con- 
fuse the readings. Satisfactory and trustworthy measurements 
can only be made when such disturbing causes are not 
present. Accordingly the night hours were selected in which 
to carry on the observations. Ifthe mercury in the mercury- 
cup of the break becomes coated, the nature of the secondary 
spark changes, and so the readings under such conditions: 
are not correct. If too strong a current be sent up from the 
storage-battery into the Ruhmkorff coil, the nature of the 
secondary sparks changes so much that the readings must be 
disregarded. The greatest care had to be exercised to pre- 
serve the equality of the oscillator sparks throughout the 
whole of the measurements. 

It was further noticed, whenever the key of the oscillator 
circuit was closed (the coherer-key being first closed), that 
there was always a very distinct increase in the milliampere- 
meter readings, even before the sparking at the oscillator began. 
However, as soon as the sparking at the oscillator commenced, 
this increased reading was augmented more or less according 
to the distance of the coherer from the reflector. This 
peculiar motion of the needle before the sparking begins at 
the oscillator seems to point to an electrostatic effect upon 
the coherer-globules, due to electric or magnetic causes 
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proceeding from the oscillator and preceding those oscillations 
which give rise to the stationary waves. Whatever the 
cause may be, it has the effect of lessening the resistance 
between the coherer-globules. This phenomenon would 
appear to throw some light upon the real cause of the action 
of a coherer. It seems to show that the metal particles are 
attracted nearer to each other, and there held in contact by 
the electrostatic effect produced upon them by the passage of 
the electric waves. Such an effect being different at different 
distances from the reflector, and most marked near the 
oscillator, would very much alter the readings really given, 
by the waves we are endeavouring to measure. Accordingly 
this effect had to be eliminated. The elimination was thus 
accomplished. Upon first closing the coherer circuit and 
allowing the needle to come to rest, and then closing the 
oscillator cirenit, the above-described phenomenon having 
taken place, the sparking at the oscillator was continued for 
a few seconds, causing the needle to creep up to a maximum 
reading; then the oscillator circuit was opened, and the 
coherer circuit was opened and closed four or five times in 
succession , each time the needle returned to the above- 
determined maximum reading. Next, the coherer circuit was 
opened, the oscillator circuit closed while the sparking was 
continued for some time, and finally the coherer circuit was 
closed. The above-determined maximum reading of the 
needle is in all cases (except when the coherer is at a node) 
augmented ; the amount of this augmentation increasing or 
decreasing as we move away from the reflector towards the 
oscillator. It is only such waves as the vigorous and pro- 
longed sparking at the oscillator sets up and maintains that 
are able to increase the first-determined maximum reading. 
Thus the effects of the above-observed phenomenon are 
obviated, since they are powerless to alter the first-determined 
maximum reading. Such a precaution demanded a great 
amount of additional time and patience ; nevertheless it suc- 
cessfully eliminated the disturbance, which was very detri- 
mental to the accuracy of the observed readings of the 
needle. All the measurements herein given were taken by 
the above method. The readings thus taken are very small, 
the highest not exceeding three small divisions of the milli- 
amperemeter scale, but they are otherwise pertectly regular, 
showing a distinct increase or decrease with change of position 
of the coherer with regard to the reflector. Readings can be 
taken with a fair degree of rapidity when all conditions are 
favourable, as many as forty having been taken in three hours. 
Measurements are begun at as short a distance from the 
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reflector as possible and continued towards the oscillator. The 
first zero reading was located at 1°5000 m. from the reflector 
and the first maximum at 2°6290 m. from the reflector. The 
second zero was found to be at 41075 m. and the second 
maximum at 5°5863 m., while the third zero was at 7:0650 m. 
from the reflector. We therefore havea distance of 1°4790 m, 
between the first antinode and node, 1:4785 m. between the 
first node and second antinode, 1°4788 m. between the second 
antinode and second node, and 1°4787 m. between the second 
node and third antinode. This gives us a distance of 
279575 m. between the first and second antinodes, and also 
2°9575 m. between the second and third antinodes; that is to 
say, the half wave-length is 2°9575 m., or the wave-length is 
9°915 m. Accordingly there should be a node at °3290 m. 
behind the reflector. No results are here recorded of the 
observations made nearer to the oscillator than a wave length. 
For as one approaches the oscillator within this distance, though 
the readings show increases and decreases, yet no actual zero 
reading was located. Moreover, in this space the phenomenon 
above described was very strongly active and difficult to 
overcome. The measurements tabulated below were all taken 
in the space at least a wave-length distant from the osciilator. 
The following are the results of nearly 500 observations. The 
first column gives the distances of the coherer from the re- 
flector; columns two and three give the readings on the milli- 
amperemeter-scale for the first maximum reading and the 
increased reading ; while column four shows the increase in 
the readings due to the passage of the electric waves. Five 
measurements at least were taken at each point of observation. 
Owing to the space all the readings occupy, only a few of 
them are here given. The general nature of the rest of the 
readings can be seen from the curve. 

Distances in First Increased Piieiaoedaad eee 
metres from the | maximum Maxiluum shenolectite Ganves 

reflector. reading. reading. , 

0:9100 8050 8125 0075 Mean 0:1035 
7 800 7 900 0:i00 
7-90 8-V10 O'110 

75.0 7690 0-100 
8:U00 8°100 0-100 
8'°575 8°65U 0075 

7-70) 7825 0125 
8:1U0 8-225 O° 125 
7-950 8:U50 0 3VU0 
7-90 8:025 0-125 

j 
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Table (continued). 

Distance in First Increased Phasdncresce duc to 
metres from the maximum waximum tha aloctine waves 

reflector. reading. reading. ; 

11425 5:750 5:750 0:000 Mean 0:0030 
5°750 5°750 0:000 
5-600 5605 0 005 
5°450 5455 0:005 
5775 5-780 0-005 

1:1500 T4725 7725 0:000 Mean of 20 
First zero or first 7-400 7-400 0-000 results 

antinode. 8-450 8-450 0-000 0:0000 
7 450 7-450 0-000 
7-850 7850 0:000 

1:1705 7-160 7166 0:006 Mean 0:0040 
| 7-450 7-450 0:000 

| 8:565 8°570 G°005 
8:500 8509 0-009 
8-400 8-400 0-000 

1:2500 8°50 8060 0010 Mean of 5 
8-400 8-410 0-010 results 
8990 8910 | 0010 0:0100 

1:2710 7-700 7715 0:015 Mean of 5re- 
8-065 8 075 0-010 sults 0-013 

seis 0°1760 Mean of 5 
9-234: -1C 

ete The readings are left out; een lee 
23-4150 only the means of 5 re- | (5959 ; 
24745 sults given. 0:22.70 

2:5000 0°2350 

26290 8-300 8°566 0:266 Mean (of 12 
7-400 7-630 0-230 results) 

First node. 7-550 7300 0°250 0-260 
7°500 7773 0-275 
7-200 TATd 0-275 

2°6&00 0:2250 Means of 5 
2°75v0 0:1930 results 
2-760 01800 each. 
28860 0:1530 
30000 0:1350 

Tee The readings are left out; a 
38-9950 the means of 5 results 00780 
3-400 only are given. (-0G60 

$5110 0:0510 
8 60:0 0 0440 
3-740 0-0340 
$8050 0 0260 
3 9270 0:0i20 

125 
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Table (continued). 

Distance in First Increased : 
metres from the | maximum maximum te meresse due i 

reflector. reading. reading. et naa 

4:1075 | 8400 8-400 0000 Means (of 15 
| 8:750 8-750 | 0:000 results) 

Second zero or | 8-400 8-400 | 0:000 0:0000. 
second antinode. 8-500 | 8-500 | 0-000 | 

76 7600 0-000 | 
| 7400 | 7-400 —-|:0:000 | 
a —— |S | —— | 

4:1876 | 0:0050 Means of 5 
42876 0:0120 results 
42880 | 0°0130 — each. 
4 2940 | | 0°:0140 

43350 | 0-0150 
4°5056 | 

4 5600 — 0:0350 
“CA é | “Oh 

ees The readings are left out ; 0:0540 | 
48640 only the means of 5 re- 0-0740 
49150 sults are given. 0-0750 

50000 0:1060 
51700 | 071140 
52830 0:1300 
53285 | 0°1520 
54500 | 0:1720 

0:1780 | 
| 0:1960 — 

55863 | 8:000 8-233 0°233 Means (of 20 
| 7-900 8-160 - 0-260 results) 

Second node. 8-600 8-280 0-280 02620, 
8:0CO 8:285 0:285 
7-400 7-650 0-250 

56215. 0:2460 Means of 5 
56425 | 0:2260 results 

aca The readings are left out ; nopee a 
67135 only the means of 5 re- 0:0200 

67140 sults are given. 0:0170 

6°8850 | 0:0100 
7:0330 0:0040 

706050 | 7300 | 7300 | 0-000 Means (of 25 
Third zero or 7400 | 7400 0-000 results) 

third antinode. 8-850 | 8°850 0:000 0:0000. 
| 8000. | 8-000 0-000 

| 8-950 8-950 0-000 
7-000 7-000 0-000 

70660 0:0010 Means of 5 
71450 The readings are left out; | 0°0060 results 
T1TI5 only the means of 5 re- | 0°0250 each. 
72945 sults are given. 0:0450 
75000 ) 0-0800 | 
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The means of each of these sets of five readings are taken 
and plotted as a curve, the co-ordinates of whose points are 
the distances of the coherer from the reflector and these mean 
values. The resulting curve is given in fig. 1. 

Fig. 1. 

Soo yoo «1700, Yo0Q 2490 Jooo = thoo 000 “4too F200 Stoo (990 (500 ooo 7309" 

DBisfance from Neflte tor 

The velocity of the electric waves was determined from the 
formula X\=VT=22V WLC, where A is the wave-length, L 
the self-induction, C the capacity, V the velocity, and T the 
time of oscillation of the secondary spark. T was found by 
the photographic process. 

The sparks directly given by the oscillator used in the 
original experiment could not be photographed. They were 
too small, and, moreover, their light was not actinic enough. 
Sparks given by similar capacity and self-induction, but of 
larger dimensions, and cadmium points in place of the platinum 
globules were photographed. The self-induction here used 
consisted of two parallel copper wires of the same diameter as 
were employed in the original experiment, 5 cm. apart and 
1051-1 cm. in length. The capacity was the same glass plate 
with the tinfoil sheets four times as large. The time of 
oscillation of the sparks thus produced was found to be 
4:12382x10-7'=T' seconds. It was then assumed that the 
formula must still hold good if we cut down the self-induction 
and capacity, still keeping the copper wires 5 cm. apart. 
That is to say, if we make our C one fourth and our L 1/100 
of the L used in the photographic process, the time of 
oscillation of our spark will be 1/20 of that of the spark 
photographed. 
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In the original experiment the area of the tinfoil was just 
one-fourth of that on the condenser which formed the capacity 
for the spark photographed, whereas the length of copper 
wire was 9°62 em., being 9°62/1051:1 of what was used in 
the photographic process. Accordingly the oscillation-time 
of the spark would be 1:976 x 10-° sees. This is the value of 
T. We have already found A, the wave-length, to be 591°5 cm. 

And since A=V1l’, .*. V, the velocity of the electric wave, =} 

=591-:5/1 976 x 10-°=2-991 x 101° centimetres per second or 
about 186365 miles per second. 

Professor Trowbridge and Dr. Duane in 1895 found the 
velocity of electric waves along wires to be 2°996 x 10” em., 
though the mean of seven of their results gave the velocity to 
be 3:0024 x 10° cm. per second. 

To make sure that the coherer and oscillator were in tune 
with each other, the capacity of the oscillator was altered by 
doubling the area of the tinfoil sheets on the glass plate. 
Sparking at the oscillator was again begun, and readings 
taken, whereby it was seen that the positions of the original 
nodal and antinodal points were changed. The same thing 
took place upon altering the self-induction. Also, separately, 
the self-induction and capacity of the coherer were altered, 
with a similar change in the position of the original nodal and 
antinodal points. When the wave-length had been determined, 
it seemed desirable to test the truth of the theory of Poincaré 
and Bjerknes. 

It is a known fact in the photography of electric oscillations 
that it is possible to damp out all the oscillations except the 
fundamental, by replacing part of the self-induction by a 
self-induction having a suitable resistance. Accordingly a 
cylinder of graphite 5 em. long was ground down till it had the 
same diameter as the copper wire it was to replace. ‘The ends 
of this rod of graphite were next electroplated with copper. 
5 cm. of one of the copper wires forming the self-induction 
of the coherer were cut out and replaced by soldering in the 
prepared graphite. The coherer and oscillator circuits had 
now the same capacity and self-induction as before, only the 
resistance of the self-induction of the coherer-circuit had been 
increased. The resistance of the graphite was 12 ohms. 
Work was now undertaken under these new conditions, with 
the result that the fifty observations thus made were identical 
with those taken under the original conditions. The following 
table gives the measurements taken when the graphite was 
in the circuit :— 
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~ Distance in First Increased ‘ 
ems, from the | maximum | maximum ae eee due to | 

reflector. reading. reading. ps eae cae 

11500 8:100 8100 0:000 Mean 0:000. 
8:550 8:550 | 0-000 
8-450 8-450 0-000 
6°450 6:450 0-000 
8-250 8-250 0-000 

2-6290 8-600 8:825 0-225 Mean 0:2600. 
8-000 8:250 0:250 

| 7-600 7850 0-250 
| 7800 8-100 0°300 
| 8550 8-825 0-275 

2-7960 8150 | 8:325 -O°175 Mean 0:1800, 
| 7400 7565 0-165 , 
| 7-400 7 650 0-200 
| 6475 | 6:650 0175 
| 8-000 8-185 0-185 

371960 7-800 7-900 07100 Mean 0-1000. 
7750 7-850 0-100 
7-250 7-400 07125 
8:425 8500 0-075 
8-400 | 8-500 0-100 

soda k eS BB aah Bh Socata Se 5 BRE EE ae 

41075 8-750 8-750 0-000 Mean 0-0300, 
8°350 8350 0-000 
7-100 7100 0-000 
8-300 8-300 0-000 
8-400 8-400 0-000 

34000 8-800 8830 0:050 Mean 0-0660. 
| 8425 8-500 6-075 

8-400 8466 0:066 
| 8-500 8-575 0-075 
| 8-100 8-165 0:065 

4°5056 8150 8175 0025 Mean 0:0375. 
7°750 7-800 0-050 
8°350 8-400 0-050 
8:°575 8-600 0 025 
8-300 8350 (?) | 0-050 (?) 
78385 7-860 0:025 

5°5863 8-400 8625 0:225 Mean 0:2620, 
8:450 8-700 0-250 
8-150 8450 0°300 
8°500 8-750 0-250 
8-450 8:°735 0:285 

66670 8-250 | 8:300 0:050 Mean 0:0350, 
8-400 | 8-425 0:025 
8-500 8-525 0-025 
8'100 8-150 0:050 
8-550 8:575 0-025 

Phil. Mag. 8. 5. Vol. 48. No. 290. July 1899. K 
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Table (continued). 

Distance in First Increased : 
cms. from the maximum maximum ve epee cer 

reflector. reading. reading. Ne ea 

7:0650 8:950 8-950 0000 Mean 0:0000. 
8:800 8:800 0:000 
8°650 8660 0:000 
8-600 8-600 0-000 
8:800 8-800 0:000 
7350 7350 0-000 
7450 7450 0:000 
7-600 7-600 0:000 
7-845 7845 0:000 
8:000 8:000 0:000 

This last experiment shows the wave-length we have 
measured was that of the fundamental wave. And, moreover, 
that by the use of this particular coherer or the electro- 
bolometer, the balancing of the self-inductions and capacities, 
and by our method of operating the oscillator, all the electric 
waves in the infinity of different waves proceeding from the 
Ruhmkoff coil, except the fundamental, had been completely 
damped. Ifsuch had not been the case, it is very evident 
the measurements so taken would not have been identical 
with those first observed. 

The experiment was pushed further. ‘The new self- 
induction (graphite) of the coherer circuit being retained, 
the capacity of the oscillator circuit was made double of what 
it was in the original case, and therefore double of that now 
in the coherer circuit. At those points where the original 
readings indicated nodes and antinodes the readings were 

The new self-induction in 
The new self-induction in the coherer the cohéier Gaeie Goan 

peeves a original capacity in the capacity in the oscillator 
OSClis c circuit doubled. 

Difference between F 
Distance in m. of the maximum and Difference pee the 
the coherer from increased maximum NS ee increased 

the reflector. readings of the MAM. readings /OF tHe 
M.A.M, Para 

11500 0-000 0:075 

2:6288 0°260 0:275 

4:1075 0-000 0°150 

5:5863 ! 0:262 0:250 

70650 | 0:0000 0-081 

| Average of 5 readings. | Average of 5 readings. 
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now changed. The preceding table shows some of the 
changes. 

Similar changes took place at other points. 
Next the capacity of the coherer circuit was altered, and as 
consequence, at those points where the original readings 

were taken the readings now were different. Finally, the 
capacity (i.e. the tinfoil plates) of the coherer circuit was 
left out entirely, and so also was the self-induction, for at this 
stage of the experiment the graphite broke. The readings 
were now of all sorts, the needle moving very capriciously 
whenever the sparking began or continued at the oscillator. 
No regular increase and decrease in the readings could be 
determined as the coherer was moved farther and farther 
from the reflector. At one time the needle would be deflected 
four or five whole divisions of the milleamperemeter scale, 
while in the next second, at the same place, there would be 
only a displacement of the needle of +2 or °3 of a division in 
the forward direction, or else a deflexion in the opposite 
direction, and even at times the needle trembled as if acted 
upon by almost equally opposing influences. These irregular 
motions of the needle made a great contrast with the regular 
motions when the coherer and oscillator were in tune. This 
experiment confirms the truth of the damping theory of 
Poincaré and Bjerknes. 

Sarasin and de la Rive’s theory of a multiplicity of waves 
of different amplitudes originating at the same oscillator 
was substantiated by the erratic readings obtained when the 
coherer proper alone was employed. In fact the truth of 
their theory was readily seen when the ordinary metal filings’ 
coherer or Branly tube was used, since the irregularity of the 
readings was evidently such as would be produced by quickly 
succeeding waves of different kinds acting upon the tube. 
The point which might be the position of a node due to one 
wave would be the antinode, or at least not always the node 
due to the next following wave. 

I desire here to express my gratitude to Prof. Trowbridge 
for his valuable suggestions, his assistance, and his very 
great kindness in placing at my disposal the resources of 
the Physical Laboratory in order to have this experiment 
carried to a successful completion. 

Jefferson Physical Laboratory, Harvard University , 
Cambridge, Mass., April 1899. 

K2 
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VIL. Reply to the Investigation of Mr. A. A. Campbell Swinton 
“on the Reflexion of Cathode Rays.” 

To the Editors of the Philosophical Magazine. 

GENTLEMEN, 

i the conclusion of his investigation “ On the Reflexion of 
Cathode Rays,” Mr. Campbell Swinton remarks con- 

cerning my publication of the same title, as follows *:— _ . 
“Mr. Starke | appears to have found, that so long as the 

same face of the reflector was turned towards both the 
cathode and cylinder, the orientation of the reflector did not 
affect the amount of charge conveyed to the cylinder. This 
is so totally at variance with the results given above, which 
were repeated over and over again, that the writer can only 
assume that the methods employed by Mr. Starke were not 
so sensitive as his own....” 

To show that this interpretation of my results is not quite 
correct, I beg you to accept this paper for the ‘ Philosophical 
Magazine.’ 
My experiments were begun chiefly to decide the question, 

whether there is any reflexion of cathode rays or not. For 
this purpose I employed the tube shown in the figure. So 

k 

long as the incident cathode rays and the axis of the Faraday 
cylinder B (which make an angle of nearly 60° with one 
another) struck the same side of the anticathode R, electricity 
was conveyed into the inner cylinder and was indicated by 
a high-resistance galvanometer connected with it. When 

* Proc. Roy. Soe. vol. lxiy. 1899, p. 395. 
t Wied. Ann. vol. Ixvi. pp. 49-60 (1898). 
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the reflector was so turned that its orientation did not satisfy 
this condition, no charge arrived into the cylinder. The 
existence of reflexion having thus been shown, I found that 
the amount of charge reflected into the Faraday cylinder, the 
position of the reflector remaining constant, was not equal 
for different metals. In these experiments the two faces of 
the reflector consisted of different metals which could be 
interchanged by turning the reflector through 180°. By 
measuring successively the charge reflected into the inner 
cylinder by two different metals, and—for a normal angle of 
incidence—the charge conducted to earth through a galva- 
nometer connected with the reflector, the absolute coefficients 
of reflexion for normal incidence, indicating the whole re- 
flected charge, could be determined. This amount of reflexion 
was about for 

Platinum: . 5 .-% . 37 per cent. 
Dapper ny) 2p aS ee ig tity Bae FON, 
mlminiun 4) Se 22 
iBampblack: to eka s | DR 

These values would be a little greater, if the second reflexion 
were considered. 

These are the principal results of my researches. It is 
true, I have not specially emphasized the fact tkat the orien- 
tation of the anticathode affected the amount of reflected rays, 
because I examined at that time only the total amount of 
reflected charge, without investigating its variation with the 
angle of incidence and the distribution of the reflected rays in 
space. But, from several statements, it is evident that these 
differences of the charge conveyed to the Faraday cylinder, 
under different orientation of the reflector, were well known 
to me. 

On p. 57 I distinctly assert that the amount of charge 
imparted to the anticathode reflector was measured by con- 
necting the reflector to earth through a galvanometer, the 
angle of incidence being normal, while the charge conveyed 
to the Faraday cylinder by the reflected cathode rays was 
measured with an oblique angle between the anticathode 
surface and the incident cathode stream, in order to make as 
large as possible the charge arriving in the inner cylinder. 
This oblique angle was about 60°. In this position of the 
reflector the amount of reflected charge, conveyed to the 
cylinder, was a maximum, in all other positions it was very 
much smaller. On the other hand, the ratio of the two 
charges obtained with two different metals in the same 
position was equal for every angle of incidence. This ratio, 
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therefore, could be employed in calculating the coefficients 
of reflexion for a normal angle of incidence; these coefticients 
indicate the relation of the whole charge reflected by the 
reflector to that impinging upon it, without giving the dis- 
tribution of the reflected rays in the hemisphere constructed 
over the reflector surface. 

On p. 56 I say, indeed, that small rotations of the reflector 
do not produce a great difference in the amount of charge 
conveyed into the cylinder. But it is evident there that this 
applies only to very small angles (about 5°), which are barely 
perceptible with the apparatus described. So small a varia- 
tion in the position of the anticathode could not influence 
very much the amount of reflected rays, because the position 
was that of maximum reflexion. 

I did not examine at that time either the variation of the 
reflexion with the angle of incidence, or the distribution of 
the reflected rays in space, because more complicated apparatus 
(rotating cylinder &.)—such as was employed by Mr. Swin- 
ton—would have been necessary. However, I have always 
emphasized the fact (p. 60) that my researches were made 
for a normal angle of incidence, and nowhere have I asserted 
that the orientation of the reflector does not affect the amount 
of charge conveyed to the cylinder. My method, therefore, 
was not less sensitive than that employed by Mr. Swinton. 
I even think my measurements more exact because I worked 
with an influence-machine, while Mr. Swinton generated the 
cathode rays by a Ruhmkorff inductor, although the radiation 
thus produced is not homogeneous but contains cathode rays 
of different potentials of discharge. 

Yours obediently, 
H. STARE. 

Berlin: Physical 
Laboratory of the University. 

VIII. On the Residual Effect of a Former Glacial Hpoch upon 
Underground Temperature. By the Rey. O. FisuEr, 1.A., 
PGS. 

VHERE can be no doubt that a glacial epoch must have 
left traces of its effects upon underground temperature, 

and it appears to be worth while to examine the nature and 
amount of these effects, and to inquire whether there is any 
probability of obtaining from observations in deep wells and 
mines an estimate of the lapse of time since the ice disappeared 
from the land. 

* Communicated by the Author. 
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We must of course make certain assumptions in order to 
render the calculations possible. The chief difficulties in 
these temperature observations arise from the fact that the con- 
ductivity varies from stratum to stratum in the rocks. We 
must, however, assume that it is constant, and we may use 
the value which Lord Kelvin has deduced from observations 
made at Edinburgh. We shall also assume that the glacial 
epoch lasted sufficiently long to render the flow of heat steady, 
In making these assumptions we will examine a hypothetical 
case, and notice the results which we obtain. 

Let us suppose, then, that during the glacial epoch the tem- 
perature gradient was 1° Fahr. per 51 feet of descent, which is 
an average value ; and that beneath the ice the temperature of 
the surface was the melting-temperature, viz. 32° Fahr. We 
will then suppose that the present temperature of the surface 
is 52°, so that it was raised 20° upon the disappearance of the 
ice ; and that it has continued at that temperature ever since. 
Professor Spencer has come to the conclusion that the age 
of the Falls of Niagara is about 30,000 years ; which gives a 
probable approximate estimate for the period since glacial 
conditions passed away. 
We will therefore take it that the time elapsed since the 

glacial period has been 40,000 years ; and having examined 
the consequences of these assumptions, we shall be in a 
position to form a judgment of the kind and degree of the 
traces which we may expect a former glaciation to have left 
behind it. 

Let # be the depth in feet. 
t the time in years since the glacial epoch passed away. 
b the temperature Fahr. by which the surface was 

raised upon the disappearance of the ice. 
m the temperature gradient before the disappearance of 

the ice. 
« the conductivity of rock expressed in terms of its 

own capacity for heat, viz. 400, the units being 
as above. 

V the temperature at the depth « at the time ¢. 
Then the flow of heat being assumed steady before the dis- 
appearance of the ice, the temperature at the depth « will at 
that time have been me. 

We shall then have, to express the temperature at the depth 
« at the time ¢, the equation 

2 

V=eme t+b— val. whet edu. 
Vt Jo 
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This is analogous to the equation which I proved in the Phil. 
Mag. for Oct. 1892, mutatis mutandis. — . 

It gives, when x=0, V=b, the surtace temperature, 
when ¢=0, V=mae, the glacial temperature, 
when w=x, V=ma, the glacial temperature at 

great depths, to which the warming of the 
surface has not reached. 

_ Differentiating with regard to , 

This is the temperature gradient at the depth x (not the 
mean gradient to that depth). It shows that the temperature 
gradient is less than it was during the glacial epoch, unless 
the time elapsed since then has been so long that ¢ may be 
considered infinite ; in which case the gradient recovers the 
value m which it had during the glaciation. Also, since the 
negative term diminishes as # increases, we see that the 
gradient increases as the depth increases. This also appears 
from 

EN Sea a 
em ixt 

being positive, which shows that the temperature-curve is 
convex towards the axis of depths, and that the convexity 
diminishes in descending. 
We will now apply the formula to the hypothetical case 

proposed. Here 

F=—A0000; (6=20, m= 1), ee — 200. 

With these values, 

log“? = 1-3534860, 
Nt 

and Vv 4«t = 8000. 

If we express the upper limit of the definite integral by L, 
then the depth w aa 

| =Lx WV 4«t, 

=L x 8000. 

Now.in table x. vol. ii. of Oppolzer* we find the values of 
the definite integral given for intervals of 0-01 of the upper 
limit L, which will correspond to the depths 80, 160, &c. feet, 

* Bahnbestimmung der Kometen und Planeten, 1880. 
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at successive intervals of 80 feet, and we can tabulate the 
values of 

a eee 
= e~ dus 
Vv =| 0 

for these depths. 
Now it is easily seen that, if on a diagram we draw the 

straight line oon 
WF, I 

taking « vertically downwards and V horizontal, it will give 
the curve of temperature, just before the ice ‘melted, as a 
straight line. 

Then V=me +d will represent a second straight line, at 
a distance 6, parallel to the first; and if we shorten the 
ordinates of this line by the difference 

2b. (ae 

Vt Jo 

taking L successively =0°01, 0°02, &e., we get on our diagram 
successive points of the temper ature- ~cur ve at the present time, 
at successive depths of 80, 160, &c. feet, on the supposition 
that glacial conditions passed away 40 000 years ago. 

The following table gives the values of the difference 

edu, 

Zee 
——| edu 
Vi Jo 

at intervals of 80 feet, down to 1120 feet. 

| | | 

Depth in _‘Differencein || Depth in Difference in | 
Feet. | Degrees Fahy, | Feet. | Degrees Fahr. 

soiled eae fee. BEd TS eat 

Demet sD 1 640 | 180 
80 0:23 | 720 2:03 

160 0-45 800 2°25 

/ 240 0:68 880 247 
320 : 0-90 960 2°69 

400 ris | 1040 | 292 
480 1:35 1120 | 3:14 
560 | 1:58 1200 | 3:36 | | | : 

\ | 

And the next table gives the same difference at longer 
intervals of 240 feet, to the depth of 4990 feet, which is 
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about that of the deep well at Wheeling, W. Va., in the 
United States. 

= — - _ = SSS 

Depth in Difference in | Depth in Difference in 
Feet. Degrees Fahr. | Feet. Degrees Fahr. 

2 é | REPRE 

0 0:00 2640 719 
240 0°68 2880 779 
480 | 1:35 | 3120 8:37 
(a | 3460 8:95 
960 | 2:69 3700 9°51 

POO |. AB BO 8 lls 43840 10°05 
1440 4-02 | 4180 10:58 
1680 | 4-67 1 4420 11:10 | 
1920 531 | 9) 4660°- “Ojo. sta -BO liane 
2160 5-95 | 4990 | 1208 | 
2400 6:57 | 

When this curve is plotted it is found to differ not appre- 
ciably from a straight line, and the mean gradient for the 
whole depth of 4990 feet will be 1/58°2. From this it appears 
that the effect of the glaciation will have been to reduce the 
gradient from 1/51, which it otherwise would have been, to 
1/58°2 ; but the temperature-curve will not show appreciable 
alteration from its original form of a straight line. In fact 
the error at 2400 feet made by taking the temperature-curve 
as a straight line down to 4990 feet would be 0°76 F.; and 
observations could not be relied upon within that limit to 
base any calculations upon them. In some deep explorations 
there has been found an increase in the rate in the lower 
portions. This, we see, cannot be due toa former glaciation ; 
for that would, if anything, have an opposite effect. It must 
therefore be attributed to varying conductivity, or to some 
disturbing cause vitiating the observations. 

The diminution of the mean gradient to a given depth 
will be greater if the time is less. Thus if, instead of 40,000 
years, the time had been taken at 30,000 years, the gradient 
to the same depth of 4990 feet would have been reduced from 
1/51 to 1/59'4. So that the effect of shortening the time from 
40,000 to 30,000 years will be to reduce the mean gradient 
between the surface and nearly 5000 feet by about one more 
degree Fahr. per foot. 

If we consider that the conductivity from stratum to stratum 
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varies, it would not be possible to submit the effect of glacia- 
tion to calculation ; but it is probable that the chief result 
would still be to reduce the gradient without materially 
altering the irregular character of the temperature-curve due 
to the varying conductivity. 

It is easily seen that the mean gradient to the depth # 
will be 

m— *.| Want e— mig, 
UST) 9 

~If in an observed case we find the gradient dV/dw very 
slowly increasing, we might hope to obtain a date for the 
glacial epoch, provided we could feel any certainty about the 
gradient m beneath the ice ; but the following instance will 
show the difficulty of this. At Wheeling the mean gradient to 
the depth of 4500 feet was 1 71:8. We may then apply the 
above equation to find ¢, in which we must assume m and 0. 
There is good reason for assuming b=20; but there is a wider 
choice for m. If we assume m=1/51, it leads us to 

4500 

log | Vint eu? dy = (00540952, 
0 

which would make the integral greater than unity. But it 
cannot exceed V7/2. Hence the assumptions for ) and m, or 
for one of them, are inadmissible. Butit we assume m=1/60, 
a probable gradient, we obtain for the definite integral the 

value 054614; 
and referring to the table for the corresponding value of the 
upper limit, we find 0°61. 

4500 _ 

V4Kt 
whence t=34013 years; 

0°61, 

which is a probable result. But it is untrustworthy, de- 
pending as it does on the arbitrary assumption of m=1/60. 

On the supposition that the land during the glacial epoch 
was covered with ice, there seems good reason to assume, as 
we haye done, that the surface of the ground beneath the ice 
was at about 82°. During November 1892 Dr. v. Drygalski 
penetrated a hundred paces beneath the great Karayak ice- 
stream ; and when the temperature outside varied from 14° to 
— 6° F., he found within the temperature at the melting-point, 
and the ice-walls wet. 
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17 
But the difference wa e-"'dw varies as 6; and if b be 

7 0 

larger than 20°, which we have hitherto on good grounds 
assumed to be its value on the hypothesis of an ice-sheet, 
and the present surface at 52°, this difference will be propor- 
tionately larger, and the mean gradient consequently smaller. 
This might happen if the ground was not covered with ice, 
and the temperature of the surface very low, as in Siberia at 
the present day. A low gradient may therefore possibly 
point to such a condition of the surface during a former cold 
period, but our equations will not so strictly apply to that 
case, because the warming of the surface would not have come 
on so rapidly as on the hypothesis of a melting icy covering, 
and 6 would be a function of the time. ‘The remarkably low 
gradient of 1/223°7 has lately been observed by Prof. A. 
Agassiz in a deep mine in the neighbourhood of Lake 
Superior*. Jf we apply the suggestion just made to this 
case, taking the gradient during the cold period at 1/51 and 
the time since elapsed as 40,000 years, we find the former 
temperature of the surface as low as —66° Fahr. This is 
inconceivable. And if, instead of an original gradient of 1/51, 
we assume one of 1 60, and the time elapsed 34,013 years 
instead of 40,000, making use of the result already obtained 
for Wheeling, we obtain for the temperature during the cold 
period —30°, which is also incredibly low. But the discre- 
pancy of these two results is an instance of what a large 
difference a comparatively small change in our hypotheses will 
occasion. 

It does not appear probable, therefore, that we can account 
for so low a gradient as is stated to have been observed at 
this mine by calling to our aid the residual effects of a former 
cooling of the surface. We must wait for further information 
about this case. 

On the whole, it seems that the question proposed, as to 
whether there is any prospect of obtaining a date for the 
glacial epoch from underground temperature, must be answered 
in the negative. But we have found the character of the 
traces which a former glaciation might be expected to leave 
behind it, the principal one being simply a reduction of the 
gradient. This would to some extent account for the different 
gradients which have been found at different localities. 

If we assume the rise of temperature b, and could rely upon 
two observations at known depths a, and 2, we should then, 

* Nature, vol. lili. p. 161. 
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knowing the surface temperature, have three points in the 
temperature- curve defined, and the problem of finding the 
time ¢ without assuming the original gradient m might be 
solved theoretically by the follo ving graphical method ; for 
the equations cannot be solved in an ordinary manner on ~ 
account of the definite integrals involved. 
We have the two equations 

V,=me,+b— Ae tg dp; 
VT Jo T 

Vo=ma,+b— sae edu. 
VarJo T 

Let us call the definite integrals M, and M,, and their 
upper limits L, and L,. Then eliminating m we have 

“= M,—M,= {3(3 -1) = (v; a -v,)} wae 
vy Ly vy . 2b 

=C, suppose. 

And ¢ being the same in both equations, we also have 

Dig’ ay 

ie 

We wish now to find either of the limits L, or L,, and then, « 
being known, ¢ will be known, which is the time elapsed since 
the glacial epoch passed away. 

In the expression 
L 

M= | edu 
0 

we know from Oppolzer’s table x. that + increases conti- 
nuously from 1 to #. 

Hence 

L, Sais: 

M,~ My 

Ly _ M, 
Tig Nee 

2 Me 

i 
x Pio 1 

os a, is positive. 
1 
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b (2 ear ) >V, z2 —V.. 
av vy 1 

Vv; a, —V, 

we must have b> zs 

22 Sop 
vy 

Unless this condition allows us to assume a probable value 
for 6, the investigation would not succeed. For instance, 
if the present surface-temperature was 50° F. and the tempe- 
rature beneath the ice was assumed to have been 32° F., we 

Va 2 —V, 

must have ee a less than 18. If it is not so, the 
2 2ybs) 

mal 
hypothesis fails. 

This is a criterion easily applied. 
Our object now is to find the upper limit of either of the 

definite integrals M, or M, from the equation 

ax 
~M,—M,=<c, 

vy 

where the depths 2, and x, and the temperature c are known. 
This can be done graphically as follows, and ¢ the time elapsed 
since the ice melted will be known. 

On the diagram O A is the unit; OB is the curve, approxi- 
mately drawn from Oppolzer’s tab. x. vol. ii., of which the 
abscissee are values of L. For convenience, the scale might 
be O A=1 decimetre. 

Call the ordinate of the curve M. Then 

L 

M= | erdu, 
0 

Increase the ordinates in the ratios of a, to 2, and draw a 
curve O Y through the extremities of the increased ordinates. 
Add a portion =e to the tops of the ordinates of OB, and 
draw the curve D C through the extremities of the lengthened 
ordinates. 

Then the problem is reduced to drawing a line NPR 
parallel to O L, such that NR: NP:: 22: a. This may be 
done by trial with proportional compasses. 

The ordinates M,Q,=M,, and M,Q,=M, will then satisfy 
the conditions ; for 
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PEG= My, 2 = GM, +e > 
1 

while O Q,=L, and O Q, =I, are in the ratio of x2: @. 

O Q, Q, 1 

Then on the scale used O 2 would give a numerical 

value for a and O Q, for —— ae from either of which ¢ 
VJ Ant VAKt 

might be found. 

IX. On the Criterion for the Oscillatory Discharge of a Con- 
denser. By KH. H. Barton, D.Sc., F.RSE., and W. B. 
Morton, M.A.* 

| ee ordinary condition for the oscillatory discharge of a 
condenser of capacity C through a wire of resistance R 

and inductance L, namely 
41 
Re’ 

is obtained from the differential equation 

y= 2 oie c a eto. 30) 

by making Q proportional to e and expressing the condition 

* Communicated by the Physical Society: read March 24, 1899, 

Ca 
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that the resulting quadratic has.imaginary roots. Now if 
account be taken of the distribution of the current in the 
wire, the well-known work of Maxwell and Lord Rayleigh* 
shows that the above differential equation must, fora straight 
wire, be supplemented by terms on the ao 

BQ as Ga) BQ 
—qpRa*p? ae taske SP ae — pho Ratt Wp Ses - + (2) 

where a is the length of the wire divided by its resistance 

(;.). and pw the permeability of the material of the wire. 

For a curved wire we should probably have an equation of 
the same form with different coefficients. The question is, 
how do these additional terms affect the condition for oscil- 
latory discharge ? 

The added terms have coefficients which are in general 
small compared with R. Lord Rayleigh (loc. cit.) takes, for 
iron, the value 10‘ for resistivity and 300 for p. This would 

dma 
ae, for a wire of radius a, wa=——-; so that the coefficient 

BQ 100 * 
of Te would be, even for thick wire, less than Rx 10-°, 

For copper the value would be still less. If, therefore, we 
put e for Q, we have an algebraic equation of which the 
terms above the second are of small and decreasing importance. 
The effect of these small terms will be (1) to introduce very 
large roots corresponding to very rapid oscillations; these 
will clearly be of small amplitude, and will not affect the 
main phenomena of discharge: (2) to modify the original 
roots of the uncorrected quadratic equation. The cases of 
oscillatory and non-oscillatory discharge are separated by the 
case of equality of these displaced roots. 

It is easy to see that the effect of the added terms will be 

to make the critical value on the simple theory (== 

correspond actually to an oscillatory discharge. For in this 

case the graph of y= a Ra + La’ evidently touches the axis 

of #2 at a point on the negative side of the origin, viz. 

L=— 2 and lies entirely above the axis. If we compound 

with this the graph of the additional terms, 

y= — Ree? &e., 

* Maxwell, ‘Treatise,’ vol. ii. § 690; Rayleigh, Phil, Mag. vol. xxi, 
p. 381 (1886), 
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which, for negative wv, also lies above the axis, we get the 
parabolic graph displaced upwards, so that the roots of the 
modified equation become imaginary. 

To find to any desired degree « of approximation the condition 
for equality of the chief roots of the equation, we may use the 
principle that a repeated root of an equation f(x”) =0 is a root 
also of the derived equation /’ (a) =0. 

In what follows we shall write the differential equation of 
discharge in the form 

wo dQ LQ d 
O= G+RG +L t+ 4(G)& Savers (3) 

and the corresponding algebraic equation 

0= 4 + Ret Let $(2), arte USACE) 

using ¢ for the series of small terms in 27y?, Ke. 
The derived equation is 

OS Fee Oy (aod mth at Sai rept) 

Let the common root of these equations be = — Ze +6, 

where @ is small; then we can find 6 to any degree of 
approximation from (5), which becomes 

0=210+ $/(— oe +6) 

= 210+ dy + $0.04 460". + &e.,. 2 . (6) 

where dy is put for o(- x) 

This gives : Se: 
1 ee Po ae Po Po = Po (Qh! + hobo”). ! (7) 

Ake £0 oO , LOL? 

Fj. nation (4) Bete in terms of 6, 

R* Se Le ee 0= - am oho +$(—3) (8) 

Putting in this the value (7), we get the required condition 
in the form 

1 RES bu? buPbal _ 
6 AL — y+ nah = 8L? ) . ° . . (9) 

which goes to the third order in @p or the sixth in ap. 

Phil. Mag. 8. 5. Vol. 48. No. 290. July 1899. 5 
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Inserting the numerical values and arranging in powers of 
ap, it comes out 
IW 1 Rey 1 Reaip3 37 Reatyt 

Cea eal? 168 We 46080 L? 

Since a= = where / is the length of os wire, we have the 

correcting terms expressed as a series in Li canes 

1 _® ewe el 
a= 4r4'- e(t) ~aa(£) tio ($)~ be) 

Hquations (10), (11) show that the critical capacity is 
greater than that given by the simple theory. 

Itis interesting to compare with the above another and inore 
physical way of treating the question. In a paper by one of 
us* read before the Physical Society on January 27th of this 
year, expressions were obtained for the equivalent resistance 
and inductance of a wire for damped simple harmonic 
oscillations. The method of that paper was equivalent to 
putting for Q in equation (3) the value e?—"” and arranging 
the result in the form 

. (10) 

i aie 
0= at (ip—kp)R’ + (ipo—kpy lb”. . . (12) 

The real quantities R’’, L’” gave the resistance and induct- 
ance required. ‘To apply this to the present problem,—we can 
evidently get an approximation to the criterion sought by 

4d 

replacing R and L in the ordinary formula C= be by 

modified values appropriate to the case. These may be got 
approximately by putting, in the expressions for R’’ and LL”, 

p=0 and kp= = 

The result obtained by this method agrees with (11) as far 
as the terms there given. Let us now examine what the 
process sketched above really amounts to as a mathematical 
treatment of equation (4), and to what order of small quantities 
its approximation holds good. 

First we must put ip— kp i in @ and arrange in accordance 
with (12). Using Taylor’s expansion, we have 

(ip — kp) = met, vie 
“~p 

= (ip —kp) ee ate fers ma) et chee | 

* Barton, pu: Mag. vol. xlvii. pp. ee (1899). 
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= (ip— ky) [ - Bes vel —$/(=kp) + &e.| 

+ (ip—kp)* Pe A ae pe + ke.) 

all terms in the square brackets, with the exception of those 
written, vanish with p. 

R : 
Now put p=0, kp= ay and referring to the complete 

equation (4) we see that the “ equivalent” R” and L” become 
respectively 

Re = cay R rape SD Lu == po’ 

Al? 2L 
Ly Sa “RR? po Sp) fo 

It may be easily verified that these expressions agree with 
those got from equations (15) and (16) of the paper quoted, 

when the values zero and aL, tre put for p and kp respectively. 

We see now that the use of the condition 

ATi)! 

is equivalent, mathematically, to writing equation (4) in the 
form 

I ic 2h(.v : 2 a & 
0= G +afp4 =O) —9'@)} +08} L- fe 2 2), 

wv 

putting for x inside the brackets the value — 7B? and treating 

the equation as a quadratic with constant coefficients. 
s regards the degree of approximation given ais As regards the d f apy t iven by tl 

ee 

method, if we expand , —? _ we get 

= gee & ; Fe hot GO + Oh, (OL gy + Roo). 

which agrees with the accurate expansion in (9) up to and 
including terms of the second order in @. Or expressing the 
condition in a series of powers of ap, as in (10), the two series 
coincide up to and including terms in ap’. 

March 2nd, 1&99, 
L2 
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X. Supplementary Note to Paper ‘‘On the Criterion for the 
Oscillatory Discharge of a Condenser”*. By Dr. EK. H. 
Barton and Prof. W. B. Morronf. 

N the discussion which followed the reading of this paper 
before the Physical Society it was pointed out that the 

result obtained—viz., that on taking into account the distri- 
bution of the current in the wire a condenser having the 
critical capacity on the simple theory gives an oscillatory 
discharge—seems to be contradicted by the well-known fact 
that the resistance of a wire is greater, and its inductance 
less, for oscillatory than for steady currents. Both the 
increase of resistance and the decrease of inductance should 
favour a non-oscillatory discharge. The explanation of the 
apparent paradox is to be found in the effect of the damping 
on the inductance. It was shown in the paper by one of ust 
which has been already quoted, that the damping of the oscil- 
lations causes an increase in both R and L. When the 
damping is great and the frequency small, as in the neigh- 
bourhood of our critical case, what may be termed the egui- 
valent inductance L" becomes greater than the steady-current- 
value. ‘The investigation of the present paper shows that this 
increase of L outweighs the increase of R in its effect on the 
criterion for oscillatory discharge. It seems worth while to 
examine this effect of damping on the inductance a little more 
closely. 

The formula for equivalent inductance for current of the 
form e~*?!+'Pt is (eq. 16, loc. cit.) 

1. kpe lL — 3h 
L’=l E +p G = = AR pew — &e.) |, 

which shows tnat when the damping fp is sufficiently large 
compared with p, then L’>/(A+4p), ¢. e. greater than 
the steady-current value. We can ferm an approximate 
notion of the stage at which this takes place by noticing that 

P = the small terms written above are all positive. when k= 

If we take the numerical value for au in case of iron, used in 
Dan? 

the beginning of the paper, viz. aw= ae and puta=1mm., 

we have roughly i000 2° the value of au. This would make 

* See page 143 supra. 
+ Communicated by the Physical Society: read May 12th, 1899. 
} Barton, ‘The Equivalent Resistance and Inductance of a Wire to an 

Oscillatory Discharge :” read January 27th, 1899. Phil. Mag. May 1899. 
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the necessary damping k= oor the logarithmic decrement 
300 

per wave equal to roughly. paeue 
8000 

Putting p=27n, Sates a is the frequency, this would give 
as the ratio of one amplitude to one next of the same sign 

about 0200, 
Since the decrease of L with maintained oscillations is due 

to the concentration of current near the surface of the wire, 
it is at once suggested that we must have, in the present case, 
when the damping becomes important, an aais-concentration 
of current. The following investigation, by the method of 
Maxwell, shows that this is the case. In the discussion in 
the ‘ Treatise, vol. ii. Art. 689, Maxwell expresses the current- 
density w at distance r from the axis of the wire by his 
equation (3), which, modified by the introduction of pw (see 
Lord Rayleigh, Phil. Mag. May 1886), reads 

—rpw=T, +47 ?+9T t+... +n7T r-7 +... 

The T’s are functions of the time which are subsequently con- 
nected with each other by the equations (10) (again modified 
by the insertion of p), 

my aT Tig (ee cee ks 

mG ae nn p"(n !)? dé’ 

where p is the resistivity. 
T’ is then expressed in terms of the total current C by 

aT a _y p20 
Fy Eee aaa Pos es 2 See 

The reduction of these equations enables us to express w in 
terms of C and its differentials with respect to the time, thus 

dC y OEE bad”. 19% 
Taw =C— pa — ee Bes gales a aiteaes &e. 

dt a 

To apply this to damped oscillations, put 

Ce" cos pr; 

the right-hand side of the equation last written then becomes 

we Lr ,i at —kpt 7 Ss ete 2 2 cat | et cos pt| 1+ kpow( 5 3) + op? (kp? — —r)(F- Toga a ale 

+e 
j Ly A ae | 

+e-lsin pt{ pau (5 —) + 2kpta'pe (7 — os ia) &e, J. 
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If we put this into the shape 

Ae—?' cos (pt+ 8), — - 

A will be a quasi-amplitude of the disturbance at distance r 
from the axis. Its value works out 

27? il 7d yt i 
al ed De hind! xn 12.2 [| eee 

Let ipo (1 ae ) + Ope E P (; Dee aR = sal ( 

Now if kp=0 while p is finite, so that there are undamped 
oscillations, then the last term in the last bracket is the first 
(besides the initial unit term) which does not vanish; and 
we see that its value falls off as r decreases—showing the 
ordinary surface concentration, If, on the other hand, the 
damping is so great as to make the second term of the series 
more important than those which follow, then the value of A 
will increase as 7 decreases from a—showing awis-concentration. 

: : a ; 
The coefficient of kpaw changes sign at r= ——. Assuming —e 

© 

the preponderance of this term, this means that in the neigh- 

bourhood of this value we pass from a greater value on the 

inner parts to a less value on the outer, than would correspond 
to a uniform distribution throughout the wire. 

From general reasoning it seems clear that if we think of 
a repidly damped disturbance propagated into a wire from its 
boundary ; and if the alternations are slow enough to allow 

the currents to penetrate to the core, we should expect to 

find an axial concentration during the latter stages of the 
phenomenon. 

It may be of interest in this connexion to mention another 
case in which alternation and decay act in opposite ways as 
regards inductance. If oscillatory currents are being ‘kept 

up in a primary coil, it is well known that the presence of a 
secondary decreases the effective inductance. But suppose 
that we have a steady current existing in a primary, that we 
cut off the applied B.M.F., and allow the current to die away. 
Then the nearness of a secondary coil will cause it to decay 
less rapidly, which corresponds to an increase of the apparent 
inductance. The case is worked out in Prof. J. J. Thomson’s 
‘ Blements of Electricity and Magnetism,’ p. 391. It is there 
shown that the presence of a secondary of resistance 8 and 
inductance N changes the exponential which expresses the 
decay of current in the primary from 

aes abs 
RN jhe ee 

pigs 
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XI. The Theory of Anomalous Dispersion. 
By Lord Rayueies, .R.S.* 

HAVE lately discovered that Maxwell, earlier than 
Sellmeier or any other writer, had considered this 

question. His results are given in the Mathematical Tripos 
Examination for 1869 (see ‘Cambridge Calendar’ for that 
year). In the paper for Jan. 21, 13%-4", Question IX. is:— 

“‘Shew from dynamical principles that if the elasticity of a 
medium be such that a tangential displacement 7 (in the 
direction of y) of one surface of a siratum of thickness a 
calls into action a force of restitution equal to Ky/a per unit of 
area, then the equation of propagation of such displacements is 

d’n d’n 

Te ies 
“ Suppose that every part of this medium is connected with 

an atom of other matter by an attractive force varying as 
distance, and that there is also a force of resistance between 
the medium and the atoms varying as their relative velocity, 
the atoms being independent of each other; show that the 
equations of propagation of waves in this compound medium 
are 

dq _ yen _ a, =) Bel (3 a) 
aan. dat =o(p cg ae Nae Cae) 

where p and o are the quantities of the medium and of the 
atoms respectively in unit of volume, 7 is the displacement of 
the medium, and 7+ € that of the atoms, cp7¢ is the attraction, 
and oRdé/dt is the resistance to the relative motion per unit 
of volume. 

“ Tf one term of the value of 7 be Ce-*’ cos n(¢—.2/v), shew 
that 

oe ls pte on” po 74 

2 ene Rn 

vin Wh (p*—n?)? + Rn? 

“Tf o be very small, one of the values of v will be less than 
E/p, and if R be very small v will diminish as n increases, 
except when n is nearly equal to p, and in the last case / will 

* Communicated by the Author, 
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have its lowest values. Assuming these results, interpret them 
in the language of the undulatory theory of light.” 

If we suppose that R=0, < 

dep ee to hp 

v —B Epon 
and 

2 2 
5 oe 0 ie OC) Tae 

Rare See pan? 

if vy be the velocity corresponding to c=0. 

XH. Cadmium Standard Cells. By JouN HENDERSON, D.Sce., 
ATLIEL., Head of the Physical Department, Borough Poly- 
technic Institute, London, S.* 

HH following paper contains an account of the results 
of experiments on a special form of cadmium cell, 

which were made by the author in order to clear up several 
points of considerable importance on which information was 
necessary if the cell is to be employed as a standard of electro- 
motive force. 

The points specially investigated in this research were the 
following :— 

(1) To see how far reliance might be placed in cadmium 
cells constructed with chemicals ordinarily described as 
“ure,” but not specially purified. 

(2) To try the effect of constructing the cell, using moist 
crystals of CdSO, in place of a saturated solution of CdSO,f. 

(3) To investigate the effect on the E.M.F. of employing 
“acid” instead of neutral salts. 

(4) To measure the temperature-coefficient. 
(5) To investigate the nature of the time lag of E.M.F. 
(6) To test the rate of recovery of the cells from polarization. 
On account of the large temperature-coefficient of the 

Clark cell and the uncertainty as to the exact value of its 
H.M.F., it was decided not to use it as the standard of 
E.M.F. in the following measurements, but to compare the 
various cells with one cadmium cell, the value of the E.M.F. 
of which, preliminary experiments had shown to have settled 
down to a constant value. This cell was always kept at the 
same temperature throughout all the experiments, its H.M.F. 

* Communicated by the Author, 
+ When this research was commenced, owing to the absence of an 

published description, the author was unaware that crystal cells had been 
constructed preylously by Prof. Callendar, 
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being determined by balancing it against the fall of potential 
down a standard resistance carrying a current which was 
accurately measured on a Kelvin current-balance. The value 
obtained was 1:0190 volt at 21°5 C. The comparisons of 
E.M.F. were made on a specially constructed manganin 
potentiometer which was carefully calibrated before the expe- 
rimeuts were made. 

Three sets of cadmium cells were set up altogether, Sets I. 
and II. being crystal cells, whilst those in Set III. were made 
up in H-shaped glass vessels, with a saturated solution of 
CdSQ, in place of crystals. 

aa Paraffin-wax. 

ee re = Copper wire. 

Pa ee Glass tube. 

Solder ae 

—-——secanemm=-Platinum wire. 

Enlarged View of Contact-wire, 

The results obtained from Set III. were, however, very 
unsatisfactory, in one case a variation of as much as 0°27 per 
cent. being found to exist between two of the cells at the 
same temperature. 

The accompanying diagrams give an idea of the method of 
construction of the crystal cells in Sets I, and II. 
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In Set I. six cells were set up, the chemicals employed 
being purchased as pure at an ordinary chemical store. On 
testing the sulphates both the CdSO, and Hg,SQO, were found 
to be strongly acid. The paste used in all the cells consisted 
of a mixture of CdSO,, Hg,SO,, distilled water, and mereury, 
whilst the cadmium amalgam had the composition 6 Hg to 
1 Cd by weight. 

In Set II. six cells were also made up, but the chemicals 
employed were specially purified, and were obtained from 
Messrs. Kahlbaum of Berlin ; careful tests showed that both 
the CdSO, and He,SO, were perfectly neutral. The compo- 
sitions of paste and amalgam were the same asin SetI. One 
cell in each set, however, was specially acidified by making 
up the paste and moistening the CdSO, erystals. with a 
20-per-cent. mixture of H,SO, and water, instead of distilled 
water, in order to examine the effect of added acid. 

The results of over two hundred observations of E.M.F. at 
different temperatures have been summarized in the following 
tables; the numbers, however, do not inelude the results 
obtained from the specially acidified cells. 

Ser I. 

MP SIN)s se sceweasine seme | LOLStDEAG a) VaP=20° °C. 1) 20°30 21: 

BEMIS (Volts) Sr-cess 10186 10187 1-0180 

yee variation \ “0002 0001 0002 
rom mean (volts) 

Ser II. 

AUS PY agapoodoanassaodce 10°-15° C. 15?-20° C. 

MGB (volts)! 22... 10188 - 10187 

Maximum variation ; . 
from mean heey, oe por 

It will be noticed that the cells in both sets agree very 
closely amongst themselves. 

The results obtained from the specially acidified cells show 
higher values for the E.M.F. (about 1:0191), and they do not 
agree so well among themselves. 
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It will also be noticed that the values obtained for Set I. 
are practically identical with those obtained for Set IL., which 
indicates one very important advantage which these cells 
possess, namely that it is a matter of indifference whether 
neutral or acid salts are employed in their construction, pro- 
vided acid is not added. 

Temperature- Coefficient. 

The temperature-coefiicient of the cells was calculated from 
the results of the E.M.F. observations at different tempera- 
tures, and the mean value obtained for Net I., exclusive of the 
cell with added acid, was ‘005 per cent. per 1° C., the maximum 
being ‘009 per cent. and the minimum value ‘002 per cent. 
For Set I1., exclusive of the acid cell, the mean value was 
003 per cent. per 1° C., the maximum being ‘004 per cent. 
and the minimum ‘002 per cent. The coefficient for the acid 
cells was larger in both cases, being ‘007 per cent. for the 
Set I. cell, and -006 per cent. for the Set LI. cell, thus showing 
very clearly one effect of added acid. 

Time-Lag. 

In all the cells the experiments had pointed to the existence 
of a considerable lag of the E.M.F. behind the temperature- 
change; and in order to get some idea of the amount of this 
lag, cells from each set were kept for some hours at a con- 
stant temperature and then placed in a water-bath at a 
considerably higher temperature; the E.M.I’. was measured 
at stated intervals until it became constant. In all cases the 
E.M.F. showed a sudden drop on first heating, the amount 
increasing with the acidity of the cell, and being about 
‘2 per cent. for cells in Set 11. when the temperature was 
suddenly changed from 16° ©. to 80°C. After the first drop 
the value rose slowly until after about two hours it became 
constant. 

Recovery from Polarization. 

Very satisfactory results were obtained from these cells 
with respect to the recovery of H.M.F. after polarization. 
The E.M.F. of a cell connected in series with a 1000-ohm 
coil for five minutes was found to have completely returned 
to its original value 2 minutes after the circuit was broken. 
Several cells were then short-circuited with thick copper 
wires for 5 minutes, and 5 minutes after the circuits were 
broken they had returned to within 0-4 per cent. of their 
former value, whilst after 10 minutes they had come within 
0:2 per cent. of their original E.M.F. If the cells were 
given a slight charge for about 1 minute from an E.M.F. 
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0-01 volt in excess of their proper value they were found to 
recover almost immediately. 

The conclusions drawn by the author from his experiments 
are that, so far as regards the fulfilment of the conditions 
necessary for a standard of E.M.F., the cadmium cell is 
distinctly superior to any modification of Clark cell. ‘The 
effects of all ordinary impurities are very small, especially the 
effect of acid salts, which, although they slightly j increase the 
temperature: coefficient of the cell, apparently do not aftect it 
in any other way. The effect of udded acid, however, in- 
creases the H.M.F., and generally makes the cells untrust- 
worthy. 

Cadmium cells should not be subjected to large and sudden 
variations of temperature on account of the large value of 
the time-lag. As regards the type of the cell employed, the 
author considers the + crystal form the most satisfactory, both 
on account of its portability and Lecause the liquid in the cell 
is sure to be saturated at all temperatures owing to the 
excess of CdSO, oo 

XU. Denudation and Deposition. 

To the Editors of the Philosophical Magazine. 
GENTLEMEN, 

ie your June number, Dr. G. J. Stoney, replying to some 
criticisms of mine, seems anxious to largely widen the area 

of our differences. I fear, however, that I cannot allow myself 
the luxury of a discussion on such an interminable subject as 
the limits of our ignorance of the earth’s physical constitution. 
My original criticisms were written in the belief that certain 
numerical results put forward by Dr. Stoney were obtained 
by applying the ordinary mathematical theory of elastreity 
to the earth. The results seemed to be based on an elastic 
constant, the compressibility of glass, the value of which is 
quoted on p. 373; and the remarks on p. 375 seemed to say 

that while slow plastic changes were believed to exist, they 
were, for the time being, left out of account. 
My criticisms referred to the serious obstacle that exists to 

the application of the ordinary mathematical theory of elastic 
solids to the earth, when one supposes the material so com- 
pressible as Dr. Stoney’s figures made it. The expressions 
found for the gravitational strains are so large as to violate 
the fundamental hypothesis on which the mathematical theory 
is based, viz., that strains are small quantities whose squares 
are negligible. The figures quoted by me for the change of 
radius of an elastic solid earth of the compressibility of glass 
were intended solely to illustrate this point. 

a 
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Tt appears, however, from his reply to my criticisms that 
Dr. Stoney uses the terms elastic and plastic as in many 
ways synonymous with Maxwell’s wscous, and by no means 
limits elastic to the sense defined in chap. xxi. of Maxwell’s 
‘Heat, and employed in the ordinary mathematical text- 
books. He was, it now appears, thinking of slow or secular 
displacements—to which the terms viscous or plastic are 
commonly applied—and the numerical result which attracted 
my attention seems to be based on some reasoning as to the 
behaviour of plastic bodies which was not given in his original 
paper in your April number (see §§ 8 & 9 of Dr. Stoney’s 
second paper, pp. 561-2). Had I known this I should 
certainly not have criticised the result from an elastic solid 
standpoint, however disinclined I might have been to 
accept it. 

It is obvious from Dr. Stoney’s reply that he has mis- 
understood me on several points. The sense intended to be 
conveyed by the term “killed ” applied to the elasticity was 
that the material might have become se¢, after being plastic, 
under enormous stress, so as to behave like an elastic solid 
—much less compressible than glass—under slight further 
variations of stress. This seemed to me the hypothesis most 
favourable to Dr. Stoney’s application of what I supposed to 
be the ordinary mathematical theory of elasticity. 

As to the earth’s altering in volume if gravity ceased to 
act, L expressed no opinion. ‘hat large viscous changes of 
volume would ensue is, I daresay, likely enough. 

Again, I do not advocate the view that an elastic solid can be 
absolutely incompressible*. What I do claim to have shown is 
that, if we regard the earth as perfectly elastic to the internal 
gravitational stresses, we must treat it as very nearly incom- 
pressible in applying the equations of mathematical elasticity. 
When aiming at first approximations, it is legitimate to apply 
to a nearly incompressible solid equations which assume 
absolute incompressibility, so long as this is mathematically 
equivalent to neglecting small terms in a converging series. 
Dr. Stoney’s arguments in his second paper seem reall 
directed against the eartl’s being treated as an elastic solid 
of any description. I consider his arguments on this head 
inconclusive, but the question is one which I had probably 
better leave him to settle with Lord Kelvin. 

Dr. Stoney’s remarks in his § 14 are evidently hased ona 
misconception of my phrase “ locally loaded.” I was re- 
ferring to the important results of Profs. Cerruti and Bous- 
sinesq for an elastic solid bounded by an infinite plane over 

* For explicit statements to the contrary, see Phil. Mag. Sept. 1891, 
p. 235, and March 1897, pp. 174, 191, 195, & 200, 
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a limited area of which pressure is applied*. The loaded 
area may be of any size, and the load need not be uniformly 
distributed. This elastic problem seemed to me more analo- 
gous to the case of deposition over a sea-basin than the elastic 
problem which I supposed Dr, Stoney to be making the 
corner-stone of his calculations. 

In conclusion, I hope that every intelligent reader will 
recognize that I have expressed no opinion as to what the 
earth’s physical constitution actually is, or as to the real con- 
sequences of surface-pressures prolonged throughout geological 
eras. C. CHREE. 

June 6, 1899, 

XIV. Notices respecting New Books. 
Mathematical and Physical Tables. By James P. Wrapson, B.A. 

and W. W. Hatpane Guz, B.Sc. London: Macmillan, 1898. 
\HIS work is intended as a reference volume for students in tech- 

nical schools and colleges, and its contents have been chosen 
to suit the needs of such students. Logarithmic tables and formule 
in mensuration and trigonometry naturally occupy a prominent 
place in the book, and usefui expressions in connexion with the 
analytical geometry of the straight line and conic sections are 
collected together. We are glad to find that a serviceable list of 
fundamental integrals has been included, although it might have 
been followed with advantage by a table of solutions of such 
differential equations as are ” of frequent occurrence in physics. 
Mechanics is represented by a very complete set of formule, both 
in dynamics and hydrostatics. Jn some cases the meanings of the 
symbols are rather obscure: for example, in the formule. for the 
various pendulums it is not definitely stated that an osczlation 
means a single end-to-end swing and not a complete vibration ; 
and in the case of the torsional pendulum the same range of 
swing is called a vibration. Later on, among the formule of 
harmonic motion, the authors have been still more unfortunate ; 
their definition of period is not the usual one, and does not agree 

with the equations which follow it. We have chosen these cases 
because they are just those in which the average student would be 
most likely to get confused and refer to his book for assistance. 
The tables in general physics will be found useful; but that of the 
composition of air requires revisal, if only to admit the insertion 
of argon. In the table of units and dimensions we meet with a 
repetition of the fallacy that the same quantity can have different 
dimensions in different systems: is the time not yet come when « 
and » can take their proper places in these equations? In a book 
of this kind there is much material for criticism, and it must not 
be supposed that the defects pointed out detract seriously from its 
usefulness to a student of physics or engineering. J. Lee 

* For examples, see Todhunter & Pearson’s ‘History of Elasticity,’ 
vol, ii. part il. pp. 249-256. 
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XV. Proceedings of Learned Societies. 

GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY. 
[Continued from vol. xlvii. p. 576,] 

February 1st, 1899.—W. Whitaker, B.A., F.R.S., President, 
in the Chair, 

HE following communications were read :— 
1. ‘On Radiolaria in Chert from Chypon’s Farm, Mullion 

District (Cornwall).’ By Dr. G. J. Hinde, F.R.S., F.G.S. 
2. ‘Gravel at Moreton-in-the-Marsh (Gloucestershire).’ By 8. 8. 

Buckman, Esq., F.G.S. 
The author describes certain gravels of Triassic débris and flints 

at Moreton-in-the-Marsh, with special reference to an upper bed 
wherein the fragments are mostly in a vertical position, some of 
them having their heavier ends uppermost, He theorizes that the 
vertical materials were the droppings from melting ice floating 
down a large river. This river, formed out of one or more of 
original consequents of the Thames system, existed before the 
valley of the Warwickshire Avon had been excavated. By one 
branch, possibly the upper Trent, it drained the Pennine range; by 
another, possibly the upper Severn, the Welsh hills. Ice formed in 
the upper waters—in these highlands—enclosing débris, and when 
a thaw occurred, it floated down to the lower parts of the river. 
The author notices certain flints obtained from the gravels. 
Those from the upper bed are quite unabraded; those from 
the lower bed have their edges worn, and in some cases battered, 
while sometimes they are peculiarly flaked as if artificially worked. 
The author surmises that the date of the gravel, if formed by a 
river-system as supposed, is Pliocene. 

3. ‘On the Occurrence of Pebbles of Schorl-rock from the South- 
west of England in the Drift-deposits of Southern and Eastern 
England.” By A. E, Salter, Esq., B.Sc., F.G.S. 

A set of twelve representative specimens, consisting essentially of 
quartz and tourmaline, have bcen looked over by Prof. Bonney, who 
informs the author that they consist mainly of felspathic grits, 
schorl-rock, ete., similar rocks to which occur in the South-west 
of England. The most westerly point at which the pebbles have 
been detected is on Great and Little Haldon Hills, 860 feet above 
Ordnance datum, where they are of larger size, more abundant, and 
coarser-grained than elsewhere. Thence they are traced to the 
north and south sides of the Thames Basin, and into Kast Anglia at 
Walton-on-the-Naze, Aldeburgh, ete. There is a general decrease 
in height in the deposit in which the pebbles occur, in passing from 
west to east, and the pebbles appear to have taken two main 
courses—one along a peneplain west to east from Dartmoor, the 
other from south-west to north-east across England. The pebbles 

are absent from the Weald and from the district around Bagshot, 
from the Hampshire basin and its bounding hills (with the ex- 
ception of the extreme south), and from the highest and presumably 
oldest gravels north of the Thames, 
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February 22nd.—W. Whitaker, B.A., F.R.S., President, in the Chair. 

The following communications were read: — 
1. ‘On Varieties of Serpentine and Associated Rocks in Anglesey.’ 

By Prof. T. G. Bonney, D.Sc., LL.D., F.R.S., F.G.S., and Miss C. 
A. Raisin, D.Sc. 

The paper adds certain details to the description published in 
1881 by Prof. Bonney, and notices some important outcrops near 
Llyn Dinam and Llyn Penrhyn. 

In the serpentine, enstatite frequently, and diallage some- 
times, are present: these crystals being vccasionally lustre-mottled. 
The most remarkable variety (which occurs distinctly at seven 
localities, although generally over a surface of only a few square 
feet) is that termed ‘variolitic serpentine.’ On a weathered surface 
knobs project as upon a variolitic diabase: these, under the micro- 
scope, are found to consist mainly of fibrous aggregates, probably 
actinolitic, sometimes exhibiting a radial structure but rarely a 
concentric one. A carbonate is also present in variable amounts. 
The authors think that probably the original magma of this rock 
was differentiated, one part representing a pyroxenic constituent 
and becoming modified by alteration into the spherules; the other 
(olivine) producing ordinary serpentine. 

Intrusive in the serpentine are diallage-rock, enstatite-rock, and 
rocks composed of both these minerals, all usually containing some 
serpentine. Various actinolitic rocks, often truly ‘ actinolitic schists,’ 
probably have been derived through crushing from a diallage-rock 
(or one allied to it}. Other intrusive rocks are the gabbro, which 
forms large, important masses, a dyke of enstatite-gabbro, a por- 
phyrite (?), and some greenstones. 

A secondary development of tufted actinolite (compared by the 
authors with the actinolite in true schists, and with that in the 
Bastogne rock) is described from at least four localities. It is 
probably an indirect result of crushing in rocks which, though 
petrographically different, all originally contained a pyroxenic 
mineral which has been reconstituted. 

Further details are given of the talc-schist and the chlorite- 
schist in this district, confirming the views that the former rock is 
a modification of a serpentine, and that the latter was originally 
intrusive. 

The age of these igneous rocks cannot be determined; but they 
must be earlier than the great earth-movements to which the 
pressure-structures are due. 

2. ‘Remarks on the Genera Ectomaria, Koken, and Hormotoma, 
Salter; with Descriptions of the British Species.’ By Miss J. Donald. 

March 8th.—W. Whitaker, B.A., F.R.S., President, in the Chair. 

The following communications were read :— 

1. ‘An Analysis of the Genus Micraster, as determined by rigid 
Zonal Collecting, from the Zone of Rhynchonella Cuvierc to that of 
Micraster cor-anguinum. By Dr. A. W. Rowe, F.G.S. 

2. ‘On a Sill and Faulted Inlier in Tideswell Dale (Derbyshire),’ 
By H. H. Arnold-Bemrose, Esq., M.A., F.G.S. 

The compact dolerite in the marble-quarry in Tideswell Dale has 
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been generally described as a lava; but Sir A. Geikie, in his 
‘Ancient Volcanoes of Great Britain,’ suggested the possibility 
that it might be a sill. Inthe present paper the author endeavours 
to prove that the rock is really a sill. The compact dolerite rests 
directly on marmorized Carboniferous Limestone in part of the 
quarry ; elsewhere it is separated from it by vesicular ‘ toadstone ’ 
or by a bed of clay which is indurated and rendered columnar for a 
considerable depth. Above the dolerite comes another vesicular 
*toadstone.’ Thus the dolerite does not always rest on rocks 
of the same horizon; while the amount of alteration effected by 
it is far greater than is usually associated with lava-flows. Taking 
oue bed in the limestone as a datum, the author establishes 
the following conclusions:—The dolerite does not cut across the 
beds of limestone; the clay varies in thickness, and is some- 
times absent; the clay is rendered columnar and the lmestone 
marmorized to a considerable depth, unless vesicular ‘ toadstone ’ of 
sufficient thickness intervenes, when the ‘toadstone’ itself is 
indurated; the base of the compact dolerite is approximately 
parallel to that of the metamorphosed rock. The dolerite itself 
is ophitic at its centre, granular above and below, and fine-grained 
at its margin ; it is different in microscopic aspect from the vesicular 
‘toadstone.’ Descriptions of the limestone and marble, the lavas, 
tuffs, and clay are also given, and the positions of the faults 
bounding the inlier are detined. 

March 22nd.—W. Whitaker, B.A., F.R.S., President, in the Chair. 
The following communications were read :— 
1, ‘Relations of the Chalk and Drift in Méen and Rigen.’ By 

Prof. T. G. Bouney, D.Sce., LL.D., F.R.S., F.G.S., and the Rev. Edwin 
Hill, M.A., F.G.8. 

These two islands are separated in a north-westerly to south- 
easterly direction by about 35 miles of sea. They both exhibit at 
many spots the Chalk and Drift, in relations which are peculiar 
and abnormal. Some geologists maintain that the Glacial beds 
have been included in the Chalk by a series of acute folds; 
others that they have been dropped down by a series of faults ; 
others, again, explain the relationship as the result of ice- 
action. Simple faulting appears to be insufficient, while it is a 
circumstance not easily explained by earth-movement or ice-action 
that the axes of the folds in the Chaik strike roughly east-north-east 
to west-south-west in Moen, and north and south in Riigen. 

The authors then describe a series of sections in Mien which 
lead them to the following conclusions :— 

(a) The Chalk dominates greatly over the Clay, the latter being 
often merely a local phenomenon. 

(6) The Chalk is stained brown, and the Clay streaked with chalk 
for a few inches from the junction. 

(c) The Clay is often a mere facing to the Chalk, or occupies 
semi-cylindrical or wedge-shaped cavities, which sometimes 
seem to terminate above sea-level. 

(7) The Clay seems often associated with superficial ravines, 
which are probably never much prolonged below the sea- 
level. The Chalk is strongly folded, but rarely, if ever 

Phil. Mag. 8. 5. Vol. 48. No, 290. July 1899. M 
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faulted, and there is no evidence to connect the intercalations 

of Drift with faults. 
Numerous sections in Rigen are then described, which (though 

there are differences in detail) present a general resemblance to 
those in Moen, and as a rule have no resemblance to those near 
Cromer. After discussing and rejecting the hypotheses (faulting or 
folding and the thrust of an ice-sheet) which at present apparently 
occupy the field, the authors point out that any satisfactory theory 
must be in accordance with the following facts :—(1) ne tripartite 
and generally orderly arrangement of the Drift (Riigen only), (2) 
the frequent unconformity of the Drift with the Chalk; (3) the 
occurrence of valleys or clefts in the Chalk ; and (4) the variations 
in inclination of the Drift-beds, without the loss of their general 
evenness of bedding. If, at the beginning of the Glacial period, the 
surfaces of the islands had assumed nearly their present outlines, 
they may have become permanently covered with snow without the 
formation of glaciers. Drift might have been deposited on this 
frozen surface—first clay, next sand, and then another clay. When 
the climate ameliorated, the more or less frozen Drift would settle 
down, as the snow underneath it melted, warping and twisting over 
the crags and projections of the Chalk-surface, moulding itself into 
the depressions, and dropping into the pipe-like hollows, as the snow 
and ice below gave way. 

The authors abstain from discussing the physical conditions under 
which the Drifts accumulated. 

2. ‘A Critical Junction in the County of Tyrone.’ By Prof. 
Grenville A. J. Cole, F.G.S. 

The investigations of the author have led him to the conclusion 
that the granite of Eastern Tyrone is identical with that of Slieve 
Gallion. In the Memoir of the Geological Survey it is shown that 
the Lower Carboniferous beds near Moneymore are full of fragments 
of the former granite, while it is considered that the Devonian grits 
at Aghnacreggan are ‘ vitrified and turned into quartzite’ at the 
junction. The ‘quartzite’ appears to be fine-grained yellowish 
granite, while the Devonian rocks exposed by excavation at the 
junction are mainly made up of large and small fragments derived 
from the granite. The granite is therefore of pre-Devonian age, 
and may be linked with those of Cavan and other parts of Ireland 
which are connected with the ‘ Caledonian’ epoch of mountain- 
building ; but it is possibly even pre-Ordovician. 

April 12th.—W. Whitaker, B.A., F.R.S., President, in the Chair, 

‘The following communication were read :— 
1. ‘Fossils in the University Museum, Oxford: I. Silurian 

Kchinoidea and Ophiuroidea.’ By Prof. W. J. Sollas, M.A., LL.D., 
DisSe., ERS: 

2. ‘ Note on the Occurrence of Sponge-spicules in the Carboni- 
ferous Limestone of Derbyshire.” By Prof. W. J. Sollas, M.A.., 
LAD DSc, FB.S. 

3. ‘On Spinel and Forsterite from the Glenelg Limestone.’ By 
—C. T. Clough, Esq., M.A., F.G.S., and Dr. W. Pollard, M.A., F.G.S. 

The paper opens with an account of previous literature on the 
subject of minerals in the Glenelg limestone. Neither forsterite 
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nor true spinel has been previously recorded from the limestone or 
from Scotland at all. The three cr tour bands of limestone which 
make their appearance on Sheets 123 and 127 of the 6-inch 
survey of Ross-shire are probably the same bed repeated by isoclinal 
folds. The banded gneisses, schists, and eclogites among which the 
limestones occur are separated from the sheared and inverted Torri- 
donian rocks on the west-north-west by flaggy granulitic quartzite 
and siliceous mylonite, the latter being next to the Torridonian 
rocks and lying along the line of a great post-Cambrian thrust, 
traceable from Oronsay to near the Point of Sleat. On the eastern 
side of the mylonite all the rocks of sedimentary aspect are 
greatly altered, and the gneisses and schists associated with the 
limestone resemble parts ef the Lewisian gneiss. The quartzite- 
series is repeatedly folded with the gneissose series; but although 
the precise relationship of the two has not been made out, rocks 
of different characters he next to the quartzite in different places, 
while the alteration-products which characterize the limestone are 
found in contact with the quartzite at one or two spots. In the 
limestone, pieces of diopside and a serpentine-like mineral are se 
abundant that they may equal the rest of the rock in quantity. 
The mass of the limestone is but little affected by movement, thus 
offering a strong contrast to the Loch Maree limestone. The 
forsterite and spinel are in part associated together in lumps, from 
which they were separated by means of heavy solutions for analysis. 
The spinel in hand-specimens is of an almost opaque blue colour, 
and some examples show small crystal-faces. That seen in micro- 
scopic slides is shapeless and colourless, except that the blue 
portions appear brown by transmitted light. Analyses of the two 
minerals are given at the close of the paper; and it is pointed out 
that the spinel i is like that of Aker in colour and mode of occurrence. 

April 26th.—W. Whitaker, B.A., F.R.S., President, in the Chair. 
The following communication was read :— 

‘On Limestone-Knolls in the Craven District of Yorkshire 
and elsewhere.’ By J. E. Marr, Esq., M.A., F.RS., F.G.S. 

The author begins with a general account ot the district, partly 
founded on the published work of Mr. R. H. Tiddeman, but sub- 
stantiated by his own observations. The Lower Carboniferous 
rocks north of the Craven Fault-system differ in character and 
thickness from those on the south; they exhibit little disturbance 
on the north, but on the south they are thrown into a series of folds, 
while it is also on this side that the knobs of limestone called knoll- 
reefs by Mr. Tiddeman occur. In order to illustrate the nature of 
the disturbances south of the Craven Faults, the folds of Draughton 
Quarry are described in detail. In addition to the anticlines and 
syncline usually figured, there occurs, on the north side of the 
quarry, an overfolded anticline with a faulted core. One of the 
calcareous hands is really a limestone-breccia, which appears to have 
been broken by earth-movement before the rocks were folded. The 
top and base of the breccia and of other hard bands, together with 
the joint-faces, are traversed by slickensides which were hori- 
zontal before the folding. Microscopic examination of the line 
stones shows that they exhibit various stages in crushing with 
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development of a ribboned structure due to movement, while the 
matrix in other varieties has become crystalline, as though under 
relief from pressure. The limestone is squeezed into the softer 
shale-bands, and a thin limestone-seam which occurs in one of the 
principal shale-beds is frequently repeated by faulting, and in one 
case is heaped up by repetition to form a miniature knoll, which 
possesses many of the characters of the larger knolls. 

‘The prominent features of the knolls are the crystalline character 
of the limestone, the horizontality of bedding in the interior of the 
knolls, the general parallelism of the bedding of the exterior to the 
contour of the knolls, and the obscurity of the bedding. Fossils, 
when present, are usually very perfectly preserved and undistorted ; 
breccias are frequently found in the shales bordering the knolls and, 
tiuch less commonly, in the limestone of a knoll itself. Evidence of 
movement in the knolls is seen in the lenticular character of the 
beds of limestone, in visible folded structures, the termination of 
lenticular beds in hooks against a divisional plane, and in the shales 
by the presence of a structure undistinguishable from cleavage. 
Dolomitized and silicified limestones are frequently associated with 
the knolls, and the perfection of the quartz-crystals in certain 
examples of the latter variety of rock suggests crystallization during 
relief of pressure. The breccias belong to three main types :— 
(1) Fragments of limestone in a matrix of similar material ; 
(2) large nodules of black limestone enwrapped in shales; (3) various 
limestone-fragments in a fine calcareous paste. Examples of each 
type are described, and each is explained as resulting from some form 
of earth-movement. Breccias of similar types are found to be pre- 
duced out of grit-fragments, and in places the grits are found to be 
piled together by faulting so as to produce knolls, which somewhat — - 
resemble those in the limestone. + 

A comparison of the deposits in both sides of the faults enables 
the author to suggest the following correlation of the beds : — 

Sovut# Srpe. Nort Sipe. 
Millstone Grit. Millstone Grit. 
Bowland Shales. Shales above Upper Scar Limestone. 
Pendleside Limestone. Upper Scar Limestone. 
Shales with limestone. Yoredale Shales with limestone. 
Clitheroe Limestone. Lower Sear Limestone. 

The disparity in thickness of the limestone on the two sides will 
not be so marked, if the explanation of knolls given in the paper be 
correet. Dealing with the nature of the movements, the writer 
argues that the Middle Craven Fault is an overthrust from the north, 
and that the Limestone Series has undergone differential movements 
with respect to the hard Lower Palozoie rocks beneath and the 
massive Millstone Grit above. The limestones have been squeezed- 
out from under the synclines, and they have aceumulated under the 
anticlines where the pressure was relieved. In conclusion, a number 
of examples of knolls are cited from other localities which show 
similar features, such as the limestones of Keisley, Millom, and 
near Dalton-in-Furness, some of the Devonian limestones near 
Torquay, the Leptena-limestone of Dalecarlia, and the Devonian 
limestone of Koneprus in Bohemia. 
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XVI. On the Effect of a Solid Conducting Sphere in 
Variable Magnetic Field on the Magnetic Induction at 
Point outside. By C.S. Wuirenean, Jf A.* 

a 8s 

[Rae paper is an investigation of the magnetic induction 
at a point outside a solid conducting sphere when 

magnetic disturbances are taking place in the dielectric 
outside. 

From the equations obtained, it is shown that when the 
sphere becomes an infinite plate and the inducing system 
consists of an alternating current in a circular circuit whose 
plane is parallel to the surface of the plate, we have for a point 
just outside the plate and on the axis of the circuit, 

and for a point at a considerable distance from the axis and 
just outside the plate, 

Iaypdf? R= kp” 

AEN i? 
k, / p*? 

* Communicated by the Physical Society: read April 21, 1899. 
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where Ry is the maximum value of the magnetic induction 
normal to the surface, 

Tz the maximum value of the induction tangential to the 
surface, 

f the radius of the inducing circuit, 
d the distance of the inducing circuit from the surface of 

the plate, 
p the distance of the point from the axis, 
y the maximum current in the inducing circuit, 
p the magnetic permeability of the plate, 
o its specific resistance, 
p=2r x frequency, 

From these equations, and with the values of p, mw, and o 
given in the paper, the value of Rg for a sea-water plate is 
A4 times as great as it would be for an iron plate, and more 
than 3000 times as great as it would be for a copper plate. 

It isalso seen that for the purpose of Induction Telegraphy 
the receiving coil should have its plane vertical and not 
horizontal to get the best effect; firstly because d must in 
practice be small compared with p, and hence Rg is small 
compared with Tz; and secondly because Rg varies inversely 
as p” while Tg varies inversely as p’. 

Let P, Q, R be the components of the electromotive in- 
tensity, 

a, 6, c the components of the magnetic induction, 
o the specific resistance of the sphere, 
pw the magnetic permeability of the sphere. 
Let P, Q, Rall vary as e?’, where p= 2m x frequency and 

t=(—1):. 
Neglecting the polarization-current, P, Q, R (in the sphere) 

satisfy 
Aru dP op 2 ee 

i oor 
&e. = Ae. 

Let Acruup p= — tes 

where " ber (7zHP)'; 

1 Cc ’ 

“P+ P=0) Sh ee ee 

with similar equations for Q and R. We also have 

dP. iQ. ane 
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The most general solution of these equations is given by 
(cf. Recent Researches, art. 370), omitting the time factor, 

— =3 4 ( eel! \faalhr) ee — nk ent Fn i(kr) dx doe 

+ 3falkr)(y x 25 Jes eign ey 
Q and R satisfy similar equations. wp’, w, are arbitrary 

solid spherical harmonics of degree n, and f,,(kr) satisfies 

Oe fran A LY Of i 
dr r dr +k je —iP ° ° ° (3) 

In the sphere x can vanish, and we must take that solution 
of (3) which does not become infinite when r is zero, 

sin kr ) 

‘+ fa(hr) = (i =) kr | 

also he Oat oe f 

kee d ke 2 
ks a) ea == (2n == 1)fn tine i— 0 

Now the currents induced in the sphere are entirely due 
to magnetic forces outside the sphere, therefore (Recent 
Researches, art. 319) there can be no radial currents in the 
sphere, and therefore the radial electromotive intensity must 
vanish. 

Hence the origin being at the centre of the sphere, we 
must have 

(4) 

“P+4Q+=R=0; 

therefore from (2) 

a ee eee a= 0. 
"6 Bee Ae ae 

therefore w,/=0. 
Hence, restoring the time-factor, 

P=3falkr)(y 5 — — 25 Jone | 

Gg ake —2£) oye Batis =... (5) 

= Sf, (kr) (25 — y 5, Jone! pt 
J 

N2 
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Now _da_aR_aQ) 
dt dy dz | 
db Oke vais - 

— — SS * 5 e . . . ( 

di dz wade rs (8) 

de QP | 

dt da dy } 
therefore from (5) 

ert dan a= — Fone y (ht Whaler) Ge 

: d @ — nerf (ko) Ss 

(7) 
— nk?r?”*5f, 4 1(kr) Le — 

n dy yent+l 

ert dOn 
=— want 1) { (n+ 1) n—1 (kr) We 

—nk?y2nt3f (kr) - a 

Equations (5) and (7) hold in the sphere. 
In the dielectric, neglecting the displacement-current, 

a, b, c may be derived from a potential; we may therefore 
assume 

dQ, EEOC \ 

dO, a Or" 
6= ay pike zt ert } : r (8) 

dQ, pax Ge eos 
= |‘ ae t# "aye 

where a=radius of the sphere, and 0, ©,’ are solid harmonics 
of degree n, to be determined from the nature of the inducing 
system. 

Let R,=component of the magnetic induction along the 
radius vector in the sphere. 

a=the component in the dielectric. 
‘T’,=component of the magnetic induction tangential 

to a curve at right angles to the radius vector 
in the sphere. 
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T,=the component in the dielectric. 

& Yt zc 
n= a A b+ ¢, 

and similarly for Rg and Tu. 
Hence from (7) and (8) we find, after some reductions, 

_ n(n+ jet ‘| 
i, =, cart nere ahi 

upt 2n+1 

Re 20 (n+1) ©) 0, 

| 5 

iy =e fe 
il (kr) + mf n( kr) 

Fe dwn ‘i Fi (9) 

| 
| 

i 
dQ, ‘g,\2n41 dQ,’ 

— ,upt & =a x 

T=") 7, + (7) ds | J 

The values of P, Q, R in the sphere are given by (5), 
their values in the dielectric may be found from (6) and (8). 
We obtain 

i anieh a an+1 a! 
— upt eae — 

P = wpe tn Bas id “(ys LT Ba rAle ) 0; | 

1 d d a 2n+1 ! 
= upt ey) ae = 

. aan fa, 5 )a— Ned ale ) 0, 
d f d Nf ane 

perl oe Y de )2a— n (“7 9 a) a, 

Let Z, ve the component of P, Q, R tangential to the same 
curve as before in the sphere. 

Za the component in the dielectric. 

L = _ = be the direction cosines of a curve per- 

upt 

oa iealts to both the radius vector and the curve 
ds. 

dz dy dz 
Ce te ea ds’ =!) 

dx dx dy dy | dz dz 

ds‘ ds! eras ds’ Tt legs ae 
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Therefore 
dz dy is 

ds’ My ds’ i As! = 

d ae dz dz da ae da in dy a 

Z ds Y ds as ds ae x as 

Hence 

ACEO 

Taz mertr 4 dQ, I a aatldQ’ eo 

ie n+1 is ~ als) ae | 

Let Z,, Ui, be the components of P, Q, R along ds! in the 

sphere and dielectric respectively. 
We find as before 

Sl=er rf (kr) ae 

Pee Bee 1 dQ, 1 a he dQ,’ r 

Sg perry ae ds —;( “ds~ } 

At the surface of the sphere, the normal magnetic in- 
duction is continuous, and also the tangential magnetic force. 

Therefore 

Yh 

R, = R, when 7 = a, 

a => . » r=a. 
be 

Therefore 

mee) fal ka) Oa nQ— (n aE 1) Q, 

1 
= pup 5 pele (ka) ah nf,(ka) jo, = Q, aH Q,. 

We see that the first of these equations also arises from the 
continuity of the tangential electromotive intensity. 

Eliminating o,, 

(n+1)O, = 
_ (unt wtn)f, (ha) +f,_1 (ka) 

(u— 1)nf, (ka) =F as nO See 

Now 
é 1 ad \*sinkr 

Fk) =(F, el kr 

= (—(F) (kr)- +9 J, (hr), 

where J,,43(kr) is Bessel’s function. 
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Hence when fr is large, 

Fal kr) = (kr) “wy P sin (a+ ) Oy 008 ( kr a)b 

<3 (n—1)n(n+1)(n+2) 
where P,=1l- 21 kr)? autre 

Q _ n(nt+1)  (n—2)(n—1)n(n4+1) (n+2)(n+3) s 

pert Dts =? 3! (2kr)* er es 

the real part of k is to be positive, therefore k=(1—c)h,. 
Let kr be so large that we may take 

n(n+1 

ees SET os : 
therefore 

\ iy creer n(n-+1) 
Re (hy ae | 

ms Lge lin 

pit ge lone 
f,(kr) n(n-+ 1) 

_ 2ekr 

= = thr( 1 + ie) 
tkr 

cka—u(n+1) 

tka + en 
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ne nm fa\2rtl p(2n +1) met Eel area | 
= . upt dQn q oa as T, = real part of em re +( ds 

Gr d 
a aC eC ar EP n e'Fn ’ 

= et fa\en eh (Qn +1) dQOn : 
~ T=%} 1 + — (2 — Es | (pt+¢,) eS < (14) 

In these formule (13) and (14), for Rg and T, it is assumed 
that ©, is wholly real; this is the case in the application we 
are going to make. 

Let the magnetic field outside the sphere be due to an 
alternating current in a circular circuit whose axis passes 
through the centre of the sphere. 

mest 

CBE AA 

y 

Let O be the centre of the sphere, 
B the centre of the circuit, 
A any point on the circuit, 
P any point. 

Let BA=/; OA=c; 
OP=-7; 

ZBOA=a; ZBOPR=—6: 

Let © be the solid angle subtended by the circuit at P. 
ye't the current in the circuit, 
V the potential due to the circuit at P, 
U the magnetic force along OP. 
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Therefore V=ye"Q), 

ON ere ae 
Ne an eee 

Now Q=2n | 1- cos @ + 2, sree = Pr! («) Pa(@) F 

PEG 

P,, is the zonal harmonic of the n order, and 

1 — a2 
rope Mate? 

Us —2ayer" > — Sale) P,,’ (2) P»(@). 

2 — cost, 

In the dielectric magnetic induction is the same thing as 
magnetic force. 

Therefore, from the second equation of (9) 

Gtzao ry = (2) Pal@P,(). 

Therefore 

On sin? a sin @ 

7dO SE n rhe | P,'(a@)P,1(@). 

Therefore, when ka is large, 

men 2er [1 -(0)" (1 ME) 
x 2 (2)'P,(@)P,(8) cos (pi—&,)s » » (15) 

2Qn+i p(2n + 1) 

a amy & [1 te (oa Qhia eee) 

sin? a sin 0 /r : 
x n : Pp Gh P,, (a) P,(@) ces (pit ¢,), ae" (16) 

if ds=rdé. 
If x is but little greater than a, 

tanf,=1, therefore ¢ = [approximately 

tang,=0, therefore 6,=0 approximately. 
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Therefore 

Rag= — 27ry cos (pt = 4) [2 -@)"G = ae) ! 

(oj mor) 
renaeromns [fst (OY" (1-2822)] 

< Se OEY PI) P(6) . 

Let the radius of the sphere become infinite, the sphere 
becomes a plate, and we must change from spherical harmonics 
to Bessel’s functions. 

Let 

BM 2 PM=p, 

sin 0=P, sina=*. 
r c 

Let Ni. Na NC. 

where X is to remain finite when n, 7, and ¢ become infinite. 

a=c—d, r=c—z ultimately; 
2n+1 —2A(d—z) an 

a 7 

Vi Cc 
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P,(@)=Jorp)s Pal (@)= =p); 
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We 

Pal(a) = Sa (/). 
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so that for a point just outside the plate, 
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Now (ef. Gray and Mathews, ‘Treatise on Bessel’s Func- 
tions,’ p. 27) 
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+2Jo(b)J2(c) cos 2a—..... 

Write Xp for b and Af for c, multiply both sides by e~*#and 
integrate with respect to ’ from A=0 toA=wH. 
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by Fourier’s theorem; 
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Differentiate the first of these equations with respect to f. 
Since 
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Differentiate again with respect to d. 
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Differentiate (20) with respect to d. 
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Differentiating again with respect to d. 
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therefore, for a point in the dielectric just outside the plate, 
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Rg is the magnetic induction perpendicular to the surface 
of the plate. 

Ta the magnetic induction tangential to the surface oe ie 
Let the “point be on the axis of the circuit, so that p= 

Therefore 

out Omrype df? 

Lela Nar ee ac a (26) 
T; =0. 

Let p be greater than f and large compared with d, so that 
d? may be neglected. 
We have 
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The coefficient of h™ 
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the last term =A?’m, if m be even 
2 

cos (m—2)v+2A,A 
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=2Am—1 Am4i cos v, if m be odd. 
Se sO 2 

We hence find 
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+ 5Gra nen 
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Hence approximately when d is small oat with f 

(Se eee a 
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and p large compared with jf, we have, considering only 
maximum values, for a point on the axis 

Gry d 
R= Er pss Ta=0, (28) 

and for a point a considerable distance from the axis 

2 ny = Sneed 
1 P : (29) 

T, =3 (27 d+ mE) EE 
ky / p 

It appears from these equations that when the primary 
circuit is near the surface of the plate the normal magnetic 
induction at a point just outside the plate is small, but that 
the tangential magnetic induction at a point some distance 
from the axis is not necessarily small ; hence for the purpose 
of “ Induction Telegraphy ” the receiving-circuit should be 
vertical rather than horizontal. 

Let p=1885, which makes the frequency 300; then for a 
plate in which w=1, c=2. 10", which are about the values 
for sea-water according to Mr. 8. Evershed’s experiments, 

ODOT: 

for ~=1, c=1600, which are about the values for copper, 

e212: 

for #=1000, c=10', which are about the values for iron. 

k= 344 ; 

for a sphere the size of the earth a=637 x 10° cms. ; so that 
in all these cases Aya is large ; hence for a sea-water plate the 
magnetic induction normal to the surface is 44 times as great 
as it would be were the plate of iron, and more than 3000 
times as great as it would be were the plate of copper. 

Let CJ! be the current in the sphere along the curve s! 

Lr oil 

o— 2s 
iS o 

when fa is large 

_ w(2n+1)p Or Z 

on "(n+ 1)ka filha)’ 
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therefore from 10 * , 
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Hence tan y= 1 approximately, 

therefore X= 5 

Hence when the inducing system is the circular circuit 
before mentioned, ds=rd@, and we find 
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XVII. Onthe Mutual Solubility of Liquids.—Vapour-pressure 
and Critical Points. By J.P. Kunney and W.G. Rosson *. 

ia experiments recorded in this paper have reference to 
the equilibrium between liquid and vapour, for two 

substances which, in the liquid state, do not mix in all propor- 
tions at all temperatures. Our attention has been especially 
directed to the equilibrium-pressure of some of these mixtures 
at different temperatures, and to the nature of the critical 
phenomena which may occur in different cases. Regnault + 
measured the vapour-pressures of two mixtures of this kind— 
carbon disulphide and water, and ether and water. The 
vapour-pressures for the first pair were found to be only a 
little less than the sum of the vapour-pressures of the com- 
ponents ; and Regnault rightly connected this fact with the 

* Communicated by the Authors. 
+ Regnault, Relation des expériences, t. xxvi. 

—" | pra) P,(6). (31) 
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other, that these two substances ure mutually almost insoluble, 
in contrast to liquids like ether and water. There is, however, 
no reason to make, as Regnault did, this difference the basis 
of a division into two groups, because it is now known that 
almost every degree of muiual solubility occurs, and that the 
solubility sometimes changes rapidly with the temperature. 
Regnault’s measurements of the vapour-pressures of mixtures 
of ether and water tended to show that what we shall call the 
pressures of the three phases were practically equal to those 
of pure ether between 15° C.and 33°C. The same conclusion 
is arrived at from some determinations, due to Marchis * 
of the boiling-points of these mixtures. Later experiments 
by Linebarger}, Konowalow{, Beckmann §, and others prove, 
however, that up to the boiling-point the pressure of the three 
phases exceeds by a few millimetres the pressure of ether. 
For this pair of liquids, therefore, the equilibrium-pressure 
was higher than that of either substance, though much less 
than the sum of the vapour-pressures of the pure substances. 

Konowalow, in his investigation on mixtures, found a com- 
water and isobutyl alcohol |]. 

The pressures of the three phases were in this case also higher 
than for water, the more volatile of the two components, and 
nearly equal to the sum of the pressures of the pure sub- 
stances, this combination approaching the case of carbon 
disulphide and water. For bromine and water, a combination 
investigated by Bakhuis Roozeboom 4, the pressures are 
higher than for pure bromine. Konowalow** was also the first 
to point out the theoretical possibility of a second case, in which 
the pressure of the three phases would be between the pres- 
sures of the components, and the impossibility of the three- 
phase pressure being less than the vapour-pressure of either 
component. 

The first instance of Konowalow’s second group was 
discovered by Bakhuis Roozebooin ++—sulphur dioxide and 
water. Bancroft in his book, ‘The Phase Rule, gives two 
more instances—sulphur and xylene, and sulphur and toluene. 
We are aware of no other experiments regarding the 

equilibrium-pressure of three phases ; all other investigations 

* Marchis, Compt. Rend. cxvi. p. 358. 
+ Linebarger, Chem. News, vol. Ixx. p. 52. 
t Konowalow, Wied. Ann. xiv. p. 223. 
§ Beckmann ; comp. Nernst, Zeitschrift Phys. Chem. viii. p. 134. 
|| Konowalow, Wied. Ann. xiv. p. 42. 
4] Bakhuis Roozeboom, Zedtschrift Phys. Chem. ii. p. 455. 
**& Konowalow, Wied. Amn. xiv. p. 222. 
+t Bakhuis Roozebcom, Zeitschrift Phys, Chem, ii. p. 450, 

Phil. Mag. 8.5. Vol. 48. No. 291. Aug. 1899. O 
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have regard to the compositions of the two liquids which are in 
equilibrium. The most important of these are by Guthrie %, 
Alexejew +, and quite recently Rothmund{t. The paper 
of the last named, which appeared after the completion of our 
experiments, contains a very full account of former experiments 
on the same subject. By these investigations the following facts 
have been established. The mutual solubility of two liquids 
changes considerably with temperature. In the large majority 
of cases, the mutual solubility increases with rise of tempera- 
ture, the two phases approaching each other and finally 
becoming identical. Above the temperature at which this 
occurs the liquids are consolute, 7. e. they mix in all proportions. 
In some cases, this temperature was not reached, but the 
changes in composition tended to show that a further rise of 
temperature would have made them also consolute. In other 
cases, ether and water for example (Klobbie §), the change 
of composition of the liquids was so small that no definite 
conclusion could be arrived at. In several cases the mutual 
solubility, instead of increasing regularly with rise of tempera- 
ture, began by diminishing, ¢. e. the composition of the phases 
receded from each other, but beyond a certain point they 
approached again, and ultimately the phases coincided. In one 
case (water and secondary butyl alcohol, Alexejew) the phases 
first approached, then receded, and finally approached again 
and coincided. It is different with diethylamine and water 
(Guthrie ||), triethylamine and water (Guthrie and Roth- 
mund), -collidm and water (Rothmund {), and also 
with the bases of the pyridin and chinolin series and water. 
For these mixtures the mutual solubility increases on lowering 
the temperature, until at a certain temperature the phases 
become identical ; below this temperature they are consolute. 
What happens to these mixtures on their temperature being 
raised has not as yet been settled. 

In order to represent the behaviour of liquids with respect 
to their mutual solubility, the temperature-composition 
diagram is used. The curve in this diagram, which we shall 
call the solubility-curve, gives the compositions of the two 
liquids which are in equilibrium at each temperature. 
Orme Masson** approached the problem froin the theoreti- 
cal side ; he was one of the first to point out the resemblance 

* Guthrie, Phil. Mag. 5th ser. xviii. pp. 22, 495. 
Tt Alexejew, Wied. Ann. xlviii. p. 805. 
{ Rothmund, Zectschrift Phys. Chem. xxvi. p. 483. 
§ Klobbie, Zeitschrift Phys. Chem. xxiv. p. 615: 
|| Guthrie, 2. e. {| Rothmund, /. ec. 
** Orme Masson, Zeitschrift Phys. Chem. yii. p. 500. 
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of the condition where the liquids become identical to the 
critical point where a liquid and its vapour become identical. 
This resemblance makes him suppose that any pair of liquids 
is bound to reach a similar critical point with rise of tempera- 
ture, in the same way as every pure substance has a critical 
point. Rothmund agrees with Masson; he even goes so far 
as to admit the possibility of every combination having a lower 
critical point of complete miscibility and a higher one, between 
which two liquids would be possible. Or, putting it in terms 
of the solubility-curve, this curve might be found to be a 
closed curve, if only the limits of temperature were taken wide 
enough. 

There is, however, another possibility with regard to the 
solubility-curve which Masson and Rothmund seem to have 
overlooked, viz. :—That on heating, the vapour and one of the 
liquids may become identical in density and composition, @. e. 
may reach a critical point, before the two liquids become 
identical. Itis often not sufficiently remembered that the 
equilibrium between two liquids is not properly defined unless 
the liquids are in contact with the third phase, the vapour. 
If the vapour is not present, the composition and density of 
the coexisting liquids depend on the pressure, as well as on 
the temperature. Asa matter of fact, in the experiments as 
they are usually made, there is a vapour phase above the two 
liquid layers, and the pressure which establishes itself at each 
temperature is the true equilibrium-pressure of the three phases 
(if we neglect the influence of the small quantity of air which 
is usually present in the vapour). The fact, however, that 
increase of pressure aJove the three-phase pressure has a very 
small effect on the composition (and also on the density) of 
the liquids under ordinary conditions * has led to the view, 
which seems common among workers in this field, that the 
influence of the vapour is of little account. Although this 
view is correct, in so far as increase of pressure above the three- 
phase pressure has as a rule a very small effect, it is not true 
in so faras the pressure at which the two liquids coexist can- 
not be less than this three-phase pressure. The importance of 
this will be seen at once, if the case in which the temperature 
is higher than the critical temperature of the upper liquid 
layer “and the vapour is considered. - Here no such lower limit 
for the pressure of the two remaining phases exists. The 
pressure, and therefore also the composition and density of the 
two phases, may be varied within wide limits ; and it depends 

* Instances will be given below where this influence was very prominent. 
A very small pressure was sufficient to make the two liquids mix, so 
that the rule that this influence may be neglected is not a general one. 

O 2 
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entirely on the proportion in which the two substances are 
mixed, between what limits of pressure the phases may exist, 
and (this is of especial importance) at what temperature the 
phases become identical. In other words, above the critical 
point for the upper liquid and the vapour the solubility-curve 
does not exist,in the same way as the curve does not exist 
beyond a critical point of the two liquids. 

The character of the solubility-curve cannot therefore be 
ascertained without taking into account the vapour. Let us 
consider the nature of the solubility-curve from this point of 
view. 

The complete solubility-curve consists of three branches, two 
of which represent the compositions of the liquids, the third 
that of the vapour. The vapour branch may be either between 
or outside the liquid branches, according as the three-phase 
pressure is higher than or between the pressures of the pure 
substances *. Of these three branches, with rise of tempera- 
ture two will reach a critical point: either the two liquid 
branches, as was the case with most of the mixtures examined 
by Alexejew and Rothmund ; or one of the liquid branches and 
the vapour branch. Moreover, cases occur (see above) where 
the liquid branches form a critical point with fall of 
temperature. We shall call such a pointa lower critical point. 
It will be seen that a number of combinations, some of which 
are represented in the diagrams 1-4, is possible. 

Figs. 1 and 2 are the solubility-curves for liquids which 
have an upper critical point. The dotted curve representing 
the composition of the vapour is outside the liquid curves in 
fig. 1, between them in fig. 2. In both cases it stops suddenly 
at the critical temperature of the liquids. The case repre- 
sented in fig. 2 is in many respects a remarkable one. It has 
the peculiarity that the composition of the vapour is the same 
as that of the liquids at their critical point. And it may be 
proved that, above this critical temperature, there is a 
maximum vapour-pressure or minimum boiling-point. We 
have ascertained by some rough measurements that several 
mixtures belong to this type. Examples of such mixtures 
are methyl alcohol and carbon disulphide, ethyl alcohol and 
carbon disulphide, water and phenol f, water and aniline. 
These mixtures, however, require further investigation, so 
that we will not discuss them ai present. 

* Konowalow, J. c. 
+ This combination has since been fully investigated by van der Lee 

(Dissertation, Amsterdam, November 1898), and also by Lehfeldt (Phil. 
Mag. [5] xlvii. p. 284). 
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Composition. 

Temperature, 

Fig. 2. 

Composition. 

Temperature. 

Fig. 3 (p. 186) represents a case in which the vapour and 
one of the liquids have a critical point. This is the complete 
solubility-curve for ether and water, as will appear from the 
measurements given in this paper. Here the water and 
ether branch stops abruptly at the temperature (201° C.) at 
which the upper liquid and the vapour reach their critical 
point. The composition of the vapour is between the com- 
positions of the liquids, and accordingly the three-phase 
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Fig. 3. 

--* -=--"- 
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Composition, 

Temperature. 

pressure is higher than the vapour-pressure of ether at all 
temperatures. The analogy between figs. 1 and 3 is evident. 

In fig. 4 the vapour branch is outside the liquid branches, 

Composition: 

Temperature. 

and again a critical point for the vapour and upper liquid 
exists. Moreover, the liquids have a lower critical point, 
the consequence being that the solubility-curves only exist 
between two definite temperatures. It will be shown below 
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that this diagram holds for mixtures of ethane with ethyl, 
propyl, isopropyl, and normal butyl alcohols. For ethane 
and methyl alcohol the lower critical temperature, if it 
exists, was not reached in our experiments. Very probably 
fig. 4 is also the true diagram for some of the mixtures men- 
tioned above which have a lower critical point, although they 
may equally well belong to the type of fig. 3, with the addition 
of a lower critical point for the liquids. 

The solubility-curve does not completely represent the 
phenomena with which we are dealing, so that it is 
necessary to use other diagrams, especially the p-t and v-2. 
We shall use these later, particularly the v-x diagram, 
because it is the one that is used in the theory of van der 
Waals regarding mixtures of two substances. In all our 
experiments we have been guided by this theory. Its value, 
it seems to us, is largely independent of the special form 
of the equation of condition on which it is based. For the 
purpose of disentangling the complicated relations between 
composition, pressure, volume, and temperature, the yr-surface 
with its plaitsand plait-points is an indispensable guide ; and, 
so far no phenomena have been discovered which are not 
fully accounted for by the possible position, growth, and decay 
of the plaits. 

Our first experiments were made with ether and water. 
The questions we wished to solve for this combination were :— 
What are the pressures of the three phases at temperatures 
above the boiling-point ? And secondly, Do the liquids mix 
at a certain temperature, or is a critical point between the 
vapour and the upper liquid reached? In order to obtain 
correct values for the vapour-pressures it was necessary to 
mix pure water and pure ether, and to exclude all other 
substances, such as air. The water used was distilled, free 
from organic matter, and left no residue on evaporation. 
The ether was from Kahlbaum, and was always freshly 
distilled from sodium before being used. It did not act 
on mercury even when wet. It did not give iodoform 
with caustic potash and iodine, nor did it dissolve fuchsin ; 
the boiling-point was constant at 34°35 C. (760 mm.). The 
mercury was treated with nitric and sulphuric acids, and 
distilled in vacuo. In order to introduce the liquids uir-free 
into the compression-tube, the principle of the method used by 
Ramsay and Young was applied. Our arrangement was as 
follows :—The tube of a Cailletet apparatus, but with a narrow 
tube at the bottom instead of a wide one, had sealed to it, at 
this end, a bulb, and to this bulb a second one at right angles 
to the direction of the tube. Into the former bulb some 
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mercury was introduced, and the tube and bulb were then 
filled with liquid. All air was then expelled by continued 
boiling under reduced pressure. The liquid was boiled away 
from the narrow compression-tube until the required amount 
was left, when a sudden tilting of the tube caused the mercury 
to fill the vapour-space. The second bulb prevents the liquid, 
while boiling is going on, from getting into the tubes leading 
to the air-pump. 

The bulbs were then cut off and the tube introduced into 
the compression apparatus. Inthe case of water and ether it 
was necessary to introduce some water, boil out the air, and 
then as quickly as possible fill the tube with ether and 
proceed in the manner described. In the time occupied by 
the introduction of the ether, there is some chance of a little 
air dissolving in the water. Precaution was therefore taken 
after filling with ether to boil away a layer of some milli- 
metres of the watery liquid. <A stirrer, consisting of a piece 
of iron wire provided with enamel knobs, was used inside the 
compression-tube. We experienced a good deal of trouble on 
account of the action of the water on the glass tube. This 
action began at a temperature of about 160° ioe and at 200° C. 
gradu lly” made the tube opaque. The action on the enamel 
knobs was even stronger ; for our later experiments on ether 
and water we therefore enclosed the iron wire in a little glass 
tube. Hven this precaution did not remove the difficulty, for 
when the experiments were nearly finished, the water had 
eaten a hole into this little tube. By prolonged heating of the 
mixture at 235° C,, under a pressure of 100 atmospheres, the 
watery layer diminished rapidly, and finally disappeared while 
a thick white coating was formed on the glass. Curiously 
enough, the vapour-pressures at lower temperatures were not 
much affected by this action on the glass, except of course 
after the lower layer had entirely disappeared. Notwith- 
standing these difficulties, the pressures which we found from 
independent observations with different fillings, before and 
after the application of the high temperature, agree very well, 
and may therefore be considered quite trustworthy. Some 
results obtained near the critical point, which we have diffi- 
culty in reconciling with the theory, have been probably 
occasioned by an impurity produced by the action of the 
water on the glass These irregularities consist in the ap- 
pearance of the critical phenomena, not at the real critical 
point for the upper liquid and the vapour (201° C.), but also 
at temperatures down to 198° C. This may be explained by 
the presence of a third substance in small quantity. We 
never noticed this irregularity with pure substances ; but 
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similar results were afterwards obtained with ethane and 
isopropyl alcohol, the latter substance being used as it came 
from Kah]baum, as the quantity was too small to admit of 
efficient purification. 

The temperatures up to 50°C. were usually obtained by 
means of a water-jacket. For higher temperatures, and also 
sometimes for the lower ones (down to 30° C.), a vapour- 
jacket was used. The electromagnet which moves the stirrer 
is outside this jacket. The boiling-substances used were 
carbon disulphide, alcohol, chlorobenzene, aniline, and quino- 
line. Aniline is the only one of these liquids that we had 
difficulty in obtaining pure. Its boiling-point rose gradually 
during distillation, and it was not easy to know which fraction 
to select. There was, in consequence, some uncertainty as to 
the relation of our aniline to that used by Ramsay and Young 
in obtaining their pressure-temperature tables. We therefore 
always used a small Geissler thermometer (Jena glass) in the 
vapour-jacket, and were thus able to read the temperature 
directly. Unfortunately the discrepancy between this direct 
reading and the temperature as obtained from the tables of 
Ramsay and Young is sometimes considerable. In some cases 
there is no doubt that the direct reading is the correct one, 
as, for instance, at 100° C., for the thermometer could be 
tested at that temperature. In the tables which follow 
the temperatures are those read on the thermometers. 

The pressures were read (1) on an open mercury-manometer 
up to 4°5 atmospheres, (2) on a closed air-gauge reading from 
3 to 30 atmospheres, and (8) on a closed air-gauge giving 
readings above 25 atmospheres. The second gauge was 
graduated by means of the first at a low pressure. A com- 
parison made between gauges 2 and 3 showed a difference of 
about 2 of an atmosphere. This difference we have since 
found is due to the gradual oxidation of the mercury in the 
third gauge. 

The irregularities in the differences near 130° C. and 
150°C. are due to the difference between the gauges, and 
probably also to the already mentioned uncertainty of the 
temperatures. It will be seen from the table and the curves 
in the diagram, that the pressure of the three phases is every- 
where higher than for ether at the same temperature. The 
difference is very small at the boiling-point, but increases 
rapidly as the temperature rises. The three-phase pressure 
remains, however, well below the sum of the vapour-pressures 
of water and ether. Our result near the boiling-point agrees 
with that obtained by Beckmann*. For the pressure at 

* Nernst, Zeitschrift phys. Chem. viii. p. 134. 
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Tap.LE I.—Ether and Water. 

Ether and Water. 
Three-phase 
pressure. 

764°3 mm. 
1-250 atmo. 

1:744 
2°381 
3:°195 

4-299 
5514 

7-04 
8:95 

} 11-28° 

| 14-015 
21°50 
26-08 
31-12 
36:93 
| 52:00 Orit. 

11:27 
11°30 
14-00 
14:03 

52 03 
51:96 

Ether. 
Vapour-press 
(Ramsay & 

Young). 

Water. 
Vapour-press. 
(Regnault). 

Sum of 
Vap.-pressures 
of Ether and 

Water. 

1-285 
1-800 
2-470 
Bo24 
4-402 
5731 
7°39 
9°39 

11°84 

14-72 

22°19 
26°90 
32°34 
38°61 

Ri 

Sum — 
three-phase 
pressure. 

1-22 
1-68 

100° 200° C. 
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34°-15 C. we found 764°3 mm. As the change of the vapour- 
pressure of the three phases at the boiling-point is practically 
the same as for pure ether, i. ¢. 26°7 mm. per degree, a pressure 
of 760 mm. would have been obtained at a temperature of 
35°99 C. The boiling-point of our ether was 34°°35C. at 
760 mm., so that the three-phase boiling-temperature was 
0°-36 lower than for pure ether. Beckmann found 0°32. 
The agreement is very close, especially considering the ab- 
solutely different methods by which the results were obtained. 
We take this agreement as one of the proofs of the purity of 
the substances used. 

Another test of purity is the comparison of the pressures 
at the same temperature, but at different volume. In most 
cases the pressure was lower at small than at large volume ; 
this may be accounted for by a small fall in temperature in 
the vapour-jacket in going up. We did not succeed in 
getting rid of this fall ; the constant use of the electromagnet 
prevented our protecting the tube as well as we might 
otherwise have done. The differences in pressure are ac- 
counted for by a fall in temperature of about 0°13 C. 

The existence of a critical point for the upper liquid layer 
and the vapour at 201°C. has already been mentioned. The 
critical phenomena are very simple when two of three 
phases become identical. There is one temperature, and one 
only, where this can happen, and the critical phenomena are 
therefore almost identical with those of a single substance, 
and not with those of a mixture of two substances, when there 
is not a second liquid. It was pointed out, however, that 
ether and water showed some irregularity in the critical 
phenomena appearing at temperatures below 201°C. down 
to 198°. The influence of gravitation is of rather an intricate 
character in the case of three phases, and we will not attempt 
to discuss it on this occasion ; but the absence of similar 
irregularities with other mixtures of pure substances which 
we investigated, makes us think that the reason of the 
irregular behaviour must be looked for in some impurity 
caused by the action of the water on the glass, and not in 
gravitation. 

Above 201°C. there are only two phases left ; the phe- 
nomena now are the ordinary phenomena of mixtures. A 
critical point, different for each mixture, may be looked for, 
above which no condensation is possible, retrograde con- 
densation at lower temperatures, and finally a temperature 
(plait-point temperature) where the two remaining phases 
become identical. None of these phenomena could be ob- 
served with ether and water, as the opacity of the tube made 
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all observation impossible ; and also the pressures required to 
reach the critical points are very high, the critical pressure of 
water itself being 190 atmospheres. 

For further experiments our attention was directed to 
combinations of hydrocarbons and alcohols. In order to get 
the phenomena for which we were looking within easy reach 
of temperature we selected ethane, and we have combined 
this substance with a number of the lower alcohols. 

A compression-tube was filled with ethane prepared from 
sodium acetate by electrolysis, and purified in the manner 
described in a former paper by one of us*. The substance to 
be introduced into the ethane was poured on the top of some 
mercury in a beaker, and boiled for some time in order to 
expel dissolved air. The beaker was then quickly cooled, 
the tube placed in the mercury, and by expelling some of the 
ethane and lifting the tube a few drops of the liquid were 
readily introduced without any chance of air getting in. 

The methyl and ethyl alcohols were dried by boiling with 
finely powdered calcium carbide. After distillation the alco- 
hols were treated with anhydrous copper sulphate, and finally, 
just before use, they were distilled from a flask with Wurtz 
head. The boiling-points, which were quite constant during 
this last distillation, were for methyl alcohol 64°49 C. at 
760 mm., and for ethyl alcohol 78°15 C. at 760 mm. 

The propyl alcohol was similarly treated with calcium 
carbide and copper sulphate. It was then fractionated, a 
long still-head containing platinum-gauze being used. The 
portion boiling at 96°65 (at 760 mm.) was used for the 
mixtures. The amyl alcohol was purified by repeated dis- 
tillation, the distilling-flask being fitted with the deflegmator 
described by Young and Thomas. The boiling-point of the 
portion used for making the mixtures was 129°:23-129° 28 C. 
at 760 mm. 

The isopropyl and butyl alcohols were used as they came 
from Kahlbaum. Their boiling-points were respectively 
80°2-81°°3 C. and 113°-6-116°8 C. (both at 760 mm.). 

The ethane was first tested. The values of the vapour- 
pressures and critical constants (Table II.) agree with those 
obtained on former occasions, and the small increase of 
pressure required for the total liquefaction (s—pa) shows 
that the ethane was very pure. 

* Kuenen, Zeitschrift phys. Chem. xxiv. p. 694; Phil. Mag., Aug. 
1897, p. 175. 
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Tasie [1.—Ethane. 

| 

Temp. Centigrade. Pa. pb. 

10-98 30°83 31-02 

| 14°95 33°62 30°91 

22°95 | 40°15 40°37 

| 32-16 es 6 48-86 

pa=the pressure at which liquid appears. 

po =the pressure at which vapour disappears. 

Our first experiment with methyl alcohol made us think 
that it mixed with ethane in all proportions (Table III.). 
After expelling some of the alcohol, however, we obtained 
two liquid layers at all temperatures up to the critical tem- 
perature of the ethane layer and the vapour (Table LY.). 

TasBLe II1.—Ethane and Methyl Alcohol (I.). 

t. pb. 

14:95 33°62 Two phases. 

31 -95 50°99 ” ” 

Vapour disappears at the pressures pp. Normal condensation. 

TaBLe 1V.—Hthane and less Methyl Alcohol (IL.). 

t Pa. pb 

1571 33°44 33°77 Three phases, 
22°9 39°45 53 
22°95 39°91 a 
31°55 47°16 47-48 i 

p. 

31°75 47°46 a 
34-2 49°81 Pp 
35°1 50°76 fy 
35°37 C. 51:99 4 

At pasecond liquid appears. At ps vapour disappears. Normal condensation. 
p is & mean pressure. 
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The former result was therefore due to the proportion of 
alcohol being too large. In order to ascertain whether a 
lower critical temperature for the two liquids existed we 
cooled some methyl alcohol to —78° C. in solid carbonic acid, 
and distilled some ethane into it. The two layers appeared 
again quite distinctly, without any indication of a critical 
point. 

The pressures of the three phases (Table IV.) will be seen to 
be smaller than those for pure ethane. The pressures indi- 
cated by ps are those registered when the last trace of vapour 
was just disappearing. That these are somewhat higher than 
the pressures read at a larger volume is due to the slight 
impurity in the ethane (see Table I.). From the theory it 
follows that if the pressure of the three phases is between the 
vapour-pressures of the pure components, and no maximum 
vapour-pressure exists, then the composition of the vapour is 
not between but outside the compositions of the two liquids. 

Fig. 6. 
Ethane. Alcohol. 

v axis, 

Fig. 6 shows diagrammatically the relative position of the 
three points (a, 6, c) representing the three coexisting phases 
in the v-# diagram in this case. The dotted curves are the 
plait-point curves of the two halves of the vapour-liquid plait 
and the liquid plait. The straight lines connect the co- 
existing phases, and show by their position in which direction 
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the pressure increases—here from the alcohol towards the 
ethane on both sides of the vapour-liquid plait. The pressure 
for mixtures containing so much alcohol that no second 
liquid layer is formed must therefore be lower than the three- 
phase pressure at the same temperature. The pressure of the 
first mixture at 14°°95 C is 33°62 atmospheres (which would 
have been 33°74 at 15°1C.), and thus indeed slightly lower 
than the corresponding pressure of the three phases at the 
end of the condensation of mixture II. The pressure at 
31°95 C., on the other hand, is much higher than the corre- 
sponding three-phase pressure. The explanation of this 
divergence from theory is probably simply this: that near 

. the end of the condensation a second layer, which escaped 
our notice, had actually been formed, and the high pressure 
required was really a pressure on the two-liquid plait, and 
not on the vapour-liquid plait. 

With rise of temperature the points 6 and ¢ approach each 
other. At 32°16 C., the critical temperature of ethane, a 
plait-point appears on the surface on the ethane side. This 
plait-point approaches cb, and at 35°37 C. the two phases 
become identical, and the plait-point disappears. Above 
35°37 there is only one plait left, the plait-point of which in 
the case of methyl alechol could not be reached, as the 
pressure and temperature became too high. We will defer 
further consideration of the phenomena above the critical 
point to the cases of propyl and butyl alcohol, where the 
second plait-point belonging to the liquid plait was thoroughly 
investigated. 

The next three higher alcohols differed from methy] alcohol 
in having a lower critical point. Hthane and ethyl] alcohol, for 
instance, at the ordinary temperature mix in all proportions. 
At 31°-9C. (Table V.) the liquid, after showing the charac- 

TaBLeE V.—Ethane and Ethyl Alcohol (I.). 

t Po: 

14:97 32°97 Two phases. 

ps 

31:90 C. 46°25 Three phases. 
31°95 46:34 us 
32:15 46-49 - 
32°55 46-90 a 
34°85 49°05 5 
39°15 53°23 34 
40°67 C. 64:90 a 
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teristic blue colour which always precedes critical phenomena, 
suddenly separates into two liquids. Below 31°-9 C., there- 
fore, the points a and 6 do not exist: at the moment of their 

Taste VI.—EKthane and more Ethyl Alcohol (II.). 

Z. p- | 

32°65 | C. 47-12 Three phases. | 
| 

32°75 47-16 * | 

32°95 47°30 if 

40°75 C. 54:68 3 

appearance a small plait is formed, the plait-point of which, 
so to speak, lies between a and 0, which are still close 
together. With rise of temperature this liquid plait becomes 
broader and longer, a and b receding from each other. The 
other plait-point has now (at 32°16, the critical temperature 
of ethane) also made its appearance, and gradually approaches 
the three-phase triangle. The pressures will be seen to be 
related to each other as in the case of methyl alcohol and 

TasLe VIJ.—Ethane and still more Ethyl Alcohol (III.). 

t Po 

14:95 32°81 Two phases. 

p. 

32°75 C. 47:04 Three phases. 

32°95 47-26 bs 

ethane. For instance, at 14°°95 (Table VII.) the two-phase 
pressure of 32°81 is less than the pressure in Table V. for a 
mixture containing less alcohol. 

At 35° C., say, the v-a diagram has the appearance shown 
in fig. 7. No difficulty will be found in imagining the gradual 
diminution of the plait P; with further rise of temperature 
and its disappearance at 40°7. [The two critical points 
31°'9 and 40°67 are somewhat different from those obtained 
with more alcohol in the mixtures Tables VI. and VII., a 
difference due probably to the introduction of impurity. ] 
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Above 40° 7 there is only one plait left, the plait-point of 
which is not P; (as is the case with ordinary mixtures) but Pg. 
For ordinary mixtures the plait-point lies near the left- 
hand edge of the plait. Here it is turned much further towards 

Fig. 7. 

Ethane. f. Alcohol. 

the z-axis, the consequence being that the critical temperature 
and the plait-point temperature differ much more than they 
do in other cases. Instances of this will be given for ethane 
and propyl alcohol, for which combination the v-«# diagram 
has the same character as for ethyl alcohol and ethane. The 
critical temperatures for propyl alcohol and ethane are 38°67 
and 41°7. The two critical temperatures approach each 
other as we ascend the alcohol series. For butyl alcohol and 
ethane we find 38°71 and 39°8. 

Tables VIII. and 1X. for propyl alcohol and: ethane are 
again in full concordance with the diagrams. 

In fig. 8 (p. 199) the following curves have been drawn:—The 
vapour-pressure curve for ethane (that for propyl alcohol is 
not shown); the three-phase curve which starts at 38°-7 and 
ends at 41°7 C,; the plait-point curve C, ©, of the plait-point 
P, connecting C, the critical point of ethane with C, the end 

Phil, Mag. 8. 5. Vol. 48. No. 291. Aug. 1899. P 
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TaBLeE VIII.—Ethane and Propyl Alcohol (1.). 

p. 

. 62°78 Three phases. 
52°85 3 
53°12 5 
54:09 5 
56 O1 is 

54-22 \ By compression after the vapour 
54°47 | has disappeared, the quantity 
55°39 « of liquid at the bottom dimi- 
57-43 f nishes and disappears at these 
58°22 | pressures; retrograde  con- 
59 81 J densation. 

TasLe 1X.—Ethane and more Propy] Alcohol (II.). 

i: 

14-96 
318 
31-96 
38:05 

38°75 
38°85 
39°65 

38°82 
38°95 
39°65 
40°55 
43°35 
43:47 
49:75 
55°95 

82:1 
91°4 

po. 

32°76 
46:17 
46°35 
52°25 

53°03 
53°09 
53°91 

53°14 
53:27 
54:29 
55°70 
59°76 
59:90 
68°83 
75°16 

103°2 
106 

Vapour disappears. Two phases 
” ” Normal 
” ” Condensation. 
” ” 

Vapour disappears, Three phases NOM aEL 

<i g Condensation. 
” 9 

\ 

| By compression, after the disappearance of the 
vapour, the liquids approach each other in com- 
position and mix, displaying critical phenomena 
at these pressures. 

Lower liquid disappears by pressure; retrograde 
condensation. 

of the three-phase curve; the plait-point curve C, C, of the 
plait-point P, starting at C,, the critical point of propyl alcohol 
(not shown), and after a long detour (not completely inves- 
tigated) reaching C3, the beginning of the three-phase curve. 

It is impossible to give a full account of the phenomena 
which occur at different temperatures with different quantities 
of alcohol They may all be read directly from the v-a or p-t 
diagrams. One point, however, may be specially mentioned, 
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namely, the possibility of making the two liquids mix by 
pressure at temperatures above the lower critical temperature. 
It depends on the proportion of alcohol in the mixture whether 
this will be possible, or whether either the one or the other 
liquid will gradually diminish in quantity and disappear. 

Fig. 8 

TOC CHE CTtlt 
Pott of propyl 

- fy 
- 

- 
’ ’ , 

- 
’ 7 

. 
, 

7 
r 

i. 
. 

25° - 5° 

With a suitable proportion the plait-point P, may be reached 
by the application of pressure. If the composition of the 
mixture does not correspond accurately with the composition 
of the plait-point Ps, the critical phenomena of the liquids are 
obtained either near the top or near the bottom of the column 
of substance. Thus, with one particular mixture (Table IX.) 
several points of the plait-point curve C, C3 could be de- 
termined*, 

* The explanation of this is to be found in the action of gravitation. 
See Kuenen, Communications Phys. Lab. Leiden, No. 17. 

P2 

CAL 
-abcohol 

2 LlUTe 
60° C, 
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For instance (Table IX.), at 38°-82 C. the two liquids 
become identical and mix at a pressure of 53°14 atmospheres, 
while the three-phase pressure (measured at the moment of 
the disappearance of the vapour) is 53°07 atmospheres. The 
pressure over and above the three-phase pressure required for 
the mixing is only ‘07 of an atmosphere. At the critical 
temperature itself (88°67) no pressure would be required 
atall. Asthe temperature rises the excess of pressure required 
increases. At 40°55 the three-phase pressure is 54°75 atmo- 
spheres (as calculated from Table VIII.), while the plait-point 
pressure on the liquid plait is 55:70 atmospheres, 7. e. almost 
an atmosphere more. These examples show sufficiently that 
the excess of pressure required is small at temperatures only 
slightly above 38°67 C. 

The first mixture (Table VIII.) contained so little alcohol 
that at no temperature could critical phenomena of the liquids 
be observed, the lower liquid layer disappearing before the 
plait-point was reached. The pressures at which this happens 
are lower than the pressures at which the second mixture 
shows plait-point phenomena as they should be. 

Just above the critical point for this mixture (and the 
same holds for the other alcohols) the influence of pressure is 
very marked indeed, and the same thing may be true for 
many other mixtures in the neighbourhood of a critical point 
for two liquids. 

The tables for butyl alcohol do not require any further 
explanation, the phenomena being very much the same as 
for propyl alcohol. 

TaBLE X.—Hthane and Butyl Alcohol (I.). 

t. Pp. 

14:95 32°86 

229 38°88 

31°95 46°66 | Vapour disappears by com- 

33:35 48-04 | 
pression ; two phases. 

41:23 56°55 

50°15 68°49 
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Taste XI.—Hthane and less Butyl Alcohol (11.), 

t. D. 

er alr en Nani ko: be ak are a 

aes ee Vapour disappears by compression ; 
31-95 | 47-07 two phases. 

38'1 C. Three wines 
38°55 53 67 
38°75 53°97 
398 C. 55:04 

38°75 5422 |} Compression of the liquids gives 
39°75 55°81 | critical phenomena and mixing ; 
39°95 56°19 + at 38°75 near the top and at 
50:0 70:04 higher temperatures nearer and 

nearer to the bottom of the tube. 60-0 81-78 

With isopropyl alcohol we did not obtain such good results 
as with the other alcohols, probably owing to its impurity. It 
gives three phases, between two limits of temperature, just as 
the other alcohols do, the upper critical temperature being 
about 44°C. The lower critical point could not be determined 
with any accuracy as critical phenomena of the liquids in the 
presence of vapour were observed between wide limits of 
temperature (38° to 42°) instead of at one temperature only. 
Also at temperatures below 38° (down to about 25°) three 
layers were still formed, and retrograde condensation was 
observed—all this pointing to the presence ofa third substance. ~ 
Though the butyl alcohol also was not very pure (as shown 
by the boiling-point), its impurity appeared to have a much 
smaller effect on the phenomena than in the case of isopropyl 
alcohol. 

With the mixture of isoamy] alcohol and ethane, the last 
one we tried, no three phases were observed, although three 
decreasing proportions of alcohol were used. The plait-point, 
however, still retains the same character as with the other 
alcohols, that is, it is turned considerably towards the z-axis, 
as will be seen from Table XIV. ‘This particular mixture 
displayed plait-point phenomena at 45°C. ; up to 107°6 C., 
the highest temperature we could apply with safety on account 
of the high pressures, it still showed (retrograde) condensation. 

- With this mixture therefore the plait-point temperature and 
the critical temperature, which with such mixtures as carbon 
dioxide and methyl chloride, carbon dioxide and air, &e. 
are almost identical, differ considerably. The same thing 
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will probably often be found when the critical temperatures 
of the two components differ largely. 

TasLe XII.—Hthane and Amy! Alcohol (1.). 

t p-. 

14:95 31°78 \ 

UTapoamds .O5 15 pour disappears, 
ae oe r Normal condensation. 

52°55 68°85 

14-95 33°34 \ 

31:95 4716 | 
41 95 57-99 | three temperatures the sur- 
59:5 80°13 f face between the two phases 

| 
was faint; and there were 

69°9 93°12 indications of critical phe- 

78:15 101-0 ye BEEN e 

Vapour disappears; normal 
condensation. At the last 

TasBLe XIV.—Ethane and less Amy! Alcohol (III). 

zt. p- 

14°95 33°59 } Vapour disappears. Normal 
31°95 737 condensation. 
43-15 59 91 \ Critical phenomena at 43°15 
44:95 62°40 | near the top, at 44°:95 near 
45-75 63°46 \ the middle,and at high tem- 
50°35 69°56 | peratures near the bottom | 
5577 75°27 ) _ of the tube. 
1000 1156 Liquid disappears. Retro- 
107°6 118-2 | grade condensation. 

Mixtures of ethane and ether were tried, but three phases 
were never obtained, the two liquid components mixing in all 
proportions. Ethane and water do not mix in all proportions, 
Measurements showed that for this combination (Table XV.) 
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TaBLE XV.—Ethane and Water. 

t. Pa. po. 

14 95 33°59 34-00 Three phases. 

22-95 40:07 40°46 i 

32°15 O. 48:81 ” 

the pressures and critical constants differed very slightly from 
those of pure ethane (Table If.). The difference p;—pz is 
more than for ethane, which may, however, be due to a differ- 
ence in the purity of the ethane itself. The pressures are so 
nearly the same as those for pure ethane that we cannot say 
whether the three-phase pressures are greater or less than the 
pressures for ethane. Probably, as for the alcohol mixtures, 
the three-phase pressure is less than the pressure of the ethane. 
Table XVI., in which are given a few not very accurate mea- 
surements made by one of us a few years ago, shows that for 

TaBLE X VI.—Carbon Dioxide and Water. 

t. p- Amagat, CO,. 

18°85 B44) or noe 548 

31-2 72:4 | Phases. 72:6 

B15 C. 

mixtures of carbonic acid and water the three-phase pressure 
is probably less than the pressure of carbonic acid. For 
this mixture the critical temperature was found to be above 
the critical temperature of carbonic acid, as was to be 
expected. 

University College, Dundee. 
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XVIII. A new form of Amperemeter and Voltmeter with a 
Long Scale. By Benszamin Daviss *. 

qe measuring-instruments, which are intended for 
continuous currents, are of the so-called d’Arsonval 

type, and their chief feature is their long and uniformly 
divided scale. Mainly on account of these advantages, I am 
of opinion that the instruments may become generally useful 
for electrical measurement on switch-board or on the bench, 
and particularly in the laboratory for purposes of experiment 
and research. 

With the exception of instruments depending on magnifi- 
cation, these (so far as I am aware) are the only long-range 
ones yet designed ; a brief description of them may, there- 
fore, not be unwelcome f. 

It is evident that a long scale is a desirable addition to the 
best of instruments provided the extra length can be produced 
without increasing the waste-power of the meter or without 
reducing the deflecting moment. It is evident that this is 
a question of design only, and the instruments described below 
have a satisfactorily large deflecting moment, although the 
scale covers an are varying from 210° to 230°. By sacrificing 
a little of the deflecting force, or by increasing the voltage 
drop at the terminals of the moving coil, an instrument may 
be constructed with a scale-length equal to an arc of 270°. 

The magnetic circuit also has one distinct point in its 
favour, viz., its single air-gap. This air-gap may be as 
narrow as j/, of an inch, reducing the demagnetizing force 
to a small quantity. 

The permanent magnet and the magnetic circuit generally 
may have many forms, each having its own advantages and 
disadvantages. The construction of the earliest form is 
shown in fig. 1. A is an iron case, either wrought or cast. 
B is the soft iron polepiece, which is carried and maintained 
in position by the permanent steel magnet M. 

From a physieal point of view, this combination really 
forms a very good magnetic circuit, for the reluctance of the 
air-gap between polepiece and box is very small, owing to its 

* Communicated by the Physical Society : read Feb. 10, 1899, 
+ After this paper was read I found I was by no means the first in the 

field as regards “ long range.” Professor Ayrton kindly sent mea sketch 
of an amperemeter by M. Carpentier, built on precisely the same principle 
as those mentioned in this paper. The Carpentier instrument, however, 
is not of good design, resulting, I should imagine, in an excessive drop of 
voltage at the terminals of the moving coil. The Carpentier meter, I am 
told, was brought out in 1889. The first form of mine was made in 1895. 

ee 
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extensive area. The relative thickness of the gap shown 
in the figure is much greater than it is in the actual 
instrument. 

When this form was tried it was found to have some 
defects on practical grounds ; the attachment and adjustment 
of the moving system became a difficult matter. Once made, 
however, an instrument haying this form of magnetic circuit 
is not at all a bad one, and of all forms it offers the longest 
range, 

The form of Magnetic Circuit first employed. 

The moving coil was rectangular in shape, and one side of 
it—forming the axis around which it rotated—passed through 
the central hole in B, while the opposite side moved in the 
narrow air-gap. This form of magnetic circuit (fig. 1) is not 
unlike that adopted by Mr. W. Hibbert in bis apparatus for 
a standard magnetic field, except that in mine the stee 
magnet is eccentric *. : 

The next form is shown in fig. 2 (p. 206). Thisis much more 
easily manipulated, and the difficulty of adjusting the movable 
system is considerably reduced. M is the steel magnet, A 
and BD are the two wrought-iron poles. The frame sup- 
porting the moving system is in this case mounted on the 
polepiece A. 

* See Proc. Phys. Soc. vol. xi. p. 306. 
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Fie. 2. 

Another form of Magnetic Circuit. 

Fig. 3. 

The latest form of Magnetic Circuit. 

Ia fig. 3 we have a plan of a still better form considered 
from a practical point of view, though less elegant and com- 
pact than its predecessors. The construction is evident from 
the figure. MM are the magnets, now of the horse-shoe 
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shape, A and BD the polepieces. This form of circuit has 
been adopted mainly in order to increase the induction. The 
previous forms do not lend themselves to the use of large 
cross-sections of steel without becoming inconvenient in 
shape. In this pattern itis evident that any desired quantity 
of steel may be used. 

On the soft-iron cylinder B is mounted the brass frame 
carrying the entire moving system. The air-gap is adjusted 
for uniformity of induction by means of the D portion of the 
polepiece, the details of which for the sake of simplicity are 
not given in the figure. 

Considering next the electric circuit. The main parts of 
this are the moving coil and the spiral springs. The coil is 
wound on an aluminium rectangle, which serves the double 
purpose of a frame to stiffen the coil and a circuit of ex- 
tremely low resistance for damping. 

In the voltmeter the moving coil contains some 100 or 200 
turns of the finest wire, while the amperemeter coil has some 
20 turns of a moderately thick wire. 

In series with the voltmeter moving coil there is placed in 
the base of the instrument a resistance-coil, on the value of 
which depend the readings of the meter. 

In parallel with the amperemeter-coil is placed a short 
length of conductor of a similar material to that of the 
moving coil. Through this shunt flows the main current in 
all meters except the centiampere and milliampere ones. 

The current is led into and out of the moving coil by the 
spiral springs, which also provide the opposing or controlling 
force. To partially counterpoise the coil it is placed—with 
respect to the axis—opposite the pointer. The coil and 
pointer are shown in position in the plan given in fig. 3. 

A coil of this kind, swung on one of its sides, was used 
long ago by Lord Kelvin in his siphon recorder. It is also 
used at the present time by Professor Ayrton in the now 
well-known Astatic Station Voltmeter. 
Fig. 4 (p. 208) gives a better view of coil, springs, and pointer, 

and the general method of mounting the entire moving system 
on the iron cylinder. K is the coil, P the pointer, and Z the 
arm for zero adjustment. There is here a compactness that 
becomes important in practice, for by loosening or tightening 
one screw the moving system with its frame can be removed 
bodily and placed in position again with ease, and without 
interfering with the magnetic circuit. The method also 
renders the balancing of the coil an easy matter. 

In all the meters, when the air-gap is made uniform in 
thickness, the induction density in the gap has practically a 
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constant value throughout its entire length (except in the 
immediate neighbourhood of the two ends owing to the effect 
of prominences). This is the case even for the magnetic 
circuits of figs. 1 and 2, where the induction is rather low, 
viz. (about) 400 per sq. cm. in the gap. With a magnetic 
flux of 400 the reluctance of the air is about 300 times that 

Fig. 4. 

The central polepiece to which is attached the brass frame supporting 
the coil, pointer, and spiral springs. 

of the iron; so that the lines distribute themselves pretty 
uniformly on the polar surfaces if the intervening gap is 
made uniform in thickness. For the higher inductions of 
800 or 1000 (for which the magnetic circuit of fig. 3 is 
designed) the magnetic force in the gap becomes still more 
uniform, for now we have the reluctance of the air 500 times 
that of iron. 

There is another arrangement of polepieces which 1 would 
like to describe, although it has not yet been made into an 
instrument. It furnishes a great deflecting moment, but it 
has the rather serious disadvantage of being complex in 
design and—I am afraid—difficult to build. This arrange- 
ment, like the previous ones, may be attached either to a bar 
or a horse-shoe magnet, and may be arranged to give with a 
single moving coil a maximum deflexion of 220°, or it may 
be designed to give 80° or 90° with a double or twin coil. It 
may also be designed for small deflexions with a spot of light 
to be used as a galvanometer, in which case there is no diffi- 
culty at all in the construction. 
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Fig. 5 shows the form of the 220° polepieces without the 

magnet. The coil is entirely enclosed in iron, and its three 

sides are active. In all other respects the arrangement is 
precisely the same as the previous ones. 

Fig. 6. Fig. 7. 

nim 
' oY 

Let fig. 6 represent a vertical section through D D’ in 
fig. 5, and let fig. 7 be the movable coil. 

The lines of force cut the coil perpendicularly at all points. 
Let 1 be the length of the periphery of the coil, r the radial 
side, and n the number of turns in it. Considering one of 
the horizontal sides of the coil with a current ¢ flowing in it, 
the moment of force acting at a distance x on an element 
dz is 

=Hn cx dz. 

The moment acting on the vertical side is 

= Hne (5 =) 

Hf being the intensity of the magnetic field. 
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Therefore, the total deflecting moment M acting on the 
coil is 

=H ne [(; =") r+ 2" 2a] : 
2 0 

So M=3neHlr. 
Unlike the old coil (that considered in the first part of this 

paper) this new coil has a deflecting moment increasing 
always in proportion to its radius if the magnetic field is 
kept constant. The moment is therefore a maximum when r 
is as nearly 3/ as the constructional details of the instrument 
will permit. For the old coil the maximum moment is got 
when r=H/, 7. e., when the coil is a square. I offer the 
description of this instrument partly on account of its leading 
to (what is to me) a novel form of a ballistic galvanometer. 
There may be more serious difficulties in the way of con- 
structing a galvanometer on this plan than I at present 
anticipate. 

Ballistic Galvanometer. 

We evidently have in the arrangement shown in figs. 5, 6, 
and 7 favourable conditions for a ballistic galvanometer, since 
the deflecting moment and the moment of inertia of the coil 
attain their maximum values for the same value of the radius. 
The period of swing and the deflecting moment may there- 
fore be increased simultaneously without making any addition 
to the weight of the moving system. 

Let fig. 8 be a section through the polepieces of a ballistic 

Fig. 8. Pr. 

arrangement on the above plan, the coil completely embrac- 
ing the central polepiece NN, and the outer polepiece S 
completely surrounding both. Here, of course, there is‘to be 
no aluminium frame for damping. 

To compare the sensibility of this coil with another coil of 
the same mass, effective area, and number of turns, wound and 
suspended in the usual mede, let fig. 9 represent one, and 
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fig. 10 the other coil. Let +,=6 in the first case, and let 
the depth of the coil be 1. In the second, let r,=4 and the 
depth of the coil =6. Considered alone, the two coils are 

Fig. 9. 

therefore similar in all respects. They are moreover supposed 
to be suspended in two fields of equal intensity, and to convey 
the same current. 

For the sake of symmetry the wire in figs. 8 and 9 has to 
be divided between two rectangles, which, however, does not 
affect the argument. 

The suspension in both cases having to bear the same load, 
‘the relative sensibilities of the two arrangements for con- 
tinuous currents will therefore be as their deflecting-moments 
directly. 

For fig. 9 the moment 

M, = tncHIn, 

and for fig. 10 

M,=2ncH (5 _ 2r,)r, 

so that | 

therefore M,=7M, for steady currents. 
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Time of swing of the two coils.—The time of the swing varies 
with the “moment of inertia. 

In fig. 9 the moment of inertia is 

Ae 
], =mr%(5 — 3) 

1=2mrr(5 _ = 

where m stands for the mass of unit length of the periphery. 
Therefore 

and for fig. 10 

I, cis r?(381—2r;) 

I, ~ 2r2@l—8r,)" 
Hence for the particular size of coils under consideration, 

So that I,=57 I, nearly. 

Therefore, the time of swing of the coil in fig. 9 will be 7:5 
times that for the coil in fig. 10, and the deflecting-moment 
or the sensitiveness of the coilin fig. 9 for continuous currents 
will be 7 times that of the coil in fig. 10. 

Now as regards the “throw.” The relative throws of the 
two coils for the same quantity of electricity will be 

= M, : I, = — M, ig = 7-5 about. 

So that we have for the two coils throws of nearly equal 
magnitudes, although one coil moves 7°5 times as slowly as 
the other. 

It is almost needless for me to mention that I have been 
greatly assisted during the experimental period of the mea- 
suring instruments described above, and I wish to express 
my gratitude to Professor Oliver Lodge not only for his sug- 
gestions and criticisms but also for his kind encouragement 
at all times. I am also much indebted to Dr. Alexander 
Muirhead for much help in practical details, and for the con- 
siderable experimental facilities he has always been ready to 
present. 

a ae 
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XIX. On the Thermal Properties of Normal Pentane.— 
Part II. By J. Rosz-Innus, A., B.Sc., and SYDNEY 
Youne, D.Se., F.R.S.* 

[Plate II.] 
- the first part of our paper on this subject, read before the 

Physical Society last Decembert+, we published a large 
array of figures giving the relations between the volume, 
temperature, and pressure of normal pentane ; it was sug- 
gested that a reasonably good agreement between calculation 
and experiment might be secured by using the formula 

aolul { l e t- l 
P= y + yk ge? v(v+h) 

(Phil. Mag. xlvii. p. 367). This formula was first found by 
one of us for isopentane, but it seemed likely that it would 
do equally well for normal pentane; and arguments were 
adduced showing that in such case the values of R and of 
Ie might be taken to be the same for the two isomers. 
The question then arose whether 7 and e for normal pentane 
could be separately taken as equal to the values already found 
for isopentane, and the question was provisionally answered 
in the negative (Joc. ct. p. 367). Two methods were employed 
in dealing with this matter, but neither of them could be 
regarded as conclusive. 

1 

av 
v-*; these differences grew smaller as the volume was made 
larger, but it did not seem likely that they vanished altogether 
when the volume was made infinite. The “ wobbling” at 
large volumes, however, made it impossible to speak with any 
certainty one way or the other. 

The second plan adopted was to take the three constants R, 
e, and / the same as for isopentane, and then to calculate suitable 
values for the two remaining constants k and g from the 
experimental data near the critical point. The isothermals 
were then calculated from the formula, and it was found that 
deviations occurred between calculation and experiment 
amounting to nearly 2 per cent. Accordingly the hypothesis 
on which the calculations were founded was considered to be 
most probably incorrect. 

This second method of investigating the question has 
several advantages. We have to deal with the experimental 

* Communicated by the Physical Society : read May 26, 1899. 
+ Phil. Mag. [5] vol, xlvii. p. 353. 

Phil. Mag. 8. 5. Vol. 48. No. 291. Aug. 1899. Q 

The first plan was to plot the differences of —, against 
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data directly instead of indirectly as in the first method, and 
there is not any noticeable “wobbling” at large volumes. 
On the other hand, it is difficult to know how much of the 
deviation between calculation and experiment may be fairly 
attributed to experimental error, how much to the intrinsic 
impertection of the formula, and how much to the special 
hypothesis employed. Further investigations were therefore 
undertaken, and the result of these forms the subject of the 
present communication. 

After several ineffectual attempts, it was found possible to 
secure good concordance between calculation and experiment 
for volumes above 3°4 by means of the following hypothesis :— 
The values of R, of J+e, and of g were taken as being the 
same respectively as those previously found for isopentane. 
The two constants / and & were given suitable values derived 
from the experimental data near the critical point. The 
values actually found were /=5,678,100, k= 3°57. 

In order to test this hypothesis as thoroughly as possible a 
diagram was made in which pv was plotted against v-#; the 
calculated isothermals were drawn as continuous lines while 
the experimental results were put in as dots; this diagram is 
reproduced on Plate II. Anexamination of it shows that the 
agreement between calculation and experiment is satisfactory; 
indeed the errors do not exceed 1 per cent, They are con- 
sequently less than those which occur in the tables published 
by one of us in conjunction with Prof. Ramsay as proving 
the truth of the linear law (Phil. Mag. xxiii. pp. 438-447). 
The improvement effected by means of the present hypothesis 
is so marked, that it is impossible to attribute it wholly or 
even chiefly to a compensation of errors: we may therefore 
regard our previous tentative hypothesis, that the value of J is 
the same for the two pentanes, as distinetly disproved. But 
we cannot assert, in the present state of the evidence, that our 
present hypothesis is actually proved ; we can merely note 
that it introduces errors so small as to be comparable with the 
intrinsic imperfection of the characteristic equation, 

Finally we may conclude that the difference of pressure 

between two isomeric substances at the same temperature and 
volume involves the same power of the density as the first 
deviation from Boyle’s law ; 2. e., the second power. 
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XX. Note on the Vapour-Pressure of Solutions of Volatile 
Substances. By R. A. Leareipt, D.Sc.* 

HE change of vapour-pressure of a solvent due to the 
solution in it of a small quantity of volatile material has 

been calculated on the basis of Raoult’s rule for the corre- 
sponding case of a non-volatile dissolved body, first by Planck, 
and later, more correctly, by Nernst ; the formule obtained, 
and one experiment in support of them, are given in Ostwald’s 
Lehrbuch (2. ii. 588). Further examples may be obtained 
from the measurements of vapour-pressures I have carried out 
on certain mixtures of organic liquids ft ; those measurements 
were made primarily with the object of following out the be- 
haviour of liquids in solutions not dilute ; but in the extreme 
cases the results obtained will serve asa test of the formula 
applying to dilute solutions. 

Adopting the notation used in the memoir referred to, we 
have for a mixture of the two liquids A and B :— 

7a 7B, vapour-pressure of A and B respectively, 
p> - mixture 
¢, ratio of number of mols. of A to mols. of B in liquid, 
UE ” » ” vapour, 

Then the relation as expressed by Nernst becomes 

for the case in which ¢ is small, 7. e. in which a small quantity 
of A is dissolved in B; 7, is therefore the vapour-pressure 
of the solvent. This equation may more conveniently be 
transformed into 

(pi Bots fe 
aT hae aeidbad a 4) "nis (1.) 

TR 

When £, and consequently 7, is very small, this becomes 

Eh Ris Salons: c+, 

the form in which Planck first gave the result, but which is 
less exact than the other when moderate concentrations are 
considered. 

* Communicated by the Physical Society read May 12, 1899 ; 
+ Phil. Mag. [5] vol. xlvi. p, 46. 

Qz 
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The expression in the above form (i.) is so simple that it is 
worth while to put it into words, thus :— 

“ When a volatile substance ts dissolved in a liquid the 
vapour-pressure of the liquid is altered in the ratio of the 
molecular fractional amount of solvent (Molenbruch) in the 
liquid to that in the vapour.” 
When the dissolved substance is non-volatile, the latter 

fraction becomes unity, and we recover the well-known 
formula p/7g=1—€. 

It is perhaps worth remarking that the expression con- 
sidered is a particular case of the thermodynamical relation 
applicable to any liquid mixtures, obtained by Duhem, 
Margules, and myself. The latter may be put * :-— 

n 

OE auteaa ne 
0 log it 

whence 

2—€ On __1lop 

C= 7) OG 8 Apis 

If we integrate this for a small range from €=0 and there- 
fore p=7, we get 

or 

SO i ee 
Tp! ¢ TB . 

the formula in question. 
In case of a dilute solution of B in A it is easily seen that 

equation (i.) becomes 

ee es 

The experiments made were on four series of mixtures, 
viz. :—alcohol with benzene and toluene, and carbon tetra- 
chloride with benzene and toluene; so that, taking the end 
members of each series, we get eight cases of “ dilute solution.” 
The second group of liquids, which were chosen as normal in 
character, give the following results :— 

* L.c.:p. GO, 
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nN. a (solvent). p. Z(cale.). 2% (obs.). 
CCl, in toluene ......... 07181 93:0 105°4 0:072 0-073 

Toluene in CCl, ......... 0°872 310-2 242-0 0-680 0°708 

(A = carbon tetrachloride; B = toluene.) 

CCl, in benzene ......... 0-054 270°9 273°6 0-045 0-043 

Benzene in CC],......... 0-835 310-2 306°5 0:825 0:830 

(A = carbon tetrachloride; B= benzene.) 

Unfortunately no sufficiently dilute solution of toluene in 
CCl, was measured ; that quoted contained (as may be seen 
from the value of ) 29:2 per cent. of the dissolved body, and 
it appears that the range of applicability of the formula is here 
exceeded: otherwise the agreement is good. 

The mixtures containing alcohol, on the other hand, show 
maxima of vapour-pressures, and on this account the 
departure from the formule for dilute solutions is much more 
marked, and it is not possible to apply equations (i.) and (1ii.) 
when the amount of dissolved body exceeds a very few per 
cent. The numbers are :— 

nN. a(solvent). p. Z(cale.). &(obs.). 

Alcohol in benzene ...... 0-281 270°9 350°4 0-070 0-088 

Benzene in alcohol ...... 0-668 219°5 3150 0-958 0°886 

(A = alcohol; B = benzene.) 

Alcohol in toluene ...... 0-591 93°0 199°5 0:123 07138 

Toluene in alcohol... .. 0-902 219°5 233°5 0-959 0046 

(A =alcohol; B = toluene.) 

Temperature, throughout = 50° C. 

The quantity of dissolved substance in the liquid is less 
than that calculated, in each of the four alcohol mixtures. It 
is easy to show that for them the formula (i.) or (ii.) is less 
accurate than in the case of normal liquids, for a mixture in 
nearly equal parts may be looked upon either as a solution of” 
A in Bor of Bin A. If it be calculated accordingly the 
results will of course differ, since the solution is not by any 
means dilute; but whilst in the case of the normal liquids 
the disagreement of the two results is small, in the aleohol 
mixtures it is egregious. 

East London Technical College, 
March i899. 
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XXI. Photography of Sound- Waves by the “ Schlieren- 

Methode.’ By R. W. Woop*, 
[Plates II. & IV.] 

HAVE always felt that the very beautiful optical method 
I -devised in 1867 by Toepler J, for the study of ‘‘Schlieren,”’ 
or strice, is not as well known outside of Germany as it de- 
serves to be, and trust that the photographs illustrating this 
paper are sufficient excuse for bringing it before the readers of 
the ‘ Philosophical Magazine.’ Sound-waves in air were ob- 
served by Toepler, but they have never to my knowledge been 
photographed. When seen subjectively, the wave-fronts, if 
at all Eee cannot be very carefully studied, as they 
are only illuminated for an instant, and appear in rapid 
succession in different parts of the field of the viewing- 
telescope. 

It occurred to me that if these waves could only be phone 
graphed, a most valuable set of lantern-slides could be pre- 
pared for illustrating to students the changes in the form of 
the wave-front, after undergoing reflexion, refraction, &e. 

In teaching the subject. of “optics we are compelled to 
resort to diagrams when dealing with the wave-front, and the 
student is apt to get the idea that it is merely a sort of 
a conception, and that the ray is the real thing. I have 
found these pictures of sound-waves very valuable in check- 
ing this notion, showing as they do the bending of the 
waye-front by refraction through a prism, the converging 
wave from a concave reflector, the secondary wavelets formed 
by transparent and opaque gratings, the diffraction produced 
by the edge of an obstacle, and other phenomena connected 
with wave-motion. The apparatus used for photographing the 
waves is essentially the same as that which Toepler used for 
viewing them, except that the illuminator has heen improved 
so as to give a much stronger light than the one originally 
used, which was far too feeble to affect the photographic 
plate. 

ies ay 

TOOL CTAGE ee ee - 
of Spark ay 

= — —_— —V- 

The general arrangement of the ‘“ Schlieren ” apparatus is 
shown in fig. 1. A good- sized achromatic lens of the finest 

* Communicated by the Author, 
Tt Wied. Ann. cxxxi. p. 33. 
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quality obtainable, and of rather long focus, is the most: 
important part of the device. I have been using the object- 
glass of a small telescope figured by the late Alvan Clarke. 
lts diameter is five inches, and the focal length about six feet. 
T have no doubt but that a smaller lens could be used for 
viewing the waves, but one of at least this size is desirable 
for photographin g them. ! 

This lens is mounted in front of a suitable source of light 
(in the present case an electric spark), which should be at: 
such a distance that its image on the other side of the lens is. 
at a distance of about fifteen feet. 

The image of the spark, which we will suppose to be 
straight, horizontal, and very narrow, is about two-thirds 
covered with a horizontal diaphragm (a), and immediately 
behind this is placed the viewing-telescope. On looking into- 
the telescope we see the field of the lens uniformly iliumi- 
nated by the light that passes under the diaphragm, since 
every part of the image of the spark receives light trom the 
whole lens. If the diaphragm be lowered the field will 
darken, if it be raised the illumination will be increased. In 
general it is best to have the diaphragm so adjusted that the 
lens is quite feebly illuminated, though this is not true for 
photographic work. Let us now suppose that there is a 
globular mass of air in front of the lens of slightly greater 
optical density than the surrounding air (b). The rays of 
light going through the upper portion of this denser mass 
will be bent down, and will form an image of the spark 
below the diaphragm, allowing more light to enter the 
telescope from this particular part of the field 3 consequently, 
on looking into the instrument, we shall see the upper 
portion of the globular mass of air brighter than the rest of’ 
the field. The rays which traverse the under part of “0b,” | 
however, will be bent up on the contrary, forming an image- 
of the spark higher up, and wholly covered by the diaphragm, ° 
consequently this part of the field will appear black. It will 
readily be understood, that with the long path between the’ 
lens and the image a very slight change in the optical density’ 
of any portion of the medium in front of the lens will be 
sufficient to raise or depress the image above or below the 
edge of the diaphragm, and will consequently make itself. 
manifest in the telescope. 

The importance of using a lens of first class quality is 
quite apparent, since variations in the density of the glass of | 
the lens will act in the same way as variations in the density - 
of the medium before it, and produce unequal illumination of 
the-field: It is impossible to find a lens which will give an: 
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absolute even feeble illumination, but a good achromatic 
telescope-objective is perfect enough for every purpose. A 
more complete discussion of the operation of the apparatus 
will be found in Toepler’s original paper in the Annalen. 
The sound-waves, which are regions of condensation, and 
consequent greater optical density, make themselves apparent 
in the same way as the globular mass of air already referred 
to. They must be illuminated by a flash of exceedingly 
short duration, which must occur while the wave is in the 
field of view. 
Toepler showed that this could be done by starting the sound- 

wave with an electric spark, and illuminating it with the 
flash of a second spark occurring a moment later, while the 
wave was still in the field. A diagram of the apparatus used 
is shown in fig. 2. In front of the lens are two brass balls 
(a, a), between which the spark of an induction-coil passes, 

Fig. 2. 

2 /LLUM/INATOR 

immediately charging the leyden-jar c, which discharges 
across the gap at ¢ an instant later. The capacity of the jar 
is so regulated that the interval between the two sparks is 
about one ten-thousandth of a second. ‘The field of the lens 
is thus illuminated by the flash of the second spark before the 
sound-wave started by the first spark has gone beyond the 
edge of the lens. 

To secure the proper time-interval between the two sparks 
it is necessary that the capacity of the jar be quite small. This 
limits the length and brilliancy of the illuminating-spark, and 
with the device employed by Toepler I was unable to get 
enough light to secure photographs of the waves. After 
some experimenting I found that if the spark of the jar was 
passed between two thin pieces of magnesium ribbon pressed 
between two pieces of thick plate-glass, a very marked im- 
provement resulted. With this form of illuminator I found 
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that five or six times as much light could be obtained as by 
the old method of passing the spark between two brass balls. 

The spark is flattened out into a band, and is kept always 
in the same plane, the light issuing in a thin sheet from 
between the plates. By this arrangement we secure a light 
source of considerable length, great intensity, and bounded 
by straight edges, the three essentials for securing good 
results. The glass plates, with the ribbon terminals between 
them, must be clamped in some sort of a holder and directed 
so that the thin sheet of light strikes the lens: this can be ac- 
complished by darkening the room, fastening a sheet. of paper 
in front of the lens, and then adjusting the plates so that the 
paper is illuminated as much as possible. The image formed 
by the lens will be found to have very sharp straight edges, 
on one of which the edge of the diaphragm can be set in 
such a manner as to allow but very little light to pass when 
the intervening medium is homogeneous; a very slight 
change, however, in any portion may be sufficient to cause 
the entire amount of light passing through that portion to 
pass below the diaphragm and enter the telescope. 

This arrangement of the spark-terminals between plates of 
glass is also convenient for spectroscopic work, as the spark 
is concentrated into a very narrow bright line, which is fixed 
in position instead of wandering about, as it is apt todo when 
passed between uncovered terminals. 

For photographing the waves the telescope was removed, 
and a Zeiss photographic objective put in its place. A vertical 
board was firmly clamped behind this in such a position that 
the image of the balls, between which the sound-spark passed, 
would be in focus on a plate held against it. This arrange- 
ment was used instead of a camera, because it was necessary 
to move the plate rapidly during the exposure, to prevent the 
image of more than one wave being formed on the same 
place. It was found that simply holding the plate in the 
hand against the vertical board and advancing it slowly from 
left to right, at the same time giving it a rapid up-and-down 
motion, answered every purpose. It must be borne in mind 
that the image of the 5-inch lens on the plate was only about 
13 mm. in diameter, and that the field surrounding it was 
dark ; consequently a large number of images could be 
secured on a single plate. 

These images showed the waves in different stages of 
development, for the time-interval between the two sparks 
varied between rather wide limits. This was realiy an 
advantage, for on a single plate it was possible to pick out a 
series showing the successive changes in the form of the 
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wave-front produced by reflexion, refraction, &e. Fig. 1 
is a contact-print of a small portion of one of the plates, and 
shows the images exactly as they were obtained on the 
sensitive film. The other figures are all enlarged, and in 
general a series of four is given in each case to show the 
successive positions of the wave-front. Hach picture shows 
the circular field of the telescope-lens with the two brass rods 
crossing it and supporting in the centre the two balls between 
which the sound- spark passes. ‘lhe hot air rising from the 
spark appears in most of the pictures like a pulf of 7 
above the ball. 

In fig. 2 we have a series illustrating the reflexion of a 
spherical wave from a flat plate, which theory demands shail 
be also a sphere with its centre of curvature below the plate. 
The sound-wave appears as a circle of light and shade sur- 
rounding the image of the central balls. In No. 3 of the 
series it will be noticed that the wave-front is gaining a little 
where it is moving in the warm air above the spark, the 
front bulging out a little in this place. 

Fig. 3.—Here the wave starts in the focus of a concave 
reflector, and the transfcrmation of the spherical wave into 
a plane wave is beautifully shown, the reflected portion, or 
echo, appearing as an approximately straight line moving up 
out of the reflector. This series is very useful in illustrating 
the action of a concave mirror on light emanating from its 
focus. 
A very beautiful series of eight pictures, illustrating the 

action of a concave reflector on a wave starting at some 
distance outside of its focus, is shown in fig. 4. The diverging 
spherical wave-front after reflexion is seen to be converging, 
the wave shrinking to a point in the fourth one of the series, 
the point being the conjugate focus of the reflector. From 
now on it diverges, and passes out of the reflector, as is 
shown in the succeeding pictures. 

It is interesting to follow the changes which the wave- 
front undergoes on entering and leaving the mirror. In 
No. 1 of the series we have the wave entering the mirror, the 
portions which have already encountered the steep sides of 
the reflector and undergone reflexion trailing along behind. 
In No. 2 the whole wave has undergone reflexion, the central 
portion is transformed into a converging shell, with which a 
portion of the two waves reflected from the steep sides 
appears to unite. As the converging shell shrinks up towards 
the focus the remnants of the two lateral wave-fronts run in’ 
under it and come together just as the main disturbance 
comes. to focus (Nos. 3 and 4), ; 

. 
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The wave now begins to diverge again, and moves up out 
of the reflector, a portion encountering the walls and suffering 
reflexion. These reflected portions appear to be converging 
shells, for they are always “‘concave up” until they get to 
the top of the mirror, when they are “concave down.” In 
one or two pictures they seem to have come to a focus, 
although the point is not as sharply defined as the principal 
focus. It will be seen that light and shade of the wave are 
interchanged after the passage of the disturbance through 
the focus. This I am wholly unable to explain. It must be 
remembered that the light and shade of the wave do not 
correspond to rarefaction and condensation, but depend merely 
on the position of the diaphragm which cuts off a portion of 
the image of the spark. It will be seen that the waves are 
always light above and dark below, or vice versa, according 
as the diaphragm is above or below the image. If the edge 
of the diaphragm covers the upper edge of the spark’s image, 
any portion of the medium in front of the lens which has an 
optical density greater than the surrounding medium (its 
density, however, shading off gradually to that of the rest of 
the medium) will appear bright above and dark below, since 
the rays which traverse the upper portion are bent down and 
get under the diaphragm’s edge, increasing the illumination, 
while the rays traversing the under portion are bent up, and 
are consequently intercepted by the diaphragm. A region 
of less optical density would act in the opposite manner, and 
appear dark above and light below. 

Some of the photographs were taken with the diaphragm 
above the spark, and some with it below, consequently. both 
arrangements of light and shadow will be found in the 
pictures. 

The reflexion of a wave does not affect the distribution of 
the light and shade, but passage through a focus always 
seems to, the appearance being what we shculd expect if a 
condensation-wave swept into the focus and a rarefaction-wave 
swept out, a circumstance that is scarcely possible. j 

The refraction of sound in a medium denser than air is 
shown in fig. 5, where we have a rectangular tank with sides 
made of plane-parallel glass, and covered with a collodion film 
of soap-bubble thickness made by the method described by 
Toepler. Ordinary collodion is diluted with about ten parts 
of ether, poured on a small piece of plate-glass and im-. 
mediately drained off. As soon as it is quite dry a rectangle 
is cut with a sharp knife on the film. ‘oepler’s method of 
removing the film was to place a drop of water on one of the 
cuts, and allow it to run in by capillarity ; but I have had. 
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better success by proceeding in the following manner :— 
One end of the plate is lowered into a shallow dish of water, 
and the pliute inclined until the water comes up to one of the 
cuts. By looking at the reflexion of a window in the water 
it is possible to see whether the film commences to detach 
itself from the glass. IPfall goes well it will float off on the 
surface of the water along the line of the knife-cut, and it 
should be slowly lowered (one end resting on the bottom of 
the dish) until the rectangular piece detaches itself and floats 
freely on the surface. The edges of the tank are well greased 
and then lowered carefully upon the film, to which they will 
adhere. The whole must then be lifted from the water in an 
oblique direction, when the film will be found covering the 
tank and exhibiting the most beautiful interference-colours. 
The tank was filled with carbonic acid and placed under the 
origin of the sound-wave. On striking the collodion-film the 
wave is partly reflected and partly transmitted, and it will 
be seen that the reflected component in air has moved farther 
than the transmitted component in the carbonic acid. The 
spherical wave-front is transformed into an hyperboloid on 
entering the denser medium. ‘This is well shown in No. 8 of 
the series, where the wave in air, moving at higher velocity, 
has passed out of the field entirely, and there remains only the 
slower-moving disturbance in the denser gas. In No. 4 the 
wave is seen returning up through the tank after having 
struck the bottom. 

After several failures I succeeded in constructing a prism 
with its two refracting faces of this exceedingly thin collodion, 
which, when filled with carbonic acid, showed the bending of 
the wave-front, exactly as we figure it in diagrams for light. 
It was necessary to have the collodion thinner than before, 
since if we are tu photograph the wave atter twice traversing 
the film, we must lose as little energy as possible by reflexion. 
Fig. 6 shows the refraction in a carbonic-acid prism, the 
bending being particularly noticeable in Ne. 4, on which I have, 
with a pair of dividers, traced out the position which the wave- 
front would have occupied had it not traversed the prism. 

Fig. 7 shows the refraction of the wave when the tank was 
filled with hydrogen, in which the sound travels faster than 
in air. ‘The bulging down of .the wave-front is very notice- 
able, though it is not as great as we should expect. This 
may be due to the fact that the hydrogen is not pure, owing 
to ditfusion, but as a steady stream was flowing from a 
generator into the tank throughout the experiment, and as 
no ‘Schlieren ” are to be seen, 1 do not think that this can 
fully explain the discrepancy. 
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In fig. 8 we have the refraction of the wave through a 
hydrogen prism, the front being bent forward instead of 
backward, corresponding to the passage of light through a 
prism of air in glass. 

The formation of a sound-shadow and the diffraction of 
sound is beautifully shown in fig. 9, a small strip of glass 
having being mounted just below the balls. In No. 1 the 
wave has just struck the plate, and the reflected portion is 
starting off. In No.3 the wave has quite passed the obstacle, 
and a distinct shadow, or region of no disturbance, is seen 
close under the plate, while in No. 4 the wave has, by 
diffraction, curled round the edge and joined together again, 
obliterating all trace of the shadow. 

' he principle of Huygens, that any point on a wave-front 
may be considered as the centre of a new disturbance, is 
illustrated in fig. 10, two slits having been mounted below 
the source of the wave. The slits were made by fastening 
rather broad strips of glass together, with a gap of 3 mm, 
width between them. (They do not show distinctly as slits 
in the photographs on account of two narrow strips used to 
fasten the broader pieces together.) In No. 1 the wave has 
struck the upper slit, and the small notch which marks the 
aperture is seen to be the centre of a new disturbance, which 
is nearly a complete hemisphere. This secondary wave then 
encounters the second slit, which in its turn becomes the 
centre of a new disturbance, while that portion of the wave 
which does not pass through the aperture bounces back and 
forth between the two plates, as is seen in the last two 
pictures of the series. 

The union of a number of secondary waves from several 
parallel slits into a new wave, a rough example of a diffraction- 
grating, is shown in fig. 11, where we have a number of 
narrow strips of gluss mounted so as to form a hemi-cylinder, 
at the centre of which the wave starts. There are also 
secondary wavelets reflected from the strips, and these unite 
into a converging wave which returns to the origin. 

Fig. 12 illustrates the reflexion of a wave from a grooved 
surface, the grooves being rectangular in form. No. 1 of 
the series is interesting, as the time-interval between the two 
sparks was exceptionally short, and the wave has scarcely 
emerged from behind the balls. In the last one of the series 
two wave-fronts are seen, one arising from the union of the 
secondary wavelets reflected from the tops of the ridges, the 
other formed by the disturbances coming from the bottom of 
the grooves. Reflexion from a corrugated surface is shown 
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in fig. 13, the secondary wavelets in No. 3 of the series being 
especially beautiful. 

Figs. 12 and 13 are interesting in their connexion with 
reflexion-gratings. 

The formation of a musical note by the reflexion of a single 
pulse from a flight of steps is shown photographed in fig. 14, 
This phenomenon is often noticed on a still night “when 
walking on a stone pavement alongside a picket- fence, the 
sound of each footstep being reflected from the palings as a 
metallic squeak, which Young has pointed out to be analogous 
to the power of a diffraction- -grating to construct light of 
a definite wave-length. 

In No. 1 of the series the wave has just reached the top | 
step of the flight. In No. 2 it is half-way down, and we 
begin to see traces of the secondary wavelets, while ‘in No. 3 
it has reached the bottom, and we see a beautiful train of 
little reflected waves, constituting a musical note of very high 
pitch. The wave-length of the reflected disturbance is of 
course twice the height of the steps, or very nearly. In 
No. 4 the original wave is out of the field, and there remains 
only the train. 

The passage of one sound-wave through another is shown 
in fig. 15. Here we have two spark-gaps arranged in series 
before the lens, so that two waves are started simultaneously. 
The wave-fronts are seen to have passed through each other 
without suffering any disturbance whatever. 

The condensation in these waves must be very considerable, 
since they show on the photographic plate even when the 
apparatus is not made very sensitive, that is, when a con- 
siderable part of the light passes below the diaphragm. 
Under these circumstances it is impossible to see them with 
the telescope, or only with the greatest difficulty. 

In conclusion a few words regarding the apparatus may 
be helpful to those wishing to repeat the very beautiful 
experiments of Toepler. An induction-coil capable of giving 
a three or four inch spark is about right, while a good-sized 
test-tube partly filled with mercury, and standing in a 
cylinder of mercury, will be found most convenient for a 
leyden-jar. The balls between which the sound-spark passes 
should be adjusted so as to obtain almost the maximum spark 
possible, which will in general be rather less than half what 
the coil will give between its terminals. I find that the best 
results are obtained when the sparks give off the same crackle 
found desirable in experiments with Hertz waves. Fresh 
plates of glass should be put in the illuminator every little 
while. 
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It is not at all difficult to get the apparatus to work 
properly, and I have no doubt but that it could be made to 
work on quite a small scale with a good photographic objective 
of rather long focus. The objective of a good-sized spy-glass 
would also give good results. Toepler was, I believe, of the 
opinion that he got more uniform results with an influence- 
machine than with the coil. He certainly found the time- 
interval between the two sparks to be more constant. This, 
however, is no object in photographic work, for the wide 
variation is the very thing that makes the pictures interesting. 

Physical Laboratory of the University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, May 20th. 

XXII. On the Application of Force within a Limited Space, 
required to produce Spherical Solitary Waves, or Trains of 
Periodic Waves, of both Species, Equivoluminal and Irro- 
tational, inan Elastic Solid. By Lord Ketviy, G.C.V.O., 
PRS. 

{Concluded from the May Number. | 

§ 21. | hee strictly equivoluminal motion thus represented 
in equations (58) consists of outward-travelling 

waves, having direction of vibration in meridional planes, and 
very approximately * perpendicular to the radial direction, 

and amplitude of vibration equal to 3h - sin J, where @ denotes 

the angle between r and the axis. The gradual change from 
the simple motion =A sin wt at the surface of the rigid globe, 
through the elastic solid at distances moderate in comparison 
with g, out to the greater distances where the motion is very 
approximately the pure wave-motion represented by (58), is a 
very interesting subject for detailed investigation and illus- 
tration. The formulas expressing it are found by putting 
v= 00 in (45), and using this equation to determine },(¢) in 
terms of F',(¢); then using (47) to determine F’,(¢) in terms of 
G(t) given by (51); and then using (55) and (56), for which 
v= makes t,=t, to determine &, 7, € ‘They are as 
follows :— 

a ah Bu? \ . SY ee 3u 
E=B(r, t)z? — (4) x ((1- a) in wt + Gano @t;— Te cos ot| 

BR es q dh e ) 2 qo COs wt, + aa Sin at, 

n= B(x, t)cy; c=B(r, t)az 

* Rigorously so, if the wave-length and q are each infinitely small in 
comparison with r. 

(59) 

a 
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Br, t= ( a I ee [(2 _ =a) sin wt + = sin of, — a cos ot| | 

(1) $4 cos wt;— 2 e sin wt; . (60). 
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q For the particular case of the wave-length equal to the radius 
we have a, 

ai (61), ) 
which enables us to write simply 1/27 for u/qg@ in equations 
(59) and (60). For graphic representation of this case we 
take z=0, which makes all the displacements lie in the 
plane (zy). 

§ 22. The accompanying drawings help us to understand 
Fig. 2. 
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thoroughly the character of the motion of the solid throughout 
the whole infinite space around the vibrating rigid globe. 
They show displacements and motions of points of which the 
equilibrium positions are in the equatorial plane, in the cone 

of 45° latitude, and in the axial line. Fig. 2 represents 

displacements at an instant when the globe is moving right- 
wards through its middle position. Fig. 1 shows displace- 

ments at an instant when the globe is at the end ofits rightward 
motion. Hach figure shows also the orbit of a single particle 
of which the equilibrium position is in the 45° cone, ata 
distance $q from the centre of the globe. It is interesting to 
see illustrated in fig. 1 how the axial motion is gradually 
reduced from +h at the surface of the globe to a very small 
range at distance g from the surface, or 2q from the centre, 

and we are helped to understand its gradual approximation to 
zero at greater and greater distances by the little auxiliary 
diagrams annexed, in which are shown by ordinates the 
magnitudes of the axial displacements at the two chosen 
times. 

§ 23. The gradual transition from motion hsin ot parallel 
to the axis at the surface of the globe, to motion 

g 3 . } 
—-—_hsin @sin wt 

297 

at great distances from the globe in any direction, is inter- 
estingly illustrated by the conal representations in the two 
diagrams for the case @2=45°. Itshould be remarked that in 
reality “2 ought to be a small fraction of g, the radius of the 
globe, practically not more than ;2>5, in order that the strains 
may be within the limits of elasticity of the most elastic solid, 
and that the law of simple proportionality of stresses to strains 
(Hooke’s Ut tensio sic vis) may be approximately true. In 
the diagram we have taken h=1q; but if we imagine every 
displacement reduced to 51, of the amount shown, and in the 
direction actually shown, we have a true, highly approximate 
representation of the actual motions, which would be so small 
as to be barely perceptible to the eye, for a globe of 6 cms. 
diameter. 

§ 24. Return now to our solution (53), (54), (55), (56) for 
arbitrary or periodic motion of a rigid globe embedded in an 
isotropic elastic solid of finite resistance to compression and 
finite rigidity. For distances from the globe very great in 
comparison with g, its radius, that is to say for g/r very small, 
(55) and (56) become 
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E=B(r, art A(t) ; } 
u (62); 

PSE ig) wee Ea ole 
+s o 

rB(r, pa + = ae 

where | =t— “4 

Putting now in the equations (62) the value of B(r, ¢) from 

(63), and eliminating #,(t,) by (47), we find 

. ela. 2 t 2 G t 

—— [2 C2) 4 3984) | 

n= FED gLF Waste] | 0 
f= Ff eso +36(t,) | ? u 

The terms of these formulas, having ¢, and ¢, respectively for 
their arguments, represent two distinct systems of wave- 
motion, the first equivoluminal, the second irrotational, 
travelling outwards from the centre of disturbance with 
velocities u and v. 

§ 25. I reserve for some future occasion the treatment of 
the case in which &(¢) is discontinuous, beginning with zero 
when ¢=0 and ending with zero whent=7. I only remark 
at present in anticipation that A(t), determined by the 
differential equation (49), though commencing with zero at 
t=0, does not come to zero at t=7, but subsides to zero 
according to the logarithmic law (e-*) as ¢ goes on to 
infinity; and that therefore, as the same statement is proved 
for ¥%,(t) by (48), neither the equivoluminal nor the irrota- 

tional wave-motion is a limited solitary wave of duration rf, 
but on the contrary each has an infinitely long subsidential 
rear. 

§ 26. For the general problem of the globe kept in simple 
harmonic. motion, Asin wt, parallel to OX, we may write 
(53) for brevity as follows :— 
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A(t)= ea (K sin wt + Licos at), 

vs pe aires 1 

= (ae a ) 

L= 

\ 

at (uw + 2v*) — i) 23 wa <, (w+ 20) a (65). 

| 
= (w+ 2o%)—1 | -- sist 5 (u+ 20)? | 

In terms of this notation, (64) gives for a distances 
from the centre 

: meg a aes (K sin wt, + L cos wt,) + 26 --2K) sin wt, —2L cos at,| + | 

== sg = = J (K sin wt; + L cos wt;) + . /1(3—2K) sin wf, —2L cos wf,| \ ‘ (66). 7 : 

Eng f = (K sin wt, + L cos wt,) + + [(8 — 2K) sin wt,—21. cos at | } | 

E J 
These equations represent two sets of simple harmonic 

waves, equivoluminal and irrotational, for which the wave- 
lengths are respectively 27ru/w, 27v/m. The maximum dis- 
placements i in the two sets at points of the cone of semi-vertical 
angle @ and axis O X, are respectively, 

(equivoluminal) sin @ a Vv (K?+ L?); Pi 

Aa mule (e900) 
(irrotational) cos 8 = Vv [(8—2K)?+ 417] 

§ 27. The rate of transmission of energy outwards by a 
single set of waves of either species is equal, per period, to 
the sum of the kinetic and potential energies, or, which is the 
same, twice the whole kinetic energy, of the medium between 
two concentric spherical surfaces, of radii differing by a wave- 
length. Now the average kinetic energy throughout the 
wave-length in any part of the spherical shell is half the 
kinetic energy at the instant of maximum velocity. Hence 
the total energy transmitted per period is equal to the wayve- 
length multiplied into the surface-integral, over the whole 

spherical eae of the maximum kinetic energy at any point 
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per unit of volume: and therefore the energy transmitted per 
unt of time is equal to the product of the propagational 
velocity into this surface-integral. Thus we find that the 
rates per unit of time of the transmission of energy by the 
two sets of waves, of amplitudes represented by (67), are 
respectively as follows:— 

(equivoluminal) = ph?q? w?(K? + L?)u 
d (68). 

(irrotational) = ph?q?w?| (8 —2K)?+4L?7]v 

§ 28. The sum of these two formulas is the whole rate of 
transmission of energy per unit of time, and must be equal to 
the rate of doing work by the vibrating rigid globe upon the 
surrounding elastic solid. Hence if w denote this rate, we 
must have 

w= PP 2q2e?{2u(K? + L?) +v[(3—2K)?+4L7]}. (69). 

§ 29. To verify this proposition, let us first find the resultant 
force, P, with which the globe presses and drags the elastic 
solid, and then the integral work which P does per period, and 
thence the average work per unit time. Going back to § 9, we 
see that P is the surface-integral of X over the spherical sur- 
face of radius g. Hence by the first of equations (25), which, 
in virtue of the equations 

k+2n=pv*; MOUs ee eee Che 

we may write as follows :— 

X =p{C,r?v? — [2d?(A + C,) + 2(202+ 1) B + (A241) C,] uv} (71), 
we find 

2 

P= S7TP (Cy? —2(A + 5B +20, + C,)x?} 

BEA 9, PIN YB | 

Any? Sh, oi 2, 3v° = 3 2(0—%) 5 —2(v?—u?) mee = 6} 

2 

= = i { [ 2(u—n)oK +2 (u? 0%) 2 +3ve | COs wt 

Ket | Sur: 
— | 2(u—v)oL—2(u2—v?) — — 4 sin a; p [ (u—v) ( Y ; wt © (72); 
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or, substituting eg ees of K and L from (65), 
Acro g*hw us 3u? 

Pa SPIO s [ou u(r tpt a 3 t1)+0(5e at Bae +1)] co sot 

u2v 

+ yo Ee (4uv— v2) ] sin oi } (72'), 

where D denotes the denominator in equations (65). 
Finally for w we have, denoting the period by 7, 

] T . 

= ATP h?@ [ 2(u —v)oK + 2(u?—v*) 2 Si 300 | La cos? wt 
0 

2 E 1 
(u? + 2v? + g?w?) — Fol (u? —v?)? + Pa 

L = “TP oho [2(u—v)oK +2008) +3e0] . . (73), 

_ 27 gh?w* [ (=. 9v4 Lae ) 9uA , 8u 
—— or D 2u a g 722 +1 Ane gw 2 +1)] (73). 

§ 30. To verify the agreement of this direct formula for the 
work done, with (69) which expresses the effect produced in 
waves travelling outwards at great distances from the centre, 
isa very long algebraical process, with K and L in (69) given 
by (65). But it becomes ver y simple by the aid of the following 
modified formulas for “,(t) and “.(¢), which are also useful 
for other purposes. From (48), (49), aan (50), by eliminating 

4, we get an equation for “, similar to (49), viz., 

[ae + 2 (420/94 cera) |%=20, | 
€ 

where x 253 

Sees BU 4 PA )é H(t) = (1+ i Ov ae ) (t). J 

We may now write (50) in the form 

F(t) =hqu?G sin (wt +a), 

and similarly (75), 
Hit) =hqv?H sin (wt —8) J 

where the values of G, H, @, 8, are given by the following 
equations :— 

3u" : dv 
Gcosa=—-— —1; Gsina=— | : 

@ @ ; 

rhs A eae a 
“ite een ee Hsing= — 

ee @ 
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From the second of equations (53) we therefore have 

M sin (wt+a)—N cos (@t +) ) 

pall taaS M+? | 
a el Needy fe sin (@t— — OS (@t — 

Aas R oT 
where M? and N? denote the terms of the denominator of the 
third of equations (53). By the same method of investigation 
as that which gave us (69), we now find for the sum of the 
rates of transmission of energy 

2TP 15 20 , 2uG?+ vH? 
3 hr q@ ~ M2+ N2_ . e . (78). 

Substituting the values of G, H, M, N, we obtain 
2 

a 2u (aoa + cae (rsi* =, +1) 
“Fe heg?a?@_——L = _t eee. . (79). 

| ear +208)—1] ~ saga (t+ 20)" 

This agrees with the value of w given . (73’); and thus 
the verification is complete. 

§ 31. In (78) the numerator of the last term shows the 
parts due to the equivoluminal and irrotational waves 
respectively. Denoting by J the ratio of the energy of the 
equivoluminal wave to that of the irrotational, we have 

9v4 30? 

ete Se au ott got th * Pot ae : (80) vH? Qu 3u? hg ene SA eos g*a* go 

§ 32. Consider the following four cases :— 

(a) gw very large in comparison with the larger \ 
of wand »v. je 2 | 

| 

w=, 

w= 

*. v be 

(b) v=qo. 

nee i 8 
7 + ms + ae 

(c) u=qo. r++ (81) 
2 dv 9y* 

as 13 (s u' wi) 
(d) gw very small in comparison with the 

smaller of wu and v. 
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If v=, cases (a) and (0) cannot occur ; and in cases (ce), 
(zd) we see by (81) that J=oo; that is to say, the whole 
energy is carried away by the equivoluminal waves. If v is 
very small in comparison with uw, we find that although J is 
infinite in cases (a) and (c), it is zero in cases (b) and (d). - 
This to my mind utterly disproves my old hypothesis* of a 
very small velocity for irrotational wave-motion*in the undu- 
latory theory of light. 

XXIII. Magnetism and Molecular Rotation. Jf vy - 
By Lord Kenvin, P.R.S.E.T 

§ 1. ¢YONSIDER the induction of an electric current in an / 
endless wire when a magnetic field is generated 

around it. Jor simplicity, let the wire be circular and the 
diameter of its section very small in comparison with that of 
the ring. The time-integral of the electromotive force in the 
circuit is 2AM, if A denote the area of the ring and M the 
component perpendicular to its plane, of the magnetic force 
coming into existence. This is true whatever be the shape of 
the ring, provided it is ali in one plane. Now, adopting the 
idea of two electricities, vitreous and resinous, we must 
imagine an electric current of strength C to consist of currents 
of vitreous and resinous electricities in opposite directions, 
each of strength $C. Hence the time-integrals of the opposite 
electromotive forces on units of the equal vitreous and resinous 
electricities are each equal to AM. 

§ 2. Substitute now for our metal wire an endless tube of 
non-conducting matter, vitreously electrified, and filled with 
an incompressible non-conducting fluid, electrified with an 
equal quantity, e, of resinous electricity. The fluid and the 
containing tube will experience equal and opposite tangential 
forces, of each of which the time-integral of the line-integral 
round the whole circumference is eAM, if the ring be a 
circle of radius +; and the effect of the generation of the 
magnetic field will be to cause the fluid and the ring to rotate 
in opposite directions with moments of momentum each equal 
to eAMr, if neither fluid nor ring is acted on by any other 
force than that of the electromagnetic induction. Their 
angular velocities are therefore eAM/rw, eAM/rw’, and their 
kinetic energies are d¢2?A?M?/w, 4¢2A?M?/w’, where w, w’ 
denote the masses of fluid and ring respectively. 

§ 3. Suppose now for simplicity in the first place, the ring 
* “On the Reflexion and Refraction of Light,” Phil. Mag. 1888, 

2nd half year. 
+ Communicated by the Author; haying been read before the Royal 

Society of Edinburgh, July 17, 1899. 

y 
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to be embedded in ether, viewed as an incompressible solid, 
and attached to the ether in contact with it firmly enough to 
prevent slipping. The circuital impulse on the ring by the 
generation of the magnetic field will give rise to a rapidly 
subsiding train of waves of transverse vibration, of the kind 
which, in communications to Section A of the British Associa- 
tion* at its meeting in Bristol last September, I described 
as a solitary wave of the simplest possible kind in an elastic 
solid, and again, for periodic motion, as a very simple and 
symmetrical case of a train of periodic waves of transverse 
vibration. The work done by the circuital force on the ring 
is spent on wayes of this class travelling outwards through 
ether, and in a very short time the ring comes practically to 
rest. It does not come to perfect rest suddenly by the 
departure from it of waves carrying away all its energy ; it 
subsides to absolute rest in an infinite time according to the 
law e-®singt. The resinously electrified fluid within the 
ring continues revolving with unaltered energy as long as 
the force of the magnetic field is maintained constant. 

§ 4. The simple molecular arrangement thus imagined 
supplies the rotatory or revolutional motion, and the ‘‘ moment 
of momentum,” which, forty-three years ago, I pointed out T 
as wanted to explain, “ simply by inertia and pressure,” the 
rotation of the plane of polarization, then recently discovered 
by Faraday, for light transmitted through heavy glass ina 
powerful magnetic field along the lines of force. In my 
Baltimore Lectures I showed that embedded gyrostats would 
in fact produce exactly the rotation of the plane of polariza- 
tion in a magnetic field discovered by Faraday. The idea 
which forms the subject of the present communication shows 
how the fly-wheels of the gyrostats may be started into rotation 
in virtue of the generation of the magnetic field and stopped 
when the magnetic field is annulled. 

§ 5. The simply embedded gyrostat has not, however, the 
vibrational quality which is the essential of the Stokes- 
Maxwell f-Sellmeier vibratory molecule. for this a gyrostatie 
vibrator, capable of originating from a single blow on itself 
a subsidential train of at least 200,000 waves of light, must 

* “On the Simplest Possible &c.;” “On Continuity in Undulatory 
Theory, &c.,” B. A. Report, 1898. 

+ “Dynamical Illustrations of the Magnetic and the Helicoidal Rota- 
tory Effects of Transparent Bodies on Polarized Light.”—Proc. R. 8. L., 
vol. viii. June 1856; Phil. Mag. March 1857. 

t See Rayleigh, Phil. Mag. July 1899, quoting from Camb. Univ. 
Calendar, 1869. 

Phil. Mag. 8. 5. Vol. 48. No. 291. Aug. 1899. S 
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be connected with the surrounding ether by springs, having 
sufficient resilience to store up in themselves the total energy 
thus radiated out. Taking now as gyrostat our electric 
doublet of vitreously electrified rigid hollow ring filled with 
fluid resinously electrified, consider what must be the nature 
of the elastic communication between it and a rigid lining of 
a spherical hollow in ether around it, to fulfil some of the 
known conditions of radiant molecules. 

§ 6 (a). Let the spring connexion be equivalent to a simple 
force between I, the centre of inertia of ring and fluid, and 
O, the centre of the spherical sheath, varying directly as the 
distance between those points. The gyrostatic influence will 
be inoperative, and the result will be precisely the same as if 
we had a single Maxwell-Sellmeier material point at I, of 
mass equal to that of ring and fluid together. 

(b). Let points on the ring be connected by springs with 
points on the sheath. Supposing now the sheath to be held 
fixed, the stiffnesses and the tensions of these springs may be 
adjusted to give 21 arbitrary values for the coefficients in the 
quadratic for the potential energy of any infinitesimal dis- 
placement, specified by three components of linear displace- 
ment of I, and three components of rotational displacement 
round axes through I]. The well-known solution of the 
problem of infinitesimal vibrations about a position of equili- 
brium of a rigid body, modified in respect to moments of 
inertia to take into account the fluidity of the incompressible 
fluid in the ring, gives us immediately the periods and geo- 
metrical specifications of six fundamental modes of simple 
harmonic vibration. Hence our combination, serving as a 
radiant molecule, without magnetic force, would give six 
bright lines (understood of course that each of the six periods | 
is within the range of light-periods). Suppose now a vast 
number of such molecules, all equal and similar in every 
respect, but with different orientations, to be scattered through 
a flame. Hach molecule, whatever its orientation, will give 
six lines of the same periods, though of different intensities 
when seen in any particular direction, according to the 
chances of orientation and of impulses, Hence each of the 
six bright lines will be perfectly sharp. 

§ 7. Now suppose a magnetic field to be suddenly instituted. 
The moment of momentum generated in any one of the 
molecules is rAM cos 6, where @ denotes the inclination of the 
axis of its ring to the lines of force. The gyrostatic influence 
will split each of our six fundamental modes of vibration into 
two, greater than it and less than it by equal very small 
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differences. These differences will be different for different 
molecules, because of the different values of 6 for their different 
orientations. Hence each bright line is not split into two 
sharp lines, but is broadened to an extreme breadth corre- 
sponding to the value @=0. No simplifying suppositions as 
to the character of the molecule, such as symmetry of forces 
and moments of inertia round the axis of the ring, car 
possibly give Zeeman’s normal results of the splitting of a 
bright line into two sharp lines circularly polarized in opposite 
directions, when the light is viewed from a direction parallel 
to the lines of magnetic force; and the dividing of each bright 
line into three, each plane-polarized, when the light is viewed 
from a direction perpendicuiar to the lines of force. Hence, 
although from 1856 till quite lately I felt satisfied in knowing 
that it sufficed to explain Faraday’s magneto-optic discovery, 
I now, in the light of Zeeman’s recent discovery, discard my 
old tempting gyrostatic hypothesis for an irrefragable reason, 
which is virtually the same as that stated by Larmor™* in the 
following words :—“ Hencea principal oscillator magnetically 
tripled must be capable of being excited with reference to any 
axis in the molecule ; otherwise there would be merely hazy 
broadening or duplication instead of definite triplication.” 

§ 8. It now seems to me that the theory of H. A. Lorentz 
(ot Leyden), as expressed by equations (1) in Zeeman’s first 
paper “On the Intluence of Magnetism on the Nature of the 
Light emitted by a Substance ” f, is essentially true. 

§ 9. Though it cannot explain Zeeman’s discovery, the 
molecular rotation caused by the institution of a magnetic 
field, which is the subject of the present communication, 
may, however, be considered as interesting not only because 
the idea of it seems to be new in electromagnetic theory, but 
also because it may conceivably constitute the explanation of 
Faraday’s diamagnetism. Go back to §§ 2, 3 above, and 
remark that if a body containing a vast number of the molecules 
there described is situated between the poles of a steel magnet, 
the total energy will be greater than if there were nothing but 
ether between the poles, by a difference equal to the kinetic 
energy of the motion of the resinuously electrified fluid. 
Hence if a body containing the supposed congregation of 
molecules is movable, it must be repelled from the place of . 
strong magnetic force between the poles to places of weaker 
force further from them, 

* Phil. Mag. vol. xliv. 1897, “ On the Theory of the Magnetic Influence 
on Spectra,” p. 507. 
+ Phil. Mag. vol. xliii. (1897) p. 226, 
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XXIV. Notices respecting New Books. 

Lehrbuch der Algebra. By H. Weser. Vol. II. 2nd edition. 
(Brunswick, 1899: pp. xvi+ 856.) 

ie is hardly necessary to do more than call attention to the fact that 
this splendid work, the first edition of which appeared in 1896, 

has been carefully revised and has grown by the addition of some 
60 pages. In our notice of the first volume we were struck with 
the care and exactness with which the foundations of the subject 
were laid. It has been remarked that the original second volume 
represented very fairly the progress Algebra has made in the last 
25 years. The present work comes even more nearly up to the 
high-water mark of present knowledge. The first three, out of 
four, Books contain an admirable account of the group-theory. 
Chapter 2,in the discussion of the Abelian groups, is a revised 

-version of the Author’s memoir in vol. vill. of the Acta Mathematica, 
and Chapter 3 also is an important reproduction of much of the 
original memoir and discusses fully the groups of a cyclotomic 
corpus. In Chapter 5 we have a full account of what has been 
done by Tylow, Frobenius, Cole, and others; in a footnote on 
p. 121 we are glad to see a reference to Prof. W. Burnside’s 
recent work, for which he was awarded the DeMorgan Medal by 
the London Mathematical Society. 

Book II. is on Linear groups, especially polyhedral and 
congruence groups, with which Klein’s name is so intimately 
associated. 

Book III. gives applications of the Group Theory, to the config- 
uration of the inflexional tangents of a plane cubic and to that of 

‘the 28 double tangents of a quartic, as well as to many other 
interesting properties of Analytical Geometry. A solution of 
the general quintic comes into Chapter 14. The last Book occupies 
nine chapters, treats of Algebraical numbers, and is very interesting. 
The concluding chapter contains a proof of the transcendence of 
eand z. English readers will find an excellent translation of the 
whole of this Chapter, by Prof. W. W. Beman, in the Feb. 
(1897) No. of the Bulletin of the American Mathematical Society 
(pp. 174-195). Students who desire an exhaustive analysis of the 
(first edition of the) work can read such in the Feb. No. (1898) of 
the said Bulletin (pp. 200-234) by Prof. J. Pierpont. Is it too 
much to hope that an English translation will soon make its 
appearance ? 
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XXV. On the Contact Theory. ba (ans 
By Signor Quirino Masorana. Parts I. and LT 

HE fundamental experiment of Volta, which shows that 
two unlike metals when brought into metallic contact 

are charged to different potentials, is usually described as 
follows :—Let a condenser be formed of two insulated flat 
disks, one of zinc and the other of copper; let the two disks 
be put in metallic communication with each other, and the 
capacity of the system made as great as possible by bringing 
the disks together ; if the metallic communication be now 
broken and the zine separated from the copper, the former is 
found to be charged positively and the latter negatively. 
The interpretation of the phenomenon is based on_ the 
assumption that at the point of contact of the two metals 
there exists an electromotive force of contact, which has the 
effect of keeping the two disks always at the same ditterence 
of electrical potentials independently of their capacity ; in the 
above experiment this capacity is made first to increase with 
the approach, and then to decrease with the separation, of the 
two metals. 

All metals may be arranged in a definite series, such that 
any member of the series is positive to those which follow it. 

* From the Rendiconti della R. Accademia dei Lincei, viii. i. (1899), 
p- 188-195, 255-259: translated by Dr. J. L. Howard, University 
Ere: Liverpool, from a separate impression communicated by Lord 

elvin. 
Phil. Mag. 8. 5. Vol. 48. No, 292. Sept. 1899. T 
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Helmholtz, in his Hrhaltung der Kraft *, uses an argument 
which may be stated thus :-—Suppose that any number of 
pieces of metal of any form and nature are put in connexion 
with the earth and occupy definite positions. They are then, 
electrically, in the so-called neutral state. By the principle 
of conservation of energy, when any two of these pieces of 
metal are directly connected together after having removed 
the wires connecting each to earth, no flow of electricity can 
take place unless the positions of the pieces be changed, 
thereby altering their electrical capacity. If this were “not 
the case it would only be necessary to put the metals into 
contact with each other and the earth alternately, in order to 
obtain a flow of electricity each time ; this is impossible 
since the establishment of a metallic communication does not 
constitute work. 

On developing the idea of Helmholtz we arrive at the 
conclusion that metals, when connected to earth, are sur- 
rounded by an electric layer, the potential of which varies 
from one metal to another. By establishing a metallic 
communication between any two of them the distribution of 
electricity in the system is unaltered, and according to 
Volta’s theory the two metals, when metallically connected, 
are at different potentials. 

Experimentally, we have therefore :— 

(a) An electrometer (which is itself made of metallic 
parts) does not exhibit any electric charge if, after 
having been put to earth, it is connected with one of 
the elements of a dr ry copper-zinc couple. In this opera- 
tion no alteration is made in the capacity of any con- 
ductor. 

(b) If we wish to study the electricity set free by the 
electromotive force of contact, it is necessary to alter the 
capacity of the system of two ‘dissimilar metals. 

The preceding considerations will show that in teaching 
the subject we do not generally state clearly and simply the 
fundamental conception of the phenomenon discovered by 
Volta. ‘The metallic contact of the two metals is considered 
essential, and the beginner often supposes that when this 
contact has not been made, the two metals, after having been 
connected to earth, have the same potential. 

Although it is certain that two metals in contact are at 
different electric potentials, the idea that this difference is 

* Translated in Taylor’s ‘ Scientific Memoirs,’ new series (1853) (Nat. 
Phil.), p. 114. 
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due to a real electromotive force at the contact has not met 
with general acceptance among modern physicists. Many of 
those who admit the existence of this force consider it to be 
something quite distinct from the electromotive force which 
exists in a voltaic cell. From the latter free electricity can 
be obtained without doing external work, merely by allowing 
chemical action to take place; a metallic couple, however, 
cannot supply electricity unless the capacity of the system be 
altered ; and to do this work must be done in overcoming 
the electric attractions between the layers surrounding the 
metals. 

It isa natural law that no body exists which, when put 
into communication with one of the elements of a copper-zine 
couple, can take from it the smallest quantity of electricity ; 
this is owing to the fact that the new electromotive force of 
contact thereby introduced is such as to satisfy this condition. 
Expressed in other words this is Volta’s law of successive 
contacts. 

lt has been pointed out by many able experimenters that the 
electrical phenomena observed on making contact between two 
metals and varying their mutual capacity, cannot be attributed 
with absolute certainty to the supposed electromotive force 
of contact. Pellat*, for example, who has made most exact 
determinations by the usual method of varying the capacity of 
two dissimilar conductors, in order to obtain free charges, 
measures the electromotive force of contact which, assuming 
it to exist, would give rise to these charges. When, however, 
he comes to state whether the contact is really the seat of 
this electromotive force he is preoccupied with the existence 
of the atmosphere in which the experiments were made, and 
expresses himself thus :— 

“Two different metals metallically connected f are sur- 
rounded when in a state of equilibrium by electric layers of 
different potentials. ...... It is extremely probable that 
the observed difference of potential between the electric 
layers surrounding two metals in metallic contact represents 

also the difference of potential which exists between the 
metals.” It is “extremely probable,” that is to say, it is 
not absolutely certain. The observation of electric charges 
on the surfaces of metals may therefore be explained other- 
wise than by an electromotive force of contact. 

* H. Pellat, ‘Différences de potentiel des couches électriques qui re- 
couvrent deux métaux en contact,” Ann. de Chinue et de Physique, 
t. xxiv. pp. 1-156 (1881). 

+ It would be sufficient to say that they have been discharged to 
earth. 

ee 
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I do not intend to repeat here the history of the chemical 
theory, but it appears to me interesting to recall that even 
to-day there is one who holds similar views; I refer to 
Lodge*. According to this physicist the phenomenon is 
very complicated and may be explained as follows:—A 
substance immersed in any medium tends to exert a chemical 
action on the medium (unless it is actually attacked). This 
tendency keeps the substance at a potential different from 
that of the medium in which it is immersed. This potential 
is positive if the active element f of the medium is electro- 
positive, and negative in the converse case. In addition to 
this force of contact between the substance and the medium, 
due to the potential chemical action, there is another which 
is independent of chemical properties, which resides at the 
contact of the two metals, and which, superposed on the first, 
completes what is called the Volta effect. 

It is easy to perceive by what idea Lodge was influenced 
in giving this explanation. Maxwell first stated that the 
only direct method of measuring the electromotive force of 
contact is by the Peltier effect. If A and B are two metals 
an electromotive force A/B exists between them. An electric 
current of intensity I passed first from A to B, and ina second 
experiment from B to A, will develop in equal times different 
quantities of heat Q; and Qs, such that 

— Qo) =21(A/B), 
where J is the mechanical equivalent of heat. By means of 
this relation we can obtain the values of A/B for the different 
metals. They are, however, entirely different from those 
measured electrostatically, both in magnitude and sign}. If, 
therefore, the electromotive force at the contact of two metals 
were similar to that which exists in a battery, we ought to 
obtain the Peltier effect in the case of a dry contact, bya a very 
different method. Pellat concludes, from his impor tant work, 
that no relation exists between the difference of potential at 
the contact of two metals and the electromotive force measured 
by the Peltier effect. As I do not wish to depart too much 
from the subject of this note, I will not dwell on the point 
nor restate the reasonings by which Clausius and other writers 
have endeavoured to reconcile these enormous experimental 
divergencies. None of these reasonings lead us beyond the 

* O. Lodge, “On the Seat of the Electromotive Forces in the Voltaic 
Cell,” Brit. ‘Ass. Rep. 1884, pp. 464-529. See also Phil. Mag. vol. xix, 
(1885). 
+ Ordinarily the active element is oxygen. 
{ Pellat, loc. cit. 
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region of hypothesis; there is no experimental fact which 
confirms them *. 

Lodge would have us assume that the thermoelectric 
electromotive force, as measured by the Peltier effect, really 
exists at the contact of two metals, and maintains that the 
difference between this and the electrostatic measurements is 
due to the tendency to chemical combination of the metals with 
the surrounding oxygen. ‘The views of Lodge have, however, 
been opposed by Lord Kelvin. In his criticism the latter 
asks how oxygen can be effective in the case in which the 
condenser plates are completely varnished ; or, again, in the 
experiments of Hrskine-Murray f{, in which the disks of zine 
and copper are cleansed and polished in molten paraffin in 
order to remove from them every trace of atmospheric film ; 
and, finally, in the experiments of Bottomley and others, in 
which the plates of copper and zinc are placed in the best 
vacuum that can be obtained. Lodge’s views are therefore 
not generally accepted, but everything points to the fact that 
there is no general agreement concerning the interpretation 
of the Volta phenomenon. 

In connexion with the researches about to be described 
reference must be made to the work of Exner§. The ideas 
of this physicist, who is the author of a chemical theory of 
contact electricity, have not found supporters, just as in the 
case of De la Rive, probably because he was too zealous in 
refuting the researches of Volta by asserting the existence 

* I do not wish to leave this argument without referring to the 
important statement of Lord Kelvin (Phil. Mag. July 1898, p. 102) :— 

“ Many recent writers (perhaps following Maxwell, or perhaps 
independently) ... have assumed that the Peltier evolution of heat is the 
thermal equivalent of electromotive force at the junction. In conse- 
quence much confusion in respect to Volta’s contact electricity and its 
relation to thermoelectric currents, has largely clouded the views of 
teachers and students. We find over and over again the statement that 
thermoelectric electromotive force is very much smaller than the Volta- 
contact electromotive force of dry metals. The truth is, Volta-electro- 
motive force is found between metals all of one temperature, and is 
reckoned in volts, or fractions of a volt, without reference to tempera- 
ture. If it varies with temperature its variations may be stated in 
fractions of a volt per degree. On the other hand, thermoelectric electro- 
motive force depends essentially on difference of temperature, and is 
essentially to be reckoned per degree; as for example in fraction of a 
volt per degree.” 
+ Loe. cit. 
{ Erskine-Murray, “On Volta Electricity of Metals,’ Phil. Mag, xly. 

p- 398 (1898). 
§ All the papers of Exner are in the Svtzb. der Wien. Akad. der 

Wissensch. and are reprinted in Carl’s Repertoriwm and in Wiedemann’s 
Annalen between the years 1877 and 1887. 
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of facts which disprove the contact theory. In reality, many 
of the statements of Exner are based upon experiments which 
support the contact theory, although this was not recognized 
by their author. The theory of Exner is founded upon the 
single assumption that metals, when immersed in air, are 
coated with exceedingly thin films of oxide. These films are 
electrified, by the very fact of their formation, and would keep 
their charges permanently because they are insulators. Al 
the phenomena observed and usually explained by the contact 
theory are simply effects due to the electrostatic induction of 
these films. 

This assertion has been made the subject of much criticism ; 
nevertheless we are indebted to Exner for experiments which, 
rightly interpreted, not only support the contact theory but 
show clearly that the earth must be considered as one of the 
bodies in Volta’s series*. 

In consequence of the general hostility with which the 
views of Hxner have been received, several interesting experi- 
ments described by him have not been accorded due con- 
sideration. One of these, differently carried out, will be 
found in the following pages. 

The object of this note, and of others to be presented later, 
is to indicate some experiments which illustrate the theory of 
contact, and which are mainly founded upon the extension of 
Volta’s principle previously described. 

Consider two disks, one of copper and the other of zinc. 
Let them be placed in connexion with the earth and then 
insulated. They assume, so far as can be seen, a definite 
difference of potential. According to recent determinations 
this difference may vary with the state of the surfaces of the 
two metals between 0°7 and 1:02 volts ; and the copper is 
negative to the zinc. 

Let the two disks be at so great a distance apart that no 
sensible induction can take place between them. Now bring 
them much nearer together, keeping them parallel and coaxial. 
On account of the mutual induction called into action the 
electric density on their opposed (inner) surfaces commences 
to increase, and on the outer surfaces two layers of free elec- 

* For criticisms of Exner’s experiments see Beetz, Wied. Ann. xii. 
p- 290; Hoorweg, Wied. Ann. xi. p. 183 and xii. p. 90; Julius, Wied. 
Ann, xiii. p. 276; Schulze-Berge, Wied. Ann. xv. p. 440 and xii. p.307; 
Von Zahn, Untersuchungen iiber Contakt-elektricitat, Leipsic, Teubner, 
1882; Ayrton and Perry, Phil. Mag. (1881) p. 48; Lodge, loc. cit. ; 
Stoletow, Journ. de Physique [2] 1. p. 57; Uljanin, Wied. Ann. xxx, 
p- 699; Hallwachs, Wied. Anz, xxxii. p. 64; Wiedemann, Lektricitdt, 
new edition, il. p. 990 et seg. 
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tricity are formed, positive on the copper and negative on the 
zinc. If the two disks be again connected to earth while in 
this position the charges on the outer surfaces are removed by 
the conductors used. 
When the two disks are replaced in their former positions 

the electric density on the inner surfaces begins to diminish, 
and a quantity of electricity (from each disk) in excess of 
that which the so-called electromotive force of contact would 
‘maintain, flows through the conductors to earth. This 
-quantity of electricity is exactly equal, but of opposite sign, 
to that which is liberated during the approach of the two 
disks. If the disks are brought near each other and put to 
earth, and are then metallically connected, we again obtain 
the same result, because the electromotive force of contact 
prevents the neutralization of the positive charge of the 
zine and the negative of the copper, but does not hinder the 
neutralization of the free charges developed during the 
approach. This alone happens when the disks are put to 
earth, because even then electromotive forces exist at the 
points of contact. 

All this follows as a simple consequence of the contact- 
theory, and may be expressed by the following laws :— 

(a) Dissimilar conductors (not electrolytes) put into commu- 
nication with the earth acquire different potentials depending 
on the nature of each conductor. 

(b) Whenever two dissimilar conductors, after having been 
discharged to earth, approach each other without being brought 
into contact, they acquire free electric charges which may be 
removed by any conductor (not an electrolyte) whether put 
to earth or insulated, but in the latter case the conductor 
must be of large capacity relatively to that of the disks 
experimented on. 

These approach-charges are opposite in sign to those obtained 
in the ordinary Volta experiment; so that zinc brought near 
to copper is charged negatively, and copper brought near to 
zinc becomes positively charged *. 

(c) Whenever two conductors of different metals (placed 
sufficiently near each other) are separated, after having been 

* Note that this mode of expression is adopted for shortness, but is not 
rigorously exact. In reality, a plate of zinc brought near to one of copper 
if connected to an electrometer gives the indication of a negative charge ; 
and thus it may be said briefly that the zinc becomes negatively charged, 
but really the negative charge is not formed alone ; an equal positive layer 
remains bound on the disk as long as it retains its position. In saying, 
therefore, zinc is charged negatively, we mean that zinc connected to an 
electrometer gives the indication of a negative charge. 
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discharged to earth, they acquire charges to which the state- 
ments in (b) are applicable. 

The separation-charges are those obtained in the ordinary 
Volta experiment, and they are exactly equal and of opposite 
sign to the approach-charges previously studied, when the dis- 
placements of the disks in the two experiments are equal but 
in opposite directions. 

The proof of the above statements may be obtained from 
some of Exner’s experiments ; although this physicist con- 
cluded from the phenomena observed by him that the contact- 
theory is unsatisfactory, and quoted them in support of his 
theory of surface-films of electrified oxides. 

I wish to proceed to the proof of the statements by means 
of the following experiments. In them I have used a modified 
Hankel electrometer*. The gold-leaf is replaced by a very fine 
silvered quartz fibre. This has various advantages :—(a) the 
electric capacity of the instrument is absolutely negligible ; 
(>) the position of the quartz fibre is much more easily located 
in the microscope than the gold-leaf would be; (c¢) the zero- 
point is much more constant, and the sensitiveness is also 
greater. 

‘wo parallel insulated disks of about 15 cms. diameter, one 
of gilt brass and the other of zinc, carefully flattened and 
polished in the lathe, are placed at a distance of a few centi- 
metres apart. By means of a screw-motion they can be 
brought within 0°5 mm. of each other without making any 
contact between them. Let the disk of gilt brass be put to 
earth, and the disk of zinc to earth and to the silvered quartz 
fibre of the electrometer, which is charged from 50 Daniell 
cells. On breaking the communication between the zinc and 
earth no deflexion is observed if all disturbing causes are 
removed. ‘Then, on causing the zinc plate to approach the 
gilt disk, by means of the screw, a small deflexion occurs, 
which continues to increase during the motion of the disks, 
especially when they are very near together. When they 
are O'5 mm. apart the quartz fibre is displaced through 
—2°5 microscope scale-divisions, the sensitiveness of the in- 
strument being about 3°5 divisions per volt. As long as the 
disks remain in this position, the quartz fibre also remains 
permanently deflected from the zero; but if they are again 
separated, it returns exactly to zero. This is the case when 
the distance between the disks is only 2 or 3 centimetres. 
If, after the disks have been placed near each other, the zine 

* M.E. Mallby, Meth. zur Bestimm. grosser elektrolytischer Wider- 
stinde ; Zeitschr. fiir Physik. Chemie, xviii. p. 133. 
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is momentarily put to earth or connected with an insulated 
conductor of large capacity, the electrometer returns to zero, 
and on separating the disks a large positive deflexion of the 
quartz fibre is obtained amounting to 22 scale-divisions. The 
two charges thus obtained—negative in the first, and positive 
in the second case—are equal, because if the quartz fibre is 
not brought back to zero by removing the small deflexion of 
—2:5 divisions no positive deflexion is obtained. The fact 
that the charge on approach gives a smailer deflexion than 
that on separation, although the charges are equal, is explained 
by considering the different values of the capacity of the 
system in the two cases. The charge on approach of the disks 
is produced while the capacity is increasing, and the zinc is 
brought near the copper, which is at a different potential. 
The charge on separation is obtained in the inverse manner, 
while the capacity isdecreasing. The two charges, therefore, 
although equal, are indicated on the electrometer by very 
different deflexions, because, being distributed over capacities 
of different magnitude, they are at different potentials. 

It is evident that the deflexions observed will be reversed 
in sign but of the same amount if we repeat the experiment, 
putting the zinc to earth instead of the gilt disk, and con- 
necting the latter to the electrometer. 

In repeating the experiment of Volta we do not usually 
observe the approach-charge, either because it produces only 
a small deflexion of the electrometer-needle or because the 
communication of one of the metals with the electrometer is 
established after having put the metals in contact with each 
other. The experiment of Exner, in which the disks of zine 
and copper are alternately discharged after being brought near 
each other, is explained in the manner already indicated, and 
the proof that it is contrary to the contact-theory is not valid, as 
Julius, Pellat, Ayrton and Perry, and others have previously 
shown. 

Finally, it may be mentioned that in carry ing out the 

experiment described I have ensured that no distur bing causes 
existed which might mask the phenomena. If under the same 
conditions as in the experiment two disks of the same metal are 
used, no measurable deflexion is obtained, because, although 
each is then charged to a definite potential, the two potentials 
are equal and the variation of capacity of the system is small 
(not more than | to 2). On repeating the experiment with 
two disks of the same metal, raising one of them to a higher 
potential than the other (by tapping-off at two points in a 
battery-circuit), we obtain the same deflexion of the electro- 
meter connected to one of the disks if the potential-difference 
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between them is 0°8 to 0:9 volt. This value, therefore, 
represents the electromotive force of contact of the zinc-gold 
couple used. 

As an application of the principle of producing free charges 
by the approach or separation of different metals, I propose to 
describe two pieces of apparatus which, when set in rotation, 
can furnish continuous electric currents. These currents are 
very feeble, but they are due simply to the formation and 
neutralization of the charges referred to. 
A drum T, of wood or ebonite, capable of rotation, is pro- 

vided on its cylindrical surface with two insulated metallic 
plates, one of zinc and the other of copper (fig. 1). Hach of 

these plates covers slightly less than 180° of the circum- 
ference of thedrum. ‘The two bars of a commutator, mounted 
on the axle of the drum, are connected each to one of the two 
metals. Two brushes rest on these collectors as indicated in 
the figure. The drum T is enclosed by two hemi-cylindrical 
armatures concentric with itself and fixed on supports ; these 
armatures are metallically connected by means of the strip 
AB. 

Suppose the drum to be rotating in the direction of the 
arrow, and consider what happens in the first half-revolution. 
The zinc of the drum is brought near the fixed copper 
armature, and may be said to become negatively charged ; on 
the other hand, the copper is being brought near the fixea 
zine armature and becomes positively charged. Hence a wire 
connecting the brushes S and 8! will be traversed by a current 
from 8 to 8S’. After the first half-turn the conditions are 
reversed, since the zinc of the drum is being separated from 
the fixed copper plate, and the copper on the drum is separated 
from the fixed zine plate. Since, however, the positions of 
the collectors are changed, the brush 8 is always positive and 
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S/ negative. On rotating the drum we therefore produce a 
continuous current, always in the same direction. 

It would be difficult to calculate a priori the intensity of 
this current, principally owing to the fact that it would not 
be easy to determine the capacity of the various parts of the 
apparatus. If, however, the moving and fixed armatures are 
very near together, that is to say, if the diameter of the 
drum differs but little from that of the fixed armatures, a 
good approximation may be made. 

Let us consider the apparatus in the position represented 
in the figure. The electrical charges on the system have 
then a small value, since the differences of potential between 
the metallic plates facing each other are zero; but if the 
drum be rotated through a half-turn, and the capacity of one 
of the two condensers in the apparatus be called C, then 
C(Zn/Cu) will be the quantity of electricity which has passed 
from the copper to the zinc of the drum, assuming 8 and 8’ 
to be joined by a wire. We assume that the portion of the 
capacity of each armature which is independent of the 
presence of the other one is small enough to be negligible. 
On rotating through another half-turn this quantity of 
electricity will flow back again, and so on. 

Now since the armatures of each of the condensers are 
assumed to be very close together, if we denote their distance 
apart by e, and the area of each by 8, both being expressed 
in centimetre units, we have 

C = — electrostatic units. 
Aqre 

Jn farads this becomes 
S iL 

A4me ° 9x10!" 

On multiplying this capacity by the difference of potential 
(Zn/Cu) we obtain the quantity of electricity flowing between 
the brushes during each half-revolution, and if the drum 
makes 7 revolutions per second, the current (I) will be 

S 1 
T= 5g (Zn/Cu) - 9x 10H amperes. 

A current of exactly the same intensity, but rapidly alter- 
nating, will traverse the strip AB between the fixed armatures, 
The existence of this connecting strip is essential ; without it 
the flow of electricity between the moving armatures would 
take place to a much smaller extent. 

In the actual instrument the surface of each armature was 
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of area 86 sq. cm.; the distance between the fixed and 
movable armatures was about 0:1 em. When the apparatus 
is rotated at 20 revolutions per second, the contact difference 
of potential between zinc and copper being 0°8 volt, we have 
for the current 

_ 86x 20x08 
~ Dr x OLX 9 x 108 = 2°42 x 10-° amperes, 

which is thus extremely small. 
A very sensitive astatic galvanometer of high resistance, 

however, indicates a deflexion of 4 or 5 millimetres on a 
scale 2 metres away. This deflexion changes sign on re- 
versing the direction of rotation of the drum ; and on deter- 
mining the sensitiveness of the instrument it is found that 
the magnitude of the deflexion agrees with the calculated 
value of the current. Further, the deflexion is naturally 
proportional to the speed of rotation and disappears entirely 
when the fixed armatures are removed. 

The apparatus described is somewhat analogous to the 
duplicator of Belli or the replenisher of Lord Kelvin. It 
differs from these, however, by the fact that it is designed to 
furnish an electric current instead of statical charges ; a study 
of the intensity of these currents gives a means of deter- 
mining the electromotive force of contact of the metals 
experimented upon. It further differs from the replenisher 
in the construction of the rotating armature; in the actual 
instrument this is constructed with two different metals, and 
the intensity of the current which would be obtained if it 
were made of only one metal would be about half as great. 
On covering the armature with tinfoil the galvanometer did, 
in fact, deflect through 2 or 3 millimetres. 

It would be difficult, if not quite impossible, to observe 
the current which flows through the strip AB in the figure, 
between the two fixed armatures. For this purpose an 
extraordinarily sensitive electrodynamometer would be re- 
quired. 

In the determination of the intensity of the current obtain- 
able from the apparatus described, no account has been 
taken of the resistance of the galvanometer, except to state 
that it is desirable to have the resistance as high as possible. 
This secures that the number of ampere-turns shall be great, 
and there is really no reason to fear that the resistance, even 
if it amounts to a thousand ohms, will diminish the intensity 
of the current obtained. 

In order to facilitate the observation of electric currents 
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set up by the relative motion of different metals, I proceeded 
to construct another piece of apparatus which is merely an 
extension of the preceding one (fig. 2). In the new form 
the electric current is obtained from the fixed armatures and 
rendered continuous by a commutator carried on the axle of 
the rotating armatures. 

The rotating armatures form a series of ten disks, each of 
which consists half of zine and half of copper ; in the figure 
all the zines are above and all the coppers below. The fixed 
armatures are carried by two insulating pillars and form 
combs, each consisting of eleven half-disks of zine or of copper 
and all connected together. When the combs are placed in 
position they allow the series of movable disks to rotate freely 
between them without contact. a 

The combs each carry a brush, which rests upon a metallic 
ring mounted on ebonite on the revolving axle. The two 
rings make contact each with one segment of a commutator, 
the plane dividing the segments of which contains the lines 
of junction of the two metals forming the rotating disks. 
The binding-screws 8 and 8’ collect positive and negative 
charges respectively, when the drum rotates in the direction 
of tbe arrow. 

The greater intensity of current obtained from this appa- 
ratus is entirely due to the greater total area of the plates. 
The moving armatures have an aggregate area of 1327 
sq. cms. of copper and the same amount of zinc. The distance 
between the movable and the fixed armatures was about 2°5 
mm. Henceifthe apparatus makes 20 revolutions per second, 
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and if the electromotive force of contact between zinc and 
copper be 0°8: volt, we have 

1327 x 20x 0°8 
~ Oar x 0-25 x9 x 10! 

The deflexion of the galvyanometer was 6 or 7 times greater 
than in the former apparatus. 

Some observations must be made concerning the conditions 
for success in the above experiment. It is very important 
to have the surfaces of the different metallic plates in good 
condition ; that is to say, the zine must be freshly polished, 
and if possible a bright mirror. If the copper is not in like 
condition the experiment does not thereby suffer, in fact, the 
deflexions obtained are greater with pieces of copper oxidized 
by heating in a gas-flame (Kelvin). 

The insulation, wherever it occurs, should be made with 
ebonite. Pieces of wood, although dried in an oven, used in 
the construction of similar apparatus, gave bad results ; the 
phenomena could, however, be observ ed. The pulley which 
communicates its motion to the drum must be of wood or 
preferably of metal ; pulleys of ebonite become electrified by 
the friction of the driving cord and completely mask the 
phenomena. If these precautions be attended to, no other 
disturbing causes need be feared ; thermoelectric and electro- 
magnetic actions cannot give any trouble because the gal- 
vanometer circuit is always open. 

The pieces of apparatus described, beside permitting the 
measurement of the contact electromotive force between two 
different metals, are well adapted to exhibit in a simple 
manner the existence of this force, or at any rate the existence 
of a difference of potential between the two metals. It is 
only necessary to use a galvanometer of great sensitiveness. 
Consider the first of the two forms of apparatus described. 
The expression for the current produced in it contains in the 
denominator the distance between the fixed and moving 
armatures. In order to increase the current it is therefore 
necessary to diminish this distance. Unfortunately, this car 
only be done to a certain limit, for mechanical reasons. If 
the distance were reduced to 0-001 cm., the current weuld 
be 100 times greater. 

In each case the current is obtained as a transformation of 
the work done in overcoming the mutual attractions of the 
electric charges on the various parts of the instrument, 

p= 15x 10-8, 
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XXVI. On the Contact Theory (Attraction of Unlike Metals). 
Part III. By Signor Quirino Masorana*. 

CCORDING to the hypothesis of Volta unlike metals in 
metallic communication are at different electric poten- 

tials ; they should therefore, when suitably arranged, attract 
each other. This attraction has not previously been exhibited 
experimentally ; indeed, Lord Kelvin f, in a recent memoir, 
expresses the opinion that it would be very difficult, if not 
quite impossible, to demonstrate by experiment the attraction 
between two disks of different metals. As a matter of fact, 
in the case of two plane parallel disks in air no attraction has 
been hitherto observed; but by the use of special devices the 
attraction between two pieces of metal can be clearly 
demonstrated. 

The object of the present note is to describe experiments 
illustrating the phenomenon alluded to. 

Consider, in the first place, two unlike metallic bodies : 
after having been connected metallically or after having been 
discharged to earth, they are at different potentials. The 
electric layers surrounding the two metals exert a mutual 
force which is in general an attraction. The gravitational 
attraction, which acts at the same time between the metals, 
usually differs from the electric force. In the experiments 
described in the present paper the attractions obtained may 
be considered as due to the electric torce, the gravitational 
attraction between the small masses being of much smaller 
magnitude. 

The experimental arrangement which has given the best 
results is the following :—A quartz fibre of diameter 0:01 
millim., or even less, and about 10 centim. long, is silvered 
over the whole of its surface. Its upper end, after having 
been plated with copper for a short distance, is soldered to an 
insulated wire of stiff copper. 

The lower end, greatly enlarged, is represented by Q in 

* From the Rendiconti della R. Accademia dei Lincet, viii. [1] pp. 802- 
309 (1899): translated by Dr. J. L. Howard, University College, Liver- 
pool, from a separate impression communicated by Lord Kelvir. 

Since the publication of the two previous notes on the Contact Theory, 
the author has learned that Prof. Righi, ina memoir written some time 
azo (Sull azione dei coibenti nelle esperienze di elettricita di contatto, Ace. 
det XL. (3) p. 15) described the production of charges of contrary sign to 
those of the Volta experiment, by causing two unlike metals to approach 
each other. Prof. Righi’s discovery was made before the experiments of 
Exner alluded to in the first note. 

t Phil. Mag. July 1898, p. 104, 
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fig. 1 ; by its side is a square plate of brightly polished zine 
of 1 centim. side, which can be made to approach the quartz 
thread by means of a fine-motion 
screw. The whole system is Fig. 1. 
hermetically sealed in a box with 
glass sides, from the outside of Q Q 
which communication can be 
established either with the zinc 
plate or the quartz fibre, and the 
former can be displaced by means 
of the screw. 
A microscope, the optic axis ee 

of which is normal to the quartz 
fibre and slightly inclined to the plane of the zine plate, 
enables the extremity Q of the fibre and its image in the 
zinc plate to be easily observed. The quartz fibre should 
be slightly inclined to the zine, so that when the two come 
into contact the appearance in the microscope is similar to (6), 
fig. 1. The device of observing both the fibre and its image 
has proved very useful in detecting small movements of the 
fibre ; such movements are in fact doubled. The experiments 
to be described may be performed with a projection: micro- 
scope, thus making them visible to an audience ; in this case 
the illumination must not be too intense, otherwise the quartz 
fibre will be displaced from its position of rest by the con- 
vection-currents set up. 

Let the fibre and the plate be connected together by a 
metal wire, and with the earth. The latter operation is 
necessary in order to ayoid accidental disturbances. On 
observing with the microscope and working the screw gently 
to bring the zine nearer to the fibre, a sudden movement of 
the fibre towards the zine is noticed when the extremity Q 
and its image are about 0:2 millim. apart ; the quartz fibre 
is then attracted towards the zine. 

That this attraction is due to the metals being different is 
easily proved thus :—A silver plate does not attract the silvered 
fibre ; there is an attraction, although slight, on substituting 
aluminium for zinc ; it is easily observable in the case of 
copper, and very feeble in the case of gold. On gilding the 
silvered fibre feeble attraction occurs with a zine plate, but 
no attraction with a gold plate. Plates of other metals behave 
similarly with the gilt fibre and with the silvered fibre. 

In order, however, to study the phenomenon better, let us 
consider the arrangement shown in fig. 2. The plate L 
and the fibre Q are connected with the points M and CO 
of a german-silver wire MN, traversed by the current from 
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an accumulator cell of large capacity, which has long been 
charged. If the wire M N is of sufficiently high resistance 
the accumulator will not sen- Fie. 2 

OF, 92 ome 

sibly discharge during the ex- 
periment, and the points M 
and N will be kept at a 
potential-difference of about 2 
volts; this can be occasionally 
tested by means of an electro- 
meter. The point of contact C 
is movable along MN, so that 
the potential-difference between A 
L ed Q may be varied at will. Saw ( | RP 
Suppose the commutator R so 
arranged that the current flows from N to M. The silver 
on the quartz fibre then receives a positive charge ; the zine 
plate receives no charge if the point M be connected to earth, 
By adjusting the position of the slider C, a point may be found 
at which the potential of the silvered fibre is such as to give 
no attraction between the zinc and the fibre. If the zinc is 
bright and clean this corresponds to a potential-difference of 
about 0°9 volt between the points Mand C. On reversing 
the direction of the current by means of the commutator R, it 
is easily seen that the attraction becomes much more marked 
than when no current is flowing. The quartz fibre commences 
to move visibly towards the zine even when the distance be- 
tween them is 0°5 millim. 

It seems evident, then, that the attraction is due to the 
difference of electrical states of the metals used. On equalizing 
the potentials of the silver and zinc by means of a battery of 
electromotive force equal to the difference of potential existing 
at their contact, the attraction practically disappears. Accord- 
ing to the theory of Volta this might be obtained by using an 

electrolytic combination of the silvered fibre and the plate, 
but such an arrangement would be exactly equivalent to 
using the battery as described above. Since moving the 
screw of the plate L causes vibrations in the apparatus, how- 
ever solidly it be constructed, we may proceed as follows, in 
order to exhibit the attraction more clearly :—Let the 
accumulator A send a current from N to M. The slider C 
having been adjusted so that the potential-difference between 
M and C is 0°9 volt, bring the plate within about 0:1 millim. 
from the fibre. There is no attraction, but on stopping the 
current the fibre is observed to fall suddenly on to the zine. 
Leaving the circuit broken and separating the fibre from the 
zine until they are about 0°5 millim. apart, there is scarcely 

Phil. Mag. 8. 5. Vol. 48. No, 292. Sept. 1899. U 
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any attraction if the current be now established as before, but 
attraction occurs if the current passes from M to N. 

From the preceding experiments we obtain a simple and 
rapid method of measuring the electromotive force of contact 
of two metals, or, better, of any metal and silver; we have 
only to observe what electromotive force suffices to annul the 
attraction. Although at first sight the method may not appear 
to be capable of oreat precision, because the effect observed 
is so small, and the condition of the surface of silver on the 
fibre is somewhat uncertain, yet I have been able without 
difficulty to arrange several metals in a series as follows :— 

Aluminium ... + 1:1 volt. Copper ... + 0°40 volt. 
DRUG re alae = OO ee. Rilver -/> O00; 
rong ea eee So ey Golde = 020248 
Brass” epee: + 0°45 9 

lt is remarkable that I have found gold to be always slightly 
negative to silver ; Pellat, on the other hand, puts gold and 
silver together in the Volta series. 

Lord Kelvin has pointed out that the attraction which 
should exist between: two disks of different metals occurs 
when they are metallically connected. Now this, although 
true, is not always necessary in practice. Let us suppose the 
two disks to be each connected with a metallic conductor of 
large capacity which has been discharged to earth and then 
insulated. It is evident that we may obtain attraction in this 
case also, because on bringing the disks near each other the 
two capacities will supply the quantity of electricity necessary 
to maintain the disks at the same potential. In the experi- 
ment described the action is somewhat similar. Attraction 
between the zine plate and the silvered fibre does, in fact, 
occur even when they are insulated ; this must be so, since 
the attracting portions are very small in comparison with 
the rest. 

It isa very difficult matter to calculate a priori the value of 
the attractive force in the experiment described. If we have, 
instead, two disks of equal area A, placed at a distance apart 
D which is small in comparison with their diameter, the 
potential-difference between them being V, it is easily seen 
that the attraction between them is 

pulls W2K' 
8arD? 

In order to obtain an idea of the magnitude of the forces 
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with which we are dealing, let us assume that in the case of 
the quartz fibre and the plate only two elements each of area 
A attract each other. In fig. 3 OQ 
represents the quartz fibre, and L is the Fig. 3. 
point of the zinc disk at which we 0 
assume the attracting area to exist. In 
consequence of the attraction OQ is 
deflected to OE. If P is the weight 
of the quartz fibre, and / its length, 
and if HL=«s and QL=a, the force ——— 
acune on the end H along HL is ~<-4-~-@---- 
P(a—2)/2l. This supposes the quartz P 
fibre to be rigid and hinged at its upper 2 
end. — equilibrium this force must 
be equal to the attraction between the two hypothetical areas 
considered. Wherefore 

O--- N--- 

P(a—z2) eh sk 

210s «8 ara” 
or 

ee ae 
4arP 

In order that this equation may be possible, it is necessary 
that the greatest value which the left-hand side can have for 
a given value of a, when zw varies, must be greater than the 
right-hand side, whichis constant; hence, ditferentiating with 
respect to # and equating to zero, 

22(a—x2)—a2?=0; whence v=“ 

We have, therefore, 

4a’ . V?Al 
a ae 

If, however, we equate the two expressions, we obtain 

a7 VAL 
lér° P 

In this case the distance a is that corresponding to the 
instant at which, on causing the plate to approach the fibre, 
the latter suddenly rushes towards the plate. 

From the preceding expression we have 

a ae 
TPE 

e= 

a 

U 2 
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With the apparatus used it may be assumed that it is 
necessary to bring the zine plate within 0-1 mm. distance 
from the fibre before attraction occurs. We may take the 
same value for this distance in the hypothetical case of 
the two areas of silver and zinc ; so that e=0°01 cm. and 
a=2x2=0°015 cm. Now substitute in the expression for A 
the values of the quantities which occur in it; these are, in 
the apparatus used, P=0-032 dyne; J=10 em.; V=0°9 volt 
= (003 electrostatic unit. We thus obtain 

peel (Oana OOS) PO0S2 eae 
A= 27 (0-003). 10 =(°22 sq. mm. 

The ideal case of two areas of silver and zine might be 
realized by leaving the conditions of sensitiveness of the quartz 
fibre unaltered, and using a small disk of silver fixed at its 
lower extremity, the disk having an area of about 0:2 sq. mm. 
Opposite this disk it would be necessary to place another one 
of zine of the same diameter, with a screw-motion attached. 
The small magnitude of the areas of these disks shows the 
probability of the hypothesis that the areas which mutually 
attract in the experiment described are of the same order of 
magnitude. 

Since experiment has shown that unlike metals attract each 
other, the idea may present itself that like metals, which are 
each charged to the same potential, will repel each other. 
Now if we replace the zinc plate in the preceding expe- 

riment by one of silver, not only is no attraction observed, 
but neither is there any sensible repulsion. The objection 
might be raised that the walls of the box in which the expe- 
riment is conducted are at the same potential as the fibre and 
the plate. If, however, the walls are covered with tinfoil 
connected to earth, there is still no observable repulsion. 
This is explained when it is remembered that the portions of 
the surfaces of the fibre and plate which are near each other 
have a capacity only differing slightly from that which they 
would have if separated. Whereas in the case of attraction 
the quantities of electricity on the two nearest elements of the 
two unlike metals are enormous compared with those which 
they would possess if separated, in the case of two like metals 
there is no increase in surface-density, but a tendency for 
the densities on the two surfaces to annul each other; and 
hence there is no mutual action between them. 

I have also succeeded in exhibiting the attraction of unlike 
metals by means of the torsion-balance. The first attempts 
were unsuccessful, having been made in air with metallic 

ws 
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disks, of which one was fixed and vertical, and the other 
parailel to the first and carried by a horizontal arm sus= 
pended from a long fibre of metal or 
quartz. The difficulty encountered 
in such experiments arises from the 
resistance which opposes the approach 
of one disk towards the other, due 
to the expulsion of the layer of air 
between the disks. I was therefore 
led to conduct the experiments in a 
vacuum. 

Inside a glass box is suspended a 
small arm carrying at its extremities 
two vertical disks of gilt brass 
2 centim. in diameter; one of these is merely for the purpose of 
counterpoising the other one, which is used in the experiment. 
A disk of zinc is carried by a screw which passes through an 
ebonite plug cemented in a hole drilled through one of the 
sides of the glass box, anda mercury joint (as shown in fig. 4) 
ensures absence of leakage even with high vacua. By 
turning the screw outside the box the disks of gold and zine 
can be brought into contact. 

The arm carrying the gilt disk is suspended by a long 
vertical metal fibre enclosed in a vertical tube which is also 
air-tight. A mirror attached to the movable system enables 
its motion to be observed. From outside the box metallic 
communication may be established either with the gold or the 
zine disk. 

With this apparatus, when the vacuum is very high 
(1, mm.), the same experiments as were described in the 
case of the quartz fibre can be repeated, but a much longer 
time is necessary. The sudden attraction between the zinc 
and gold disks is observed when their distance apart is only a 
small fraction of a millimetre. This attraction may be 
annulled or increased by connecting the two metals with the 
poles of a suitable battery. 

Even at ordinary pressures, however, a torsion-balance 
may be used. It is then necessary to use a vertical rigid 
metal disk and a stiff wire of the other metal, the latter being 
suspended horizontally. When the end of the wire is at a 
sufficiently small distance from the disk it is suddenly 
attracted, and the troublesome resistance offered by the ex- 
pelled air in the case of two disks does not occur. 

I have described the latter arrangements to show how the 
experiments may be repeated in various forms ; but it should 
be stated that the most satisfactory method is by means of the 
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silvered quartz fibre, which, in addition to its great simplicity, 
has the merit of exhibiting the phenomena in a remarkably 
evident manner. 

In conelusion, it may be noticed that the attraction of 
dissimilar metals, besides being observable experimentally 
with comparative ease, furnishes a new method for the deter- 
mination of the electromotive force of contact. This method, 
which can be performed fairly quickly in all cases, 1s also 
capable of considerable precision when suitably arranged, 
since it is a null method. 

XXVIIL. On the Distribution of Magnetic Induction in a Long 
Iron Bar. By C. G. Lame, I.A., B.Se.* 

HE following investigation was undertaken to determine 
the distribution of induction in a long cylindrical iron 

rod when it was subjected to various magnetizing forces. It 
was felt that the great variation of induction which must 
necessarily occur in a cylindrical bar would vitiate to some 
extent the ordinary assumptions made when employing rods 
for magnetic measurements. 

In order to get a sufficiently clear notion of the induction 
distribution, and how it is produced, it is desirable to determine 
the following data :— 

(P) A curve of magnetization of the bar as determined by 
means of a search-coil at its centre. 

(Q) A series of curves at various fixed magnetizing forces 
showing the distribution of induction in each case. 

(R) A magnetization- -curve of the bar when made into a 
ring, so that the induction is the same at every cross- 
section 

The bar used in the [present case was a circular bar of 
Low Moor iron; it was 0°485 cm. in mean diameter, and 
123°4 cm. (48 inches) long, and before experiment was very 
carefully annealed. The magnetizing-coil was wound on a 
brass tube, somewhat longer than the specimen and of larger 
diameter; the specimen was fixed centrally inside this by 
ebonite rings near the centre and at one end. The search- 
coil was made as small as possible, and was wound on an 
ebonite bobbin attached to the end of another brass tube of 
such a size as just to slide over the rod, while the search-coil 
could just slide inside the tube covering the magnetizing-coil: 
on the inner tube marks were made showing when the search- 

* Communicated by the Physical Society : read June 9, 1899. 
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coil was at the centre of the bar, and at other definite positions 
up to the end. For the determination of curve A it was kept 
atthe centre. The larger magnetizing-currents were read on 
Weston standard ammeters calibrated by comparison with a 
Crompton potentiometer; the small currents and those on 
the steep parts of the magnetization-curves were read directly 
by means of the potentiometer. The currents were adjusted 
by ordinary resistances for the larger values, or by a simple 
circular potential-slide as shown developed in fig. 1 for the 
smaller ones. 

The ballistic galvanometer used was a Crompton “ Midget ” 
_D’Arsonval, and was tested for proportionality by means of a 
standard field of known mutual-induction coefficient; it was 
found to be practically quite accurate. The standard field 
was also used throughout the experiment to calibrate the 
ballistic galvanometer, the connexions being shown in fig. 1. 
Fig. 2 shows the arrangement of the search-coil and specimen 
rod. 

Fig. 2. 

gg 
SSS a Sear] 

The results on reduction were carefully plotted to a large 
scale, and fig. 5 is areduced copy of this curve; it connects 
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the applied magnetizing force and the induction at the centre 
of the bar; we will refer to these as H, and Be. 

The next step was to determine the curves of induction in the 
bar; these are called set Q (figs. 3 and 4), and nine were taken 
(numbered I. to IX.) at values of the magnetizing-current 
giving values of H, shown in Table IJ. The points selected at 
which to measure the induction were : as near the end as pos- 
sible, 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20 inches from that 
end, and at the centre (24 inches from end). A preliminary 

Centre 22 20 18 16 14 12 10 8 6 4 

Distances from end in inches. 

experiment showed that either half of the bar gave closely 
agreeing results at one definite value of H,. Several obser- 
vations were taken at each point, and from the mean of these 
the induction at each of the specified points was calculated as 
a percentage of that which occurred at the centre: these 
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values are given in Table I. Curves were carefully plotted to 
a large scale ; those marked Q are given to show the mode 
of variation along the bar, the points near the centre are not 
shown as it will be noted from Table I. that some of the 
curves cross there owing to slight local differences in the 
iron ; these points are omitted to avoid confusion. The 
curves subsequently referred to as “Curves Q” must be 
taken as being drawn carefully through all the points, not 
those given here. 

= 
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Centre 22 20 18 16 14 12 10 8 6 4 

Distance from end in inches. 

The bar was then very carefully welded and re-annealed, 
wound with a secondary coil and then a magnetizing-coil, and 
a reversal-curve again taken as for the bar. B, H curves were 
drawn to suitable scales for high and low inductions so as to 
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; TABLE I. 

Anes Inches from end. 

Curve 

Q- — Hcentre. |20. | 18. /16./14./12./10.] 8 | 6] 4) 3/2] 1 

TL ies NO) eaesoe 99 |96 |94 |95 |93 |93 |93 |86 |78 |64 |52 

| 0 eae NOOR Reece 99 |95 |91 | 89-5| 89:5) 89°5| 86 |74 |60 | 538 | 34 

IDE eee OO Res peceer 100 |97 |92 | 87:5) 83:5) 78 | 70 |67°5) 48 | 387 | 28 

Vane: OO me Se sece 99 | 94:1 90°5) 85 | 80:2} 73:3] 63-7) 50 | 40:5} 31-8) 14:3 

Wie je 100 | 99-4! 96:2) 93 | 90:3) 87-2) 82°6| 764/68 |53°8}45 | 34 | 21-4 

WA. ss. 100 | 988) 96-2) 93°6 91:8) 90-1) 87:2] 82:4) 75 | 61 | 51:5] 39°5) 24°5 

VII. .../| 100 |985/96 |94 | 93°5)93 |92 |89 | 84:5) 71-5|62 | 48:5) 31 

VAG ee: 100 |99:0/99 | 96:5 96:2}96 | 95:5) 95 | 94-5) 92 | 78°5|/ 64 | 41°5 

GX ke 100 | 99-8) 98-5) 97-5, 97-5] 96:5) 96:5} 96 |97 |96 | 92 | 80 | 43 

PapnE UD, 

Curve Hin Bn Br eee D in Q. Ha. | Hm. Be. | Bm. | Bua. Heal Bane se aT 

fraction. 

MD Peae| MOMENI fecasee G2 LAGI soared dl iccacs er eee eee “90 2:4 

Toa) eee) ei ks: 572| 477) 468] ‘79 "84 98 835 40 

III. ...| 2°23 | 1:81 | 2,850} 1,880) 1,790} ‘81 ‘80 “96 ‘80 4°8 

IV. ...| 3°35 | 2°30 | 5,500} 4,070} 4,080] 69 74 | 1:02 74 68 

V....| 447 | 2°84 | 8,000) 6,160} 6,200) ‘G4 eh al Ae OD rig) 5'4 

VI. ...| 670 | 3:84 |10,700| 8,680} 8,800) ‘57 | ‘81 | 1:01 ‘81 46 

VII. ...| 11:6 | 6-04 [18,500 |11,900|11,740| -52 | "88 ‘99 88 29 

VIII. ...| 20:0 | 11°50 |14,300 |12,900 |13,600| -58 "90 | 1:04 “90 23 

IX. ...| 35°0 | 22:10 |15,200 |14,100 14,600] ‘63 ‘92 | 1:04 “92 19 

permit accurate reading of the quantities: the curve con- 
necting B and mw was deduced and likewise plotted. Reduced 
copies of these curves are shown at R (figs. 5 and 6). References 
after must be taken to apply to the large-scale curves as before. 
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From curves Q we can easily deduce the mean induction 
by taking the area and base of the curves; this is given in 
Table II. under the heading B,,. The equivalent length of 

: Fig. 5. 

ty aoe oe 

14,000 ise Sales 

ay. es Pi esa 12,000 al 

Values of H. 

the bar will be the same proportion of its actual length that 
B,, is of B,; this is also shown in the table. Half the differ- 
ence between the true and the equivalent lengths will give the 
distance of the resultant pole from the end; this is tabulated 
under the heading D. 

From Table I. and the curve P the actual inductions can 
be derived for the various points of the bar at any definite 
value of H,; if we can assume the annealing to have been 
good enough to permit us to take the bar as being the same 
under the two conditions (which is borne out by the close 
approximation of the curves towards the maximum induction), 
it is possible to deduce the distribution of H in the bar by 
cross reading from curve R the value of the H for each value 
of B at each point. Curves showing the distribution of H are 
givenin set S (fig.7). From these the value of the mean H was 
found as above described for B, and is tabulated under H,, in 
Table II. The induction this would have produced in the bar 
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was likewise read off curve R, and is given in Table Ii. 
under B,; it is the induction that would have been produced 
by the mean value of H had the induction been uniform all 
along the bar. 

The values of w at successive points were likewise read off 
from curve, and these are shown in curves T (fig. 8). 

Table II. contains also the ratios of some of the more 
important quantities. 

Fig. 8. 
3000 - 
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Distances along Bar in inches. 

On comparing P and R (fig. 5) it will be noticed that the dif- 
ferences in the abscissee (giving the “‘ demagnetizing force ”’ at 
the centre) are far from proportional to B, until we get to 
regions where the induction through the bar is so high as to be 
practically constant all along (as shown in Q. IX., fig. 4) ; below 
such values the demagnetizing force is considerably larger than 
the amount that is usually taken for the length-ratio of 250 to 1 
that was used here. Possibly some of this difference is due to 
imperfect annealing ; but great care was taken, and curves P 
and R agree very well in those parts where from Q. IX. we 
see the induction is nearly constant along the bar. Further- 
more, we should expect that with the great variations shown 
in set Q the leakage-paths would demand very varying pro- 
portions of the impressed magnetomotive force, instead of a 
constant portion, as is the usual assumption. In fact, we 
cannot possibly tell what value of B to take in the equation 
H=AB for demagnetizing force, since in the cylindrical bar 
(unlike the ellipsoidal) the leakage-flux is not independent of 
the induction. The ratio of H,, to H, attains a minimum 
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value near the point of greatest demagnetizing force, 7. e. about 
13,000; but stress cannot be laid on this owing to the 
reading- off from one curve to the other. It would seem, 
however, that the assumption of a constant demagnetizing 
factor is not quite satisfactory; consequently the magneto- 
metric method with cylindrical rods, although extremely 
useful for comparative work, must be used with much caution 
in determinations of an absolute character. 

On looking at curves Q we note that the induction drops 
most quickly somewhere in the neighbourhood of maaimum 
permeability, that is, the induction leaks out more when the 
bar is the better conductor. This at first seems peculiar ; but 
on referring to set T, one sees that in the cases where the 
permeability is increasing as we go along the bar, the in- 
duction keeps in the bar, and the quicker the permeability 
diminishes the more the induction leaks out. In fact, the 
leakage at any place depends on the average permeability of 
the part nearer the end of the bar, and not on the value at 
that particular place. 

An interesting relationship is brought out in Table II. It 
will be noticed that the ratio of Bn and B, ranges from about 
2 per cent. less than unity to about 4 per cent. more. This 
is not a great variation from unity considering the number of 
operations to be gone through before arriving at the figures. 
It would thus appear that the induction in the iron and that 
in the air so arrange themselves as to give a mean induction 
in the bar equal to that which the mean H would have pro- 
duced had it been applied to the bar and no leakages taken 
place. 

A very striking point is the great alteration in equivalent 
length of the bar ; on the ellipsoidal assumption it 1s 3 2. the 
length, and Kohlrausch’ s number for a cylinder is 2. "We 
see “that, far from this being a constant number, it varies from 
‘9 to ‘74; so that any determination depending on constancy 
of this quantity will be somewhat vitiated. A direct expe- 
riment was made to test the amount of displacement of the 
poles as follows:—A piece of iron wire was inserted in the 
magnetizing-solenoid used above, and a brass wire was attached 
so that it could be slid up or down, always inside the solenoid. 
It was first adjusted so as to be exactly opposite the needle of 
a magnetometer. Various magnetizing-currents were then 
sent round the solenoid, and the wire was moved along inside 
until the maximum deflection was produced: the following 
numbers were obtained :— 

. 
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Distance Wire 
Current. was moved. 

dc See See ae eel es eri h 
OAs. Pan teat eo) a 
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These results are of course guite rough, but the same 
general result is obtained as in the first experiments. The 
direct comparison of a ballistic and a magnetometric curve for 
the same bar would show that they approximately agree, since 
the factors causing variation of the equivalent length will affect 
both delimitations in the same way ; preliminary experiments 
have confirmed this. It is hoped to examine bars bent into 
incomplete rings and other forms. 

The kind assistance of Mr. L. G. Walter, B.A., in the earlier 
experiments is gratefully acknowledged. 

XXVIII. On the Magnetic Hysteresis of Cobalt. By J. A, 
Fremine, W.A., D.Sc., FRS., Professor of Electrical 
Engineering in University College, London, A. W. Asuton, 
B.Se., 1851 Exhibition Scholar, and H. J. Tomurnson, 
Salomons Scholar, University College, London*. 

[Plates VIL & VILL] 

LTHOUGH determinations have been made of the mag- 
netic constants of cobalt by other observers, we have 

not been able to find any very complete set of observations 
on the magnetic hysteresis values of cobalt of known chemical 
composition corresponding to various cyclical magnetic forces 
of known range or maximum value. Having in our possession 
a cobalt ring of supposed fairly pure commercial cobalt, a 
series of magnetic experiments were undertaken with it, the 
results of which are embodied in the following tables and 
diagrams (see Plates VII. & VIII). 

A rectangular sectioned circular ring of the metal was cast 
for us by Messrs. H. Wiggin & Co. of Birmingham, and 
turned up true in the lathe. The dimensions of the ring 
were then carefully measured and the mean values were 
found to be as follow :— 

* Communicated by the Physical Society: read June 23, 1899, 
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Mean outside diameter of rmg . . . . 13°84 cms. 
Mean inside diameter of rmg . eed 
Diameter of mean perimeter of ring . . 12°50 ,, 
Mean perimeter . . 2 BUS ees 
Mean depth of cross-section of PA ore aol ,, 
Mean cross-sectional area. . . . . . 5°23 sq. cm. 
The mass of the rmg was . . . . . . 1665 grams. 
The volume-of the ring ~ . 2 . <° . 205°%hre%emm 
Mieaneanedensiby ~ 6.2) (60-9, Suey se te 81 

The ring was then insulated with silk tape and wound over 
with four secondary coils of No. 36 s.w.a. silk-covered 
copper wire of 100, 50, 25, and 10 turns respectively, put on 
at quadrantal positions. 

Over these secondary coils was wound a series of six 
primary coils of No. 18 s.w.G. cotton-covered copper wire 
laid on uniformly round the ring and having 195, 187, 180, 
167, 161, and 155 turns respectively. The wire was well 
insulated with tape and shellac varnish. The ring so prepared 
was mounted on a board. From some of the turnings a 
chemical analysis of the metal was made for us by Mr. R. A. 
Hadfield, M.Inst.C.H., to whom we are greatly indebted. 

The analysis showed that the metal had the following 
composition :— 

Cobalt. | 32. ae. YD" oD sper went 
Nickels: > (ol Be =f "80 3 
| are cea ae hema “Oi B 
Manganese . . . "25 
Rulieon. * o>. ees "42 a 
Carbon °.¢ 3 Cee ieee 44 
Sulphur... wee | toaees 
Phosphorus = Ger5_ .witace. 

The metal cannot therefore be considered as even approxi- 
mately chemically pure. It contains nearly 1 per cent. of 
iron and 1 per cent. of nickel. 

The ring thus prepared was submitted to a complete set of 
magnetic ‘tests by aid of the ballistic galvanometer in the 
usual manner for the determination of the magnetic flux- 
density or induction corresponding to certain cyclic values of 
magnetizing force. It is unnecessary to give the details, 
excepting to state that the electrical measurements required 
were all ultimately referred to a standard resistance and 
Clark cell by means of a potentiometer. The ballistic galva- 
nometer used was a Crompton-d’Arsonval with a movable coil 
having a periodic time of fourteen seconds, 
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The standardization of the galvanometer was effected in 
the usual manner with a standard secondary coil placed in 
the interior of a long primary solenoid of known dimensions. 
From the observations the magnetizing force (H) employed 
and the corresponding flux-density or induction (B) were 
calculated and the results set out in the accompanying tables. 

The first set of experiments consisted in taking a careful set 
of complete magnetic (B.H.) cycles (see fig. 1, Plate VII.), 
and from these the hysteresis losses in ergs per cub, centim. 
per cycle corresponding to known maximum flux densities 
were calculated by measuring the delineated areas. A 
Steinmetz curve was then constructed showing the relation 
of the hysteresis loss in each cycle to the maximum induction 
for that cycle (see fig. 2, Plate VIII.). This was converted 
by taking logarithms (ordinary) of both variables and plotting 
a logarithm curve (see fig. 8). This last curve proved to be 
nearly a straight line. 

If W=magnetic hysteresis energy loss in ergs per cub. 
centim. per cycle, and 

B =maximum flux-density (induction) during the cycle, 
I =maximum magnetization during the cycle ; 

then the logarithmic curves show that over a wide range 

IW, =0:01,.B!%.. or 
W=0927. 2 @. 

These exponential expressions W=7B* and W=7/1” for W 
in terms of B and | show that the relation found by Mr. C. P. 
Steinmetz* for iron and steels of various composition, and by 
Dr. A. E. Kennelly ¢ for nickel, approximately holds good 
for this sample of cobalt, viz. that the hysteresis loss varies as 
the 1-6th power of the maximum flux-density during the cycle. 

It is nota little curious that for materials differing so much 
as the above cast cobalt and soft annealed transformer iron 
the hysteretic exponent should in both cases be so near to 1°6, 
At low inductions the hysteretic exponent increases in value, 
however, in all cases. In the case of iron it is well known 
that magnetic hysteresis becomes zero before the maximum 
induction becomes zero. There is, in fact, a non-hysteretic 
range of cyclical magnetization. Hence it follows that for some 
small value of the maximum flux-density there must be a range 
of flux-density during which hysteresis increases from zero to 
a finite value; in other words, its rate of change is then very 
large. Hence logy) W will have a very large negative value 

* ‘Electrician,’ vol. xxviii. pp. 384, 408, 425; also vol. xxxii. p. 672, 
+ ‘Electrician,’ vol. xxviii. p. 6€6 (1892). 

Phil. Mag. 8. 5. Vol. 48. No. 292. Sept. 1899. x 
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corresponding to a certain small value of logy B; and 
accordingly it follows that the hysteretic constant n, which is 
represented by the tangent of the inclination of the line 
(log W, log B) cannot have the value 1:6 throughout all 
values of Bmax. but must increase as Byax, decreases. That 
this is also the case for this cobalt sample is well shown by the 
lowest observation-points on the logarithm-curve (fig. 3). We 
conclude from the fact that the hysteretic exponent attains a 
higher value than 1:6 for very low inductions, that there is 
in cobalt also a non-hysteretic range of cyclical magnetization. 
It is usual to express W in terms of B; but inasmuch as W 
is really an expression for the behaviour of the metal per se 
corresponding to a given state of magnetization, it would be 
better to express W in terms of the magnetization I. Of the 
three magnetic vectors H, B, and I, I has reference to the 
properties of the material itself, B to those of the material 
and the space it occupies as well, and H may be looked upon 
as denoting the space qualities only. 
Hence magnetic material qualities like W should be expressed 

in terms of I rather than B. 
We have accordingly given the logarithmic curve con- 

necting logy) W and log,) I, I being the maximum magneti- 
zation during the cycle. 

The fact that the hysteresis loss W during a cycle can be 
approximately expressed in terms of the maximum magneti- 
zation I during the cycle, seems to show that the work done 
in making a complete magnetic cycle, or carrying the mag- 
netic molecules once completely round, is nearly a simple 
exponential function of the percentage of them which are 
collineated at the beginning and end of the cycle in the 
direction of maximum magnetization. The magnetization 
being the magnetic moment per unit volume, it follows that the 
work done in making a complete magnetic reversal of all the 
molecular magnets is a nearly simple exponential function of 
the total resolved molecular magnetic moments in the direction 
of magnetization at the beginning and end of the operation. 

It appears, therefore, that the work done in carrying the 
magnetic molecules in unit volume once round a complete 
cycle is nearly proportional to the 1-éth power of the aggre- 
gate magnetic moment of all the molecules estimated in the 
direction of the magnetic force. 

The more the molecular magnets are collineated, that is, the 
greater the aggregate magnetic moment in a given direction, 
the greater the work required to effect a complete cyclic ope- 
ration, the two magnitudes being related by a simple expo- 
nential relation. It would be interesting to determine if the 
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mechanical work required to effect the complete magnetic 
reversal of a crowd of small compass-needles is proportional 
to the 16th power of the aggregate maximum magnetic 
moment before or after completion of the cycle. 

The observations also furnished a simple magnetization- 
curve for the metal (fig. 4) and a series of values of the 
permeability stated in terms of the flux-density B and of the 
magnetic force H (fig. 5). 

A study of these curves shows that this cast cobalt magne- 
tically resembles many ordinary qualities of cast iron. 

As a comparison, a series of similar observations were 
taken on a circular cast-iron ring. 

This ring was prepared for us by Messrs. Haston, Anderson, 
and Goolden from a variety of cast iron used by them for 
dynamo purposes. The transverse section of the ring was 
rectangular. 

The dimensions of the ring were as follows :— 

Mean outside diameter ~ . 5:000 inch 
Mean inside diameter. . . 4:000 ,, 
Pip TNS). whe hs Nec O00" » 
Meanrthicknéss =). =.) BOO «,, 
Eos OR RINS 2 es 5.5 ac” P8086 Ibs, 
Specific gravity. . . . .. 7042 

The ring was insulated and wound over with two primary 
coils of No. 20 s.w.G. cotton-covered copper wire, the inner 
layer having 248 turns and the outer 243 turns. 

The primary coil was overlaid with two secondary coils of 
No. 36 silk-covered copper wire, one having 200 turns and 
the other 20 turns. The ring was submitted to the process 
above described for obtaining the cyclic magnetization-curves 
by determining with the ballistic galvanometer the value of B 
corresponding to various cyclic values of H. These obser- 
vations were taken by Mr. H. I. Lewenz in January 1898, 
in the Pender Electrical Laboratory, University College, 
London. 

The hysteresis loops were then carefully plotted out (fig. 6) 
by the same observer. From the measurements of area a 
Steinmetz curve was drawn (fig. 7), the ordinates of which 
represent ergs per cubic centimetre per cycle and the abscissze 
maximum flux-density during the cycle. Alsoa curve (fig. 8) 

was drawn, the abscissee and ordinates of which were tha 
ordinary logarithms of the above quantities. 

This latter curve proves to be a straight line over a consi- 
derable portion of its length. The inclination of the ling, 
however, shows that the ae exponent for this cast ircn 

2 
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has a value of 1:97, considerably above the value obtained for 
the cast cobalt. It appears, therefore, as if the hysteretic 
exponent for cast iron at moderate and high inductions re- 
sembles that of wrought iron, and that of nickel and cobalt at 
very low induction densities. The permeability curves for 
this cast iron in terms of B and H as abscisse are shown in 
fiero. 
“The chemical composition of the cast-iron ring we em- 

ployed was kindly determined for us by Mr. R. A. Hadfield. 
His analysis showed the presence of 2 per cent. of silicon, 
2°85 of carbon, and 0°5 of manganese. It was therefore not 
in any way abnormal. The following tables give an epitome 
of the observations on these cast cobalt and cast-iron rings. 

Observations on the Magnetic Hysteresis of Cast Cobalt. 

Cyclical Magnetization Curves. 

Loop I. Loop II. Loop III. Loop IV. 

Hs B. Ee B. Ee 185 He B. 

6-67 911 13:23 | 2341 17-91 | 3106 25°76 | 4110 
4:92 805 7-13 | 1928 9:17 | 2549 14:99} 3196 
3°24 676 || 375 | 1595 418} 2018 728} 2809 
2°28 586 0 1092 0 1436 0 1807 
0:99 453 || — 3-21 418 || — 3-42 727 ||— 5:28) 420 
0 347 || — 5°36 |— 286 || — 5:92 |— 205 |— 8-91|/—1005 

—0-99 222 ||— 7:13 |— 895 || — 897 |—1288 ||-12-46 |—2023 
— 2°28 24 ||— 934 |—1536 || —12-89 |-2312 ||—-18-87|—3281 
—3'25 | —164 || —11-72 |—2069 || —17-91 |—3106 ||—25-76 | —4110 

Loop V. Loop VI. | Loop VII. Loop VIII. 

[cE B. H. B. 13k B. H. B. 

30°53 4569 38°56 5216 48:54 | 5869 61-08] 6519 
17-64 3886 21°15 4397 26°79 | 4980 36°38] 5705 
7-75 3047 10°19 3536 1091 | 3751 16°39] 4440 
0 2022 0 2177 0 2299 0 | 2418 

— 5:23 494 ||— 6:23 201 — 560 674 ||— 611 550 
— 951 | —1182 |;—10-719 |—1350 || —10-°91 |—1376 |/—11:°02 |—1337 
—1441 | —2490 ||—16:84 |—2912 || —17:03 |—2846 ||—19-51|—3220 
~ 20°85 | —3535 || —26°83 |—4257 || —2820 |—4383 ||—36-99|—5123 
— 30°53 | —4569 ||—-38856 |-5216 || —48:54 |—5869 ||—61:08|—6519 

» a By Po 
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Cyclical Magnetization Curves (continued). 

Loop IX. Loop X. Loop XI. 

H. B. He B. H. B. 

75°46 7052 93:18 7622 114-05 $237 
46-41 6224 52°56 6586 60 36 7020 
18-43 4684 20°90 4940 24°33 5337 
0 2460 0 2521 0 2626 

— 674 304 — 717 ee | EOD — 27 
—12°86 —1758 —14-97 —2273 ||— 1671 —2571 
—26 35 —4104 —33:73 —4825 ||— 37:84 —5167 
—46°72 —5786 —97 64 —6366 ||— 71:10 — 6989 
—75-46 —7052 —93°18 —7622 ||—114:03 — 8237 

Magnetization Curve, Permeability, and Hysteresis 
Values of Cast Cobalt. 

6°67 
13-23 
17-91 
25°76 
30°53 
38°56 
48°54 
61-08 
75°46 
93°18 

114:03 

911 
2341 
3106 
4110 
4569 
5216 
5869 
6519 
7052 
7622 
8237 

Hysteresis Loss 
in ergs per 

ce. per cycle. 

452 
2454 
3956 
6292 
7374 
8953 

10937 
13235 
14642 
16518 
18950 

Hysteresis Loss 
in watts per lb. 
per 100 cycles 

per sec. 

254 
1:379 
2:222 
3°535 
4143 
5-029 
6°144 
7-436 
8-226 
9280 

10°646 

H is the maximum value of the magnetizing force during each cycle. 
B is the maximum value of the flux-density or induction. 
p is the value of the psrmeability corresponding tothe annexed values of B, 

and the hysteretic losses also corresponding to the values of H and B 
are given in ergs and watt-seconds, 

Observations on the Magnetic Hysteresis of Cast Iron. 
Magnetization Curve. 

He B. 

8:84 | 4030 
1060 | 4491 
12°33 | 4884 
13°95 | 5276 
15°61 | 5504 
18°21 | 5829 
26°37 | 6814 
36°54 | 7580 

pl. H. 

456 44-65 
424 | 56°57 
396 |) 71:98 
378 || 88-99 
353 | 106-35 
320 | 120-60 
2358 || 140:37 
207 || 152:73 

B. p. 

8071 181 
8548 151 
9097 126 
9600 108 

10066 95 
10375 86 
10725 76 
10985 72 
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Observations on the Magnetic Hysteresis of Cast Iron (cont.). 

Cyclical Magnetization Curves. 

Loop I. 

H. B. H. B. isk B. H. B. 

3°80 1475 “78 972 —1:13 240 || —3:42 | —1357 
3°46 1440 55 886 —162 | — 103 || —352 | —1384 
3°30 1426 31 845 —209 | — 494 || —360 | —14138 
2-92 1377 0 700 —2°38 | — 739 || —380 | —1475 
2°82 1351 —'27 663 —260 | — 906 
2°67 1335 —3 627 —274 | —1013 
211 1243 —47 564 —2:86 | —1074 
1-52 1090 —°89 374 —331 | —1290 

Loop II 

HH, B H B. EL B H B 

5°53 2545 59 1762 —1-49 730 || —5:09 | —2348 
4:65 2473 37 1677 —2°33 | — 648 || —5:19 | —2396 
3°81 2392 0 1554 —339 | —1251 || —5°53 | —2545 
3°51 2355 — 27 1421 —363 | —1469 
2°80 2247 — 37 1388 —3°83 | —1642 
2°32 2160 — ‘59 1285 —470 | —2150 
Nef 2000 —°85 1133 —495 | —2286 

Loop III. 

H B H B. lee B H B 

8°75 3865 2°7. 3228 — 61 2194 || —7:32 | —3436 
7:46 3781 ‘89 2799 || —1:62 1583 || —7:99 | —3626 
5:19 3569 38 2605 —2-73 210 || —875 | —8865 
4-67 3484 0 2465 —415 | —1482 
417 3441 —°38 2301 —4:97 | —2348 

Loop IV. 

EL iB. Pill veda. B. le 1B) 126 B. 

19:14 | 5972 1:65 4239 — 48 3536 || — 751} —3128 
14-77 |. 5825 | 89 4047 — 94 3316 || —1445| —5188 
11:38 | 5646 | ‘AT 3950 —1:80 2722 || —15°94| —5475 
10°92 | 5526 ji 0.) . 3804 —448 | — 735 || —19:14| —5972 
10:21 5496 —'31 3663 —6'36 | —2473 | 
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Cyclical Magnetization Curves (continued). 

Loop V. 

H Bp pce B H. B H B 

7150 | 8930 631 5760 || —10°52) —4189 ||} —43-47) —7996 
43°86 | 8262 0 4290 || —2410|} —6628 || —49:00| —8116 
3207 | 7715 || —2-20 2937 || —31-°75| —7289 || —51-11} —8239 
10°55 | 6311 —704 | —2473 || —36:58} —7640 || —71:50| —8930 

Hysteresis Loss. 

Loop. B (max.). Watisvner Ib 
Ergs per ce. P : 

: per 100 cycles 
per cycle. per sec. 

1 Dass i nee 1475 466 “300 
UR Pee cones 2545 1288 "829 
US ee one 3865 2997 1-934 
ta Pao nee 5972 7397 4-765 
Misesvcics Pere 8930 13423 8658 

The result of experiments with the cast cobalt ring is to 
show that although in general form its magnetization-curve 
resembles that of cast iron, its hysteretic exponent is similar 
to that of annealed soft iron. The absolute hysteresis values 
corresponding to various maximum flux-densities are, how- 
ever, considerably larger than those of a typical variety of cast 
iron. 

XXIX. Explosive Effect of Electrical Discharges. 
By Joun Trowsripes, T. C. and I. C. Howx*. 

ae the time of Franklin this subject has been studied 
by numerous investigators ; and a full bibliography of 

their work is contained in Wiedemann’s Galvanismus und 
Electromagnetismus. 

The resources of the Jefferson Physical Laboratory per- 
mitting a study of this phenomenon over a greater range than 
has hitherto been possible, we have undertaken the work in 
the hope of further elucidating the subject. _The Laboratory 
possesses two high-tension transformers, or Planté rheostatic 
machines —one giving discharges of 125 centimetres in length, 

* Communicated by the Authors. 
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and one yielding sparks 180 to 200 centimetres in length. 
These transformers are connected to a battery of ten thousand 
cells ; and can afford voltages from twenty thousand to three 
million. Various methods of measurement were tried. On 
account of the great tension all galvanometric and electro- 
metric means had to be abandoned ; and what is known as the 
electric thermometer was finally adopted. This consists, as is 
well known, of a hermetically closed glass tube provided with 
amanometer-gauge. The electrical discharge passes through 
the tube by means of a fine wire, or by a spark-gap. The 
term electrical thermometer is a misleading one: for, as we 
shall show, the quick movement of the manometer-gauge is 
not due to heat. 

At first we passed the discharge through very fine wire. 
The gauge, which consisted of a bent glass tube containing an 
index of bichromate of potash, rose suddenly at each discharge 
and returned approximately to the zero-point. When, how- 
ever, the wire had been heated by repeated discharges, the 

Fig. 1. 

index showed a slow rise in temperature. Hyven when the 
terminals in the glass tube were connected by a fine wire a 
very strong electrostatic field was created in the tube. This 
is shown in an interesting manner by fig. 1. This photograph 
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was obtained by stretching a fine wire over a photographic, 
film and sending a single discharge through the wire, there. 
being no spark-gap in the circuit. The fine wire vibrated 
during the discharge ; and when the negative thus obtained 
was closely examined, subsidiary vibrations were shown by 
many black lines approximately parallel to each other. These 
lines were apparently caused by the heat of the discharge 
melting the gelatine where the wire came in close contact 
with the film. The electrostatic field about the wire is 
exhibited by a fern-like discharge at right angles to the wire. 
We were soon convinced that heat played a subordinate 

part in the phenomenon shown by the quick rise of the 
manometer-index. ‘This rise was apparently dependent upon 
electrostatic conditions rather than upon thermodynamic or 
magnetic phenomena. We therefore abandoned the fine wire 

10,000 Planté cells, 150 condensers, charged in multiple and discharged 
in series. Pointed brass terminals in large glass cylinder. Gauge 
consisting of a bent glass tube with a potassium bichromate index. 
R, and R, readings of gauge before and after discharge. D difference 
of these readings in centimetres. IF distance between terminals. 

F R,. R, D. | Average.| F. R,,. R,. D. | Average. 

10 44 | 49 | O5 OU |e 47 4 3652 15 
= 46 | 50 | 04 | 0-45 = ale) (NS 1 We al UG 

—- ——|—. eae S4 | T76*| 2:2 
17 45 | 55 19 ls 55 | &l 2:6 
ss 47 5:2 | 05 43 52 | 71 8) 
9 43°) 5:5) 1) 0:7 Biol OP Ges 24 
e SO | oa ty 2 0-9 i O24) Via | 23 2a 

24 AN | @O-e-1sd Gray On| CO eae 
a 50 | 62 12 ey ea | 71 2-0 
- bo | GS | 1:2 12 sera eis a badd, | oO 
-—— Sos = 55 | 67 1-2 
31 48 | 67 19 3 Bee Aled h 19 
2 48 | 66 1:8 i 3 54) 73 1-9 
e a4 | F2 18 bo ar ee Oe | pel 19 

38 ie je b7 | - 20 re 48 | 64 16 
as 51 13 | 2:2 : 5h 6°6 15 
a See Th i 2 21 5 53 |] 69 16 
——|—_ —_| ——_| -——_/___ ,, 53 | 7:3 | 2:0 
ce Oe a “5 54 | 72 18 
A Mies sane 1a Oi ee ~ 55 | 73 18 17 
i el ei Mer el ei 24 ||—_— | ——___|___- __ 
—- —-}--—— 80 48 | 52] 0-4 
Ge <2|° 51 73 | 22 45 | 63 18 
paced S4ut Bi sas pa 50 | 59 | O09 
bs TGrelaiey | ark 8 51 54 | 03 ik 
x ar ed VSpe a 19 
- 54 | 75 | 21 2:2 
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connexion and employed a spark-gap having a range from 
zero to 80 centimetres. It was possible to still further extend 
this range to 200 centimetres; but it was found that the 
range from zero to 80 centimetres exhibited the main 
features of the phenomenon. The preceding table gives the 
results obtained with discharges produced by three million 
volts. 

It will be seen from the curve A (fig. 2) that the explosive 
effect increases closely proportional to the length of the spark 

Bel oe VAs a es, 
pe Nor ee ada: al eal Sa) Sy a gl 
RARE TERRE SAREE 
SSERRCEREEREERE 
ERERE Se cesses 
al aL lee SSP 

until the length of 50 centims. is reached. It then begins 
to diminish. This decrease occurs with the increase of 
electrostatic effect in the field surrounding the spark-gap— 
or, in other words, with the divergence or spreading of the 
electric lines of force. The electrostatic effect in this field 

when a difference of potential of three million volts is gene- 

rated is very great. Sparks can be drawn from neigh- 
bouring objects. Shocks are felt when the observers touch 
each other ; and photographic plates, shielded from light in 
plate-holders, held at distances of tive or six feet from the 
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terminals, exhibited, on development, brush-discharges or 
Lichtenberg figures. 

The measurements were next repeated, while at the same 
time spark-discharges were measured ina transformer circuit, 
the primary of which was in the circuit of the high-tension 
transformer or Planté machine. In the following table 
column A contains the length of spark in the primary circuit, 
or circuit of the Planté machine ; column B the length of 
spark in the secondary coil circuit. 

A. B. | A. Loi 

0 25 | 16 2-8 
1 ZTE EDO 26 
2 30 || 80 17 
3 30) SRT HG 18 
4 30 || 50 16 
5 SOC ge eG 13 
6 3-2 | 70 1-2 
7 Seiten lel 80 10 

14 3:0 | 

When these results are plotted the resulting curve B (fig. 2) 
shows that the spark-length in the secondary circuit increases 
while the primary spark-length is increased up to 7 centim. 
When, however, the primary spark-length is increased to 
14 centim., the length of the secondary spark begins to 
diminish. Thus the maximum of the lower curve B is a 
little in advance of the minimum of the curve representing 
the explosive action. Since the magnetic flux through the 
littie transformer is proportional to the strength of the current 
in the primary circuit, it is seen that the explosive effect is 
not due to the heat produced by the current. Previous expe- 
riments by one of us * had shown that the apparent resistance 
of the primary spark did not increase with the length of the 
spark. The diminution in the magnetic flux is not due to 
increase of resistance in the primary circuit, but toa shunting 
through the air of the current in this circuit. Fig. 1 shows 
how great this shunting action can be, even with closed circuits 
under the action of high electromotive force. 

The explosive effect, therefore, we are inclined to attribute 
primarily to an electrostatic action. When the primary spark- 

* Proc, American Academy of Arts and Sciences, vol. xxxiii, No, 24, 
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gap is small, a silent discharge lowers the difference of po- 
tential between the spark-terminals. As the distance between 
these terminals increases, the silent discharge diminishes ; 
and the difference of potential increases until a point is 
reached at which strong inductive effects take place between 
all surrounding objects. The energy of the electrostatic 
field thus manifests itself by what we may perhaps term 
an ionization and electrical attraction and repulsion of the 
particles of the air. This electrostatic action does net extend 
to the great distances reached by the clectromagnetic effect 
of the field. While the latter can be detected many miles, the 
electrostatic effect is confined to a few feet. Thus a spark of 
6 or 7 feet in length (180 to 210 centims.) is vastly inferior 
to one of 2 or 3 inches (5 to 7°5 centims.) for the purposes of 
wireless telegraphy. In experiments with electric waves by 
means of coherers we found that the electrostatic effect was 
very disturbing up to a distance of 20 feet from the spark- 
terminals when these terminals were 6 feet apart. The dis- 
turbance diminished as the terminals were brought nearer 
together. The minimum of the curve representing this disturb- 
ance coincided with the minimum of the curve representing 
the explosive effect. On the other hand, the action of the 
magnetic waves on the coherer became regular beyond a 
distance of about 20 feet. 

The electrostatic effect is evidently some function of the 
electrical density on the terminals of the spark-gap and on 
the coatings of the condenser. 

The following experiments illustrate this dependence of the 
sparking-distance upon this density. A chronograph-cylinder 
was provided with two pointers S and 8’ (fig. 3), one of which 
was connected to one coating Fic. 3. 
of a condenser, ©, while the = 
other coating of the condenser 
was joined to the metal cylinder 
ofthe chronograph. ‘The coat- 
ings of the condenser were 
charged through an adjustable 
very large liquid resistance by 
means of ten thousand cells, B. The other pointer was con- 
nected with one terminal of a small Rubhmkorf coil, I, while 
the other terminal wire of the coil was led to the cylinder of 
the chronograph. The primary of the Ruhmkorf coil was 
interrupted by a seconds pendulum which broke the circuit 
at 8. The pointers were placed on a carriage. When this 
was released, the pointers drew lines on blackened paper 
(fig. 4) placed upon the chronograph-cylinder: and the 
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number of the discharges of the condenser in one second could 
be estimated. With small resistance between the battery 
and the plates of the condenser the number of discharges 
in a second was very great. This number decreased as the 
resistance increased ; and was approxi- Fie. 4 

Patt, : . ig. 4. 
mately inversely proportional to this S 
resistance. The condensers were of 
glass, and of rubber, and an air-con- 
denser was also employed. In every 
case the number of discharges was 
inversely proportional to the resistance 
between one plate of the condenser 
and the battery. 

Since the frequency of the dis- 
charge of the condenser depended upon 
the resistance between one plate of 
the condenser and the battery, it was 
evident that the energy of the battery 
was employed to charge the conden- 
ser to a sufficient surface density to 
enable a spark to be formed. A portion of this energy 
was wasted in a silent discharge from the coatings and 
terminals of the condenser. This silent discharge can be 
regarded as a species of ionization. The condenser with its 
terminals forms a species of voltaic cell with a phenomenon of 
polarization. If the capacity of the condenser was increased, 
the effect was the same as that produced by increasing the 
resistance, as far as diminishing the number of discharges in 
a second. The energy of each discharge in this case was not 
similarly diminished, since the entire strength of the battery 
served to charge the condensers. 

In the phenomenon of the explosion produced by electrical 
discharges we are therefore dealing with electrostatic effects 
rather than with heat phenomena; and very high potentials 
bring to light in a marked way the phenomena of the electrc- 
static field. With differences of potential above one million 
volts ordinary air becomes a fairly good conductor. The 
electric force diminishes much more rapidly with the distance 
than the magnetic force (shown by Hertz). Phenomena of 
light are produced in the electrostatic field: and there are 
movements of molecules which may be embraced under the 
broad term ionization. We are therefore led to the following 
conclusions :— 

1. The explosive effect of electrical discharges is due to an 
electrostatic effect rather than to a heat effect. 

2. A strong analogy exists between the terminal conditions 
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existing in electrical discharges and those of the electrodes of 
an ordinary voltaic cell. The electrical density on the ter- 
minals of a condenser is proportional to the strength of 
the current which the charging battery is capable of 
producing. ; 

3. The electrostatic field diminishing much more rapidly 
with the distance than the electromagnetic field doubtless has 
its energy consumed in molecular movements. 

Jefferson Physical Laboratory, 
Harvard University. 

XXX. On the Ratio of the Specific Heats of Air. 

To the Editors of the Philosophical Magazine. 

\/ GENTLEMEN, 

EE the July number of the Philosophical Magazine there is 
anarticle by Mr. E. F. J. Love on “ The Joule-Thomson 

Thermal Effect ; its Connexion with the Characteristic Equa- 
tion, and some of its Thermodynamical Consequences.” In 
that article Mr. Love endeavours to calculate the increase in 

Re which takes place when we take into account the deviation 

of the behaviour of air from the laws of a perfect gas. His 
method in the main appears to be correct ; but he appears to 
me to have fallen in one place into a mistake of algebra which 
may vitiate his final numerical result. He says :— 
“We obtain 

a 

dee 
OU)... 6 v—b ow 
(S5),=4°+ m3 fg RP: 

Tl »—6 

“ Since S is in general small compared with p, and 6 and 

are both small compared with v, we have R 
Il 

Granting, for the sake of argument, the correctness of the 

first equation here quoted, it dces not seem possible to me to 
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deduce the second equation therefrom. Ifwe take - as small 

compared with p, and 6 and ss as both small compared with 

v, ee also take J Kit as small compares with v, since 

JK, a is of the same order as Rit Neglecting all such 

small quantities, we obtain 

AU .y  p = 

(<2), =02 -p=0; 

and this is true of a perfect gas. If we wish to keep small 
quantities but reject their squares, we shall have 

ae 2a 
eure 

(=) = {o+ qk t—*_* —p 
dv T ET fag dar 

a I 

1 
0 ( = {i452 5K, “ 
i Ma en ee 

v (0) 

| a = {14ah (JK,+R)+2 —ai} erp 

6 b a 

=P {ir ORe+ B+ perf 
Mr. Love appears to have kept the first of the quantities 

in curly brackets but to have rejected the rest ; and he has 
given no good grounds for doing this. The terms which do 
not appear in his equation are of equal importance with the 
term which remains. 

I am, Gentlemen, 
Yours respectfully, 

July 19 1899 JOHN Rosz-Innes, 
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XXXI. Thermodynamic Notes (No. 1).—On the Alleged Sign 
of “ Specific Heat of Saturated Ether Vapour.” By K. 
Tsuruta, Toky6, Japan *. 

AC is well known, this is positive at ordinary temperatures 
according to Clausius’s calculation based on Regnault’s 

nieasurements, the other substances examined, like carbon 
disulphide, chloroform, carbon tetrachloride, and aceton, 
showing the opposite sign tf. When, a few years ago, I was 
occupied with some investigations on specific heats. of gases 
and vapours, 1 came across a difficulty with ethyl oxide 
which, on further inquiry, seemed to point to the conclusion 
that, contrary to what is universally accepted, the sign under 
consideration must be negative. As I have been, and shall 
perhaps continue to be, under circumstances which will 
not allow me to fulfil my intention to verify or disprove my 
result of calculation by experiments, I venture to publish my 
note, imperfect as it is, substantially in the form I was able 
to give to it, and hope to call attention of abler hands and 
minds to the point in question. 

One of the assumptions which Clausius made in applying 
the following formula to Regnault’s measurements 

dv v 

see cL ee nly 

is that on the liquid line 
=¢,. 

h, which was called by Clausius the specific heat of saturated 
vapour, may be conveniently called the specific heat along 
the gas line; and H, which might be called the specific heat 
of saturated liquid, the specific heat along the liquid line. 
Cp denotes the specific heat at constant pressure of the sub- 
stance in the liquid form, the pressure being that of its 
saturated vapour. This assumption as applied to ether seems 
to be quite allowable at ordinary temperatures, but not at 
higher temperatures like + 120°. 

To show this, let us first consider any two infinitely near 
isothermals, T and T+dT. Let any point on one be joined 
to any point on the other by an element of a reversible path. 
Taking p and T as independent variables, we obtain for the 
heat of the element 

* Communicated by the Author. 
t Clausius, Die mechanische Wérmetheorie, pp. 139-143. 
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sqa 22 a4 222 ap, 
oT Op 

and since by the fundamental principles of thermodynamics 

1 OrQ wee Op? 

: Te Oat Ole 

we obtain for the specific heat along the path 

8Q _, poe” Dp. 
Ohh 2.4. plik: 

Now assuming the liquid line as reversible path, we find 

nt Hic TS? : aT , 

where the differential quotient = is enclosed in brackets to 

indicate distinctly that it relates to the liquid line. Hence, 
the question under consideration depends on the second term 
of the right-hand member, and it is necessary to know the 

Op? value of 5T° 

Let us consider, for this purpose, a small triangle ABC in 
the pressure-volume diagram, which is bounded by the liquid 
line AB, the isothermal AC, and the isopiestic BC. Draw 
the perpendicular AD from A on the isopiestic. We have 

BC=BD+D0, 

which expressed in thermodynamic terms becomes 

Onv dv (in) 

St = (a0) — Sp 
It is, therefore, necessary to know the courses of the liquid 
line and the isothermals starting from that line in the pressure- 
volume diagram of ether, and these can evidently be found 
by experiments. 

Now, referring to Ramsay and Young’s valuable paper* 

on the thermal properties of ether, we find that *) and 

4 are given for all temperatures from +40° to +190°, 

* Ramsay and Young, Phil. Trans. pt. i, 1887. 

Phil. Mag. 8. 5. Vol. 48. No. 292. Sept. 1899. ¥ 
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and also Sap for the particular temperatures + 50°, + 100°, 

+150°, and so on. To have the values of the last quotient 
for other temperatures below +120° I proceeded in the 
following way. A large diagram of isothermals with pres- 
sure and volume as coordinates was. first constructed, and 
the formula known as Avenarius’s 

v=a-tb logy(194—1t) 

was employed to connect the temperatures and corresponding 
volumes at a given pressure. For the pressure of 2200 cm. 
of mercury it was found that 

a=3°2811, b= —0-844. 

The volumes were then calculated for various temperatures, 
and the representative points on the isopiestic were joined to 
the corresponding points on the liquid line by isothermals, 
which were assumed as straight. Measuring the inclinations 
of these isothermals against the axis of volume, I obtained the 
numbers in the first four columns of the following table. 

Ox 

Op 

v According to Grimaldi. 

Or 

: op on the on the 1 Or2, Orv 
liquid line. | isopiestic. v Op Op 

4120 | 1735 | 17035 | —0-0000217 
100 | 1-638 | 1:6172 121 | —0-00000632 | —0-0000110 
go | 1562 | 15451 89 517 81 
60 | 1:5020 | 1:4859 79 407 61 
40 | 14505 | 1:4349 74 316 46 
20 | 14025 | 1:3901 58 258 36 
0 | 1:3588 | 13502 37 207 28 

These values are certainly not exact, but they are sufficient 
to show the order of magnitude of the quotient. Another 
source of information was found in the measurements of. 
Grimaldi* on the compressibility of ether from 0° to + 100° 

* Grimaldi, Wied. Becblitter, pp. 473-476 (1886). 
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and at pressures from 1 to 25 metres of mercury. His 
numbers, which are reproduced in the last column but one of 
the above table, combined with those in the second column 
(which are Ramsay and Young’s), will give the numbers in 
the last, which, compared with the values above obtained, 
may convince us that we are not far from the truth. 

Hence I obtained the following values for 

e —H. 

t. SS : a) at cp— H. 

5 cm. c.cm. c.cm. grm.-cal, 
+120 15°395 000537 | 0:00570 | 001096 

100 11-048 419 452 | 000564 

80 7700 304 341 | 0:00294 

60 5-062 277 281 | 0:00150 

40 3116 272 274 | 0:00085 

20 1-759 220 221 | 0-00036 

0 0°884 214 214 | 0-00016 

These will show that the difference under consideration 
rapidly decreases as the temperature falls, and that errors 
introduced into the value of 4 through neglecting that dif- 
ference will be about 1 per cent. (on the assumption that h 
is of the order of +01 calorie) so long as we confine our- 
selves to temperatures below +40° or even + 60°, but will 
amount to as much as 10 per cent. when we go so far as 
+ 120°. 

The temperature +40° is nearly the upper limit within 
which the empirical formula for the specitic heat of liquid 
ether was obtained by Regnault : 

¢p=0°52901 +.0°0005916 . t. 
This is not, of course, to be extended without sufficient 
reasons to higher temperatures, and, therefore, we must not 
receive without reservation Clausius’s calculation of v and 
subsequent evaluation of h at higher temperatures from 
Regnault’s data. 

In the following discussion, then, we shall not extend our 
considerations far beyond the temperature + 40°. 

Now, when we make use of the above formula for c,, we 
make tacitly another ae namely, that the influence 

2 
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of pressure on the variation of c, is negligible. Though our 
presumption in favour of this is strong, I thought, it well to 
obtain an estimate, if not an evaluation, of the amount of 
that influence. By the fundamental principles of thermo- 
dynamics 

Op er’ 
and by integration along an isothermal we obtain 

Orcp oye Orv 

2 
¢,=f (1) —T ore dp. 

Therefore, the question under consideration depends upon 
the second term of the right-hand member. 

Grimaldi* proposes the following formula, 

i sak 
= = — —ht— kt? v Vo ky ky 5) 

to represent his results on the compressibility of ether above 
mentioned, where wv is the volume at 0°, and fy, k, are con- 
stants for a given pressure. The numbers in the first three 
columns of the following table are due to Grimaldi :— 

p=900em.,  %=0:001440,  %,=0-00000243. 

t v/v, Oya Auli a eespee v. 
; obs, cale. || Grimaldi. | Ramsay & Young. 

0 | 100000 | 100000 | 13550 | 18550 
20 | 103113 | 1-:03068 | 1:3972 1:3975 
40 | 1:06505 | 1:06551 | 1-443] 14445 
60 | 110475 | 110515 | 14969 |  —1-4963 
gO | 115035 | 115041 | 15687 | 1.5648 

100 | 1-20250 | 1-20236 | 16294  — 1:6830 

The last two columns give the volumes of ether in cubic 
centimetres, those of the first set being obtained by multi- 
plying the observed relative volumes by 1°3550, which is 
approximately the volume at 0° and under the pressure of 
900 cm., and those of the second set being interpolated from 
my diagram of isothermals drawn according to the measure- 
ments of Ramsayand Young. Quite a good agreement will, 

* Grimaldi, Zeitsch. fiir phys. Chemie, Bd. i. p. 556, 
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I believe, warrant the amalgamation of this part of our dis- 
cussion with the former, which is chiefly based on the latter 
authors’ measurements. For the pressure of 100 cm. we 
may take 

k,=0°001145, k,= —0:00000081, 

and as we have to deal with pressures below 200 cm., we 
may make use of the following formula :— 

2 

=f =T1Si | dp. 

I obtained thus the following numbers :— 

Op*v T Op’v | Pi eee ober) ee Pree 
ar? aS ae 

6 | 000000543 ° 0-000047 

10 | 568 51 

20 584 5b 

| 30-| 620 60 

It follows then-that the influence of pressure on the specific 
heat c, is completely negligible when the temperature range 
to be considered is from 0° to +30° or thereabout. 

To sum up, the above examinations, or rather estimates, 
seem to justify the first assumption that 

H = ¢p, 

and also the second assumption that 

Cp = f(T). 

Then come the questions, What are the values of the heat 
of vaporization v, and how does it vary with temperature ? 
Here again Ramsay and Young’s measurements were of 
great importance to me. I found besides those the measure- 
ments of Battelli* to be of special interest, as they cover 
the temperature range (0° to +40°) which we have been con- 
sidering in particular. In the latter case the values of v were 
to be calculated from the given data, and in doing this I took 
no account of the specific volumes on the liquid-line which 
are not given by Battelli; but this will be of no consequence, 

* Battelli, Aun, de Chim. et Phys. 6° sér. tome xxv. (1892). 
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because they are small in comparison with those on the gas- 
line, and because the determinations of these latter volumes 
will surely involve experimental errors perhaps not less than 

d 
the former. The values of (Fh were calculated from Biot’s 

formula given by the author just in the same manner as is 
explained by Ramsay and Young. When we plot the values 

dp 
t Dp. ( aD S v 

em. cm. cm. cal. 
—28:41 | 3-625 | 0-2412 | 556436 | 104:53 
—21:22 | 5808 | 0:3511 | 3711-43 | 104-47 
—12°66 | 9:455 | 05244 | 2999-41 | 99-66 
— 5:24 | 14-005 | 07209 | 1581-36 | 97-19 
4 292 | 21-003 | 0:9908 | 1076-54 | 93-70 
+ 6-84 | 255125 | 11426 | 917-97 | 93-46 
+ 8-42 | 27-003 | 1-2080 | 858-37 | 92-91 
+10°68 | 29742 | 13060 | 79455 | 92:55 
41404 | 34-462 | 1-4637 | 68417 | 91:52 
42653 | 56:865 | 21588 | 426-48 | 87°81 

of v against temperature, we obtain points which, when we 
omit those for +2°-92 and —21°22, all lie fairly well in a 
straight line—a relation which may be expressed by the 
following formula: 

v=95°70 —0°3038 . t. 

lt is interesting to compare the values of v which may be 
looked upon as due to Regnault, Ramsay and Young, and 
Battelli*, They are given in the following table and repre- 
sented in the annexed diagram. The first four columns are 
taken from Ramsay and Young’s paper, p. 90. These numbers 
are not so concordant as could be wished ; Regnault’s are 
rather irregular, and Ramsay and Young’s differ a good deal 
from, and are in general smaller than, Battelli’s. 

Although according to Ramsay and Young’s measurements 
extending from 0° to + 190° the heat of vaporization v is not 
a linear function of temperature, yet within the temperature 
range under consideration we may assume it to be so with a 

* No notice was taken of A. Perot’s measurements, Ann. de Chim. et 
Phys. 6° sér. tome xiii. (1888), for the reason that the author shows his 
numbers to be in close agreement with Regnault’s. 
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Regnault. Ramsay 

& | ——___________ ae Battelli. 

obs. eale. sie 

—37 | 94188 | 94296} 944 | 98-03 
+751 | 91:38 | 93:36 | 91:3 | 93-42 
129 | 9041 | 9285 | 899 | 91-79 
155 | 9053 | 9257 | 89-25 | 91-00 

ra a 

1715 | 9212 | 9240 | 88s | 90-50 
3483 | 90-333 | 90-21 | 845 | 85-14 

— 

Heat of Vaporization v with respect to ¢. 

90 
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fair degree of approximation; we may then take the tempe- 

rature-coefficient a equal to —0°256. 

‘This value, as well as —0:3033 obtained from Battelli’s 
measurements, is considerably greater than that which is 
usually taken after Clausius, namely —0°079. On substi- 
tuting those values in the formula 

dv v 

he on a tee 
I obtained 

h=0:3675 +0-0005916 .T— a (Battelli), 
and 

16316 
h=0:3675 +0:0005916 . T— T (Ramsay and Young), 

which may further be illustrated by the following table :— 

t. h. t h. 

425 | —0-055 0 | —0-125 

+20 | —0068 | —5 | —o0-140 

415 | —0082 | -10 | —o-156 

+10 | —0096 || —15 | —o-172 

+5 | —o110 || -20 | —o-188 

Thus the specific heat h came out to be negative at ordinary 
temperatures, and would vanish at quite an attainable point. 

One of the data which Clausius has made use of is the total 
heat X of ether which is required to raise the temperature of 
1 grm. of the substance from 0° to ¢°, and to convert it into 
saturated vapour at that temperature. It is represented 
according to Regnault by 

A=a4+bt+ct?, 

in which a=94, b=0°45, c= —0°00055556. It was supposed 
to consist of two parts, namely, 

t 

N=ot+ f c,dt, 
0 

so that the remainder obtained by subtracting from A the 
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value of the integral calculated by means of Regnault’s 
formula for c¢, was supposed to give the heat of vaporization v. 
On the other hand, the values of v which may be regarded 
as due to Ramsay and Young and to Battelli are more 
directly obtained, namely, through measurements of tempe- 
rature, pressure, and volume. At this point, and nowhere 
else, the process of calculation followed by Clausius differs 
from the present, and the values of the temperature-coefficient 

= are the sole cause of the discrepancy. 

Of course I do not here assert that the alleged sign of h is 
false, but simply that the principles of thermodynamics 
together with certain justifiable assumptions 

He 

and Cy =f (1), 

and certain experimental results 

¢p=0°52901 + 0:0005916 .¢ (Regnault), 
and 

v=93°27—0°256 .¢ (Ramsay and Young), 
or 

v= 95°70 —0°3033 . ¢ (Battelli), 
will afford us as much cause for suspicion as for confidence. 
This is all that an application of thermodynamics can do; 
we must appeal to experiments to know what cannot be 
denied or what can be asserted, and I may remark that there 
are three ways of experimenting in regard to the question 
under discussion :—the method of Hirn and Cazin, the method 
of determination of v (either calorimetrically or by measuring 
volumes, pressures, and temperatures), and the method of 
Regnault. 

The present discussion is incomplete in so far as it leaves 
Regnault’s formula for cy untouched. Regnault’s values of 
Cp may possibly turn out too small, and, when corrected, may 
bring about the positive sign of h at ordinary temperatures 
even in conjunction with Ramsay and Young’s values or 
Battelli’s of v. Unfortunately there are known, besides 
Regnault’s formula, only that which is ascribed to Hirn, and 
this does not agree well with Regnault’s. Hirn’s values, 
though somewhat larger than Regnault’s, are not sufficient 
to cancel the reversal of sign under discussion. 
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XXXII. Elastic Stability of Long Beams under Transverse 
Forces. By A. G. M. Micunti, W.C_E. Melb.* 

I. FT is a matter of common experience that a thin flat bar 
or blade of elastic material, subjected to bending in 

its own plane, may be unstable in the plane form and fail by 
combined lateral displacement and twist. It will appear 
below that the instability of such a beam is due to its want 
of torsional, rather than of flexural, rigidity, so that the same 
kind of instability as occurs in a thin blade may affect beams 
of other forms. The mode of instability will depend upon 
the proportions of the beam, but if the length is so great 
compared with the other dimensions that the ordinary 
equations for the bending and twisting of a linear rod are 
applicable, a criterion of instability may be obtained from 
them. 

In engineering construction beams which fail under ex- 
cessive loads by buckling or lateral displacement are very 
frequently employed. In many commonly occurring cases 
the assumptions made below as to the relative dimensions of 
the beam would be justifiable, and lead to results at least 
sufficiently accurate for purposes of practical design. In 
other cases the results might be used as bases for empirical 
formule. 

Taking the case of a cylindrical beam subject to forces 
applied in the axial plane of greatest bending rigidity, denote 
by , the rigidity in this plane, by 8, that in the perpen- 
dicular axial plane, and by y the torsional rigidity. Let B,, 
B, be the bending moments, at any point of the beam, in the 
planes of 8,, B, respectively, and G the twisting couple ; also 
let $1, d be the angular displacements of the axis in the 
planes of 8, and @,, and @ the total twist from the origin. 

Then 

Bp =Byt a) 2) os 

are the ordinary approximate equations. It will be supposed 
throughout that y/6; can be treated as a small fraction. fy, 
may be either of the same order as, or much smaller than {;, 
but is supposed not to be small in comparison with ¥. 

* Communicated by the Author. 
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II. In rectangular coordinates let the axis of the beam 
before deformation be the axis of 2, and the forces be applied 
in the plane za. 

Take first a single force N applied at the origin parallel to 
the axis of z, and suppose that after a small deformation the 
point of application of N becomes (0, y1, <1). The bending and 
twisting moments at the point (a, y, z) will be given by 

B,=—Ne 

d 
= Nf @6—(y-m) a 

d 
aah {a —(y—y,) t 

small quantities obviously of higher order than those retained 
being neglected. 

Equations (1) and (2) may be combined by using the 
geometrical relations 

| 
ee 

) 

da? ds ds 

dé*_ de 

dx a ds 

It may appear at first sight that in the last terms of the first 
two of these equations the product of small quantities of the 
order of the strains are being retained, whereas elsewhere all 
powers above the first have been rejected. This is, however, 
not really the case, for it is to be observed that @ is not of 

the same order as = but of the order of the product of a 
ds 

and the length of the beam, which is supposed large, 
Substituting in the geometrical relations from equations (1) 

there result 

d?z 
B, FF —B,+ Be, 

By 

\ 

e | 
Baa = B, + = B,8, t, 

Y da | 
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or from the equations (2), 

d?z B dz) \ 

Ngan et Ble U-wae fp | 

| 
) 

B, @ —B d 
Nuon oe 2 20 — (y—91) = 

dé d 
= =a + (y—m). 

The first term on the right of the first of these equations 
is finite, the others are infinitesimal and may be rejected. 
The two terms on the right of the last equation are of course 
of the same order and must both be retained. Comparing 
the first two terms of the second with the corresponding 

| \2 
terms of the third equation, it is seen that (3 | @) is of the 

same order as y/@2, so that a is either of the same or of 

higher order than @, and therefore (y—y,) of the same or of 
higher order than #@. Hence the last term of the second 
equation can be rejected, and the equations become 

Py d?z See ) 

Nae” | 
B,d’y Bi— Be 

Nae oT @) 
yd0_ ody 7S, | 
Wide Fae hee 

These equations may be used with two distinct assumptions 
as to the orders of the quantities. 

Firstly. If y is of the same order as joes a of the same 

order as 6, and Bs small and of the order of = ; 
By 

dy . 
Secondly. If y is small compared to Ps, aa is to be of 

higher order than 0, and 8, 8, may be of the same order, 

a of the order of ee , and 3, and 3; of the order of 

(3) =) F 
From the last of equations (3) 

0 ai ee ty 
dx? gy da 
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and therefore from the second equation 

d*0 ers N?(8,—£z) Bed!) 

dc Pi Bay 
Denoting the expression 

B Boy 

N*(8;—Be) 
(which is of the same dimensions as the moment of inertia of 
a plane area) by J, there results as the differeritial equation 
of the axis of the slightly displaced beam 

tat *(4) 

This is a well-known transformation of Riccati’s equation, 
and the solution consists of the sum of two Bessel’s Functions 
of fractional orders. For the present purpose a more con- 
venient form of the solution is obtained directly by deter- 
mination of the coefficients of the series 

O=Aya™+ Aw™ + ee 

The result is 
8 at a 

g=AJ 1- [en ae oe 
am ioe 

tJ", dn(in—1) (4n—D(n—5)....4.87 °° | 
ae a : 

+Be{ 1-5-3413 5 $aT 
win a i 

te, (4n41) .4n(4n—3) (4n—4)....5.4¢ as 2 oh, 
In which A and B are constants to be determined from the 
end conditions assigned in any particular case. The simplest 
case to which the above result is applicable is that of a 
cantilever, rigidly fixed at one end, and supporting a single 
transverse load at the other end, which is free. 

If the origin be taken as the free end, there is no twisting 

moment and is zero at that point, hence B=0, and 

ona 

5 SLs ORS: Ney geo Wing de J 

da 
a 

ay S 
@=A(1— 

a as 

+ Je. 4n(m—1).... 4.3 a +) 

in which A is the angle through which the free end is 
turned relatively to its original position. 
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If now the cantilever be supposed fixed at the point v=1, 
so that @ is zero at that point, there results the equation 

R R* he 
Ee Te eae aS + inl4n— 1) See 
(in which R is put for /*/J), expressing the condition for the 
possibility of equilibrium of the cantilever in the slightly 
displaced form, or, in other words, the condition of critical 
stability. 

The first and second roots of (6) are 

R=16101...., and R=104-98.... 
The modes of instability corresponding to both roots are 
illustrated in the accompanying figure, which represents the 

ica, 

projection on the plane ay of the axial plane of greatest 
rigidity. The extended edge of the plane is represented by 
the thicker line. The figure as a whole shows the deformed 
shape corresponding to the second root. In this case the 
sign of @ changes at a distance almost exactly three-eighths 
of the total length from the fixed end, while y is of the same 
sign throughout. The portion of the cantilever between the 
point at which @ is zero and the free end is unstable in the 
mode corresponding to the first root of equation (6). In this 
case 6 and y are each of one sign throughout. 

III. Another set of end conditions will express the case of 
a beam supported and prevented from turning about its axis 
at its ends and loaded with a single transverse load at its 
middle point. 

If 2/ be the length of the beam, 2N the applied force, the 
other symbols having the same meanings as before, @ is to 

be made zero when z is zero, and — zero when z is equal to 
da 

l (the middle point). 
Hence in equation (5) A=0 and either / is zero or 

R R? Re 
I~ 43.54 0 (ee re = F....=0. (7) 

0. (6) 
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The first root of this equation is 

IV. To obtain the condition of critical stability for the 
case of a beam fixed in azimuth at its ends, it is necessary to 
modify the equations of equilibrium by inserting in them the 
couples necessary to maintain the ends in their original 
positions. 

If at the origin a couple Q in the plane xy, and a couple S 
in the plane yz, be applied to the beam, the equations (3) 
above must be replaced by 

B,d?z : \ 

Nan” | 
Bg d?y a Bi— Pp Q Ndaet! 8, 6+ Ne } 

y dé dy “a S 

Hence 

a LO aes N(8i— Bz) 26 = Qe 

Nida? By Bo - Be 

2 
or ye? 5 204. 0r=0 

da? , 

where Ca B,Q 

N(6,;—82)’ 

The solution in this case, @ being zero when z is zero, is, in 
the same manner as before, easily found to be 

2 at 

ers Tepe anes G 

+ Jn +3) (En +2) (4n—1) Qu—2)....7.6 Fees 

and @ being zero when #=1, the condition of critical stability 
for a cantilever when the free end is prevented from rotating 
about the axis is 

R R? Rz e 

[7.671.176 YS Yes) Gna). 
The first root of this equation is 

Fe OUD Fe 

1 
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V. If instead of a single transverse load a uniformly distri- 
buted load be applied, the equations are still simple. Consider 
the case of the cantilever as in the first case treated. With 
all the other symbols as before, let p be the load per unit 
length. Then 

B,=—- Ew, 

B= +5 2°6; 

whence 

dB, 
eae —Ppr, 

dB, p 3d 
Ce Oe, 

also 

dG __ Pasty 
dx Pt Fig 

Thus 
de dG d’y | 

but as before 

- aa Bp ae ae By p= _ 7p, A= Bs 9 

~ Be By BBs 
Therefore 

VO» fe 0s 

or 
ae RP iis —Pe 4 

ae Pe Bley ee: 
If for p be substituted P//, P being the total load on the 

_—BiBoy cantilever, P78 +B) is a quantity of the same kind as J, 
”(B; + B2) 

and may be denoted by H. 
The differential equation is then 

CO a 

de + ae = 
and the solution in series 

eK { ees te ar paleeg Sa Na Es 
4HP)6.5 (4H). 12711 abe 

we 

+ G@HP)*ta(6n—1) (Gn =8) C= .} 
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CS 7s + of (H)7.6* GHR?.13.12.7.6 °°" 

6 
yy! 

or 
aa ee Se Be — 

~ (4H/?)"(6n+1)6n...7.6 = 0, 

es in the case of the cantilever with single load, make 

= equal to zero at the origin, and @ zero when z is equal 

to /; then B=0, and the condition for critical stability, if R be 
4 Cw. 

put for TA, is 

R ie 

Tela ore Bey 
R2 

+ Bn(6n—1)(On—6)(6n—7) ...6.5 Foe eee 

The first root of this equation is 

R=41°305.... 

VI. Another mode of loading, which is interesting as 
leading to solutions in finite terms and as reducing to a well- 
known result in a particular case, is that in which equal and 
opposite forces parallel to the axis are applied at symmetrical 
points in the plane of greatest rigidity. 

Let forces —P, +P be applied at the points (J, o, h), 
(—1, 0, h) respectively; then 

B,=—Py+PAd, | 

G= aoe ay | 
dx J 

Thus 

dO aay Ph dy 

dey da’ 
and 

BO Phd ty , 
fas plaase 

also 

ay By Bry 
de? By * B, 

Phil. Mag. 8. 5. Vol. 48. No. 292. Sept. 1899. Z 
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therefore : 
a6 Bi—Be P*hy 
— =—(Ph)? 6+ —2 
du? (EA) Bi Bay i ye 

a0 2 oPi—Be ie ‘Ee fei 

gat (PR age tm law 

and 

Of which the solution is 

: pa pees iS Aa 
dx ¢ c 

where D and £ are arbitrary constants, or 

O=A cos— + Bein“ OD io Se eee 

If the beam is to be deformed symmetrically on the two 
sides of the origin, B must be zero. If also, as previously 
assumed, @ is zero when 2 is equal to +1, 

Se ee 
Cc 

so that 

g=A(1- dee! )eos = 
¢ ¢ 

a0 
” dx? 

-is also zero, at that point, and the condition of critical sta- 
bility is 

Also since y and @ are both zero when wz is equal to / 

l 
cos— =0, or 

G 

NT . s Fi 
= wore where n is any integer and d 

C 

i Pies eae <= Pe +S 
c Pi Boy as Bo’ 

In this case the number of loops in the beam between the 
points +/ and —/ is odd. 

If @ is zero at the origin, in equation (8) 

=-—A, and 02=B sing, 

so that @ is also zero at +1 and —l. 

2 =n is the condition of critical stability. 
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In this case the unstable form of the beam consists of an 
even number of loops 

If in these equations / is made very large, each of the 
single forces becomes equivalent to a couple applied at the 
end of the beam of magnitude 

: Bie 
In this case 

Yr = p2281— Pe at L?(8,—B.) 

¢ BiBoy B.Bsy 

If, on the other hand, 4 becomes vanishingly small 

and the condition of instability in the first case becomes 

pu n?mr* Bo 
ap 

or n2qr2 B, 

as 4/2 3 

or for the first mode of instability n is equal to 1, and 

7B» 
“4Re 

which is Euler’s well-known result for the unstable load, P,, 
of a column of length 21. 

P= 

Experimental Verification. 

VII. The conditions for the instability of beams in the 
modes discussed above probably admit of more accurate 
realization than those for any other known instabilities of 
élastic solids. 

I have made the attempt to verify one or two of the results 
given by the theory. 

The test-beam experimented upon was one of Chesterman’s 
engineer’s steel straight-edges, from which the feathered edge 
was removed by planing. The tests were made on the 
middlé portion of a bar 4 feet long in all. The tested portion 
had a mean width of 4:367 cms., and mean thickness of 
-2591 cm. over a length of 110 ems. AoE 

The elastic constants of the material were determined by 
bending and twisting the specimen itself. The deflexions in 
the bending experiments were measured by a screw-micrometer 
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with an error of about 1 part in 2000. The angles of twist 
in the torsion experiments were determined by setting a small 
mirror fixed to the vertical circle of a theodolite normal to a 
line of sight attached to the specimen. The average error in 
these angles was about 1/600 part. 

The values found for the bending and Lofsional rigidities 
were 

B,=1:382 x 10’ grammes weight em.” 

3) 9 9) 

A, was throughout treated as infinite in comparison with Bs, 
being in fact about 300 times greater. 

The results which it was attempted to verify were (6) and 
(7) of this paper, as well as Huler’s result for a long column. 

The specimen was placed in a vertical plane with its axis 
horizontal, and supported in such a manner as to very approxi- 
mately realize the conditions postulated in each case. 

In all the experiments counterpoises were used to apply 
forces directed vertically upwards at points 10 cms. apart 
along the axis, each force being equal to the weight of 10 
ems. of the specimen. By this means the effects of the 
weight of the specimen were almost eliminated. These forces, 
as well as the test- loads, were applied by means of steel hooks 
fitting in small double- counter-sunk holes drilled through the 
specimen. The verticality of the upward directed forces was 
ensured by the following arrangement. The balance-beam 
from which each hook and the corresponding counterpoise 
were suspended, was itself hung from one end of a second 
balance-beam at right-angles to the first, and both balance- 
beams were free to turn in azimuth. This arrangement served 
its purpose very satisfactorily. 

The specimen was adjusted before each experiment so that 
no lateral deflexion occurred with a moderate load. The test- 
load was then gradually increased until the point of appli- 
cation would remain at rest in contact with either of two stops 
placed about 1 cm. on each side of the initial position. The 
smallest load which would produce this effect was adopted as 
the critical load. In every case a marked movement to one 
side or the other occurred with weights 1 or 2 per cent. less 
than the least which would maintain a deflexion to either side. 
It is probable, therefore, that the critical load adopted as the 
result of experiment was slightly in excess of the true critical 
load. 

The specimen was tested as a cantilever (formula 6) in four 
positions, being twice inverted and once reversed end for end. 
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©The critical loads observed were— 

5885, 6015, 5897, and 5800 grammes, 

Mean 5899 grammes. 

The critical load calculated by (6), the length / being 110 cms., 
is 5732 grammes. 

Tested as the beam considered in (7), with a single central 
load, and the ends free to rotate in azimuth, the observed 
critical loads, the beam being inverted for the second 
experiment, were 

24,098 and 24,303 grammes, 
Mean 24,200 grammes. 

The critical load calculated from (7), 2 being 55 ems., is 
24,258 grammes. As a check on the methods and apparatus, 
the loads producing Euler’s instability of a long column were 
observed tor two positions of the specimen. The results were 

11,570 and 11,470 grammes. 

The theoretical critical load is 11,270 grammes. 
The chief source of error in the experiments was the want 

of uniformity in the thickness of the specimen, this dimension 
varying from *2550 cm. to ‘2628 cm. in different parts. No 
method of completely eliminating this cause of error suggested 
itself ; and since the stiffness varies as the cube of the thickness, 
the divergence of the observed from the calculated results is not 
greater than might be expected to arise from this irregularity. 

Melbourne, May 1899. 

XXXII. Notices respecting New Books. 

Electromagnetic Theory. Vol. Il. » By Ot1ver HEavisie, 
(The Electrician Series.) 

HIS second volume of Mr. Heaviside’s ‘ Electromagnetic Theory 
contains four chapters, the first being a very short one on the 

Age of the Earth, a subject suggested to the Author by Professor 
Perry. Mr. Heaviside attacks the well-known differential 
equations relating to the flow of heat in spheres and solid 
blocks by his operational method, on which, indeed, the whole of 
this volume is founded, and of which (apart from physical concep- 
tions) it may be said to be a continuous illustration. No definite 
result as to the age of the Earth can be deduced, owing, of course, 
to the uncertainty of the various thermal constants (or, rather, 
parameters) involved, and the widest (or wildest ?) estimates are still 

-possible. For example, M. Resal gives in his Physique Mathé- 
matique an investigation which leads to the result that from the Coal 
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Period to the present time there have elapsed 414 x 10° years, while 
the theologians, we believe, allow us some 6 x 10* years from the 
very beginning of the Harth’s existence. 

The next two chapters constitute nearly the whole of the 
volume. The first of them deals with the diffusion of electric 
displacement, and is largely occupied witb the electrodynamics of 
cables. The reader is struck with the power and succinctness of 
the operational method of integrating the various differential 
equations and Mr. Heaviside’s complete mastery over the process. 
It will, however, take the ordinary student of Physics a very 
considerable time to grasp the logic of this method and to satisly 
himself of its validity. Such operations, for example, as 

(a) (es &c.,are treated with as much freedom and as little 
dt dt . ze 

courtesy as if they were mere arithmetical magnitudes; but the 
key to a large portion of the subject consists in the understanding 
of the equation 

pl=(xt)-4, 
which is deduced by a kind of empirical method at the beginning 
of the volume, and runs throughout almost the whole of the sub- 
sequent work, a further help towards the understanding of it 
being given in p. 288, when the author begins his treatment of 
Electromagnetic Waves. Here, again, we are introduced to a 
novel kind of generalised differentiation—in such an expression, 

d \mt+z : k : ie 
for example, as 7) —and this requires some conventionalities 

a 

as regards factorials. Thus, we have to understand |—3 a 

meaning vr. 
A great merit of the operational method consists in the concise 

form in which it presents the solutions of differential equations. 
As a comparatively simple example may be cited the problem of 
determining the potential and the current strength at any point 
of a cable, at any time, when the origin of the cable is subject to 
an alternating voltage of the form e¢ sin xt, and the four constants, 
K,S, R, L, of leakage, permittance, resistance, and inductance 
are all concerned. The equation to be solved for V, the potential 
at any point of the cable, is 

av _ D} 

apd Vo oe a re 

where g==(R+Lp):(K+Sp)?, p being, as usual, = The 

solution is simply 

Vee? V5; 69) 30 a ee 

V, being e sin nt. To make this solution readily comprehen- 
sible—i.e., to “ algebrise”’ it, as Mr. Heaviside says—we observe that 
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p is now supposed to be ni, so that the operator q must be 
expressed in the form P+Qi. This is done by the ordinary 
algebraical process of expressing q as 

{RK —LSn?+i (RS+LK)n}, 
and then expressing this as P+Qi, which is easily done. We 
have then 

Ve a) ésin nt 

=e e-Pr e- “esin nt, 

Qe 
and, from the nature of the operator e ” , this becomes 

; V=e e-F# (sin nt—Q,), 

the value of the current strength being then easily deducible by 
another (and simpler) operation. 

There is no doubt that this operational method very greatly 
curtails the mathematical work in a large number of cases, 
although it occasionally happens that the process of “ algebrising ” 
the operational form of solution involves some troublesome 
mathematical work of the ordinary (or humdrum) sort. Mr. 
Heaviside is, however, always at home with this method, while 
beginners will have to mind their steps; but they will be amply 
rewarded for any time and trouble that they take in studying the 
process. 
A particularly interesting illustration of Mr. Heaviside’s opera- 

tional mode of treatment is the case of a ‘‘ distortionless ” cireuit— 
i.é., one in which R/L=K/S—at one end of which is applied a 
voltage varying in any assigned way with the time. It is to be 
observed that when the distortionless relation R/L=K/S is 
fulfilled, the general operator, g, becomes rational in p, and we 
have 

BK? Ame q= VRK+ * where v= aE 

: : ; + oe 7 —2(VKR+2 i : 
Equation () gives in this case V=e ( 5) Vo, where V, is the 
voltage impressed at the origin. If now V,=/f(t)=any function 
of the time, this gives 

Vac 9(1-2), CRIP ECE Ce 

for the potential at distance vat any time ¢. The current strength 

at this point is deduced just as simply; for, if C is its value, we 

Enaw. inet +(R+4Lp) C=0, while, since V=e—77V,, we have 
xv 

Ai —qV ; so that, in all cases, 
dz K48p\3 

ae Le Eee SNe WEP ie Me, C a) (*) 
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and this, with the distortionless relation, gives C={ t) V; Yor 

=— ; So that C is everywhere proportional to V, and has its value 
Vv 

at once from (y). 
No more simple or beautiful treatment of such a problem is 

possible, and many such will be found in this extremely valuable 
volume of Mr. Heaviside’s. (It may be noted that in line 6, 
p- 299, “turning p to p+p” should be changed to “ turning 
p to p—p.”) The general case of a wave—i.¢., the case in which 
distortion exists as well as attenuation— is attacked in p. 316; and, 
by a simple and ingenious manipulation of the operator q in its 
general form, the problem is deprived of almost all its difficulty. 
This part of the subject is terminated with a full discussion of the 
reflexion of waves at the ends of wires and their absorption by 
bridges, the experiments of Barton and Bryan being specially 
noticed inasmuch as they did not succeed in completely verifying 
the results- which they expected from Heaviside’s theory. 
The author shows that, under the circumstances, complete extinc- 
tion was not to be expected; but he gives (p. 371) the value of 
the resistance per unit area of a plane resisting sheet terminating 
a circuit, for which complete absorption may be expected. Then 
follows the discussion of the reflexion of long waves by various 
reflectors—condensers, inductance-coils, &e. 

The last chapter of the book is devoted to Generalised Differ- 
entiation and Divergent Series, in which is expounded the general 
theory of the operational work employed in the preceding part of 
the volume, and a great deal more. The student who is interested 
mainly in the physical questions treated by Mr. Heaviside need 
not be frightened by this chapter, which covers much more than 
is required for the physics of Electromagnetic Theory. 

Mr. Heaviside’s work is, as has been already stated, of enormous 
importance in the domain of Electricity and Magnetism. 
He has to a great extent, in this volume and in its predecessors, 
revolutionized the treatment of the subject and founded a special 
school. This is a great achievement. But this acknowledgment 
does not exhaust his public character. His writings are almost 
as entertaining as those of Gulliver; while for rapidity in the 
production of knowledge his Operational Method will compare 
favourably with the wonderful machine in the Academy of Lagado. 
We never know the moment when we may find ourselves im- 
pulsively compelled to a burst of laughter by some remark which 
turns up in the course of what is (to judge from a look at the page) 
a mass of the driest, or the most sedate, mathematical investigation. 
Of course this is all very improper and terribly unorthodox ; but, 
nevertheless, it greatly facilitates perception ; and we suspect that 
even the most dignified of us enjoy these bold departures from 
propriety—unless we are wholly devoid of the sense of humour. 

G. M. M. 
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Scientia. La Théorie de Maxwell et les Oscillations Hertziennes. 
By H. Porncaré. Paris: Georges Carré et C. Naud, 1899. 

This volume represents the contribution of M. Poincaré to the 
series of records of scientific progress which are being issued under 
the title “‘ Scientia.” British readers who are acquainted with 
the modern development of the electromagnetic theory of light 
may possibly suppose, from the nature of the author’s previous 
work on the subject, that the present volume is of a mathematical 
character. This is, however, by no means the case, for the book 
does not contain a single equation or formula ; when mathematical 
analysis is referred to its results are stated in a manner which 
cannot fail to be acceptable to the general reader. 

The work commences with an introductory chapter chiefly 
devoted to the definition of terms; this is followed by chapters 
giving an explanation of Maxwell’s theory, and an account of the 
experiments of Feddersen together with Lord Kelvin’s theory of 
the oscillatory discharge of a condenser. The various forms of 
apparatus used for exciting and for detecting Hertzian waves 
are then described, after which the author proceeds to give 
an account of researches on the propagation of the waves along 
wires, in air and in dielectrics respectively, treating each in 
historical order. A chapter is then introduced containing a 
description of the more recent forms of exciter for obtaining and 
detecting very short waves, and the volume closes with an account 
of researches which establish the identity of optical and electro- 
magnetic waves. AJ] this is compressed into eighty small pages, 
so that the treatment of each section is necessarily brief; the 
author’s statements are, however, concise and to the point, and he 
has faithfully carried out the intention of the editors to make the 
series an exposé of contemporary progress. J el 

XXXIV. Proceedings of Learned Societies. 

GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY. 

[Continued from p. 1665. | 

April 26th (cont.).—W. Whitaker, B.A., F.R.S., President, 
in the Chair. 

2. ‘The Limestone-Knolls below Thorpe Fell, between Skipton 
and Grassington in Craven.’ By J. R. Dakyns, Hsq., M.A. 

A band of limestone runs from Cracoe towards the north-east, 
folded in an anticline and dipping under shales. In several places 
the top of the limestone is brecciated and the overlying (Bowland) 
shale contains fragments of limestone. The limestone forms five 
abrupt conspicuous hills, The rocks in most of these hills are not 
bedded, and where they are bedded the dip is confusing; both in 
exposures outside of these and in adits inside, the limestone in 
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some cases is amorphous and without any sign of bedding. When 
Mr. Tiddeman propounded his view that the limestone was 
originally formed in the shape of knolls or mounds, the author 
accepted his opinion for these particular hills. ‘There is evidence 
that the surface of limestone underneath the shales is uneven. 
On Simon’s Seat, a Millstone-Grit fell, there are swallow-holés 
showing that limestone is not far below; while below Thorpe 
Fell at least 450 feet of shales overlie the limestone. The author 
considers the absence of bedding in the limestone to be a very 
important feature; for in the country south of the North Craven 
‘Fault, though the rock is excessively contorted, its bedding has not 
~been destroyed. 

3. ‘On Three Species of Lamellibranchs from the Carboniferous 
Rocks of Great Britain.’ By Wheelton Hind, M.D., B.S., F.R.C.S., 
F.G.S. 

May 10th.—W. Whitaker, B.A., F.R.S., President, 
in the Chair. 

The following communications were read :— 

1. ‘The Geology of the Davos District.2 By A. Vaughan 
Jennings, Esq., F.L.S., F.G.8. 

Alpine geology has attracted many workers since the date of 
-Prof. Theobald’s classic memoir on the district of which Davos 
forms part, and new principles of interpretation have been esta- 
blished. The author has more especially studied (a) the age of 
certain rocks formerly classed as ‘‘ Biindner Schiefer,” but distinet 
from the grey shales variously regarded as of Jurassic or Ter- 
tiary age; (b) the origin and date of the serpentine near the 
Davoser See; and (c) the tectonic structure of the district. The 
‘following rock-groups occur in the neighbourhood treated of :— 
(1) Gneisses and crystalline schists more ancient than any of 
the others; (2) the Casanna Schiefer, a name applied to a 
variable group of rocks, ranging from true schists to dark shaly 
rocks, apparently less crystalline and more recent than the above- 
named, but older than (3) the Verrucano, a conglomerate or grit 
with occasional mudstones, sometimes associated with a quartz- 
porphyry, the last representing the well-known rock in the Botzen 
district ; (4) the ‘ Mittelbildung’ of Theobald, strata intermediate 
between the Verrucano and the Haupt-Dolomit, very variable in 
lithological character, in which sometimes the Arlberg Kalk and 
Virgloria Kalk can be identified, and typical rauchwacke, which 
occurs at two levels. Above this comes (5) Haupt-Dolomit of 
the usual character, followed in places by beds (6) of Rhetic age. 
Of more local occurrence are (i) serpentine, a large mountainous 
mass on the western side of the Davoser See, with a narrow exten- 
sion northward and southward for a considerable distance ; (ii) red 
and green schistose rocks; (iii) radiolarian chert; (iv) breccias ; 
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_{v) the so-called tale-granite ; and (vi) diabase, among which, at 
Arosa, is a variolite. The schistose rocks (ii) are common in the 
neighbourhood of the East Alpine serpentines, and in this region the 
latter rock passes dewn on the western side into ophicalcites, which 
are followed by a confused mass of layers of serpentine alternating 
with reddish calcareous or argillaceous bands. These the author 
considers to indicate a physical condition rather than a geological 
horizon. With the red and green schistose rocks, which he refers 
to the Mittelbildung, radiolarian cherts are associated. These have 
been examined by Dr. G. J. Hinde, who states that the radiolaria 

are not sufticiently well preserved for specific identification, but have 
-rather a Jurassic facies, though they also resemble radiolaria, 
. described by Prof. Parona from Cesara, which that author regards 
as at any rate not newer than Lower Trias. 
- he author discusses at length the physical structure of the 
district. The general trend of the Davos Valley is rather oblique 
to that of the greater rock-masses, which, however, is somewhat 
irregular. He shows that these (which have a general dip towards 
the south and east) form three great acute and rudely parallel over- 
folds, the westernmost being the most complicated; of this fold the 
serpentine forms a part. It is more recent than the crystalline 
schists and the Casanna Schiefer, and is associated with the red and 
green schistose rocks already mentioned, in a way which he con- 
-siders indicative of intrusion; but it nowhere cuts the Haupt- 
Dolomit. Accordingly he considers it to be later than the Verrucano, 
and not earlier than the middle part of the Trias. Certain 
crystalline breccias occur in the neighbourhood of the serpentines ; 
these the author considers to be due to earth-movement, and he 
goes on to give reasons for regarding them as the equivalent of the 
Casanna Schiefer of other localities. There is, in his opinion, no 
evidence of the presence of post-Jurassic strata such as Prof. Stein- 
mann believes to exist. 

2. ‘ Contributions to the Geological Study of County Waterford.— 
Part I. § I. The Lower Paleeozoic Bedded Rocks of the Coast,’ 
By F. R. Cowper Reed, Esq., M.A., F.G.S. 

This paper opens with an account of the previous publications on 
the geology of the district, and then goes on to describe the sections 
exposed along the coast at the following localities:—Raheen and 
Newtown Head, Tramore Bay, Garrarus and Kilfarrasy, Annestown 
and Dunabrattin, Knockmahon, Ballydouane Bay, and Killelton 
Cove to Ballyvoyle. These sections expose shales and limestones 
with abundance of igneous rocks partly interbedded, but mainly 
intrusive ; and the Pee is able to make out the following suc- 
cession of rocks, tabulated in descending order :— 

4, apres Series. Mudstones, slates, felsites and tuffs, and fossiliferous 
snaies, 

3. Carrigaghalia Series. Graptolitic shales, thin flags, cherts, tuffs, and 
felsites. 

2. Tramore Limestone Series. Divided into three stages. 
1. Tramore Slates. Calcareous and arzillaceous slates. 
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Nos. 3 and 4 are represented by barren limestones at Dunabrattin, 
and 1, 2, and 3 by felsites and tuffs at Newtown Head. 

The palontological portion of the paper gives the previously 
published lists of fossils, including those recorded by M’Coy in his 
‘Synopsis.’ The author has examined and re-identitied all M’Coy’s 
specimens. A further list gives the peculiar species bitherto found 
in the British Islands only in Waterford. The chief species are 
then dealt with in detail: a number of new species of trilobites and 
brachiopods, and one new genus of trilobites being described. 

Petrological notes of the interbedded igneous rocks are next 
given. These are lavas and tuffs, all acid in composition and 
possessing from 75 to 78 per cent. of silica. The groundmass is 
generally cryptocrystalline, but spherulitic, granophyric, nodular, 
perlitic, and fluxion-structures are common. Phenocrysts do not 
appear to be common; plagioclase-felspar predominates over quartz 
and that over orthoclase, but felspar-inicrolites are of frequent 
occurrence. 

The author has previously compared the Tramore Limestones 
with the Balcletchie Shales of Scotland; but he now considers that 
they mainly represent beds on a lower horizon, as they are overlain 
by rocks displaying a Glenkiln facies. The fauna of the Lime- 
stones themselves presents so peculiar a facies that they have 
often been considered to be of Bala age. Although the graptolites 
of the Carrigaghalia Series correspond with those of the Dicrano- 
graptus-shales of South Wales, the underlying (Tramore) limestone 
has not the fauna of the Llandeilo Limestone, but corresponds more 
nearly with the Orthoceras-limestone of Sweden. ‘The characteristic 
genera Porambonites, Amphion, Hchinosphera, and Glyptocystis 
are common to the Tramore Limestone, the Orthoceras-limestone, 
and the corresponding Echinospherite Limestone and ‘ Vaginaten- 
kalk’ of Russia, while there is also a likeness in the abundance of 
Pierygometopus in Russia and Waterford. A list of common and 
allied or representative species is given in the paper. Stage 1 | 
of the Tramore Limestone may include beds as low as, or lower 
than the Megalaspis gigas-zone = B, Vaginatenkalk of Russia ; 
Stage 2 may especially be compared with the Echinospherite 
Limestone; and Stage 3 probably partly represents the upper part 
of this Limestone and the lower part of the overlying Kuckers 
Shales C,. The Didymoyraptus-shales have not yet been identified, 
though it is just possible that the Tramore Slates may represent 
them. 

The Rahcen Shales of Newtown Head contain Orthis argentea in 
abundance, and may be compared with the O. argentea-zone, which 
in South Wales comes above the Dicranograptus-shales. But these 
beds also contain species peculiar to them, and others with a 
Scandinavian or Russian affinity; and the Shales may be compared 
with the upper part of Tullberg’s Series E of the Middle Graptolite 
Shales. The occurrence of this East European Lower Ordovician 
fauna in the western part of the British Isles is of great interest 
with reference to questions of ancient bio-geographical provinees ; 
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and it seems to require that the coast-line along which this littoral 
fauna flourished stretched round from Scandinavia so as to approach 
the south-eastern corner of Ireland, while deeper-water conditions 
co-existed in Wales and England. Volcanic activity began about 
the period of the accumulation of the Dicranograptus-shales near 
Tramore, and possibly earlier at Raheen, where it also continued 
till after the Orthis argentea-beds had been deposited. 

XXXV. Intelligence and Miscellaneous Articles. 

NOTES ON THE ZEEMAN EFFECT. BY H. M. REESE. 
HE work has been confined to a comparatively exhaustive study 

of the iron spectrum between wave-lengths 3400 and 4500, 
and of the spectra of magnesium, cadmium, and zine. The spectra 
‘were obtained by a concave grating of 15,000 lines per inch, 11 
feet radius. Photographs were taken of the effect as seen when 
viewed across the field of force, and also in the case of iron, as 
seen along the field. The time of exposure varied from fifteen 
minutes to one hour and a half, according to the region in the 
spectrum and the brightness of the lines. 

In the case of iron, the intensity of the field used is unknown 
for the reason that the introduction of an iron terminal to get the 
spark seriously disturbs the field ; and it is impracticable to make the 
measurement with the terminal in position. With the exception 
of the cases of reversed polarization discovered last year, all the 
iron lines examined appeared as plane triplets of the usual type when 
viewed across the field, or as quadruplets, or else were apparently 
unaffected. There are four quadruplets, viz., the lines 3466-0, 
3475°6, 3490-7, and 358713. In the case of 3466-0 and 3475°6, a 
Nicol’s prism was used, which showed that in each case the inside 
pair of components was due to vibrations along the field, the outer 
pair to vibrations across the field. In physical character the four 
lines differ somewhat. In 3466-0 the middle pair of components 
are five or six times as intense as the outer pair and are not very 
sharp, while the space between the inner pair is considerably 
greater than that between either member of this pair and the out- 
side component adjacent to it. The other three quadruplets are 
more uniform in intensity; and their components are more 
uniformly spaced; further, all are quite sharp though rather faint. 
Ali four are, so far as I can judge, symmetrical as regards intensity, 
and probably also as regards spacing; but the most careful 
measurements that I could make indicated a possibility that in the 
case of 3466°0 the mean of the inner pair is a trifle farther 
toward the red than that of the outer pair. The separation of the 
outer pair in the several cases is °76 Angstrom unit for 3466-0, 
-50 for 3475°6, -48 for 3480-7, and ‘40 for 3587:13. In this same 
region the triplet 3476°9 is worthy of mention here because of 
the very wide separation, ‘72 Angstrom unit, between its lateral 
components ; the same measurement in other triplets of the region 
varying from -39 down to a mere broadening. It is rather re- 
markable that so many lines of an unusual character should occur 
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so close together. This region also shows several triplets in which | 
one lateral component is apparently more intense than the other, 
but in every such case the whole triplet is so very faint that I took 
little notice of the phenomenon until my attention was called to — 
it by Dr. Zeeman’s paper in the January number of the Astro-- 
physical Journal, in which he showed that such cases were due to 
superpositions of other lines. 
‘In the experiments with magnesium, cadmium, and zine, the - 

field used was in most cases about 25,000 c. 4. s. units, and I 
think fairly uniform, for the faces of the polepieces were nearly 
flat and so close together that they left only a space about one-eighth 
of an inch wide for the spark. 

The most interesting line in the spectrum of magnesium is 
3832°45, one of a group of three very strong lines belonging to 
the first subordinate series. This line has at least five components, — 
viz., a very strong central one (which may be further resolved in a 
stronger field), and two lines symmetrically situated on either side of 
it. Of these latter, the two extremes, which are very faint, are- 
like the central component due to vibrations normal to the field, - 
while the other pair are due to vibrations along the field. The 
separation of the faint extremes is ‘60 unit, that of the inner 
pair *23 unit. The other two lines of the group, 3829-5 and 
3838-4, are triplets, the former sharp, the latter rather diffuse. 

In the Philosophical Magazine for February, Dr. T. Preston 
gives a relationship between the separation for certain corre- 
sponding lines of magnesium,cadmium, and zine. He finds that the 

value of x is 18 for the lines Mg 5183-8, Cd 5086-0, Zn 4810°7; 

11:5 for Mg 5172-8, Cd 4800-1, and Zn 4722°3; and 10 for 
Mg 5167°5, Cd 4678-4, and Zn 4680-4. Moreover, the first three 
lines are diffuse triplets, the second three are quadruplets, and 
the third three are sharp triplets. My plates show very fair ‘ 

A SN 
acreement with Dr. Preston's results. My values of An are °39 

for Mg 5183°8, -34 for Cd 5086-0, -35 for Zn 4810-7, +21 for 
Mg 5172°8, -22 for Cd 4800-1 and Zn 4722°3, and about :19 for 
Mg 5167-5, Cd 4678-4, and Zn 4680-4; or approximately °36, -22, 
and °19 for Preston’s three groups, which are nearly proportional. 
to his figures. Only proportional agreement is to be expected, 
since the field used was different in the two cases. His statements 
in regard to the physical character of the lines are also confirmed 
by my plates. Orie 

In the report of last spring in this Circular and in the Astro- 
physical Journal, it was shown that the iron lines could be arranged 
in groups with regard to the magnitude of the separation which 
coincided with those found by Humphreys with regard to the shift 
due to pressure, at least so far as the spectrum had been examined. 
This, however, is certainly not the case with magnesium, cadmium, 
and zinc. For instance, the pressure-shift was found to be 

approximately the same for the three b-lines of magnesium, but. 
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the magnetic separation is about twice as great for 5167-5 as for 
5183°8. Again, the cadmium lines 3403°7, 3467-7, and 3613°0 
exhibited the same pressure-shift, but on my plates 3403°7 appears - 
to he unaffected by the field, while the other two lines, although: 
not sharp enough to be measured, are .considerably broadened, if 
not separated. Other examples may be given to the same effect. 

In the paper already cited, Dr. Preston states that he was unable 
to observe the cases of so-called ‘“ reversed polarization ” observed 
by Becquerel and Deslandres in France, and afterwards in this 
laboratory. Now, while it may very well be that what we observed 
as a single central line would prove to be a pair in a stronger 
field, showing the supposed triplet to be a quadruplet of a possible 
type discussed in Dr. Preston’s paper, I am inclined to put more 
faith in our own results than in his, because he states that he 
had to make an exposure of four hours to get these lines, and of 
course could not maintain a strong field for that length of time. 
Not only does a long exposure necessitate a weaker current to 
excite the electromagnet, but it entails great lability of bad 
definition in the photograph on account of slight jars about the 
spectrometer. 

It is probable that no entirely satisfactory results from the 
Zeeman effect can be secured until a very uniform field of great 
strength is obtained. Many of the deviations from the common 
triplet may be due to sensible differences in the strength of the 
field at different parts of the source of light.—Johus Hopkins 
University Circular for June 1899, p. 59. 

A POSSIBLE MECHANISM OF MAGNETISATION. 

BY J. J. TAUDIN CHABOT. 

I. Let two cylindrical steel magnets with their axes parallel be 
arranged so that their unlike poles are opposite each other; a 
number of such magnetic pairs, placed in mutually similar positions, 
may form an extended system. ach several magnet is to be 
susceptible of rotation about its axis at a fixed distance from the 
next, and is likewise to be connected with its neighbours, at the 
ends and middle alternately, by means of mechanism formed of 
electrically conducting material (driving-bands as in the annexed 
sketch, or toothed gearing with intermediate idle wheels), so that 
on applying proper motive power all the magnets rotate with the 
same velocity in the same sense. 

Such a combined system, formed of an even number of parallel 
magnets with their similar poles presented alternately in 
opposite directions, would exert no magnetic force at a distant 
point and would possess no directive force in a uniform magnetic 
field. But what would be the result of a common rotation of its 
constituent elementary magnets im the manner indicated ? 

Each magnet will now be traversed by an electric current 
flowing either from the middle to the two ends or from the ends 
towards the middle; and inasmuch as the magnets are mutuall 
connected at the ends and at the middle by electric conductors, 
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these currents find a conducting path, and there results a con- 
tinuous circulation in a closed circuit. Such a rotating system, 
if freely suspended in a magnetic field, would assume a definite 
position of equilibrium, and generally would exhibit the character- 
istic properties of a magnet. 

J eestor ornare ee 
: 

The above sketch represents two magnetic pairs connected by metallic 
driving-bands. The feathered arrows show the direction, for a given 
case, of the electric currents flowing in a closed circuit. The simple 
arrow-heads indicate the direction of motion of the driving-bands, The 
dotted line gives a plane projection of the electric circuit. 

II. If a system be constructed similar to the above, but with 
the magnets all presenting their similar poles in the same direction 
and rotating alternately in opposite directions (as might be secured 
by using crossed driving-bands, simple toothed gearing, or by 
connecting the ends of the magnets by “ Stowe’s flexible shafts ”), 
a strengthening or weakening of the magnetic effect would be 
observable according to the direction of rotation, and the weak- 
ening might be carried to the extent of making the previously 
polarized system completely neutral. 

Degerloch (Wiirtemberg). 
9th May, 1899. 
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The Size of Drops. 

dt ee relation between the diameter of a tube and _ the 
weight of the drop which it delivers appears to have 

been first investigated by Tate +, whose experiments led him 
to the conclusion that “other things being the same, the 
weight of a drop of liquid is proportional to the diameter of 
the tube in which it is formed.” Sufficient time must of 
course be allowed for the formation of the drops ; otherwise 
no simple results can be expected. In Tate’s experiments 
the period was never less than 40 seconds. 

The magnitude of a drop delivered from a tube, even when 
the formation up to the phase of instability is infinitely slow, 
cannot be calculated a priori. ‘The weight is sometimes 
equated to the product of the capillary tension ('F) and the 
circumference of the tube (27a), but with little justification. 
Even if the tension at the circumference of the tube acted 
vertically, and the whole of the liquid below this level passed 
into the drop, the calculation would still be vitiated by the 
assumption that the internal pressure at the level in question 
is atmospheric. It would be necessary to consider the 

* Communicated by the Author. 
+ Phil. Mag. vol. xxvii. p. 176 (1864). 

Piul. May. 8. 5. Vol. 48. No, 293. Oct. 1899. 2A 
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curvatures of the fluid surface at the edge of attachment. 
If the surface could be treated as a cylindrical prolongation 
of the tube (radius a), the pressure would be T/a, and the 
resulting force acting downwards upon the drop would 
amount to one-half (7zaT) of the direct upward pull of the 
tension along the circumference. At this rate the drop 
would be but one-half of that above reckoned. But the 
truth is that a complete solution of the statical problem for 
all forms up to that at which instability sets in, would not 
suffice for the present purpose. The detachment of the drop 
is a dynamical effect, and it is influenced by collateral cir- 
cumstances. For example, the bore of the tube is no longer 
a matter of indifference, even though the attachment of the 
drop occurs entirely at the outer edge. It will appear 
presently that when the external diameter exceeds a certain 
value, the weight of a drop of water is sensibly different in 
the two extreme cases of a very small and of a very large 
bore...) 

But although a complete solution of the dynamical problem 
is impracticable, much interesting information may be ob- 
tained from the principle of dynamical similarity. The 
argument has already been applied by Dupré (Théorie 
Mecanique de la Chaleur, Paris, 1869, p. 328), but his 
presentation of it is rather obscure. We will assume that 
when, as in most cases, viscosity may be neglected, the mass 
(M) of a drop depends only upon the density (), the capillary 
tension (T'), the acceleration of gravity (g), and the linear 
dimension of the tube (a). In order to justify this 
assumption, the formation of the drop must be sufficiently 
slow, and certain restrictions must be imposed upon the 
shape of the tube. For example, in the case of water de- 
livered from a glass tube, which is cut off square and held 
vertically, @ will be the external radius; and it will be 
necessary to suppose that the ratio of the internal radius to 
a is constant, the cases of a ratio infinitely small, or infinitely 
near unity, being included. But if the fluid be mercury, the 
flat end of the tube remains unwetted, and the formation of 
the drop depends upon the internal diameter only. 

The “ dimensions” of the quantities on which M depends 
are :— 

o= (Mass)! (Length) -3, 
T= (Force)! (Length)-!= (Mass)! (Time)-?, 

g = Acceleration= (Length) ! (Time) ~?, 

of which M, a mass, is to be expressed as a function. If we 
assume 

M & 'T* 94. 675.0%, 
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we have, considering in turn length, time, and mass, 

y—3z+u=0, 244+2y=0, «+z=1; 
so that 

y=—a@, z=l—a, u=3—2er 
Accordingly 

N r—1 

Mx a i ) : 
g \gew 

Since w is undetermined, all that we can conclude is that M 
is of the form 

M= = .¥(—) careHaliey ain i 
g gow)? 

where F denotes an arbitrary function. 
Dynamical similarity requires iat T/goa? be constant ; 

or, if gy be supposed to be so, that a? varies as T/o. If this 
condition be satisfied, the mass (or weight) of the drop is 
proportional to T and to a. 

If 'Tate’s law be true, that ceteris parzbus M varies as a, it 
follows from (1) that F is constant. For all fluids and for 
all similar tubes similarly wetted, the weight of a drop would 
then be proportional not only to the diameter of the tube but 
also to the superficial tension, and it would be independent of 
the density. 

In order to examine how far Tate’s law can be relied upon, 
I have thought it desirable, with the assistance of Mr. Gordon, 
to institute fresh experiments with water, in which necessary 
precautions were observed, especially against the presence of 
grease. Attention has been given principally to the two 
extreme cases, (i.) when the wall of the tube is thin, so that 
the external and internal diameters of the tube are nearly 
equal; (ii.) when the bore is small in comparison with the 
external diameter. The event showed that up to an external 
diameter of one centimetre or more, the size of the bore is of 
little anys but that for larger diameters the weight of 
the drop in (ii.) is sensibly less than in (i.). It scarcely ‘needs 
to be pointed out that in (i.) the diameter can only be increased 
up to a certain limit, after which the tube would not remain 
full. In (ii.) the diameter can be increased to any extent, 
but the drop falling from it reaches a limit. The experi- 
ments of Tate extended also to case (ii.), but his results are, 
I believe, erroneous. For a diameter of one-half an inch 
(1:27 cm.) he found for the two cases drops in the ratio of 
1:56 : 2°84. 

In my experiments the thin-walled tubes were of glass, the 
2A 2 
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ends being ground to a plane, and carefully levelled. Ten 
drops, following one another at intervals of about 50 seconds, 
were usually weighed together. As to the interval, sufficient 
time must be allowed for the normal formation of the drop, 
but the fact that evaporation is usually in progress forbids 
too great a prolongation. The accuracy attained was not so 
great as had been hoped for. Successive collections, made 
without disturbance, gave indeed closely accordant weights 
(often to one-thousandth part), but repetitions after cleaning 
and remounting indicated discrepancies amounting to one- 
half per cent., or even to one per cent. The cause of these 
minor variations has not been fully traced; but the results 
recorded, being the mean of several experiments, must be free 
from serious error. Attention may be called to tubes 11 and 
12 of nearly the same (external) diameter. Of these 11 was 
plugged so as to leave only a small bore, the end being 
carefully ground flat. It will be seen that the difference in 
the weights of the drops was but small. 

Again, No. 10 was of barometer-tubing, having a com- 
paratively small bore, which accounts for the slightly 
diminished weight of the drop. The other tubes were thin- 
walled. In all cases care was taken that the cylindrical 
part of the tube, though ciean, should remain unwetted, a 
condition which precluded the use of diameters much less 
than those recorded. 

Glass. Metal. 

1] 088 ‘0375 15 -400 1446 
2 184 | 0526 16 “450 "1662 
3 191 | ‘0712 17 “500 1882 
4 200 | “O755 18 530 2023 
5 256 | 0923 19 550 ‘2130 
6 B54 ‘L151 20 *5d9 ‘2167 
hes 383 1262 21 “580 2256 
Seal 406 1461 22 +597 +2295 
9 459 1703 23 621 +2389 

10 465 -1698 24 640 2454 
11 521 1969 25 “680 *2510 
12 523 2023 26 “730 2531 
13 566 2210 27 800 +2509 
14 584 2339 

The numbers in the second column are the external 
diameters measured in inches (one inch=2°54 cm.), while 
the third column gives the weight in grams of a single drop, 
corrected for temperature to 15° C., upon the supposition 
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(corresponding to Tate’s law) that the weight is proportional 
to surface-tension. 

The entries under the heading “ Metal” relate to experi- 
ments in which the glass tubes were re- 
placed by metal disks, bored centrally and Fig. 1. 
turned true in the lathe. The water was 
supplied from above through a metal tube 
soldered to the back (upper) face of the 
disk (fig. 1). At the time of use only the 
lower face was wetted. 

A plot of both sets of numbers is shown 
in the figure (2). The two curves prac- 
tically coincide up to diameters of about 
‘4 inch, after which that corresponding 
to the disks falls below. The lower curve shows some 
irregularities, especially in the region of diameters equal to 
‘6 inch. These appear to be genuine ; they may originate in 
a sort of reflexion from the circumference of the disk of 
the disturbance caused by the breaking away of the drop. 
It is possible that at this stage the phenomenon is sensibly 
influenced by fluid viscosity. 

Fig. 2. 

7] ce} N @ fe) ' 2 3 4 

That the size of the bore should be of secondary im- 
portance is easily understood. Up to the phase of instability, 
the phenomenon is merely a statical one, and the element of 
the size of the bore does not enter. It is only the rapid 
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motion which occurs during the separation of the drop that 
could be influenced. When the diameter is moderate, the 
most rapid motions occur at a level considerably below the 
tube, and the obstruction presented by the flat face of a 
thick-walled tube is unimportant. 

The observations give materials for the determination of 
the function F in (1). In the following table, applicable to 
thin-walled’ tubes, the first column gives values of T/gaa?, 
and the second column those of gM/Ta, all the quantities con- 
cerned being in C.G.S. measure, or other consistent system. 

| T/goa?. gM/Ta. | 

: 2°58 | 4°13 

1-16 3:97 
708 | 380 
‘441 3°73 

‘O77 3°78 
220) | 3°90 

169 | 4-06 

From this the weight of a drop of any liquid of which the 
density and the surface-tension are known can be calculated. 
For many purposes it may suffice to treat F as constant, 
say 3°8. The formula for the weight of a drop is then simply 

Mg=3'8Ta, vs 2.9) ee 

in which 3°8 replaces the 27 of the faulty theory alluded to 
earlier. 

The Liberation of Gas from Supersaturated Solutions. 

The formation of bubbles upon the sides of a vessel con- 
taining ‘‘soda-water” or a gas-free liquid heated above its 
boiling-point, is a subject upon which there has been much 
difference of opinion. In one view, ably advocated by Gernez, 
the nucleus is invariably gaseous. That a small volume of 
gas, visible or invisible, provided that its dimensions exceed 
molecular distances, must act in this way is certain, and the 
activity cf porous solids is thus naturally and easily explained. 
But Gernez goes much further, and holds that the activity of 
glass or metal rods, immersed in the liquid without precaution, 
is of the same nature, and to be attributed to the film of air 
which all bodies acquire when left for some time in contact 
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with the atmosphere. If a body is rendered inactive by pro- 
longed standing in cold water; by treatment with alcohol, 
ether, &e., “ qui dissolvent les gaz de lair, plus abondamment 
que Peau ” *; or by heating in a flame; it is because by such 
processes the film of air is removed. One cannot but sym- 
pathise with Tomlinson fF in his repugnance to such an explana- 
tion; but the position maintained by the latter that activity 
is due to contamination with grease is also not without its 
difficulties. 

The question whether contact with air suffices to restore 
the activity of a piece of glass or metal that has been ren- 
dered inactive by heat or otherwise, appears to be amenable 
to experiment, and should not remain an open one. In 1892 
I had a number of glass tubes prepared of about 1 cm. diameter 
for experiments in this direction. After a thorough heating 
in the blowpipe-flame, the ends of the tubes were hermetically 
sealed. At intervals since that date some of the tubes have 
been opened and compared with others which had undergone 
no preparation. Short lengths of rubber provided with 
pinch-cocks are fitted to the upper ends, by means of which 
aerated water is easily drawn in froma shallow vessel. Three 
tubes remaining over from the batch above mentioned were 
tried a few weeks ago, and establish the conclusion that 
seven years contact with air fails to restore activity. A similar 
experiment may be made with iron wires. If these be heated 
and sealed up in glass tubes, they remain inactive, but expo- 
sure to the air of the laboratory for a day or two restores 
activity. 

In opposition to the contention that grease is the primary 
cause of activity, Gernez brings forward a striking experi- 
ment from which it appears that a drop of olive-oil itself 
liberates no gas when introduced with precaution. ‘ Quant 
au role que jouent les corps gras, il est facile de s’en readre 
compte: lorsqu’on frotte un corps quelconque entre les doigts 
légérement graissés, on produit a sa surface une série d’émi- 
nences linéaires séparées par les sillons qui correspondent aux 
lignes de l’épiderme; les cavités forment un réseau de con- 
duits qui contiennent de Vair, sont difficilement mouillés par 
Veau et, par conséquent, constituent au sien du liquide une 
atmosphére, éminemment favorable au dégagement des 
gaz’ }. 

It seems to me that Tomlinson was substantially correct in 

x Annales del Ecole Normale, 1875, p. 319. 
t+ Phil. Mag. vol. xlix. p. 305 (1875). 
i ee Oar ha 346. 
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attributing the activity of a non-porous surface to imperfect 
adhesion. We have to consider in detail the course of events 
when a surface, e. g. of glass, is introduced into the liquid: If 
the surface be clean, it is wetted by the water advancing over 
it, whether there be a film of air condensed upon it or not, 
and no gas is liberated from the liquid. But if the surface 
be greasy, even in a very slight degree, the behaviour is 
different. We know that a drop of water is reluctant to 
spread over a glass that is not scrupulously clean. If a large 
quantity of water be employed, some sort of spreading follows 
under the influence of gravity, but there is no proper adhesion, 
at least for a time, as appears at once on pouring the water 
off again. The precise character of the transition from glass 
to water when there is grease between is not well understood. 
It may be that there is something which can fairly be called 
afilm of air. If so, its existence is a consequence of the pre- 
sence of the grease. On the other hand, it appears at least 
equally probable that air is not concerned, and that the activity 
of the surface is directly due to the thin film of grease, whose 
properties, as in the case of greased water surfaces, are mate- 
rially different from those of a thick layer. 

On this principle, too, it is easier to understand the retention 
of a visible bubble when formed—a retention which often lasts 
for along time. So soon as the gas is entirely surrounded 
by liquid of thickness exceeding the capillary limit, the bubble 
is bound to rise. It is difficult to see how the hypothetical 
film of air explains the failure of the liquid to penetrate 
between the bubble and the solid. 

Colliding Jets. . 
In various papers (Proc. Roy. Soc. Feb. 1879, May 1879, 

June 1882) I have examined the behaviour of colliding drops 
and jets. Experiments with drops are very simply carried 
out by the observation of nearly vertical fountains, rising say 
to two feet from nozzles 35 inch in diameter. The scattering 
of the drops, when the water is clean and not acted upon by 
electricity, shows that collision is followed by rebound. If 
the water is milky, or soapy with unclarified soap, or if the 
jet, though clean, is under the influence of feeble electricity, 
the apparent coherence and the heaviness of the patter made 
by the falling water are evidence that rebound no longer 
ensues, but that collision results in amalgamation. Hye 
observation, or photography, with the instantaneous illumi- 
nation of electric sparks renders the course of events perfectly 
clear. 

The form of the experiment in which are employed jets, 
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issuing at moderate velocities and meeting at high obliquities, 
is the more instructive; but it is liable to be troublesome in 
consequence of the tendency of the jets to unite spontaneously. 
It is important to avoid dust both in the water and in the 
atmosphere where the collision occurs. An electromotive 
force of one volt suffices to determine union; but so long as 
the jets rebound there is complete electrical insulation between 
them. 

As to the manner in which electricity acts, two views were 
suggested. It was thought probable that union was the result 
of actual discharge across the thin jiayer of intervening insu- 
lation; but it was also pointed out that the result might be 
due to the augmented pressure to be expected from the 
electrical charges upon the opposed surfaces. From obser- 
vations upon the colours of thin plates exhibited at the region 
of contact, which he found to be undisturbed by such elec- 
trical forces as would not produce union, Mr. Newall* con- 
cluded that the second of the above-mentioned explanations 
must be discarded. 

On the other hand, as has been pointed out by Kaiser +, the 
progress of knowledge concerning electrical discharge has 
rendered the first explanation more difficult of acceptance. 1t 
would appear that some hundreds of volts are needed in order 
to start a spark, and that mere diminution of the interval to 
be crossed would not compensate for want of electromotive 
force. 

A more attentive examination of the conditions of the expe- 
riment may perhaps remove some of the difficulties which 
seem to stand in the way of the second explanation. As the 
liquid masses approach one another, the intervening air has to 
be squeezed out. In the earlier stages of approximation the 
obstacle thus arising may not be important; but when the 
thickness of the layer of air is reduced to the point at which 
the colours of thin plates are visible, the approximation must 
be sensibly resisted by the viscosity of the air which still 
remains to be got rid of. No change in the capillary con- 
ditions can arise until the interval is reduced to a small 
fraction of a wave-length of light; but such a reduction, 
unless extremely local, is strongly opposed by the remaining 
air. It is of course true that this opposition is temporary. 
The question is whether the air can be anywhere squeezed out 
during the short time over which the collision extends. 

* Phil. Mag. vol. xx. p. 33 (1885). 
+ Wied. Ann. lili. p. 667 (184). Kaiser’s own experiments were 

made upon the modification of the phenomenon cbserved by Boys, where 
the contact takes place between two soap-films., 
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It would seem that the electrical forces ast with peculiar 
advantage. If we suppose that upon the whole the air 
cannot be removed, so that the mean distance between the 
opposed surfaces remains constant, the electric attractions 
tend to produce an instability whereby the smaller intervals 
are diminished while the larger are increased. Extremely 
local contacts of the liquids, while opposed by capillary 
tension which tends to keep the. surfaces flat, are thus 
favoured by the electrical forces, which moreover at the 
small] distances in question act with exaggerated power. 

It is probably by promoting local approximations in oppo- 
sition to capillary forces that dust, finding its way to the 
surfaces, brings about union. 

A question remains as to the mode of action of milk or 
soapy turbidity. The observation, formerly recorded, that it 
is possible for soap to be in excess may here have significance. 
It would seem that the surfaces, coming into collision within 
a fraction of a second of their birth, would still be subject to 
further contamination from the interior. A particle of soap 
rising accidentally to the surface would spread itself with 
rapidity. Now such an outward movement of the liquid is 
just what is required to hasten the removal of the intervening 
air. It is obvious that this effect would fail if the con- 
tamination of the surface had proceeded too far previously to 
the collision. 

In order to illustrate the importance of the part played 
by the intervening gas, I thought that it would be interesting 
to compare the behaviour of the jets when situated in atmo- 
spheres of different guses. It seemed that gases more freely 
soluble in water than the atmospheric gases would be more 
easily got rid of in the later stages of the collision, and that 
thus union might more readily be brought about. This 
expectation has been confirmed in trials made on several 
different occasions. It was found sufficient to allow a pretty 
strong stream of the gas under examination to play upon 
the jets at and above the place of collision. Jets of air, of 
oxygen, and of coal-gas were found to be without effect. 
On the other hand, carbonic acid, nitrous oxide, sulphurous 
anhydride, and steam af once caused union. Only in the 
case of hydrogen was there an ambiguity. On some 
occasions the hydrogen appeared to be without effect, but on 
others (when perhaps the pressure of collision was higher) 
union uniformly followed. Care was taken to verify that air 
blown through the same tube as had supplied the hydrogen 
was inactive, so that the effect of the hydrogen could not be 
attributed to dust. The action of hydrogen cannot be 
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explained by its solubility. Hydrogen is, however, much 
less viscous than other gases, and to this we may plausibly 
attribute its activity in promoting union. A layer of hydro- 
gen may be effectively squeezed out in a time that would be 
insufficient in the case of air and oxygen. 

The Tension of Contaminated Water-Surfaces. 

In my experiments upon the superficial viscosity of water 
(Proc. Roy. Soc. June 1890) I had occasion to notice that the 
last traces of residual contamination had very little influence 
upon the surface-tension, but that they became apparent when 
compressed in front of the vibrating needle of Plateau’s 
apparatus. Subsequently I showed (Phil. Mag. vol. xxwiii., 
p. 470, 1892) that according to Laplace’s theory of Capillarity, 
m which matter is regarded as continuous, the effect of a 
thin surface-film in diminishing the tension of pure water 
should be as the square of the thickness of the film. 

The tension of slightly contaminated surfaces was made 
the subject of special experiments by Miss Pockels (‘ Nature,’ 
vol. xliii. p. 437, 1891), who concluded that a water-surface 
can “ exist in two sharply contrasted conditions ; the normal 
condition, in which the displacement of the partition [altering 
the density of the contamination] makes no impression upon 
the tension, and the anomalous condition, in which every 
increase or decrease alters the tension.” It is only since I 
have myself made experiments upon the same lines that I 
have appreciated the full significance of Miss Pockels’ state- 
ment. ‘The conclusion that, judged by surface-tension, the 
effect of contamination comes on suddenly, seems to be of 
considerable importance, and I propose to illustrate it further 
by actual curves embodying results recently obtained. 

The water is contained in a trough modelled after that of 
Miss Pockels. It is of tin-plate, 70 cm. long, 10 cm. broad, 
and 2 em. deep, and it is filled nearly to the brim. The 
partitions, by which the oil is confined, are made of strips of 
glass resting upon the edge of the trough in such a manner that 
their lower surfaces are wetted while the upper surfaces remain 
dry. The strips may be 1} cm. wide, and for convenience 
of handling their length should exceed considerably the width 
of the trough. I have found advantage in cementing (with 
hard cement) slight webs of glass to the lower faces. The 
length of these is a rough fit with the width of the trough, 
enabling them to serve as guides preventing motion of the 
strips parallel to their length. 

In order to observe the surface-tension Miss Pockels used 
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a small disk (6 mm. in diameter) in contact with the surface, 
measuring the force necessary to detach it. In my own 
experiments I have employed the method of Wilhelmy, 
which appears to be better adapted to the purpose. A thin 
blade is mounted in a balance, its plane being vertical and its 
lower horizontal edge dipping under the surface of the liquid. 
If absolute measures are required, the edge of the blade should 
lie at the general level of the surface when the pointer of the 
balance stands at zero. If m be the mass in the other pan 
needed to compensate the effect of the liquid, / the length 
of the blade, the surface-tension (T) may be deduced from 
the equation 

QUID Sg. 16. oh es ee 

When only differences of tension are concerned, the precise 
level of the strip is of no consequence. As regards material, 
glass is to be preferred and it should be thin in order not 
unduly to diminish the sensitiveness of the balance by the 
displacement of water. I have used a small frame carrying 
three parallel blades, the total length being 27 cm., while the 
thickness may be considered nearly negligible. Before use 
the glass is cleaned with strong sulphuric acid, and the angle 
of contact with the water when the balance is raised appears 
to be zero. ‘The total value of m fora clean surface may then 
be calculated from (1), taking Tat 74. We find m=4°1 gms, 
The balance could be read without difficulty to ‘01 om., 
giving abundant accuracy. 

The position of the barrier, giving the length of the surface 
to which the grease is confined, is measured by a millimetre- 
scale, but is subject to a correction needed in order to take 
account of the additional surface operative when the sus- 
pended strip is raised. This amounts to about 3 em., and is 
to be added to the measured length. In a set of experiments 
where the grease is successfully confined, the density is 
proportional to the reciprocal of the above corrected length. 
It sometimes happens that continuity is lost by the passage 
of grease across the barrier. This is of course most likely to 
happen when the tensions on the two sides differ considerably, 
and the danger may be mitigated by the use of a second 
barrier, so manipulated that the densities are nearly the 
same on the two sides of the principal barrier. 

In commencing a set of observations the first step is to 
secure the cleanness of the surface. To this end the surface 
is scraped, if the expression may be allowed, along the whole 
length by one of the movable partitions, and, if thought 
necessary, the accumulated grease at the far end may be 
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removed with strips of paper. The operation should be 
repeated two or three times with intermediate insertion of 
the balanced strips until it is certain that no grease remains, 
competent to affect the tension even when concentrated. 
The weights now necessary to bring the pointer to zero give 
the standard with which the contaminated surfaces are to be 
compared. 

If it be desired to begin with small contaminations, it is 
best to contract the area, say to about one-half the maximum, 
and then to apply the grease under examination with a 
previously ignited platinum wire until a small effect, such 
as ‘02 gm., is observed at the balance. If the surface be 
now extended to the maximum, the attenuated grease will 
have lost its power, and the original reading for clean 
surfaces will be recovered. The barrier may now be ad- 
vanced, readings being taken at intervals as the grease is 
concentrated. It is often more convenient to make the final 
adjustment by moving the barrier rather than by correcting 
the weights. 

An example will make manifest at once the character of 
the results obtained. On May 15, the weight for the clean 
surface being 1°65 gm., the water was greased with castor- 
oil. With the barrier at 63 cm. this grease had no effect. 
The corrected length is 66, and the reciprocal of this, vize 
152, represents (for this series of observations) the density of 
the oil. With the barrier at 40, viz. at density 233, there 
was no change of the order of ‘005 gm. At 36 cm., or 
density 256, the oil had just begun to show itself distinctly, 
the weight being then 1°64. At density 278 the weight 
became 1:62. From this point onwards increase of density 
tells rapidly. At 308 the weight was 1°55, and at 334 the 
weight was 1°40. A plot of these results is given in fig. 3, 
and brings out more vividly than any description the striking 
character of the law discovered by Miss Pockels. 

The effect of concentration beyond 571, giving ‘70 gm., 
could not be examined in the same series. It was necessary 
to add more oil, and then of course the reciprocals of the 
corrected lengths represent the densities on a different scale 
from before. Corresponding to 63 cm., of which the reciprocal 
is 159, the weight was now 1:20 gm., falling to 1:00 at 175, 
80 at 204, -70 at 233, °60 at 351, °55 at 488, and finally °52 
at 625. These values are plotted in fig. 4, and they show 
that from a certain density onwards the tension falls very 
slowly. This curve may be continued backwards by means 
of the results of fig. 3, for of course the densities correspond- 
ing to any particular weight, e. g. 1°20 gm., are really the 
same in the two series. 
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It is of interest to inquire what point on these curves cor- 
responds to the deadening of the movements of small particles 

of camphor deposited upon the surface. Ona former occasion 
I, have shown (Phil. Mag. vol. xxxiii. p. 366, 1892) that 
whatever may be the character of the grease the cessation of 
the movements indicates that the tension falls short of a 
particular value. In the present method of experimenting 
there is no difficulty in determining what for brevity may be 
called the camphor-point. Two precautions should, however, 
be observed. It is desirable not to try the camphor until near 
the close of « set of experiments, and then to avoid too great 
a quantity. It would seem that the addition of camphor may 
sometimes lower the tension below the point due to the grease. 
The second precaution required is the raising of the balanced 
strip ; otherwise when a weight is taken the density of the 
grease is altered. In several trials with castor and other 
oils the camphor-point was found to correspond with a drop 
of tension from that of clear water amounting to °9 gm. | The 
points thus fixed are marked in figs. (3) and (4) with the 
letter C. 

At this stage a certain discrepancy from former results 
should be remarked upon. Working by the method of 
ripples I had concluded that the camphor-point corresponded 
to a tension *72 of that of pure water, i.e. to a drop of 28 
per cent. But the ‘9 gm. is only 22 per cent. of the calcu- 
lated weight for pure water, 7. ¢.,4:1 gms. At this rate the 
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72 per cent. would become 78 per cent., and the difference 
seems larger than can well be explained as an alteration of 
standard in judging when the tragments are nearly dead. 

One of the most striking conclusions to be drawn from an 
inspection of the curves is the slowness of the fall of tension 
which sets in soon after passing the camphor-point. On a 
rough view it would seem as if a second limit were being 
approached. But this idea is scarcely confirmed by actual 
further additions of oil, for the tension continues to fall 
slightly after each addition, even when large quantities are 
already present. But there is one peculiarity in the behaviour 
of the oil which suggests that the failure to reach a limit may 
be due to want of homogeneity. As is well known, the disk 
into which a drop deposited upon an already oiled surface at 
first spreads, soon breaks up, and the superfluous oil collects 
itself into little lenses. After this stage is reached it would 
be natural to suppose that the affinity of the surface for oil 
was fully satisfied, and that no further alteration in tension 
could occur. And in fact the balance usually indicated the 
absence of immediate effect. But if the surface were ex- 
panded so as to spread the added oil more effectively and 
then contracted again, a fall in tension was almost always 
observed. It would seem as if the surface still retained an 
affinity for some minor ingredient capable of being extracted, 
though satiated as regards the. principal ingredient. 

The comparison of the present with former results throws 
an interesting light upon molecular magnitudes. It has been 
shown (Proc. Roy. Soc. March 1890) that the thickness of 
the film of olive-oil, caleulated as if continuous, which 
corresponds to the camphor-point, is about 2°0 wu *; while 
from the present curves it follows that the point at which 
the tension begins to fall is about half as much, or 1:0 py. 
Now this is only a moderate multiple of the supposed diameter 
of a gaseous molecule, and perhaps scarcely exceeds at all the 
diameter to be attributed to a molecule of oil. It is obvious 
therefore that the present phenomena lie entirely outside the 
scope of a theory such as Laplace’s, in which matter is 
regarded as continuous, and that an explanation requires a 
direct consideration of molecules. 

If we begin by supposing the number of molecules of oil 
upon a water surface to be small enough, not only will every 
molecule be able to approach the water as closely as it desires, 
but any repulsion between molecules will have exhausted 
itself. Under these conditions there is nothing to oppose the 

fp =micromillimetre=10~° mm. 
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contraction of the surface —the tension is the same as that of 
pure water. : 

The next question for consideration is—at what point will 
an opposition to contraction arise? The answer must 
depend upon the forces supposed to be operative between the 
molecules of oil. If they behave like the smooth rigid spheres 
of gaseous theory, no forces will be called into play until they 
are closely packed. According to this view the tension would 
remain constant up to the point where a double layer com- 
mences to form. It would then suddenly change, to remain 
constant at the new value until the second layer is complete. 
The actual course of the curve of tension deviates somewhat 
widely from the above description, but perhaps not more 
than could be explained by heterogeneity of the oil, whereby 
some molecules would mount more easily than others, or by 
reference to the molecular motions which cannot be entirely 
ignored. If we accept this view as substantially true, we 
conclude that the first drop in tension corresponds to a com- 
plete layer one molecule thick, and that the diameter of 
a molecule of oil is about 1°0 wy. 

An attractive force between molecules extending to .a 
distance of many diameters, such as is postulated in Laplace’s 
theory, would not apparently interfere with the above reason- 
ing. An essentially different result would seem to require a 
repulsive force between the molecules, resisting concentration 
long before the first layer is complete. In this case the 
tension would begin to fall as soon as the density is sufficient 
to bring the repulsion into play. On the whole this view 
appears less probable than the former, the more as it involves 
a molecular diameter much e weeeding LO pp. 

EXPLANATION OF FIGURES. 

In the figures (and in the tables) there is no relation between 
the scales of the absciss~ representing the deusities in the various 
cases. As regards the ordinates, representing weights or tensions, 
the scale is the same inall the cases, but the zero point is arbitrary. 
It may be supposed to be situated on the line of zero densities 
at a point 4:1 below the starting point of the curve. 

Phil. Mag. 8. 5. Vol. 48. No. 293. Oct. 1899. 2B 
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XXXVI. On the Photography of Ripples. Fourth Paper. 
By J. TH. Vincent, D.Se., B.A., ARC Ser 

[Plates V. & VI.] 

[T is proposed to bring this series t of articles to a close by 
photographically recording some experiments on the 

refraction of ripples. After seeking in vain for a more satis- 
factory method of refracting ripples than. that of using a 
shallow portion of liquid to correspond to the optically denser 
medium, this method was adopted. The use of mercury, in 
reflexion methods, for the photography of ripples, leaves 
nothing to bedesired when dealing with most of the phenomena. 
If, however, we wish to use mercury in refraction experiments, 
it is necessary to employ waves whose length is large com- 
pared with the smallest depth of mercury which can be 
obtained in the trough. This depth appears to be fairly con- 
stant in tronghs made of different kinds of wood, and is at 
ordinary temperatures very nearly 4 millim., when the mercury 
is moderately pure and clean. The wave-length employed 
would have to be large then, compared with 4 millim. 

If u, X, and v, A, be the velocity of propagation and corre- 
sponding wave-length for frequency n, in deep and shallow 
liquid respectively, we have, using the ordinary notation, 

sale (0 er 
Dar pr 

and One . QrT t 2arh 
rr —— eas eee y= ok + BG Mais we 

The frequency is n in both cases, thus 

s.. 9, 2mAT 
u= 

21n p 

d 2 9 ¢ an ae { Lie 4 2TNT Yh Th 

27n p Ne 

If » be the refractive index from the deep to the shallow 
portion we have 

thus 

me ha gue 2arnt 2arh 

wir poe + p yen ae a 

U0 ee ge a) gu 2arnt 2arh 
7 ! = p |e a p ) eos Wie 

8 

* Communicated by Prof. J. J. Thomson, F.R.S. 
t Phil. Mag. June 1897, and Proc. Phys. Soc. July 1897; Phil, Mao 

Feb, 1898; Phil. Mag. Sept.1898 y 1897; Phil, Mag. 
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Thus for gravity waves 
the h 

foe =cotn a at 

and for capillary ripples 

*=coth 27 te (Ea 8 ee eal 

while in the general case 
} 

fe" = coth Yap ’ 

where p is a positive number having | and 3 as its extreme 
limits. 

Now suppose the minimum depth is 4 millim. and we wish 
to get a refractive index of 2. Then 

~ 

2° =coth 4a < =coth -, approx. 

Let p=1, then* 
5 

coth ~ = 

and 
X=9 centim., roughly. 

Let p=3, then \=40 centim., approximately. 

Thus, if we used a liquid whose minimum depth was 
4 millim., no matter what its surface-tension and density were, 
we should have to employ waves whose length was between 
9 centim. and 40 centim., in order to get a retractive index of 
2. Suppose the wave-length was arbitrarily taken in the 
case of mercury to be 20 centim. in the deep liquid. In the 
shallow portion it would still be long enough for us to neglect 
the effect of surface-tension, and the equation 

w=coth 2p : 

would apply to this case very nearly. It gives the relation 
between yu, h, and X when the wave-length is taken to be over 
20 centim. in the deep liquid, and the value of his such as not 
to make the refracted waves less than about 8 centim. Jong. 

If we neglect the difficulty caused by reflexion from the sides 
of the trough (which would be overcome by some such device 
as a flexible boundary or a hanging fringe), this means that 
the trough to hold the mercury would have to be at least 

* For the approximate solution of such equations the semi-logarithmic 
chart of the hyperbolic functions is useful. See Vincent, Brit. Assoc. 
Ktep. 1898, “ On the Use of Logarithmic Coordinates,” plate iii. 

2.82 
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4 metres square to get enough waves to illustrate optical 
phenomena. The quantity of mercury necessary to use this 
method is a great objection, but there is another. A method 
of illuminating the surface by a beam of practically parallel 
light would bave to be devised. With waves of this length, 
however, an ordinary short-exposure shutter could be used. 

Very short waves refuse to pass over a thin film of the 
liquid lying on an amalgamated surtace*. The use of 
mercury in refraction experiments is then not very hopeful. 

There is, however, a medium course which might yield good 
results. This is to use an amalgamated surface for the 
shallow regions, but to employ waves say 2 centim. long. To 
carry this out it would be necessary to find out the smallest 
depth of mercury over an amalgamated surface which would 
propagate the waves; and it is not improbable that this 
depth would be small enough to allow of the experiments 
being carried out in a trough of attainable size. 

The method actually used in obtaining the photographs 
illustrating this paper is as follows. The liquid employed was 
water, and the trough to hold it was made of a sheet of plate- 
glass with a wooden rim. This trough was suspended by 
being placed on a wooden board which formed the lower part 
of aframe. The sides and top of the frame were of iron, and 
the whole was suspended, as usual, by a rubber cord. A hole 
cut in the board lets the light through from below upwards. 
The light passes through the glass plate and the liquid. The 
optical arrangements were as follows :—The light from the 
spark-gap traverses a lens, and is thas rendered parallel, in 
which condition it passes through the trough and its contents, 
striking a second lens which is placed at a calculated distance 
from the front lens of the camera-combination so as to bring 
the light to a focus on the aperture in the lens-stop._ The 
camera is focussed on the surface of the water, and as in the 
apparatus previously used, if the optical arrangements are 
correct and the source and aperture small, no light can reach 
the sensitive plate except that passing without deviation due 
to the ripples on the liquid surface. 

Before every experiment attempted it is necessary to so 
adjust matters that, in spite of any prismatic deviation due to 
the glass plate not being horizontal, the image of the spark 
appears at the aperture of the stop. This adjustment could 
not be made once for all, because the balance of the hanging 
system was disturbed by the introduction into the trough of 
devices for producing shallow portions of water. 

The water had to be repeatedly changed, as the slightest 
* See p. 196, second paper, Phil. Mag. Feb, 1898. 
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Diagram of Apparatus. zig nat. size. 

F 

T. Trough. A. Iron frame. C. Hook supporting frame and trough, 

1 R. India-rubber cord. S. First spark-gap. L, L. Lenses. 

D. Camera. F, Floor. 
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amount of dust on the refracting devices spoilt the experiment. 
Dust on the surface of the water only spoils the appearance of 
the photographs and does not matter much. 

The refraction was produced by introducing plates of glass 
cut into appropriate shapes into the trough. The depth of the 
water over these devices was generally about a fifth of a 
millim. The depth was adjusted by trial until it was great 
enough to allow of the propagation of the ripples. This 
could be ascertained after a little practice by touching the 
liquid surface with a clean metal pointer. If the liquid was 
too shallow, it allowed itself to be heaped up and drawn about 
like a viscous fluid. It is necessary to have the glass devices 
guite clean, or else the surface of the liquid breaks, and the 
whole arrangement has to be readjusted. The object in using 
vlass devices instead of metal ones was to enable the outline 
of the shallow region to register itself on the photographs, and 
also to get the waves delineated in the shallow region as well as 
elsewhere. The cutting of the circular portions of the glass 
devices was generally done by Mr. Pye on a machine which 
he made for the purpose. This machine consists of a turn- 
table upon which the glass plate is fixed, and an arrangement 
for holding a diamond in contact with the plate while the 
latter is retated. 

Before commencing the actual experiments the capability 
of the method was tested in a very simple way. A photo- 
graphic plate was placed in a vessel with its film upwards. 
Over this a sheet of glass was propped by three pieces of 
metal made exactly the same height. Water was put into 
the trough until it just flooded the plate. When the surface 
was disturbed by ripples of a frequency about 60, these could 
be photographed on the plate by instantaneous illumination 
with parallel light. Refraction effects could be recorded in 
this way, though of course the picture was lacking in contrast. 
Such pictures are not real photographs, they are merely per- 
manent diagrams of the illumination at the bottom of the 
trough, and not objective views of the surface. Many expe- 
riments were carried out in this way, which affords a very 
simple method of measurement of ripples. A noticeable cha-: 
racteristic of these pictures is that often some one ripple comes 
out perfectly clear as a dark thin line on the negative. The 
curvature of the ripple-crest happens to be just that required to 
bring the parallel light to a linear focus by refraction at the 
surface. 

The refraction method of taking ripple-photographs is much 
less sensitive to small changes in the surface-shape than the 
method of reflexion. Thus, suppose an element of the surface 
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makes a small angle 2 with the horizontal, then the deviation 

produced by refraction is, in the case of water, > while for 

reflexion it is 2x. In consequence, both the spark and the 
aperture of the stop must be made as small as possible. The 
stop used was F/64. 

Descriplion of Photographs. 

The figures 1, 2, 6, and 7 are on the same scale as the 
original negatives, and are approximately ? natural size. 
The others are $ natural size. The frequency is about 80 in 
all cases. 

Fig. 1. This illustrates the refraction of a beam of parallel 
light ata plane surface. The longer wave-length corresponds 
to the deep region, while the shallow portion is enclosed by 
the two parallel straight lines, which are the photographs of 
the edges of the piece of glass which in this case rests on the 
floor of the trough. The waves are started in the deep region, 
on meeting the boundary-line they suffer both refraction and 
reflexion. The evidence of reflexion can just be made out on 
the photograph. 

Fig. 2. This illustrates the passage of light through a 
prism. A triangle of glass forming the floor of the shallow 
portion is seen in the photograph. The waves bend on entrance 
to and emergence from the shallow triangular patch, and a 
marked deviation is produced. 

Fig. 3. The rectangle is the photograph of a portion of a 
short circular cylinder of glass placed in the trough, so that 
its convex surface is just submerged. The axis of the 
cylinder is parallel to the shorter side of its rectangular plan. 
The circular waves which originate in deep water are retarded 
by passing over the shallow portion. The interference-fringes 
caused by the refraction are somewhat analogous to those 
formed by a Fresnel biprism. 

Fig. 4. The depth here increases gradually as we pass 
away from the source in one direction. The source is placed 
immediately over the edge of a glass plate. This plate is sub- 
merged, and has one straight edge almost in the surface of the 
liquid. The waves on the deep side are thus semicircular, 
while on the water covering the sloping plate they are dis- 
torted by the retardation in the shallow parts. 

Fig. 5. In this the point-source is placed over the sloping 
floor some distance from the shallow line. 

Fig. 6. Circular waves from a point-source travel into a 
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place of uniform depth. The-Lloyd bands due to reflexion are 
also shown. 

Fig. 7. Rectilinear ripples are refracted at a semicircular 
boundary, and appear approximately circular afterwards. The 
analogue of optical opacity is so strong that the motion is 
quenched before the ripples come to a focus. The squares 
with dark shaded edges represent two slips of cover-glass put 
into the water to make it so shallow as to refuse to allow of 
diffraction through these parts. The diffraction effects, if 
not prevented, would completely mask the refracted ripples as 
the latter would be so much the weaker. 

_ By using a shallow region shaped like the section of a double- 
convex lens, in combination with a circular shallow region, a 
real image has been obtained; but the real foci have never 
been obtained with sufficient success to warrant the repro- 
duction of the photographs. 

By using the analogue of a double-concave lens the phe- 
nomenon of the virtual image has been obtained. While the 
effects of refraction at both concave and convex boundaries 
have been obtained on the same plate by using a piece of 
glass with a sinuous contour, 

Fig. 8. In this case the source was placed by trial at such 
a distance as to produce refracted ripples which are nearly 
rectilinear. Diffraction was again warded off by thin glass 
at the sides of the semicircle. Before producing this photo- 
graph cases in which the wave-front indicated the presence 
of a virtual image of the source were obtained. 

Conclusion. 

The method used in the second and third papers is easy to 
apply, and if the experiments had to be repeated no funda- 
mental alteration would Le adopted. For the production of 
photographs illustrating refraction the method described in 
this paper suffers from many practical disadvantages. The 
use of liquids other than water, such as carbon tetrachloride 
and carbon bisulphide, might be tried. But the best method 
would perhaps be to abandon the use of small waves altogether, 
to be content with using non-parallel light, and to carry out 
the experiments on a larger scale. 

I wish to thank Mr. Boysand Prof. J.J. Thomson for much 
help in the whole of the work. 

Cavendish Laboratory, 
Cambridge. 
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XXXVI. On Achromatic Polarization and Differential 
Double Refraction. By D. B. Brace, Ph.D., Professor of 
Physics, University of Nebraska*. 

ia aray of light polarized at 45° to the principal axes of 
a crystalline plate pass normally through it, the relative 

retardation of the components will be proportional to the 
thickness and to the difference in the refractive indices. In’ 
most crystals the differential double refraction in the visible 
spectrum is normal, and the relative retardation increases with 
the frequency, depending on the crystal. By crossing several 
such plates the difference in the resultant retardation for ad- 
jacent parts of the spectrum might be made a minimum. 

The object of this investigation was to determine whether 
such minima existed, and what orders would give the best 
results. Of the erystals examined, namely, Iceland spar, 
quartz, selenite, mica, and aragonite, all were found to give 
more or less perfect achromatism through the greater part of 
the visible spectrum. 

If d,, €, @, do, €, @2,.... are the lengths of the path and 
the reciprocals of the velocities of the component rays in the 
successive plates, and X the wave-length zn vacuo, the relative 
retardation or order N is given by the equation 

€j—@, E€3 —@W3 
d, +4,7—° + ds x . oN ° ° (1) 

or 

Na Ng PN creche oo gata sie viep a Cee) 

where 

Ni=d, a Ne=d,=— =... . 

Hence 

rs) €;— €)— Ws Pe ONNH & a (4 St + dy 2 $e.) = =05. . (2) 
or 

6 ON 
5 Ni tNet-.- J= 37 =93- . e . (2a) 

t. e. the difference in the relative retardation for two frequencies 
will be a very small quantity if the equation holds. If it can 
be satisfied throughout the visible spectrum, perfect achro- 
matism will be possible. 

* Communicated by the Author. 
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If d,, dj, ... are approximately constant for the entire 
aperture 

a x x oN . d, 5x +d, 3 +.... = 5, 05 (3) 

and hence 

8(q— Jar jo ee a $f SN ae (4) 

Equation (3) gives the ratio of the paths in the several 
plates for achromatism in any part of the spectrum where 
equation (2) holds. 

Equation (4) gives the length of the path in each crystal 
necessary for a resultant retardation of N wave-lengths for 
those rays which can be achromatized. The case of achro- 
matic 1/44, 1/2A,.... wave-plates will illustrate such com- 
pound achromatic systems. 

If d, and d, are not constant over the entire aperture, then 
for any other thickness we must have as a consequence of (3) 

(5 Sat (5° 

ieee rX 
(d, + 6d;) ay a + (dy (Odi) a +.... =O02Ga) 

Hence from (3) 

€;—@; Ey — Wy 

6 alae bd ares 3 ae ea (lg ae oe —1 )) .| (34) 

and thus 
6 (€, —@)) 8(€,—@2) 

It follows also that 

od; 5(€; —@)) dd, 6 (€) — We) p= oN 

eS Gree OVE cia) ee + 5 o 0 a “él? ° ° (>) 

where 8/ is the distance between adjacent points in the field 
of view of a normal spectrum. 

Equation (36) shows that if at any point in the aperture 
there is achromatism, the same will be true at any other point 
if the variation in the paths have the same ratio as in (3). 

Equation (4a) gives the variation in paths 6d, 6d, which 
will produce a variation of 6N in the resultant order. If, 
for example, the system consists of a series of wedges and 
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plates, a change of order 6N at any point in the aperture may 
be produced by the variations found from this equation. If 
N is the same over the entire aperture, then for any increments 
6d, Sd, ... .. the new order will be the same over the entire 
aperture. Such asystem wouid be obtained by a combination 
of wedges or wedges and plates, giving white light of uniform 
intensity over the entire field, as in instruments constructed 
after the manner of the colour-compensators of Bravais, Biot, 
Soleil, and others. 

Equation (5) gives the number of bands between two 
points in the aperture whose distance is 6/ when the total 
path varies by 6d,+6d,+.... uniformly, and the surfaces 
of the plates are plane and inclined, as in the case of a 
compound system of wedges, or of wedges and_ plane 

+ 

parallel plates. The number of achromatic bands =; 
51 

visible ina unit length of the field in any direction would 
Od, +6d,+.... 

él 
per unit distance for the entire system. If the total variation 
in path in any direction for a unit length is given, the 
number of achromatic bands visible in a unit distance of the 
aperture in this direction can be determined. An example of 
such a compound system giving achromatic bands would be 
an optical compensator similar in construction and effect to 
one of the forms of Babinet’s compensator used with mono- 
chromatic light. Both in the compensators with interference- 
bands and in those with uniform field, the calibration giving 
the value of ON (the variation in order) due either to a 
displacement of the plates or to a change of the point of 
reference in the field equal to 6/ is obtained from equation (5). 

From equation (2a) we have for two crystals 

determine the total variation in the paths 

5N, oN, _ 
+a) as 

or 

oN oN. 
a — a ° 5 ~ 5 ~ . (6) 

as the condition of achromatism. This indicates that if in the 
two crystals the orders either increase or decrease with the 
frequency they are to be crossed or placed in subtractive 
series. If, however, in one the orders increase and in the 
other they decrease with the frequency, they are to be placed 
parallel or in additive series. 

This immediately suggests an experimental method of 
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testing various combinations for achromatism. Miiller* first 
studied interference in crystalline plates by means of spectrum 
analysis. Fizeau and Foucault + and others have also studied 
the same phenomena in crystals taken singly. The obser- 
vations of Mouton { on the differential double refraction in a 
plate of selenite indicate anomalous dispersion at “491, that 
is, €—@ is a minimum in this region. Later observations by 
Dufet § indicate, on the contrary, that it is normal, and follows 
the law of Briot in the visible spectrum, as do quartz and 
Iceland spar. The observations of Mouton should agree with 
the latter’s observations if the retardation in the plate used by 
Mouton were 9A instead of 10X according to his measurements. 

In all such combinations then the plates must be placed 
in subtractive order. How far the conditions of (6) are 
fulfilled by crystals already examined is not readily deter- 
mined from present available data. 

Si oN, SN, 
INC Ys 

between the wave-lengths A and X+ 6), it must he possible 
by varying the length of the path to make this number the 
same throughout the spectrum, in order to obtain perfect 
achromatism. 

For this purpose direct comparisons of the interference- 
bands in two crystals were made. The displacement of the 
bands and the increase in their number, and also the de- 
termination of the order at any point in the spectrum, may 
be anticipated from the law for differential double refraction. 
Assuming as the law for differential double refraction, Briot’s 
law for dispersion— 

are the number of bands in the spectrum 

Bz, a 
oA et BX: —= oh 

where A, B, C, D are all positive quantities, we have 

Ned S®= “(a4 5 +5 oe), GD 
r r 

ode SN 3B , 50 Ned Pa 

ter (8) 
also 

Ae Nae 300 “KTR = = 5 (24+ 55 i ) (9) 

* Pogg. Ann. vol. lxix. p. 98. 
+ Ann. de Chim. et Phys. (8) t. xxvi. p. 145; t. xxx. p. 148. © 
+ Comptes Rendus, t. 1xxxviii. pp. 1087, 1189 (1879). 
§ Journal de Physique, 1888, pp. 305- 306. 

a te 
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Equation (8) shows that the order increases toward the 
violet end of the spectrum, and equation (9) that the number 
of bands per unit distance in the normal spectrum increases 
as the wave-length diminishes. We have also from equation 
(7), if N is constant and d and A vary, 

sx _N 1 
‘hao wae a i 3B ; (10) 

| 55 i Satie 

and also 

§Ni = Bae Caaac: 57 (At ze tee ) (11) 

In equation (10) the second member is a positive quantity, 
and hence if d increases X% must increase, and consequently 
the position of a band of any order must be shifted toward 
the red end of the spectrum when the length of the path in 
the crystal is increased. The direction of displacement pro- 
duced by increase of d is taken as the positive direction. In 
equation (11), if we take X constant (say for one of the 
sodium lines) we have the number of bands passing this 
point from the violet toward the red end of the spectrum for 
any increase in the path. Furthermore, since the right- 
hand side of the equation increases as X diminishes, we shall 
have more bands coming into the violet end of the spectrum 
than disappear at the red end, and hence the number of 
bands visible will increase with d. 

It follows at once from the above interpretation that we 
can determine the order of the plate for any wave-length by 
counting the number of bands passing this point when d 
is diminished or increased, until new coincidences in a 
different ratio obtain throughout the spectrum. 

Thus we have ; 

éN d 3B 
sy aot ae : 

and 
ON tg! ( 3B ) 
ee os V2 NG eee fe 

The first equation gives the intervals —6A in wave-length 
for the same increment ON in the order, for path d throughout 
the spectrum, and the second equation similarly the in- 
crement 6N’ in the order for a path d', so that we may have 
a coincidence of bands throughout the second spectrum at 
the same intervals 52. 
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From these equations we obtain 
ON 

OVAALA 
SN’ ape Nj. sce) te, a) JT 

ON 

where n represents the ratio of the number of bands in the 
interval 6A in the two cases. 

Hence 
oN ND) 

i oN 2@—d jal 

oN 7 te 
Or 

Since when d diminishes the bands move in the negative 
direction, i. e. towards the violet, as shown by equation (10), 
the total number passing any point, say the sodium line, for 
a change of path from d to d’ will be 

@ SN Zl B 
-n= |, Sy aie bd (At53- ° a 

(13) 
/ 

=N/— a’'—a (4+ Z -¥,—6a). (14) 

Hence 
/ ay shat = =” = (15) 

Hence 

Sra 

which gives the order. For example, if n=2, N=2m, i.e., 
if every alternate band of the first coincides with each one 
in succession of the second, the number of passages necessary 
to obtain this coincidence from the original complete order 
of coincidence is one-half the original order of the plate 
whose thickness is varied. In the substances examined the 
order for sodium light was approximately double the number 
of bands easily seen between the red and the blue in the 
primitive spectrum. For example, in starting with about 
eight bands visible in the field, fifteen passages for the sodium 
line were counted in doubling the order, thus making the 
original order fifteen. Although increase in thickness in- 
creased the number of visible bands, the order could be 
determined to a certainty. 

If we call N the order of the sodium band, and assume it 
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to be the central band in the normal spectrum, then, as the 

sodium band was double the number of visible bands, we 
‘ r 

have approximately ay and 2 as the orders of the red and 

the violet respectively. If now we make the order for 

sodium nN+1 where n may be a whole or fractional quan- 

tity, the corresponding order fo oe parts of the spectrum 
i 

will be increased in the ratio of mN+! Thus for the red 

it becomes 

4 N 
and for the violet 

5. f/nN+1\ 5nN 95 
=n ee 4 ( N )= fees 

This shows that when the order for the sodium band is 
increased n times by increasing the thickness of the plate n 
times, a single passage in the positive or negative direction, 
changing the order to nN +1, gives a difference of coincidence 
between the original band of the one spectrum and _ the 
nearest band of the other of one-fourth the distance between 

3 my) Bea bo 
oa =5"Nty 

the new bands, or = As ‘01 band can under the most 

favourable conditions be distinguished, n=25 will represent 
the limit of the ratio of the thicknesses which may be used 
by this method. The same method and reasoning apply in 
determining the order and the limit of error for any other 
part of the spectrum. 

The following arrangement (fig. 1) was used for making 
direct comparisons between two crystalline plates. 

Two slits S and 8’ were used for producing two prismatic 
spectra at B and B’ above each other. The adjustment of 
the total reflecting prism allowed the spectral lines to be 
brought into corresponding positions above each other in 
both spectra. The two crystalline specimens—usually single 
wedges—were each mounted in an ordinary Babinet’s com- 
pensator. The wedges were adjusted so that the incident light 
was normal. The slits were placed immediately after the 
wed ges, and were made as narrow as possible consistently with 
the bands remaining visible. The cross-hair of the observing 
telescope was made to coincide with one of the sodium lines 
in each spectrum. Since the opening of the slits S and S’ 
and also the angle of the wedges were small, the thickness d, 
and d, in each wedge may be considered constant. The 
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equation of condition (2a) relates only to order and wave- 
length, hence no attention need be given to the determination 

Fig. 1. 

of d, and d, in observing whether achromatism exists. A 
motion of the micrometer-screw of each compensator before 
the slit caused the bands to move across the spectrum from 
the violet to the red end, more coming in at the violet than 
disappeared at the red end, thus causing the bands to crowd 
together, while when the screw was moved so as to diminish 
the thickness, more bands disappeared at the violet end than 
came into the field at the red end, thus causing a spreading 
out of the bands, which confirms the conclusions above 
arrived at. When a prism was used at R the distance 
between the bands increased from the red toward the violet 
owing to the greater dispersion of the glass for this part of the 
spectrum than the differential double refraction of the crystals. 
It was found that for the values of d used the order of the 
plate could be determined to a certainty according to the 
method indicated under equation (15). This obviated the 
difficulty hitherto met in determining the order of the plate 
by measuring its thickness and index, which may introduce 
serious errors, as indicated above in the discrepancies between 
the results of Mouton and Dufet. It furthermore did not 
require the use of wedges perfectly plane, which it is not 
always possible to obtain, as, for example, in the case of mica 
and other easily cleavable crystals, accurate data for which 
are lacking. 

Plane parallel plates and wedges of mica, selenite, right 
and left-handed quartz, Iceland spar, and aragonite were 
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made for me by Bernard Halle of Berlin. Through the 
courtesy of President Kohlrausch I was enabled to make 
the comparison of the crystalline plates at the Reichsanstalt 
in Charlottenburg, 

Comparison of Right- and Left-handed Quartz. 

Previous direct measurements of e¢ and @ in right- and 
left-handed quartz indicate slight discrepancies, probably 
instrumental errors. This method of comparison gives a 
very sensitive test as to the interesting question of differential 
double refraction in the two kinds of crystals. Accordingly, 
wedges cut with their lengths parallel to the optic axis were 
placed before S and S’, and the latter illuminated with sodium 
light, so that the path of the ray was normal to the optic 
axis within the crystal, and adjustment made for coincidence 
of the cross-hair and the sodium line in the two spectra. 
This gave perfect coincidence throughout the spectrum, ad- 
justment being made so as to bring the cross-hair on one of 
the black bands, about ten bands being visible in the field. 
One of the micrometer-screws was then turned so as to 
increase the thickness of the wedge, and the number of bands 
passing the cross-hair toward the red was counted until 
perfect coincidence of every alternate band in this spectrum 
with the bands of the former was obtained. The number of 
black bands counted—namely, twenty—gave the original - 
order for the sodium line. The second wedge was then shifted 
in the same way until perfect coincidence was obtained, the 
number o passages across the sodium line being the same as 
in the first case, namely twenty. 

This comparison was extended to the fifty-eighth order for 
sodium (as high as available with the wedges at hand) and 
not the slightest deviation from perfect coincidence through- 
out the spectrum could be observed. The variation of one 
passage would destroy the coincidence in a marked degree, 
so that this method of comparison gives a simple and positive 
method of determining the order. Different ratios of coinci- 
deneesas. 2.2.0, 331, 4 41,3 woe eds 2d cbs WeLe 
used, and the same orders were always obtained when sub- 
stituted in equation (15). It may be concluded, therefore, 
that the differential double refraction in quartz is the same 
whether it be right- or left-handed. 

Comparison of Selenite and Left-handed Quartz. 

In the comparison of selenite and quartz the previous 
wedge of left-handed quartz was used, and also a wedge of 

Phil. Mag. 8. 5, Vol. 48. No, 298. Oct, 1899. 2C 
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selenite of the thirty-third order cut with its edge parallel to 
one of the principal axes, one face being in the plane of 
principal cleavage. Adjustment was made so as to give 
three bands in the field. This gave almost perfect coincidence 
of the two sets of bands. On increasing the thickness the 
approximate coincidence between the alternate bands was 
obtained by five passages of the sodium line, thus showing 
the original order to be the fifth. On increasing the thick- 
ness of the other wedge so as to give five passages the approxi- 
mate coincidence of the bands was again obtained, those of 
the quartz being shorter than those of the selenite in the 
blue. By continuing this process of increasing the order of 
each up to the thirty-second (the limit of the selenite wedge) 
this shortening of the quartz in the blue increased, the red 
bands extending beyond those of the selenite. On intro- 
ducing a plate of selenite before the wedge and adjusting for 
coincidence, and then increasing the orders successively up to 
the sixtieth, it was found that a better coincidence in the 
yellow and toward the blue was obtained on increasing the 
order of the selenite by one at the torty-ninth order, making 
the order fifty for selenite and forty-nine for quartz ; this, 
however, increased the disagreement in the red still more. 
Achromatism was apparently not possible except in parts of 
the spectrum, the ratio depending on the portion of the 
spectrum, the reciprocal of this ratio being even possible for 
the red, say. No anomalous distribution of the bands of 
selenite could be detected in the region studied by Mouton 
and Dufet, namely ‘491 4, where the bands of the selenite 
could be made to coincide with those of the quartz. 

Comparison of Mica and Left-handed Quartz. 

Considerable difficulty was experienced in obtaining a 
wedge of mica. One of the twenty-eighth order was, how- 
ever, finally ground by closely cementing together two or 
three pieces upon a plate of glass and careful polishing. The 
angle was 6° 7’, the edge being parallel to one of the principal 
axes and one face that of principal cleavage. High orders 
could not be used on account of the great absorption of light. 
The quartz wedge was the same as previously used. 

Starting with four bands visible in the field, which was as 
low as comparisons could be made, and increasing the thick- 
ness of each to one passage of the sodium line, the best coin- 
cidence for the central band was obtained with orders of eight 
quartz and nine mica, the orders being determined as above 
by doubling the number of bands in one spectrum. The 

tes ae oY 

af a 
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orders seven quartz and eight mica gave also very good 
coincidence, better than nine quartz and ten mica, which 
might indicate a ratio between the first two ratios but nearer 
the first, namely, eight quartz and nine mica. For these 
orders the quartz bands were slightly closer than those of the 
mica in the extreme blue, but somewhat more extended in 
the red. On increasing the thickness of each and noting the 
passages’ of the sodium band a second coincidence was ob- 
tained for the orders fifteen quartz and seventeen mica, and 
also for sixteen quartz and eighteen mica. The next approxi- 
mate coincidence was obtained with twenty-three quartz and 
twenty-six mica, and also a closer one with twenty-four quartz 
and twenty-seven mica, the latter giving more complete co- 
incidence for the central band. The orders eight quartz and 
nine mica were estimated to give the best ratio for achro- 
matism, although each may be slightly too great. The co- 
incidence of the bands was not as perfect, however, as with 
the selenite and the quartz for the same orders, the deviation 
of the quartz being at least one-tenth of a band within that 
of the mica in the blue and extending two-tenths in the red 
beyond those of the mica. . 

Comparison of Mica and Selenite. } ) 

The wedges and plates of mica and selenite used previously 
in the comparisons with quartz were compared directly. 
With four bands in the field a first coincidence was obtained, 
the order for each crystal being found to be eight for mica 
and seven for selenite. The selenite bands in the blue were only 
perceptibly shorter and also longer in the red. On increasing 
the orders of each successively a second coincidence was 
obtained for the sixteenth order of the mica and the fourteenth 
of the selenite. A closer coincidence was obtained here than 
for the second coincidence of the mica and quartz. A third 
coincidence was obtained for the twenty-fourth order of mica 
and the twenty-first order of selenite. Only slight discre- 
pancies could be observed, the coincidence being almost 
perfect in the yellow and green. The ratio of eight mica to 
seven selenite being undoubtedly very approximately the best 
achromatism. 

Comparison of Iceland Spar and Left-handed Quartz. 

Comparisons were made with these two crystals, but dif- 
ficulty was experienced in obtaining a wedge of the former 
of sufficiently low order and-good definition to make accurate 

2C 2 
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observations. Two observations, however, were made giving 
coincidence for the twenty-fourth order of Iceland spar and 
twenty-fifth order of quartz. A third observation under 
more favourable conditions gave good coincidence for the 
orders forty-four Iceland spar and forty-six quartz. The 
ratio of twenty-two Iceland spar to twenty-three left-handed 
quartz was selected as the best for achromatism, but further 
experiments will be necessary to confirm this result. 

Comparison of Aragonite and Left-handed Quartz. 

Small wedges were made of aragonite, but the bands were 
too indistinct to determine their ratios. However, with a 
wedge whose edge bisected the greater angle between, and 
whose face was normal to, the plane of the optic axes good 
coincidence was obtained in the region of the thirtieth to the 
fifty-eighth order of quartz throughout the spectrum. With 
a similar wedge, but with its face parallel to this plane, no 
definite comparisons could be obtained. The determinations 
for Iceland spar and aragonite have been reserved for future 
observation. 

If we wish to use a combination of two crystals which have 
not been directly compared their ratio can be easily deter- 
mined provided coincidences have been obtained over the 
same portion of the spectrum. ‘Thus the ratio of the orders 
of mica to selenite is 8:7, and of mica to quartz 9: 8. 
Hence the ratio of selenite to quartz would be 9: 8:: 8:7 
or 63 : 64; which would be possible ina part of the spectrum, 
as stated above. : 

The results of these observations show that with the more 
available crystals achromatism cannot be obtained over the 
entire visible spectrum, but that certain pairs of crystals will 
achromatize more perfectly than others. For example, better 
coincidences were obtained with selenite and mica than with 
quartz and mica. These two pairs are particularly suitable 
over the others in making compound retardation plates, such 
as achromatic quarter-wave plates, and the orders used are 
comparatively low. 

Having tound the linear relation between Nj, No,. . . and 
satisfied equation (2 a) fora part or the whole of the spectrum, 
as the case may be, we can solve equation (1 a) for any given 
resultant retardation N of several crystals. For example, if 
N= for mica and selenite we have 

Nie cA eo oe 

w. N™=8cA and Ns=72. 

Ny—N,=), 
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If 

Nu-N,=N=*, 3 

“ Ny=2 and Ngs=12\ 

if N= x for mica and quartz we have 

oe Nae 9 
on" Ne 8" 
Ny=2t and Ng=2). 

Xu 8 

Similarly if N= * for the same pair we have 

Ny=4A and N,=34”, 

If N=A and we cross quartz with mica and selenite we 
have Ny;—Ng+Ns=A, and therefore 

SeiiaG 72 
Ny(l=7 + )=, oe Nu= 7» 

hence 64 63 
NQ= 71 r, and Ns= 71 nr. 

If we cross selenite with mica and quartz we have in the 
same way 

: 64 63 N 72 
i ee 73 r, No= 73 Xr, and Ne 73 Xr. 

Thus we see that an eighth order mica and a seventh order 
selenite crossed give a resultant plate of the first order for 
all colours approximately, and also that a second order mica 
and a one and three quarter order selenite will give an achro- 
matic quarter-wave plate. Similarly a ninth order mica and 
an eighth order right- or left-handed quartz give when crossed 
an approximately achromatic 1X plate, and a second order 
quartz and a two and one quarter mica give an approximately 
achromatic 1/4 plate, but less perfectly compensated than 
with the other pair of crystals. A slight variation from these 
ratios will give corresponding results providing the difference 
is accurately 1X or 1/4, as the case may be. 

Comparison by means of Cross Plates. 

In order to observe the achromatizing effect of crossing 

two crystals with different ratios of the order, wedges were 

cut so that when they were superposed with their edges at 
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right angles they were in subtractive positions. The bands 
thus formed were seen diagonally across the faces of the 
wedges, the dark band usually used as a test of the order of 
a plate thus covering different orders in each wedge. The 
degree of blackness and of decolorization of this band was an 
indication of the amount of achromatism. 

In order to give a greater range to the observation without 
cutting a number of wedges of successively higher orders 
compound wedges were used, see fig. 2. 

Fig. 2. 

Thus a and b were two wedges cut so that when super- 
posed in the reverse direction they bore the same relation to 
the principal axes. The angle of a was made slightly different 
from b so that the system formed a compound wedge of small 
angle, over which several bands of varying order might be 
formed by sliding 6 with respect toa. By using ¢ either in 
subtractive or in additive order, the lowest orders up to the 
highest could be examined. On placing a and 0, with or 
without c, over a corresponding system of another crystal, 
broad bands could be obtained by proper adjustment of orders 
up to several hundred or a thousand. On placing selenite 
over quartz a perfectly colourless dark band was obtained for 
the zero and lowest orders, but this became gradually more 
and more coloured as the orders increased up to the fiftieth, a 
decidedly bluish band being obtained at this point, this 
indicating compensation for the red end of the spectrum, 
which is in agreement with the observations made by the first 
method, while the adjacent higher band was bordered by a 
pink and green and showed scarcely any blue, indicating com- 
pensation for the blue as found previously. With still higher 
multiples the coloration was increased. ; 

Iceland spar and quartz showed a nearly black line with a 
bluish tint for the orders twenty-two Iceland spar and twenty- 
three quartz respectively, indicating fairly good achromatism. 
Multiples of these gave greater coloration, but less than the 
selenite and quartz for similar orders. a 

= oo 
% 
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Iceland spar with selenite gave nearly as dark a band as 
with quartz at approximately the same orders. 

Mica and quartz gave the blackest line for the orders nine 
and eight respectively, very little coloration being present for 
these orders. 

Mica and selenite also gave the best compensation for the 
orders eight and seven respectively, less coloration being 
observable than with the previous pair. These results all 
agree with those obtained by the previous method. 

It should be noted that when the comparisons are made 
between wedges beginning with the zero order, say, and in- 
creasing, that the black band changes into a bright colourless 
band after a gain of half an order of one of the wedges over 
the other, and then changes into a black band after a gain of 
one order, and so on. By counting the number of bands 
gained it is evident that we can determine the ratios for 
achromatism for the entire spectrum or for a part, by counting 
these passages of either the dark or bright bands, the wedges 
having been previously graduated for the bands of sodium 
light, say, and the position of either of these bands with 
respect to the latter determining the ratio. For example, 
with wedges of selenite and of mica the bright bands occurred 
at the fourth order in the mica, and the three and one half 
order in the selenite wedge; and at the eighth and seventh 
orders respectively, for the first black band gained. Similar 
results were noted for the other specimens examined. 

It is evident from the above that in determining the order 
of a plane plate by means of a wedge, as is usually done, that 
the order will depend upon the comparison wedge used. For 
example, using white light, a mica plate tested with a mica 
wedge gave 9°2 as the order. The same plate tested with a 
quartz wedge gave 83 as the order, and with a selenite wedge 
84. A selenite plate gave 24°6 as the order when tested with 
a selenite wedge, and 28 with a mica wedge. The same 
results would also follow with measurements made with the 
ordinary Babinet’s compensator. 

Of the crystals examined above combinations of mica and 
‘selenite, and of mica and quartz, are the most available-for 
retardation plates, such as achromatic quarter-wave plates. 
Both of these combinations were tried. In the construction 
of a mica-selenite 1/4X plate, for example, a film of mica was 
split off of as near the second order for sodium as possible. A 
piece of selenite was then cemented over this in subtractive 

_position and then polished and tested until the resultant 
retardation was reduced to exactly \/4 for sodium light. On 
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placing this pair with their principal axes at 45° to the 
polarizer and rotating the analyser, the field appeared white 
and of uniform intensity, the variation being very much less 
than with a true 1/4) plate of mica or of selenite, but not so 
perfect as was obtained with the Fresnel rhomb. Fresnel’s 
formula gives for crown-glass a difference of phase of 1/10X 
between the extreme red and violet rays when the relative 
retardation is one A. 
When these combinations were examined in divergent light 

with the polarizer and analyser either crossed or parallel, the 
isochromatic lines in the centre of the field were nearly 
colourless, and the neutral hyperbolic line became pink when 
the line of the optic axes was not parallel or perpendicular to 
the principal plane of the polarizer ; both sets of fringes, how- 
ever, had the same general form as when mica was used 
alone. 

Similar results were obtained with mica and quartz, this 
latter combination not giving quite as good compensation as 
the former. 

Achromatic wedges might also be obtained by a similar 
combination, the proper ratio of the orders being maintained 
over the entire length of the wave. Combinations of such 
systems might also be used as an achromatic compensator in 
a similar way to that of Babinet’s compensator, the distance 
apart of the bands within the field being given in the equations 
already discussed. 

With systems of more than two crystals better achromatism 
would be possible, but the mechanical difficulties would be 
serious. Over parts of the spectrum very close achromatism 
may be obtained with the above crystals. 

Further observations on other crystals may reveal better 
combinations than already examined. A careful study of the 
distribution of the bands of different crystals in a normal 
spectrum would furnish more definite data than the observa- 
tions here given with a prismatic spectrum. 

Physical Laboratory, University of Nebraska, 
Lincoln, July 22, 1899. 

XXXIX. Thorium Radiation. By R. B. Owens, ELE, 
Tyndall Fellow, Columbia University, New York; Mac- 
donald Professor of Electrical Engineering, McGill Uni- 
versity, Montreal*. 

fsa nature of the radiations emitted by uranium and its 
compounds was studied in 1896-97 by its discoverer 

* Communicated by Prof, J. J. Thomson, F.R.S. 
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Becquerel*, and more elaborately by Rutherford} two years 
later. In May 1898 Schmidt} announced that thorium and 
its salts gave off a similar radiation. Briefly it was found 
that such radiations had the power of penetrating consider- 
able thicknesses of metals and other opaque substances, of 
acting on a photographic plate, of ionizing the gas in the 
neighbourhood of the active material, and in general possessed 
properties similar to those of Rontgen rays. 

Rutherford investigated very fully the conductivity pro- 
duced in different gases by uranium radiation, the absorption 
of the radiation by different substances, the relative intensity 
of the radiations emitted by different uranium salts, the 
velocity and rate of recombination of the ions produced in 
the surrounding gas, &c., and was enabled to very clearly 
interpret his results on Thomson’s ionization theory of gas 
discharge. He also found the radiations to be complex, con- 
sisting of at least two different types, one being readily 
absorbed by thin sheets of metal foil or layers of gas, and the 
other, a more penetrating kind, passing through ten to twenty 
times the same thickness of foil with but a few per cent. 
diminution of intensity. He also found in comparing the 
radiations emitted by the different compounds of uranium 
that the amount of the more penetrating kind as a per cent. 
of the whole varied with the kind of salt used and with the 
thickness of the radiating layer for each particular salt. 

When the same method of analysis is used, namely, the 
screening effect of thin layers of certain metals, similar results 
may be obtained for thorium, as will be shown later, but 
there are indications that thorium radiation is not confined 
to so few distinct types, if indeed the number is limited. 
Certainly it would be difficult to formulate a theory for the 
production of such rays which would account for only a 
particular number of kinds being produced. If x-rays and 
the radiations from uranium, thorium, polonium, &c, are dis- 
turbances in the ether occasioned by the internal motion of 
certain constituent parts of the atom, as has been suggested, 
it might be expected that such disturbances would shade off 
with some degree of regularity from a more intense to a less 
intense kind, and such seems to be the case with thorium. 

The principal points in regard to thorium radiation treated 
of below may be classed under the following heads :— 

1. Conditions affecting the constancy of the radiation, 
2. The relation between current and electromotive force, 

* Comptes Rendus, 1896-97. + Phil, Mag., Jan, 1899, 
t Wied, Annal., May 1898. 
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_ 3. Comparison of radiations from different salts. — 
_ 4. Types of radiation. 

5. Selective absorption. 
6. Hiffect of suspended particles in the path of the conduc- 

tion-current, 
7. Variation of conduction-current with pressure of gas. 
8. Absorption of radiations in air. 
The particular thorium salts employed as a source of radia- 

tion were the oxide, sulphate, and nitrate. The method used 
for comparing the intensities of the radiations under different 
conditions was similar to that of Rutherford*. 
A layer of the active material was spread uniformly over a 

small platinum plate resting on a larger brass one, the whole 
being covered, except the surface of the active material, with 
a heavy lead sheet to cut off stray radiations. An insulated 
parallel brass plate held at a suitable distance was connected 
to one pair of quadrants of a sensitive electrometer, the other 
pair of quadrants being permanently to earth. By means of 
a battery of small lead cells the lower plate could be maintained 
at different constant potentials. 
When the quadrants of the electrometer were separated 

the top plate gradually acquired the potential of the lower 
one, and the rate of movement of the electrometer needle was 
taken as a measure of the current through the gas. The 
gradual charging of the top plate was due to the movement 
under the action of the applied electromotive force of the 
ions produced throughout the volume of the gas by the 
radiation absorbed by it. 

1. Conditions affecting the Constancy of the Radiation.—The 
apparatus used in obtaining the relations of current and 
electromotive force, in comparing and analysing radiations, 
and in investigating the effect of suspended particles in the 
path of the conduction current, is shown in fig. 1. By, is an 
insulated brass plate on which rests the platinum plate P. 
On the platinum plate is spread the active material. Over 
the whole is the lead sheet L, with its centre cut away, ex- 
posing an area of salt of 25 sq. cm. By is an insulated plate 
with a vertical movement and connected to the electrometer 
BE. Both plates are enclosed in a metal box A, fitted with a 
door on one side to admit the plates. Placing a thick layer 
of thorium salt (about 1 mm.) on P, charging the lower plate 
to 95 volts and separating the quadrants very shortly after 
closing the door of the surrounding box, the rate of leak was 
found to gradually increase but finally to reach a constant 

* Phil. Mag., Jan. 1899. 
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maximum value. If some time was allowed to elapse between 
placing the oxide in position and taking the observations the 
conduetion current showed no increase with time. A sample 

Fig. 1. 

= 

Earth 

set of observations for thorium oxide under the first conditions 

is as follows :— 

Plates 5 cm. apart. Lower plate 95 volts+. 
Time of 800 div. in sec. 

17°4 Ist observation. 
15°6 2nd 
12°6 ard 5 
12°6 4th constant. 3) 

PP] 
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Similarly for the nitrate : 

Plates 5 cm. apart. Lower plate 95 volts+. 
Time of 100 div. in sec. 

65:0 Ist observation. 
63°6 2nd x5 
62:0 3rd ns 
62°2 4th - constant. 

and for the sulphate : 

Plates 5 cm. apart. Lower plate 95 volts +. 

Time of 100 div. in sec. 

61:0 1st observation. 
60°2 2nd i; 
58°6 3rd FS 
58°0 4th os constant. 

This time-effect is very marked with the oxide, and small 
and nearly equal for the nitrate and sulphate. When thin 
layers of the active material formed by sifting a little of the 
salt through a fine wire gauze were used, the effect was 
comparatively small, even with the oxide. 

As the only apparent effect of waiting some minutes after 
placing the active material in position before taking observa- 
tions was to allow the air in the box to come to a steady 
state, the effect of air-currents through the box was naturally 
suggested. 

To investigate the effect of air-currents, a small box similar 
to that shown in fig. 1 was used, but made air-tight. In 
each of two opposite sides small tubes were fitted above the 
active material. By means of an air-pump or bellows currents 
of air of different velocities could be passed through the box. 
Then by inserting plugs of glass wool, vessels containing 
water, drying-mixtures, and other materials before the inlet 
tube, the effect of dust-particles, moisture, &c. could be 
studied. A thick layer of thorium oxide was placed on the 
lower plate and charged to 95 volts positive. 

After allowing time for the air in the box to become quiet, 
the conduction-current was repeatedly measured and found 
to be constant. Take this steady current as 100. A water- 
pump was then used to draw air through the apparatus at a 
fairly rapid and constant rate. The conduction-current fell 
to 33. 

The air was next made to bubble through a vessel of water 
before passing into the apparatus, but the conduction-current 
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was found to be practically the same as when air was drawn 
directly from the room. 
When a large tube of P,O; was placed before the inlet 

pipe, the pump being in operation, the current increased to 
36. When a plug of glass wool was added, the value of the 
current became 37. 

We thus see that scarcely any difference is noticeable 
between moist air, dry air, and air free from dust. Indeed, 
the small increase of current actually observed may easily be 
accounted for by the diminished pressure and velocity of the 
gas in the vessel occasioned by placing the drying-mixture 
and wool plug before the inlet tube. The oxide was then 
covered with a layer of common writing-paper and the con- 
duction-current measured, with and without the pump in 
operation ; in the former case the current was about one third 
of its value in the latter, 

Layers of thin aluminium foil were then substituted for the 
paper; with one layer of foil the current with pump on 
was 58 per cent. of current when air in vessel was at rest, 
with two layers 69 per cent., and with three layers 75 per 
cent. 

The effect is thus seen to be diminished as the surface of 
the oxide is better protected from air-currents. The pro- 
tection, however, was probably only partial, as both the paper 
and foil were no doubt more or less porous. 

On covering the oxide with a mica sheet the actual conduc- 
tion-current was greatly diminished, but remained practically 
constant whether the air in vessel was at rest or in motion. 

Using a thin layer of oxide unprotected with paper or foil, 
the current with pump on was 80 per cent. of the current 
when the air was at rest, indicating that the radiations from 
thin layers are much less susceptible to air-currents than those 
from thick ones, or at least that the effect is closely related 
to the thickness of the layer. Using a thick layer of the sul. 
phate the diminution of current when the pump was operated 
was about 15 per cent., and with the nitrate practically the 
same, both much less than with the oxide. 

Substituting uranium oxide for the thorium salts no dimi- 
nution in the conduction-current was observable when the 
pump was in action. 

With thorium salts the same general effects of air-currenis 
were observed as different voltages were applied to the lower 
plate, as also was the case when the distance between the plates 
was varied. When oxygen and coal-gas were passed through 
the apparatus instead of air, a similar diminution of the con: 
duction-current when the gases were in motion was observed, 
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When the air in the vessel was not drawn through but was 
simply agitated by a set of vanes attached to a vertical shaft 
fitting tightly through the upper cover and operated by a small 
motor, the side outlets being closed, the conduction-current 
actually increased with the speed of the vanes, showing that 
a mere motion of the air is not sufficient, but that it must be 
removed from the vessel to decrease the value of the current. 
While the experiments tried are not conclusive, they show 
that the effect depends on the actual passage of gas through 
the box, the thickness of the radiating layer, the nature of 
the salt used, and the degree of its protection, and so indicate 
that the cause, whatever it is, lies close tothe surface of the 
active material. It is possible that some intense type of 
radiation coming from the body of a thick layer of certain 
salts changes the nature of their surfaces, forming in the neigh- 
bourhood a more active material which if removed from the 
containing vessel diminishes the amount of ionization pro- 
duced. 

All the observations recorded below were taken after the 
conduction-current had come to a steady value. 

2. The Relation between Current and Electromotive Force. 
—The explanation of the general form of the curves showing 
the relation between current and electromotive force in ionized 
gases was pointed out by Thomson and Rutherford * in 1896. 
For gas exposed to uranium radiation the relation was in- 
vestigated the following year by Becquerel | and de Smolan 
and Beattie t, and again in 1899 by Rutherford §. 

Using potentials less than a volt with plates close together, 
the latter found the conduction-current to vary with the sign 
of the lower plate, and to have a certain small constant value 
when no external electromotive force was acting, this being 
probable due to the contact-difference of potential between 
the uranium salt and the plate upon which it rested, and also 
to the different velocity with which the positive and negative 
carriers diffuse. For large electromotive forces no appre- 
ciable difference in value of the current was observed whether 
the uranium was charged negatively or positively. 

In the March number of the Phil. Mag. for this year 
Professor J. J. Thomson has given a general expression for 
the relation of the current and potential-difference between 
two parallel plates bounding a volume of ionized gas. His 
final equation is of the form 

V=A?+Bi, 
" * Phil. Mag. Nov. 1896. + Comptes Rendus, pp. 438, 800 (1897). 
¢ Phil. Mag. p. 418 (1897). § Phil. Mag, Jan, 1899 
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where V is the potential-difference between the plates and 2 
the current, and takes into account the variation of electric 
intensity between the plates. 
_In the experiments to determine the saturation curves for 

air ionized by thorium radiations, both the apparatus shown 
in fig. 1 and that shown in fig. 8, to be described later, were 
used. Very small voltages were not tried. 

With large voltages the conduction-current was independent 
of the sign of tke lcwer plate, corresponding in this regard to 
uranium. 

Both the distances between the plates and the density of 
the gas were varied. For a given air-pressure the voltage 
required .to carry the saturation curve over the “knee” 
was found to vary with the distance between the plates, 
and when the plates were maintained at a constant distance 
the voltage for the same purpose varied with the pressure of 
the gas, being much more as the gas pressure increased. The 
same general shape of curves was obtained when the surface 
of the salt was covered with a thin layer of aluminium foil 
as when the foil was removed. 

Table I. shows how the current varied with the voltage, 
using a thick layer of thorium oxide covered with two layers 
of thin aluminium foil, the plates being 5 centim. apart. The 
results are expressed graphically in fig. 2 (p. 368). 

Taste I. 

Thorium Oxide. Thick layer. 
Saturation Curve. 

Plates 5 cm. apart. Two layers of Aluminium foil 
over active material, 

Volts. Time of 100 diy. in sec. Current. 

285 11:3 100-0 

185 | 11:9 95:0 

95 13:0 87-0 
54D 13-9 81:0 

32°7 14:9 760 

21:8 15-9 71-0 

109 ‘186 61:0 

5D 24-8 45:0 

3:3 35:0 32:0 

2-2 48:0 24-0 

11 72:0 160 
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3. Comparison of the Radiations from different Salts.— 
Layers of the oxide, nitrate, and sulphate 5 centim. square, 
and very approximately 1'3 millim. thick, were placed in suc- 
cession on the lower of two parallel brass plates 5 centim. apart. 
Each was charged to the same constant potential, 95 volts, 

Fig, 2.—Saturation Curve. 

Thorium Oxide. Plates 5 cm. apart. 

20 40 60! 280) 5100) 120) > 140) (alc 180) 2 00e 220 nen 2 Omen 

Volts. 

and the steady conduction-current measured. The results 
were as follows, where the current produced by the oxide is 
arbitrarily taken as 100 :— 

Thorium oxide . .~. 100 

Thorium nitrate. . . 18:5 

Thorium sulphate . .  17°5 

We see that the oxide is about six times as active as either 
the nitrate or sulphate, the latter two are of approximately 
equal activity. The degree of purity of the salts was not 
determined. : 

4. Types of Radiation.—Rontgen rays are known to he of 
a complex nature, and Rutherford, as before stated, has found 
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that the radiations from uranium salts are also complex, 
consisting mainly of two kinds, one much more penetrating 
than the other. 

For investigating the nature of thorium radiations the 
method employed by Rutherford was used. 
A layer of thorium salt was placed on the lower plate, 

shown in fig. 1, charged to a potential of 95 volts, and the 
conduction-current measured. 

Successive layers of foil were then placed over the salt 
and the current measured for each additional layer. Table IL. 
gives the result for a thick layer of thorium oxide screened 
by successive layers of aluminium foil, each approximately 
0008 centim. thick. The conduction-current with no foil 
over the active material is taken as 100. 

TaBe II. 

Thorium Oxide. Thick layer. 

Screening effect of thin Aluminium foil. 
Plates 5 cm. apart. Lower plate 95 volts+. 

} | 

Layers of foil. | Time of 100 diy. in sec. | Current. | 

ae Bene ee aa eee bee at ee 

i) 10°6 100-0 

1 18:2 58:0 

2 26'8 40:0 

3 39-0 27:0 

+ 550 19°35 

5 748 14-1 

6 104:0 10:1 

if 125-6 8d 

aie 146-0 73 
9 173°2 6:0 

10 183-0 58 

11 196°6 5-4 

12 192-0 aD 
| | 

: i nee) MER eoa | 

The results are expressed graphically in fig. 3. 
Table III. gives the result fora thin layer under similar 

conditions, the curve is shown in fig. 4. For convenience 
of comparison the maximum current in the latter case is also 
taken as 100; the actual current for the thin layer with no 

Phil. Mag. 8. 5. Vol. 48. No. 293. Oct. 1899. 2D 
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‘Fig. 3.—Screening effect of thin Aluminium foil. 

Thorium Oxide. Thick layer. 

Layers of foil. 

foil over its surface was about 25 per cent. of the current with 
thick layer, as may be seen from the tables. 

TasxeE ITI. 
Thorium Oxide. Thin layer. 

Screening effect of thin Aluminium foil. 
Plates 5 cm. apart. Lower plate 95 volts+. 

Layers of foil, | Time of 100 div. in sec. Current. | 

0 45°6 | 100-0 
1 842 . 54-0 
2 160-0 28'5 

3 270-0 | 16-9 
4 4760 9°5 . 
5 881-0 52 ; 

6 1595-0 2°8 
8 5640-0 0°8 
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Fig. 4.—Screening effect of thin Aluminium foil. 

Thorium Oxide. Thin layer. 

Current. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Layers of foil. 

An inspection of the curve (fig. 3) at once shows that 
the radiation is at first absorbed rapidly, but as successive 
layers are added they produce a smaller and smaller pro- 
portional diminution of the current. 

Hvidently the radiation consists of a readily absorbable 
kind, forming the greater part of the whole, and a more 
penetrating kind small in amount as compared with the first. 
If the radiation is homogeneous a simple absorption law 
should apply, that is, the current should decrease in geo- 
metrical progression as the thickness of the absorbing layer 
increases in arithmetical progression, or if one of the two 
kinds is homogeneous the current should approximately obey 
the law when it is mainly due to this kind. As the first part 
of the curve is nearly logarithmic, we may infer that the first 
or more absorbable part of the radition is nearly if not quite 
of one kind. 

Again, if a thin layer of the active material is used, the 
conduction-current will be cea and the total amount of 

2D2 
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the more penetrating kind, though possibly remaining the 
same percentage of the whole, will, in actual measure, be 
too small to affect the electrometer. Consequently, the curve 
for a thin layer should much more closely follow the usual 
absorption law than for a thick one, which we see by an 
inspection of curve, fig. 4, is actually the case. The 
agreement of the first part of the curve is perfect. 

Consequently, the more absorbable kind may be assumed 
to be homogeneous at least as far as absorption phenomena 
indicate. 

The same general method was used to investigate the nature 
of the more penetrating kind, but a comparatively thick 
aluminium sheet about °13 millim. was used instead of 
“0008 centim. foil. The results are given in Table IV., and 
shown graphieally on fig. 5. : 

The curve, however, shows no approximation to represent- 
mg a simple absorption law, indicating that the more pene- 
trating radiation is complex, consisting probably of a number 
ef component parts. In this respect it is unlike the 8 radia- 
tion described by Rutherford for uranium, which he considered 
to be approximately homogeneous in character. 

In Table V. are given the results for thorium sulphate, 
using thin aluminium foil to cut down the radiations. The 
results are plotted on fig. 6. 

Table VI. and fig. 7 give the results for the nitrate. 
It will be noticed that the more penetrating radiation for 

both is a smaller per cent. of the total than with the oxide, 
and along the first part of both curves the current decreases 
in geometrical progression very closely as the thickness of 
foil increases in arithmetical progression, which is what 
would be expected if the more penetrating kind is small in 
amount and the major part homogeneous. 

When ordinary foolscap-paper was used instead of the 
aluminium foil, very curious results were obtained. Witha 
thick layer of the oxide the first layer of paper cut down the 
conduction-current about 50 per cent.; the next fifteen addi- 
tional layers produced practically no further diminution in its 
value. Fifteen more layers cut the current down to 33 per cent. 

With paper a very considerable time was required for the 
eurrent to come to a steady value as successive layers were 
added. 

When athin layer of oxide is used, the action is quite dif- 
ferent, the absorption curve being quite regular and approxi- 
mating to those obtained when aluminium foil was. used. 

The explanation may possibly be that the penetrating 
radiations from a thick layer of the oxide in passing through 
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the paper causes it to give off a secondary radiation com- 
parable in its ionizing effects to the more absorbable kind that 
fails to get through. 

5. Selective Absorption— The phenomenon of selective 
absorption has been noticed for Réntgen rays by Prof. J. J. 
Thomson, and is discussed by Sagnac * in a recent issue of 
the Journal de Physique. The latter finds that the intensity 
of the rays, after passing through a particular number of 
layers of different substances, both as measured electrically 
and by the action of the rays on a photographic plate, varies 
with the order of the layers. 

TABLE LV. 

Thorium Oxide. Thick layer. 

Screening effect of thick Aluminium foil. 

Plates 5 cm. apart. Lower plate 95 volts +. 

Layers of foil. | Time of 100 div. in see. Current. 

0 16-0 ' | 

1 187-0 100-0 

2 200-0 93°5 

| 3 2180 | 85:8 
4 | 243-0 | 770 
5 277-0 67°5 

Fig. 5.—Screening effect of Aluminium sheet. 

Thorium Oxide. Thick layer. 

100 

80 

= 
2 60 

o) 
40 

ae 
20 

| eae aes aes 

1 2 3 4 5 

Layers of Aluminium sheet. 

* Sagnac, Jowrnal de Physique, p. 9, Feb. 17th, 1899, 
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TABLE V. 
Thorium Sulphate. Thick layer. 

Screening effect of thin Aluminium foil. 

Plates 5 cm. apart. Lower plate 95 volts +. 

Layers of foil. | Time of 100 div. in see. Current. 

0 72°6 | 100:0 

1 1308 550 

2 220°0 33-0 

3 343-0 21:0 

| 4 518°0 14-4 

| 5 | 767-0 95 
| 6 1000:0 73 

8 | 1420-0 51 

Fig. 6.—Screening effect of thin Aluminium foil. 

Thorium Sulphate. Thick layer. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 A. <sfoo Migs 
Layers of foil. 
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Tase VI. 
Thorium Nitrate. Thick layer. 

Screening effect of thin Aluminium foil. 
Plates 5 cm. apart. Lower plate 95 volts+. 

| Layers of foil. | Time of 100 div. in sec. Current. 

ihe Me eee wees mba ay 

0 62:4 | 160-0 
1 107-4 580 
2 183-2 340 
3 2846 22-0 
4 | 429-0 145 
5 | 642-0 97 
6 | 899-0 7-0 
8 | 1220-0 50 

12 1493°0 4-1 

Fig. 7.—Screening effect of thin Aluminium fou. 

Thorium Nitrate. Thick layer. 

Layers of foil. 
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A similar phenomenon was observed with thorium radiation. 
Placing over a thick layer of thorium oxide a layer of paper 
and on the paper a layer of aluminium foil, a certain con- 
duction-current was obtained; on reversing the layers the 
current was reduced to nearly one half. A number of other 
combinations were tried which also showed the eee in a 
marked manner. 

6. Effect of Suspended Particles in the Path a the Con- 
duction-Current.—A thick layer of thorium oxide covered 
with one layer of aluminium foil was placed on the lower 
plate in fig. 1, and the conduction-current measured when it 
had become constant. 

The enclosing box was then filled with tobacco-smoke and 
the current again measured, and found to be about one 
quarter of its former value. A similar result was obtained 
when the sulphate was used instead of the oxide. As the 
smoke gradually settled or disappeared, the current steadily 
rose to its first value. The ions in their passage between 
the plates giving up their charges to the smoke particles 
eee ee would explain the observed diminution of current. 

Variation of Conduction-Current with Pressure of Gas. 
_The relation of conduction-current to pressure has been 
studied for Roéntgen rays by Perrin*, and for uranium 
radiation by Becquerel +, de Smolan and Beattie t, and 
Rutherford §. 

In general, the results show that the relation varies with 
the potential gradient between the plates and the kind and 
density of gas in which the radiations are absorbed. The 
current at any particular distance from the active material 
depends upon the number of ions produced in the gas up to | 
that point, the number which have recombined in the same 
distance, and the electromotive force acting. 

If the volume ionization were uniform and so small as not 
to appreciably affect the electrostatic intensity between the | 
plates, then, as the motion of translation of the ion under the 
action of the electromotive force is small as compared with its 
motion of agitation, the current should vary directly as the 
potential gradient up to a point where the ionic velocity is 
such that practically all the ions travel from plate to plate 
before recombination takes place. After this the current 
should remain constant. 

But if the volume ionization is not uniform, or is sufficient to 

* Comptes Rendus, cxxiii. p. 878. 
+ Ibid. p. 438 (1897). 
{ Phil. Mag. xliii. p. 418 (1897). 
§ Ibid. Jan. 1899. 
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disturb the original electrostatic field, then the relation between 
the current and electromotive force becomes more complicated. 
Under the latter conditions, which are probably nearer the 
truth than the simpler supposition first made, the observed 
continuous though slight rise of current with volta ge beyond 
the “knee” of the saturation curve, the gas pressure being 
constant, can be explained. A certain part of the rise of 
current bey ond the knee when parallel plates are used must 
of course be attributed to a lack of definite cross-section of 
the conducting gas; but the same thing differing only in 
amount has been observed when concentric cylinders are used. 
A better arrangement would prokably be concentric spheres. 

The number of ions produced in a given volume of a par- 
ticular gas by the radiations from an active substance is known 
to vary as the intensity of the radiation and as the density of 
the absorbing gas. If the intensity of radiation is constant, 
the number produced and the current for a constant potential 

gradient will increase with the gas-density up to a certain 
point. If beyond this point the gas pressure is further in- 
creased, recombination becoming more and more active, the 
current. should gradually decrease ; and this has been found 
to be the case not only with thorium, but with other radio- 
active materials as well. Tor similar reasons, if the intensity 
of radiation, potential gradient, and gas density are main- 
tained constant, the current should at first rise and then fall 
as the distance between the plates is continuously increased 
from a sufficiently small quantity. This also has been found 
to be the case. 

For studying the relation of the conduction-current to the 
pressure and density of the gas in which the radiations are 
absorbed, the apparatus shown in fig. 8 was used. Ais a 
short. steel cylinder 5 in. in diameter and 6 in. long. The 
lower end is closed by a stout iron cap fitted tightly in place. 
On the upper end is screwed a common fitter’s flange, to which 
is bolted the lid or cover CO, suitable packing being placed 
between the two to make a tight joint. P, and P, are small 
pipes screwed through the cover and attached, one to a 
pressure-gauge and one to an exhaust- or pressure-pump. 
yc is a: removable plate to hold the active material ; B, is an 
insulated parallel plate 11 cm. in diameter connected through 
the graduated rod R to the electrometer ; the rod is insulated 
by a tight ebonite and rubber joint where it passes through 
the cover. 

Using a thick layer of thorium oxide on the lower plate, 
and varying the pressure from 60 mm. to nearly 2800 mm. 
of mercury, the results given in Table VII. and plotted on 
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fig. 9 were obtained. The plates were 1 cm. apart, and the 
lower plate charged to 95 volts. The current at atmospheric 
pressure was taken as 100. It will be seen that the current 

Fig. 8. 

increased directly with pressure up to about 300 mm., reached 
a maximum at about 600 mm., and gradually diminished to 
about one-third of its maximum value at a pressure of 
2786 mm. 

The result is quite in agreement with what the general 
considerations above indicate. 

The effect of varying the distance between the plates, as 
well as the gas-pressure, is shown in Tables VIII a, VIII4, 
and VIII c, and on fig. 10. Pressures above an atmosphere 
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only were used, and are given in pounds per square inch. 
The current at atmospheric pressure in each case is taken 
as 100. An inspection of the curves at once shows that as 
the distance between the plates is diminished, a greater and 
greater pressure must be used before the current begins to 

TasLE VII. 

Thorium Oxide. Thick layer. 
Conduction-current with Pressure. 

Plates 1 cm. apart. Lower plate 95 volts+. 

Pressure in mm. Hg. | Time of 100 div. in sec. Current. 

60 1340 160 

105 111-0 20:0 

155 53°0 41:0 

305 29:0 76:0 

455 22:4 98:0 

630 21°6 102:0 

760 22-0 100-0 

1266 32:0 69:0 

1813 42:0 52:0 

2280 545 40:0 

2786 74:0 30°0 

Fig. 9.—Conduction-current with Pressure. 

Thorium Oxide. Thick layer. Plates 1 em. apart. 

Current. 

2 £ 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 8 §26 28 

Pressure in 100 mm, of mercury. 
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decrease as the pressure increases, and this also was to be 
anticipated from what has been said. Using a thick layer of 
uranium oxide covered with one layer of aluminium foil, and 
varying the pressure from 50 mm. to 2780 mm. of mercury, 
the results as given in Table LX. and on fig. 11 were obtained. 
The plates were 4 cm. apart, and the lower plate charged to 
95 volts. 
The curve is similar to the corresponding one for thorium. 

TaBLeE Villa. 

Thorium Oxide. Thick layer. 

Conduction-current with Pressure. 

Plates 2°5 mm. apart. Lower plate 95 volts+. 

Pressure. | Lime of 100 div. in sec. Current. 

15 | 88-0 100-0 

20 840 105:0 

25 80-4 109-0 

80 | 80°8 109-0 

45 786 112-0 
| 55 | 81-0 109-0 | 
| | 

TaBLE VIII bd. 

Thorium Oxide. Thick layer. 

Conduction-current with Pressure. 

Plates 5 mm. apart. Lower plate 95 volts+. 

Pressure. | Time of 100 div. in sec. | Current. 

| 15 | 64:5 | 100-0 
| 30 | 61-6 | 105-0 

| 45 70-0 | 92-0 
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Tas.E VIITc. 

Thorium Oxide. Thick layer. 

Conduction-current with Pressure. 

Plates 20 mm. apart. Lower plate 95 volts +, 

Pressure. Time of 100 div. in see. | Current. | 

15 | 27-6 | 100-0 
20 | 28-6 | 960 | 
25 | 316 | 87-0 
35 37-4 | 740 | 
45 | 448 62-0 | 
BD | 552 50-0 | 

| | 

Fig. 10.—Conduction-current with Pressure. 

Thorium Oxide. Thick layer. I, Plates 2°56 mm. apart. 

II. Plates 5-0 mm. apart. III. Plates 20:0 mm. apart. 

Current. 

15 20 26 30 35 40 45 50 60 or Or 

Pressure in Ibs. per sq. inch. 

In Tables X a, X b, and X ¢, and fig. 12, the relations for 
uranium oxide between current and pressure for different 
distances between plates, with pressures above an atmosphere, 
are given. Again we see, that as the plates are brought 
closer together, the pressure must be increased to make the 
eurve slope to the z-axis. 
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TABLE IX, 

Uranium Oxide. Thick layer. 

Conduction-current with Pressure. 

Plates 4 cm. apart. Lower plate 95 volts +. 

One layer of Aluminium foil over active material. 

Pressure in mm. Hg. | Time of 100 div. in sec. Current. 

45 94-0 22:0 | 
110 42-0 50-0 
150 33-4 63:0 
200 27-4 770 
255 | 256 > 82:0 | 
320 | 22:4 935 | 
460 | 21-0 100-0 
640 | 20°8 | toro | 
760 21-0 | 100-0 | 

1014 | 23°6 90-0 
1266 | 26:0 80-0 
1813 30:0 70-0 
2332 33°4 66-0 
2786 | 344 6L-0 

Fig. 11.—Conduction-current with Pressure. 

Uranium Oxide. Thick layer. 1 sheet aluminium foil. 

Plates 4 cm. apart. 

2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 38u 

Pressure in 100 mm. of mercury. 
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TABLE X a. 

Uranium Oxide. Thick layer. 

Conduction-current with Pressure. 

Plates 2 mm. apart. Lower plate 95 volts +. 

Pressure. Time of 100 div. in sec. Current. 
| | ees ea alias Ret hae We A alfa re eae 

| 15 91-0 100-0 
20 13°4 122-0 

| 25 66-4 135-0 
| 30 61-0 148-0 
| 35 | 57-0 159-0 

45 534 | 168-0 | 
55 51-4 175-0 

TABLE X 6. 

Uranium Oxide. Thick layer. 

Conduction-current with Pressure. 

Plates 6 mm. apart. Lower plate 95 volts +. 

Pressure. | Time of 100 div. in see. Current. 

15 | 60:0 100-0 
20 51-4 116-0 

| 25 | 48-2 14000 | 
30 | 476 1260 
35 48°8 123-0 
45 | 53-4 1120 | 
55 | 604 | 99°3 

8. Absorption of Radiations in Air.—The absorption of 
uranium radiation in different gases under various conditions 
has been studied by Rutherford *. Using thin layers of 
the active material, so that the radiation was approximately 
homogeneous, he found that for different gases at a given 
pressure the absorption followed the order of the gas densities, 
and for a particular gas the absorption was proportional to 
the pressure. 

* Phil. Mag. Jan. 1899. 
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Uranium Oxide. 

TABLE X ¢. 

Prof. Owens on Thoriwn Radiation. 

Thick layer. 

Conduction-current with Pressure. 

Plates 20 mm. apart. Lower plate 95 volts +. 

Pressure. Time of 100 div. in see. | 

198 | 

212 
23 4 
29 0 

35-4 
41-2 

Current. 

———=— 

109-0 

94-0 

54:0 

68:0 

Fig. 12.—Conduction-current with Pressure, 

Uranium Oxide, 

180 

160 

140 

100 

80 

60 

40 

I, Plates 2 mm. apart. 

III. Plates 80 mm. apart. 

30 35 40 45 50 55 

Pressure in lbs. per sq. inch. 

I]. Plates 6 mm. apart. 
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The absorption of thorium radiation as a function of the 
depth of the absorbing layer of gas for air at different 
pressures is given below. 

The method used was the same as that employed for 
studying the absorption by aluminium foil. The depth of 
the absorbing layer of air was varied by altering the distance 
between the active material and two insulated parallel brass 
plates attached to the rod R, fig. 8, and shown below the 
figure. A circular hole, 8 cm. in diameter, was cut in the 
lower plate, and covered with a single layer of aluminium 
foil to admit the radiations. The lower plate was connected 
to a Lattery of 95 volts. The upper plate was connected to 
the electrometer as usual. 

Using a thick layer of thorium oxide, the relation between 
the conduction-current between the two plates and _ the 
distance of the lower one from the active material for pres- 
sures of 4, 1, 2, and 3 atmospheres is given in Tables XI a, 
X16, X1e, XId, and on fig. 13. 

It will be noticed that for pressures of } and 1 atmosphere 
the conduction-current varies inversely in geometrical pro- 
gression very nearly as the distance of the lower plate from 
the active material increases in arithmetical progression. At 
higher pressures the current does not decrease with distance 
so rapidly, due to the fact that at high pressures the current 
is produced in larger part by the more penetrating kind of 
radiations, which are absorbed much less rapidly. 

TasLE XL a. 

Thorium Oxide. Thick layer. 

Absorption of radiations in air. 

Distance apart of fixed plates 3em. Lower plate 95 volts + , 

Distance from oxide to lowest position of movable plate 

=d=2°25 mm. 

Pressure 4 atmosphere. 

| Distance in mm. | Time of 100 div. in see. | Current, 

Na ct Se ee ae ee ee EN eS pea E ens 
| 

d= 2°25 | 22°0 | 1000 

[Pe ger | 318 | 700 
d +200 468 47:0 

Phil. Mug. 8. 5. Vol. 48. No. 293. Oct. 1899. 2 E 
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TABLE XI 6. 

Thorium Oxide. Thick layer. 
Absorption of radiation in air. 

Distance apart of fixed plates 3 cm. Lower plate 95 volts+ , 
Distance from oxide to lowest position of movable plate 

=d=2°25 mm. 

Pressure 1 atmosphere. 

Distanee in mm. | Time of 100 div. in sec. Current. 

d= 2725 29°8 100 0 

d+ 50 41-0 72-9 

d+100 596 50°0 

d+150 85°8 34:7 

d+200 | 1200 24-7 

TaBLe XI. 

Thorium Oxide. Thick layer. 
Absorption of radiations in air. 

Distance apart of fixed plates 83cm. Lower plate 95 volts +. 
Distance from oxide to lowest position of movable plate 

=d=2°25 mm. 

Pressure 2 atmospheres. 

Distance in mm. | Time of 50 div. in sec. Current. 

PPS 295) 24-4 | 1000 
d+ 2-5 33:0 74:0 

d+ 50 48-4 50-0 
d+10-0 | 88:4 | 274 

It will also be seen, by an inspection of the curves, that 
the conduction-current between the two fixed plates, or, in 
other words, the absorption in the layer of air between the 
lower plate and the active material, varies very nearly as the 
pressure for a particular distance of the lower plate from the 
active material. If a thin layer of the oxide had been used 
the proportionality would have been closer. 
My thanks are due to Prof. Rutherford, whose interest 

and assistance made possible the investigation. 
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TasBLe XI d. 

Thorium Oxide. Thick layer. 

Absorption of radiation in air. 

Distance apart of fixed plates 3 cm. Lower plate 95 volts+. 

Distance from oxide to lowest position of movable plate 

=d=2°25 mm. 

Pressure 3 atmospheres. 

Distance in mm. | Time of 100 div. in sec. Current. 

— 41:0 100:0 

a+2°50 66:0 62:0 

d+50 103-4 40:0 

d+75 1510 27:0 

Fig. 138.—Absorption Curve. Air. 

Thorium Oxide. Thick layer. Fixed plates 2 mm. apart. I. 3 atmosphere pressure ; 
If. 1 atmosphere pressure ; III. 2 atmospheres pressure ; IV. 3 atmospheres pressure. 

Current between fixed plates. 

A 

DS, oe A oh (Go te 8. 9 TO. EI 1S) WS T4 15. 1G) 17 CIS? 19) 20m Ol. oa ogee 

Distance in millim. 

2H 2 
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XL. On the Application of Force within a Limited Space, 
required to produce Spherical Solitary Waves, or Trains of 
Periodie Waves, of both Species, Equivoluminal and Ivrro- 
tational, inan Hlastic Solid. By Lord Ketvin, G.C.V.O., 
PMS. 

{Concluded from the August Number. | 

§ 33. | ee us now work out some examples such as one 
suggested in an addition of March 6, 1899, to 

Lecture XIV. of my Baltimore Lectures now in press *, with 
the simplification of assuming a rigid massless spherical lining 
for the cavity, which for brevity I shall call the sheath 
(see § 43 below). But first let us work out in general the 
problem of finding what force in simple proportion to velocity 
must be applied to a mass m mounted on massless springs as 
described at the commencement of my paper, “ Application 
of Sellmeier’s Dynamical Theory to the Dark Lines D,, Dz 
produced by Sodium-Vapour ” (Phil. Mag. March 1899}, to 
keep the sheath vibrating in simple harmonic motion / sin of, 
and therefore to do the work of sending out the two sets of 
waves with which we have been concerned. Let y be the 
required force per unit of velocity of m; so that ye is the 
working force that must be applied to m, at any time when 
e is its displacement from its mean position. Now the 
springs, which must act on the sheath with the force P, of 
(72’) above, must react with an equal force on m because 
they are massless; so that the equation of motion of m is 

de de 
—_, =-P aay Viel.) =ieeeieot tlie Z ™ war (82). 

And, by the law of elastic action of the springs, we have 

P=c(e—/Asm ot), a ae oe ee 

* “Tmagine a homogeneous mass of rock—granite or basalt, for 
‘““example—as large as the earth, or as many times larger as you please, 
“but with no mutual grayitation between its parts to disturb it. Let 
“there be, anywhere in it very far from a boundary, a spherical hollow 
“of5 cms. radius, and let a violin-string be stretched between two hooks 
‘* fixed at opposite ends of a diameter of this hollow, and tuned to vibra- 
“tions at the rate of 1007 per second. Let this string be set in vibration 
‘(for the present, no matter how) according to its gravest fundamental 
‘mode, through a range of one millimetre. Let the elasticity of the 
‘‘ string and of the granite be absolutely perfect, and let there be no air 
‘‘in the hollow to resist the vibrations. They will not last for ever, 
“Why not? Because two trains of waves, respectively condensational- 
“ ravefactional and purely distortional, will be caused to travel outwards, 
* carrying away with them the energy given first to the vibrating string.” 
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where ¢ denotes what I call the “stiffness”? of the spring- 
system. We may now conveniently write (72’) short as 
follows :— 

P=h(asinwt+beosat) . . . (72): 

Explicit expressions for a, b are given in (91) below, with Q 
taken to denote 479°. 

§ 34. For e, (83) and (72%) give 

e=h{ (1+ ) sin wt + ~ cos ot | iat Oa 

and with this in (82) we find 

b 
mes (+! coe * )sin wt 5 — cos at | 

Dae GaNel te: 
= (« xs sin @t+ [oye (1 + =) sin at, 

which requires that 

(1+ ~) mo”? =a+ airs and ee ee (1+ =.) yo ; 
¢ ¢ c ¢ 

by which, solved for twe unknown quantities, ye and mw’, we 
find 

m: be? (85) 
y= (ate +b" . e . e e )s 

and 
2 

fet OR 2 6P ye alheae 
(a+c¢)?+0? 

If we suppose » and c known, these equations, with (91), 
for a and J, tell what m/Q must be in order that the force 
applied to maintain the periodic motion of the sheath shall 
vary in simple proportion to the velocity; and give y, the 
magnitude of this force per unit velocity. 

§ 35, If we denote by E the maximum kinetic onetey of m, 
we find immediately from (84), 

pavine (42+)... oo 
And by (73’) we have, for the work per period done on the 
sheath by P, 

FiOS aNaDy 2 Ris oe, ok AeA CBS). 
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This ought to agree with the work done by ye per period, 
being 

i dt é ye, which, by (84), is 
0 

bryotl?| (14 “y'+(2)] eee 

The agreement between (89) and (88) is secured by (85). 
§ 36. By (87) (89), and tw#=27, and (86) (85), we find 

Eom ue mae fs nao OR 
Tw Ty 21ryo 27r4¢ 

which, as we shall see, is a very important result, in respect 
to storage of energy in vibrators for originating trains of 
waves. . 

§ 37. Remark now that a, b, c are each of the dimensions 
of a“ longitudinal stiffness,” that is to say Force= Length, or 
Mass~ (Time)’; and for clearness write out the full expres- 
sions for a and 8, from (72’) and (72”) as follows :— 

9u?v? i. 74 2 41)- aN é a) Auv—v* 

=Q got per *)—? Car) ae | a @ ec : i a: rae Ve 

= ot = 
(ae —1) + ee 7 | 

§ 38. Let gw be very large in comparison with the larger 
of u or v (Case I. of § 82). We have 

therefore 

(hes 

a oe: 

This case is interesting in connexion with the dynamics of 
waves in an elastic solid, but not as yet apparently so in 
respect to light. 

§ 39. ats g@ be very small in comparison with the smaller 
of wu or v (Case IV. of § 32). 
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We have (at/o8 + 2)uf 
. 9u?/q?w* : 9(w/v? + 2)u/qo _ ) 2 - DEY Oa aca NHL le fl 

C= Qa we + 2 ) b 5 Qo (u2/v? ma 2)? ; | 

therefore + (93). 

~ (w/e? +2)u/go, EH. alate) | 
b* wf E20 > zw  Qrbe | y 

This case is supremely important in respect to molecular 
sources of light. 

§ 40. Let ¢ be very small in comparison with a+?/qa. 
We have 

Eee ae/b+b- i bc? : 

7 Ome? PER” 

§ 41. Let c=0. We have 

By @ ; 

tw 2b’ 

This is the simple case of a rigid globe of mass m embedded 
firmly in the elastic solid, and no other elasticity than that of 
the solid around it brought into play. It is interesting in 
respect to Stokes’ and Rayleigh’ s theory of the blue sky. 

§ 42. Letv=o. We have 

a= Qos -3); b= Qu? J ie (96) er 20?w 2 J — . . ® . 

This case is of supreme interest and ne in respect to 

the Dynamical Theory of Light. 
§ 43. Take now the par ticular example suggested in the 

addition of March 6, 1899 (§ 33 above), which is specially 
interesting as belonging to cases intermediate between those 
of § 38 and § 39; a vast mass of granite with a spherical 
hollow of ten centimetres diameter acted on by an internal 
simple harmonic vibrator of 10064 periods per second, 

(being 1000 a/ =) This makes w?=40 x 10°, g?w?= 10%, 

w=6324, gwa=31620. Now the velocities of the equi- 
voluminal and the irrotational waves in granite* are about 
2°2, and 4 kilometres per second ; so we have u=2:2 x j0, 
v=4x10°. Hence ; and by (80) and (91), 

i ur ut 

v Z vt p= 160; = 25600 (97). 
q°w 

mo*==e . ., (94). 

Jo = 0 5 ema =sar tl. Eat (93): 

@ 

v 
= IZ-O00 

qo 

J=11-96 ; a= 189'1 x Qu? ; b= 25-88 x Qu? ; p= 1307 

* Gray and Milne, Phil. Mag. Noy. 1881, : 
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And by (85), (86), (90); with for brevity c=sQo?, 

25°88 . s? ) 
ee ee NOES Se oie) OE Se Vez = 

YO = (TBH 1 + a)? 4 6608 ~ *? 3 | 
m _ [189°1(189-1+ s) +6698]s | (98 
0 9) (sites } 

7s Q: . 92, Bietes adie +4) +2588 5 163 , 234 
TW 2785 s ! 

- 

§ 44, As a first sub-case take (§ 41) c=; we find 

by (95), (97), 
m = 189°1.Q ;- and» K/rw = 1-163. 

These numbers show that the kinetic energy of m at each 
instant of transit through its mean position supplies only 
1:163 of the energy carried away in the period by the outward 
travelling waves ; though its mass is as much as 189 times 
that of granite enough to fill the hollow. Hence we see that 
if the moving force ye were stopped, the motion of m_ would 
subside very quickly, and in the course of six or seven 
times 7 it would be nearly annulled. The not very simple 
law of the subsidence presents an extremely interesting problem 
which is easily enough worked out thoroughly according to 
the methods suitable for § 25 above. Meantime we confine 
ourselves to cases in which E/vw is very large. 

§ 45. Such a case we have, under $§ 39, 41 ; if instead of 
10064 periods per second we have only 1:0065, which makes 
g?w?= 1000; qo=10 /10=81°620 ; and by (93), (15) with 
still our values of w and v for granite, 

me = a= 1-892 x 10° x Qe’ ; = favo post if. oe 

Hence the kinetic energy of m in passing through the 
middle of its range is nearly 12U0 times the work required to 
maintain its vibration at the rate of 1:0065 periods per 
second ; and the value found for a, used in (95), shows that 
m, a rigid globe filling the hollow, must be 189 million times 
as dense as the surrounding granite, in order that this period 
of vibration can be maintained by a force in simple pro- 
portion to velocity. It is now easy to see that if the main- 
taining force is stopped, the rigid globe will go on vibrating 
in very nearly the same period, but subsidentially according 
to the law 

meiLs 2Qrt h€ 24 sini a) | olga ee NO - E 
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and there will be the corresponding subsidence in the ampli- 
tudes of the two sets of waves travelling outwards in all 
directions at great distances from the origin, when, according 
to the propagational velocities, u,v, the eftects of the stoppage 
of the maintaining force reach any particular distance. 

It is quite an interesting mathematical problem, suggested 
at the end of § 44, to fully determine the motion in all future 
time, when m is left with no applied force, after any given 
initial conditions, with any value, large or simall, of m/Q. 

$46. Returning now to the maintenance of vibrations at 
the rate of 10064 periods per second ; and w, v for granite ; 
and g=5 em., all as in § 43: see (98) and remark that, to 
make E/tw very large, s must be a very small fractional 
numeric ; and this makes m/Q=s. To take a vibrator not 
differing greatly in result from the violin-string suggested in 
the addition of March 6, referred to in § 33 above, let m be 
a little ball of granite of 4 cm. diameter. This makes 
m=/8000, and therefore (§ 40) s=1/8000. Hence by 
(98), E/rw=1872001, from which, with what we know of 
waye-motion, we infer that if m be projected with any given 
velocity from its position of equilibrium, it will, for ever after, 
vibrate, with amplitude diminishing according to the formula 

@y Notices respecting New Books. 

tr, 

C02 sin =" a rh Oiaye 

Thus during 3,754,002 periods the range of m will be 
reduced in the ratio of € to 1 (say approximately 2? to 1), by 
giving away its energy to be transmitted outwards by the two 
species of waves, of which [according to J of (97)] the equi- 
yoluminal takes twelve times as much as the irrotational. 

XLI. Notices respecting New Books. 

Unités Electriques absolues.  Legons professées a la Sorbonne par 
G. Lippmann. (Paris, Carré & Naud, 1899. 8vo, pp. ii +240.) 

T HE course of lectures delivered in 1884-5, and now published 
under the above title, treats of electric and magnetic phenomena 

from the point of view of the measurement of the quantities that 
occur in the theories of such phenomena. The author in general 
assures the phenomenon to be known, gives a brief sketch of the 
theory connected with it, and pays special attention to the physical 
nature of the quantities involved, discussing the dimensions of 
their units in electrostatic and electromagnetic measure, describing 
the kind of apparatus that can be employed in measuring them, 
and pointing out the difficulties incident to various experimental 
processes. ‘The course is in two parts, the first part dealing with 
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the electrostatic system of units, and the second part with the 
electromagnetic system and the comparison of the two systems; 
this is followed by a short chapter on the electromagnetic theory. 
of light, and a supplement is added in which some interesting 
analogies between electrical and thermodynamical theory are 
traced. The descriptions of physical instruments, and the accounts 
given of the things that are measured and the inferences that can 
be drawn are generally clear and good, but the more theoretical 
portions of the work are much less acceptable. Obvious misprints 
are frequent, and there are not a few mistakes in matters of 

principle: for example, the argument on p. 17, by which it is 
sought to be shown that the electric potential is constant within a 
conductor in electric equilibrium would apply equally to a non- 
conductor ; again, on p. 90 we read about a point under the action 
of a couple. The best thing in the book is the application of the 
methods of thermodynamics to matters (such as the electrification 
of a crystal by compression) in which there is interaction between 
the thermal, elastic, and electric properties of bodies. 

Octonions, a Development of CurrFoRD’s Bi-Quaternions. By AtEx. 
McAunay, M.A., Professor of Mathematics and Physics in the 
University of Tusmania. Cambridge: at the University Press, 
1898. 

Tuis book is a sealed volume to all who are not familiar with 
quaternions. Probably most students of Hamilton’s powerful 
calculus have dipped into Clifford’s brief but suggestive papers ; 
and to all such the second title of Professor McAulay’s book will 
give some hint as to the character of this generalized system of 
quaternions, as it might roughly be termed. On the other hand, 
those acquainted with Sir Robert Ball’s System of Screws will have 
more than a glimmer of the meaning and purpose of Octonions 
when they are told that it is a mathematical method which sym- 
bolizes screws and wrenches as self-contained quantities and 
discusses the laws of their combination. 

The Octonion is, in fact, Clifford’s Bi-quaternion, which 
Professor McAulay is right in regarding as an unfortunate name, 
since Hamilton had already used the latter term in an altogether 
different sense. Clifford’s terms motor and rotor are, however, 
adopted; but Clifford’s vector, which is not quite the same thing 
as Hamilton’s vector, is discarded in favour of a new term lator. 
In the Octonion system, a screw is called a wnit-motor, a twist 
about a screw a veloctty-motor, a wrerich on a screw a force-motor, 
and an impulsive wrench a momentum-motor. Dynamically, a 
motor is a combination of translation and rotation, or of force and 
couple. Ina general sense, the motor plays in octonions the réle 
that the vector plays in quaternions. To transform one vector 
into another requires the application of a quaternion as an operator ; 
to transform one motor into another requires the application of 
an octonion as an operator. 

It will be remembered that Clifford applied his system with 
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peculiar power and symmetry to the dynamics of elliptic space ; but 
that it did not seem so well suited to the dynamics of Euclidean space. 
Professor McAulay, in developing a closely allied system applicable 
to Euclidean space, has found himself obliged to introduce some 
of the definitions and methods of Grassmann’s Ausdehnungslehre. 
He confesses that the quaternion analogy was, in his hands at all 
events, ‘insufficient to furnish methods for answering various 
interesting questions that Octonions present.” Before proceeding 
to introduce Grassmann’s notions, the author gives, however, a 
chapter on physical applications, in which no doubt the power of 
the octonion method is demonstrated ; but this seems to be at the 
expense of much of the symmetry of quaternions. At all events, 
any one familiar with quaternions who tries to work by octonions 
will have to be constantly on his guard; for although there is 
a broad analogy between the two, there are important points of 
departure in the rules of operations. It does not appear what 
insight octonions (as distinct from quaternions) may bring to the 
worker in electric and magnetic theory, which bids fair to be in 
the near future the most fruitful of dynamic studies: but for 
the study of the general dynamics of a rigid body and of the 
relations of stress and strain Professor McAulay has provided us 
with a powerful though not easily handled weapon. 

C. G. Knorr. 

Abhandlung uiber Dynamik, von D’? ALEMBERT. (OsSTWALD’S Klassiker 
der exakten Wissenschaften, Nr. 106.) Translated and edited by 
ARTHUR Korn. Leipsic: Engelmann, 1899. 

ScrENCE students in general, and those of Germany in particular, 
owe a debt of gratitude to Professor Ostwald and his co-workers 
for the series of classics of which this is the latest volume. 

It is usually difficult, and frequently impossible, for a student to 
obtain access to the original publications which have in the past 
directed the course of scientific thought. Our knowledge of them 
is derived from text-book information, which is itself sometimes 
indirect ; it is, therefore, always interesting and suggestive to read 
these classical memoirs. In cases where translation is made into a 
foreign language some of the freshness of the original is necessarily 
lost; this is true of all translations, but more especially in the 
case of papers written before scientific terminology acquired its 
present exactness. The modern translated expression may easily in- 
troduce an idea which was not contemplated by the original author ; 
or just as easily, by its present restriction of meaning, may fail to 
convey his thought completely. The translator’s task is under 
these circumstances a very difficult one, and Herr Korn is to be 
congratulated on the successful result of his labour in translating 
and editing the work of D’Alembert. 

Concerning the memoir itself little need be said, since every 
student of mechanics is aware that the so-called “ D’Alembert’s 
Principle,” the discovery of which forms the subject of the treatise, 
is the foundation-stone of rigid dynamics. sje Die a bs 
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The Arithmetic of Electrical Measurements. By W.R. P. Hosss, 
R.N., ALE.E. Seventh Edition. London: Thomas Murby. 

Tuis book contains a good collection of arithmetical exercises on 
Ohm’s law and its applications, including such subjects as resistance 
of divided circuits and partition of current in them, best arrange- 
inent of cells and measurement of the electromotive force of cells. 
The exercises are preceded by a few fully-worked examples in each 
section, and answers are given in all cases. That the volume 
supplies a want felt by many electrical students is evidenced by its 
having reached a seventh edition; it is now issued in a revised 
form with a new section devoted to questions connected with 
electric-lighting and power. J. L. HH: 

XLII. Proceedings of Learned Societies. 
GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY. 

(Continued from p. 317. } 

May 24th, 1899.—W. Whitaker, B.A., F.R.S., President, 
in the Chair. 

“| st following communications were read :— 
1. ‘On the Distal End of a Mammalian Humerus from Ton- 

bridge.’ By Prof. H. G. Seeley, F.R.S., F.G.S. 

2. ¢On Evidence of a Bird from the Wealden Beds of Ansty 
Lane, near Cuckfield.’ By Prof. H. G. Seeley, F.R.S., F.G.8. 

3. ‘Notes on the Rhyolites of the Hauraki Goldfields (New 
Zealand).’ By James Park, Esq., F.G.S., aud Frank Rutley, Esq., 
F.G.S.; with Analyses by Philip Holland, Esq., F.1.C., F.C.S. 

Part I. of this paper, by Mr. J. Park, gives a description of the 
rhyolites as seen in the field. After a rest from volcanic action 
during the Secondary Period, the Tertiary eruptions burst forth 
and were more widespread than those of recent times. In the 
Hauraki Peninsula the basement Palseozoic rocks are covered by 
richly fossiliferous marly clays and limestone of Lower Kocene age, 
and these by a vast accumulation of andesitic lavas and tuffs, 
in places 3000 feet thick. These andesites are the gold-bearing 
rocks of the district, and they are succeeded by rhyolitic lavas and 
ashes. Both andesites and rhyolites were influenced by solfataric 
action, resulting in siliceous deposits rich in gold and silver. The 
rhyolites rest on rocks probably of Upper Miocene age, and are 
followed by Pleistocene and recent deposits; so that they probably 
range from older to newer Pliocene in date. 

Part Il. contains the observations of Mr. Rutley on the petrology 
of the rhyolites. The rocks present occasional occurrences of 
perlicity, and the lithoidal types sometimes owe their characters to 
subsequent devitrification, sometimes to the effect of cooling on, or 
immediately after eruption. Reheating has at times reduced the 
felspars to the condition of felspar-glass. Although plagioclase- 
felspar is common, the analyses indicate that the series must be 
retained with the rhyolites, it being quite possible that some of 
these minerals may have been derived from the andesites. In 
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the rocks of Omahu, branching spherulites of microfelsitic material 
are described in detail, the microfelsitic substance being an im- 
perfectly devyitrified glass of fibrous aspect, the fibres having an 
imperfectly margaritic or longulitic character. Among the fibres 
often lie filmy scales which may possibly be tridymite. The term 
microfelsite is considered worthy of retention, as it denotes 
a phase of devitrification not adequately expressed by any other 
name; ‘ while its abandonment would produce a gap which could 

only be bridged by much circumlocution.’ 

4, ‘On the Progressive Metamorphism of some Dalradian 
Sediments in the Region of Loch Awe.’ By J. B. Hill, Esq., R.N. 

The region under discussion contains two principal series of 
rocks, passing one into another without a break, and conveniently 
referred to the Dalradian System:—(1) The Ardrishaig Series 
(phyllites and fine-grained quartzites). (2) The Loch Awe Series 
(black slates, limestones, grits, and quartzites). The latter series lies 
in a gentle trough of the former. ven in their inost altered state, 
the clastic nature of the rocks of the Loch Awe Series is apparent. 
Both series are pierced by innumerable intrusive siils of epidiorite, 
hornblende-schist, and chlorite-schist, modified diorites and gabbros, 
which effect contact-metamorphism in the bordering sediments. 
Intrusive rocks of post-schistose date also occur, like the Glenfyn 
granite, the granite of Ben Cruachan, and smaller masses of 
granite, monzonite, hyperite, ultrabasic rocks, quartz-porphyries, 
felspar-porphyries, porphyrites, and lamprophyres; these are in 
their turn cut by dolerite and basalt-dykes. All these rocks 
exhibit progressive metamorphism when traced towards the north- 
east and towards the Central Highlands, a character best seen 
in the loop formed by the rocks near the head of Loch Awe. The 
Ardrishaig phyllites, almost clay-slates, pass into mica-schists of 
the normal Central Highland types. The Loch Awe limestones 
become epidotic, and contain biotite, garnet, and actinolite, the 
erystals of the last mineral being sometimes 1 inch long. The 
black slates acquire garnets and actinolite. The grits and 
quartzites become granulitic, and pass into gneissose rocks with 
black and white mica, garnets, actinolite, tourmaline, epidote, and 
red felspar; they pass into the quartzites, gneissose flagstones, 
and biotite-gneisses of the Central Highlands, without anywhere 
reverting to the approximately unaltered condition which they 
exhibit to the south-west. The sills become granulitized and 
partly recrystallized, with biotite and garnets. 

These rocks, which occur on the strike of the Central Highland 
schists, are linked with the latter by the persistence of the Loch 
Awe rock-types, including the beulder-bed, which is regarded as 
having a definite stratigraphical position. It is true that when 
traced along the strike the metamorphism increases rapidly towards 
such granite-masses as that of Ben Cruachan, but the same type of 
metamorphism continues into the Central Highlands, and into 
regions so remote from the granite that the author is driven to 
believe that ‘without the presence of the Cruachan granite the 
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increasing metamorphism, though possibly more gradual, where 
that granite now occurs, would have been equally apparent.’ 
Evidence of metamorphism when the rocks are traced across their 
strike is also adduced. 

Although the author does not go very fully into the question of 
the causes of the progressive metamorphism exhibited in tracing 
these rocks towards and into the Central Highland schists, he had 
reason to suspect that ‘ the intense regional type of metamorphism 
was linked with the same phenomena that afterwards resulted in 
the irruption of the granite-masses.’ 

June 7th.—W. Whitaker, B.A., F.R.S., President,’ 
in the Chair. 

Mr. F. A. Bather, in exhibiting, on behalf of Mr. R. D. 
Darbishire, a pebble found in gravel near St. Margaret’s, Bowdon 
(Cheshire), said that it consisted of liver-coloured quartzite and no 
doubt once formed part of the Bunter Pebble-beds, though these do 
not occur in the immediate neighbourhood of Bowdon. It had 
been reported to Mr. Darbishire as found in river-gravel; but 
reference to Sheet 80 N.E. of the Geological Survey map (1-inch, 
Drift) showed that the deposit was Drift of alleged glacial origin. 
The specimen was an exceedingly perfect and characteristic example 
of the pyramid-pebbles or ‘ Dreikanter,’ such as are found in the 

. * Diluvium’ of the North German plain, and in other parts of 
the world from the Cambrian to rocks now forming, but hitherto 
not recorded from England. These havo been explained as due to: 
(1) human agency, (2%) glacial action (Theile), (3) compression in a 
pebble-bed (‘ Packungstheorie’ of Berendt), and (4) action of wind 
and sand. ‘The last explanation was the only one that met the facts 
of the case, as proved by A. von Mickwitz (Mém. Soc. Imp. Minéral. 
St. Pétersb. ser. 2, vol. xxii. pp. 82-98, pls. vili. & ix., 1887). 

In illustration of his remarks, Mr. Bather exhibited a series 
of specimens which had been collected under the guidance of 
M. Mickwitz from the locality described by that author (shore 
of the Obersee, south of Reval, Esthonia). They confirmed the 
statement that the three sides of the pyramids lay at right angles 
to the directions of the prevailing winds of the district; they 
showed stages between stones eroded on one face, or on two faces, 
and the typical ‘ Dreikanter’; they illustrated the polishing action 
of the agent on hard, fine-grained material, its differentiating 
action on coarse-grained ; they retained the original water-worn 
surface and shape on the under side, and a growth of lichen on 
such small portions of the upper surface as had been sheltered 
from the wind. Applying this explanation to Mr. Darbishire’s 
specimen, there still remained an unsolved problem: Was the ~ 
pebble eroded before or during the deposition of the Bunter 
stratum, or at some time before, during, or subsequent to the 
transport and deposition of the Drift? The mode of occurrence 
of the North German specimens shows that they were eroded after 
the deposition of the beds at the top of which they now lie; and, 
in the absence of contrary evidence, the same answer must be 
given provisionally to the preceding questions. 
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The following communications were read :— 
1. ‘On the Geology of Northern Anglesey.’ By C. A. Matley, 

Esq., B.Se., F.G.S.; with an Appendix on the Microscopic Study of 
some of the Rocks, by Prof. W. W. Watts, M.A., Sec.G.8. 

The strata which occupy the northern part of Anglesey have been 
the subject of much controversy, some geologists considering them 
(with the exception of a few patches in the extreme north) to be 
pre-Cambrian, while others. maintain that they are of Bala age 
and that they are an upward continuation of the black slates that 
everywhere appear to underlie them to the south. 

The author attacks this problem from its paleontological as well 
as its stratigraphical side. He divides the rocks into three groups, 
namely: (1) the ‘green series,’ which forms the floor of the 
greater part of the area; (2) the ‘northern complex,’ occupying 
a tract along the northern coast and including in it (3) some 
undoubted Ordovician strata. He adduces paleontological evidence 
that the Ordovician rocks lying in the northern complex are mainly 
if not wholly of Llandeilo age, while the black slates of Central 
Anglesey appear to range into the Llandovery. The field-evidence 
shows inter alia that the asserted interstratifications of the Green 
Series and the southern Ordovician are the deceptive results of 
thrust-planes which have driven the barren green rocks over the 
Ordovician beds, the latter being in other places made up of 
fragments derived both from the Green Series and from the rocks 
of the northern complex. 

The contortion, overfolding, cleavage, dislocation, and disruption 
which the rocks have undergone are next described. Disruption 
is traced from its early stages into ‘ crush-conglomerates.’ Some of 
the disrupted rocks are Ordovician, and traces of ancient dykes have 
been found rent to pieces by the movement, which is stated to be 
post-Ordovician and pre-Carboniferous. The detached masses of 
limestone and the isolated ‘ quartz-knobs’ of the northern complex 
are considered to be portions of strata which have suffered disrup- 
tion in the same way as the thinner hard bands in the erush-zones. 

The author contents himself with a general account of the 
Ordovician rocks near Cemmaes and Porth Wen. He includes 
among them a purple conglomerate and the Orthis Bailyana-beds. 
Thorgh much inclined to the opinion that the green strata and the 
northern complex are pre-Cambrian, he admits the possibility of 
their being of any age up to and including the Arenig. 

The Appendix contains notes on some of the rocks from the 
Green Series and the Ordovician System, the quartzites, and the 
crush-conglomerates, 

2. ‘On an Intrusion of Granite into Diabase at Sorel Point 
(Northern Jersey). By John Parkinson, Esq., F.G.S. 

In the early pages the general character of this intrusion is 
described. From a consideration of the field-evidence the author 
concludes that only the earlier injections of the intruding granite 
did the work of melting and absorption; that a later injection, 
probably with no pause, succeeded, taking the same direction as 
that followed by the first and carried forward with it this earlier 
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granite, now rendered basic through the more or less complete 
absorption of diabase-fragments. There thas been no diffusion of 
the basic material thus aequired through this second granite. It 
is pointed out that this explains the inter rmingling and interstreaking 
of the two varieties of granite seen on the coast ; ime one porphyritic 
and crowded with fragments, the other non-porphyritie and devoid 
of fragments. 

Following this general introduction, the characters of the stnasie 
are described in some detail; then ee of the diabase, formerly 
an ophitic dolerite. Details of. structure of the granite in 
which absorbed basic material is present, and of the diabase into 
which acid material has permeated, are dealt with: particular 
attention being directed to the great alteration which the diabase 
has undergone—this has frequently amounted to a total recon- 
stitution. In this connexion are neticed the prevalence of biotite 
as a product of such mixing and reconstitution when acid material 
is present in quantity, and the almost entire absence of augite 
under similar circumstances. In rocks of heterogeneous origin into 
which the diabase has largely entered, similar features are described ; 
the presence of nests and veins of acid minerals, the entire: loss of 
ophitic structure, the frequent occurrence of much quartz, and the 
presence of a mineral believed to be sillimanite. The corrosion and 
reconstitution of the acid felspars under some circumstances are ~ 
figured and described; the early stages of such alterations are 
touched upon, and a table is given showing the gradual increase in 
specific gravity with increase of absorbed material. 

In conclusion, points of resemblance and of difference are noted 
between this district and others; and an interesting slide from 

Alderney is described, showing the probable extension of such rocks 
in other directions. 

XLIL Pe Uitte and ‘Hiscelibeoes ‘Aydt 

VALLAURI PRIZE. 

A eis Académie Royale des Sciences de Turin, im accordance with 
the will of its associate, Senator Thomas Vallauri, will award a 

rize to the savant, Italian or foreign, who between the lst January, 
1899, and the 3Ist December, 1902, shall have published the most 
important and the most eminent work in the domain of physical 
science, taken in its largest acceptation. 

Another prize will be awarded, without distinction of nationality, 
to the savant who between the Ist January, 1903, and the 31st 
December, 1906, shall have published the best critical work on 
the Latin literature. 

‘The amount of each of these prizes is 30,000 livres Italian, net; 
with the exception of a deduction for Italian income-tax. 

The prizes will be paid a year after falling due. They cannot 
be awarded to Italian members, resident or “non-resident, ot the 
Academy. 

No notice w ill be taken of manuscript works, 
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XLIV. On the Velocity and Mass of the Ions in the Electric 
Wind in Air. By A. P. Caattocn, Professor of Physics, 
University College, Bristol*. 

- is a generally accepted theory of what happens when a 
sharp point discharges electricity through a non-conduct- 

ing gas onto asmooth metal plate, that the strong field at the 
point dissociates the gas into + and — ions, and that a one- 
way flow of the ions of like sign to the point thereupon ensues 
from point to plate. 

Rutherford (Phil. Mag. Nov. 1897) has measured the 
velocity of ions dissociated in gases by Réntgen and by 
uranium rays, and finds that for air the sum of the + and — 
velocities in a field of one volt per centimetre is 3'2 centi- 
metres per second. Zeleny (Phil. Mag. July 1898) has since 
shown that the ratio of the velocity of the negative to that 
of the positive ions in the same field is 1°25 for air. 

One object of the present paper is to show that the ions 
-dissociated at a sharp point in air are probably identical with 
those studied by Rutherford and Zeleny. 

Theory of the Method. 

Let B, fig. 1, be a sharp positively electrified metal point 
in a non-conducting gas, opposite and at distance z from an 

* Communicated by the Author. A small portion of this paper was 
read at the Bristol Meeting of the British Association last year. 

Phil, Mag. 8. 5. Vol. 48. No. 294. Nov. 1899. 2F 
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infinite earth-connected flat metal plate A ; and # and y two 
infinite planes parallel to A and distant apart dz. 

da is a small area on x, and the arrow F represents the field 
at da, 0 being the angle between F and the normal to a. 

Fig. 

p is the volume-density of the + ions in the element da.dz. 
C isthe whole current passing from B to A; dC the current 

through da; both in electrostatic units. 
V is the velocity of the ions in unit electrostatic field rela- 

tively to A. 
If it be assumed that the motion of the ions is viscous, and 

that their velocities are very great compared with any motion 
of the gas as a whole, 

dC=pVF cos Oda... 3-2) 

The passage of the ions through the gas is accompanied by 
a drag on the latter which, if the ions move with uniform 
velocity, is equal to the product of their charges and the 
strength of the field: hence if dp be the component of the 
drag in element of volume da.dz resolved normal to A, 

d’p=pl cos 0: dadz. |-2ab) = tot) eae 

Combining (i.) with (ii.) 

V=dC dz/d?p.e afta. beep eee 

Since V and dz are constant for the planes w and y it follows 
that dC/d?p is constant, and that we may therefore replace this 
ratio by C/dp, where dp is the total drag on the gas between 
«and y normal to A. Then, since Cis constant for all planes 
between A and B, dz/dp is constant, and may be replaced by 
z/p, where p is the total normal drag on the gas between A 
and B due to electrical forces only. Hquation (iii.) thus 
oecomes 

V = Cel ps. 5 
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p makes itself felt as a pressure on A, and may be measured 
by this pressure if it is due to p alone. This, however, is not 
necessarily the case. If the ions possess appreciable inertia 
they will contribute a certain amount of pressure, 7, to the 
gas, and through it to A, in coming to rest. Hence if P 
represents the total fluid pressure on A due to the current, 
(iv.) becomes 

We Oz) (ate cece oe ey (Ve) 

With a sharp point and gas at atmospheric pressure the ions 
give up the greater part of their momentum very near the 
point ; when this is the case a curve of P plotted with ¢ 
should be a straight line cutting the axis of P in 7. 

Haperiments by “ Hole in Plate” Method. 

The above argument was the outcome of an attempt to 
interpret a series of observations made at the beginning of 
last year for the purpose of mapping the distribution of 
pressure on a flat metal plate when blown against by the 
electric wind. The method of experiment was as follows :— 

An ebonite box E (fig. 2) was fitted with a false bottom A 

Fig. 2. 
c 

70 GAUGE 

of brass plate, perforated with a minute hole H (0°9 millim. 
diam.). H communicated by a tube, T, with a U-tube water- 
pressure gauge, read by a microscope, and sensitive enough 

2F 2 
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to indicate a pressure of about 0:2 dyne per sq. centim. 
Above A a fine platinum wire B (diam. 0°055 millim., end 
rounded in blowpipe) was carried by the sliding arm G, and 
so adjusted that when moved horizontally by G it passed 
exactly over the hole in A. By means of the scale § it was 
thus possible 1o measure the intensity of pressure on A when 
discharged against by B, for various known distances, 8, 
between the hole and the foot of the perpendicular from B 
onto A; the current © received by A being also measured by 
connecting A to earth through a galvanometer, with special 
precautions to prevent electricity from passing through the 
galvanometer other than that received by A from B through 
the gas. B was arranged to slide vertically, so that the dive 
tance z between the point and A could be varied from nothing 
to about two centimetres; and the metal disk D could be 
moved up or down upon the support of B. The edge of D 
was bound with sheet indiarubber to prevent it from dis- 
charging. 

The plate close round H was divided into a series of three 
concentric metal rings (not shown in the figure) which were 
insulated from one another by ebonite, and of which the mean 
diameter of the outermost insulation was about 3°3 millim. 
These rings could be connected separately or with the rest of 
A to the galvanometer, and were for the purpose of determining 
the distribution of the current on A simultaneously with the 
distribution of pressure. As the insulation which separated 
the rings was less than 0°2 millim. wide, the continuity of A 
was hardly affected by their presence. 

Curves I. and II: are typical of the results obtained with 
this apparatus. In each case the abscissee are the values of 
S (fig. 2); the full curves being for positive discharge, the 
dotted for negative. d is the diameter of the hole in the plate 
to the same scale as 8; d’/, d”,d’”’, the diameters, to the centre 
of the ebonite insulation-ri ings, of ‘the circular areas at H over 
which the measurements of the current-intensity were made 
for c,b, and a respectively (strictly speaking d is the mean of 
the diameters of the smallest and of the smallest but one areas, 
the corresponding curves ¢ being the means of two sets taken 
with these two areas). 

In the first experiments the disk D was removed, and a set 
of curves obtained representing the distribution of pressure 
and current for values of z varying from 0°20 to 1:91 centim. 
Of these only the curves a and ¢, corresponding to maximum 
and minimum z respectively, are given for the sake of clear- 
ness. The rest fit in satisfactorily between these two extremes, 
and show in every case :— 
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Curves I. 

DYNES PER 

MICRO-AMPS. 

PER S9.C72. 
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That the pressure-area increases and the pressure-intensity 
falls as z increases ; 

That the pressure-intensity is higher for + than for — 
discharge, the ratio of + to — being greatest at the 
centre and diminishing to a value not far from unity 
at the edges of the pressure-area ; 

That the area over which the current is received is 
roughly coincident with the area over which the pres- 
sure is at all considerable ; 

And that the current-area is slightly greater for — than 
for + discharge. 

A similar set of curves was also obtained with the disk D 
in position, the point being arranged to project about half a 
centimetre below the surface of D. The maximum value of 
z in this case was 1°88 centim. and corresponds with the curves 
marked 6. As the curves for very small values of z were not 
materially altered by the presence of D, curves ¢ may be taken 
to represent those for the minimum value of z in this case also. 

This set of curves differs from those taken without D, 
mainly in the fact that they show a much smaller variation of 
the pressure and current areas for the same variation of g, 
and that the maximum pressure-intensity for + discharge is 
about constant, and for — discharge even increases with 
increase of z. 

The total current passing between point and plate was kept 
constantly at 2°37 microamperes throughout all these experi- 
ments ; this corresponded with 80 divisions of the galvano- 
meter-scale. 

The following points may be noted in connexion with the 
curves :— 

The pressures measured cannot depend on the momentum 
in the ions when they arrive at the plate, since these must 
strike the plate itself, and not the air in the hole H, in coming 
to rest. This agrees with the fact that while the pressure- 
curves for b and ¢ are of the same height, the corresponding 
current-curves are totaliy unlike one another. ; 

The pressure cannot be due either wholly or in considerable 
part to the imparting of momentum to the gas at the point 
itself ; otherwise the pressure-curves a and b would be alike, 
since the field at a discharging point is constant for a given 
current, and the values of z for both these curves are about 
the same. 

On the other hand, the shapes of the pressure-curves are 
intimately connected with the shape of the field between point 
and plate, as is shown by the way in which the pressure-area 
contracts when the field is rendered parallel by D. 
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It follows that we must look to the dragging of the ions 
through the gas from point to plate for the source of most of 
the pressure measured on the plate ; a conclusion which is 
consistent, so far as it goes, with the theory sketched above, 
and indeed suggested that theory. 

Hquations (iv.) and (v.) require that dP/dz should be con- 
stant. On the assumption that the lines of equal pressure are 
circles on the plate, centred on the point of maximum pressure, 
it is possible to obtain the values of P by integration from 
curves I. This was done, and the resulting values of P 
plotted with z are shown by black dots in curves ILI. for 
fitteen different values of z; the plate D being used, and the 
conditions being those of curves I. If we omit the two points 

Curves III. 

1) 

fo) 0:2 0-4 O06 O8 1-0 1-2 1-4 1-6 Cm(Z) 

for the highest value of z (see below) the constancy of dP/dz 
is roughly indicated. The two curves also pass very nearly 
through the origin so that m (equation (v.)) is small. It 

. appears indeed to be of negative sign for the lower curve ; 
a possible explanation of this is considered further on. 

In these experiments the strength of the field was practically 
uniform everywhere except close to the point: its value in 
volts per centimetre being about 4760 for + and 3730 for — 
discharge. This was shown by plotting the differences of 
potential between plate and point with z; the result being 
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two straight lines. The one for + discharge cut the axis at 
1810, and that for — at 1240 volts. The only two points 
appreciably off the lines were those for the highest value of 
¢. This looks as though z were wrong here, for the points 
fell below the lines as in the pressure-curves ; and the 
omission of these points seems therefore reasonable. 

It was possible to increase the field by arranging that the 
discharging point protruded a shorter distance beyond D. 
n this way fields of 6300 volts per centimetre for +, and 

5800 for — discharge were obtained, the values of P for 
which are shown by crosses in curves III. 

With D removed the field is of course a minimum. This 
was the case with curves I. a and ¢. Under these circum- 
stances, however, the field was so divergent that the point 
would not travel far enough in its ebonite box to allow of the 
whole pressure being measured for values of z greater than 
about 0°6 centim. Only two pairs of curves were thus available 
in the set without D, and they are represented by the circles 
in curves III. Excluding the strong field close to the point, 
the average value of the field between point and plate in this 
case was 2530 volts per centimetre for + and 2300 for — 
discharge. 

Lastly, to test the effect of variation in the current, three 
current strengths were used, respectively 1, 2°5, and 4 times 
that of the rest of the experiments. The integrated pressures 
for these, divided respectively by 1, 2°5, and 4, are given by 
the three points at z=0'96 centim. The highest point in 
each case corresponds with the lowest current, and the lowest 
with the highest. 

All these extra points may be said to fall upon the ruled lines 
about as well as the majority of the original points. It is true 
that the coincidence is not very startling, but the discrepancies 
are not more pronounced for one set of conditions than 
another, and they are probably due chiefly to the difficulty 
of obtaining the correct values of the integrated pressures. 
It will be seen from curves I. that the pressure decreases very 
gradually at the edges of the pressure-area, where the pressure- 
intensity is also very small. Theareas over which these small 
pressures are to be integrated become greater, however, as 
they are farther from the centre; and the smallness of the 
pressures themselves, while rendering them difficult to 
measure, does not therefore imply that they are negligible in 
the integration. In addition to this the pressures are not 
necessarily symmetrical about the centre line of curves L., 
yet the integration depends upon the assumption that they 
are. There is thus plenty of room for the observed irregu- 
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larities, and I think that curves ILI. afford, on the whole, 
considerable support to the premises of equations iy. and y. 

It remains to deduce V, the velocity of the ions in unit 
electrostatic field. 

For + discharge dz/dP =0:0474 centim. per dyne. 
==) O00 oy - 99) age yy) ” 

C= 2°37microamperes = 7100 E.s. units. 

Hence 
V+ =7100 x 0:0474=336 centim. per second. 
V— = /100x 00687 =489 ) =, 5 

The sum of these values is 825. Rutherford’s value in the 
same units was 960, Their ratio is 1:45. Zeleny’s value 
was 1°25. 

Experiments by the “ Point and Ring” Method. 

I was at first inclined to attribute the above differences to 
the fact that the ions studied by Rutherford and Zeleny had 
moved in very much weaker fields than those I used ; but 
there is another way of accounting for them. The symbol 
P stands for the drag of the ions on the whole gas between 
point and plate. If this is all received by the plate as fluid 
pressure the gauge measures P ; but if there is anything like 
a rebound of the wind from the plate, the pressure on the plate 
may or may not be too great according as the momentum 
of the rebound is received on a fixed body or is allowed to 
push back the atmosphere above the plate. Now nearly all 
the readings were taken with the disk D in position, and it 
seemed possible that D hal played the part of this fixed body 
and had thus given rise to an error of excess in the readings 
of the gauges. Such excess would vanish for very small as 
well as for very large values of z; the pressure-curve would 
therefore still cut the pressure-axis at the proper point, but 
its slope would be too great for values of z which were small 
compared with the diameter of D; and such having been the 
case for curves III., the values of V obtained from these 
curves might be expected to be too small. 

By arranging that the gauge measured the difference of 
pressure between two opposite points on D and on the plate, 
the error could of course be avoided ; but considering the 
uncertainties attending the pressure integration and the fact 
that each separate point in the curves represented several 
hours of work, it seemed desirable, if the curves were to be 
repeated, to improve the method. Some plan was obviously 
needed whereby all this labour might be replaced by a single 
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observation ; and after three or four unsuccessful attempts 
the following arrangement was hit upon. 

The lettering in fig. 3 corresponds with that in fig. 2. The 

Fig. 3. 
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discharging point B is supported in a narrow sliding glass 
tube, drawn out at the end B; the plate A is replaced by a 
ring of smooth metal ; and the ebonite box by the wide glass 
tube H, of which the ends are connected to the two limbs of 
the U-tube pressure-gauge by the side tubes T, T,. The ring 
is also supported by a narrow glass tube through which 
passes a wire connecting it with the galvanometer, and which 
is itself the prolongation of a micrometer-screw. By this 
screw the ring can be moved along the tube, and the values 
of z can thus be altered and measured in terms of the screw- 
pitch. 

If p is the difference of pressure in dynes per square centi- 
metre measured on the gauge, and a the cross-section of H, 

P=pat+yp’, 

where P means the same as before, and p’ is that part of the 
wind-pressure which is stopped by the ring ; it being assumed 
that the cross-section of EK is not appreciably reduced by the 
presence of A and B and their supports ; and that T, and T, 
are so far apart that the momentum of the wind has all been 
converted into pressure where they occur. 

This quantity p! is one of the drawbacks of the new method. 
It is necessarily unknown; and it was partly in order to 
reduce its value to a minimum that a ring rather than wire 
gauze or perforated metal sheet was finally adopted to replace 
the original plate, A; the idea being that the wind would pass 
through the ring and eddy back outside between it and the 
tube E without much opposition. p’ can never vanish, how- 
ever, unless the ring is infinitely thin, as the pressure pro- 
duced by the ions just before they finish their course is 
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necessarily taken by the surface they are approaching. The 
curves for P and z are thus lowered by an unknown amount ; 
an amount which tends moreover to increase as the ring is 
moved away from the point, but at a lessening rate, so that 
the lowering becomes constant when 2 is considerable. It 
is therefore from the higher parts only of the curves that 
values of V may be obtained. 

In curves IV. specimens of the results obtained with the 
final form of this apparatus are given; each point being the 
mean of four observations. The straightness of the curves is 
unmistakable except for small values of z, where they all show 
the effect of the alteration of p’ just referred to. Fig. 3 
shows the point which is taken as the zero of z. 

Curves IV. 
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In all, three sizes of tube were experimented with. The 
first, of internal diameter 1:28 centim., gave the rather low 
values 

\ase = 342, V—=423. 

I mention these only because they appear in the Brit. Assoc. 
Rep. for 1898 as the best values so far obtained. It has 
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since been found that they are subject to two sources of error; 
both of which tend to lower V. Firstly, the ring was too 
near the wall of the tube and so impeded the return current 
of gas; and, secondly, the wire of the point B was uncovered 
for more then a centimetre along its length. That this was 
also responsible for some of the excess of pressure was 
suggested by experiments with ©O, in which the wire became 
discoloured for some millimetres at its end, showing that dis- 
charge had occurred from the sides of the wire as well as 
from the point. Such sideway discharge would tend to creep 
farther back from the point as z was increased, and this would 
make the pressure-curve too steep. The following results of 
two experiments made with the same point alternately bare 
and covered with thin glass to within a millimetre of its end 
illustrate this :— 

Wee v-. 

330 406 point bare. 

419 496 point sheathed. 

The containing-tube, EH, was of diameter 2°44 centim. in 
this case. 

It is possible that there may have been a trace of this 
effect present in the experiments with the “hole in plate” 
apparatus ; but the point was in such a strong parallel field 
that it could hardly have been marked. 

Even with the ase sheath there was opportunity for a 
certain amount of side discharge as it was impossible to extend 
the sheath right up to the “point without increasing the 
potential of discharge to an inconvenient extent. It was 
therefore important to work with large values of z so that the 
position of the discharge region on the point might be constant. 
With the two E-tubes mentioned above this was not possible 
as the effect of their walls on the discharge became apparent 
when z wasincreased to a couple of centimetres or less. I there- 
fore constructed a third apparatus, of which the inner diameter 
of the glass tube was 6°26 centim., and the length 34 centim. 
With this the readings for curves LV. were taken as well as 
all others on which I rely. The ring (mean diam.=2°5 centim. 
and thickness 0:4 centim.) was of burnished brass, and in 
most of the experiments there was a thin layer of vaseline on 
its surface to catch any dust that might be deposited by the 
current. All glass surfaces were carefully washed with soap 
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and water before use, and the air was passed through strong 
sulphuric acid and over phosphorus pentoxide before it entered 
the apparatus. 

In the following table are collected all the reliable values 
of V obtained. 

1 1 l 
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Those marked “ curve” are deduced from complete sets of 
readings such as those from which curves IV. are plotted. 
“Double position’? means that the pressures were measured 
at two values of z only, situated well within the straight 
portion of the curve (usually at 5°18 and 3°63 centim, 
respectively). Itwill be seen that most of the determinations 
were by the latter method ; this was for the following reason. 
In taking readings for a complete pressure curve I usually 
went up and down the range of z several times so as to get 
several determinations in succession of what ought to have 
been the same curve. These seldom coincided, however, 
when plotted ; yet their disagreement was not haphazard, as 
each separate curve was usually fairly smooth, often with a 
gentle bend up or down indiscriminately. This could be 
accounted for by supposing that a small part of the pressure 
was variable and independent of the distance from point to 
ring; %.e. of that part of the pressure from which V is 
calculated. Such a variation of pressure, if it occurred 
gradually during the taking of the readings for a long curve, 
would obviously alter the slope of the curve, though there 
would be no corresponding alteration in V. It was there- 
fore important to take the readings for large and small 
values of z alternately, and as quickly as possible; hence 
the ‘double position” method. In illustration I give the 
details of a complete experiment. 
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Eaperiment by “ Double Position” Method. 

| 
Positive Discharge. Negative Discharge. 

Ne Z. Ps N. z Vee 

2 100 0°707 1 100 0-568 
0:231 0°167 

3 70 476 4 70 401 

6 100 ‘720 5 100 568 
0-244 0179 

rf 70 496 8 70 "389 

10 70 492 9 70 “403 
0236 0:159 

Tut 100 728 | 12 100 562 

14 70 512 13 70 376 
0:222 | 0-180 

15 100 "734 | 16 100 556 
| 

Mean ... 0:228 | Mean ... 0-171 

n gives the order in which the readings were taken; < is 
measured in screw-threads; P in scale- divisions of the pressure- 
gauge ; and the fourth column is the change in P correspond- 
ing to a change of z from 70 to 100 threads. The positive 
readings show well the kind of pressure-variation which may 
occur. It happens here to be one of increase with time, but 
that it has <ffected the pressure for both values of 2 about 
equally follows from the constancy of the fourth column. 
If the small pressures had all been taken either before or after 
the large ones, as they would in an ordinary curve, an error 
of about + 8 per cent. would have been introduced into the 
resulting value of V. 

It is curious how little connexion there seems to be between 
the variations for + and — discharge, though taken in rapid 
alternation. This a characteristic of most of the readings. 
If anything they tend to alter in opposite directions. “Tt 
should be noted that these facts prove the variations to be 
electrical in their origin, and not, as might otherwise have 
been suspected, due to imperfections in the pressure-gauge, 
which worked smoothly and well. 

Of course if the pressure-variations are not gradual the 
double-position nethod is powerless to counteract them. This 
is probably the reason of the somewhat large variations in the 
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table of results. By the same token, however, these variations 
will tend to be symmetrical about the true value of V, and 
will therefore not affect the mean of a large number of experi- 
mental results. 

There still remains the question of the effect of the current- 
strength on V. In the light of the above it is useless to 
make observations on different currents at different times 
except in great numbers. Tor fair comparison the readings 
for two currents must be thoroughly sandwiched, and this 
was the case for each of the bracketed pairs in the table of 
results. The precaution is seen to have been justified. The 
average difference between the values of V for 3°2 and 1°6 
microamps. respectively is 2 per cent. for + and 0*2 per 
cent. for — discharge only ; yet the absolute values of V for 
the first pair of readings are the worst in the table. What- 
ever the disturbing cause it thus affects the pressure for both 
currents equally, and we may conclude that within the limits 
of the experiments V is unaffected by changes in the current. 
Above 3°2 microamps. the wimshurst refused to drive the 
current for sufficiently large values of <. 

The following are the final mean values of V. In calculating 
them half weight was given to the bracketed pairs, as they 
required longer time for taking than the rest. 

V+ =418 centim. per sec. in unit ES. field. 

V—=540 ” ” ” ” 

Their sum is thus 953, which is very close to Rutherford’s 
value, 960. Their ratio is 1°31, which is in less satisfactory 
agreement with Zeleny’s ratio, 1°25. There can be little 
doubt, however, that the ions are the same in all three cases. 

Relation between Velocity of the Ions and that of the Wind. 

As already pointed out, V is the velocity of the ions 
relatively to the electrodes ; and as the air through which 
they move is also in motion, V is not necessarily the same as 
the relative motion of ions and air. 

In the “ hole in plate’ experiments the value of the electric 
field was 4760 volts per centim. for + and 38730 for — dis- 
charge. The actual ionic velocities were thus 6560 centim. 
per second for + and 6710 for — ions, except close to the 
point. 

From curves IJ.0 the current-area on the plate is about 
2-3 sq. centim. From curves III., P + is about 40 and P — 
27 dynes. Hence if we adopt the worst possible condi- 
tions, by assuming that the drag of the ions on the air is 

turned completely into momentum before it reaches the plate, 
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and take this momentum as spread over the area 2°3 sq. centim., 
we have the means of obtaining an upper limit to v, the 
average velocity of the air. 

For + discharge cae v’ x density of air, 
a, 

or v+ = 120 centim per sec. 

Sunilarly i= | OD) ase 4; 

The upper limit of v is thus only 2 per cent. of the actual 
velocity of the + ions, and 1:4 per cent. that of the — ions ; 
and the percentage is no doubt much less in reality, as 
one cannot suppose that the ionic drag is all turned into 
momentum. 

In the “ point and ring” apparatus the field, and therefore 
the velocity of the ions, is unknown ; still we may infer that 
v is negligible here also from the straightness of the pressure- 
curves ; for the lines of flow of gas must be very different to 
those of the electricity on the < average, and the meee of the 
gas would thus alter that of the ions in different proportions 
at different points in their path, if it were appreciable. 

The conclusion therefore is that V is practicaliy equal to the 
velocity of the ions relatively to the air they travel through. 

Spread of Current between Point and Plate. 

The close equality of the actual velocities of the positive 
and negative ions makes it a simple matter to explain the 
fact, noted above, that the negative ions spread more than 
the positive in passing from the point to the plate. For, the 
velocities of the ions being the same, the amount of oie 
electricity between the point and the plate is the same for 
given values of ¢ and c. But the repulsion of this electricity 
for itself, which is the cause of the spreading, is thus also the 
same for both ions if they spread equally ; hence, as the 
negative ions move faster than the positive under a given 
force, they will spread farther. 
By altering the strength of the field we affect the spread 

in two ways. If the field is increased the time taken by an 
ion to pass from point to plate is decreased in proportion. 
Also the quantity of electricity between point and plate, 7. e. 
the spreading force, is deer eased in the same proportion. On 
these lines it is easy to show that if the spread is not too 
great, and if ¢ and z are both constant, V « 1/F” for con- 
stant spread. This suggests a simple method of comparing 
the values of V for different physical conditions of the gas, 
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Mass of the Ions. 

Hquation (v.) contains the symbol 7, which stands for that 
part of the pressure resulting from the momentum of the 
ions themselves. If F represents the strong field close to the 
point in which the ions start, e the ratio of the mass of the 
ion to the charge it carries, and C the current from the point, 

kr=CeVF, 

where & is 1 if the ions all start in the direction in which the 
pressure is measured, 2 if they radiate uniformly along the 
normals to the hemispherical surface of the point, and greater 
than 2 if any of the discharge takes place from the sides of 
the point. For a weak current, or for a point in a strong 
parallel field, & will thus lie between 1 and 2. 

The positive curve in curves III. cuts the line of dynes 
above the origin. Calculating the position of the cutting 
point from the seven lowest readings gives 7=0°76 dyne ; 
or, by taking all the readings except the highest, 7=0-°66 
dyne. kis unknown; say 15. C=7100 Es. units. V=413. 
F for a point of diameter 0°0055 centim. =1870 £.s. units*, 
hence 

1 B3CO-7 
“= 7100 x 413 x 1870 

For oxygen the electrolytic value of ¢ is 2°8x10-"* zs. 
units. On Rutherford’s hypothesis of molecular clusters this 
would mean that the diameter of each cluster contains 
V 1:9 x 10-%+2°8 x 10-4=19 ordinary molecules in a row. 
Rutherford himself estimates the number at 5°5 for air; 
his caleulation being based on considerations of viscosity. His 
result, however, really means that the diameter of the sphere 
of action of a molecular cluster is 5:5 times that of a single 
molecule of air, which is not necessarily the same thing. For 
it seems unlikely that the molecules forming a cluster do not 
come nearer than just to feel each other’s influence ; and if 
they do, there must be more than 5°5 in the diameter. The 
two results are therefore not inconsistent. 

With the ring and point apparatus so far employed 7 was 
not obtainable. [ therefore took a larger and thinner ring of 

=1°9x 10—-" Es. units. 

* This is calculated from a formula which I found for the field at a 
point just on the verge of discharging, as I have since satisfied myself 
that this field remains nearly constant while the discharge is occurring. 
The proof of this I hope to publish shortly in connexion with other work. - 
The formula is F=16'5 x r—08, where r is the radius of the point in centi- 
metres, F the field close to the point, and air the gas; the discharge being 
positive. For negative discharge divide by 1:3. (Phil. Mag. Sept. 1891, 
p. 293.) 

Phil, Mag. 8. 5. Vol. 48. No. 294. Nov. 1899. 2G 
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wire (diam. 4°7 cm., thickness 0°07 cm.) and placed the point 
at its centre (fig. 4). If under these conditions the electricity 
were to arrive at the ring equally on both sides, the pressure 
measured on the gauge would be a. It would, however, 
certainly travel most to the side remote from the point, as 
indicated by the dotted lines, and the pressure would thus be 
too large ; but by repeating the measurements witha point of, 
say, larger diameter, at which the discharging-field would 
therefore be less, the difference between the pressure-readings 
should give the change in 7 due to the change in field. 

Points of diameters 0:0066 cm. and 0:0306 cm. respectively 
were used for this purpose ; their respective discharge-fields 
for positive electricity being 1600 and 640, and for negative 
1230 and 490 us. units. It was necessary to take a large 
number of readings as the pressure-variations mentioned above 
were of course again met with, and, the pressures themselves 
being extremely small, these variations were rather serious. 
Thirty-five observations with an average current of 7930 E.s. 
units gave mean pressures of 3°9 dynes with the thin point 
and 3°3 with the thick for positive discharge; the corresponding 
pressures for negative discharge being 2°65 and 1°50 re- 
spectively. Substituting in the above equation for e the 
values 3°9-3°3 for a, 1600-640 for F, and 7930 for C, we 
obtain 22 as the number of molecules in the diameter of a 
positive cluster. For the negative cluster the number is 27, 
using the values of 7 and F' for negative discharge. 22 agrees 
well with the previous 19; a good deal better, in 1 fact, than the 
many sources of error would lead one to ‘expect ; but the 
number for the negative clusters is likely to be too large, as the 
negative discharge from the blunt point formed a luminous 
projection which stood out from it farther than that from the 
sharp point. If this represented a line of dissociated gas it 
would behave like a conductor, and the pressure-producing 
part of the discharge would thus be starting from the outer 
end of it. This would make the pressure too low ; and the 
change in pressure, on changing from blunt to sharp point, 
too high. 

It is a pity that there is no check to be had to this from 
the negative curve in curves III., which appears to give a 
negative and therefore impossible value to 7. The probable 
reason for this is, however, an interesting one on its own 
account. About two years ago, in measuring the field in air 
at a sharp discharging-point, I found that, in the case of 
positive discharge, the field was almost constant for the widest 
range of current I was able to apply when discharging ontoa 
smooth cathode of large area ; but that if even a small amount 
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of current passed the other way, as occurred when the cathode 
was provided with a sharp point projecting slightly from its 
surface, the field at the original (anode) discharging-point 
might be lowered 20 or 30 per cent. or more. With the 
electrification reversed, on the other hand, this was not the 
case to anything like the same extent. we 

Negative ions arriving at an anode thus greatly facilitate 
discharge at the anode; while positive ions arriving at a 
cathode produce very little effect. I am therefore inclined 
to attribute the negative value of 7 in curves II]. to a small 
back-discharge from plate to point brought about by the 
negative ions arriving at the plate. 

Miss W. KH. Walker, who is at present engaged in applying 
the “ point and ring” method to non-conducting liquids, finds 
very marked indications of a similar back-discharge in certain 
liquids ; and, with them as with air, most particularly for 
negative ions arriving ata positive ring. The same sort of 
effect has also been met with in vacuum-tube experiments. 
The whole question of back-discharge is very interesting, as 
being likely to throw light on the mechanism of discharge ; 
and I hope soon to publish an account of the facts upon which 
the above statements are based. 

In the experiments with the thin ring the back-discharge, 
if it occurred, would increase instead of decreasing the pres- 
sure, as its direction would, on the average, be that of the 
arrows, } (fig. 4), which obviously act the same way as the 

Fig. 4. 

arrows, a, of the direct discharge from the point. Error 
would therefore still be introduced into the value of 7, unless 
6 happened to be constant for both the points. Here, again, 
there seems to be reason for doubting the accuracy of the 
number for the negative cluster. 
A last source of error, common to both positive and nega- 

2G 2 
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tive discharge, is the fact that & is probably less for blunt 
than for sharp points with a given current. 

The smaller the current, however, the smaller this dis- 
crepancy will be; and a small current is also likely to give 
rise to a smaller back-discharge error. On the other hand, 
the error which is due to the luminous projection from the 
negative point may be reduced by using a sharper point. 
Two points of respective diameters 0:013 cm. and (approx.) 
0-001 cm. were therefore selected, and sixty observations of 
the m-pressure made as before with each for an average 
current of 990 5s. units. Taking k=1-5 the number of mole- 
cules in the diameter of a positive cluster deduced from these 
data was 16; that for the negative cluster 12. These numbers 
are consistent with the higher speed of the negative ions, 
besides being likely to be more reliable than those given 
above for the reasons just stated. Whether the use of still 
smaller points and currents, if it were practicable, would alter 
them much it is impossible to say. At least they represent 
the order of magnitude of the quantities concerned, and they 
thus afford considerable support to the theory of molecular 
clusters. 

In conclusion I wish to express my thanks to Mr. EH. H. 
Dixon for valuable aid during the later experiments on the 
estimation of 7; and to my assistant, Mr. Herbert Strachan, 
who helped me with the greater part of the work, and to 
whose skill and patience much of the success of the experi- 
ments is due. 

XLV. Description of a New Spectrophotometer and an Optical 
Method of Calibration. By Prof. D. B. Bracn, Ph.D.* 

O Govi, Vierordt, Crova, Cornu, Glazebrook, Wild, 
Kénig, and Lummer and Brodhun, and others are 

due different types of spectrophotometric instruments. The 
arrangement adopted by Govi, Vierordt, Crova, and others of 
bringing the two spectra to be compared into contiguous 
positions by means of double slits and total-reflecting prisms 
fails in eliminating the dark line separating the two, and thus 
reduces the sensibility of the eye in determining a match, as 
is well known to be the case unless the bounding lines of the 
two fields are perfectly sharp, and vanish completely when 
set fora match. The same defect exists in the polarizing 
arrangements of Glan, Crova, Glazebrook, Konig, and others, 
where the two spectra are brought into juxtaposition by 

* Communicated by tho Author. 
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double-image prisms or extra collimators and prisms. The 
visibility of P this bounding line reduces the sensibility at least 
one-half. In the arrangement of Cornu, and later of Kundt, 
of applying a diaphragm to the objective, similar difficulties 
are met with. The method first nee by Babinet, and used 
by Wild, Trannin, and others, of superposing the interference- 
bands from two sources of light after passing through -polari- 
zing-systems, in addition to the serious fatiguing “effect on 
the eye, does not allow of the sharp contrast necessary for the 
highest sensibility. 

‘In the different methods adopted by Lummer and Brodhun 
of causing the separating line to vanish we have one of the 
conditions for the ereatest sensibility of the eye. If the 
“contrast principle” introduced by them be further utilized, 
we have the highest sensibility yet attained. In direct com- 
parisons of white light this latter principle has been success- 
fully applied ; butin spectrophotometry the optical difficulties 
in the way of its use have prevented the obtaining of corre- 
sponding results. 

In the measurement of the relative intensities we have a 
variety of methods, most of which involve serious cutting 
down in the intensity of the original source; so that for many 
experiments the field is too weak for the eye to make accurate 
comparisons. ‘This is true of polarizing-systems and also of 
sectorial systems, both when used as fixed diaphragms before 
the objective and when made to rotate before the slit. The 
use of absorbing-screens or of diverging optical systems in 
spectrophotometry is impracticable. It has also been shown 
by Lummer and Murphy that the direct use of the slit-width 
cannot be relied upon in all parts of the spectrum when it 
exceeds a certain value dependent upon the dispersive power 
of the prism and the nature of the source. In the Lummer- 
Brodhun spectrophotometer, as constructed by Schmidt and 
Haensch, together with a direct-reading variable rotating 
sector, after the principle of Talbot, for varying the intensity, 
we have a means of comparison of the colours of the spectrum 
to a degree of sensibility not hitherto attained in other forms 
of instruments. This sensibility quite exceeds the constancy 
of the ordinary sources of illumination, except of incandescent 
filaments and pencils actuated by the same electric current. 
The want of a source of sufficient. intensity, constancy, and 
uniformity throughout the spectrum is still for many com- 
parisons, particularly in the study of absorption, a serious 
hindrance in spectrophotometric measurements. 

The elaborateness and expense of such an outfit practically 
excludes it from general use in colour measurements. Ths 
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instrument and method of measurement to be described show 
that quite as great, if not greater, sensibility and greater 
facility in making comparisons are attainable with a much 
simpler form. The two chief factors of this system are the 
peculiar prism used and the method of obtaining the inten- 
sities free from the errors heretofore involved in the readings 
of the slit. 

Fig. 1. 

The compound prism (fig. 1) is made up of two equal rect- 
angular prisms A D B and A D C polished on their three faces, 
and so cut that when placed with their longer sides in contact 
the whole forms an equilateral prism with three polished 
faces. It is evident that two rays of the same colour, red say, 
incident at the same angle and in the same plane will pass out 
and form parallel rays a, if one pass through the prism and 
the other be totally reflected at d by the face AD. If the 
incident rays be of a higher frequency, violet say, they will 
also pass out forming parallel rays a,. Thus two systems of 
incident parallel rays of white light will form, on emergence, 
two spectra with corresponding rays exactly parallel, and 
hence of the same dispersion. If ¢ passes through the face 
AD and 6 is reflected, we shall have in a similar way the 
rays a,! and a,' forming similar spectra, but in inverse order 
to the first spectra. This arrangement immediately enables 
us to realize all the conditions essential for the highest sen- 
sibility, by obtaining two fields with delimitations which are 
perfectly sharp, and vanish when set for a match. 
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This is obtained by a similar method to that adopted by 
Lummer and Brodhun. One of the prisms (fig. 2), as A DC, 
is silvered over the face A D and the silvering then carefully 
removed except a strip SS parallel 
to AD. The edges of the strip SS 
must be as sharp and as regular as 
possible. The two prisms are then 
carefully cemented together with a 
substance of as nearly as possible 
the same index of refraction as the 
glass. 

Light entering the prism A DC 
by the face DC and striking SS is 
then almost totally reflected inter- 
nally, and passes out through the 
face AC. This occurs up to the 
edges, where the rays pass abruptly on through the prism 
ADB by regular refraction. Those rays which enter the 
prism A DB by the face BD pass on directly through the 
entire compound prism except those which encounter the 
strip SS; these are reflected and pass out of the face A B. 
We have thus an abrupt transition between the two sources 
of light, so that a perfect continuity in the field obtains when 
the setting is made for a match. 

In order to make comparisons with light as nearly mono- 
chromatic as possible, glass of great dispersive power should 
be used, and this requires a cementing-fluid of corresponding 
refractive index. ‘The glass selected is that from the factory 
of Messrs. Schott and Co., Jena, Catalogue type No. O 102, 
Dense Silicate Flint. mp=1°6527, mean dispersion C to 
F, 0°01950. Canada balsam may be used as the cement, but 
much better results have been obtained with alpha-mono- 
bromonaphthaline, np =1°6582 at 20° C. This fluid is very 
transparent, particularly in the blue and violet, and has so 
nearly the same index as the glass that there is little internal 
reflexion at the surface AD. It does not attack the silver 
strip, and, while rather volatile, can be easily cemented in at 
the edges by insoluble material such as gelatine, shellac, &c., 
making it fairly permanent. If necessary, the prism may be 
readily taken apart, cleaned, and refilled a number of times 
without injury to the faces or the silvering. 

In order to adjust the instrument for use the collimator T 
(fig. 3), the prism P, and the telescope R are placed to give 
minimum deviation for sodium light, the cross-hairs of the 
eyepiece coinciding with the centre of one of the sodium 
lines. The collimator T is then screened and T’ adjusted so 
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that the cross-hairs bisect the sodium line. The two spectra 
are then found to be exactly superimposed throughout their 
extent. On removing the eyepiece and inserting im its stead 

Fig. 3. 

i 

R] 

Lif 
an ocular slit usually about 2 millim. high and °5 to 1 millim. 
wide, and observing the prism directly with the eye, a circular 
field crossed by a horizontal band is seen, which latter vanishes, 
giving a uniform tint over the entire aperture, when the 
intensities of the two sources are properly adjusted by varying 
the slits. When the telescope R is shifted continuously 
through an angle of about 6°, the field appears lighted up 
uniformly with all the spectral colours in succession. The 
slightest fluctuation in the light or disturbance of the instru- 
ment manifests itself at once in the outlining of the horizontal 
strip. The advantage of a single prism in obtaining the 
same effect as with a prism and the cube of Lummer-Brodhun 
is evident in the simplicity of adjustment and the elimination 
of optical defects arising from a greater number of reflecting 
and refracting surfaces, only one prismatic refraction occurring 
after the rays leave the silvered strip. The symmetry of the 
optical system allows the use of the ordinary spectroscope 
and spectrometer as a spectrophotometer by the addition of 
an extra collimator. 

Method of Calibration. 

Oue of the serious difficulties in spectrophotometry is in 
determining the relative intensities of the sources. The 
direct use of the method of varying the distance is too cum- 
bersome for colour-work, while the composition of the light 
may be changed by admixture from extraneous sources. 
The direct use of Nicol and other polarizing prisms during 
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observation reduces the intensity too much to allow of accurate 
settings in many experiments. The same may be said of the 
variable rotating sector in direct observations. The loss of 
light is at least one-half by the last two methods, and generally 
much more. As Lummer and Murphy have shown, the direct 
reading of the width of the slit cannot be taken as a measure 
of the relative intensities, errors of several per cent. arising 
in different parts of the spectrum, depending on the slope of 
the luminosity curve. This fact makes the method of Vierordt 
with a double slit defective. It is only with very narrow slits 
and large dispersion that the direct readings can be taken; 
and even in this case the true zero of the slit cannot be accu- 
rately determined, and is subject to variation by the dete- 
rioration of the edges. 

However, either of the above methods—varying the distance 
of the radiant or using Nicol prisms, or placing a rotating 
sector between the source and the slit—may serve to obtain 
the true optical value of the slit for different widths and 
colours. This method of optical calibration eliminates all the 
errors of the screw and irregularities and lack of parallelism 
of the edges of the slit, and corrects the variations in the slope 
of the fominoatty curve. With this calibration, comparisons 
can be made far more rapidly, and as aceurately as with the 
direct use of the rotating sector, which 
Lummer and Brodhun have shown to Fig. 4. 
be the most reliable method. Usually 
with each setting this sector must be 
stopped and read, a tedious but accu- 
rate process. In order that such a 
sector may be capable of variation 
and adjustment while running, to ob- 
tain a match, elaborate and careful 
construction is required. <A simple 
disk, however, divided into several 
sectors, say six to eight, may be 
used to determine the optical values of the slit—which 
should be bilateral—in corresponding ratios ; and the inter- 
mediate values may be found by interpolation, and thus 
eliminate any further use of the disk, the screw- readings 
being used thereafter directly, with the corrections of the 
calibration. 

A simple cardboard disk, mounted on a whirling-table or 
motor, with its circumference divided into any convenient 
number of parts—eight for example—and slotted out to 
different depths between different radii, as shown in fig. 4, 
and then slid forward between the source and the slit, so “that 
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the different sectors may cover the slit in these successive 
positions, will vary the intensity of light at the ocular slit in 
ratios depending on the angle of these sectors. Suppose, for 
example, the disk is placed before the slit of T, fig. 3—which 
may be unilateral—a match having first been obtained and 
the bilateral slit of T’ read. When it is rotated a new adjust- 
ment of the slit of T’ is made until a match is again obtained. 
This gives a position representing seven-eighths the full 
optical value of the slit. This may then be repeated for the 
other sectors of different angles, obtaining readings for six- 
eighths, five-eighths, down to one-eighth the optical value of 
the full slit. We have, then, a series of optical values of the 
slit in terms of the first or of any other, and found by knowing 
the ratio of the angles of the corresponding sectors. With 
these data we may interpolate to find the optical values of the 
slit widths for any other measurement. By shifting the 
telescope R we obtain calibrations for the specific colours 
whose comparison we wish to make, these being free from the 
numerous errors entering into the general optical system. 
We may also obtain intermediate values by varying the slit 
of T and repeating the process. We can then remove the 
disk and place our source to be compared before the same 
slit, and make ail further measurements in terms of our cali- 
brated bilateral slit. The width of the slit of T being once 
set should not be disturbed during one series of measure- 
ments, after which it may be varied and a new series made. 
After the calibration the bilateral slit should in no ease be 
closed, and in making a setting the screw should always be 
turned in the same. direction. This calibration assumes a 
constancy in the radiant before T’, but the error arising from 
the luminosity curve is small in most cases, and as further 
the form of this curve does not change materially over con- 
siderable variations in the intensity of the source, such, for 
example, as filaments or pencils brought to incandescence by 
the electric current, no sensible error enters into the calibra- 
tion from this cause. 

When the inclination of the curve of ee does not 
alter rapidly, as in the case of filaments, corrections for 
colours not calibrated may be interpolated from the calibra- 
tion curves of adjacent colours. However, with the collimator 
slit of ‘25 millim. width or less, and a dispersive power equal 
to that of the flint-glass above mentioned, the corrections due 
to the form of the luminosity curve are less than the error of 
observation when the standardized slit is bilateral as described 
above. In this case we only need to determine the optical 
values for two readings of the slit corresponding, say, to the 
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full intensity and to one half of this, to find any intermediate 
values from the screw-readings, by simple proportionality, 
assuming the screw itself to be accurate. Except in serious 
disarrangement of the instrument this calibration can be relied 
upon in all future measurements, even when new incandescent 
lamps are used before the standardized slit of T’. 

Description of the Instrument. 

Fig. 5 shows the complete spectrophotometer as constructed 
by Schmidt and Haensch, of Berlin, one-seventh actual size. 
The two collimators, T and T’, and the telescope, R, are 

Fig. 5. 

mounted in one plane. The collimator T carries a unilateral 
shit and is fixed rigidly on a radius of the ring Q. The 
collimator T’ carries a bilateral slit, which is calibrated and 
used in making the settings, and is mounted on a radial arm 
movable about the axis of the instrument and having a 
micrometer screw N’, and may be clamped to the ring Q. 
Set screws may displace the screw N’. The telescope R 
is also mounted on a radial arm so that its axis passes 
through the axis of the instrument. It can be clamped to 
the ring Q, and carries a micrometer screw, N, and a vernier 
for reading the divided arc, M, concentric with the axis of 
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rotation of R. This last may be omitted and a micrometer 
screw with graduated head used, the ring Q being dis- 
pensed with entirely. This telescope is also provided with a 
variable ocular slit over which may slide the ocular H. The 
compound prism P is mounted on a plate above the axis of 
the instrument which passes through the prism at the inter- 
section of the axis of the telescope with a line drawn perpen- 
dicular to this axis from the vertex of the prism next to T’, 
which is the radiant axis of colour. This plate has a slight 
movement at right angles to the axis, for purposes of adjust- 
ment, and is capable of being screwed permanently to the 
body of the instrument. The axis of the telescope should also 
pass through a point in the adjacent face of the prism at half 
its height and one-fourth the distance across the face from 
the vertical angle formed by the two half-prisms, to the angle 
adjacent to IT’. The axis of each of the collimators should 
lie at the same height as the axis of the telescope, and should 
intersect the back face half-way between the adjacent vertical 
angle and the dividing plane of the prism. LHach half of 
this back face then receives, symmetrically, the rays from 
the collimator to which it is adjacent; and the telescope 
receives the combined rays from that half of the front face to 
which it is adjacent. The silvered strip between the two half- 
prisms may be seen within the prism P. This strip is deposited 
upon the right half of the compound prism, so that reflexion 
takes place on the side next to the glass upon which it is 
deposited, so as to insure a better surface and less oxidation. 
It is essential that the lines bounding this strip be sharp and 
yarallel to each other, and in a plane normal to the refracting 
edge of the prism which is adjacent to ‘I’, in order to avoid 
diffraction. 

The total-reflecting prisms are mounted on the slits of T 
and T’, so that the instrument may be used for spectroscopic 
work and also as a modified form of Crova’s or of Vierordt’s 
spectrophotometer, by inserting the eyepiece EH and examining 
the two contiguous spectra either from T and T’, or from one 
of them, using the total-reflecting prism. 

With this instrument the setting for minimum deviation for 
sodium light is first made with the collimator T. The prism 
P is then fastened permanently, and the telescope R clamped, 
and the collimator ‘I’ then adjusted until the image of the slit 
is bisected by the cross-hairs. T'is then clamped permanently. 
The divided are M may then be adjusted to zero, correspond- 
ing to the sodium line. Itis then calibrated for the difterent 

Frauenhofer lines or for different wave-lengths of light. The 
eyepiece E is then removed, and the ocular slit adjusted so as 
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to obtain homogeneous light when white light is placed 
before the collimators. If it is too narrow (less than *5 millim.) 
diffraction takes place, and if too wide—it should not exceed 
1 mm.—the light is no longer homogeneous over the field of 
view. The objective of R is usually stopped to about 
15 millim. The field should then be perfectly circular and 
crossed in the centre by a horizontal band 5 millim. wide. 
In the calibration of the bilateral slit of T’, the rotating disk 
is placed immediately in front of the slit of T, its axis being 
in the plane of the axes of T and T’, so that its radii cross the 
vertical slit at right angles. The disk may then be moved 
forward or backward by only a small amount to bring 
different sectors over it. The pitch of the screw should 
preferably be °25 millim. and a total motion of 2 millim. will 
be sufficient, the working width of both slits being usually 
not greater than 1 millim. The radiant is, in general, an 
incandescent lamp with a ground-glass plate before the slit. 
With careful adjustment the instrument has given for the 
mean colours of the spectrum readings differing by less than 
5) per cent. from a mean of ten readings, or a mean error of 
less than ‘25 per cent. for one setting, or double the sensi- 
bility heretofore obtained. ‘This is largely brought about by 
the fact that adjustment is easier, and there is only one 
refraction instead of three as in the Lummer-Brodhun form; 
the boundary is sharper and vanishes more completely. The 
question of a suitable source has, however, been a serious 
difficulty, particularly one of sufficient intensity to make com- 
parisons of large absorptions in the blue and violet. All the 
various forms of gas-burners have been found to be too incon- 
stant. Specially constructed lamps with flat wide filaments 
or with close spirals, together with frosted globes and plates, 
have given almost as great a constancy and sensibility in the 
case of high absorption, as obtained above with unobstructed 
rays and under more favourable circumstances. Large varia- 
tions in the voltage do not seem to affect the slit calibration, 
which remains constant under varying conditions. The 
rotating disk can be easily constructed from bristol board and 
mounted for the purpose of calibration, which is readily made; 
ora pair of mounted nicols may serve the purpose equally 
well. If these simple means are not at hand, the distance of 
the radiant from a frosted glass before the unilateral slit may 
be used*. 

* The firm of Schmidt and Haensch of Berlin will be able to supply 
this instrument with some modifications for about 500 marks. They are 
also able to furnish one of their larger spectrometers fitted with an 
additional collimator, which makes a spectrophotometer superior to the 
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The optical principle involved in this compound prism, of 
obtaining a comparison viewing-screen with vanishing line 
in the dispersive prism itself, may be extended to other forms 
of instruments, such, for example, as Helmholtz’s colour- 
mixing apparatus with two collimating telescopes containing 
Rochon prisms. Experimental results of this nature are 
reserved for future publication. 

University of Nebraska, 
July 29, 1899. 

XLVI. On the Theory of the Electrolytic Solution-Pressure. 
By R. A. Leareipt, D.Sc.* 

NHE electromotive force between a metal and an electrolyte 
depends on the concentration, in the latter, of the ions 

of the same kind as the former; and it is easy to show in 
certain cases, on an irreproachable basis of thermodynamic 
reasoning, that variation of the electromotive force is propor- 
tional to that of the logarithm of the concentration. Thus, 
supposing the electrolyte to be a binary univalent salt 
(e. g. KCi) and completely dissociated, then if C be its con- 
centration (gm. mol. per cub. centim.), the E.M.F. of the 
contact may be expressed in the form 

H=— rl log, C+const., 
€ 

where R= gas constant, T= temperature, e= quantity of 
electricity associated with one gram equivalent: or, if we 
prefer to use instead of C the osmotic pressure P produced 
by the metallic ions, 

E=—- a log, P + const., 

where the only difference is in the value of the constant. So 
far no assumptions are required except those usually implied _ 
in the thermodynamic treatment of solutions with the aid of 
semipermeable membranes. 

form here shown. Certificates of calibration might be furnished with 
the instrument, but it should be borne in mind that the curve of luminosity 
depends on subjective conditions, and a calibration by one individual 
might differ from that of another, particularly if the eye of one is 
trichromatic and that of the other dichromatic or monochromatic. How- 
ever, the calibration curves of different observers have been found to be 
the same, which agrees with the results of Konig, who has shown that 
the slope of the curve is approximately the same in these different cases. 

* Communicated by the Author: read before the British Association, 
Sept. 20, 1899. 
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Asa further step in the theory of the electromotive force of 
contact, Nernst introduced the idea of the electrolytic-solution 
pressure II such that 

const, = Ar 108. II; 

and consequently 

RT II 
1D} = tree log. 

This idea has two uses. In the first place, it affords a con- 
venient mode of expressing the observed facts as to production 
of electromotive force: we may say that the E.M.F. of a 
contact is proportional to the logarithm of the ratio between 
the solution-pressure of the metal and the osmotic pressure of 
the metallic ions in solution: to this there is no exception to 
be taken. In the second place, the idea suggests a physical 
theory of the production of electromotive force, which theory 
in turn changes the solution-pressure from a merely mathe- 
matical convenience to the expression of a physical reality. 
According to Nernst, the mechanism is somewhat as follows :-— 
When a piece of metal is put into a solution of which the ions 
have an osmotic pressure less than the solution-pressure of 
the metal, some of the metal dissolves: the ions formed carry 
their positive charge with them, making the solution positive 
to the metal. The electrical double layer thus formed at the 
surface of contact exercises an attraction which balances so 
much of the solution-pressure as is not already balanced by 
the osmotic pressure, and equilibrium ensues. But on account 
of the large charges associated with the atoms, the amount of 
metal that goes into solution is immeasurably small. 
Now the values of the solution-pressure II are easy to 

calculate from the observed values of the electromotive force. 
According to Le Blanc (Elektrochemie, p. 185) we have 

II, 

Zine . Bee oe Sx LO atnros: 
Nickel 5 eeeepees ae ea KU Una a As 

Paladin 5. ox l0-* 

There are certain obvious difficulties in the way of accepting 
these numbers as representing a physical reality. The first 
of them is startlingly large; that, however, may not be a true 
difficulty. The third is so small as to involve the rejection of 
the entire molecular theory of fluids. If it is true that fluids 
consist of molecules with a diameter of the order of mag- 
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nitude 10-° cm.*, then the production of a pressure so low 
is impossible; for pressure is a statistical effect due to the 
impact of numerous molecules; and in order to give such a 
pressure the solution would need to contain only one or two 
molecules of palladium in a space the size of the earth. 
Hence II can here have a real meaning only if the metal is 
very greatly more divisible than the ordinary molecular. theory 
assumes. 

There is, however, another objection, not involving the 
molecular theory at all, which may be put as follows. 

If an electrical double layer is formed between the metal 
plate and the ions in solution near it, a tension is set up 
between the two. The amount of that tension may be calcu- 
lated by assuming (i.) that the electricity is distributed in 
two layers of uniform surface-density; (i1.) that the distance 
between the two layers is small compared with their extent. 
The former of these is the more nearly true the smaller the 
actual particles (ions) on which the electric charge occurs : 
the second assumption may presumably be adopted on any 
theory of the phenomenon, since the surface of contact may 
be square centimetres in extent, while the distance between 
the layers is indefinitely small. Calling o the surface-density, 
the tension produced is 

270? 
D P) 

where D = dielectric constant of the medium. Now to pro- 
duce a surface-density o we require, per square centimetre of 
surface, =c/e gram equivalents of metal to go into solution: 
so that the tension produced is 

eae 
D e 

Applying this result to zinc, and neglecting the trifling 
osmotic pressure by comparison with the enormous solution- 
pressure, we have 

e =96540 coulombs= 9654 x 3 x 10”° static units, 

D=80 (for water), 
II=9-9 x 10° atmos =10” dynes per sq. em., 

and 
D 

c— af gat =0°039 gm. equiv., 

— ead em: 

* See Thomson and Tait, ‘Natural Philosophy,’ vol. ii. p. 495 
(2nd edit.). 
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Hence we arrive at the conclusion that 7 order to produce 
the solution-pressure attributed to zine 1:27 grams of the metal 
would have to pass into the ionic form per square centimetre 
7mmersed, which is obviously not the case. 

There are other points—comparatively of detail—on which 
it seems to me the theory of concentration-cells has been too 
hastily applied, and without sufficient experimental confir- 
mation: points bearing on the view that the electromotive 
force at a contact depends only on the concentration of the 
ions in solution, Some experiments are being undertaken in 
the hope of clearing up the question involved; but in the 
meanwhile it seems worth while to publish the above remarks 
on the more fundamental subject of the existence of an electro- 
lytic-solution pressure. 

East London Technical College, 
August 1899, 

XLVI. On the Variation of the Resistance of certain Amal- 
gams with Temperature. By R. 8S. Witiows, B.Se., 1851 
Eelhibition Scholar*. 

ge experiments described in the following paper were 
undertaken at the suggestion of Prof. Thomson to 

investigate the alteration in the electrical resistance of 
amalgams with change of temperature. The range of tem- 
perature was from about 15° to 140°C. The resistance, or 
rather the change in resistance due to heating, was measured 
at intervals of 4°, and curves plotted having temperatures for 
abscissee and resistances for ordinates. The curves so obtained 
showed irregularities, and an attempt was made to determine 
the cause of the peculiar variation in resistance that they 
denoted. 

The change in the actual specific resistance of mercury 
caused by the addition of foreign metals was not considered. 
This has been done by Matthiessen ft and Weber f. 

For our knowledge of the variation in resistance experienced 
by metallic conductors in general we are indebted to 
Matthiessen §, who experimented on a large number of 
specially purified metals and numerous alloys between tem- 
peratures 0° to 100°; Fleming and Dewar ||, who also tested 
numerous pure metals and alloys in the form of wires, 
extending their researches from 100° to about —180°; 

* Communicated by Prof. J. J. Thomson, F.R.8. 
+ Phil. Mag. 1862, p. 171. 
t Wied. Annal. 1880, vol. xxiii. p. 447. § Trans Roy. Soe. 1860. 
| Phil. Mag. Oct. 1892, p. 826; Phil. Mag. September 1893, p. 271. 

Phil. Mag. 8. 5. Vol. 48. No. 294. Nov. 1899. 2H 
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Cailletet and Bouty *; and the numerous papers of Callendar 
and Griffiths f on the change in resistance of platinum wires 
over wide intervals of temperature. 

The experiments described in the above-mentioned papers 
do not deal with the particular case cf amalgams. C. L. 
Weber (loc. cit.) has studied the specific resistance and the 
temperature-coefficients of amalgams of a few metals. 

§ 1. Method. 

The amalgams were formed synthetically by adding known 
weights of the different metals employed to a quantity of 
mercury whose weight was also known; the temperature was 
gradually raised until the whole mass was fluid, then when it 
had cooled the weight was again found to guard against an 
error in the calculated composition through the driving off of 
mercury. No correction was found recessary on this account. 

The mercury used had been first well washed, treated with 
acid, and distilled. 

The amalgams tested were those having for their second 
metal zinc, tin, cadmium, and magnesium. 

The zine used was obtained from the sticks of that metal 
sold as ‘‘redistilled,” used in setting up Clark’s cells. The 
other metals were not specially purified before using, but 
they were obtained as “ pure ” from various dealers. 

The amalgams so formed were then introduced into flat 
spirals of quill-tubing. The diameter of a spiral was about 
5 inches, and it contained about four feet of glass tubing. 
So formed it did not occupy much space in the heating-bath, 
and hence it could easily be brought to a uniform tempera- 
ture throughout, but its shape made it more difficult to fill 
so as to oblain a perfectly air-free, regular thread of the sub- 
stance to be experimented on. 

Various methods were employed to secure this last con- 
dition. On to the ends of the flat spiral vertical wider tubes 
were fused, the open ends being somewhat narrower than the 
rest of the tube. One of these tubes was connected to a 
water-pump. The amalgam was melted in a beaker, the 
spiral inverted, and the other wide limb after heating placed 
with its mouth well below the surface. The air was now 
gradually withdrawn by the pump, the fluid was gently 
stirred and allowed to fill the tube. This method is objection- 
able for two reasons :—(1) Unless a large amount of amalgam 

#* Journal de Physique (1885), p. 297. 
t Callendar, Phil. Trans. 1887, p. 161; Phil. Mag. July 1891, p. 104; 

Phil. Mag. February 1892, p. 220; Griffiths, Phil. Trans, 1891, p. 43; 
Phil. Mag. Dec. 1892, p. 516. 
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is used the stirring necessary to keep it of a uniform com- 
position throughout is liable to introduce air-bubbles. (2) 
Those amalgams containing a high percentage of foreign 
metal were not sufficiently fluid to run into the spiral except 
at a high temperature, and it was found difficult to keep the 
vertical wide limb dipping into the amalgam at a_ high 
enough temperature for a time long enough for the spiral ‘to 
be filled with sufficient slowness. 

The most satisfactory method is the following :—The whole 
spiral was placed in a sand-bath and kept at a suitable tem- 
perature. The amalgam in a fluid condition was all placed 
in one of the vertical limbs, which for this purpose was 
specially wide, the other being temporarily closed by means 
of a pinched rubber tube. The fluid mass was well stirred 
and then, by opening the rubber tube, was allowed to quickly 
fill the whole spiral, the rapidity with which this took place 
being regulated by opening or closing the rubber tube. 

If any “air-bubbles were present, they generally made their 
presence known if the substance was allowed to cool and then 
had its temperature again raised ; if none made their appear- 
ance the spiral was shaken while the amalgam was solidifying, 

fo) 

to keep the metals from separating into layers, and was then 
allowed to anneal slowly. If this last precaution was omitted 
the spiral was very liable to breax when it was again heated. 

Contact was made by thick amalgamated copper pieces put 
in while the amalgam was fluid. To guard against any 
changes in contact of these copper pieces the spiral was placed 
in an oil-bath and heated several times to just over the highest 
temperature to which it was intended to raise it in the actual 
experiments. 

Good circulation of the oil in the bath by means of which 
the temperature was raised, was secured by fastening three 
small cork feet to the spiral, and keeping the bath well stirred. 

In all cases, of course, the spiral was well cleaned previous 
to the introduction of the amalgam by frequent washing with 
caustic potash, hot nitric acid, and finally distilled water. 

The change in resistance was measured by Carey Foster’s 
method. It may be mentioned here that no difference in the 
variation of the resistance of the spiral could be detected in 
the two cases when, immediately after solidification, 1t was 
slowly annealed and when it was allowed to cool quickly 
before an open window. 

§ 2. Results for Zinc Amalgams. 

Observations were made ona series of zinc amalgams in 
which the proportion of zinc present varied between 4: per 
cent. and 40 per cent. 

2H 2 
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For a given amalgam two curves could be obtained, which 
differed entirely in certain important characteristics. Thus, 
suppose the resistance of a spiral was measured, the bath then 
heated and then slowly cooled. On again measuring the re- 
sistance at the same temperature (say 15°) it was found that 
it was greater after heating than before. This could be re- 
peated several times, the excess of the final over the initial 
resistance for a particular heating becoming less and less, until 
after heating for about six times it was found that a further 
heating did not increase the resistance ; it was then considerabl 
higher than it was at the same temperature before it had 
undergone these heatings. This was especially the case if 
the spiral had been allowed to stand at the temperature of the. 

room for several weeks. When it had reached this con- 
dition a series of readings at small intervals of temperature 
was taken and another series was taken as it cooled. From 
these readings a curve was plotted. The spiral was then 
allowed to stand at the temperature of the room for several 
weeks, its resistance being measured every morning at the 
same temperature. It was found thatthe resistance gradually 
fell, slowly for the first three days, most rapidly about the 
seventh, and then again more slowly... In some cases it took 
six weeks for the resistance to become steady. When no 
further fall could be detected during an interval of a week 
a second cycle was taken, and the curve obtained under 
these conditions differed entirely from the first. The differ- 
ence between the initiai and final resistance at the same 
temperature (15°) in the last experiment sometimes amounted 
to 10 per cent. of the whole initial resistance. The results 
for typical cases are described below. For convenience in 
plotting, the resistance in the appended curves is given in 
arbitrary units. 

Throughout this paper, when two curves are given for a 
zinc amalgam, that obtained under the first-mentioned con- 
ditions, @. ce. immediately after repeated heatings, so that a 
further heating did not alter its resistance at 15°, is denoted 
by A, that obtained after it had been standing some time is 
denoted by B. 

Fig. 1 shows the curves that were obtained from readings 
taken on a 4°8 per cent. zinc amalgam. 

Curve A. The arrows show whether the temperature was 
rising or falling. 

It is seen that, starting from 15°, the resistance graduall 
fails with increasing temperature up to 30°. Between 30° 
and 45° it scarcely alters. When the bath cools after being 
heated to 100° the resistance falls more rapidly than the 
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temperature, so that in the curve the part pertaining to 
decreasing temperature lies below the other. It cuts the 
latter, however, at 28°, and the final resistance is very slightly 
greater than that at the beginning of the experiment. In 
most cases this slight increase in the resistance for curve A 

Fig. 1.—Resistance of an Amalgam containing 4°8 per cent. of Zinc. 
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is found ; this is owing to the repeated heatings taking place 
one day and the cycle being taken on the following day, the 
small increase represents therefore the amount by which the 
resistance has fallen during the interval. 

The separation of the heating and cooling parts of the 
curve cannot be explained by a lag in the temperature of the 
spiral behind that of the thermometer placed in the bath, 
for before the final reading was taken the bath was kept at 
a temperature varying only by one-fifth of a degree for 
several minutes. The spiral was then allowed to stand for 
four weeks, when another cycle was taken. Curve B was 
plotted from these readings. 

Curve B. An entirely different curve is here obtained. 
Whereas in A the resistance falls with increased temperature 
up to about 30°, and then reaches a flat minimum, in B it 
increases rapidly up to about 40°, after which the curve is 
nearly parallel to the corresponding part of A. The figure 
also shows that the difference between the initial and final 
resistance in B is very much greater than in A: it also shows 
the relative amount the resistance fell between the two cycles. 

The next day after B was obtained a further cyc'e was 
taken ; the curve obtained was similar to A, and was very 
nearly coincident with B above 40° After standing for 
several weeks the resistance had returned to a value which 
differed somewhat from that shown at P in curve B, when 
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another cycle gave a curve parallel but not coincident with 
B. From the shape of the two curves it seems very probable 
that they should coincide above 40° instead of being merely 
parallel. In amalgams containing more than 10 per cent. of 
zine this coincidence above a certain temperature does actually 
take place. A probable explanation is as follows :—In the 
case of the lower perceutages of zinc the amalgam consists of 
an intensely crystalline mass surrounded by a fluid containing 
less zinc. In the case of the next amalgam tested, containing 
9°5 per cent. zinc, the amount of this fluid was very small 
indeed, while for the higher percentages of zinc none was 
present as far as could be seen. When the temperature is 
raised, those containing small amounts of zine have their 
crystalline structure greatly modified or entirely destroyed. 
On being cooled, the structure they assume is slightly 
different from that they possessed originally, and the re- 
sistance is altered accordingly, while on again being heated 
the modifications they undergo are nearly of the same order 
as in the first case, thus giving a parallel curve. 

Several different spirals were filled with amalgam having 
this composition with the same results. Those which contain 
more zine than 10 per cent. have curves which differ greatly 
from those given in fig. 1, and along certain parts the two > 

curves obtained from the same amaleam coincide, probably 
because, the melting-points being higher, the crystalline 
structure is not so greatly altered. 

Fig. 2.—Resistance of an Amalgam containing 9°5 per cent. of Zine. 
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Mg. 2 represents the results for an amalgam containing 
9: ; per cent. zinc. As in the previous case A was obtained 
directly after the spiral had been heated several times, while 
curve B represents the results of measurements made after 
allowing the spiral to stand for some weeks at the temperature 
of the room. 
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Curve A. The spiral was heated to 120° four times on one 
day, and a eycle taken on the following day. ‘The resistance 
still falls with increasing temperature, but the part of the 
curve representing this fall is nearer a straight line than m 
the previous case. The most important feature is that at a 
temperature 63° there is a sudden fall in resistance instead 
of an interval of temperature in which the resistance scarcely 
alters, as in the previous case. Also between 70° and 100° 
the heating and cooling parts of the curve coincide. 

Curve B was obtained after the spiral had been standing for 
five weeks. It shows abrupt changes in direction at the 
points marked P, Q, R, corresponding to temperatures 37°, 
74°, and 27° respectively. At these temperatures therefore 
the rate of variation of resistance with temperature is rapidly 
altering. 

Fig. 3.—Resistance of an Amalgam containing 23°9 per cent. of Zine. 
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In fig. 3 B represents the results obtained from an amalgam 
containing 23°9 per cent. zine after it had been standing for 
several weeks. 

As it is typical of all the curves pertaining to amalgams 
containing more than 10 per cent. of zinc, which were 
obtained after the spiral had stood for some time, its chief 
points will be noticed. 

It starts with a portion MS, nearly a straight line, followed 
by a more sharply curved part SP: Along this latter part, 
when the experiments are in progress, the resistance does not 
attain its final value immediately the temperature of the bath 
has become steady, but it has to stand in some cases fifteen 
minutes before a reading can be taken. At P, corresponding 
to a temperature 36°, there is a sudden change in direction. 
The temperature corresponding to this sudden change in 
direction is the same for all the amalgams which were tried 
having percentages of zinc higher than 9°5. 

Along PQ the resistance quickly attains its final value, and 
this part of the curve is very approximately a straight line. 
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At Q, corresponding to a temperature 68°, there is a 
sudden decrease in the resistance ; once this decrease has 
commenced, no further increase in temperature is necessary 
to complete it. If the temperature is very gradually raised 
as the point Q is approached, and is kept constant by means 
of a sensitive gas regulator at the temperature at which the 
resistance begins to fall, then it is found that the fall takes 
about an hour and a half. to complete, while if the bath is 
further heated for about 5° the change takes place in a few 
minutes, in fact the length of time taken affords some test of 
the accuracy with which the temperature at which the fall 
begins is determined. 

The remaining part of the heating-curve is reversible on 
cooling, i.e. the resistance is the same at the same tem- 
perature, whether the body is being heated or cooled. 

The greater part of the cooling-curve is practically a 
straight line, along which the resistance soon assumes its 
final value when the bath is kept at a constant temperature ; 
and, as the figure shows, the resistance is a great deal less at 
a given temperature when the spiral is cooling than when it 
is Increasing in temperature. 

Along RN the resistance again takes some time to become 
steady, and here it may alter considerably, although the 
temperature, as given by a thermometer in the bath, has 
remained constant. If along this part of the curve the "bath 
is cooled rapidly by adding cold oil, then, when the spiral is 
allowed to stand, its resistance increases slightly for the first 
twelve hours. The temperature corresponding to the mini- 
mum resistance shown at R varies in the different amalgams 
between 22°-26°, and does not seem to depend definitely on 
the percentage of zine present. 

On the other hand, the temperature corresponding to Q, 
where there is a sudden fall in resistance, seems to decrease 
more or less regularly as the amount of zine present is in- 

fo) 

creased, as is shown in Table I. 

TABLE I. 

Temperature corres-| Percentage fall in 
Bete Bnei aiae. ponding to pt. Q. resistance at Q. 

9:5 74 2°82, 

16:1 2 9:15 

23°9 68 108 

28°3 68 12:9 

33°93 59 15:5 

40:1 58 15°9 
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The curve in fig. 4, which is plotted from the numbers in 
the first two Ealhamnce shows that these numbers lie very 
approximately on a regular curve. 

Fig. 4. 
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If we express the fall in the resistance at the temperatures 
seen in column 2 as a percentage of the whole resistance just 
before the fall commenced we get the numbers in column 3 
of the above table. 

If we draw the curve of which the numbers in columns 1 
and 3 are the co-ordinates we get that shown in fig. 5. 

Fig. 5. 
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From this curve it appears that the amount by which the 
resistance falls depends in a more or less regular manner 
on the composition of the amalgam. 

The increase in resistance as the temperature is lowered 
past 238° (fig. 3) is not due to a sticking of the amalgam to 
the tube, for if it were we should expect it to be considerably 
less when an amalgam was tried which was partially fluid ; 
a reference to fig. 1 shows that this is not the case. 

In fig. 3 the temperature corresponding to Q is 68°; by 
means of a gas regulator the bath was kept at 65° for four 
hours, after being cooled from 100°, to see if the resistance 
showed a tendency to increase to anything like the value it 
had at 65°, when the temperature of the bath was being 
raised. Measuring the resistance at different times during 
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this interval showed that it remained stepdy at the same 
temperature, and showed no tendency to increase. 

As in the case of the 4°8 per cent. and 9:5 per cent. speci- 
mens, the variation of the resistance with temperature is 
different from that indicated by fig. 3 if the cycle is taken 
immediately after the spiral has been heated several times. 

In fig. 6 A gives the curve obtained from an amalgam con- 
taining 33°3 per cent. zine, the cycle being taken Just after 
the spiral has been heated three times ; curve B was obtained 
when the spiral had been allowed to stand for some weeks. 

If the resistance of the amalgam at 15° be represented by 
R,, and if the resistance at any other temperature be assumed 
to be given by the simple formula R=R,(14 at), then a 
reference to curve A in each of the figs. 1, 2, and 6 shows 
that the consequence of adding more zinc is to increase the 
value of a for temperatures between 15° and 40°, for in 
fig. 1 ais negative, in fig. 2 negative but numerically less 
than in fig. 1, in fig. 6 it is positive. 

It is seen from fig. 6 that the effect of repeated heatings 
is (4) to make the more or less sudden change at the tem- 
perature corresponding to P to disappear, (b) to decrease the 
temperature at which the sudden fall in resistance occurs, 
(c) to decrease the amount of this fall. 
When this fall in resistance has taken place the curves A 

and B are nearly coincident over the remainder of the cycle. 

Fig. 6.—Resistance of an amalgam containing 33'3 per cent. of zine. 
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Experiments were next made to test the reversibility of 
different parts of the curves. In fig. 6 C shows the curve 
obtained when the specimen was heated to 34° and then 
cooled. The resistance quickly takes its value when the 
bath is cooled, and the final resistance is nearly the same as 
if a whole cycle had been taken. 

In fig. 3 D shows the result when the highest temperature 
reached is somewhat lower than that at which the fall in 
resistance occurs. During the cooling the resistance scarcely 
undergoes variation. 
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If the bath is raised to 100°, and then alternately cooled and 
heated between 50° and 90°, we get H, fig. 3. (It is slightly 
displaced for clearness.) The first cooling makes the resist- 
ance assume the value shown by the upper part, afterwards 
it goes backwards and forwards along the lower part. This 
seems to show that the change, whatever it may be, that 
occurs in the amalgam when the resistance falls is not wholly 
completed at one heating unless sufficient time be allowed. 

Between 100° and 30° the lower parts of the curves (figs. 3 
and 6) are straight lines ; calculating the percentage de- 
crease in resistance for a fall in temperature of 1° (@ say), 
we get the following :— 

Tas Le II. 

Percent. of Zine. a, 

16°5 1876 

239 "1850 

28:3 1814 

33'3 1844 

40:1 "1807 

Hence it appears that a decreases as more zinc is added, 
although for pure zinc its value is five times that for pure 
mercury. 

Fig. 7.—Resistance of an Amalgam containing 19°3 per cent. Tin. 
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§ 3. Tin Amalgams. 

Three amalgams only of tin were taken, containing 9-6, 
19°3, and 29°9 per cent. of tin. Fig. 7 shows the curve 
obtained for the middle of this series. 
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There is a large increase in resistance between temperatures 
corresponding to points Mand N. The following table gives 
the temperatures between which this large increase takes 
place and the percentage increase in resistance for 1° for the 
different percentages of tin. 

TABLE IIT. 

| Percent. of Tin.| Temp. at M. | Temp. at N. |P.c. increase for 1°. 
oN ab Sebi) le | + els) oe 

| 9-6 76 96 “23 

| 19-3 79 115 5 

| 299 SORE pe 9 

In contrast with zinc amalgams, those containing tin 
showed no ditference in behaviour when they were repeatedly 
heated ; the resistance took the same value at the same 
temperature whether the substance was being heated or 
cooled ; if the spiral is heated, and then allowed to stand at 
the temperature of the room, its resistance does not alter 
with time. 

§ 5. Cadmium Amalgams. 

Various cadmium amalgams were tried. Fig. 8 represents 
the resulting curve for a specimen containing 20 per cent. of 
‘admium. It is typical of the others which were obtained. 

Fig. 8.—Resistance of an Amalgam containing 20 per cent. of Cadmium, 
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As in the case of tin amalgams, they show a large tem- 
perature-coefficient at one part of the temperature-scale. 

Like zinc amalgams, the cadmium amalgams (a) possess a 
different resistance at the same temperature according as 
they are being heated or cooled, but in this case the resistance 
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is greater when they are cooling ; (d) that part of the cycle 
at the higher temperatures is reversible ; (c) when allowed to 
stand at the temperature of the room after being heated the 
resistance falls. This fall is a great deal less, however, than 
in the case of zinc amalgams, and it is completed in three days. 

The curve in fig. 8 represents the results of measurements 
made on the spiral after it had been standing for a week. If 
the amalgam is heated, and then, immediately it has cooled 
to the temperature of the room, is taken through a cycle, the 
first part of the curve is much flatter, as for zinc amalgams ; 
but two different curves cannot be obtained, for this flat 
portion soon joins the other, after which they coincide. It 
is interesting to note with respect to these resemblances of 
zine and cadmium amalgams that zinc and cadmium are 
nearly related according to the periodic arrangement of the 
elements. 

§ 6. Magnesium Amalgams. 
Only one magnesium amalgam was tried, owing to the 

difficulty of preparation. It contained 1 per cent. of mag- 
nesium. The curve obtained was practically a straight line 
up to 110°, showing that up to this temperature the tem- 
perature-coefficient was unaltered. At increased temperatures 
the resistance increased at a slightly greater rate. The 
resistance was the same at a given temperature, whether the 
spiral was being heated or cooled. 

Under 1] per cent. of magnesium gives a solid amalgam 
which melts at about 170°, so that these could probably be 
best studied in the form of wires, which would have to be 
protected from the air, as amalgamation renders magnesium 
more active chemically, e.g. magnesium amalgam will de- 
compose water at ordinary temperatures. 

§ 7. 
Experiments were next made to discover other physical 

properties which presented any sudden variation at the 
temperatures at which the resistance undergoes sudden 
alteration. 

In the case of tin and cadmium amalgams this sudden 
alteration in resistance accompanies a change in state. A 
portion of the 10 per cent. tin amalgam was put in a thin 
test-tube surrounding a thermometer-bulb; it was heated to 
150° and then allowed to cool slowly suspended in a copper 
vessel whose walls were kept at a constant temperature. 
The temperature was read every 15 seconds, and a curve 
plotted with time as abscissee and temperature as ordinates. 
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The amalgam cooled regularly to about 93°, when its tem- 
perature suddenly rose to 95°, and remained steady for a 
short time at that point. It then cooled regularly, but more 
slowly than previously, until it reached the neighbourhood of 
75°, after which it took a still slower rate of cooling. The 
reheating at 93° is due to surfusion, and may be got rid of 
by the usual device of dropping in nuclei. Between 95° and 
75° there is a gradual separation of solid from the liquid 
mass, and at 75° this is completed. The critical point near 
75° is ill-defined. Reference to Table III. shows that these 
are approximately the temperatures between which the re- 
sistance varies most rapidly. The curve is very like one 
given by Roberts-Austen (‘ Nature,’ Oct. 1898, p. 619) for 
tin metal. 

Above 95° the amalgam is fluid, below 75° it is solid, while 
between these temperatures it is a mixture of erystals of tin 
or a compound of tin and mercury in a fluid containing a 
less percentage of tin. When the amalgam is heated, it 
is very probable that these changes taking place in the 
inverse order give rise to the rapid increase in resistance 
which occurs at these temperatures. The crystals of tin are 
gradually dissolved in the mass surrounding them, which 
contains less tin, and which therefore is fluid at a lower 
temperature, until when the liquid condition is reached this 
tin is uniformly diffused throughout. While this solution is 
proceeding the resistance increases most rapidly. 

That something of this kind takes place in the case of alloys 
has been shown by various experimenters. Thus Osmond *, 
from a microscopic examination of steel, concluded that if it 
is raised to a molten condition and then cooled, we have a 
separation of crystals of either nearly pure iron or Fe;3C, 
according to the percentage of carbon present, and then, when 
the carbide has reached a certain concentration by the sepa- 
ration of the constituent in excess, iron and carbide are 
deposited simultaneously, giving rise toa laminated structure. 

Heycock and Neville f operated more directly by taking 
photographs of a thin plate of the alloy, to be tested by means 
of Réntgen rays. The varying opacity of the different metals 
to these 1 rays enabled them to distinguish crystals of metal 
surrounded by the eutectic alloy. Neither of these methods 
is applicable to the tin amalgams mentioned here, for they 
are too granular and not sufficiently hard to admit of being 
polished for microscopic examination, and the same property, 
together with the opaqueness of wercury to Réntgen rays, 

* Comptes Rendus, vol. cxix. p. 329, vol. cxxi. p, 684. 
t Proc. Camb, Phil, Soe. 1898, p. 417. 
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prevented a plate from being obtained which was thin enough 
to photograph through. 

With cadmium amalgam only one point was shown at 
which there is an evolution of heat. This corresponds to the 
temperature at N, fig. 8. 

From the curve there shown it is seen that the liquid state 
exists at a lower temperature when the substance is being 
cooled than when its temperature is increasing. It is possible 
than when solidification does take place, a compound is formed 
which is unstable at ordinary temperatures, and when the 
amalgam is allowed to stand for several days, the resistance 
alters (see Section 5) through this unstable compound as- 
suming a stable form. From the close similarity of the 
heating and cooling portions of the curve (fig. 8) it seems 
improbable, however, that we have a different compound 
according as the amalgam is being heated or cooled ; the 
most probable cause of the fall in resistance on standing is 
that there is a slow alteration in the crystalline structure, 
such as a breaking-up of crystals into more stable forms, a 
change, in fact, similar to that which produces a displace- 
ment of curves A and B in fig. 1. 

With zinc amalgams no irregularity in the rate of cooling 
was observed at points at all near the temneratures corre- 
sponding to those at P, Q (fig. 3). With the exception 
of those containing 4°8 per cent. and 9°35 per cent. of zine, 
the melting-point for each was over 100°. 

The expansion of the zinc amalgams was next tested. A 
glass bulb carrying a narrow stem was nearly filled with the 
amaloam, the remainder of the bulb and a part of the stem 
being filled with oil or other non-volatile liquid having a 
high boiling-point, this liquid acting as index. The whole 
was freed from air by melting the amalgam under the liquid, 
and then it was immersed in a bath and the position of the 
index noted for different temperatures. Any irregularity in 
the rate of expansion would thus be shown, especially as the 
volume of the amalgam was considerably larger than that of 
the liquid index. Plotting a curve giving relative volumes 
and temperatures, it was found that the expansion was pro- 
portional to the temperature up to 36°, after which the rate 
of expansion gradually increased, and that when the tem- 
perature was falling the volume was greater than when it 
was rising. As in the case of the resistance, if the amalgam 
was beated several times the initial and final volumes were 
the same ; but if a cycle was taken when it had been standing 
for some weeks, the final was greater than the initial volume. 
Fig. 9 shows the curve obtained when it is taken to a tem- 
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perature just greater than that corresponding to P (fig. 3) 
after it had been standing for a month. The experiments, 
therefore, showed that above 36° the volume-coefticient of 
expansion was greater than that at lower temperatures, but 
no sudden increase in volume was detected at the temperature 
at which the sudden fall in resistance took place. 
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The amount of heat given out in cooling through various 
ranges was next tried. The ordinary calorimetric method 
was first tried, but was abandoned for the null method of 
Hesehus (Journ. de Physique, 1888, p. 489) and Watermann 
(Phys. Rev. vol.iv. p.961). In order to detect a small change 
in the amount of heat given out, a fairly large amount of the 
solid must be used, and this must be kept at a constant tem- 
perature for some time before putting in the calorimeter in 
order to insure a uniform temperature throughout. \ This is 
difficult to accomplish unless a series of liquids with different 
boiling-points is used, or the same liquid boiling under dif- 
ferent pressures. In addition, if a small variation in thermal 
capacity does occur, we should expect it to be very small ; 
probably for these reasons this method did not give definite 
results. 
When a glass tube containing amalgam forms part of a 

thermo-electric circuit, if there is a change in the amalgam 
arising from the formation of a different compound of zine 
and mercury, we might expecta change in the thermo-H.M.F. 
due to a couple formed of the amalgam and another metal. 
To test this some zinc amalgam was introduced into the inner 
branches of a W-shaped tube, and various other metals were 
used in turn to complete the circuit through a delicate low- 
resistance galvanometer. One junction was kept in ice and 
the other heated, the thermo-E.M.F. being measured by 
balancing it against the difference of potential of two points 
on a wire in the circuit of a Daniell cell running through 
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100 ohms resistance. The readings obtained are thus inde- 
pendent of the change in resistance of the amalgam. The 
junction was heated several times to ensure against changes 
in the surtace of the metal wire before readings were taken. 
If a new compound is formed at the hot junction at a given 
temperature, we may expect a change in the E.M.F. at that 
junction between the metal wire and the amalgam, but this is 
not the only effect that would be produced, for, going from 
the hot junction, we come to amalgam that is at a lower 
temperature, and which is therefore unaltered in composition, 
and this being in contact with the altered amalgam, and the 
temperature not being uniform aiong the tube, we might 
expect another H.M.F. to be set up between contiguous 
portions of the amalgam if they differ from each other 
chemically or physically, and this may increase or decrease 
the effect which it is wished to observe at the junction. The 
thermo-E.M.F. between different metals and the amalgam 
measured in this way was found to increase uniformly with 
the temperature, so that if a new zinc-mercury compound is 
formed its thermo-electric effect introduces a change too 
small to be measured. As the change in H.M.F. would 
necessarily be small if it were present, care was taken to get 
rid of other thermo-H.M.F.s in the circuit by having all 
contact-makers and wires in the circuit of the same material 
and kept as nearly as possible at the same temperature. 

The same result was obtained when a circuit was formed 
by the W-shaped tube and a galvanometer only. ‘The tube 
being wide its resistance may be neglected if that of the 
alyanometer is.a few ohms, and so an increase in the current 

through the galvanometer arising from a fall in the resistance 
of the amalgam in the neighbourhood of 70° will not be 
observed, and any irregular change in the current will thus 
come from a change in the thermo-H.M.F. at the hot junction, 
but no such irregularity was noticed. 

The rise in temperature effected in equal times when the 
amalgam was placed in an inclosure whose walls were kept 
at a constant high temperature was next examined. 

The inclosure used was a heater used in calorimetry. The 
two ends of the cylinder were plugged up to avoid draughts, 
and a good supply of steam was passed through the outer 
double walls. The amalgam was first cast on a thermometer 
bulb, and the stem of the thermometer passed through a cork 
at the top of the heater, but this was unsatisfactory, for a 
large thickness of the substance under examination could not 
be put on the bulb for fear of fracturing it, and with the 

Phil. Mag. 8. 5. Vol. 48. No. 294. Nov, 1899. 21 
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small thickness used any irregularity in the supply of steam 
was shown by an irregular rise in temperature ; in addition, 
the temperature that the thermometer shows is only the mean 
of the temperature over the whole bulb, and not that of a 
small part of the amalgam. 

To get rid of these uncertainties the amalgam was used in 
the form of a sphere of 1:5 cm. diameter. A radial hole was 
bored to the centre, and in this was placed a copper-iron 
junction. The space between the couple and the sphere 
could be packed withasbestos. This packing stopped currents 
of air from circulating round the junction, and hence it gave 
the temperature at the centre. of the sphere and not that of 
the surrounding air merely, while any small irregularities in 
the supply of steam had their effect lessened by. conduction 
from the surface to the centre of the sphere. For a rise in 
temperature of 60° the galvanometer gave 450 divisions 
defiexion. The steam being turned on the deflexion of the 
galvanometer was taken every 15 seconds. After the tem- 
perature had reached about 90° the current of steam was 
replaced by one of cold water, galvanometer deflexions being 
noted as before. When the temperature was being raised 
there was a point at 36° at which it remained stationary for 
two seconds. This temperature was the same for all the zine 
amaleams tried, and at this point, therefore, there is an 
absorption of heat. The galvanometer was stationary again 
at a temperature very near to that corresponding to Q 
(fig. 8) ; hence there is an absorption of heat at the tem- 
perature at which the resistance suddenly falls. There was 
an evolution of heat at the temperature corresponding to R 
(fig. 3), affording further proof that the increase in resistance 
at this point is not due toa sticking to the sides of the tube 
as this would not involve thermal changes. 

The amalgam does not appear to have melted at all below 
100°, but it becomes considerably softer at this temperature. 
If we assume that its mean specific heat does not alter between 
20° and 100° (which will be nearly true if there is no melting 
in the mass surrounding the crystals of zinc), and that the 
emission or absorption of heat is proportional to the difference 
of temperature between the body and the inclosure ; then from 
the observed times during which the galvanometer was 
stationary, we can calculate the relative amounts of heat 
absorbed or evolved, and we find that the heat emitted at R 
(fig. 3) is less than that absorbed jointly at P and Q. The 
thermo-couple was standardized before and after the experi- 
ment, and showed no alteration. 
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§ 8. Probable Cause of the Changes in the case of 
Zine Amalgams. 

It has been observed by Regnauld * that in the formation 
of amalgams of certain metals, viz., zinc, cadmium, and 
others, there is an absorption of heat. Phipson + found that 
when lead and bismuth, mixed in certain proportions, were 
alloyed with mercury there was a fall in temperature 
amounting in one case to 27°. This shows that in some 
cases the formation of a compound of mercury and another 
metal may be masked owing to the absorption of heat fol- 
lowing from the solution of the compound in excess of mercury 
being greater than the evolution of heat arising from the 
actual formation of the compound. 

Lord Rayleigh ¢ has pointed out that the difference in the 
behaviour of alloys and pure metals, as far as concerns their 
electrical resistance, may arise from the heterogeneity of the 
former. From this point of view, when a current is passed 
through an alloy, it sets up between the particles of the dif- 
ferent metals a series of Peltier effects proportional to the 
current, and these create an opposing E.M.F. also propor- 
tional to the current. It follows that this opposing H.M.F. 
would be indistinguishable experimentally from a resistance. 
if the alloy is a true chemical compound, this back E.M.F. 
would not exist unless we assume the Peltier effects to take 
place between the separate atoms forming a molecule of the 
compound, which does not seem probable. 

If we look on the amalgam as containing particles of zine 
immersed in mercury or a compound of mercury and zinc, 
then a rise in temperature might probably cause different 
compounds to be formed, and the Peltier effects due to these 
would be different from those existing originally. Part of 
the decrease in resistance in the neighbourhood of 70° might 
be explained in this way, but it would not account for the 
whole, for Lord Rayleigh finds for copper and iron mixed in 
equal volumes that the increase in resistance would be about 
2°6 per cent. only; while, as Table 1. shows, the fall at Q 
(fig. 3) is, in some cases, as much as 16 per cent., and this 
although the thermo-electric properties of zinc and mercury 
are less pronounced than for copper and iron. 
A simple method of explaining some of the results is as 

follows :—The amalgam consists of a mixture of several dif- 
ferent compounds of mercury and zine together with zine and 
mercury in the free state. At 36° one of these compounds 

* Regnauld, Compt. Rend. vol. li. p. 778, vol. li. p. 533. 
+ Phipson, Bull. Soc. Chim. vol. v. 
} Rayleigh, Nature, J ate p. 154. 
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melts, and at a higher temperature we reach the melting- 
point of another, this latter melting causing the fall in 
resistance. The liquid occupies the space between the crystals 
of solid matter and while fluid dissolves some of the zine. 
When the amalgam is cooled the liquid which has the higher 
melting-point persists until a temperature corresponding to 
that at R (fig. 3) is reached, when the whole mass becomes 
solid again. The fall in resistance that ensues when the 
amalgam is allowed to stand might be explained on the 
supposition that when solidification takes place the zine which 
has been dissolved is not entirely separated, and this slow 
separation causes the fallin resistance. Some support is lent 
to this view of partial fusion by the fact that when amalgam 
is heated in a beaker, at a temperature somewhere below 100°, 
a few small globules of liquid are squeezed from the interior 
and appear on the surface, although the mass as a whole 
shows no signs of liquefaction. The temperature at which 
this occurs was not definitely fixed. Against this theory 
it may be pointed out that it is improbable that the liquid 
should persist when the amalgam is cooled for 40° below its 
melting-point, as the straight part of the resistance-curve 
from 100° to 25° (fig. 3) would lead us to infer. Also from 
curve O (fig. 6) we see that whatever is the change that is 
completed at 36°, if this is only partially brought about by 
the amalgam being heated to 34°, then this changed state 
exists while the temperature falls to 15°, and takes several 
weeks to be completely destroyed. This would be unlikely 
if it were a simple case of fusion. 
A theory which covers most of the results obtained is the 

following :— 
From what has been said at the beginning of this section 

it is seen that when zine combines with excess of mercury 
there is, on the whole, an absorption of heat. If, on the 
other hand, a compound of zinc and mercury exists in solution 
in mercury, and it is by some means dissociated, there will 
be an absorption of heat if the dissociated zine still remains 
in solution ; but if the zine, in addition to being dissociated, 
goes out of solution, there will be an evolution of heat. 
There would be an absorption of heat if a solid compound 
was dissociated. 

The amalgam is looked on as consisting of a mixture of 
zinc, mercury, and compounds of zinc and mercury. As the 
temperature is raised to 36°, one of the compounds becomes 
unstable, and one of two things may occur ; either the com- 
pound i is dissociated wholly or in part, or a new and more 
stable compound is formed by further combination with the 
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metals yet uncombined. If the latter takes place then, since 
it was shown in the last section that there is an absorption of 
heat at this temperature, something equivalent to solution in 
the excess of mercury must also take place. After 36° the 
temperature-coefficient is considerably less ; it is usually the 
case that the temperature-coefticient of an alloy is less than 
that of pure metals, and hence if zine was set free at this 
temperature we should expect the temperature-coefficient to 
increase. That it decreases points to combination taking 
place, unless the zinc-mercury compound dissociates into two 
other compounds, about whose temperature-coefticients we 
should, of course, know nothing. 

A similar phenomenon occurs at the temperature at which 
the resistance suddenly decreases, but there is nothing here 
to show whether combination or dissociation takes place ; 
whatever it is, the resulting compound has a less specific 
resistance than the one from which it was formed, and hence 
the resistance falls. 

As the amalgam is cooled, the same compounds remain 
until a temperature corresponding to that near R (fig. 3) is 
reached, when dissociation occurs gradually, accompanied by 
evolution of heat and increase in resistance. This dissocia- 
tion, however, is not completed when the initial temperature 
is reached, unless the substance is cooled very slowly. 

The compound so formed is unstable at ordinary tempera- 
tures, or else a further gradual dissociation takes place ex- 
tending over several weeks, until a stable condition is reached. 

This slow alteration is accompanied by a fall in the resist- 
ance, and the final result is a compound of zincand mercury, 
together with, probably, a mixture of zinc and mercury, the 
whole being stable at the temperature of the room, but be- 
coming unstable as a temperature of 36° is approached. 

If the amalgam is heated before this gradual change has 
had time to take place, there is no instability at 36°, and 
therefore no sudden change in resistance at that point, as is 
seen from curve A (fig. 6). 

Since the conclusion of the experiments described above, 
my attention has been called to a paper by C. E. Guillaume 
on the Nickel-Steels*. In this paper M. Guillaume advances 
a theory to explain the changes in the magnetic properties of 
these alloys which were first noticed by Hopkinson ft. On 
account of the large amount of interest that has been shown 
of late in the constitution of alloys, and also because the 

* Revue Générale des Sciences, April 1898, p. 282. 
wie ee Proc. Roy. Soc. Dec. 12, 1889, Jan. 23, 1890, May 1, 
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explanation adopted by M. Guillaume is very similar to the 
one given above, a brief abstract of the paper is given here, 
and the points of resemblance noted. 

M. Guillaume divides the nickel-iron alloys into two classes, 
(1) those containing less than 25 per cent. nickel, which he 
calls irreversible alloys, and (2) those containing more than 
25 per cent. nickel, which he calls reversible. As discovered 
by Hopkinson, nickel-steels which are not magnetic at ordi- 
nary temperatures can be rendered magnetic by being cooled 
ina freezing-mixture. If an alloy which has been so cooled is 
then heated, it loses its magnetism at about 700°-800° C. If 
it be then cooled there is a considerable range of temperature 
in which it is devoid of magnetic properties if it belongs to 
the first class, in one case from 600° C. to below 0° C., while 
if it belongs to the second class, its magnetic properties will 
be very similar at the same temperature no matter whether it 
is being heated or cooled. At the temperature at which the 
magnetism began to fall off, Hopkinson (loc. ct.) found an 
absorption of heat, while there was an evolution of heat at 
the point where the magnetic properties reappeared. The 
irreversible alloys were also found to increase in volume when 
they became magnetic. Guillaume * found that the dilatation 
by heating depended largely on the composition, rising 
gradually to a maximum when the amount of nickel present 
was 24 per cent., after which it fell to a minimum for 36 per 
cent. of nickel and then slowly rose again. He also found f 
for a certain alloy of the first class which regained its mag- 
netic properties on being cooled to 130° after being heated to 
600°, that it elongated on cooling until —60° was reached ; 
but if before this lower temperature was reached it was 
again heated, it expanded proportionally to the temperature, 
and contracted also proportionally to the temperature on 
being cooled a second time, until the temperature was again 
reached at which the re-heating commenced, when it expanded 
again, following the same curve as it did on first cooling. 
The amount of the expansion on reheating depended on 
the stage at which this reheating began, and hence he inferred 
that this and similar alloys possess an infinite number of states 
of equilibrium. When a reversible alloy was cooled it con- 
tracted, but when the temperature was maintained constant 
this contraction ceased and it expanded again slightly, the 
amount depending on the stage at which the cooling was 
stopped. ‘The electrical resistance, according to Guillaume f,; 
alters regularly with temperature. It is remarkable that 

* Compt. Rend. vol. exxiv. p. 176. + Ibid. vol. exxvi. p. 789. 
} Ibid. vol. exxy. p, 228. 
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iron and nickel, the two most maynetic metals, should lose 
their most characteristic property when alloyed together, and 
that this should be restored by taking them to low tempera- 
tures or by mechanical actions, such as hammering or turning 
hence M. Guillaume concludes that in the non-magnetic 
state we have a true chemical combination of iron and nickel, 
which would account for the absence of the characteristic 
property of each metal when uncombined, and that we render 
the alloy magnetic by breaking down this combination by 
some means or other. Hence in the magnetic state we have 
uncombined iron and nickel with probably a compound also 
of the two. In the case of the reversible alloys he considers 
that any dissociation which has taken place through cooling 
disappears nearly entirely when the temperature is again 
raised to the same point. It would appear to follow from 
this that these alloys can take up a stable state at any tem- 
perature, but the irreversible alloys are in unstable equilibrium 
when they are nonmagnetic at ordinary temperatures, and 
hence when dissociation has once started it continues until a 
stable condition is reached. 

Such is the theory that M. Guillaume advances to account 
for the changes, briefly given above, in the magnetic condition 
of the nickel-steels as well as for their variations in volume, 
and it is seen that it is very similar to the one given in the 
earlier part of this section to account for the changes in the 
electrical resistance of zinc amalgams, if we take into account 
that mercury may exist in the liquid condition between the 
erystals of the amalgam, and so would possess the power of 
dissolving zinc or zinc-mercury compounds, and hence con- 
yerting what might be an evolution into an absorption of 
heat. For a combination of zine and mercury with solution 
of this in excess of mercury accounts for the absorption of 
heat at 36°, a compound being formed which is fairly stable, 
or in which the dissociation brought about by cooling is slow, 
thus explaining the non-reversibility of this part of the curve. 
Ata temperature near 70° farther combination and solution 
ne a further absorption of heat. Asis seen from curve E 
(fig. 3) the compound then formed is reversible for a consider- 
able range of temperature, but whether it partially dissociates 
on cooling and the dissociated metals recombine on heating, as 
Guillaume considers to take place in the reversible nickel- 
steels, or whether the compound persists unaltered down to a 
tem perature near 25° and then begins to dissociate, cannot be 
known certainly from the experiments, although the abrupt 
manner in which the resistance changes near this temperature 
would favour the latter view, since it seems most probable that 
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if dissociation were taking place during the whole period of 
cooling, the change from a decreasing to an increasing resist- 
ance would be more gradual. 

Guillaume has observed bars of nickel-steel over many 
months at temperatures near that of the room, and in some 
cases he found a gradual elongation requiring a year for its 
completion. This he attributes to a gradual dissociation. 
The analogy to this for the zinc amalgams is the gradual 
change, extending over several weeks, which manifests itself 
by a gradual fall in the resistance. The point that seems 
most difficult to explain is that the final is greater than the 
initial resistance immediately after the completion of a tem- 
perature cycle. If nothing further than dissociation of the 
compound that exists from 100° down to 25° occurs, which 
would be the case to be in strict analogy with M. Guillaume’s 
theory, it is difficult to see why the partial dissociation 
occurring when the amalgam is cooled from 25° down to 15° 
should cause an increase in resistance, while when it is kept 
near this latter temperature for some time, a further disso- 
ciation causes a fall in resistance. Hence, as suggested 
above, it seems probable that an intermediate compound is 
first formed having a high specific resistance, and that on 
standing it is a modification of this which causes the fall in 
resistance. 

Further, Guillaume considers that when equilibrium is 
attained at a given temperature the proportion of dissociated 
elements present in the same reversible alloy is a function of 
the temperature, and is always the same no matter how often 
this temperature i is reproduced. If something similar occurs 
with the amalgams it would explain why, when a spiral was 
cooled down to 65° and kept at that temperature for several 
hours, the resistance showed no tendency to increase to the 
value it had when the temperature was being raised ; but, for 
reasons already given, a more likely explanation seems to be 
the persistence unaltered through a wide range of tempera- 
ture of the compound which is present at 100° C. 

In conclusion, I must thank Prof. Thomson for the assist- 
ance I have derived from his suggestions during the course 
of the experiments. 

Cavendish Laboratory, 
Cambridge. 
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XLVIII.—Survey of that part of the range of Natures Ope- 
rations which Manis competent to Study. By G. JOHNSTONE 
Stoney, I.A., D.Se., F.R.S.* 

PREFACE. 

F the year 1860 Professor Clerk Maxwell published, in the 
pages of the ‘ Philosophical Magazine,’ a remarkable in- 

vestigation, aided by which the present writer, in that year, 
drew up for his own information the scheme of magnitudes 
described in the following pages, from the use of which he has 
ever since derived advantage when studying the operations of 
Nature, whether those carried on upon a large or on a small 
scale. (See fig. 1). 

At the suggestion of some scientific friends he now publishes 
the diagram, in the hope that it may prove of equal assistance 
to others, by contributing towards the formation of a correct 
estimate of what that little is which man can truly know; 
and of the contrast which necessarily prevails whenever the 
boundless range both in time and space of each actual operation 
in nature, is considered in its relation to the limits in both 
directions at which any clear human knowledge concerning it 
must stop. 

DEFINITIONS. 

When interpreting Nature’s work, we are obliged frequently 
to speak of high numbers and small fractions. ‘To do this 
conveniently we shail employ the affix -o to signify a decimal 
multiple. Thus, a uno will mean some decimal multiple of 
the arithmetical unit, that is, some member of the series 10, 
100, 1000, &e. The uno-eighteen is to be understood as the 
name of the eighteenth of this series: it is accordingly the 
number represented by 1 followed by eighteen ciphers. 
Similarly a metro will mean some decimal multiple of the 
metre, and the metro-sixteen will mean the sixteenth of this 
series of metros. In other words, it is a uno-sixteen of 
metres. So, again, we shall use the syllable -et for decimal 
sub-multiple. Thus the sixthet will mean the sixth of these 
-ets, that is, a unit in the sixth place of decimals. In this 
nomenclature the tenthet of a metre is the same as the tenth- 
metret, 7. e. the tenth of the series of metrets or decimal sub- 
multiples of a metre. Or, it may be spoken of as the tenthet- 

* From a separate copy of the Scientific Proceedings of the Royal 
Dublin Society, vol. ix. No, 13, communicated by the Author. 
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metre, using this word as an abbreviation for ‘‘ tenthet of a 
metre ”; just as we may say half-ounce or quarter-inch *. 

MAxXwet.u’s DETERMINATION. 

In the year 1860 the late Professor Clerk Maxwell published 
the first determination made by man of any actual molecular 
interval f. The principles upon which he proceeded may he 
described as follows :--In accordance with the Kinetic Theory 
of Gas, a gas consists of an enormous swarm of little missiles, 
all alike in each kind of gas, though differing from one gas to 
another. These molecules dart about among one another with 
almost incredible activity, and are, to use Maxwell’s simile, 
like the individuals of a swarm of bees which furiously make 
short flights in every direction, while the swarm as a whole is 
either stationary or quietly sailing along. In a gas each 
molecule dashes forward in an almost { straight line till it 

* It is as necessary to be able to write the quantities we have to deal 
with in some convenient form, as it is to be able to describe them briefly. 
The usual plan is to employ positive and negative powers of 10 to express 
decimal multiples and submultiples. Another contrivance is to repre- 
seut them by Roman numerals in the way indicated by the following 
examples :—-- 

As specimens of decimal multiples, let XVI (a uno-sixteen) mean 
1 followed by sixteen ciphers, and let 4 VII (four uno-sevens) mean 
4 followed by seven ciphers. In multiples the Roman numeral indicates 
the number of ciphers. 

Similarly, to represent submultiples, let VILI' (an eighthet) be used as 
the symbol for a unit in the eighth place of decimals, and let 6 XIII‘ (six 
thirteenthets) mean 6 in the thirteenth place of decimals. In sub- 
multiples the Roman numeral indicates the decimal place. 

In nanuscript it is more convenient to employ a little curved line, the 
left-hand half of the letter 0, instead of the letter ¢, which has been used 
in the last paragraph for the convenience of the printer. The small 
curved line is easily written, and it is appropriate, as it is the symbol in 
Pitman’s Phonography for the group of letters tht, or thet. 
We may extend the same conyention so as to write in a condensed form 

multiples and submultiples of the metre, &c. Thus m XVI, 15mX, 
IX‘ m, and 7 VIII'm will mean a metro-sixteen, fifteen metro-tens, a 
ninthet-metre (or ninth-metret), and seven eighthet-metres (or seven 
eighth-metrets). 

When once we have got accustomed to this use of the Roman 
numerals, they will be found to work more conveniently than the 
positive and negative powers of 10, which are usually employed. 
+ Phil. Mag. for 1860, vol. xxi. p. 19, and vol. xx. p. 21. 
{ The gravitation of the molecules towards the Earth must bend the 

free paths, but the curvature is insensible until, near the boundary of the 
atmosphere, the attenuation of the air far exceeds any that can be reached 
in artificial vacua. This bending of the free paths keeps the atmosphere 
that accompanies the earth from extending outwards beyond a short 
distance. It moreover makes the denser constituents of an atmosphere 
come to an end sooner than the lighter constituents, so that in the upper 
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gets close to another molecule. Then an encounter takes 
place: the molecules struggle together for an excessively 
brief period, after which they fling asunder in two new direc- 
tions. The average velocity with which the molecules dart 
about had been known before Maxwell’s investigation. It is 
about 500 metres per second in the air which we breathe. It 
was also known that, except in very high vacua, the molecules 
are so crowded that their journeys between their encounters 
can be but short ; but the length of these journeys was not 

known. What Professor Maxwell effected was an actual 
determination in certain gases of the average length of these 
“free paths.” He did this by showing that upon this average 
depends what is cailed viscosity in a gas—that property which 
gradually brings a gas to rest after it has been disturbed and 
currents established init. He further showed that the average 
length of the free paths is what determines the rate at which 
gases diffuse into one another. Accordingly, from experiments 
on viscosity made by Sir George Stokes, and from Graham’s 
experiments on diffusion, he was able to ascertain what the 
average length of the free paths must be to produce the ob- 
served amount of effect. He thus tound it to be about six 
eighthets * of a metre—that which would be represented 
arithmeticaliy by 0 000,000,06 of a metre—in atmospheric 
air at the temperature and pressure of the experiments, which 
we may take to have been a barometric pressure of 760 milli- 
metres of mercury and a temperature of about 17° centigrade. 
This length is smaller than any interval which the microscope 
can show, and yet it is a length which must be regarded as 
very large among molecular magnitudes. 

Nature’s Work At CLOSER QUARTERS. 

We can, however, extract from Maxwell’s determination 
information about still smaller quantities. In fact, Clausius 
had previously been able to show + that in the more perfect 
gases, at ordinary temperatures and pressures, the mean 

regions of an atmosphere the law of the equal diffusion of gases no longer 
holds. See “On the Physical Constitution of the Sun and Stars,” Royal 
Society’s Proceedings, No. 108, 1868, pp. 15 and 14; or “ Of Atmospheres 
upon Planets and Satellites,” Royal Dublin Society’s Scientific Transac- 
tions, vol. vi. 1897, p. 305, or Astrophysical Journal, vol. viii. 1898, p. 25. 

* Subsequent experiments by Maxwell himself on the viscosity of air 
(Phil. Trans. 1866, p. 258) assign a leneth of 10°6 eighth-metrets to the 
average free path. The mean of all the determinations is 7°6 eighth- 
metrets. 

+ Pogg. Ann. 1858, vol. iii. p. 251; or Phil. Mag. 1859, vol. xvii. 
p: 89. 
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length of the free path is about sixty times what the average 
spacing of the molecules is at any one instant of time. By 
combining Clausius’s estimate with Maxwell’s determination, 
the present writer was able, in 1860, to infer that the average 
spacing of the molecules of a gas at the temperatures and 
pressures which prevail in our houses is about a ninth-metret, 
and that accordingly there are about a uno-eighteen of mole- 
cules (1 followed by eighteen ciphers) in each cubic millimetre 
of the gas. This estimate was communicated to the Ro yal 
Society in May 1867, and will be found in the Phil. Mag. for 
August 1868, p. 141. Further, it is known to chemists that 
there are two chemical atoms in each molecule of many gases. 
From this, and from the known degree in which vapours 
contract when they are condensed into the liquid or solid state, 
we may infer that the average spacing of chemical atoms in 

solids and liquids lies somewhere in the neighbourhood of the 
tenth-metret (0°000,000,000,1 of a metre), and that accordingly 
there are something like a uno-twentyone of chemical atoms 
in each cubic millimetre of solids and liquids—not exactly that 
number, but somewhere near it. He thus arrived at an estimate 
—an estimate, not a determination—as to the number of moie- 
cules in a gas, and as to the number of chemical atoms in solids 
and liquids. Such knowledge is imperfect, but is much better 
than knowing nothing about the scale on which Nature is 
working in this branch of her operations. 

The general results of the information acquired in 1860 
were :— 

1. That the mean length of the free paths of the mole- 
cules of air at a barometric pressure of 760 millimetres 
and at a temperature of 17° C. is about six eighth-metrets. 
This was a determination. 

2. That the mean spacing of the molecules in a gas at 
the same temperature and pressure is of the same order 
as * a ninth-metret. This was an estimate. 

* In Molecular Physics, where our estimates, and even our determina- 
tions, inevitably fall far short of attaining exactness, it is very convenient 
to be able to describe the result as being “of the same order as” some 
specified magnitude. 

To give definiteness to this expression, imagine units where there are 
ciphers in fig.1. They are a geometrical series, each unit having a value 
ten times that of the unit to its right. Next form the corresponding series 
with 10 as its factor. This will interpolate a new term between every 
two consecutive terms of the former series. Thus, on either side of the 
unit so situated in our table as to represent a ninth-metret, will be terms 
one of which will have the value 10 ninth-metrets, and the other 
1/ 10 of a ninth-metret. Now, any quantity between these two limits 
may be spoken of as “‘ of the same order as a ninth-metret.” In accord- 
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3. That the mean spacing of the chemical atoms of 
which solids and liquids consist lies somewhere in the 
neighbourhood of a tenth-metret. This, like the last, was 
an estimate. 

4, That the number of molecules in a cubic centimetre 
of gas at standard temperature and pressure is somewhere 
in the neighbourhood of a uno-twentyone. This follows 
as a corollary from (2). 

5. That the number of chemical atoms in a cubic 
centimetre of a solid or liquid is a number of the same 
order as a uno-twentyfour. This follows from (3). 

6. That the masses of the chemical] atoms probably lie 
between the twentysecondet and the twentyfifthet of a 
gramme. This follows from (4), and from the known 
densities of solids and liquids. 

The tenth-metret, the smallest of the above measures, is the 
ten-thousand-millionth part of a metre. It is about the two- 
thousandth part of the smallest interval which the best micro- 
scope can detect when most carefully handled. 

Another branch of physical inquiry has introduced us into 
the same region of magnitudes, and has even carried us farther. 
The wave-lengths of visible light range from 38 to 76 eighth- 
metrets, and can, by methods which will be described farther 
on, be measured with such marvellous precision that it is 
possible to detect differences of wave-length which amount to 
a very small fraction of a tenth-metret. 

NATURE'S OPERATIONS ON A LARGE SCALE. 

When we turn our attention to Nature’s operations on the 
large scale we find that the greatest lengths we can as yet 

ance with this convention, 5 ninth-metrets, 2 ninth-metrets, 1 ninth-metret, 
4 ninth-metret, and 3 ninth-metret are all quantities “ of the same order 
as” a ninth-metret. Any of these lengths is better represented by a ninth- 
metret than it would be by either a tenth-metret or an eighth-metret. 
When we deduce the number of molecules in a gas from the spacing 

of the molecules we have to deal with the cube of an already estimated 
number, and accordingly the range implied by the phrase “ of the same 
order as” becomes widened. It now ranges from #1000 times the 
assigned value (in this case a uno-eighteen per cubic millim.) to 1// 1000 
times this value; so that it includes 30, 20, 10 times, and 1/10, 1/20, and 
1/30 of a uno-eighteen. Any of these numbers is much better repre- 
sented by a uno-eighteen than it would be by a uno-fifteen, the number 
which is a thousand times smaller, or by a uno-twentyone, the number 
which is a thousand times larger. The knowledge thus reached as to the 
number of molecules that are present may seem very indefinite ; but it is 
far from being valueless. 
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succeed in measuring are the distances of those few stars which 
have perceptible parallax *. The distances of these stars from 
the Solar System range from four to fifteen metro-sixteens ; 
and it is not likely that any star could send us light enough to 
be visible in any of our telescopes if a thousand times more 
remote. At a distance, then, of about ten thousand metro- 
sixteens—that is, at a distance of about a metro-twenty, our 
knowledge of the starry universe comes to an end. It is 
perhaps possible that the great Nebula in Andromeda, and a 
few other non-gaseous nebulee, are stellar systems distinct from 
that of which the Milky Way is the outlying portion, and which 
is commonly spoken of as the stellar universe. If so, such of 
these other “‘ universes”’ as can be visible to us probably lie 
within a sphere which extends into the space beyond our stellar 
system, perhaps some 100 times further than the boundary of 
the Milky Way, and may accordingly need, to represent the 
distances of some of them, numbers inserted in the next 
column of our table (fig. 1). Accordingly, the column of 
metro-twentyones is in the table indicated as one of those 
included within the range of what man possibly already 
knows something about. 

From this preliminary survey it appears that man is only 
acquainted with a strictly limited portion of the scale upon 
which the real operations of Nature are being carried on. All 
her operations upon an ultra-stellar scale, all her activities at 
infra-molecular degrees of proximity, are kept from our view 
by that heavy veil of Isis which man’s limited senses and his 
restricted intellectual powers cannot lift. It raises us in the 
scale of thinking beings to see clearly where our knowledge 
must end, and to have ascertained definitely which part of the 
boundless range of Nature’s actual operations is that which 
human powers are able to gauge and which human minds can 
adequately grasp. The survey may be rendered definite with 
the help of the table comprised in fig. 1, in which numerical 
digits are to take the place of some of the ciphers. According 

* Attempts have been made to infer the parallax of binary systems 
from a spectroscopic determination of the difference of velocity in the line 
of sight of the constituent stars, combined with the known periodic time 
and the apparent angular size and form of the system. This method has 
been applied to y Virginis and to y Leonis with results which are not yet 
free from doubt on account of the extreme delicacy of the observations, 
but which seem to place these stars at distances, in the case of y Virginis 
of about GO metro-sixteens and in the case of y Leonis of 150. These 
are distances which are one step of our scale farther, 2. e. about ten times 
farther, from us than those of which the parallax can be directly measured. 
(See Astr. Nach. No. 3510, or ‘Nature’ for August 25, 1898.) 
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to the place where we insert these numbers we can make them 
express by how many metres, or by what fraction of a metre, 
we are to measure any of the magnitudes with which man has 
become acquainted throughout the whole range of his study of 
Nature. 

In this table metros mean decimal multiples of the metre ; 
metrets mean its decimal sub-multiples ; and kilem (to be 
pronounced with the i long*, as in mele) is used as convenient 
English for the French “ kilométre.” The first few places in 
the table and the last? our or five lie beyond the range of our 
present knowledge. Nevertheless they are included ; in order 
that the table may not be unduly skoriened by temporary 
ignorance on our part, but may provide a large margin for 
possible future discoveries. 

The significance of the survey is best appreciated by exa- 
mining separately the four groups into which the table is 
divided, and it is convenient to begin with Group C, as it 
includes the measures most familiar to us. 

Group © (Laboratory Measures). 

Group C extends from kilems (kilométres) on the left down 
to tenths of a micron on the right. The central sub-section v 
includes the measures most in use in our laboratories, from 
metres down to tenths of a millim or millimétre. Sub-section wu 
includes those larger measures which men have also in every- 
day use—from tenths of a metre up to kilems or kilométres. 
The third sub-section w, from millims (millimetres) down to 
tenths of a micron, covers the entire range of the microscope, 
and indeed travels somewhat beyond the grasp of that instru- 
ment, since the smallest interval at which two objects can be 
seen as two by the best immersion objectives supplemented by 
the best immersion condensers, and most carefully handled, is 
but little less than two tenths of a micron, which is the 
127,000th of an inch; whereas sub-section Cw extends twice 
as far, 7. e. down to one tenth of a micron. This brings us 
within the border of the next group—the group of molecular 
intervals, almost all of which lie farther beyond the reach of 
the microscope than microscopic objects lie beyond the grasp 
of the naked eye. 

Group D (Molecular Quantities). 

On the borderland between groups C and D we find the 

lengths of waves of light, all of which can be represented by 

* In xuAcds, “ a thousand,” and in all Greek words derived from yuxds, 
he « is long. 
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numbers inserted in the column which is the extreme right- 
hand column of Group C and the extreme left-hand column 
of Group D. The wave-lengths of visible light extend from 
a little less than 4 seventh-metrets to a little less than 8 seventh- 
metrets. The ultra-violet light which reaches the Earth from 
the Sun carries us down to about 3 seventh-metrets ; the light 
which has been explored by Professor Hartley extends the 
range nearly down to 14 seventh-metrets ; and Professor 
Schumann has got down to light whose wave-length is about 
1 seventh-metret. Thus the wave-lengths of light come all 
of them upon the column which, in our table, is on the border 
between microscopical magnitudes and molecular. Almost 
the only true molecular length long enough to be measured 
in this column is the average free path in attenuated air, or in 
some other gases. On the other hand, when air is as dense 
as it is at the surface of the Earth, the average length of these 
free paths has to be recorded in the next column (the column 
of eighth-metrets), and may be considered as about the longest 
of legitimate molecular intervals. According to Maxwell’s 
determinations, it seems to be about 74 eighth-metrets. The 
wave-lengths of Réntgen rays perhaps extend into this 
column. 

One or two units in the next column, the column of ninth- 
metrets, may be taken as about the average interval at which 
the molecules of ordinary air are spaced ; and a unit or two 
in the following column, that of tenth-metrets, is about the 
average spacing of the chemical atoms of which solids and 
liquids consist. It will be seen that none of these intervals 
extend beyond Du, the sub-section of large molecular mag- 
nitudes. 

When we attempt to penetrate farther, we find that we can 
only obtain a glimpse of those more fundamental events in 
Nature, the size of which or the range of which has to be 
measured in the next three columns, 7. e. in tenthets of the 
decimetre, of the centimetre, of the millimetre. These all 
come into sub-section v, the sub-section of medium molecular 
magnitudes. That there are events of this kind going on 
unremittingly within every chemical atom is indicated to us 
by the lines in the spectra of the chemical elements ; for 
these are caused by such events. Here, at present, human 
knowledge stops: the whole of the work which Nature is 
carrying on at still closer quarters, although we are well 
aware that it must lie at the basis of all the rest, is totally 
hidden from our view, except so far as the speculations of 
mathematicians may doubtfully attempt to probe it ; and in 
all such conjectures the speculator has to substitute something 
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very much simpler for what is really going on. However, 
Group D is represented in our diagram as including another 
sub-section, w, going 10,000 times farther still ; in order by 
this extension to provide for the possibility of future dis- 
coveries which we hope may some day be realised. 

Very little is known about the events going on within 
chemical atoms, of which we have found that the range is to 
be measured in tenthet-decimetres, tenthet-centimetres, or 
tenthet-millimetres, and even the fact that there are such 
events lies near the limit of our knowledge ; and yet these 
excessively minute quantities can be dealt with accurately 
when they present themselves as differences of wave-length. 
This is truly astonishing, when we remember that we are here 
measuring lengths that are from 100,000 to 1,000,000 times 
smaller than the most minute interval that can be detected by 
the microscope—as much smaller than a micron as a tenth or 
hundredth of an inch is less than three-quarters of a mile. 
Nevertheless these lengths can be determined with precision 
because the position of a line in the spectrum depends on its 
wave-length, and the difference of the wave-lengths of the 
closest lines which can be photographed as double is exces- 
sively small; and again, because two rays with a still smaller 
difference of wave-length may give rise to interference effects 
which can be detected by the interferometer. By the spectro- 
meter measures can be carried at all events as far as the 50th 
of a tenthet-metre, z7.¢. as far as to one or two tenthet-centi- 
metres, while with the interferometer determinations can 
probably be carried one step of our scale farther, 7. e. to one 
or two tenthet-millimetres. Here, for the present, our powers 
end: and we cannot fail to be impressed by the extraordinary 
accuracy which has been attained in measuring wave-lengths 
by the methods spoken of above. It is a degree of accuracy 
which ascertains the length of a wave of light within a 
millionth of its entire length, thus equalling and even sur- 
passing the best results obtained when comparing with 
excessive care international standard yards or metres; in 
which a determination within one fifthet (the 100,000th) of 
the whole length is probably the most that can be fully 
relied on. 

Group B (Planetary Intervals). 

We have next to direct our attention to Nature’s operations 
on a great scale, and first to Group B which deals with events 
within the solar system. This group, like the others of our 
survey, may conveniently be divided into sub-sections—uw, v, 
and w. 

Phil. Mag. 8. 5, Vol. 48. No, 294. Nov. 1899. 2K 
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Bu, the sub-section of large planetary measures, indicates 
the place in our table in which to record the distances of the 
planets from the Sun, or from one another, as is seen from 
fig. 2. These distances are most conveniently read out as so 
many metro-tens. 

The next sub-section, v, makes similar provision for repre- 
senting the distances of the satellites from their primaries, and 
for recording the size of the Sun, which belongs to the same 

Fig. 3. 
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order of magnitude. This appears from fig. 3, in which the 
distances may conveniently be expressed as so many Harth- 
quadrants, meaning by the “quadrant” 1000 stages, or 
10,000 kilems, which is approximately the distance on the 
Earth’s surface from the Equator to the Pole. 

There remains the w sub-section, the sub-section of smallest 
Planetary measures. These stand related tothe other Planetary 
distances in somewhat the same way as Microscopical intervals 
are related to other laboratory measures. They may be called 
Geographical intervals, since in this sub-section we measure the 
radii of the planets and distances on their surfaces : quantities 
which can conveniently be expressed as so many stages, each 
stage being ten kilems (or 64 miles *), as shown in fig. 4. 

Fig. 4. Fie. 5. 
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* That is, 61 metric miles. In Science the mile of 1600 metres, the 
furlong of 200 metres, the chain of 20 metres, and the perch or pole 
of 5 metres, should always be used instead of the so-called “imperial” 
measures of the same names. Here the old or imperial measures are to 
the new or metric measures in the ratio of 100°582 to 100, which is the 
same as the ratio of 172'8 to 171-8, between which last numbers the 
difference is 1, 

2K 2 
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Groupe A (Stellar Distances). 
The last group is that of stellar distances. These are most 

conveniently measured in metro-sixteens. 
The four units we have found it most convenient to use in 

dealing with large magnitudes are very simply related to one 
another, as appears from the following list of them. 

The unit we have found it convenient to use for geographical 
distances is the stage, the stage being a million ae centimetres, 
or ten kilems, or 64 miles. 

The unit for the distances of satellites from their primaries 
is the Harth quadrant, the quadrant being 1000 stages. 

The unit for the distances of planets from the Sun is the 
metro-ten, the metro-ten being 1000 quadrants, which is the 
same as 1 miliion stages. 

The unit for stellar distances is the metro-sixteen, the metro- 
sixteen being a million metro-tens, or one billion stages. 

The position which the metro-sixteen, or billion stages, 
occupies is indicated on the table. Light in the open eether 
takes 1:056 year (nearly a year and three weeks) to travel a 
metro-sixteen, so that the metro-sixteen is a little more than 
what, in astronomy, has sometimes been called the “ light- 
year.” 

The distances of the nearest stars, those few of which the 
parallax can be directly measured *, fall within Av, the sub- 
section of smallest stellar distances, as appears ‘from the 
examples shown in fig. 5. 

Thus Aw includes the distances of the nearest stars along 
with sub-stellar distances, that is, distances from the Sun to 
stations between the solar system and the nearest star. Such 
sub-stellar intervals probably exist between the stars of a 
cluster. 

The farthest stars visible to us are probably less than 
10,000 times farther than the few whose parallax can be 
directly measured, since a star sending us one hundred- 
millionth part of ‘the light of Sirius would probably not 
be visible. 

If this view is correct, Av, which is the middle sub-section 
of Group A, provides places to represent the distances of the 
stars visible to the naked eye, along with all those which our 
telescopes can reach. Accordingly, a sphere of which the 
radius is a metro-twenty, or some two or three metro-twenties, 
would include our whole stellar universe. Now our table 
extends 1000 times beyond the column of metro-twenties ; so 
that the greater part of sub-section Aw makes provision for 
measuring distances as much farther out than the most 
distant star known to us, as a sphere with a mile for its radius 

* See footnote on p. 462, 
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ranges beyond a concentric sphere with less than a yard for 
its radius. 

It is just possible that the inner portion of this extension 
is necessary to represent man’s present knowledge, that, in 
fact, some of the non-gaseous nebulz, e.g. the great Nebula 
in Andromeda, may be stellar ‘ universes’’ distinct from 
ours, and located somewhere within the larger sphere. If 
so, when we looked upon the speck of light which brightened 
up in the Nebula of Andromeda a few years ago, we may have 
been then actual spectators of an event which really happened 
some hundreds of thousands of years ago, the waves of wireless 
telegraphy which communicated the information to us having 
occupied the whole of that immense time upon their swift 
journey. 

Or THE RELATION BETWEEN LIGHT AND OUR SCALE. 

This leads us to consider the relation in which light stands 
to our survey. It is useful to do so, since it gives unity to 

Fig. 6. 
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our survey to consider how our table is related to light, which 
in one direction reaches, by the minuteness of its waves, the 
borderland of molecular magnitudes, and in the other direction, 
by reason of its great speed, can traverse immense distances 
in periods of time which we can grasp. The relationship is 
exhibited in the lower section of fig. 1, which gives the times 
which light must have to enable it to reach us from the dis- 
tances represented by a unit in each of the indicated parts of 
the table. The information there recorded may be supple- 
mented by that added in fig. 6. 

On THE MEASUREMENT OF TIME. 

The same table may be employed for measuring time. 
Intervals of time for the purposes of physical inquiry are 
best measured by the distances over which light in the open 
ether would travel in those periods. In this way measures 
of distance become measures of duration upon that scale upon 
which a metro-eight (which is the same as the centimo-ten) 
represents one-third of a second—a scale which in practice is 
found to be very convenient, especially for the study of mole- 
cular physics. To represent a second of time on the diagram, 
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insert the digit 3 instead of the cipher which occupies the 
middle place in the planetary group of positions. Inthis way 
of measuring time 300 metres of time (1000 feet *) is the 
same as the millionth of one second. 

Or MoxecuLar Events. 
In molecular physics the periods of time which have to be 

dealt with are almost inconceivably shorter than any to which 
we are accustomed. The unit of time which the present writer 
has found the most generally convenient is the micron of time 
—the time which light takes to advance one micron forward 
in the open ether. It is the hundredth part of the jot (or 
fourth-metret of time), which unit he found it convenient to 
use in his memoir on the production of double and multipie 
lines in spectra by perturbating forces acting on the electrons. 
(See Sc. Trans. R. D.S8. vol. iv. p. 565.) 

One of the conveniences of the proposed way of representing 
time is its perfect flexibility. In each investigation we may 
select as our unit of time that of the whole decimal series 
which happens to be the most convenient to use in the investi- 
gation. In the above-mentioned inquiry it happened that a 
relatively large unit was the most convenient. In other 
inquiries the micron, which is 100 times briefer, is a more 
convenient unit, and in some few, in which very much smaller 
periods of time were under consideration, the tenth-metret of 
time was employed. 

The micron of time is the XIV‘ (fourteenthet) of the third 
of a second, that is, the 500th part of the billionth of a second. 
To magnify it till it becomes one second of time is the same 
process as to magnify the fifth part of the thousandth of a 
second until it becomes 1900 years, ¢. e. the whole duration of 
the Christian era. It is instructive to bear this in mind when 
dealing with molecular events. 

In dealing with molecular events, it is well to conceive a 
magnified model of what is really going on, in which all 
lengths are so enlarged, and all times so much prolonged, as 
to bring both within the range of what we can conveniently 
perceive. In order to do this, the magnification with respect 

* That is, 1000 metric feet. In Science the yard of 9 decims, the foot 
of 3 decims, and the inch of 25 millims should always be used instead of 
the so-called “imperial” measures of the same names. Here the old or 
imperial measures are to the new or metric measures in the ratio of 
101°6 to 100, or in the ratio of 633 to 623, or in the ratio of 127 
to 125. It may be useful to point out that Lathes and Dividing Engines 
provided with Whitworth screws, the pitch of which is known in impevial 
inches, may be made to produce screws or graduate scales in the metric 
measures, by simply introducing two change-wheels, one with 127 and 
the other with 125 teeth. 
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to time will need to be greater than that with respect to space. 
A good magnification for many purposes is a magnification of 
all lengths by a uno-ten, and a magnification of the durations 

. te? . 1 Y . . 

by either three or six uno-fourteens *. (See Scientific Pro- 
ceedings R. D.S. vol. viii. p. 372 ; or Philosophical Magazine 
for October 1895, p. 381.) 
When by this or other means we have attained the power 

of viewing events from the molecular standpoint, we begin to 
perceive that chemical reactions, even those that occur with 
explosive violence, are far from being the sudden events they 
seem to ordinary human apprehension. What is really 
occurring in nature is a protracted and eventful struggle 
between the members of two opposing armies, each individual 

’ . . . 2 

of which has his own personal history during the struggle, and 
is fully occupied with his own acts, which are, perhaps, as 
many, as various, and as different from those of his neighbours 
as are the thoughts and acts of the individual soldiers during 
the progress of a battle. 

What comes under the observation of a chemist is the state 
of things which preceded this eventful period, and that other 
state of things which followed it. As to what Nature has been 
really doing, his record is a blank. It is not unlike the 
inscription one often sees upon tombstones, “ Born in such a 
year; died in such another,” while the real event, the inter- 
vening /2fe, is passed over in silence. 

How, then, ought the student of Molecular Physics to 
regard the incidents of the eventful period of a chemical 

* The magnification of molecular intervals by a uno-ten may be called 
standard magnification of molecular events ; because it meaus the repre- 
senting of molecular events which require to be recorded in Group D bya 
model of them so large that it records them in the corresponding parts of 
Group C, the group of magnitudes with which we are most familiar. 
A magnification of molecular magnitudes which is a thousandth, or 

a ten-thousandth part of this standard, will often be found useful. 
On the former of these scales chemical atoms may be represented by 
beads, on the other by very fine sand used in hour-glasses, while in the 
standard model the chemical atoms are somewhat like quadrupeds of 
various sizes crowded together. 

The magnification of the durations by 3 XIV (three uno-fourteens) 
means that each micron of time becomes a second, so that an event in the 
molecular world which cccupies a fraction of a micron of time is repre- 
sented by an event of the same kind in our model which occupies the same 
fraction of a second. This, in the case of a great number of molecular 
events, brings the events occurring in the model within the range of human 
perceptions. If the time magnification is by 6 XIV (six uno-fourteens), 
a molecular event that occupies some fraction of a micron of time is 
represented by an event in the model which occupies the same fraction of 
two seconds; and this is sometimes convenient where we wish to compare 
molecular motions with the motions of pendulums or of the limbs of 
animals, since a pendulum which beats seconds is one whose periodic time 
is two seconds. 
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reaction? The incidents of the operations that are then 
going on are vastly more numerous, are probably as various, 
and are done with as little hurry when we view them from 
the molecular standpoint, as are the acts of human artizans or 
of other animals while accomplishing some piece of work ; 
and they are, relatively speaking, persisted in for an almost 
immeasurably longer time,inasmuch as the fifth of a thousandth 
of a second in the molecular world corresponds to something 
like 1900 years in ours. 

An estimate of this kind is of service, because it leads us to 
see that biological and chemical processes, even where they 
seem to us to take place with suddenness, are from the mole- 
cular standpoint protracted events consisting of individual 
transactions, each of which can only occur when the oppor- 
tunity presents itself: they are not the outcome of the 
ordinary current of molecular events, but, on the contrary, 
each step of progress in them may have to wait long for some 
very exceptional combination of circumstances to arise. The 
present writer once saw doublets thrown thirteen times in 
succession with unloaded dice, at the close of one game of 
backgammon and at the beginning of the next game. It 
must be an unusual experience for a human being to be 
witness to so rare an event. The probability of it is only one 
in 18,060,700,000. Yet so great is the number of molecules 
in a gas, and so frequent their encounters, that some millions 
of cases occur every second in every cubic micron of the air 
about us, in which an encounter between molecules has taken 
place under conditions as exceptional as the above; and 
equally unusual events probably occur some thousands of 
times more eke: in the encounters between the mole- 
cules of two liquids, or of a liquid and a solid. It is thus 
that chemical reactions and events in biology can extend over 
a duration which is appreciable by us, even in the case of 
explosions ; the fact being that in all such events it is their 
excessive slowness from the molecular standpoint that has to 
be accounted for. On the other hand, the frequency when 
estimated from the human standpoint of events which are 
excessively rare when viewed from the molecular standpoint, 
has enabled all the constituents of an atmosphere to escape 
from the moon in the time which has elapsed since the moon 
became separated from the earth; and occasions such a leaking 
away from the upper regions of the earth’s atmosphere of 
hydrogen and helium, the ‘atmosphere’ s lightest constituents, 
as would become appreciable within a few millions of years 
were it not that these gases are being continuously filtered 
into the atmosphere from beneath, 
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CONCLUSION. 
No physicist can consult the diagram presented in fig. 1 

without being struck by its resemblance to an absorption 
band in a spectrum. Nature is occupied in working every- 
where over the entire spectrum; man’s knowledge of her 
works is confined to what occurs within this one absorption- 
band. How much changed would be the aspect under which 
the human mind would have had to view nature, if the position 
of the absorption-band had occupied a different place-—if, for 
example, the range of our knowledge had been Groups B, C, 
D, and H, instead of A, B, C, and D3; with such a full 
knowledge of molecular objects and events as we now enjoy 
of objects that range from kilems down to microns ; and with 
such a lessened knowledge of Group C as we now have 
of planetary events! An equally startling change would be 
made if the range had been shifted the other way: if we had 
no knowledge of microscopic or molecular events, just as we 
now possess none of those which go on within and beyond 
sub-section w of Group D ; if at the same time we had only 
a smattering of knowledge about Group C, such as the 
fragments we are now able with difficulty to obtain about 
Group D, accompanied, however, by some real acquaintance 
with the immense universe that lies beyond Group A. 

Along with these considerations we should ever bear in 
mind that behind and above the great universe of natural 
objects, and the true cause of all the rest, there stands the 
Autic Universe, the mighty Autos, to which the present 
writer endeavoured to draw attention in an earlier paper, and 
of which the THouGuts that are our real selves are part. 
(See Scientific Proceedings of the Royal Dublin Society, 
vol. vi. (1890) p. 475.) 

APPENDIX. 
A Standard Model of molecular phenomena is described 

above in the footnote on p. 471. 
The writer can strongly recommend the corresponding 

Standard Model of Celestial phenomena. This is made by 
taking tenthets of all celestial distances and fifthets of all 
periods of time. By this means, intervals which in Nature 
have to be measured in Groups A and B of fig. 1, are repre- 
sented on the model by the s¢milarly situated measures shitted 
one group to the right, 7. e. the distances are to be read off in 
Groups B and C instead of in Groups Aand B. At the same 
time all intervals of time and all velocities become on the 
model the fifthet, or hundred-thousandth part, of what they 
are in nature, so that a celestial velocity of so many kilems 
per second takes the form in the model of a velocity of the 
same number of centimetres per second. 
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The Sun becomes a globe 14 centims (nearly 53 inches) 
across. Putting this at the centre, the earth is a grain of the 
smallest snipe-shot at the distance of 15 metres, attended by 
the moon (a minute bead) nearly 4 centims off: the whole 
Solar system is comprised within a sphere which has a kilem 
for its diameter ; and the distance upon the same scale of the 
nearest star is 4000 kilems (2500 miles). 

A year is represented by 5} minutes (more exactly, 
315°567 seconds), in which time the grain of shot is to 
describe its revolution round the Sun; a day becomes 
0°864 of a second, in which time the grain of shot is to turn 
upon its axis. The earth’s velocity in its orbit round the Sun 
is nearly 30 kilems per second. This, upon the model, becomes 
a speed of 30 centims, or one foot, per second ; and if the grain 
of shot travels along its orbit at this pace it will get round it 
in the 54 minutes that representa year. The relative velocity 
of the moon in its orbit round the earth is nearly one kilem 
per second, so that the bead that represents the moon is to 
advance along its little relative orbit, which is about the size 
of the palm of one’s hand, at the rate of one centimetre per 
second. Upon the same scale the velocity of light becomes a 
speed of 3 kilems per second, which is more than twice the 
speed of the swiftest projectiles of modern artillery. We are 
to imagine that waves of telegraphy travelling at this high 
speed, fill all the intervening space and keep up a constant 
communication between the several bodies of the Standard 
Model. 

It would be convenient if all astronomical diagrams were 
constructed on scales which bear some simple relation to the 
Standard Model of the heavens. This was attempted in the 
author’s diagram of the orbit of the November meteors (the 
Leonids), which has been copied into many books on astronomy. 
It was intended that the diagram should have been on a 
scale exactly one 5000th part of the Standard Model, but 
us engraved it differs from the intended scale by about one 
thirtieth part. (See the Royal Dublin Society’s Journal for 
1869, or the Proceedings of the Royal Institution for 1879, 
in either of which the original diagram will be found.) 

XLIX. The Coagulative Power of Hlectrolytes. By W.C.D. 
WueruaM, J.A., Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge*. 
T has been found that electrolytes possess the property of 

coagulating solutions of colloidal bodies such as albumen 
and arsenious sulphide, and that their relative coagulative 
powers depend in a very striking manner on the valency of 
the metallic ion. 

* Communicated by the Physical Society. 
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- This coagulative action is of interest in certain physiolo- 
gical inquiries; and it was in connexion with some physio- 
logical work by Mr. W. B. Hardy* that the following 
suggestion originated. The matter, however, seems also to 
have some bearing on the theory of the physical nature of 
electrolytic solutions. 

The coagulative power of a substance may be taken to be 
inversely proportional to the number of gram-equivalents 
which must be added to a definite solution of the colloid in 
order that immediate coagulation should follow. Thus, 
according to the experiments of Linder and Picton, the 
numbers expressing the concentrations of equi-coagulative 
solutions of various sulphates, when acting on arsenious sul- 
phide, range round the following mean values for monovalent, 
divalent, and trivalent ions, the figure for aluminium chloride 
being taken as unity:— 

930° 2°26: 079. 
The relative coagulative powers would be proportional to the 
reciprocals of these numbers, which are in the ratios 

1: 35: 1023. 

Again, Schulze { found for solutions of chlorides coagulative 
powers in the ratios 

1430521650! 

These numbers are enough to show that the valency of the 
metallic ion has an effect on the coagulative power very 
different from that on properties for which the usual 1:2:3 
ratios hold good. 

The coagulative powers of saits are certainly intimately 
connected with their electrical properties (see Hardy, /. c.); 
and an explanation of the curious valency relations must be 
sought by the light of our knowledge of the electrical nature 
of solutions. 

Let us suppose that, in order to produce the aggregation of 
colloidal particles which constitutes coagulation, a certain 
minimum electrical charge has to be brought within reach of 
a colloidal group, and that such conjunctions must occur with 
a certain minimum frequency throughout the solution. Since 
the electrical charge on an ion is proportional to its valency, 
we shall get equal charges by the conjunction of 2n triads, 
gn diads, or 6n monads, where 2 is any whole number. 

In a solution where ions are moving freely, the proba- 
bility that an ion is at any instant within reach of a fixed 
point is, putting certainty equal to unity, approximately repre- 
sented bya fraction proportional to the ratio between the volume 

* Journal of Physiology, xxiv. p. 288 (1899). 
+ Journ. of the Chem. Soc. Ixvii. p. 63 (1895), 
} Journ. f. Prakt, Chem. xxv. p. 451 (1882). 
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occupied by the spheres of influence of the ions and the whole 
volume of the solution, and may be written as Ac, where A is 
a constant and ¢ represents the concentration of the solution. 
The chance that two such ions should be present together is 
the product of their separate chances, that is (Ac)?. Similarly, 
the chance for the conjunction of three ions is (Ac)?, and 
for the conjunction of n ions (Ac)”. 

In order that three solutions, containing trivalent, divalent, 
and monovalent ions respectively, should have equal coagu- 
lative powers, the frequency with. which the necessary con- 
junctions should occur must be the same in each solution. 
We should then have, the constant being assumed equal in 
each case, 

NIE me ENGL ey Ip (Tle constant= B. 

Therefore 

a : 1 
B2n Ban Ben 

E=— 9 6=— = ory oe fe AN oro) nt gas 
Cj, Co, €3 representing the concentrations of monads, diads, 
and triads in their respective solutions. 

Thus we get for the ratios of the concentrations of equi- 
coagulative solutions 

1 1 1 1 1 

5 Cp 2 Gg= Ben: Bin: Ba = 1: Ben : Ban, i: 

as if ‘ : 
Put Bas = —; the ratios can then be written 

& 

The reciprocals of the numbers expressing the relative 
concentrations of equi-coagulative solutions give values pro- 
portional to the coagulative powers’ of solutions of equal 
concentration ; so that, calling the coagulative powers of 
equivalent solutions containing nionov alent, divalent, and 
trivalent ions respectively 1, ps2, ps, We get 

VR Py ay ad 

Let us now take some numerical examples. Putting e=32, 
we get the series 

1232): 1024, 

which agrees very well with Linder and Picton’s results 
135210235 

and putting «=40, we get 
1: 40 : 1600, 

numbers comparable to Schulze’s values 
1:3 30 2 1G503 
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No measurements appear to have been made on tetra- 
valent ions, but it is easy to calculate their coagulative 
power on this hypothesis. Hqual electrical charges would 
be obtained by the conjunction of three tetrads, four triads, 
six diads, or twelve monads. We should thus find: 

at! ag 1 1 

Gees Gace ae” 5 ees 

at L 1 1 il i 

el eal a ia gl oe a Wee ee 
ue & 

tee “be pil, —=2. 
The coagulative powers are then in the ratios 

Pe a. sepa een gre 

Thus the first series of numbers becomes 

1: 82: 1024 : 32800, 

and the second 1: 40: 1600: 64000. 

It is probable, therefore, that Linder and Picton would 
have found the coagulative power of the sulphates of tetra- 
valent metals to be about thirty thousand times as great as 
that of the equivalent monovalent solution; while under the 
conditions of Schulze’s experiments the result would probably 
have been about sixty thousand times that value. 
My thanks are due to Mr. G. T. Walker for suggestions on 

the mathematical part of the reasoning given above. 
October 6, 1899. 

L. The Effect of Heat on the Discharye of an Induction- Coil, in 
which the Primary Circuit is interrupted by an Electrolytic 
Break. By¥. J. Jurvis-Smiru, 1.A., F.R.S., Oxford*. 
ee pointed conductors of the secondary wire of a 10-inch 

induction-coil by Apps were separated till a spark would 
not pass, and only a faint brush was visible; on bringing the 
flame of a spirit-lamp near one of the points, a torrent of 
sparks instantly bridged over the space between the points. 
When the flame was removed the sparks ceased, and were 
restored each time the flame was brought back. But this 
was not the case when the flame was brought into a similar 
position with respect to the other point. The application of 
the flame did not cause the sparking to bridge across the 
space between the points; but on reversing the direction of the 
primary current, the sparks crossed as before. The nature of 
the discharge was then tested by applying an z-ray tube; the 
point affected by the flame was found to be the kathode pole. 
When balls instead of points were used, the above-mentioned 
effect could not be obtained. 

* Communicated by the Author, 
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Probably a slight discharge from the kathode-point carries 
heated particles across to the other point, and a heated con- 
ducting-path is thus formed, whereas no such projection 
takes place at the other point, so that the spark-gap is not 
heated by the flame and rendered conductive. 

It is well known that a flame influences the discharge 
between points; but I know of no previous experiment by 
which the entirely different effect of a flame on the different 
poles is shown, when the circuit of the primary coil is inter- 
rupted by an electrolytic break such as that of Wehnelt. 

Oxford, September 22, 1899. 

LI. The Dispersion of the Cathode Rays by Magnetic Force. 
By the Hon. R. J. Srrurr, B.A., Scholar of Trinity Col- 
lege, Cambridge *. 

BIRKELAND has observed that when a narrow 
e beam of cathode rays (produced by an induction- 

coil) is deflected by a magnetic field, some of the rays are 
more deflected than others. ‘The beam of rays falling on the 
glass wall of the tube produces a narrow sharply-defined 
phosphorescent line. When the rays are deflected by a 
magnet this line is no longer single, but consists of a number 
of bright bands with dark spaces between them. This 
M. Birkeland calls the “magnetic spectrum.” Now those 
cathode particles which produce one of the bright bands must 
differ in some way from those which produce another. Let 
us suppose the magnetic field uniform, of intensity H, and at 
right angles to the direction of the rays; taking v as the 
velocity, m as the mass, e as the electric charge of one of the 
particles, r as the radius of curvature of its path when 
deflected, then 

mv" mw 
Hev= 7 ORs Peer 

Since the deflexion, and consequently the value of 7, varies 
for the different bands, it follows that either the value of v 
must be different for the various kinds of particles, or the 
value of m/e must be different, or both these quantities must 
vary. 

It seemed not impossible that there might really be several 
kinds of particles with different values of m/e. If such a 
conclusion could be established it would be of great interest. 

The other alternative would be that the values of v differ 
for any two bands. Now it is scarcely possible to suppose 
that particles of the same kind and of two different velocities 
really are emitted simultaneously by a cathode, without sup- 
posing that particles of intermediate velocities are emitted 

* Communicated by Lord Rayleigh, F.R.S. 
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too. The dark interval between two bright bands in the 
“magnetic spectrum” shows the absence of these particles 
of intermediate velocity. If the velocities are different, then 
the particles cannot be simultaneously emitted. The poten- 
tial-difference between the electrodes of a tube through which 
an induction-coil is discharging may well be imagined to go 
through several maxima and minima during a discharge. 
The velocity of the particles is no doubt greater the stronger 
the electric field in which they move. The greater this velo- 
city, the less the deflexion by magnetic force. In the neigh- 
bourhood of a maximum difference of potential the magnetic 
deflexion will vary only very slowly ; the rays corresponding 
to this maximum will therefore strike the glass in one parti- 
cular neighbourhood for a relatively long time. This will 
account for the concentration of the luminosity in particular 
places. If this view be correct, the two separate bands cannot 
really coexist, but are formed successively. The whole pro- 
cess, of course, occurs far too rapidly for the eye to follow. 

In order to test which of these alternative explanations is 
the correct one I have experimented on the cathode rays pro- 
duced by the continuous discharge of a battery of storage- 
cells. If the magnetic spectrum is not produced in this case, 
it will show conclusively that its formation is due to some 
peculiarity of the induction-coil discharge, and that it does 
not depend on there being more than one kind of particle 
present in the cathode stream. A tube was constructed as 
shown in the figure, which is approximately on one-half of the 
actual scale. a is the flat disk serving as cathode. Facing it is 
placed the brass tube b. The end of this tube is closed by the 
brass plate g, in which a slit is cut. This brass tube is con- 
nected to the anode c. Beyond the slit is the bulb shown in 
the figure. The tube was connected up to a battery of 800 
storage-cells, specially constructed for the experiment. It was 
then exhausted on a mercury pump. When the pressure was 
sufficiently low, the cathode rays proceeding normally from @ 
passed through the slit in g and fell on the wall of the bulb at d, 
giving rise to a fairly sharply-defined phosphorescent patch. 
When a magnetic field was produced normally to the plane 

of the paper the rays were deflected, their course being then 
somewhat as shown in the figure by the dotted line, and the 
phosphorescent patch was displaced to f. This patch, so far 
from being broadened out into a “ magnetic spectrum,” was 
now narrower and more sharply-defined than when undeflected. 

The same tube at the same degree of exhaustion, when 
used with an induction-coil, showed a very well-marked 
“magnetic spectrum.” It is quite clear therefore that the 
heterogeneity of the rays is not an essential property, but 
depends on a peculiarity of the induction-coil discharge. 
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It was not possible to make the experiment at a very low 
pressure, the number of cells at my disposal being insufficient 
to produce discharge under such circumstances. When the 
pressure is not very low a beam of cathode rays, originally 

jehvee, U 

sharp, becomes ditfuse after it has gone a short distance, doubt- 
less owing to the collision of the particles constituting the 
cathode stream with the surrounding gaseous particles. The 
deflected beam in my experiments. had not quite so long a 
distance to go as the undeflected one before striking the glass. 
This I am inclined to think is the explanation of the extra 
sharpness of the deflected patch when the battery was used. 

It is to be concluded then that the formation of the mag- 
netic spectrum is due to a peculiarity of the induction-coil. 
The cathode BS (Ltd oy a aS are Ouse ecb: 

LIL on Spee New Mineral ian Cornwall. By A. 
Hutouinson, M.A., Fellow of Pembroke College, Cam- 
bridge*. 
MONG the specimens in the Carne collection, recently 

acquired for the Cambridge Mineralogical Museum, 
has been tound a crystal whose characters prove it to belong 
to a new mineral species. This mineral I propose to call 
Stokesite in honour of Sir George Gabriel Stokes, Bart., 
whose jubilee as Lucasian Pr ieee was this year calebrated 
by the University, and whose researches in Physical Optics 
have proved so valuable to mineralogists. 

The specimen consisted of a single, colourless, transparent 
erystal about 10 millimetres long. Its crystallographic and 
optical characters are as follows:— 

System: Prismatic. 
a2 b3 6=0 3479 21 Oise 

Forms present: ) {010} and v {121}. 
The crystal cleaves with ease parallel to the face 010, and 

* Communicated by the Author. 
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there is a second good cleavage parallel to the possible faces 
which have been selected as the form {110}. 

The fracture is conchoidal. The specific- gravity of the 
crystal was determined by suspending it in methylene iodide, 
and has the value 3°185 at 22°C. The hardness is about 
that of felspar. The lustre is vitreous, but pearly on b. The 
plane of the optic axes is 010, the acute bisectrix is perpen- 
dicular to 001, and the erystal is optically positive. 

By refraction through a prism bounded by two of the faces 
of the form v it was possible to obtain the value of the index 
of refraction, y=1:622 (sodium light), of a ray vibrating 
parallel to the acute bisectrix. By immersing the crystal in 
a liquid of about the same refractive index as itself, an 
approximate value for the angle between the optic axes was 
obtained, 2V =692°. 

Chemical examination of a portion of the crystal has shown 
it to be a hydrated silicate of sodium and calcium containing 
about 6 per cent. of oxide of tin, which seems to replace an 
equivalent quantity of silica. 

Before the blowpipe the substance loses water, but remains 
infusible ; it is not dissolved by concentrated hydrochloric acid. 

LILI. On the Disintegration of Platinum and Palladium 
Wires at High Temperatures. By Water STEWART, 
M.A., D.Se., late 1851 Lehibition Science Scholar, University 
of Glasgow*. 

CCORDING to Aitken’s f investigations, air which has 
been freed from dust has partially lost the power of 

forming clouds in the presence of water vapour. Prof. O. 
Lodget found that the power is recovered after a platinum 
wire has been brought to a “ glowing”? temperature by an 
electric current in the dust-free air. From this it has been 
concluded that solid particles are projected from the wire, or 
that the wire suffers disintegration ; and under suitable con- 
ditions a dark-coloured deposit is seen on the walls of the 
vessel containing the air after the glowing. Elster and 
Geitel § observed that in an atmosphere of hydrogen a glow- 
ing platinum wire does not disintegrate. This was confirmed 
by Nahrwold ||, who determined also by direct weighing the 
amount of the disintegration of the glowing wire in air. 
Nahrwold concluded that the disintegration, if not determined, 

* Communicated by Lord Kelvin. 
+ Aitken, “On Dust, Fog, and Clouds,” Trans. R.S.E. 1883; Proc. 

R.S.E. 1881, vol. xi. pp. 14, 122; ‘ Nature,’ 1883. 
¢ Prot. O. Lodge, ‘ Nature,’ vol. xxxi. p. 268 (1885). 
§ Elster and Geitel, Wied. Ann. xxxi. p. 126 (1887). 
|| Rk. Nahrwold, Wied. Ann. xxxi. p. 467 (1887); xxxv. p. 116 (1888). 

Phil. Mag. 8. 5. Vol, 48. No. 294. Nov. 1899. 2.1L 
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was at least materially favoured by the presence of atmo- 
spheric air ; he considered that the oxygen of the air was 
the potent agent. 

The following is a description of some experiments on the 
disintegration of platinum and palladium wires brought by 
an electric current to a “ glowing’’ temperature in air, 
hydrogen, nitrogen, and oxygen at various temperatures. 
The temperature of the glowing wire ought to be independent 
of the nature of the surrounding gas ; to effect this object 
the specifie resistance of the wire was kept constant by a 
proper regulation of the current strength. 

The wire to be experimented upon was suspended (fig. 1) 
by short thick platinum hooks soldered to the thick copper 

Fig. 1. 
B 

cI pagtibeae S 

il A 

> ee E YZ F m4 

Os 
wires CD, EF. A current from a battery B passed through 
an adjustable resistance R, a manganin resistance M of 0°232 
ohm, and the experimental wire. The difference of potentials 
between the ends of the experimental wire, and between the 
ends of the manganin resistance, was measured by the volt- 
meter V, the resistance of the experimental wire calculated, 
and the variable resistance R adjusted so as to keep the 
specific resistance of the experimental wire constant. The 
thickness of the wires was 0°25 millim., their length about 
170 millim., and the loss of weight was determined which 
they underwent after two hours’ glowing. The hydrogen 
used was prepared from chemically pure zine and dilute sul- 
phuric acid. To prepare nitrogen the oxygen was removed 
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from atmospheric air by phosphorus, and the remaining gas 
passed through a solution of potassium permanganate, and 
over caustic potash and phosphoric pentoxide. Asan example 
I may state that a platinum wire at a clear red heat lost 0°84 
per cent. of its weight in two hours; at a white heat 3°89 per 
cent.; the initial weight in both cases being 170 milligrammes, 
and the surrounding atmosphere air. 

The following results were obtained from experiments 
with atmospheric air at ordinary pressure :— 

(a) For both platinum and palladium wires the loss by 
disintegration decreases as the glowing is continued. Thus 
in one set of experiments the same platinum wire was used 
six times consecutively, each experiment lasting two hours, 
and the temperature of the wire being the same in each. The 
loss of weight gradually decreased from 0°68 per cent. of the 
original weight in the first experiment to O:11 per cent. in 
the sixth. This phenomenon was observed without exception 
for both platinum and palladium wires. 

(6) The amouut of disintegration is the same whether the 
air be dry or moist. 

(c) The amount of disintegration was not altered by sur- 
rounding the glowing wire with a brass tube kept at zero 
potential by metallic connexion with the water-pipes of the 
laboratory. 

As the pressure of the air decreased the disintegration 
decreased in the case of platinum, but increased for palladium. 
Thus in an experiment with air at atmospheric pressure the 
loss of weight of a platinum wire after two hours was 1°65 
per cent. of its original weight, while at the same temperature 
with air whose pressure was 1:25 millim. the loss after two 
hours was 0°64 per cent. Fora palladium wire the loss was 
0°66 per cent. at atmospheric pressure and 11:84 per cent. at 
pressure 1°25 millim. This result was confirmed by three 
experiments with platinum and four with palladium, 

In hydrogen platinum does not disintegrate even at a clear 
white heat, while palladium undergoes a very much smaller 
loss of weight than in air. Thus for a palladium wire the 
loss of weight after two hours was 0°66 per cent. in air at 
atmospheric pressure, 0°096 in hydrogen at atmospheric 
pressure, and 0:02 per cent. in hydrogen whose pressure was 
3 millim., the temperature being the same in each case. 

In nitrogen the disintegration is exceedingly small, for 
both platinum and palladium wires. After two hours the loss 
of weight of a platinum wire was 0-002 per cent. in nitrogen 
at atmospheric pressure, while in nitrogen at pressure 3 millim. 
it was zero. For a palladium wire the losses were 0:04 per 
cent, at atmospheric pressure, and zero at 3 millim. pressure; 
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the loss in air at atmospheric pressure in this case was 114. 
per cent at the same temperature. 

The experiments described above show that the disintegra- 
tion in air is conditioned by the presence of oxygen, as 
Nahrwold thought. They do not prove that the presence of 
both nitrogen and oxygen may not be a necessary condition. 
Kaufmann, however, has found that in pure oxygen the dis-. 
integration is six times as great as in ordinary air. 

LIV. Notices respecting New Books. 
Outlines of Physical Chemistry. By A. RuycHuer, Professor of 

Chemistry in the University of Brussels. Translated by Dr. J. 
McCrae, Demonstrator of Chemistry, Yorkshire College, Leeds. 
London: Whittaker & Co., 1899. 

rIXHE student who wishes to acquire a knowledge of the elements 
of physical chemistry will find this volume well adapted to 

his purpose. It assumes the reader to be acquainted with the 
simpler phenomena of physics, and to have worked through 
courses of inorganic and of organic chemistry. The laws of the 
gaseous state, the determination of vapour-densities, and the cases 
of abnormal vapour-density are first described ; these are followed 
by a discussion of Dulong and Petit’s law, and the corresponding 
law of Neumann for compound molecules. The subjects of valency 
and the nse of structural formule complete this section of the work, 
which is devoted to fundamental theories. The second portion, 
treating of the three states of matter and their special properties, 
in detail, introduces the kinetic theory of gases and the phenomena 
of transition from gas to liquid; the discussion of liquids includes 
molecular refraction, rotation of plane of polarization and stereo- 
chemistry, osmotic pressure, and vapour pressure of solutions. In 
the third part-thermo-chemistry and electro-chemistry are described, 
the latter leading naturally to the special properties of salt solu- 
tions and the ionic theories. The fourth and last section includes 
chemical dynamics, with examples of equilibrium and of reactions 
taking place at a measurable rate. It will thus be seen that the 
book covers much ground, and is therefore necessarily of an ele- 
mentary character. The relative importance of the various parts 
of the subject is well represented by the amount of description given 
to them, so that the student may obtain a good idea of the nature 
and extent of the subject. 

The part of the work performed by Dr. McCrae has not been 
merely that of the translator. By collaboration with the author 
he has secured the almost simultaneous issue of the revised 
Belgian edition of the work and of the present translation of it. 
We learn from the author’s preface that many improvements on 
the original edition have resulted from suggestions by the late 
Dr. F. Hurter, who was engaged on the translation at the time of 
his death, and by the present translator who has rewritten and 
completed it. ip J. L. H. 
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LV. On Accidental Double Refraction in Liquids. By Bruck 
V. Hit, AML, Fellow in Physics, University of Nebraska, 
Lincoln*. 

AXWELL f, in 1874, found that Canada Balsam became 
double-refracting when agitated with a spatula. 

Kundtf, in 1881, performed a series of experiments on this 
subject. He produced a strain in the liquids to be studied by 
putting them between two concentric cylinders, the outer one 
of which was fixed, while the inner one rotated. The strain 
was studied by means of the spectrum of the interference- 
band produced by a plate of gypsum between the polarizer 
and analyser. He found that colloids in solution became 
strongly double-retracting, while crystalloids showed no such 
effect. 

De Metz§, working with an apparatus similar to that of 
Kundt, but with the substitution of a Babinet’s compensator, 
showed that, in the oils, the amount of double refraction pro- 
duced is proportional to the speed of rotation of the cylinder. 
He also found that this effect decreases with rise of tempera- 
ture, but not in direct proportion. 

Umlauf || studied the effects of speed and temperature in 
solutions of the colloids. His results agreed with those of 
De Metz. 

In 1897 Mr. J. E. Almy 4 studied the subject in this labora- 
tory. His apparatus consisted of a cast-iron chest within 

* Communicated by Prof. D. B. Brace. 
+ Collected Papers, vol. ii. p. 379. 
¢ Wied. Ann. xiii. p. 110. § Ibid, xxxv. p. 497. 
| Ibid, xlv. p. 804. «| Phil. Mag. xliy. p. 499, 
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which were two parallel cylinders, external to one another. 
Between these the light passed. While this apparatus required 
a larger volume of liquid, local heating due to friction was 
reduced to a minimum, so that a half-shade polariscope could 
be used, and a sensibility one to two hundred times greater 
could be obtained. His observations were confined mainly 
to the crystalloids water and hyposulphite of soda, his sen- 
sibility for the former being *000025% and 00005” for the 
latter, but no effect could be detected. 

The present research was undertaken for the study of this 
phenomenon in dilute solutions of the colloids. Gelatine was 
used principally, as representative of the gelatinizing colloids. 
Umlauf has given some results for gelatine, but most of his 
experiments were made near the temperature 33° C., which is 
the melting-point of jelly. There was a large discrepancy 
between some of his results, which left doubt as to the laws 
of this substance. 

Apparatus. 

The apparatus used in my work is the same as that employed 
by Mr. Almy. The solutions studied possessed a rotary 
power of their own, which necessitated using homogeneous 
light in order to obtain a perfect match, and also to measure 
the double refraction, which is a function of the wave-length. 
The greatest sensibility was obtained by using sunlight 
passed through absorbing solutions, made according to the 
formule: of Landholt*. In this way a red was obtained 
between 718 wy to 639 pp, which gave a bright, uniformly- 
coloured field. The green was bright and sufticiently homo- 
geneous, but absorbed so much light that the sensibility was 
greatly reduced. Moreover, the eye was not so sensitive to 
changes of intensity in the green and blue asin the red. The 
data given below are for the red. With a clear solution, 
settings could be made to from 0°-003 to 0°:005. This gives 
a sensibility of from ‘0000172 to ‘0000282. With water a 
sensibility of ‘000012 » was obtained. 

Observations. 
In the following tables and diagrams, the number of revolu- 

tions of the cylinder per second is given in the column VY. 
An is the relative retardation of the one ray: the positive 
sign indicates a right-handed rotation of the plane of polariza- 
tion, and a negative sign the opposite effect. T is the 
temperature. 

The first three tables show the effect of speed on the double 
refraction, where the fluid used was a solution of gum-arabic. 

* Ber, d. Akad, Wiss. Berlin, 1894, 
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Taste I.—Gum-Arabic in Water. 

A, ROVE AXx 104. = x 107. 

Oe at70 2:80 165 
L . ; 

1g.in100cc. } 21/266 | 448 168 
21 | 45:0 

i. \ 26 | 283 1-12 48 
05 g. in 100. ¢. 03 | 495 Dee sae 

20 | 183 1°54 84 

III. 
025 g. in 100 ec, Aa 21 | 283 2:52 89 

23 | 366 3-08 84 
| 

Solutions II. and III. were made by diluting number I. 
In general these results confirm those of Umlauf. The 
effect is proportional to the speed of rotation, but not 
directly to the concentration. As will be seen, the effects 
are largely dependent on the manner solutions are treated 
and made. The principal source of error in these measure- 
ments arises from a depolarizing effect. When the cylinders 
begin to rotate both halves of the field become brighter, and 
it is then impossible entirely to extinguish one half by rctating 
the analyser. This depolarization made it much more difficult 
to obtain a match, and so materially increased the error in 
reading. With a slow speed, this caused an error of about 
5 per cent. in the setting of the analyser, which increased 
with the greatest speeds to 20 per cent. With very great 
velocity no accurate results were obtainable. Water was 
then put into the chest and the cylinders rotated at high 
speed, but the appearance of the field did not change. Air- 
bubbles were allowed to mix with the water and then fine 
particles of dust, but neither showed any effect. This diffused 
light may therefore be due to structures in the solution itself, 
comparable with the wave-length of light, which scatter the 
incident waves. ‘This effect also increases as the solutions 
become stiffer at low temperatures and, in strong solutions, 
hindered observation greatly. 

Gelatine. 

The solutions for the following observations were made by 
dissolving pure gelatine over a water-bath. It was then 
boiled and cooled, and when at the proper temperature used 
at once. 

2M 2 
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TABLE II. 

1, V mean, Ad x 104, - x 10° 

fe} 

16 0-067 (?) 2688 4010 
WY 16 1:56 3808 24-4 

16 2:16 3920 18:1 
4g. ina litre. | 17 3°16 5-224 17-2 

| 7 ete s| | ae (ee 
LG 9:16 | &| 4 ©2872 a 
18 13°33 0:000 0-0 
18 18°35 | —2:408 —1 
18 23°33 | 6°048 26 
19 31:00 7390 2:3 
22 35°00 | 7280 2'1 
22 45-00 13-220 29 

TasuE IIT. 

ip V. | Ax 10 
—+ i coallllesenmmsneniamntitiieeneat | _—-———  -_____ 

V. 17°-20° 216 | 3780 
5:83 4-648 

2 g. in a litre. 9:16 | 4-248 
15:00 2/912 
19-00 3920 
23°30 | 3-478 
35°00 3478 
43:80 | 2-912 

VI. 18°-19° 10:0 1:848 
18-3 1-120 

1 g. in a litre. 24-2 1-512 
280 1°512 
50-0 1-848 

| 
Vil. 28° 10-0 27128 

28°3 2°252 
4 g. in a litre, 44+] | 1-960 

| | 

VIII. 27° 75, | 7-840 
12-5 7-168 

20 g. in a litre. 23:3 | 7616 
31°6 | 5°712 
59-0 | 5876 

Dx 17-202 sk 3°16 8-96 
6:66 7-45 

4c. in a litre. | 8-00 6:44 
| 10:80 3-86 
| 16:25 3°19 

17-66 2°02 
25:00 0-00 
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The last solution contains the same amount of gelatine as 
IV.,and was used at the same temperature. It was, however, 
boiled and cooled several times. This treatment increased the 
error due to depolarization materially, so that no reading 
could be made with a velocity of more than 25 revolutions 
per second. It also appears to have increased the absolute 
amount of the retardation, but not to have essentially altered 
the appearance of the curve. 

A solution containing ten grams in a litre was allowed to 
stand five hours before use. When one of the cylinders was 
turned through a small angle, say thirty degrees, the light was 
depolarized, the whole field becoming bright and remaining 
so. Ifthe cylinder was now turned in the opposite direction, 
the field first grew dark as the zero-point was passed and then 
again bright as the motion continued in that direction. If 
the rotation continued beyond this small angle the substance 
of the structure seemed to break down, for the field did not 
remain bright but required continued motion to keep it in 
that state, but a very small velocity was sufficient ; a high 
speed produced great depolarization, and a_ left-handed 
rotation, instead of the previously observed right-handed, was 
plainly evident. 
A study of the data given in the curves and tables for 

gelatine leads to the following conclusions :—For small velo- 
cities the double refraction increases with the speed of the 
rotation, though not in proportion to it. 

This increase continues up to a certain point, where an 
elastic limit seems to be reached. Beyond this point, the 
amount of double refraction decreases, and finally changes 
sign as the speed is increased. With very dilute solutions, 
one gram in a litre, for example, this breaking down takes 
place at so small a speed that it cannot be observed, and 
the decrease of the double refraction with the speed is very 
slow. Hence it was not found to show this reversal of effect. 
Qn the other hand, in a solution containing ten grams to the 
litre, the depolarization is so great as to prevent observations. 
The rate of decrease of double refraction is less in dilute 
solutions than in stronger ones. With one gram to the 
litre, the amount of double refraction is independent of the 
speed of rotation. This falling off is less abrupt at higher 
temperatures, as shown by solution VII., containing four 
grams to the litre. At 28° the amount of double refraction 
is independent of the speed. In the solution containing 
twenty grams to the litre, at 27°, the double refraction 
decreases very slowly. At 34°, a solution containing three 
grams to the litre gave a retardation of ‘000098 A for a speed 
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of 24 revolutions per second, and ‘000141 2 for 39 revolu- 
tions per second. ‘The ratios of the retardation to the speed 
were 3610-7 and 41x107-". These results agree with 
those of Umlauf at this temperature. 

Concentration. 

Solutions to be compared must be prepared in the same 
manner. They must also be examined under conditions 
similar in respect to speed. While the curves representing 
this relation are of the same general character they cannot 
be made to coincide. Thus no comparison exists between 
solution LV., containing four grams to the litre, and solution 
VI., which holds one gram to the litre. At 27° the retarda- 
tion is independent of the speed for solutions below a certain 
concentration. In a solution containing 20 grams in a litre 
the effect is not independent of the speed, and it will be seen 
that the result in this case does not accord with the others. 

TABLE IV. 

| AX 
g. in a litre. V. | AX\x10!. aaa x 10°. 

3:0 466 | 1:600 £33 

40 25°0 | 9-112 502 

5:0 35:0 | 3-080 616 

6-0 425 | 3-220 540 

75 42-5 | 4-956 567 

100 30:0 5-208 521 

20:0 7-5 | 7-840 392 

These results show that, in solution of gelatine, under the 
same conditions, the double refraction is proportional to the 
concentration. This fact seems to be allied to Mauer’s* 
statement that the elasticity of jelly is proportional to its 
concentration. 

The effect of temperature and time on the amount of double 
refraction in a liquid is of importance, but is difficult to study 
with the present apparatus. The temperature will remain 
constant for a long time, but there is no satisfactory way of 
regulating it. The magnitude of the double refraction also 
depends upon the length of time the solution has been allowed 
to stand. This effect of time depends in turn upon the 
temperature, which makes the combined effect complicated. 

* Wied. Ann. xxviii, p. 628. 
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The double refraction in a liquid is less at high than at low 
temperatures. In this, one must consider the temperature 
to which the solution has been cooled, and not that at which 
the observation may be made. A solution containing four 
grams to the litre gave, at 27°, a relative retardation of 
"00021 A. The same solution at 17° gave -000392. If it be 
now heated to 27° the effect is not ‘(00021 A but *00030 2. 

The effect of the temperature upon the depolarization is of 
the same nature as its effect upon the double refraction. This 
dispersion is strong even in dilute solutions. A solution con- 
taining 3 grams to the litre was allowed to stand 24 hours 
at 15°. The least motion of the cylinder caused the whole 
field to brighten, and the rotation of the analyser produced 
no minimum point. The solution was heated, and the cylinder 
rotated slowly. The depolarization decreased very slightly to 
the temperature 33°, when it disappeared quite abruptly. No 
effect of double refraction could be seen at this point. When 
a similar solution was cooled to 33°, a retardation of *O00098X 
was observed with a speed of 24 revolutions per second. The 
depolarization and double refraction disappeared together at 
the same temperature in solutions containing 5 and 10 grams 
to the litre. This is the melting-point of solid jelly. Gelatine, 
if put into water, will swell and absorb water, but will not go 
into solution until this point is reached. 

The condition of a gelatine solution depends upon the time it 
has been allowed to stand. Frass * found that the elasticity of 
jelly nearly doubles in twenty-four hours; but after that there 
was little change. In this weak solution the whole effect is 
so small that considerable time must pass before trustworthy 
measurements can be made. A fresh solution containing 
3 grams to the litre gave a retardation of ‘Q0016X at 30°. 
A similar solution allowed to stand four hours at 30° without 
stirrmg gave a retardation of *000224r. After standing 
twenty-four hours at 25° there was a retardation of ‘0003552, 
When a solution containing 3 grams was allowed to stand 
seventy-five hours at 22°, the depolarization became so strong 
as to prevent measurements. When the temperature of the 
solution remained a little above 33° no change took place. 

The manner in which a solution has been made has much 
to do with its behaviour. For example, 200 grams of gelatine 
was dissolved in 3 litres of water, and this was then diluted 
to 10 litres. When examined, the depolarization prevented 
observation. It was immediately boiled and cooled to the 
temperature of the first experiment, 27°; measurements could 
now be made. If a solution is heated and cooled several 

* Frass, Wied. Ann. vol. lili. p. 1074. 
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times, gelatinization takes place more rapidly than before. 

A fresh solution containing 1 gram to the litre gave a retar- 

dation of ‘000125, which was independent of the speed. 

A solution of similar concentration which had been made by 

diluting a stronger one, and which had been boiled and 

cooled several times, gave a retardation of from *00021A to 

000422, decreasing with increase of speed. After again 

diluting with an equal volume of water, it was boiled and 

cooled, and then gave a retardation of from ‘00025 to 

‘000402, decreasing with increase of speed. 
The behaviour of solutions not prepared in the usual way 

sometimes appears anomalous. A solution containing 10 grams 

to the litre was diluted to contain 74 grams, and examined 

without boiling. The results are given in Table V. 

TABLE V. 

Temp. 20°. Speed 41. 

Zero. Setting of Rotation. Ad xX 104. 
analyser. 

10:10 10-14 0-04 224 
10:08 10°18 05 2°80 

9°87 9°93 ‘06 3°36 

9°79 9°84 05 2°80 

9°78 9°83 ‘05 2°80 

MCAS ha sacver 05 2°80 

Here the rotation of the plane of polarization is constant, 
but the zero of the analyser has moved 0°32 to the left. 

Since the increase of double refraction reaches a limit with 
change of speed, it seemed possible that this maximum con- 
dition might occur with static strains. Parallelepipeds of 
jelly were accordingly moulded in small glass cells. They 
were then removed and sheared by displacing the upper 
surface. A jelly made by adding 20 grams of gelatine to 
100 c.c. of water, forming a solid of considerable rigidity, 
gave, under these conditions, a rotation of the analyser of 
50°, representing a relative retardation of °282. As long as 
the stress was applied to the block the double refraction 
remained constant, and no tendency to slip back appeared. 
It was now endeavoured to find how small a percentage of 
gelatine could be used and still obtain the static strain. When 
the jelly was too weak to bear its own weight, the edges of 
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the cell were greased so that the ends could be slipped toward 
each other. A solution containing $ a gram in 100 ce. 
was put in the cell and allowed to stand for twenty-four hours. 
On pressing the ends together in a direction perpendicular to 
the path of the light, double refraction appeared and increased 
till the plane of polarization had been rotated 0°5. This 
represented a relative retardation of 0028” for sodium light. 
When the motion was stopped, the double refraction remained 
unchanged, showing that the strain was sustained, as in the 
ease of the stronger jellies. When, however, the distortion 
was carried further the double refraction suddenly disappeared, 
as if the substance had been ruptured and the strain released. 
This solution, though acting thus like an elastic solid, was 
nearly as fluid as water, flowing freely. 
A solution containing 3 grams to the litre was now put 

into the chest of the apparatus used in the former experiments. 
With a velocity of three revolutions per second there was a 
rotation of the plane of polarization of 0°:058, representing a 
relative retardation of ‘000825. When the motion was 
suddenly stopped, the field did not become uniformly bright 
at once, but the shade swung across the centre and the other 
side became dark. Two or more complete oscillations were 
performed. The first time the shade went past the original 
zero by 0°05, representing ‘000292. 

In cases where this oscillation was not observed the double 
refraction did not cease as soon as the motion stopped, but 
required perhaps a tenth of a second to disappear. 

Balsam fir was put into the glass cell and the ends pressed 
together as before. ‘The plane of rotation was rotated 0° 2, 
representing a relative retardation of 0°00112. Here the 
effect did not remain as in the case of thin jelly, but a slow 
motion was required to maintain it. 

A flexible cell was made by putting wooden stoppers in the 
ends of a piece of rubber hose. Glass ends were fastened in 
these stoppers and oil placed in the cell and compressed, so 
that the cross section was an ellipse. No effect of double 
refraction could be seen, however. Any such effect which 
may be present is doubtless too small for detection with the 
present optical system. 

Crystalloids. 
By using as a source of light a ground-glass plate at the 

focus of the lens which condensed the sun’s rays, a sensibility 
of 0°000012% was obtained. With this increased sensibility 
water was examined, but no effect was obtained. 

With a solution of hyposulphite of soda the sensibility was 
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°0000252. <A fresh solution gave no effect. After the 
solution had remained in the chest for several hours it became 
slightly turbid, and an effect like double refraction appeared. 
This did not become evident as soon as the cylinders were set 
in motion, but after ten or fifteen seconds. When the motion 
stopped, the effect disappeared in the same slow manner. 
Mr. Almy, in 1897, observed an anomalous effect in this 
substance. He ascribed it to the action of small particles of 
parafiin, with which the inside of the chest was coated. 
Before I began my work the interior of the chest and the 
cylinders were carefully nickeled, and before these experiments 
they were scoured. The solution was filtered before being 
put into the chest. Neither air-bubbles nor fine particles 
gave any effect when mixed with water. When the solution 
was removed from the chest it became black ; and on looking 
into the chest itself it was found to be covered with a black 
coating of sulphide. Only a conjecture as to the cause of the 
phenomenon observed can be made. Hyposulphite of soda 
is an unstable salt, breaking down and freeing sulphur and 
hydrogen sulphide. Both of these will attack nickel and form 
nickel sulphide, which may exist in a colloidal state. It may 
have been the presence of colloidal nickel sulphide which gave 
the effect observed. When the nickel was not present, as in 
the former experiment, iron and copper sulphides could have 
been formed, which might have given the same effect. 
A 60-per-cent. solution of cane-sugar was examined at the 

temperature 25° and a speed of 37 revolutions per second. 
The sensibility was ‘00014. No effect was observed. A 
30-per-cent. solution of cane-sugar was examined at the tem- 
perature 25° and a speed of 44 revolutions per second. The 
sensibility was ‘00003. No effect was observed. 

Conclusions. 

The peculiar behaviour of colloids has led to much con- 
jecture as to their inner structure. It is convenient to speak 
of them as forming “a solution”’; but in the strict use of the 
term it is doubtful whether this is true. A substance in 
solution is understood to be in a molecular condition very 
similar to a substance occupying the same space in the form 
of a gas. The laws of Boyle, Avogadro, and Gay-Lussac 
apply to solutions as well as to gases. Nernst, in his ‘ Theo- 
retical Chemistry,’ takes these phenomena into consideration, 
and sees no essential difference in the action of the colloids 
and erystalioids. He says :—“‘ Formerly it was questioned 
whether colloid solutions were to be regarded as simple 
emulsions or as true solutions. But now, since we must 
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attribute the phenomena of diffusion directly to a fall of 
pressure, scarcely any doubt can remain that there exists no 
essential difference between colloid and crystalloid substances. 
For the extreme slowness of diffusion indicates, upon the 
one hand, a minute driving-force, 7. e. a small osmotic pres- 
sure, and, upon the other hand, a large viscosity which the 
molecules possess in their translation through the water. 
Both the phenomena can be explained upon the assumption 
that the colloids possess an extremely large molecular weight.” 
As a corroboration of this theory, the molecular weight of 
egg-albumen in water, determined by the freezing-point 
method, is 14,000. This is a value nine times as large as the 
simplest formule: would indicate. Such a condition would 
occasion no surprise. In the case of silicic acid the case is a 
little different. Here the osmotic methods give it a molecular 
weight of “not less than ” 49000. If silicic acid were repre- 
sented by H,SiO,, it would have a molecular weight of 96-4. 
That is, in this case we must assume a molecule 500 times as 
large as had been supposed. 

According to Lord Kelvin*, the probable average dis- 
tance between the centres of contiguous molecules is about 
00000005 cm If we imagine 500 of these strung together, 
we shall have a line :000025 cm. long, which is less than 
half the wave-length of sodium light. While this arrange- 
ment may be imagined, it is not likely that such combinations 
would be frequent. 

There are several reasons to doubt that we are dealing with 
true solutions. With crystalloid solutions we may mix equal 
parts of water and the solution, and obtain one which is one- 
half the original concentration. With gelatine this is not 
the case. We find thatif 100 grams of gelatine be dissolved 
in a given amount of water, boiled and cooled, it gives, when 
examined under a strain, a certain rotation of the plane of 
polarization of light. If now this fluid be immediately taken 
out of the apparatus, diluted to one half its former concen- 
tration, boiled, cooled, and examined as before, it gives one 
half the effect. If, however, it were replaced in the chest 
and examined without boiling, the result would be not only 
different, but to some extent uncertain, as is shown by the 
results given in Table V. This cannot be due to the 
slowness of the diffusion, as the gelatine must be thoroughly 
mixed through the water by the rapid motion of the 
cylinders. 

If the solution be boiled and cooled a number of times, the 
amount of double refraction is increased. This is not due 

* Popular Lectures and Addresses,’ vol. i, p. 224. 
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merely to the heating, as steady cooking lessens the double 
refraction. A solution having 5 grams in a litre gave, when 
fresh, a retardation of -000808X at 27°. After being heated 
in a water-bath for ten hours it gave only 0002462 under 
similar circumstances. 

The colour which a gelatine solution assumes after standing 
for several hours also points to the existence of masses at 
least comparable in size with the wave-length of light. A 
dilute solution, when first made, appears to the eye as clear 
as water. After a few hours it becomes opalescent; slightly 
green when seen by diffused light, and red by transmitted 
light. 
a solution of gum arabic, which was transparent when first 

made, became so dispersive that, while light passed through 
it readily, no image could be seen if the object was more 
than 5 centimetres away, even when one looked directly 
toward the sun. 

The fact that a dilute solution, if not distorted too much, 
will sustain a strain as if it were an elastic solid, has been 
alluded to already; also a rebound and oscillation when the 
strain is released. 

A 20-per-cent. solution is tough, like rubber; yet the 
yapour-pressure over it is little less than over pure water. 

These facts lead to the conclusion that, even when the con- 
centration is very small, the gelatine does not remain in 
solution in the true sense, but forms solid elastic masses. The 
term “solid solution” would scarcely be applicable, since it 
has been used to cover amalgams and some other mixtures. 
That the concentration may be very small is shown by the 
fact that when there was only 0'1 gram ina litre, a retardation 
of ‘000168 was found after the solution had stood in the chest 
for twenty-four hours. 

The relation of the speed to the amount of double refraction 
indicates that these solid masses will endure a strain up toa 
certain point; but beyond that point breaking down takes 
place. This point is given by the maxima in the curves. 
When rupture occurs, the double refraction diminishes as the 
velocity of rotation increases. This idea of the increased 
breaking down of the gelatinous structure seems to be borne 
out by the fact that the depolarization increases with the speed. 
The structure must be coarse-grained enough to diffuse light 
if our suppositions with regard to the polarizing effect be true. 
It is also significant that the depolarization disappears abruptly 
at 33°, the melting-point of jelly. ; 

While the difference in the diffusibility of crystalloids and 
colloids might be explained by assuming a very high molecular 
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weight for the latter, the difference in the elastic properties is 
not so easily explained in that way. The diffusibility of cane- 
sugar is to that of white of egg as 7 to 1. If these rates of 
diffusion are representative of the general properties of the 
two substances, we might expect to find a proportional double 
diffraction in solutions of cane-sugar. A marked effect of 
double refraction is found with 1 part of gelatine in 10,000 
parts of solution. In a solution of cane-sugar containing 
6000 parts in 10,000 no such effect could be found. 

Hven in the most dilute solutions of gelatine there must be 
a structure similar to that of solid jellies. When a small 
stress is applied, a strain arises in this structure which renders 
it double-refracting. When we go beyond the limit of elas- 
ticity this structure breaks down; and what we then have is 
probably a secondary effect, caused by the parts of a substance 
slipping over one another. It may be this secondary effect 
which has been studied in researches on this subject. Itis easy 
to see how, after this breaking down reaches a maximum, the 
double refraction should increase as the velocity of rotation 
becomes greater, as is the case in the oils and in solutions of 
non-¢elatinizing colloids. We can also conceive of conditions 
in which the amount of double refraction is not a function 
of the speed, as was found to be true with 4 grams in a litre 
at 27°. 

That the rotation should change sign remains yet unex- 
plained, but that it does so when a sufficiently high speed is 
reached cannot be doubted from the regularity with which it 
appeared. 

My sincere thanks are due to Professor Brace, who has 
directed this investigation. 

University of Nebraska, 
May 1899. 

LVI. Hydrometers of Total Immersion. 
By Agtour W. Warrineton, M.Sce.* 

ee principal inconvenience of weighing in water arises 
from the fact that the fine suspension-thread is not 

uniformly moistened ; the meniscus of the water changes its 
form and deadens the oscillations of the balance very rapidly. 

F. Kohlrausch (Ann. der Phys. und Chem. vol. lvi. p. 187) 
finds that if the platinum suspension-wire be first covered 
electrolytically with platinum-black and then heated for a 
short time in a small bunsen-flame until it turns grey, it 
decomes uniformly and completely moistened when immersed 

* Communicated by the Author, 
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in water. Using a thread so prepared, the oscillations of the 
balance are almost as uniform as in the air. P. Chappuis 
(Adjoint au Bureau International des Poids et Mesures) writes: 
“ J’ai fait de nombreuses pesées hydrostatiques dans ces 
conditions et j’ai pu me convaincre de l’excellence de ce pro- 
eédé qui donne une plus grande précision aux pesées hydro- 
statiques.” 

The present paper discusses a method of determining 
specific gravities which may in special cases be more con- 
venient than the above, and is, I venture to think, quite as 
accurate. 

Specific gravities are, by this method, determined by 
hydrometers which, when used, are totally immersed in the 
liquid. 

Fig. 1. Fig. 2. 
to) 

Do|= 

Fig. 1 shows the form used for liquids. By slipping smali 
ring-shaped platinum weights over the stem, the specific 
gravity of the hydrometer is made to approximate to that of 
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the liquid ; the temperature of the latter is then allowed to 
change very slowly until a point is reached at which no 
difference can be detected between the specific gravities of the 
liquid and of the hydrometer. 

Fig. 2 shows the form used for solids. Determinations are 
made in which the instrument has the same specific gravity 
as water (1) loaded with mercury alone, (2) loaded with the 
solid and mercury, care being taken that the temperature in 
beth determinations is about the same. 

The advantages claimed are :— 
Ist. That the method is exceedingly sensitive. 
2nd. That the method is applicable within a considerable 

range of temperature without appreciable change in 
accuracy. My experiments ranged from 3°5 to 35°. 

3rd. All the weighings are made in air and under conditions 
which permit of repetition. 

4th. The elimination of the use of a suspending thread 
should be beneficial. 

For liquids the results are accurate to 1 in 1,000,000 ; for 
solids to 1 in 100,000. 

I have used the proposed method to determine :— 
(1) The coefficient of expansion of a hydrometer made of 

normal Jena glass. 
(2) The temperature at which the density of water is at its 

maximum. 
(3) The specific gravity of a piece of quartz. 

The Apparatus. 

To obtain and maintain the required temperature the 
experiments were performed in an incubator. The incubator 
was made of steel plate, coated with lead, furnished with a 
double-walled isolated chamber and having two doors made of 
the best plate-glass. The outside of the incubator was 
covered with felt, and the bottom, which was funnel-shaped, 
was made of copper. 

The top of the incubator was perforated with holes, to admit 
of the thermometer, the connecting rods of the stirrer, and a 
contrivance to clamp the hydrometer while stirring. 

The stirrer was made of a flattened ring of silver, and was 
connected by two vertical rods to a cord which passed round 
a pulley screwed into the ceiling. 

Through the centre hole in the roof of the incubator passed 
a tube open at both ends and joined at its lower end to an 
inverted glass funnel. Before stirring the liquid the funnel 
was lowered until the hydrometer was clamped between it 
and the bottom of the beaker, When it was desired to 
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liberate the hydrometer the funnel was raised, but only so far 
that its rim might catch the stem of the hydrometer should it 
attempt, as it invariably did at first, to float to inconvenient 
quarters of the beaker. 

Besides the standard thermometer [11806] which was 
placed in the water, two other trustworthy thermometers were 
placed in such positions that they indicated the temperatures 
of the upper and lower strata of air in the chamber. A 
mirror was placed at the back of the air-chamber to reflect 
the light so as to facilitate the readings of the standard 
thermometer. 

The position of the mercury column in the thermometer 
was read by means of a microscope furnished with a 
micrometer eyepiece. 

Fig. 3 (p. 502) gives a section of the apparatus. 
With this apparatus it was possible to attain any tempera- 

ture between the atmosphere and 40° C., and to regulate it so 
that it could be made to rise as slowly as 0°1 per hour. 

By allowing the final adjustment of temperature to take 
place with extreme slowness, and by frequent and effectual 
stirring, the prejudicial influence of convection-currents can be 
reduced to a negligible minimum. The best possible proof of 
the absence of convection-currents is furnished by the 
hydrometer itself, which, in the experiments described, often 
for minutes, remained poised in the middle of the water. 

Generally at the time of reading the temperature was 
apparently constant. Several successive readings were often 
made which yielded identical results. In the neighbourhood 
of the thermometer the temperature seemed to change only at 
the time of stirring, remaining afterwards, for a time at least, 
stationary. 
A glass envelope subjected to a change of temperature 

does not for some time assume its final volume corresponding 
to the new temperature. This interval of time is much greater 
when the temperature is lowered than when it is raised. 
Hence all the experiments were made at’ temperatures higher 
than that at which the hydrometer had been for some time 
previcusly, and no final reading was made until the hydrometer 
had been exposed to within a few tenths of a degree of that 
temperature for two or three hours. 

Method of carrying out an Experiment. 

Distilled water was poured into a beaker made of Jena glass 
and haying a capacity of 3000 c¢.c. The water was then 
heated to within a degree of the required temperature, and 

Phil. Mag. 8. 5. Vol. 48, No. 295. Dec. 1899. 2N 
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lis Fl 

H=Hydrometer. T, =Principal Thermometer (Tonnelot). 
F=Funnel and connecting rod. __‘T., T,, T,=Auxiliary Thermometers. 
S =Stirrer apparatus. R=Gas Regulator. 
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the hydrometer, which was only handled by the top of the 
stem 

(For Liquids) 
was removed from its wrappings, 
wiped with a clean handkerchief, 
and lowered slowly into the water. 
The platinum-ring weights to the 
calculated amount were boiled in 
distilled water and then picked up, 
one ata time, by a pair of ivory- 

(For Solids) 
with its contents of mercury alone, 
or mercury and quartz, was slowly 
lowered into the water. Any 
small bubble of air on the sur- 
face of the mercury was removed. 
by a glass pipette drawn out to a 
capillary point. 

tipped forceps, and placed over the 
stem of the hydrometer. 

The beaker and contents were then transferred to the 
incubator, and the hydrometer clamped into position by 
lowering the funnel. The stirrer was lowered to the bottom 
of the beaker, the thermometers put into their places, the 
doors closed, and the microscope fixed in position. 

A preliminary experiment with the temperature changing 
somewhat quickly was then generally made to ascertain ap- 
proximately at what temperature the hydrometer and the 
water had the same density. 

Each observation was made as follows :— 
1. The liquid was stirred. 
2. The hydrometer was liberated by raising the funnel. 
3. The thermometer was read. When the exact point was 

being reached, the readings were made with the divisions both 
in front and behind the mercury column. 

4. The hydrometer was observed to see whether it tended 
to rise, to sink, or to occupy a position in the centre of the 
liquid. 

Observations were repeated with the temperature rising or 
falling until no difference could be observed between the 
specific gravities of the hydrometer and water, or until two 
temperatures, differing only by a few thousandths of a degree, 
had been obtained at one of which the hydrometer was heavier 
and at the other lighter than the water. 

When the point of identical density was being approached, 
slight motions were imparted to the hydrometer by moving 
the funnel sideways or raising the stirrer, in order that the 
tendency of the hydrometer to sink or rise might not be masked 
by its touching the side of the funnel. 

To repeat the experiment it was only necessary, if working 
with a rising temperature, to open the incubator-doors and 
waft in a little of the cooler atmospheric air, until the tempe- 
rature of the water in the beaker fell a few hundredths of a 

2N2 
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degree. The doors were then closed and another experiment 
made. 
Any mist which might form on the inside surface of the 

inner glass door was dissipated by cautiously warming the 
outside surface with a spirit-lamp. 

Experiments 1 to 23 inclusive were made with a falling 
thermometer. The fall of the thermometer appeared in all 
cases to be perfectly uniform. 

Experiment 39 is given in detail in Appendix EH. 

Determination of the Coefficient of Expansion of Normal 
Jena Glass. 

The hydrometer designed for liquids was made in July 1897 
of normal Jena glass, and is weighted with mercury. It is 
202 mm. long and 41°5 mm. diameter in its widest part. It 
is depicted in fig. 1. 

Its weight, as determined from the data given in Table I., is 
160°21506 +0:000077 grammes. 

If W be the weight in vacuo of the hydrometer itself and w 
the weight zn vacuo of the platinum which must be added just 
to submerge the instrument in water the specific gravity of 
which is p, then 

if T Js pee W ag baie W+w pr 

pP p 
in which V=the volume of the hydrometer itself, 

and v =the volume of the added platinum. 

The values for w were determined with such care that they 
were probably correct to 0°02 mg. 

Six determinations (see Table II.) gave 21°450+0-002 as 
the mean specific gravity of the platinum used. Owing to 
the high specific gravity of platinum and the very small 
quantity of it used, » can be calculated with sufficient accuracy 
to admit of the determination of V in the above equation. 

The volume of the hydrometer at 0° when the first expe- 
riment was made was 161:92982 cub. centim. 

Experiments made at approximately the same temperature, 
but on different days, proved not only that the volume of the 
hydrometer was continually contracting, but also furnished 
data for a quantitative estimation of the rate of contraction. 

_ The mean expansion of the hydrometer between 0° and 40° 
for one degree is about 0°0039 c. c. Hence if the volume of 
the hydrometer at temperature ¢ be V;, then its volume at — 
temperature ¢;, when t=¢,+0°2, on the same day, is given 
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without sensible error by the formula 

Vie WV 000890 =e so 2 a GD) 

Assuming that the volume of the hydrometer may be 
expressed as a function of the time in the form 

Via =V,,+aA + bA?®, ° . . ° . (2) 

when V;,q is its volume at temperature ¢, and A is the time 
in days, then on some other day A, at the same temperature 
its volume will be 

Viegas VEGA HOAs 220) een et SE) 

subtracting equation (3) from equation (2) we get 

Via— Via,=a(A—A,) +6(A?—A,’). . - (4) 

Calculated by the method of least squares from every expe- 
riment which permitted the use of equation (4), the most 
probable value.of a is 

— 0°000,008,262,84, 
and of } 

+ 0°000,000,016,286. 

Further, assuming that the volume of the hydrometer for. 
any temperature ¢t can be found by the formula 

V.=Vot at + yt’, 

and by means of the above values of a and b reducing all 
observations to the day on which the first experiment was 
made, the most probable values of Vo, 2, and y are 

Vi= 168; 929816; 

2 = +0°003,839,9, 

y =+0-000,001,881; 
which gives 

V,= Vo[1 + (23,714 + 11°62¢)10-% ]. 

According to Thiesen and Scheel (Zeitschrift fiir Instrk. xii. 
p. 294, 1893) the linear coefficient of expansion of normal 
Jena glass is 

(7797 +. 3°64¢) 10-°, 

which would give a cubical coefficient of expansion of 

(23,391 + 10°92¢)10-%. 

In Table III. the figures given in the last column but one 
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are calculated from the formula 

Vis=Vo tah +bA? 4 vi + yt, 

the values for Vo, a, b, 2, and y being those given above. 
In the last column of the table under 6 are given the dif- 

ferences between the observed and calculated volumes of the 
hydrometer. The. probable error of a single determination of 
the volume of the hydrometer is +0°000111 cub. centim. 

The table includes every experiment made; none have 
been rejected. 

The Temperature at which the Density of Water is at a 
Maximum. 

Professor Schuster, for whose kindness I am very deeply 
indebted, suggested that I might test the efficacy of the 
method for the determination of temperatures of maximum 
density. Experiments 24 to 32 inclusive were made with this 
object more especially in view, and are discussed in the fol- 
lowing note by Mr. G. A. Schott, BA., B.Se., a colleague to 
whom I owe much for his valuable advice. 

The data used by Mr. Schott are obtained from an earlier 
and slightly less exact calculation than that given in this 
paper. 

Note by Mr. G. A. Scuort, 6.A., B.Sc. 

The Determination of the Point of Maximum Density of a 
Liquid by the Hydrometer of Totav Immersion. 

The volume of the hydrometer is supposed given at the 
temperature of the experiment, say V=<A!+ Blt+ Ct, and 
the probable errors of A‘, B’, C! are supposed known. 

The weight necessary to totally immerse the hydrometer in 
the neighbourhood of the point of maximum density is deter- 
mined by a number of experiments, and expressed in the form 
A + Bi + Ci?. 

Then the density of the liquid is 

Bees 
Ee A+Bi+C? 2 A tag hha 
(oA + Bi? Cals rR eee. 

aes 1 ee 
The temperature 7 of maximum density is determined by the 
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Sel! 
equation = 0, which gives 

B C B! C B! C! 
(G+ at (1+ gitt at) (ee AiG) a +251) =0, 

or 

BS Boe (Ore 0): Cr Cre 5 

ean a) aad = Jaks: 
In the actual experiments A, A! are nearly 162, B, B’, 

C, C’ are of order ‘004 at most. Thus ere. tee is very 

Be Bern 
ya 

the equation is very large; the other is the value looked for. 

much smaller than either One root of 

Thus 

a 
7 Ae approximately 

ol Cae 
We Tequire to estimate the influence on 7 of given small 

errors in the values of A, B, ©, A’, B’, C... We find 

. a Ly Bie B ye Ow Bie aaa Oy 13: 

aA oe aa) ae ar a alo 
OB ee oc Clee: Oke. & of 2 2 OY 

ae (a1 A 24 a i) 

fOr ne tr OT Zs ru us a) OF. on ox i a a a 

Cr ne ee is 
Errors in A, A’ are thus of little consequence compared 

with equal errors in B, C, B’, C’. 
The value found by Mr. Warrington for his hydrometer 

from all his experiments is V=V,)+at +t?, where 

V,=161:93021—-00001365d; a= +-003864; 
b= +:000,0012. 

The probable errors, calculated from all the observations, 
are for 

Vo +:000,129, a +:000,017, b -+-000,000,45. 
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For V, there is besides a little uncertainty on account 
of the correction for loss of weight of the hydrometer 
by use. 

Experiments 10, 11, and 24-32 give, for the weight neces- 
sary to totally immerse the hydrometer, the expression 

W+w=A+t BUt—5) + C(t—5)2, 
where 

A=161:94654+ -000,086; B= +:001,3513 +:000,024; 

C= —:001,1288 + -000,020. 

The expression for the volume becomes 

V=A'+ B(é—5) + C(E— 5)’, 
where 

A!'=161°94956+-000,150, B’= +:008,8760 + -000,018, 

C’= +-000,001,20 + :000,000,45. 

We find 

= +-000,008,34, 
paalice 

= — ‘000,006,970, 

Q PIO ! 

; = +:000,023,93, <= -+-000,000,007, 

= —°(000,015,54 O2ee = +000 ar 98 x ey a oa VU, J0, 

| ian © hanes 5° ait Mtg = Th x10-Y, 

a OC SB ele = ae Oe ar a) Ga &) = 000,028. 

Hence 

PQ Plo ee 

| 
>| bo 

BB 
A yAU gt 1559 , : 

a, WV 

or = +402, a= 988, oF = OL, 

or = 4, o = +988, 25-4011, 
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The probable error in t on account of 

B is +0106, 
Gh, 0198, 
B= £0080, 
Cc! = +0004, 

A +0000, 
A! = +0000. 

The total probable error in 7 is +°024° C. 
_ Hence the method will give the point of absolute density 
correct to about 315° C. with about 11 experiments. 

Determination of the Specific Gravity of Quartz. 

The hydrometer designed for solids was made by Messrs. C. E. 
Miiller, in June 1898, of normal Jena glass. It was sent to 
me accompanied by another of almost exactly the same shape, 
size, and weight, which was used as a counterpoise. 

Its weight was 44:138594 grammes, and its volume at 
18°°591 was 136°58407 cub. centim. 

If P grammes of mercury, weighed zn vacuo, are required 
to bring the hydrometer to the same specific gravity as water 
at ¢°; and ifthe sum of W grammes of quartz and P, grammes 
of mercury are required to bring the hydrometer to the same 
specific gravity as water at ¢°, then 

Sige pile, yey ual tales 

In which p=the specific gravity at ¢° of water, 

ic J _ »» Of mercury, 

and a= 3 ts 5 of quartz. 

The mercury used was purified by allowing it to flow many 
times from a glass tube drawn out toa capillary point, through 
along column of a weak solution of ferric chloride, and after- 
wards through distilled water. ‘It was then redistilled 
in vacuo. 

Mercury to nearly the required quantity was poured into 
a small weighing-bottle, and, while the latter was on the pan 
of the balance, the necessary additions were made from a 
20 c.c. dropping-bottle with the neck closed to a capillary 
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point. So fine was this point that a minute globule of mer- 
cury could be made to escape from the bottle only by sharply 
inverting the latter so that its contents rushed with some 
considerable force to the narrow orifice. By this means the 
weight of mercury added could be controlled within 5 milli- 
grammes. 

Hydrometer A was counterpoised on the balance by the 
similar one B, not in use. A was removed and the mercury 
transferred to it. A was then replaced on the balance-case, 
and the amount of mercury added from the weighing-bottle 
determined with every care. 

The weight of the quartz is 32°45768 +0:000015 grammes 
(see Table VIII.). 

Tables IV. and V. give the data for the calculation of 
P—P,, and Table V1+ the data from which the specitic gravity 
of the piece of quartz actually used was found to be 

2°600457 + 0°000013. 

Assuming P to be known the probable error of a single 
determination of the specific gravity of quartz is +0°000027. 

I should not like to conclude this account without 
acknowledging the kindness and consideration shown by the 
University College of Wales, Aberystwyth, who through 
their Registrar, Mr. Mortimer Green, provided me with a 
suitable room and furnished it according to my requirements. 

APPENDIX. 

A. The following constants were used in the calculations :— 

Specific gravity of platinum at 0°. . 21450 

Specific gravity of mereury at 0°. . -:13°59563 

In the scale of a hydrogen thermometer the expansion of 
mercury for temperatures not exceeding 40° has been caleu- 
lated from the formula 

Vi= Vo(14 0°0001819 2), 

that of quartz from the formula 

V.=V [1 + (83669 + 31:27) 10-%], 

and that of platinum from the formula 

Vi= V_(1+0°0000266 2). 
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The specific gravity of air-free water at various tempera- 
tures was caleulated from the recent determinations of Max 
Thiesen, Karl Scheel, and Diesselhorst *, by the use of the 
interpolation formula 

x(e—1) —1),, , #(a@—1)(#—2) ,,, 

ee oe ee ea ee ere 
with the exceptions that at 5° the specific gravity of water was 
assumed to be 0°9999922, and at temperatures near the point 
of maximum density it was calculated from the formula 

eee, eee 1-e= fo 58627 +0 19( sar) \( Saas) |. 

If dy be the density of air-free water, and d, that of air- 
containing water, then 

Rompenabare 2.000 F2° do: 69. 825 108. 12° 149 16918-2028 

107(d¢ —dj)...... 2D 20S Ole Odor EOmme 20 sen Oneal 2h me 43 

Above 20° the difference is not noticeable. 
By air-free water is understood water only exposed to the 

air during an experiment ; by air-containing, water which 
had been left in a flask stoppered with cotton-wool for from 
36 to 48 hours previous to the experiment. 

B. On the Weights used. 

The relative values of the brass weights used were determined 
at the beginning and at the end of the experiments ; the 
greatest difference between the two determinations was 0:05 
milligramme. 

The platinum rings used to increase the weight of the 
hvdrometer were made from pieces of platinum wire of 
different diameters. Small knots and loops were made on the 
pieces of wire before they were bent into rings to facilitate 
identification. The rings were photographed and kept ina box 
provided with separate compartments. 

It was found impracticable to use rings of less than 10 milli- 
grammes, but any desired weight, to the nearest milligramme 
could be obtained by combination. 

* Ann. sie te Chem. 1897 (ii.) lx, pp. 340_349., 
+ Ibid 
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C. On the Thermometer used. 

The thermometer, no. 11806, was made by Tonnelot, and 
was calibrated and examined at the ‘“ Bureau International 
des Poids et Mesures” at Paris. By the great kindness of 
M. Guillaume I was enabled to obtain possession of this 
instrument at very short notice. 

Table VII. gives the zeros corresponding to prolonged 
exposure to the temperature of melting ice on the days 
mentioned. The fourth column gives the zeros calculated by 
the method of least squares, and assuming the rise of zero may 
be expressed as a function of the time in the form 

z=atbaA+cA%, 

where z is the zero and A* the time in days. The zero- 
correction for every experiment was calculated from this 
formula, the values for a, b, and ¢ being respectively + 0:0878, 
+0:°000057, and —0-00000005. The probable error of a 
single determination being +0°:0021. 

All the readings were reduced to the scale of the “ Paris ”’ 
hydrogen standard. 

D. On the Water used. 

The water, already very pure, was slowly distilled from a 
copper still lined with tin, the steam being condensed in a 
worm of block tin. The water was collected and preserved 
in a large flask of Jena glass and used within a day or two 
of preparation. The water was rendered air-free by boiling, 
and afterwards allowed to cool in the hermetically closed flask. 

EK. Detailed account of Experiment 39 (made Mar. 23, 1898). 

The hydrometer loaded with platinum ring weights, which 
weighed 1°40483 grammes in the air, was placed in the dis- 
tilled water, and the following observations of the temperature 
of equal density made. 

[Table pp. 514, 515.] 

Reduction of Observed Temperature to the “Paris” 
Hydrogen Standard. 

The division marking the 22nd degree was coincident with 
the surface of the water ; hence a column of mercury equal in 
length to 3 degrees was exposed to a temperature varying 

* This A, is not the same as the A, in Table III., Appendix H, 
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from 1° to 1°°5 higher than that of the water. The correction 
for exposed stem, “which certainly does not amount to 0°:001, 
is neglected. 

Zero corresponding to prolonged exposure at 
0° calculate] from the formula given in 
Appendix Cisse 7. : +0°097 

The depression which corresponds to 25° is. —0-023 

ZAciO corresponding b0-29 18" 5%. 3 2). %v, “07074 

mm 

Barometric pressure reduced . . . . . . . (564 
189 mm. water-pressure = mercury . . . .  18°9 

Tata peessmirey «= “os ioe =, eg ee ee 

S fo) 

Uncorrected reading of temperature . . . . 25°098 
Calrbrationy 2%. « «3°. « = 05030 

‘ External pressure . . . . . —O-001 
oon Internal pressure .. <> . . » +0:030 

DET an pi tie he Re oa vw a ON A: 

Reading reduced. . oa atin ine OAS 
Correction for fundamental interval . . . - +0°005 

Temp. in scale of a mercury thermometer . . 25:028 
Reduction to a thermometer of hydrogen ; —0:095 

Temp. in scale of a hydrogen thermometer . . 24-933 

Calculation of Results. 

The weight in vacuo of the hydrometer is 160°21506 g. 
The weight in air of the platinum added is 1:40483 g. 
which, as the standard weights are of brass, would zn vacuo be 
1-40471 g. 

The volume of the platinum at 24°:933 would be 

__ 1:40471(1+0-0000266 x 24°933) 
a 21°45 

=(}'0655a" ere: 

The specific gravity of water at 24°-933 is 0°9970886, 
Hence pu=0°9970886 x 0:06553 =0-06534. 

ae W+w—pv 

p 

_ 161°55443 =a eOLins kK = 5997085 = 162°02615. 
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F. Taste I.— Weight of Hydrometer. 

Observed Bar. | Weight of | Correction Casrenea 
Date. Weight of | Temp. | reduced} 1 «ce. of | to reduce Weicht 

Hydrometer. to 0°. dry air. | to vacuo. es 

VII. 21. ’97.| 160 04496 20)°8 7551 | 0001193 | +0°17050 | 160°21546 
KS A 97: 3645 138 7718 1250 871 516 
x GO. 3694 13°9 771-0 1248 841 535 
X. 10. 97. 3745 13-2 7645 1241 742 487 

TI. 2798: 3663 13°5 767°5 1245 801 464 
TIL. 21. 798: 3764 14-6 766°5 1238 698 462 
IIL. 24. 98. 3794 12:35 | '760°3 1238 698 492 
TIT. 24. ’98. 3766 11:25 | 761-0 1244 787 553 
ITT. 27. ’98. 3845 9-0 749 6 1235 657 502 

Mean...... 160:21506 

G. Tasie I1.—Specific Gravity of Platinum. 

Volume of Specine 
Bet Fas sy & Loss of Specific | Platinum | Weight of 

eer a Wet ™ | Weight in | Gravity of | referred to| 1c. ¢. of ore 
ah Sonne Water. Water. | volumeat | Dry Air. Oras 

9° : Platinum. as unity. 

22°96130 | 21°89286 106844 0:9987 1°00047 | 0001219 | 21:448 
19°17824 | 1828715 | 08910) 77 60 ¥) 61 
10-58849 | 10:09611 0°49238 17 60 9 43 
22°9614 21°8934 1:0680 85 51 8 53 
19°1787 18:2867 0°8920 85 51 8 50 
85904 82811 0:3988 85 51 8 45 

Mean...... 21:450 

J. Data for the Determination of the Specific Gravity 
of Quartz. 

Tasie 1V.—Determination of P. 

atnn, |e (notreduced} P cale. from 
Date. Temperature | j ET. sect 0. 

VIII. 13. 98. 24-273 9942085 99-42116 —0-00031 
Ne WSs: “450 “41503 41526 - 23 
VIII. 23. 98. ‘570 ‘41127 ‘41127 0 
VIL. 27. 98. 583 41103 “41083 + 20 
LX Seo! 212 "42354 42320 + 34 

P=100-23000 —0:0833224 ¢ +0-00009. 
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H. Tasxe III.—Volume of Hydrometer. 

Exp. Day* Tn. 

—— 

1| O | 34850 
2 3 | 34-846 
3 | 9 9:259 
4\ 12 | 11-074 
| tales a Oey 
6| 16 | 12/988 
7| 42 | 11-027 

~8) 43 | 11-044 
9} 44 | 11-046 

10, 48 61 
11 | 47 6°85 
12} 49 | 11-927 
13 | 51 | 11-923 
14 | 52 | 11-899 
15 | 54 9-938 
16 | 56 9-935 
Ri oF 9-945 
18 | 58 8°912 
19 | 61 | 12936 
20 | 63 9-932 
ZU | G4 8-913 
22 | 69d 9-946 

| 23 | 66 8-904 
24 | 86 514 
25 | 87 5-00 

| 26) 87 5-96 
| 27 | 88 3°49 
| 28 | 88 511 
29 | 88 5-92 
30 | 89 343 
31; 89 5-09 
32 | 89 5°88 
33 | 90 8-822 
34 | 91 | 14910 

hap | 98 | 19-972 
36 | 105 | 19°966 
37 | 108 | 19-962 

| 88. | 111 | 19°967 
| 89 | 112 | 24533 
| 40} 114 | 29°893 
41 | 118 | 34833 
42 | 334 | 11815 
43 | 336 | 14308 
44 | 337 | 14-020 
45 | 3388 | 12-903 
46 | 339 | 12536 
47 | 340 | 11-075 
48 | 341 | 11-211 

W+w—pv. 

1GL-11134 | 
“11131 
93120 
‘1170 
‘91170 
88385 
‘91170 
91170 
‘91170 
‘94513 
94513 
89982 
89982 
89982 
92385 
92385 
92385 
93323 
88385 
92385 
93323 
92385 
93323 
94678 
‘94678 
94678 
94189 
‘94678 
‘94678 
‘94189 
94678 
94678 
93384 
84713 
72087 
72087 
72087 
"72087 
55443 
34963 
‘11131 
90099 
85925 
$6455 |t 
88434 
89019 
‘91072 
90893 

a ee ee ee ee 

“9941091 
41104 
97837 
96248 
96255 
94055 
96295 
96278 
96276 
99332 
99367 
95328 
95333 
95331 
97294 
97297 
97288 
98116 
94093 
97300 
95115 
97288 
98122 
99865 
99889 
99659 
99948 
99870 
99672 
99945 
99874 
99685 
98181 
91399 
82357 
82567 
82375 
82365 | 
70886 
57056 | 
41148 
95454 
92280 
92662 
94162 
94614 
96215 
96106 

Vv 

found. 

162:06581 
161-96542 
161-97247 
16197236 
16198015 
161-97171 
161:97198 
161:97202 

161:95588 
161:97550 
16197542 
1611-97545 
161-96768 
161-96763 
1611-96777 
161:96374 
161-97953 
161:96758 
161:96375 
161:°96777 
161°96364 
161-94897 
161°94858 
16195280 
161:94273 
16194889 
161 -95209 
161-94278 
161°94882 
161-95188 
161 96330 
161:98645 
16200671 

162:00641 
162:00657 
162:02615 
16204552 
162 06510 
161-97462 
161-98430 
161:98341 
16197890 
161:977438 

161°97200 

162:06605 

161°95595 | 

162:00654 | 

161-97202 | 

| 

FLT 

| V 3 

calculated. ‘ 

16206592 |+-00013 
162°06589 | — 8 
161-96546 | — 4 
1161-97247 0 
161:97248 |— 7 
161:97988 |+ 27 
161:97195 |— 24 
161:97213 |— 15 
161°97214 |— 12 
161-95610 | — 15 
161:95578 | — 40 
161:975d1 | — I 
161:97549 | — 7 
161-97588 | + Fi 
161:96776 | — 8 
161°96774 | — 11 
161:96777 0 
161:96377 | — 3 
161:97936 | + 17 
161-96769 | — 1171 
161:96372 |-+ 3 
161:96772 | +- 5 
161'96369 | — 5 
161:94901 | — 4 
161°94850 | + 8 
161:°95216 | + 14 
161:94264 | + 9 
161°94589 0 
161°95197 | + 12 
161-9424) | + 38 
161°94880 | + 2 
161°95185 | + 3 
161°96323 |-+ ‘a 
161:98687 | — 42 
162-00662 | + 9 
162:00654 0 
162:00652 | — 11 
162:00652 | + 5 
162°02600 | + 15 
162-04554 | — 2 
162°06510 0 
161:97451 |+ 11 
161°98420 | + 10 
161-98309 | + 32 
161:97885 | + 5 
161°97738 | -F 10 
161:97165 |— 37 
161:97218 | — 18 | 

* 0=XiIT. 1, 1897. 
+ Indicates that air-containing water had been used, 

Phil. Mag. 8. 5. Vol. 48. No. 295. Dec. 1899. yan @) 
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TaBLE V.—Determination of P—F,. 

| _ | P, (not re- | P—P, (not} P—-P, (re- 
Date. | Temp. eee duced to |reduced to | duced to 

aoe 7 vacuo). vacuo). vacuo). 
| | 

VIII. 16.98. | 24-418 99°41633 | 77°570388 | 21-°34595 | 21:84476 
Vib 2Z05 798" “374 41780 | 77-57202 | 21:84578 59 

| WAIL, 2 ek “371 “41790 | 77:°57231 | 21:84559 40 
| VIII. 30. 98. “385 41743 | 77571382 | 2184611 92 
1s 13.88) | ‘225 ‘42276 | 77°57709 | 21:84567 48 

TasLe VI.—Determination of Q. 

Date. Temp.| W. P—P,. p. M. Q. Q at 0°. 

1898. 
VIII. 16. |24:418 32°45768 |21°84476 9972191 |13-53551 |2°648221 |2:650448 
Vib 20: O74 59 2300 62 215 438 
VIII. 25. 371 40 2308 63 180 403 
VIII. 30. 389 92 2273 60 272 497 
IX. 3. 225 48 2672 99 289 498 

Q at 0°=2-680457 +0:000013. 

K. Taste VII.—Zero Determinations. 

é Zero Zero 
Date = found. calculated. é. 

Vi 397, 0 +0°:087 +0°-0878 —0-0008 
IX, ie 1 088 ‘0879 + 1 
IX. 3: 97. 3 088 0880 0 
1D. 4eh ite 28 088 0894 - 14 
Ke shi. 74 088 0918 - 38 
J 10. ’98. 163 ‘099 0958 + 22 
IT 4. 98. 185 ‘091 "0966 — 56 
I 5h ler 186 100 ‘0967 + 30 
marie Sh Ess 190 ‘096 0968 _ 8 
TT 165898: 197 098 ‘0971 + 9 
M0 age Sie 200 093 0972 — 42 
TIT. 22. 68. 203 103 0973 ata 57 
DT 239798: 204 100 0974 + 16 
De 2b 8: 206 101 0974 + 386 
WALT ae 298: 335 “100 1013 - 13 
VIII. 13. 798. 347 100 1016 _ 16 
WaTa Se 1GE298: 350 ‘101 1016 — 6 
TEX 2650298: 391 101 "1025 - 15 

Z=+0°:-0878-++.0:000,057 A — 0:000,000,05A2. 
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L. Taste VIII.—Weight of Quartz. 

; Weight of | Correction 
| Weight Bar, re- | Corrected 

Date in Air. | 2°™P-lquced to 0°. : are ey Es Weight. 
ir. to vacuo. 

1898. 
VIII. 4. |32°44750| 19:0 | 76225 |0:0012123 |+001016 | 32°45766 
WEN 4 58| 19:35] 76204 12110 5 73 
MELE 60) 18:0 | 756-10 12067 1 (a 
Webi E” De 53| 184 | 756-05 12050 0 63 

W =32'45768 +0:000015. 

LVIL. On a Practical Thermometric Standard. By H. UL. 
CaLLenDAR, W.A., F.R.S., Quain Professor of Physics, 
University College, London*. 
yes I was invited to open a discussion on Platinum 

Thermometry in Section A of the British Associa- 
tion at Dover, it appeared to me that, in so wide a field, 
the interest and utility of the discussion would be greatly 
increased by proposing a definite text for the debate. [ 
accordingly drafted certain proposals for the adoption of the 
platinum resistance-thermometer as a practical standard of 
reference for scientific research. These proposals have been 
printed and circulated, and are now in the hands of many | 
members of the section. They have also been submitted to 
the Electrical Standards Committee, who, while giving 
general approval to the scheme as a whole, have appointed a 
sub-committee to consider details, and report progress next 
year. 
The following is the text of the draft proposals :— 

“Proposals for a Standard Scale of Temperature based on 
the Platinum Resistance Thermometer. Drawn up by 

Professor H. L. Cautenpar, M.A., F.R.S. 

“The following proposals are submitted in consideration 
of the importance of adopting a practical thermometric 
standard for the accurate verification and comparison of 
scientific measurements of temperature. The gas-thermometer, 
which has long been adopted as the theoretical standard, has 
given results so discordant in the hands of different observers 
at high temperatures, as greatly to retard the progress of 
research. 

* Communicated by the Author, haying been read at the Dover 
Meeting of the British Association. 

202 
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‘‘The arguments in favour of the adoption of the platinum 
resistance-thermometer as a practical standard were given by 
Professor H. L. Callendar, in a paper ‘On the Practical 
Measurement of Temperature,’ communicated to the Royal 
Society in June 1886, and published in the ‘ Phil. Trans.’ in 
the following year. These arguments have since been con- 
firmed and strengthened by the work of many independent 
observers. 

“The Electrical Standards Committee of the British 
Association has done so much in the past with reference to 
the adoption of the present electrical standards, and more 
recently in connexion with the adoption of the joule as the 
absolute unit of heat, that it would appear to be the most 
appropriate authority for the discussion and approval in the 
first instance of proposals relating to an electrical standard of 
thermometry. 

“ The suggestions for the standard scale of temperature here 
proposed may be embodied in the following resolutions :— 

(1) That a particular sample of platinum wire be selected, 
and platinum resistance-thermometers constructed to serve as 
standards of the platinum scale of temperature. 

“‘(Note.—A degree centigrade of temperature on the scale 
of a platinum resistance-thermometer corresponds to an 
increase of resistance equal to the hundredth part of the 
change of resistance between 0° and 100° C. In other words, 
temperature pt on the platinum scale is defined by the formula 

pt=100 (R—R?®)/(R’—R*), 

in which the letters R, R°, and R/ stand for the resistances of 
the thermometer at the temperatures pt, 0°, and 100° C., 
respectively. The melting-point of ice is taken as the zero of 
this scale in accordance with common usage.) 

(2) That the scale of temperature ¢ deduced from the 
standard platinum scale by means of the parabolic difference 
formula 

t—pt=d(t/100—1)t/100, 

which has been proved to give a very close approximation 
to the true or thermodynamic scale, be recommended for 
adoption asa practical standard of reference, and be called 
the British Association Scale of Temperature. 

“« (Note.—The gas-thermometer would still remain the ulti- 
mate or theoretical standard, and the exact relation of the 
British Association scale to the absolute scale would be the 
subject of future investigation. In the present state of 
experimental science, the difference between the two scales 
over the greater part of the range is less than the probable _ 
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errors of measurement with the gas-thermometer, and the 
possible accuracy of measurement with a platinum-thermo- 
meter, especially at. high temperatures, is of a mucb higher 
order than with the gas-thermometer. Measurements directly 
referred to the British Association scale would therefore be of 
greater permanent value, because they could be subsequently 
corrected when the relation between the scales had been more 
accurately determined.) 

““(3) That the value of the difference-coefficient d in the 
parabolic ditterence-formula be determined for the British 
Association standard thermometers by reference to the boiling- 
point of sulphur as a secondary fixed point in the manner 
described by Callendar and Griffiths, ‘ Phil. Trans. A. 1891,’ 

“ (Note.—It is probable that this method gives the best 
results over the whole range at temperatures above —100° C. 
At very low temperatures there appear to be singularities in 
the resistance-variation ot metals which require further 
investigation. The boiling-point of liquid oxygen would be 
a more convenient secondary fixed point to choose for low- 
temperature research, especially for testing thermometers the 
construction of which did not permit their exposure to a 
temperature as high as that of boiling sulphur.) 

(4) That the temperature of the normal boiling-point of 
sulphur under a pressure of 760 mm. of mercury reduced to 
0° C., and latitude 45°, be taken for the purposes of the British 
Association scale as 444°53°C., as determined by Callendar 
and Griffiths (loc. cit.), with a constant pressure air-thermo- 
meter. 

“( Note.— Until the relation between the various gas-thermo- 
meter scales, and the expansion of glass and porcelain, have 
been more accurately determined, it does not appear that 
anything would be gained by changing this value to which so 
much accurate work has already been referred. )”’ 

The general effect of these proposals would be to give a 
definite and tangible existence to a practical scale of tempera- 
ture which has been carefully tested and verified by many 
independent observers during the last ten years. It is 
proposed to secure this result (1) by the construction of 
particular thermometers to serve as the standard of the 
platinum scale ; and (2) by giving the name “ British Associa- 
tion Scale” to the scale of temperature deduced from the 
indications of these instruments in the manner alread 
defined. It is certain that the practical standard thus defined 
would give a very close approximation to the theoretical scale, 
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and would permit the attainment of a much higher order of 
comparative accuracy than the gas-thermometer. 

Selection of the Standard Platinum. 
It is desirable to select a particular sample of platinum for the 

standard, because experience has shown that the scale may be 
most accurately reproduced in this manner. Thermometers con- 
structed of the same sample of wire agree so closely throughout 
the scale that their differences are almost, if not quite, beyond 
the limits of observation. The standard ohm is similarly defined 
as the resistance of a particular coil at a given temperature, 

because the ohm can be more accurately reproduced by copying 
such a standard, than by constructing a mercury resistance, 
or referring to absolute measurements with a Lorenz apparatus. 
It would be possible, however, to reproduce the platinum scale 
with greater ease and accuracy than the standard ohm, even 
if the standard thermometers and all their copies were lost. 
It has been shown by many experiments with different quali- 
ties of platinum—(1) That considerable variations in the purity 
of the platinum (e. g., a variation of 20 per cent. in the coeffi- 
ciext) produce very slight variations (less than 1 per cent. at 
1060° C.) in the value of pt. (2) That variations of purity 
so small as to defy chemical analysis can be easily detected 
by their effect on the temperature-coefficient of the wire. 
(3) The identity of any new sample with the original standard 
could be further tested by reference to well-determined fixed 
points such as the B.P. of oxygen and sulphur, and the F.P. 
of gold. It is conceivable, of course, that there may be 
exceptions. It is not possible to prove a universal negative 
by any number of experiments ; but our confidence in the 
general truth of the experimental results (1) and (2) is 
considerably strengthened by the knowledge that similar 
results have been obtained in the case of nearly all other 
metals. 

The choice of platinum as the standard metal is the outcome 
of a very wide and general agreement among all the experi- 
mentalists who have attacked this problem. Iridium, though 
less fusible than platinum, is too rare and too difficult to work. 
Similar objections apply to the other platinum metals. Alloys 
are unsuitable for the purpose for two reasons. The change 
of resistance of an alloy is much smaller than that of pure 
metal, and owing to the difficulty of perfect mixing of the 
constituents, the variations of different pieces of the same 
wire are generally much greater than in the case of a pure 
metal. Going outside the limits of the platinum group, the 
metal gold has been proposed for lower temperatures on 
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account of the supposed greater facility of purification, but 
according to my experiments, and those of other observers 
who have tried gold for the purpose, there would be very 
serious objections to its adoption. Mechanically, the pure 
metal is far too soft, and too easily strained and broken. 
Electrically, the conductivity is too high, necessitating the 
use of a very fine and delicate wire. From a thermometric 
point of view, it is also much less convenient than platinum, 
because the scale deviates from the parabolic reduction formula 
to a very measurable extent at moderate temperatures, and 
the softness of the material leads to continual changes of 
zero. Of common metals, copper is the most generally use- 
ful at low temperatures, in spite of its high conductivity and 
liability to oxidation. Its scale approximates closely to that 
of platinum, and it is very easily obtained of uniform purity 
(fundamental coefticient c=0-00428) in different parts of the 
world as manufactured for electrical purposes. It also 
possesses the advantage that there are no thermoelectric 
effects produced at the junction of the thermometric wire 
with the copper leads. Iron and nickel have also been pro- 
posed on account of the extremely rapid change of resistance 
with temperature (fundamental coefficient c=0°00625 in the 
case of the purest metal). The objections to these metals are 
that their thermometric scales differ from the theoretical 
scale nearly ten times as widely as that of platinum, that they 
exhibit effects of hysteresis, and that their resistance curves 
present remarkable singularities within the experimental 
range. In the great majority of cases, the cost of the 
thermometric wire is a very small item. From every other 
point of view, platinum is the most suitable metal for a 
standard, and it derives additional advantages in this respect 
from the great care with which it has been studied by inde- 
pendent observers. 

On the Necessity of Adopting a Practical Standard. 

When the constant-volume hydrogen-thermometer was 
adopted in 1887 as the theoretical standard at the International 
Bureau at Sévres, it was necessary at the same time to select 
certain mercury thermometers as the practical standards of com- 
parison on account of the great difficulties of manipulation and 
calculation attending the direct use of the gas-thermometer. 
It has recently been shown by the experiments of Chappuis 
that there are grave objections to the use of hydrogen as the 
standard material at temperatures above 200°C. The mercury- 
thermometer is also quite inadmissible as a practical standard 
beyond this limit. Nevertheless the need of a practical 
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standard is more severely felt at higher temperatures, owing 
to the increased difficulties and uncertainties attending the 
use of any kind of gas-thermometer. The backward state of 
the science of heat at the present time, our comparative 
ignorance of the fundamental laws of radiation and dissocia- 
tion, and of many other phenomena as dependent upon 
temperature, are principally due to discrepancies of gas-ther- 
mometry at high temperatures. It would be a great step in 
advance to establish a practical standard of comparison, even 
if it did not coincide perfectly with the theoretical scale. 
The apathy which has characterized the attitude of the 
scientific world with regard to thermal units and thermo- 
metric standards can only be attributed to ignorance of the 
facts. Itis impossible for those who haye never worked witha 
gas-thermometer to realize the extent of its shortcomings. 
Such isthe general ignorance of these defects that it has 
often appeared sufficient merely to mention the words “air- 
thermometer ”’ in connexion with some difficult measurement, 
without giving any details of observations or apparatus, in 
order to secure the widest and most unhesitating acceptance 
of the results. Ona previous occasion I have already given 
(Proc. Roy. Inst., Mar. 1899) some illustrations of this point, 
drawn from the recent researches on the law of radiation. 
Another very instructive illustration of the difficulties and 
uncertainties of gas-thermometry at high temperatures is 
provided by the history of attempts to determine the 
boiling-point of zinc, a summary of which is contained in 
Table L., together with some results for the I’.P. of silver for 
comparison. 

The first high-temperature determinations of any import- 
ance were those of Pouillet in 1836, with a porcelain 
air-thermometer. He gave the F.P. of silver as 1000°C., 
and that of gold as 1200° C.,in round numbers ; results which 
were still generally current in text-books as late as 1880. 
The first determinations of the B.P. of zine were those of 
Deville & Troost in 1860, with a porcelain weight-thermometer 
containing the vapour of iodine, which was chosen on account 
of its density. 1t will be observed that their result, 1040° C., 
was above the F.P. of silveras found by Pouillet. Becquerel 
in 1868 determined the F.P. of silver by observing the 
temperature in a muffle with an air-thermometer of platinum 
at the moment of fusion of a silver wire. His individual 
measurements ranged from 917° to 960°, but he selected the 
highest value as being the most probable. He determined 
the B.P. of zinc (932° C.) and various other points indirectly 
by means of a Pt-Pd thermocouple, employing a reflecting- 
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galvanometer with telescope and scale for reading the E.M.F. 
He also proved, by the direct experiment of placing a silver 
wire in a porcelain tube in boiling zine, that the F.P. of silver 
was certainly higher than the B.P. of zinc. It is interesting 
to observe that even at this early date the thermoelectric 
pyrometer was capable of giving results which were far 
superior to the air-thermometer in point of consistency. 

Tasis 1.—Comparison of Gas-Thermometers at 950° C, * 

| Observer. Date. | Thermometer. | B.P.of Zinc. uae a | tlver. 

(ee oe =| ee 
| : : ° ° | 

| Pouillet ...... 1836 | Pore. Air. , 1000 | 

| eve & } ...| 1860 | Pore. Iodine. 1040 | | 
| roost 

| Becquerel ...... 1863 | Plat. Air. (932) | 917-960 | 

. 1864 | Pore. Air. 883-897 (916) | 

| Weinhold ...... 1873 | Pore. Air. 1035). | | 
Destie & 1880 | Pore. Air. 928-954 

AMWOYE —~ syagace is », Hydrogen.) 916-924 

eee 5, (ADs 1067-1079 

| Violle ..,....... 1882 | Pore. Air. 930 (954) 

| BATU Sees nee he ee 1894 | Pore. Air. (930) (986) 

Holborn ...... 1899 | Porc. Nitrogen.| 910-930 (968) 

©.) Hi, GaN 1895 | Plat. Res. (916) (961) 

The striking discrepancy between the results of Becquerel 
and those of Deville and Troost was the origin of a keen and 
instructive controversy. Deville and Troost pointed out that 
the air contained in Becquerel’s platinum bulb had diminished 
by nearly 20 per cent. in the course of one series of observations, 
and showed by a conclusive experiment that this was due to 
the leakage of hydrogen into the platinum bulb at high 
temperatures, and the subsequent absorption of the aqueous 
vapour produced. It is impossible, for this reason, to use 
hydrogen as the standard material in metallic bulbs, but 
other gases, such as nitrogen or argon, can be used, if the 
metal is not exposed to reducing gases externally. Becquerel, 
in reply, maintained that this could not have produced an 

* The numbers enclosed in brackets were referred to the gas-thermo- 
meter indirectly by auxiliary methods. The limits of divergence of the 
several observations are given, wherever accessible, as an indication of 
the order of consistency attained. 
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appreciable error in his results owing to the control afforded by 
the thermocouple and by the number of separate determinations. 
He also repeated his observations with a porcelain bulb, and 
obtained the still lower results, Zn B.P. 891° C., Ag FP. 
916 C., thusincreasing the discrepancy to 150°. In spite 
of this, the results of Deville and Troost were generally 
accepted, and were in fact adopted by Benoit, the present 
director of the International Bureau at Sevres, as the basis 
of his work on the variation of the electric resistance of 
metals in 1873. The higher value of the B.P. of zine was 
also confirmed about the same time by an experiment of 
Weinhold’s witha porcelain air-thermometer which gave the 
result 1035° C. 

Violle (1877-1879) made a skiiful application of the 
calorimetric method to the determination of high temperatures, 
By observations with an air-thermometer in the neighbour- 
hood of 1000° C., be determined the mean specific heat of 
platinum between 0° and 1000° C. to be 0°0377. Combining 
this value with the mean value 0:0323 between 0° and 100°C., 
and assuming the specific heat to be a linear function of the 
temperature, he obtained the formula, 

s, =0'0317 + 0-:000006 ¢, 

for the mean specific heat between 0°and t°C. Assuming that 
this formula held up to the fusing-point of platinum, he 
measured the fusing-points of several metals by the calori- 
metric method, with the results given in line (2) of Table II. 
These results are very often quoted, and constitute what may 
be called “ the Violle scale.” They have been of great value 
in high-temperature research as a practical standard of 
reference. 

Admitting that the boiling-point of zinc must be below the 
F.P. of silver, and that the latter could not be much higher 
than the value 954° C. found by Violle, Deville and Troost in 
1880 were compelled to revise their determination of the B.P. 
of zinc. Using a greatly improved form of gas-thermometer, 
they found the values 940° with air, and 920° with hydrogen, 
which agreed fairly well with the original determination of 
Becquerel. They also showed that the higher values obtained 
with iodine and CO, were to be explained by partial dissoci- 
ation. ‘This raises another interesting question, as to whether 
diatomic gases like nitrogen may not be similarly subject to 
partial dissociation at the higher points of the scale, and 
whether it would not be better to employ argon, or helium. 

In 1882 Violle, who appears to have been unacquainted 
with these results, made a direct experiment with a porcelain 
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air-thermometer on the Zn B.P., with the express object of 
settling the old controversy. He obtained the number 
929°-6 as the result of one observation, and remarks that 
“ several absolutely concordant experiments gave an identical 
result, namely 930° C.” He attributes this remarkable 
coincidence to his success in screening the vapour from 
superheating. He notes the close agreement with Becquerel’s 
original value 932° C., but omits to mention Becquerel’s 
subsequent experiments with the porcelain bulb, which gave 
a much lower result. Since that date, however, the value 
930° has been generally assumed for the Zn B.P., and it has 
been regarded as the best known fixed point in the neighbour- 
hood of 1000°C. There is very strong evidence, however, 
that Violle’s determination is still more than 10° too high. 

Barus (Amer. Geol. Survey) in 1889 made a number of 
experiments with a Pt-Pt Ir thermocouple which he calibrated 
with an air-thermometer of ingenious design. His final 
corrected results were published in the ‘American Journal of 
Science’ in 1894, and are given in the fifth line of Table IL. 
He assumed the B.P. of zine to be 930°, for the purpose of 
determining the uncertain stem-exposure correction of his 
air-thermometer. His results, therefore, do not bear directly 
on the value of the Zn B.P., but he shows very clearly that, 
according to his thermocouple, if 930° is taken for the Zn 
B.P., the F.P. of silver comes out 986°, which is 82° higher 
than Violle’s 954°. If, on the other hand, the air-thermometer 
is corrected by assuming 954° for the Ag F.P., then 
according to Barus the B.P. of zinc musi be as low as 905° ; 
i. e., there isa difference of 50° to 56° between these two points 
as against Violle’s 24°. Incidentally we observe that the 
stem-exposure correction of an air-thermometer at 930° may 
be so uncertain as to admit a variation of 25° in the result. 

Holborn and Wien at the Reichsanstalt in 1892 calibrated 
their thermocouples with a porcelain air-thermometer, and 
determined a number of fusing-points by the thermoelectric 
method with the results given in line 6 of Table II. They 
give 968° for the FP. of silver (by the method of observing 
the melting of a wire), as the mean of several determinations. 
This again is higher than Violle’s 954° ; but it may be noticed 
that the value 961°, given by the platinum resistance-thermo- 
meter, is approximately a mean between the two. 

H. Le Chatelier (Comptes Rendus 1895), assuming that 
Violle’s value 930° for the Zn B.P.is the best determined 
high-temperature point, and observing with a thermocouple 
the difference between this point and the F.P. of gold, 
concludes that Violle’s 1045° for the Au F.P. is too low, 
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and should be raised to 1055° or 1060°, which would agree 
very closely with the value given by the platinum resistance- 
thermometer according to the experiments of Heycock and 
Neville (Journ. Chem. Soc. 1895). The latter observers 
have also shown that the F.P. of copper is at least 20° above 
that of gold; so that Violle’s value 1054 for the Cu F.P. 
should be still further raised. 

Quite recently (Wied. Ann. Aug. 1899) Holborn and Day 
have used a zine-boiling apparatus for obtaining steady tem- 
peratures in thermometric comparisons. The apparatus was 
not intended, and is not suited, for absolute determinations 
of this point, as it permits considerable superheating of the 
vapour as the zine boils away, but the limits of their observa- 
tions, 910° to 930°, allowing for superheating, would appear 
to indicate that the Zn B.P. is lower than 920°. 

Thus by several independent observations we are led to 
the conclusion that all the numbers of Violle’s calorimetric 
scale require to be raised, but that his value for the Zn B.P, 
should be lowered. I have recently observed this point with 
a platinum resistance-thermometer, which gave the value 
916°C.; and although I could not feel quite certain of 
avoiding superheating on the one hand, or excessive cooling 
by radiation on the other, I believe that this result will prove 
to be within one or two degrees of the true boiling-point. 

The experiments of Holborn and Day afford a good illustra- 
tion of another point of some importance. Their observations 
with a platinum-iridium bulb gave results on the average 
about 8°5 lower than their porcelain bulb at 1150°C. They 
attribute this difference to the rapid increase in the expansion 
of platinum-iridium at the higher points. Their results were all 
calculated assuming constant mean values for the coefficients of 
expansion, namely, 0°0000132 for porcelain, and 0:000025 
for platinum-iridium, which they assumed provisionally to be 
the same as platinum. If we adopt instead of this for the 
coefficient of expansion of platinum at ¢°C. the formula 
(dv/dt)/v=0°00002564 + 0-00000000962 t, given by my own 
experiments in conjunction with Mr. Humorfopoulos, we 
should find the expansion correction 29°-0 at 1000° C., instead 
of 22°°5, 2. e. the results would be raised about 6°°5. It must 
be noted, however, that the individual observations of Holborn 
and Day at this point vary about 6° or 7° on either side of the 
mean with the porcelain-thermometer, and about 3° or 4° 
with the platinum-iridium. The uncertainty of the expansion 
correction is therefore of much the same order as the 
fortuitous errors of observation in comparing the gas-thermo- 
meter with the thermocouple. 
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It may reasonably be expected that, in the course of the 
next few years, by the application of electric heating and 
other improvements, the results attainable with the gas- 
thermometer will be greatly improved, but in the meantime 
it must be admitted that it cannot approach the platinum- 
thermometer either in point of accuracy of measurement or 
facility of application. The latter instrument, for instance, 
working in conjunction with a purely automatic indicator, 
which records the temperature 7n pen and ink ona scale of 
4 millim. to 1°C., is capable of repeating the determination 
of the F.P. of silver an almost unlimited number of times 
with a maximum error of one or two tenths of a degree. 

On the Choice of a Practical Standard. 

In the paper (communicated to the Royal Society in June 
1886) in which the proposal for the adoption of the platinum 
resistance-thermometer as a practical standard was originally 
made, the following conditions were laid down as desirable 
qualifications fer such a standard :— 

(1.) Such a standard should always give the same indication 
at the same temperature, should be free from change of zero, 
and should possess the widest possible range. 

(II.) It should be portable and readily copied, so that 
standards might be multiplied, and, if the original were lost, 
it might be replaced by means of its copies. The copies 
should be capable of the most accurate comparison and 
verification. 

(11].) It would be convenient if it agreed very approximately 
with any standards already in use, and if, failing this, the 
relation between the new and pre-existing standards could be 
accurately ascertained. 

(1V.) It would be a great additional advantage if, besides 
being useful as a standard, it could also be directly applied to 
all kinds of practical investigations. 

In the light of the experience which has since been 
accumulated on the measurement of high temperatures, it may 
be instructive to reconsider the question of a practical standard 
from the point of view of these qualifications ;— 

(1.) By the first qualification of great constancy over a wide 
range, we are practically limited to the four methods based 
on the physical properties of the platinum group of metals, 
which may be called the “ Platinum Methods.” Some typical 
results obtained by these methods are collected in Table I]. 
The methods are :—(1) The Expansion Method, based on the 
expansion of platinum, (2) The Calorimetric Method, based 
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means of a calorimeter. 
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on measurement of the total heat of a mass of platinum by 
(3) The Thermoelectric Method, 

based on measurements of the thermo-H.M.F. of a couple of 
platinum and some other platinum metal or alloy. (4) The - 
Resistance Method, based on measurements of the electrical 
resistance of platinum. 

Tas.e I].—Fusing-Points by “ Platinum ” Methods. 

| (2) Calorimetric 

| (5) Thermoelectric 

Method. Observers. Silver. 

(1) Expansion*....... Ol Go Seeeeaeees 960 

soso) Viole (Gsi7D))scobas 954 

...| Beequerel (1863) ..) 960 

# ...| Barus (1892)...... | 985 

5 Bolen eyjenn Gl ket 4) Pest Oat 986 

...| Holborn & Wien ..| 968 

Ge tbesiee | Heycock & Neville) 961 

Ald Odie tareck CEG encore 961 

Gold. 

1061 
1045 

1092 

1093 

1091 

1072 

1061 

1061 

Copper. 

1081 
1054 

1224 

1097 

1096 

1082 

1082 

Palla- Pla- 
dium. | tinum. 

1643 

1585 

1587 

1550 | 

Method (1) is of comparatively limited application owing 
to the smallness of the expansion and to the difficulty of pro- 
tecting the expanding wire from strain. As applied in Joly’s 
Meldometer, the method is extremely convenient for the 
determination of the melting-points of small fragments of 
minerals, but it would not be suitable for a practical standard 
and has never been proposed for this purpose. 

The Calorimetric Method (2) is suited for the determination 
of isolated points, but is incapable of continuous reading or 
recording. 
tiveness. The degree 

It is also very laborious and wanting in sensi-_ 
of accuracy attainable, though 

sufficient for practical purposes in some cases at high tem- 
peratures, is far too small for the purposes of a standard at 
the lower points of the scale. 

The Electrical Methods (3) and (4), though mysterious to 
the uninitiated, are far the most convenient and accurate in 
practice. The sensitive portion of the electrical thermometer 
is small and delicate, and can be placed at any distance from the 

* The values found by the expansion method were reduced to the scale 
of the gas-thermometer on the assumption of 1061° for the Au F.P., and 
of a linear formula for the coefficient of expansion. The results for 
palladium and platinum by this method are probably too low owing to. 
sagging of the wire. 
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indicating apparatus, which is a matter of great convenience. 
The instruments are also capable of continuous reading and 
recording under any conditions, and are directly applicable to 
all kinds of temperature measurement. The tendency at 
present in France and Germany seems to be in the direction 
of adopting the thermocouple as a practical standard for high 
temperatures only, and the mercury-thermometer for the lower 
parts of the scale; but those who have used the platinum- 
resistance thermometer would have no hesitation in preferring 
it as a standard on account of the far greater accuracy 
attainable over the whole range. I have already discussed 
this point in a communication to the Phil. Mag. (Feb. 1899, 
p- 210), but it may be instructive to consider the question 
from the point of view of the conditions above laid down. 

(II.) The most important qualification of a practical standard 
is the possible accuracy of comparison and verification. 
According to my experience, the order of consistency of 
measurement attainable with a suitable platinum resistance- 
thermometer is at least ten times that attainable with any 
other kind of instrument at any part of the platinum range. 
In order to take full advantage of this, and to avoid the small 
differences between different platinum-thermometers due to 
possible slight impurities in the platinum, it is only necessary 
to select a particular standard platinum, as recommended in 
the first of the proposals already submitted. The chief 
objection to the adoption of the thermocouple as a standard, 
from this point of view, is that, owing to the smallness of 
the thermo-H.M.F., it is impossible to attain sufficient delicacy 
of reading, especially at moderate temperatures, where a 
high order of accuracy is most important. 
With regard to portability and ease of reproduction, it is 

sufficient to send a few grammes of the standard wire in an 
ordinary letter, to reproduce the scale with the utmost 
accuracy in any part of the world. 

(III.) The question of the difference between the practical 
standard and the theoretical scale, and the facility of making 
the comparison, is one of great interest. The order of 
accuracy is here limited by that of the gus-thermometer; and 
the relation between the scales will become more accurately 
known as the latter instrument is improved. So far as can 
at present be determined, it appears that the deviation of the 
scale of the platinum resistance-thermometer from the theo- 
retical scale is represented, almost within the limits of error 
of the gas-thermometer, by a formula of the simplest possible 
type. The verification of this formula at moderate tempera- 
tnres from 0° to 600° C., the most important part of the range, 
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by my own experiments in 1886, by the experiments of 
Griffiths in 1890, and by the recent experiments of Harker 
and Chappuis at the International Bur eau, is far closer than 
that of any other similar formula in the whole range of 
thermometry. At higher temperatures, from the B.P. of zine 
to the F.P. of copper, the same formula is in agreement with 
the probable mean of all the best measurements at present 
available. At still higher temperatures, beyond the present 
range of the gas-thermometer up to the F.P. of platinum, IL 
have recently succeeded in obtaining eee evidence 
of its validity from a comparison of the scales (1) and (2) 
furnished by the expansion and calorimetric aaa If we 
assume that the specific heat of platinum, the coefficient of 
expansion, and the temperature-coefficient of the resistance, 
are all linear functions of the temperature, we obtain results 
which, as shown in Table [1., are concordant within the limits 
of probable error of the measurements. It has been already 
explained that the results of Violle by method (2) probably 
require to be raised. ‘The same is probably true of the two 
highest points by the expansion method, because, owing to 
the risk of straining the wire, it was necessary to make the 
tension very light at high temperatures, and the wire was not 
perfectly straight. 

The differences between the platinu: n scales (1), (2), (3), 
and (4) and the scale of the nitrogen-thermometer, are 
graphically exhibited in fig. 1. These ditferences are referred 
to a fundamental interval of 1000° instead of 100°, because 
the deviation of the scale of the thermocouple at low tempera- 
tures is so great that it could not conveniently be included in 
the same diagram, if referred to the usual fundamental interval 
of 100°C. It will be observed that the difference-curve 
happens to be the same within the limits of experimental 
error for methods (1) and (2) ; and that this curve, like that 
of method (4), isa symmetrical parabola. The difference- 
curve of the thermocouple, on the contrary, is not symmetrical, 
and cannot be satisfactorily represented by a parabolic, or 
even by a cubic, formula. The favourite type of empirical 
formula for the thermocouple appears to be either logarithmic 
or exponential (cf. Becquerel, Barus, Holman, Paschen, 
Stansfield) ; but the question is still uncertain, and the results 
of extrapolating different formulee are very discordant, as 
shown, for instance, by the 1892 and 1894 reductions of 
Barus’s observations in Table II. This appears to be an 
additional objection to the adoption of the thermocouple as a 
practical standard even at high temperatures. 
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Note to Fig. 1.—These curves may be utilized for calibrating a meldo- 
.meter or a thermocouple by means of a single observation such as the 
F.P. of silver or gold, in the following manner :—The parabolic difference- 
curve of the expansion method (1) is represented by the formula 

aly 
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The symbol pt’ here denotes temperature on the scale of the expansion 
of platinum, taking 1000°C for the fundamental interval, so that each 
degree corresponds to one thousandth part of the expansion between 0° and 
1000° C. In order to reduce the meldometer reading to this scale, it is 
only necessary to observe the readings corresponding to the F.Ps. of gold 
or silver, which are JO71° and 955° respectively on the expansion scale. 
Let e’ be the reading in scale-divisions corrected to 0° C. for the expansion 
corresponding to the F.P. of gould. Reduce all the readings (corrected 
to 0°) in the proportion of 1071 toe’. This gives the temperature pd’ in 
degrees on the expansion scale. Add to these the differences given by 
the ordinates of the difference-curve (1), or by the formula, to find the 
corresponding values of the temperature ¢ on the centigrade scale. It 
must be remembered that the abscissa of the difference-curve is ¢ and 
not pt’, but it is very easy to guess a first approximation to ¢ by inspec- 
tion. It is also very easy to redraw the curve in terms of pt’ as abscissa 
if desired, 

Similarly for calibrating a thermocouple (Pt-Ir or Pt-Rin), observe the 
thermo-E.M.F. e’’ (corrected to 0° C.), in seale-divisions of the potentio- 
meter or galvanometer, corresponding to the F.P. of gold. Reduce all 
the readings to the platinum thermoelectric scale pt" by multiplying by 
1076 and dividing by e". Add the corresponding ordinates of the 
difference-curve (3). This method is justifiable because the 10 per cent. 
Pt-Ir and Pt-Rh couples give similar difference-curves, as shown by 
direct comparison of the two, and also by the observations of Barus and 
Le Chatelier, which are indicated by the points marked (x).and (+) 
respectively in fig. 1. The smooth curve was deduced from a comparison 
with the platinum resistance-thermometer (H. M. Tory, B. A. Rep. 1897), 
and agrees very closely with the observations of Holborn and Wien. The 
agreement of the observations is satisfactory when we consider that those 
of Barus are affected by the uncertainty of the fixed points selected for 
comparison, and those of Le Chatelier also by the scale errors of the 
galvanometer. The following are the observations given by Le Chatelier 
(Comptes Rendus, 1895) :— 

Temperature? ...... 100° ..218° 306° 357° 445°. 9612 - 10Gie 

Deflexions .... 222.00: 5 14:5, (21:8 926 ao) .- Sloan welag 

Sealowpel ea. vecs. Bane 59° 170° 255° +=304° (386° (9537) 10g 

Difference ¢—pt''...... Al° », 48° BT? pbaennage 8° —10° 

The temperatures ¢ are taken on the proposed B.A. scale, and not as 
originally given by Le Chatelier. The last two lines are calculated by 
the method above described, assuming the F.P. of silver. An approxi- 
mate difference-formula for the thermocouple between the limits 700°? 
and 1200° is 

t — pt" = 000023 ¢ (t — 1000). 

In applying this method to thermocouples it must be remembered that 
variations in the quality of the platinum may produce changes of over 
100 per cent. in the thermo-E.M.F. (Stansfield, Phil. Mag. 1898, xlvi. 
p. 71.) The effect of these variations at temperatures near 1000° C. is 
minimized by the simple method of calibration above described ; but 
there may remain discrepancies of 5° or 10° at 300°-400° C. These may 
be avoided by observing also the S.B.P. at 444:5° C., and calculating a 
logarithmic reduction formula, such as that proposed by Stansfield, which 
agrees very fairly with the difference-curve above given, 
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The cumulative weight of evidence in favour of the para- 
bolic difference-formula for the platinum resistance-ther- 
mometer is very great, and proves that the adoption of this 
formula as the basis of the practical standard scale would 
give a very close approximation to the theoretical scale. It is 
important at the same time to give to the practical scale so 
deduced a distinctive name, to prevent confusion with other 
modes of expression. The time-honoured name of the British 
Association, which has been in the past so closely connected 
with other units and standards, appears to be at once the 
most appropriate, and the most likely to command respect and 
recognition. Temperature measurements referred to this 
scale could be simply and clearly distinguished by affixing the 
familiar letters B.A.; and the results so expressed could be 
easily corrected at any subsequent time when the relation 
between the B.A. scale and the theoretical scale had become 
more accurately known. 

(1V.) A peculiar advantage of the platinum resistance-ther- 
mometer is the convenience of its practical application to all 
kinds of experimental work. This arises chiefly from its 
adaptability. A length of wire is cut off and disposed in any 
manner which happens to be suitable for the particular object. 
It is especially adapted for giving the mean temperature 
throughout a space, and is, for this reason, most readily com- 
parable with the gas-thermometer in spite of the large space 
which the bulb of the latter instrument necessarily occupies. 
Some instances of this adaptability have been brought before 
the notice of the Section in various papers communicated at 
the present meeting. In Mr. Bedford’s experiments on the 
expansion of porcelain, the mean temperature of the length 
of the rod under observation was determined by means of a 
platinum wire along the axis. Prof. Threlfall, in his gravity 
balance, was similarly compelled to use a long platinum- 
thermometer for observing the mean temperature of the 
quartz thread, as he could not obtain mercury-thermometers 
sufficiently sensitive and accurate for the purpose. As an 
illustration of the extreme sensitiveness attainable, the high- 
speed temperature-cycle diagrams from the cylinder of a gas- 
engine, exhibited by Prof. Burstall, were an almost incredible 
revelation of delicacy and accuracy. In the exact measure- 
ment of small differences of temperature such as one thousandth 
of a degree to within a few millionths, the cbservations of 
Mr. Griffiths, described in connexion with the report of the 
Electrolysis Committee, were remarkably verified by the 
conductivity measurements of Mr. Whetham. A less sensa- 
tional but equally important illustration was afforded by the 

2P2 
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observations of Mr. Barnes on the Variation of the Specific 
Heat of Water, in which the fundamental measurement of a 
difference of temperature of 8° to 10° was obtained by a single 
reading with a pair of differential platinum-thermometers 
under conditions which precluded the employment of any 
other method. 

Construction of Standard Thermometers. 

In considering the construction of standard thermouoas 
there are many details which remain to be settled by the Com- 
mittee, but which may be profitably discussed at the present 
stage for the sake of obtaining suggestions. Although, theore- 
tically, a single platinum-thermometer may be made te cover 
the whole range, it is for many reasons desirable to construct 
a series of such thermometers of different patterns for different 
purposes. For use at low temperatures from 0° to 500°C., 
the instruments are most conveniently made with containing 
tubes of glass, and adjusted to have a fundamental interval of 
5 or 10 ohms. With a resistance of this order at ordinary 
temperatures, it is possible to minimize the risk of error from 
variable contacts, without, on the other band, incurring 
trouble from imperfect insulation. At higher temperatures 
it is better to employ porcelain tubes, an‘ to use a fundamental 
interval of 1 or 2 ohms, because the same accuracy of measure- 
ment, and the same perfection of insulation, are not attainable 
at the higher points of the scale. A tenth of a degree at 
1000° implies the same order of relative accuracy of measure- 
ment as a hundredth of a degree at 100°C.; but it is not so 
easily attained, because the conditions are never so steady 
and the insulation cannot be made so perfect. There is no 
loss of accuracy, but rather a gain, in using the smaller funda- 
mental interval for the higher points. Ata temperature of 
about 1100°C., the glaze on the porcelain tubes becomes 
sticky, and the mica frames on which the wire is usually 
wound soften and swell as they approach the fusing-point of 
the material. The insulation deteriorates, and the wire is 
strained as it cools. A pyrometer of this pattern, when it 
has been in use for some hours at temperatures between 1000° 
and 1100°, may often show a rise of zero of about a degree. 
due to strain. The effect is naturally more marked if the 
instrument has been heated abave 1100° and repeatedly cooled. 
The best mercury thermometers show a temporary depression 
of zero of the same order (1 in 1000) after each heating to 
100° C.; but the effect in this case is more troublesome because 
the glass slowly recovers, and the reading at any time- 
depends on the previous treatment of the instrument in a 
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manner which it is often impossible to calculate. In the 
case of the platinum-thermometer at 1000°, the rise of zero 
is permanent and is easily corrected. At lower temperatures 
the changes of zero of a platinum-tkhermometer are generally 
negligible. At temperatures above 1100°, it is best to use 
a smaller fundamental interval, and to dispense with the mica 
frame. Fused silica appears to be the most suitable material 
for the containing-tubes, in cases where a tube form of ther- 
mometer is required. Such tubes are difficult to make in the 
present state of the art, but are tougher and more impervious 
than porcelain, and are free from the objectionable glaze. In 
many experiments (e.g. radiation, and flame temperatures) 
no containing-tube is required, and the naked wire may be 
used successfully at temperatures very near its melting-point, 
provided that care is taken not to strain it or expose it to 
metallic vapours. 

For verifying the uniformity of the standard sample of 
platinum, and for comparing the scales of different specimens, 
it is proposed to employ the method of comparison originally 
devised in 1886. In this method, the wires to be compared 
are wound side by side symmetrically in a double screw-thread, 
so as to be always at the same mean temperature, even if the 
temperature distribution is not quite uniform. The pair of 
coils are enclosed in a single tube, which is heated in a muffle 
of concentric tubes arranged so as to secure great steadiness 
and uniformity of temperature. The difference between the 
resistances can be very accurately observed, as it remains 
small and nearly constant throughout the scale, provided that 
the fundamental intervals of the two wires have been adjusted 
to approximate equality. The comparison of the scales of 
different wires can be effected by this method with an 
accuracy which greatly exceeds that of any other thermo- 
metric comparison. 

For standardizing individual platinum-thermometers, it is 
generally sufficient, owing to the simplicity of the difference- 
formula and to the regularity of the scale, to take an obser- 
vation at a single secondary fixe point (in addition to the 
primary fixed points 0° and 100° C.) for the determination 
of the difference-coefficient. Thus, by a single observation, 
the whole scale is calibrated to a very high order of accuracy 
for a range of 500° or 1000°. 

The boiling-point of sulphur is probably in most cases the 
best secondary fixed point to choose for this de’ ermination. 
It has hitherto been very generally employed for this purpose, 
and it is therefore proposed to assume this point as the basis of 
the British Association scale. The numerical values of tem- 
peratures expressed on the proposed B. A. scale will depend 
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toa certain extent on the value assumed for this point. Since 
the proposed scale is a practical and not an ultimate or theo- 
retical standard, it has been suggested as a matter of practical 
convenience to retain the value which has hitherto been 
assumed, and to which so much work has already been 
referred. A change of 1°in the value assumed for the 8.B.P. 
would mean a change of 6° at 1000°C. It is possible that a 
change of this nature might lead to more accurate results at 
the higher points, but the evidence at present is rather the 
reverse. It may be desirable in special cases to make sub- 
sidiary tests at other points, such as the B.P. of oxygen, or 
the F'.P. of silver; but the simplicity of the process is in 
marked contrast to the elaborate calibration that is necessary 
in the case of a mercury-thermometer which is to be used for 
accurate work. 

The order of accuracy in reading the B.P. of sulphur 
with a platinum-thermometer is about a hundredth of 
degree, if all the conditions of the experiment are changed. 
This has been verified by observing the B.P. with the same 
thermometers, but with different resistance-boxes and other 
apparatus, in ’ Cambridge, Mentreal, and Chicago, and also 
recently at Paris and Kew. The remaining uncertainty i in 
the absolute value of the 8.B.P. is purely a question of gas- 
thermometry. The recent experiments* of Messrs. Harker 
and Chappuis at the International Bureau at Sevres, while 
verifying the parabolic difference-formula with remarkable 
precision, bave given the value 445°27C. for the 8.B.P., 
which exceeds the value previously assumed by 0°74. This 
order of agreement is really very satisfactory, considering 
the difficulty of the measurements, and the entirely different 
conditions under which the experiments were conducted. 
The discrepancy. in fact, is so far within the possible limits 
of uncertainty of gas-thermometer measurements, that it is 
quite possible that the two results may be perfectly reconciled 
when the corrections for the difference between the scales of 
the constant-pressure and constant-volume thermometers, and 
for the expansion of the reservoir, have been more satisfactorily 
determined. Since, however, it is necessary at this present 
time to adopt some particular value as the basis of the 
standard scale, it may be well to discuss the question here 
with a view to assisting in the decision. 

On the Difference between the Scales of the Constant-Pressure 
and Constant- Volume Gas- Thermometers. 

The results of Messrs. Harker and Chappuis were obtained 
with constant-volume nitrogen-thermometers of hard-glass 

* “Proc, ee Soc. 1809. 
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and porcelain. My own original observations of 1886 were 
made with a constant-pressure air-thermometer of hard-glass ; 
and in 1890, in conjunction with Mr. Griffiths, the same 
apparatus was used with a bulb of soda-glass. Hydrogen 
was originally selected at the International Bureau as the 
standard gas, because it is so perfect at ordinary tempe- 
ratures that no difference can be detected between the scales 
of the constant-pressure and constant-volume hydrogen- 
thermometers. It was found necessary, however, to adopt 
nitrogen for the higher temperatures, in the comparisons with 
the platinum- thermometer ,owing to the action of the hydrogen 
on the walls of the reservoir. 

According to the equation of Van der Waals, the pressure 
of any gas at constant volume should be a linear function of 
the temperature. If this were true, it would be a very strong 
argument for the adoption of the constant-volume type of 
cas-thermometer as the standard. It would appear, however, 
from the equation of Clausius, which is here supported by 
the experiments of Chappuis, that there are quite mea- 
surable differences between the scales of different gases at 
constant volume and between the scales furnished by the 
same gas at different initial pressures. The other argument 
commonly advanced in favour of the constant-volume ther- 
mometer, that it gives a scale of equal parts, and permits 
greater relative accuracy of reading at the higher points of 
the scale, is more apparent than real. It is not possible to 
make the scale accurately equal owing to the corrections for 
stem-exposure and for the expansion of the bulb. It is no 
advantage to be able to read the pressure equally to the 
hundredth of a degree at 0° and at 500°, or 1000°, because 
an error of a hundredth in the fundamental interval means 
an error of several hundredths at the higher points, and all 
the other sources of error are greatly increased. The large 
increase of pressure at high temperatures is really a disad- 
vantage, because it becomes necessary to diminish the initial 
pressure, in order to keep the pressure within ‘range and to 
avoid straining the bulb. Lowering the initial pressure means 
diminishing the accuracy of the fundamental interval; it also 
means a discontinuity in the scale of the thermometer, if 
different initial pressures give different scales. Among minor 
difficulties attending the use of the constant-volume thermo- 
meter, may be mentioned the impossibility of determining the 
effect of change of pressure on the volume of the bulb at 
high temperatures s, and the difficulty of satisfactorily deter- 
mining the mean temperature of the mercury columns. 
These are questions of considerable importance in accurate 
work and at high temperatures. 
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The objections commonly urged against the constant- 
pressure type of gas-thermometer are that it deviates from 
the theoretical scale, and that the accuracy of reading dimi- 
nishes as the temperature rises. The first objection is pro- 
bably groundless in the case of hydrogen and helium. For 
other gases the correction is certainly larger, but also less 
uncertain for the constant-pressure than itis for the constant- 
volume gas-thermometer. The second objection is purely 
imaginary. Although itis not possible to read the pressure 
difference, or the expansion, to the same fraction of a degree 
at 1000° C. as at 0° or 100° C., the relative accuracy as com- 
pared with the fundamental interval diminishes very little, 
and is many times greater at high temperatures than is 
actually required, in consequence of uncertainties due to 
other sources of error. With a bulb of 100 c.c. capacity and 
a balance weighing to 1 mgm. on 400 gm., it is possible to 
read to one part in 860,000 on the fundamental interval 
(as the mass of mercury displaced would exceed 360 grms.), 
which is a higher order of accuracy than can be attained by 
pressure measurements. At 1000° C. 1 mgm. would corre- 
spond to 1/230th part of a degree, or a relative accuracy of 
1 in 230,000 on the interval, which is more than ample. 
With a constant-volume thermometer, assuming one hundredth 
of a millimetre as the limit of accuracy of the measurement 
and correction of the mercury columns, with an initial pres- 
sure of one metre, it would be possible to read to one part in 
36,000 only on the fundamental interval; and it would be of 
no advantage, even if it were possible, to be able to read to a 
higher relative order of accuracy on the larger differences of 
pressure. For work at 1000° C. it would be necessary to 
adopt a much lower initial pressure, such as 273 mm., thus 
reducing still further the limit of accuracy on the funda- 
mental interval. 

From other points of view the constant-pressure thermo- 
meter possesses certain practical advantages. (1) Since the 
pressure is constant there is no strain of the bulb at high 
temperatures, and the uncertain pressure correction is avoided. 
(2) By the use of a standard atmosphere, consisting of a bulb 
containing gas at constant pressure in melting ice, it is pos- 
sible to avoid all reference to mercury columns, whether 
barometer or manometer. The observations are much 
simplified, and the uncertain temperature correction of the 
mercury columns is avoided. (3) The operation of measuring 
the expansion by weighing the mercury displaced is susceptible 
of greater accuracy than the measurement of large differences 
of pressure. There is the further advantage that the weighing 
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can be performed at leisure, whereas the pressure readings 
must be taken at the time of the observation, and it is neces- 
sary to observe and adjust two columns simultaneously. 
(4) The small differences and variations of pressure between 
the thermometric bulb and the standard pressure-bulb, which 
need never exceed one or two millimetres, can be observed 
by means of a cathetometer-microscope with a sulphuric-acid 
gauge, which permits a higher order of accuracy than a 
mercury manometer. (5) The troublesome and uncertain 
correction for the connecting-tubes may be automatically 
eliminated in a very simple manner by connecting to the 
standard pressure-bulb a set of compensating tubes of equal 
volume and similarly situated to the connecting tubes of 
the thermometric bulb. (The same apparatus can be em- 
ployed as a constant-volume thermometer, but the manipu- 
lation is not so simple in that case.) For these and similar 
reasons, the constant-pressure thermometer appeared to be 
the most accurate and convenient type of instrument, espe- 
cially for high-temperature work; and | therefore adopted it 
as the standard of comparison in my investigations. The 
compensated type of instrument above referred to, which 
permits the attainment of a much higher order of accuracy 
than my original apparatus, was exhibited at a meeting 
of the Royal Society in October 1891, and is described 
in the ‘ Proceedings, vol. 1. p. 247. The deviation of the 
scale of the constant-pressure thermometer from the theoretical 
scale is a little larger than that of the constant-volume type, 
but is less uncertain, being more nearly the same on either 
formula. The correction would in any case be practically 
negligible if helium were used for the standard gas. The 
essential point is to adopt for the standard that type of 
instrument which is capable of giving the greatest accu- 
racy of reading, and of avoiding the most uncertain cor- 
rections. 

The advantages of helium over hydrogen for the definition 
of the theoretical standard scale are such as to merit closer 
attention. Although denser than hydrogen, it appears to be 
certainly more difficult to liquefy. It shares with argon the 
valuable property of extreme inertness, and would not attack 
mercury, or reduce glass or porcelain. It does not diffuse 
through platinum, and could therefore be safely used in 
metallic bulbs at high temperatures. Being monatomic, it 
would presumably be less liable to dissociation. I hope 
shortly to be able, with the assistance of Mr. Eumorfopoulos, 
to investigate the thermometric properties of both argon and 
helium, prepared and purified by Professors Ramsay and 
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Travers, in a compensated apparatus at constant volume as 
well as at constant pressure. 

In the case of nitrogen, the calculated difference between the 
scales of the constant-volume and constant-pressure thermo- 
meters is dependent on the extrapolation of purely empirical 
formule, and must be regarded as still somewhat uncertain. 
The only direct comparison hitherto made between the two 
scales at high temperatures on the same mass of gas in the same 
bulb, is that which I made in 1886, employing a platinum- 
thermometer enclosed in the bulb as the medium of comparison. 
According to these experiments, the constant-volume air-ther- 
mometer appeared to read three or four tenths of a degree 
higher than the constant-pressure in the neighbourhood of 
450° C. I did not attach much weight at the time to this 
result because the apparatus for the difficult pressure mea- 
surements was not sufliciently perfect for the purpose, although - 
it is probable that good results might be obtained with suitable. 
apparatus by this method. The theoretical difference between 
the scales at this point, as calculated by Rowland and myself 
from the experiments of Joule and Thomson, by Rankine’s 
formula, is about two-tenths of a degree in the same direction. 
According to the formula of Van der Waals it would be nearly 
half a degree. From a comparison of the constant-pressure 
nitrogen ‘scale at 20° and 40° C. with the hydrogen scale, 
M. Chappuis has been led to the conclusion that the differ- 
ence between the scales would amount to about four-tenths 
of a degree at the 8. B.P. in the case of nitrogen, but might 
be greater in the case of air. We may conclude from these 
considerations that about half the difference between our re- 
sults for the 8.B.P. may probably be attributed to the 
difference between the scales, the exact value of which is still 
uncertain. 

On the Correction for Expansion of the Bulb. 

Another correction of some difficulty is that for the 
expansion of the bulb. I made a number of experiments in 
1893, in conjunction with Mr. Griffiths, with a pair of compen- 
sated thermometers, one of which contained hydrogen and 
the other air or nitrogen. The primary object of these ex- 
periments was to verily the parabolic difference formula for 
the platinum thermometer with the greatest possible accuracy 
between 0° and 100° C. The hydrogen- thermometer could 
not be used at higher temperatures owing to the reduction of 
the glass; but the nitrogen-ther mometer was incidentally 
employed for a determination of the 8. B.P. The expansion 
of the bulbs between 0° and 100° was very carefully determined 
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by using the bulbs themselves as compensated mercury weight- 
thermometers. These observations were exceedingly con- 
sistent, and could be repeated with great precision ; but they 
could not be made to give at all a reasonable result either at 
the S. B.P. or between 0° and 100°, when reduced by any of 
the various formulze which have been derived from Regnault’s 
experiments on the absolute expansion of mercury. Within 
the limits of uncertainty of the expansion of the bulb, the 
results of this series of experiments agreed perfectly with our 
previous work ; but extrapolation to 445° appeared extra- 
vagant, and even between the limits 0° and 100° it seemed 
useless to attempt to proceed to a higher order of accuracy 
until the fundamental question of the absolute expansion of 
mercury had been settled. The order of uncertainty involved 
in observing the linear expansion and deducing the cubical 
coeflicient appeared to be of a similar magnitude. We 
therefore decided to postpone further experiments until this 
point could be cleared up. It appeared to me that it would 
be possible, by using longer columns of mercury, and by ob- 
serving the mean temperatures of the columns with long 
platinum-thermometers, to secure a higher order of accuracy 
than had been attained by Regnault. My experiments in 
this direction were delayed by my removal to Canada, and 
by the work of fitting up the new laboratory at McGill Col- 
lege; but since my return to England I have secured a suitable 
site for the work, and have made preparations which I hope 
soon to be able to complete. The deviations of the platinum- 
thermometer from the parabolic formula are of the same order 
as the uncertainty of the expansion correction. We may well, 
therefore, be content to assume the simple parabolic formula 
for the present, and leave the small corrections to be deter- 
mined by a later approximation. 

As an illustration of the extent to which the value of the 
S. B.P. is affected by the uncertainty of the expansion cor- 
rection, the following values of the correction at 445° and 
1000° C., according to the formule employed by recent ob- 
servers, may be interesting and instructive. It is usual to 
assume that the expansion may be represented over a moderate 
range of temperature with sufficient accuracy by a formula 
of the type v/xyy»=1+at+bi?, where ¢ is the temperature on 
the centigrade scale. The value of the fundamental co- 
efficient ¢ (the mean coefticient between 0° and 100° C.) is 
evidently (a+100 6). If the temperature ¢ on the centigrade 
scale were calculated on the assumption that the bulb did 
not expand at all, the values would all be too low except 
between 0° and 100° C. The correction to be added to the 
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values so calculated to allow for the expansion of the bulb is 

given by the formula 

Expansion correction to t=(c + b@)t(t—100), 

where @ stands for the absolute temperature (+273). The 
form of the correction is the same for the constant-volume 
and for the constant-pressure type of thermometer. The 
exact value of the correction may be affected to a slight ex- 
tent by the method of calculation, and by the other correc- 
tions, but the above formula is sufficiently approximate for 
the purpose of estimating the effect of various assumptions 
with regard to the expansion of the bulb. 

Taste I1].—Expansion Corrections of Gas-thermometers. 

| Correction at 445° C.|| Correction at 1000°C. 

Material. Observer. | 

ic} > Total. C. b. Total. 

Soda-glass. | Callendar. 4-70 | 1:90 | 6-60 

Hard-glass.| Callendar. || 3°27 | 0-46 | 3:73 
Re » |Chappuis. || 3°60 | 172 |-5°32 

° ° 

Porcelain. | Chappuis (1).| 1:38 | 1:53 | 291 || 81 | 158 | 23-9 
i * (2).|| 1:38 | 1:00 | 2:38 81 | 10:3 | 18-4 
- | Bedford. 163 | 036 | 1:69 9°5 36 | 131 
- Holborn. 2 04 sce 2:04 || 11°9 als 11:9 
As | Deville. 1-96 saee | SG | es: So iota lat 

Plat.-Irid. | Chappuis. 407 | G79 | 486 || 23:8 82 | 32:0 
| Platinum. | Holborn. 3°85 Boe) axial 2285 asic SRD 

y Callendar. 402 | 058 | 4:55 || 23°5 55 | 29:0 

The correction is divided into two parts due to the co- 
efficients ¢ and b respectively. ‘The first part increases 
roughly as the square of the temperature, the second as the 
cube. Itis generally possible to determine ¢ with much greater 
accuracy than b, so that the uncertainty of the correction 
increases considerably at high temperatures. The first two 
determinations given in the table belong to the thermometers 
used in 1890 and 1886 respectively, which agreed in giving 
the value 444°°53 for the 8. B.P. The hard-glass was a par- 
ticularly hard specimen as a portion of it was successfully 
used for a determination of the B.P. of cadmium at, 756° C. 
The measurements of the expansion were both made by the 
same method as that adopted recently by Bedford for the 
expansion of porcelain, and extended over the whole range 0° 
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to 500° C., the temperatures being measured by means of a 
platinum wire extending along the axis of the tube. The b 
term is very large for the soft glass because it is heated so 
near its softening point. It was verified, however, that the 
glass would stand a vacuum without change of volume at 
450° C. The expansion curve was not quite accurately a 
parabola, but this did not affect the results, as the value of 6 
was calculated to fit the observations at 0°, 100°, and 445°, at 
which points the correction was actually required. 

The value obtained by Chappuis for the 8. B P. depends on 
two thermometers of Verre Dur and porcelain, the expansion 
corrections of which are given in the next three lines. The 
expansion formula for the hard glass was determined by ob- 
serving the linear expansion of a long tube between 0° and 
100°. This range suffices for the most accurate determination 
of ¢, but is not very satisfactory for b, because the maximum 
difference from lineality at 50°, upon which the measurement 
of 6 depends, is more than 60 times less than the difference 
due to 6 at 445°, the temperature to be determined by the 
application of the correction. If, for instance, my value 
were adopted for the coefficient >, Chappuis’s result for the 
S. B.P. would have to be lowered to 444°-0, 7. e. by no less 
than 1°26. It is probable that my glass was a harder 
specimen, and it is also quite possible that my value of 6 may 
be too small; but observing the close agreement in the values 
of ¢ for the two specimens, I feel convinced that Chappuis’s 
value of 6 for hard glass is too large. Chappuis employed 
two methods for the expansion of porcelain: (1) the method 
of the mercury weight-thermometer between 0° and 100° ; 
(2) the Fizeau method, on a piece of tube one centimetre in 
length, between 2° and 82°. The two methods gave the same 
value for c. The result for b by the mercury method is 
evidently much too large *, and the observations for b by this 
method were rejected as being not sufficiently numerous or 
concordant. The second method is a very delicate one, but 
as the difference due to 6 over the range of the experiments 
would amount to only a quarter of a wave-length of sodium 
light, it would be dithcult to make a very satisfactory deter- 
mination. According to Bedford’s formula, the difference 
would be less than a tenth of a wave-length. Even admitting 
that 5 could be satisfactorily determined under these condi- 
tions, it by no means follows, with a substance like glass or 
porcelain, that the value of b would be the same at 400° as 
at 40°. The observations of Bedford, extending over a 
range ten times as great (which would make the measurable 

* My own observations by this method in 1893 gave a similar result. 
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difference due to / more than a hundred times as great 
in proportion), refer to a similar quality of porcelain. The 
experiments of Holborn and Deville refer to the mean co- 
efficient of expansion of porcelain between 0° and 1000° C. 
It will be observed that Bedford’s formula agrees very fairly 
with their results at 1000°, but that the formula found by 
Chappuis would make the correction much larger. This is 
another indication that his value of b is too high. If we 
were to take instead the value found by Bedford, the S. B.P. 
would be lowered by 0°64. It seems possible from the 
above considerations that the uncertainty due to expansion 
correction alone may be sufficient of itself to account for the 
whole of the difference between our results, and that the lower 
value may be the more accurate, so far as this particular correc- 
tion is concerned, because we cannot regard the extrapolated 
results with the same confidence as those deduced from ob- 
servations made at the 8. B.P. itself. A similar uncertainty 
affects the small correction for the difference between the 
constant-volume and constant-pressure scales, which is at 
present deduced from an empirical formula founded on obser- 
vations between 0° and 100° C. There does not appear to be 
any prospect that these difficult questions will be absolutely 
and finally settled in the near future, but in the meantime it 
is highly desirable, in the interests of science, to adopt a 
definite standard scale to which such questions may be re- 
ferred. As a matter of practical convenience it would cer- 
tainly be preferable to adopt without change the old value 
444°-53 C. for the 8. B.P., which has now been in use for 
nearly ten years for graduating platinum-thermometers. By 
adopting this course a great deal of confusion would certainly 
be avoided, and we should secure a scale which appears to 
give the most probable resn]ts at high temperatures. In pro- 
posing this course I do not wish to appear to attach an ex- 
cessive value to old results obtained with comparatively crude 
apparatus. Iam fully conscious that these results might be 
improved. But the old value is probably at least as accurate 
as the parabolic difference-formula itself, the need for a 
practical standard is immediate, and it is not worth while to 
risk delay and confusion in making an uncertain correction, 
which might lead to less satisfactory results at higher points. 

The annexed table is an illustration of the close agreement 
between the proposed B.A. scale and the results of all 
the best observations. SSome higher points are given in the 
last two lines of Table IJ. It would be possible to state many 
of these points more definitely ifa particular sample of platinum | 
had been selected for the standard thermometers. 
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Taste IV.—Selected Fusing and Boiling Points on the 
Proposed British Association Scale. 

Substance. EP. | Substance. isplen 

Unite ate Q319 |] Aniline ...ccscecccoees I8t1 
TESS MIL SL eeeegnerigge 269°2 || Naphthalene......... 218°0 

Cadmium ....04 sc. 320°7 || Benzophenone....... 305°8 

Riedl 52.220. ees yeeen ass e277 |) Mercury ic. ccrteens 396'7 

Bia ae ia eS cs 4190 | Sulphur... 444-5 
Antimony 22.02.0004 629'5 || Cadmium ............ 756 

Aluminium ......... GdSDe WZ eee aeeece sce sec 916 

My thanks are due to several Members of the Electrical 
Standards Committee of the British Association and others, 
who have kindly revised the proofs of this article. 

LVIII. On the Masses of the lons in Gases at Low Pressures. 
By J. J. THomson, M.A., FRS., Cavendish Professor of 
-Eaperimental Physics, Cumbridge* 

N a former paper (Phil. Mag. Oct. 1897) I gave a deter- 
mination of the value of the ratio of the mass, m, of the ion ° 

to its charge, e, in the case of the stream of negative electrifica- 
tion which constitutes the cathode ravs. The results of this 
determination, which are in substantial agreement with those 
subsequently obtained by Lenard and Kaufmann, show that 
the value of this ratio is very much less than that of the 
corresponding ratio in the electrolysis of solutions of acids 
and salts, and that it is independent of the gas through which 
the discharge passes and of the nature of the electrodes. In 
these experiments it was only the value of m/e which was 
determined, and not the values of m and e separately. It was 
thus possible that the smallness of the ratio might be due to 
e being greater than the value of the charge rated by the 
ion in electrolysis rather than to the miss m being very 
much smaller. Though there were reasons for thinking 
that the charge e was not greatly different from the eiectro- 
lytic one, and that we had here to deal with masses smaller 
than the atom, yet, as these reasons were somewhat indirect, I 
desired if possible to get a direct measurement of either m or 
e as well as of m/e. In the case of cathode rays I did not 

* Communicated by the Author: read at the Meeting of the British 
Association at Dover. 
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see my way to do this; but another case, where negative 
electricity is carried by charged particles (i.e. when a nega- 
tively electrified metal plate in a gas at low pressure is 
illuminated by ultra-violet light), seemed more hopeful, as in 
this case we can determine the value of e by the method I 
previously employed to determine the value of the charge 
carried by the ions produced by Rontgen-ray radiation (Phil. 
Mag. Dec. 1898). The following paper contains an account 
of measurements of m/e and e for the negative electrification | 
discharged by ultra-violet light, and also of m/e for the negative | 
electrification produced by an incandescent carbon filament in | 
an atmosphere of hydrogen. I may be allowed to anticipate the | 
description of these experiments by saying that they lead to the | 
result that the value of m/e in the case of the ultra-violet light, 
and also in that of the carbon filament, is the same as for the 
cathode rays; and that in the case of the ultra-violet light, 
e is the same in magnitude as the charge carried by the 
hydrogen atom in the electrolysis of solutions. In this case, © 
therefore, we have clear proof that the ions have a very much 
smaller mass than ordinary atoms ; so that in the convection of 
negative electricity at low pressures we have something 
smaller even than the atom, something which involves the | 
splitting up of the atom, inasmuch as we have taken from 
it a part, though only a small one, of its mass. 

The method of determining the value of m/e for the ions 
carrying the negative electrification produced by ultra-violet 
light is as follows :—EHlster and Geitel (Wied. Ann, xli. 
p. 166) have shown that the rate of escape of the negative 
electrification at low pressures is much diminished by mag- 
netic force if the lines of magnetic force are at right angles 
to the lines of electric force. Let us consider what effect 
a magnetic force would have on the motion of a negatively 
electrified particle. Let the electric force be uniform and 
parallel to the axis of «, while the magnetic force is also 
uniform and parallel to the axis of z. Let the pressure be so 
low that the mean free path of the particles is long compared 
with the distance they move while under observation, so that 
we may leave out of account the effect of collisions on the 
movements ot the particles. 

If m is the mass of a particle, e its charge, X the electric 
force, H the magnetic force, the equations of motion are :— 

eae dy 
dt = Xe — He? > m 
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Eliminating x we have :— 
2 

m Ga. = He (Xe— He). 
dt® m 

The solutions of these equations, if 2, y, da/dt, dy/dt all 
vanish when t=0, is expressed by 

Xm fe my ae y= aL “ Ht—sin G Hr) t, 

L= au sis cos fe He) b 

The equations show that the path of the particle is a 
eycloid, the generating circle of which hasa diameter equal to 
2Xm/eH?, and rolls on the line e=0. 

Suppose now that we have a metal plate AB exposed to 
ultra-violet light, placed parallel to a larger metal plate CD 
perforated so as to allow the light to pass through it and 
fall upon the plate AB. Then, it CD is at a higher electric 
potential than AB, all the negatively electrified particles 
which start from AB will reach CD if this plate is large com- 
pared with AB, the particles travelling along the lines of 
electric force. Let us now suppose that a uniform magnetic 
force equal to H, and at right angles to the electric force, acts 
on the particles ; these particles will now describe cycloids and 
will reach a distance 2Xm/eH? from the place from which 
they start, and after reaching this distance they will again 
approach the plate. Thus if the plate CD is distant from AB 
by less than 2Xm/eH?, every particle which leaves AB will 
reach UD provided CD stretches forward enough to prevent 
the particles passing by on one side. Now the distance 
parallel to y through which the particle has travelled when it 
is at the greatest distance from AB is #Xm/eH?: hence if CD 
stretches beyond AB by this distance at least, all the particles 
will be caught by CD and the magnetic field will produce no 
diminution in the rate of leak between AB and CD. If, on 
the other hand, the distance between the plates is greater than 
2Xm/eH?, then a particle starting from AB will turn back 
before it reaches CD: it willthus never reach it, and the rate 
at which CD acquires negative electrification will be diminished 
by the magnetic force. Hence, if this view of the action of 
the magnetic field is correct, if we begin with the plates 
very near together and gradually increase the distance be- 
tween them, we should expect that, at first with the plates 
quite close together, the rate at which CD received a negative 
charge would not be affected by the magnetic force, but as 

Phil. Mag. 8. 5, Vol, 48. No, 295, Dee, 1899. 2Q 
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soon as the distance between the plates was equal to 2X meH? 
the magnetic force would greatly diminish the rate at which 
CD received a negative charge, and would in fact reduce the 
rate almost to zero if all the negatively electrified particles 
came from the surface of AB. Hence, if we measure the 
distance between the plates when the magnetic force first 
diminishes the rate at which CD receives a negative charge, 
we shall determine the value of 2Xm/eH?; and as we can 
easily determine X and H, we can deduce the value of m/e. 

The way in which this method was carried into practice 
was as follows, the apparatus being shown in fig. 1. 
AB is a carefully polished 

zinc plate about 1 centim. in Fig. 1, 

diameter, while CD is a grat- 
ing composed of very fine 
wires crossing each other at = 
right angles, the ends being 
soldered into a ring of metal ; 
the wires formed a network 
with a mesh about 1 millim. Z Nii\ 
square. This was placed N \ 
parallel to AB on the quartz 
plate EF, which was about K 
4 millim. thick. The grating 
was very carefully insulated. 
The system was enclosed in 
a glass tube which was kept 
connected with a mercury- L 
pump provided witha McLeod 
gauge. The ultra-violet light 
was supplied from an are ! 
about 3 millim. long between FAM A ANN 
zinc terminals. The induc- 
tion-coil giving the are was 
placed in a metal box, and 
the light passed through a kc ALB ply 
window cut in the top of the © EC ——====s= as 
box; over this window the 
quartz base of the vessel was placed, a piece of wire gauze 
connected with the earth being placed between the quartz 
and the window. The plate AB was carried by the handle 
L which passed through a sealing-wax stopper in the tube K. 
The magnet used was an electromagnet of the horseshoe 
type. The magnetic force due to the magnet was determined 
by observing the deflexion of a ballistic galvanometer when 
an exploring coil, of approximately the sume vertical dimen- 
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sion as the distance between the plates AB and CD, was 
withdrawn from between its poles. The coil was care- 
fully placed so as to occupy the same part of the magnetic 
field as that occupied by the space between AB and CD 
when the magnet was used to uffect the rate of leak of 

electricity between AB and CD. In this way the intensity 
of the magnetic field between the poles of the magnet was 
determined for a series of values of the current through the 
maenetizing-coils of the electromagnet ranging between 1 
and 4°5 amperes, and a curve was drawn which gave the 
magnetic force when the magnetizing-current (observed by 
an amperemeter) was known. 

The pressure of the gas in the tube containing the plate was 
reduced by the mercury-pump to 1/100 ofa millim. of mereur y: 
As the mean free path of Byes molecules at atmospheric 
pressure and 0°C. is 1:85x10-° centim. (Emil Meyer, 
Kinetische Theorie der Gase, p. 142), and of air 10-° centim., 
the mean free paths of these gases at the pressure of 1/100 
of a millim. of mercury are respectively 14 and 7:6 millim., 
and are consequently considerably greater than the greatest 
distance, 4 millim., throvgh which the electrified particles have 
to travel in any of the experiments. These are the free 
paths for molecules of the gas ; if, as we shall see reason to 
believe, the actual carriers of the ‘negative electrification are 
much smaller than the molecules, the free paths of these 
earriers will be larger than the numbers we have quoted. 

The rate of leak of negative electricity to CD when AB 
was exposed to ultra-violet light was measured by a quadrant- 
electrometer. The zine plate was connected with the negative 
pole of a battery of small storage-cells, the positive pole of 
which was put to earth. One pair of the quadrants of the 
electrometer was kept permanently connected with the earth, 
the other pair of quadrants was connected with the wire 
gauze CD. Initially the two pairs of quadrants were con- 
nected together, the connexion was then broken, and the 
ultra-violet light allowed to fall on the zine plate ; the nega- 
tive charge received by the wire gauze in a given time is 
pr oportional to the defléxion of the electrometer in that time. 
By this method the following results were obtained: when 
the difference of potential between the illuminated plate and 
the wire gauze was greater than a certain value, depending 
upon tear intensity OF the magnetic force and Hye distance 

between AB and UD, no duminntion in the deflexion of the 
electrometer was produced by the magnetic field, in fact in 
some cases the deflexion was just a little greater in the mag- 
netic field. The theory just given indicates that the deflexion 

2Q2 
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ought to be the same: the small increase (amounting to not 
more than 3 or 4 per cent.) may be due to the obliquity of 
the path of the particles in the magnetic field, causing more 
of them to be caught by the wires of the grating than would 
be the case if the paths of the particles were at right angles 
to the plane of the gauze. When the difference of potential 
is reduced below a certain value, the deflexion of the elec- 
trometer is very much reduced by the magnetic field ; it is 
not, however, at once entirely destroyed when the potential- 
difference passes through the critical value. The simple 
theory just given would indicate a very abrupt transition from 
the case when the magnetic force produces no effect, to that 
in which it entirely stops the flow of negative electricity to 
CD. In practice, however, I find that the transition is not 
abrupt: after passing a certain difference of potential the 
diminution in the electric charge received by CD increases 
gradually as the potential-difference is reduced, and there is 
not an abrupt transition from zero effect to a complete 
stoppage of the leak between AB and CD. I think this is 
due to the ionization not being confined to the gas in con- 
tact with the illuminated plate, but extending through a 
layer of gas whose thickness at very low pressures is quite 
appreciable. ‘The existence of a layer of this kind is indi- 
cated by an experiment of Stoletow’s. Stoletow found 
that the maximum current between two plates depended at 
low pressures to a considerable extent upon the distance 
between the plates, increasing as the distance between the 
plates was increased. Now the maximum current is the one 
that in one second uses up as many ions as are produced in 
that time by the ultra-violet light. If all the ions are produced 
close to the illuminated plate, increasing the distance between 
the plates will not increase the number of ions available for 
carrying the current ; if, however, the ions are produced in a 
layer of sensible thickness, then, until the distance between 
the plates exceeds the thickness of this layer, an increase in 
the distance between the plates will increase the number of 
ions, and so increase the maximum current. If this layer 
has a sensible thickness, then tue distance d which has to 
be traversed by the ions before reaching the gauze connected 
with the electrometer ranges from the distance between the 
plates to the difference between this distance and the thick- 
ness of the layer. The first ions to be stopped by the 
magnetic field will be those coming from the surface of the 
illuminated plate, as for these d has the greatest value: hence 
we may use the equation Boe: 

a ee . e . e e e ° (1) 
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if d represents the distance between the plates, X the value 
of the electric field when the rate of leak first begins to be 
affected by the magnetic force H. Assuming that the field 
is uniform, 

= Vi/d- 

where V is the potential-difference between the plates ; and 
equation (1) becomes 

2Vm 
che 

The negative ions travelling between the plates will disturb 
to some extent the uniformity of the field between the plates ; 
but if the intensity of the ultra-violet light is not too great, 
so that the rate of leak and the number of ions between the 
plates is not large, this want of uniformity will not be 
important. A calculation of the amount of variation due to 
this cause showed that its effect was not large enough to 
make it worth while correcting the observations for this 
effect, as the variation in the intensity of the ultra-violet 
light was sufficient to make the errors of experiments much 
larger than the correction. 

The following is a specimen of the observations :-— 
Distance between the plates -29 centim. 

Strength of magnetic field 164. Pressure 1/100 millim. 

a 

Therese eae Deflexion of Electrometer in 30 secs. 

between Plates, in 

malie Magnet off. Magnet on. 

240 180 190 

120 160 165 | 

80 160 140 | 

40 | 130 75 

These observations showed that the critical value of the 
potential-difference was about 80 volts. <A series of observa- 
tions were then made with potential-differences increasing 
from 80 volts by 2 volts at a time, and it was found that 90 
volts was the largest potential-difference at which any effect 

due to the magnet could be detected. The results of a number 
of experiments are given in the following table :— 
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d (in em.). H. aia elm. 

18 170 40 x 10° 8:5 x 10° 

“19 170 30 X 10° 5°8 x 10° 

‘20 181 46 x 10° 70x 108 

"29 167 | 84x 10° Tx 10s 

"29 164 90 x 10? 76x 10° 

‘30 160 | 86 x 10° 74x 10° 

“45 100 80 x 10° 79 x 108 

giving a mean value for e/m equal to 7°3x 10% The value L 
found for e/m for the cathode rays was 5x 10°; the value 
found by Lenard was 64x 10°. ‘Thus the value of e/m in 
the case of the convection of electricity under the influence 
of ultra-violet light is of the same order as in the case of the 
cathode rays, and is very different from the value of e/m in 
the case of the hydrogen ions in ordinary electrolysis when 
it is equal to 10%. As the measurements of e, the charge 
carried by the ions produced by ultra-violet light to be 
described below, show that it is the same as e for the hydrogen 
ion in electrolyis, it follows that the mass of the carrier in the 
case of the convection of negative electricity under the influence 
of ultra-violet light is only of the order of 1/1000 of that of 
the hydrogen atom. Thus with ultra-violet light, as with 
cathode rays, the negative electrification at low pressures is 
found associated with masses which are exceedingly small 
fractions of the smallest mass hitherto known—that of the 
hydrogen atom. 

I have examined another case in which we have convection 
of electricity at low pressures by means of negatively electrified 
particles—that of the discharge of electricity produced by an 
incandescent carbon filament in an atmosphere of hydrogen. 
In this case, as Elster and Geitel (Wied. Ann. xxxvili. p. 27) 
have shown, we have negative ions produced in the neigh- 
bcurhood of the filament, and the charge on a positively 
electrified body in the neighbourhood of the filament is dis- 
charged by these ions, while if the body is negatively electrified 
it is not discharged. If the filament is negatively, and a 
neighbouring body positively electrified, there will be a 
current of electricity between the filament and the body, 
while there will be no leak if the filament is positively and 
the body negatively electrified. Hlster and Geitel (Wied. 
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Ann. xxxviii. p. 27) showed that the rate of leak from a 
negatively electrified filament was at low pressures diminished 
by the action of the magnetic field. On the theory of charged 
ions, the effect of the magnet in diminishing the rate of leak 
could be explained in the same way as the effect on the con- 
vection due to ultra-violet light. A series of experiments 
were made which showed that the effects due to the mag- 
netic field were consistent with this explanation, and led to 
a determination of e/m for the carriers of the negative 
electricity. 

The apparatus was of the same type as that used in the 
preceding experiments. The wire gauze and the zinc plate 
were replaced by two parallel aluminium disks about 1°75 
centim. in diameter ; between these disks, and quite close to 
the upper disk, there was a small semicircular carbon 
filament which was raised to a red heat by the current from 
four storage-cells. The carbon filament was placed close to 
the axis of the disks ; the object of the upper disk was to 
make the electric field between the disks more uniform. The 
lower plate was connected with the electrometer. The plates 
and filaments were enclosed in a glass tube which was con- 
nected with a mercury-pump, by means of which the pressure, 
after the vessel had been repeatedly filled with hydrogen, was 
reduced to ‘Ol millim. of mercury. Great difficulty was 
found at first in getting any consistent results with the 
incandescent carbon filament : sometimes the filament would 
discharge positive as well as negative electricity ; indeed | 
sometimes it would discharge positive and not negative. Most 
of these irregularities were traced to gas given out by the 
incandescent filament ; and it was found that by keeping the 
filament almost white-hot for several hours, and continuaily 
pumping and refilling with hydrogen, and then using the 
filament at a much lower temperature than that to which it 
had been raised in this preliminary heating, the irregularities 
were nearly eliminated, and nothing but negative electrifica- 
tion was discharged from the filament. When this state was 
attained, the effect of magnetic force showed the same charac- 
teristics as in the case of ultra-violet light. When the 
difference of potential between the filament and the lower 
plate was small, the effect of the magnetic force was very 
great, somuch so as almost to destroy the leak entirely ; when, 
however, the potential-difference exceeded a certain value, 
the magnetic force produced little or no effect upon the leak. 
An example of this is shown by the results of the following 
experiment :— 
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The distance between the carbon filament and the plate 
connected with the electrometer was 3°5 millim., the 
strength of the magnetic field 170 C.G.S. units. 

Leak in 5 seconds. | 
Difference of 

Potential between Ratio 
wire i Ete Without With of leaks. 

peut magnetic field. | magnetic field. 

40 43 1 023 

80 170 50 29 

120 300 250 83 

140 345 345 10 

160 | 400 430 1:07 
| | 

Taking 140 volts as the critical value of the potential- 
difference, we find by equation (1) that 

e ‘ ; 
— ssh 108, 
m 

The results of this and similar experiments are given in the 
following table ; V denoting the critical potential-difference 
in U.G.S. units, and H the magnetic force : 

d. V. He: e/m. 

35 140 x 105 170 78x 108 

35 220 10° 220) 175x108 

35 170 10° 170 | 96x 10° 

35 130 x 10° 170 7-2 108 

“35 120 x 10° 120 11:3 108 

giving 8°7x10° as the mean value of e/m. This value 
does not differ much from that found in the case of ultra-— 
violet light. In the case of the incandescent filament the 
ions are only produced at a small part of the plate, and not 
over the whole surface as in the case of ultra-violet light, 
so the conditions do not approximate so closely to those 
assumed in the theory. We conclude that the particles which 
carry the negative electrification in this case are of the same 
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nature as those which carry it in the cathode rays and in the 
electrification arising from the action of ultra-violet light. 

The uripolar positive leak whch occurs from an incandes- 
cent platinum wire in air or oxygen, and in which the moving 
bodies are positively electrified, was found not to be affected 
by a magnetic fie'd of the order of that used in the experi- 
ments on the negative leak. This had already been observed 
by Hlster and Geitel (Wied. Ann. xxxvili. p. 27). 

On the theory of the effect given in this paper, the absence 
of magnetic effect on the positively charged carriers indicates 
that e/m is much smaller or m/e much larger for the positive ions 
than it is for the negative. I am engaged with some experi- 
ments on the effect of the magnetic field on the convection of 
electricity by positive jons, using very strong magnetic fields 
produced by a powerful electromagnet kindly lent to me by 
Professor Hwing. From the results I have already got, it is 
clear that m/e for the positive ions produced by an incandes- 
cent wire must be at least 1000 times the value for the 
negative ions, and this is ouly an inferior limit. 

The positive and negative ions produced by incandescent 
solids show the same dispropor tion of mass as is shown by the 
positive and negative ions in a vacuum-tube at low pressures. 

W. Wien (Wied. Ann. Ixv. p. 440) and Ewers (Wied. 
Ann. |xix. p. 187) have measured the ratio of m/e for the 
positive ions in such a tube, and found that it is of the same 
order as the value of m/e in ordinary electrolysis; Hwers 
has shown that it depends on the metal of which the cathode 
is made. Thus the carriers of positive electricity at low 
pressures seem to be ordinary molecules, while the carriers of 
negative electricity are very much smaller. 

Measurement of the Charge on the Ion produced by the 
Action of Utra- Violet Light on a Zine Plate. 

This charge was determined by the method used by me to 
measure the charge on the ions produced by the action of 
Rontgen rays on a gas (Phil. Mag. Dec. 1898); for the 
details of the method I shall refer to my former paper, and 
here give we an outline of the principle on which the method 
is based. C. T. R. Wilson (Phil. Trans. 1898) dis- 
covered ve the ions produced by ultra-violet light act like 
those produced by Réntgen rays, in forming nuclei around 
which water will condense from dust-free air when the super- 
saturation exceeds a certain definite value. 

Suppose, then, we wish to find the number of ions pro- 
duced by ultra-violet light in a cubic centimetre of air. We 
cool the air by a sudden expansion until the supersaturation 
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produced by the cooling is sufficient to form a cloud round 
the ions: the problem of finding the number of ions per 
cub. centim. is now reduced to finding the number of drops per 
cub, centim. in this cloud. We can do this in the following 
way :—If we know the amount of the expansion we can cal- 
culate the amount of water deposited per cub. centim. of the 
cloud; this water is deposited as drops, and if the drops are of 
equal size, the number of drops per cub. centim. will be equal 
to the volume of water per cub. centim. divided by the volume 
of one of the drops. Hence, if we know the size of the drops, 
we can calculate the number. The size of the drops in the 
cloud was determined by observing », the velocity with which 
they fall under gravity, and then deducing a, the radius of 
the drop, by means of the equation 

i 2-ga" ator 

where yw is the coefficient of viscosity of the gas through 
which the drop falls. 

In this way we can determine m the number of ions per 
cub. centim. : if eis the charge on an ion, v the velocity with 
which it moves under a known electric force, the quantity of 
electricity which crosses unit area in unit time under this 
force is equal to neu. We can determine this quantity if 
we allow the negative ions to fall on a plate connected with 
a condenser of known capacity and measure the rate at 
which the potential falls. We thus determine the -product 
neu, and we already know n; wu has been determined by 
Mr. Rutherford (Proc. Camb. Phil. Soc. ix. p. 401); for air 
at atmospheric pressure wu is proportional to the potential 
gradient, and when this is one volt per centim., wis 1‘5 centim. 
per second; for hydrogen at atmospheric pressure wu is 4°5 
centim. per second for the same potential gradient. Hence, 
as in the known product new we know n and wu, we can deduce 
the value of e the charge on the ion. 

There are some features in the condensation of clouds by 
ultra-violet light which are not present in the clouds formed 
by the Réntgen rays. In the first place, the cloud due to the 
ultra-violet light is only formed in an electric field. When 
there is no electric field, the ions remain close to the surface 
of the illuminated plate, and are not diffused through the 
region in which the cloud has to be formed; to get the negative 
ions into this region we must electrify the plate nega- 
tively; when this is done, expansion produces acloud. Again, 
if the ultra-violet light is very strong, Mr. C. T. R. Wilson 
has shown (Phil. Trans. 1899) that large nuclei are produced 

r)) 
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in the gas through which the light passes; these are distinct 
from those produced near a metal plate on which the light falls, 
and they can produce a cloud with very little supersaturation; 
these nuclei are not ions, for they do not move in an electric 
field, and the drops formed round these nuclei ought there- 
fore not to be counted in estimating the number of negative 
ions. For this reason it is necessary to use ultra-violet light 

Fig. 2. 

wre. mar, 

AN AE 

of small intensity, and there are in addition other reasons 

which make it impossible to work with strong light. I found 

when working with the ions produced by Rontgen rays, that 
it was impossible to get good results unless the rays were 
weak and the clouds therefore thin. If the rays were strong, 
one expansion was not sufficient to bring down all the ions 

by the cloud; sometimes as many as five or six expansions 

were required to remove the ions from the vessel. Another 
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reason why the strong rays do not give good results is that 
there are slight convection-currents in the vessel after the 
expansion, for the walls of the vessel are warmer than the 
gas; this gives rise to convection-currents in the gas, the gas 
going up the sides and down the middle of the vessel. The 
velocity of the convection-current is added on to the velocity 
of the ions due to gravity; and if the velocity of the ions is 
very small, as it is when the rays are strong and the drops 
numerous, a very small convection-current will be sufficient 
to make the actual rate of fall of the drops very different, 
from that of a drop of the same size falling through air at 
rest. All the reasons are operative in the case of ultra-violet 
light, and it is only when the intensity of the light is small 
that I have got consistent results. 

The vessel in which the expansion took place is shown in 
fig. 2. AB is a glass tube about 3°6 cm. in diameter ; the 
base CD is a quartz plate about 5 cm. thick ; on the top of 
this there is a layer of water in electrical connexion with the 
earth about 1 em. in thickness ; the illuminated zine plate was 
3°2 ecm. in diameter, and was 1:2 cm. above the surface of the 
water. The ultra-violet light was produced by an are about 
‘3.cm. long, between zine terminals connected with an induc- 
tion-coil; the are was about 40 em. below the lower face of 
the quartz plate. The space between the zinc plate and the 
water surface was illuminated by an arc-light so as to allow 
the rate of fall of the drops to be accurately measured. The 
tube LK connected this vessel with the apparatus used in the 
previous experiments; a figure of this is given in the Phil. 
Mag. Dec. 1898. 

To observe the current of electricity through the gas, the 
illuminated plate was connected with one pair of quadrants 
of an electrometer, the other pair of quadrants being kept 
connected with the earth. The capacity C of the system, con- 
sisting of the plate, connecting wires and quadrants of the 
electrometer, was determined. The plate was then charged 
to a negative potential, and the deflexion of the electrometer- 
needles observed. The induction-coil was now set in action, 
and the ultra-violet light allowed to fall on the zine plate: 
the deflexion of the electrometer-needle immediately began 
to decrease; the rate at which it decreased was determined 
by measuring the diminution of the deflexion in 30 seconds. 

Let D be the original deflexion of the electrometer, let 
this correspond to a potential-difference equal to aD between 
the plate and the earth. If 0 is the distance between the 
zinc plate and the surface of the water, the potential gradient 
is aD/b. If A is the area of the plate, n the number of ions 
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per cub. centim., e the charge on an ion, w the velocity of the 
ion under unit potential gradient, then the quantity of nega- 
tive electricity lost by the plate in one second is 

AneweD/b. 

But the plate is observed to fall in potential by ah per second, 
and the capacity of the system attached to the plate is C: 
hence the loss of electricity by the plate per second is 

Cad. 

Equating these iwo expressions for the loss of electricity, we 
get 

AneuyzD/b= Cad 

uae Abe ied 
mS ~ nuy A D* 

Hence knowing /, C, A, and uo, if we measure n and d/D we 
can determine e. 

To calculate n we begin by finding the volume of water 
deposited in consequence of the expansion in each cub. centim. 
of the expansion. In my previous paper I show how this 
can be determined if we know the ratio of the final to the 
initial volumes and the temperature before expansion. In the 
present experiments the final volume was 1:36 times the initial 
volume, and the temperature before expansion was 1875 C. 

It follows from this that 50 x 10—7 cub. centim. of water were 
deposited in each cub. centim. of the expansion chamber. 

If a is the radius of one of the drops, the volume of a drop 
3x 50x 1077 

Atra* 
of ions per cub. centim. of the expanded gas. 

If v is the velocity of fall 

is 47ra*/3, and hence n’= :here n’ is the number 

Since for air p=1'8x10~4, we find 

ae V2 

*=T1 x 10°’ 
and 

5 ra’ =3'14 v? x 10-9, 

,_. 5000 

"= 31408 
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This is the number in 1 cub. centim. of the expanded gas; 
the number in 1 cub. centim. of the gas before expansion is 
1:36 n'. To find n the number of ions we must subtract from 
1°36 n’ the number of drops which are formed when the 
ultra-violet light does not fall on the plate. With an expansion 
as large as 1°36, Mr. Wilson has shown that a few drops are 
always formed in dust-free air, even when free from the in- 
fluence of Réntgen rays or ultra-violet light. If V be the 
velocity with which these drops formed in the absence of the 
light fall, then the number of drops due to these nuclei is 

1:36 x 5000 
3°14. Vi 

Subtracting this from 1°36 n’, we find 

oy aa Ey aes | n=207X 10) 
In making this correction we have assumed that the clouds 

form round these nuclei even when the negative ions due to 
the ultra-violet light are present. If the cloud formed more 
readily about the negative i ions than about the nuclei, the ions 
would rob the nuclei of their water, and we should not need 
the correction. The following table gives the result of some 
experiments ; in making the observation on the cloud the 
same potential- difference between the plate and the water 
was used as when observing the value of d/D: uo was deter- 
mined by Prof. Ruther ford as L5xX3x 10?, and A was 
m(1°6)? throughout the experiments. 

d. C. d/D. v. Vic ese hones 

12 | 62 | 0017 | -13 | 3 7-9 
12 | 62 | 0019 | |] 3 73 
9 | 50 | 0012 | 14] 3 53 

12 | 65 | -0035 | 08 | 3 73 
12 | 50 | ool8 | 11 | 3 6 
12 |} 40 | cos | 14 | °3 7 

| | 

The mean value of e is 6°8 x10. The values differ a 
good deal, but we could not expect a very close agreement 
unless we could procure an absolutely constant source of ultra- 
violet light, as these experiments are very dependent on the 
constancy of the light; since the electrical part of the experi- 
ment measures the average intensity of the light over 30 
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seconds, while the observations on the cloud measure the 
intensity over an interval of a small fraction of a second. 

The value of e found by me previously for the ions pro- 
duced by Roéntgen rays was 6°5x10-°: hence we conclude 
that e for the ions produced by ultra-violet light is the same 
as e for the ions produced by the Réntgen rays ; and as 
Mr. Townsend has shown that the charge on these latter 
ions is the same as the charge on an atom of hydrogen in 
electrolysis, we arrive at the result previously referred to, that 
the charge on the ion produced by ultra-violet light is the 
same as that on the hydrogen ion in ordinary electrolysis. 

The experiments just described, taken in conjunction with 
previous ones on the value of m/e for the cathode rays (J. J. 
Thomson, Phil. Mag. Oct. 1897), show that in gases at low 
pressures negative electrification, though it may be produced 
by very different means, is made up of units each having a 
charge of electricity of a definite size ; the 2a of this 
negative charge is about 6 x 10~!° electrostatic units, and is 
equal to the positive charge carried by the hydrogen atom in 
the electrolysis of solutions. 

In gases at low pressures these units of negative electric 
charge are always associated with carriers of a definite mass. 
This mags is exceedingly small, being only about 1:4 x 10-3 
of that of the hydrogen ion, fie smallest mass hitherto re- 
cognized as capable of a separate existence. The production 
of negative electrification thus involves the splitting up of 
an atom, as from a collection of atoms something is de- 
tached whose mass is less than that of a single atom, We 
have not yet data for determining whether the mass of the 
negative atom is entirely due to its charge. If the charge is 
e, the apparent mass due to the charge supposed to be col- 
lected on a sphere of radius ais 4¢?/ua: hence m/e in this case 
is e/3ua. Substituting the values of m/e and e found above, 
we find that a would be of the order 10— centim. 
We have no means yet of knowing whether or not the 

mass of the negative ion is of electrical origin. We could 
probably get light on this point by comparing the heat pro- 
duced by the bombardment by these negatively electrified 
particles of the inside of a vessel composed of a substance 
transparent to Réntgen rays, with the heat produced when 
the vessel was opaque to those rays. If the mass was 
“mechanical,” and not electricai, the heat produced should be 
same in the iwo cases. If, on the other hand, the mass were 
electrical, the heat would be less in the first case than in the 
second, as part of the energy would escape through the 
walls. 
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Hitherto we have been considering only negative electrifi- 
cation; as’ far as our present knowledge extends positive 
electrification is never associated with masses as small as 
those which invariably accompany negative electrification in 
gases at low pressures. From W. Wien’s experiments on the 
ratio of the mass to the electric charge for the carriers of 
positive electrification in a highly exhausted vacuum-tube 
(Wied. Ann. Ixy. p. 440), it would seem that the masses with 
which positive electrification is associated are comparable 
with the masses of ordinary atoms. This is also in accordance 
with the experiments of Hlster and Geitel (Wied. Ann. xxxviii. 
p- 27), which show that when positive ions are produced by 
an incandescent platinum wire in air they are not affected to 
anything like the same extent as negative ions produced by 
an incandescent carbon filament in hydrogen. 

It is necessary to point out that the preceding statements 
as to the masses of the ions are only true when the pressure 
of the gas is very small, so small that we are able to deter- 
mive the mass of the carriers before they have made many 
collisions with the surrounding molecules. When the pres- 
sure is too high fer this to be the case, the electric charge, 
whether positive or negative, seems to act as a nucleus around 
which several molecules collect, just as dust collects round an 
electrified body, so that we get an aggregate formed whose 
mass is larger than that of a molecule of a gas. 

The experiments on the velocities of the ions produced by 
Roéntgen or uranium rays, by ultra-violet light, in flames or 
in the are, show that in gases at pressures comparable with 
the atmospheric pressure, the electric charges are associated 
with masses which are probably several times the mass of a 
molecule of the gas, and enormously greater than the mass 
of a carrier of negative electrification In a gas at a low 
pressure. | 

There are some other phenomena which seem to have a 
very direct bearing on the nature of the process of ionizing a 
gas. Thus I have shown (Phil. Mag. Dec. 1898) that when 
a gas is ionized by Rontgen rays, the charges on the ions are 
the same whacever the nature of the gas: thus we get the 
same charges on the ions whether we ionize hydrogen or 
oxygen. ‘his result has been confirmed by J. 8S. Townsend 
(“ On the Diffusion of Ions,” Phil. Trans. 1899), who used an 
entirely different method. Again, the ionization of a gas by 
Roéntgen rays is in general an additive property; 2. e., the 
ionization of a compound gas AB, where A and B represent 
the atoms of two elementary gases, is one half the sum of the 
ionization of A, and Bg by rays of the same intensity, where 
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A, and B, represent diatomic molecules of these gases (Proc. 
Camb. Phil. Soc. vol. x. p. 9). This result makes it probable 
that the ionization of a gas in these cases results from the 
splitting up of the atoms of the gas, rather than from a 
separation of one atom from the other ina molecule of the gas. 

These results, taken in conjunction with the measurements 
of the mass of the negative ion, suggest that the ionization of 
a gas consists in the detachment from the atom of a negative 
ion; this negative ion being the same for all gases, while the 
mass of the ion is only a a small fraction of the mass of an 
atom of hydrogen. 

From what we have seen, this negative ion must be a 
quantity of fundamental importance in any theory of elec- 
trical action ; indeed, it seems not improbable that it is the 
fundamental quantity in terms of which all electrical pro- 
cesses can be expressed. For, as we have seen, its mass and 
its charge are invariable, independent both of the processes 
by which the electrification is produced and of the gas from 
which the ions are set free. It thus possesses the charac- 
Beit of being a fundamental conception in electricity; and 
it seems desirable to adopt some view of electrical action 
which brings this conception into prominence. These con- 
siderations have led me to take as a working hypothesis the 
following method of regarding the electrification of a gas, or 
indeed of matter in any state. 

I regard the atom as containing a large number of smaller 
bodies which I will call corpuscles; these corpuscles are equal 
to each other; the mass of a corpuscle is the mass of the 
negative ion in a gas at low pressure, 7. e. about 3 x 10-78 ofa 
gramme. In the normal atom, this assemblage of corpuscles 
forms a system which is electrically neutral. Though the 
individual corpuscles behave like negative ions, yet when 
they are assembled in a neutral atom the negative effect is 
balanced by something which causes the space through which 
the corpuscles are spread to act as if it had a charge « of posi- 
tive electricity equal in amount to the sum of the negative 
charges on the corpuscles. Blectrification of a gas I regard 
as due to the splitting up of some of the atoms of the gas, 
resulting in the detachment of a corpuscle from some of “the 
atoms. The detached corpuscles behave like negative ions, 
each carrying a constant negative charge, which we shall call 
for brevity the unit charge; while the part of the atom left 
behind behaves like a positive ion with the unit positive 
charge and a mass large compared with that of the negative 
ion. On this view, electrification essentially involves the 
splitting up of the ‘atom, a part of the mass of the atom 
getting free and becoming detached from the original atom. 

Phil, Mag. 8. 5. Vol. 48. No. 295. Dec. 1899. 2K 
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A positively electrified atom is an atom which has lost some 
of its “free mass,’ and this free mass is to be found along 
with the corresponding negative charge. Changes in the 
electrical charge on an atom are due to corpuscles moving 
from the atom when the positive charge is increased, or to 
corpuscles moving up to it when the negative charge is in- 
creased. Thus when anions and cations are liberated against 
the electrodes in the electrolysis of solutions, the ion with the 
positive charge is neutr: alized by a corpusele moving from 
the electrode to the ion, while the ion with the negative 
charge is neutralized by a corpuscle passing from the ion to 
the electrode. The corpuscles are the vehicles by which 
electricity is carried from one atom to another. 
We are thus led to the conclusion that the mass of an 

atom is not invariable: that, for example, if in the molecule 
of HCl the hydrogen atom "has the positive and the chlorine 
atom the negative charge, then the mass of the hydrogen 
atom is less than half the mass of the hydrogen molecule H,; 
while, on the other hand, the mass of the “chlorine atom i in 
the molecule of HCl is greater than half the mass of the 
chlorine molecule Clg. 

The amount by which the mass of an atom may vary is 
proportional to the charge of electricity it can receive; and 
as we have no evidence that an atom can receive a greater 
charge than that of its ion in the electrolysis of solutions, and 
as this charge is equal to the valency of the ion multiplied by 
the charge on the hydrogen atom, we conclude that the 
variability of the mass of an atom which can be produced by 
known processes is proportional to the valency of the atom, 
and our determination of the mass of the corpuscle shows 
that this variability is only a small fraction of the mass of the 
original atom. 

In the case of the ionization of a gas by Rontgen or ura 
nium rays, the evidence seems to be in favour of the view that 
not more than one corpuscle can be detached from any one 
atom. For if more than one were detached, the remaining 
part of the atom would have a positive charge g greater than 
the negative charge carried by each of the detached cor- 
puscles. Now the ions, in virtue of their charges, act a 
nuclei around which drops of water condense when aah 
dust-free gas is suddenly expanded. If the positive charge 
were greater than the individual negative ones, the positive 
ions would be more efficient in producing cloudy condensation 
than the negative one, and would give a cloud with smaller 
expansion. "As a matter of fact, however, the reverse is the 
ease, as C. T. R. Wilsor (Pail. Trans. 1899) has’ shown that 
it requires a considerably greater expansion to produce a 
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cloud in dust-free air on positive ions than on negative ones 
when the ions are produced by Réntgen rays. 

Though only a small fraction of the mass of an atom can be 
detached by any known process, it does not follow that the 
part left behind does not contain more corpuscles which could 
be detached by more powerful means than we have hitherto 
been able to use. For it is evident that it will require a 
greater expenditure of energy to tear two corpuscles from 
one atom than to tear two corpuscles one from each of two 
Separate atoms; for when one corpuscle has been torn off from 
an atom the atom is positively electrified, and it will be more 
difficult to tear off a second negatively electrified corpuscle 
from this positively electrified atom, than it was to tear the 
first from the originally neutral atom. A reason for believing 
that there are many more corpuscles in the atom than the one 
or two that can be torn off, is afforded by the Zeeman effect. 
The ratio of the mass to the charge, as determined by this 
effect, is of the same order as that we have deduced from our 
measurements on the free corpuscles; and the charges carried 
by the moving particles, by which the Zeeman effect is ex- 
plained, are all negatively electrified. Now, if there were 
only one or two of these corpuscles in the atom, we should 
expect that only one or two lines in the spectrum would show 
the Zeeman effect; for even if the coordinates fixing the 
position of the moving corpuscles were not ‘ principal co- 
ordinates,” though there might be a secondary effect on the 
periods of the other oscillations due to their connexion with 
these coordinates, yet we should expect this secondary effect 
to be of quite a different order from the primary one. As, 
however, there are a considerable number of lines in the 
spectrum which show Zeeman effects comparable in intensity, 
we conclude that there are a considerable number of cor- 
puscles in the atom of the substance giving this spectrum. 

I have much pleasure in thanking my assistant Mr. H. 
Everett for the help he has given me in making the experi- 
ments described in this paper. 

LIX. On Reflexion and Refraction of Elastic Waves. 
University of Edinburgh, 

24th’ Oct., 1899, 
To the Editors of the Philosophical Magazine. 

(JENTLEMEN,—The accompanying letter from Prof. T. Gray 
contains important corrections of some numbers I gave on 
page 68 of my paper on “ Reflexion and Refraction of Elastic 
Waves” (Phil. Mag. July 1899). As explained in the 
footnote on page 67, I got part of the information from 
manuscript notes in Professor Milne’s possession. Apparently 
I misunderstood them aud deduced inaccurate conclusions from 
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them. Fortunately the numerical details are introduced into 

my paper more for the purposes of illustration than for the 
calculation of definite results, so that the main argument is 
not affected. Yours truly, 

C. G. Kworr. 

Rose Polytechnic Institute, 
dn GG: Knott, Terre Haute, Ind., 

Edinburgh University. Sept. 24, 1899. 
Dear S1r,—I have just found time to look over your paper on 
“ Hlastic Waves,” and find a reference to some determi- 
nations of elastic moduli of rocks made by me in connexion 
with some work which Prof. Milne and I were engaged on 
in Japan. The moduli are given correctly in my tables 
(Smithsonian Physical Tables, 2nd Hdition, 1897) and also 
in the ‘Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society’ for 
1883. They do not seem to agree with the numbers you 
quote in your paper, and it may save trouble if I state them. 
They are, in grammes per square centimetre, as follows :— 

1D ; n. 
Granite... 00. (216 X10 128 x 10° 
Marble: %. .7 400% 105 119 x 10° 
ities cel weer. Ske Se ® 102x102 

Clay-reck *. 7. 329><10' LUT 04 
Slate) Seoul,» aposo x10? 229 x 10° 

With regard to the velocity of propagation of elastic waves, 
I find, on looking up the original paper, that the column 
headed “ Calculated velocity of normal wave in centimetres 
per second” should have been headed ‘“ Calculated velocity of 
normal wave, along a bar of the rock, im centimetres per 
second.”’? This, no doubt, explains part of your difficulty. 
The statement is made in the paper that we intended to 
calculate the bulk-modulus from the results of the experiments 
and then calculate the theoretical velocity of propagation of 
earthquake-waves in rock media. The intention seems to 
have been all right, but I find no record of the performance. 
It is probable that the results were not considered satisfactory. 

In the case of clay-rock and tuff, the value of Poisson’s 
ratio comes out negative when calculated from the tabular 
numbers above given on the assumption of continuous iso- 
tropic material. Undoubtedly, however, the experiments 
here quoted give no data which we are justified in using, on 
any such assumption, either for the calculation of k or s (the 
bulk-modulus or Poisson’s ratio). ‘The nature of the material 
is not such as to justify any such application. Most of us 
are familiar with rocks which within certain limits of bending 
show remarkable flexibility, and hence low Young’s modulus, 
Some of these rocks show considerable uniformity of structure, 
but it is of the brick and mortar variety. They are not iso- 
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tropic in the sense assumed, say, by Thomson and ‘Tait in 
developing the equations you use; they are granular. 
Probably the only way to find s for rock is to measure it 
directly. It is difficult to make a direct measurement of f, 
and hence observed velocities of wave-transmission may prove 
the best data. 

You speak of a possible error in the results due to viscous 
yielding introducing a time element. This is referred to in 
the records, the statement being made that no sensible viscous 
yielding was observed in any of the specimens except marble, 
and in this it was small. 

I have been much interested in the subject of elastic con- 
stants and the application of these equations for many years, 
and hope to be able to write something on it at an early date. 

Should you think it worth while, I should be glad to have 
you send the above tothe Phil. Mag. Yours very truly, 

THOMAS GRAY. 

LX. Notices respectiny New Books. 
The Elements of Physics. By Henry Crew, Ph.D., Prof. of Physics 
in Northwestern University, New York. The Macmillan Co., 1899. 

rI\HIS treatise is written for the use of students in high schools, 
and aims at presenting the elementary parts of the different 

branches of physics in a strictly consecutive order. In his some- 
what remarkable preface the author contends that physics is not 
a series of disconnected subjects, and that “ when a student passes 
from mechanics to sound, or from heat to electricity, he must not 
feel that he is taking up a new subject.” If this means that the 
student is to realize that the new branch still treats of matter and 
energy, the author has accomplished his aim ; but if the intention 
is to arrange in all cases a passage as consecutive as that from 
elasticity and wave-motion in mechanics to the phenomena of 
sound, we must confess that the attempt appears to us an un- 
successful one. The subject of heat follows after sound, and is 
commenced by a definition of temperature and a description of 
thermometry; the fact that bodies change in size by heat is just 
mentioned in order to explain the action of a thermometer, but the 
study of expansion comes much later, after the student has been 
casually informed, in order to explain convection, that the density 
of hot air is less than that of cold air. Again, the student passes 
directly from the description of the steam-engine to the funda- 
mental phenomena of magnetism, from Ohm’s law to the rectilinear 
propagation of light. In the latter case there is certainly an 
introductory paragraph indicating that both light and sound are 
phenomena perceived by special sense- organs. 

There is one stage in the study of mechanics where the corre- 
lation of the physical sciences desired by the author may be 
appropriately and easily introduced. It occurs just after the 
treatment of the laws of motion and the derivation of the mathe- 
matical expression for the kinetic energy of a body, a dose of 
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mathematical application which the average English schoolboy finds 
unpalatable enough. Atthis point a welcome relief is afforded by 
some simple qualitative experiments illustrating the transfer of 
energy from one form to another, and especially from the mecha- 
nical form to heat, electricity and light; these not only serve to 
introduce the principle of conservation of energy, but they also 
indicate thata relation exists between the various forms of energy. 

It must not be supposed from these criticisms and suggestions 
that the treatise is not a valuable text-book: Professor Crew is 
an excellent teacher and gives lucid explanations of all the subjects 
of which he treats. Ifin some portions of the work the usual 
order of treatment has not been followed, it may at any rate be 
said that the author’s treatment is equally consecutive and logical. 
He has aimed at setting forth what he, quoting Dickens, calls 
“the universal dovetailedness of things,” apparently forgetting 
that some preliminary preparation is necessary before the dove- 
tailing process takes place. dw du, ate 
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June 21st, 1899.—W. Whitaker, B.A., F.R.S., President, in the Chair. 

TIXHE following communications were read :— 
1. ‘On a Series of Agglomerates, Ashes, and uffs in the 

Carboniferous Limestone Series of Congleton Edge.’ By Walcot 
Gibson, Esq., F.G.8., and Dr. Wheelton Hind, F.R.C.S., F.G.S. 
With an Appendix on the Petrography of the Igneous Rocks by 
H. H. Arnold-Bemrose, Esq., M.A., F.G.8. 

After referring to the discovery of volcanic rocks in the upper 
part of the Carboniferous Limestone Series at Tissington, the 
authors proceed to describe evidence of volcanic action of the same 
age on the western slopes of Congleton Edge. This ridge is capped 
by two beds of Millstone Grit separated by black shales. Below 
the lower grit (the ‘Third Grit’) is a narrow dome of limestone 
lying in the midst of so-called ‘ Yoredale Shales’ and exposed in an 
old quarry. The upper beds of the Limestone consist of thin shales 
and limestones containing one important and some minor seams of 
tuff and agglomerate, and certain evidence points to the probability 
that a ‘neck’ occurs in the quarry. A brook-section north of the 
quarry exposes beds of ash and tuff interstratified with shales and 
limestones, the thicker beds being presumably equivalent to those 
seen in the quarry. A brook-section south of the quarry displays 
the beds between the Limestone and the ‘Third Grit,’ and a small 
quarry yields a varied marine fauna. 

In the Appendix it is stated that the igneous rock of the quarry 
is either a volcanic agglomerate filling a vent, or a thick deposit of 
very hard, coarse ash, probably formed not far from a vent. Ashy 
material in the Limestone indicates that the volcanic action was 
contemporaneous with the deposition of the Limestone. Two kinds 
of lapilli oceur—-one palagonitic, without crystals, and a second dole- 
ritic, free from vesicles, and containing felspar, olivine, and often 
augite ; the latter type, though common in the agglomerate, is rarer 
in the bedded tuffs. The fragments are frequently altered into calcite. 
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2. «On some Ironstone Fossil Nodules of the Lias. By HE. A. 
Walford, Esq., F.G.S. 

3. ‘ Additional Notes on the Glacial Phenomena of Spitsbergen.’ 
By E. J. Garwood, Esq., M.A., F.G.S. 

This paper contains the results of additional observations on the 
ice of Spitsbergen made by the writer in 1897, The inland ice 
visited occupies two distinct areas, separated by Dickson’s Bay and 
Wijde Bay. The radiating-point lies somewhat north-west of the 
centres of each area, with supplementary radiating-points on the 
north and east. The group of peaks including the Three Crowns 
may be regarded as nunatakkr. The valley-bound ground-ice does 
not necessarily travel in the same direction as that of the surface. 
The effect of nunatakkr on the surface of the ice-sheet was studied, 
and from this it was often found possible to infer the existence and 
position of buried mountain-ridges. On the stoss-seite of a 
nunatak moraine-material is often discharged. The movement of the 
ice has frequently converted the ice-bridges across crevasses into arches 
and tunnels, some of which carry part of the drainage of the ice-sheet. 

Portions of old stranded ground-mocraines, formed when the ice 
was more extensive, were sometimes found to have fallen upon the 
lowered ice-sheet and to be mingled with modern moraine-material. 
Englacial and superficial rivers are described, and one of the latter 
was found to be depositing gravelly material along a line at right 
angles to the valley down which the ice was flowing. 

Certain observations on the rate of movement of the ice-sheet 
seem to indicate that this is not less than 15 to 20 feet in 24 hours; 
while the glaciers near the sea-margin appear to be travelling about 
25 feet in the same time. 

The action of sea-ice is described, and it is inferred that a certain 
amount of rounding and scratching of shore-rocks, and possibly part 
of the smoothing of boulders, may be due to this agent. 

4. ‘Additional Notes on the Vertebrate Fauna of the Rock- 
Fissure at Ightham (Kent).’ By E. T. Newton, Esq., F.R.S., F.G.S. 

November 8th.—W. Whitaker, B.A., F.R.S., President, in the Chair, 
The following communications were read :— 
1. ‘On the Cornish Earthquakes of March 29th to April 2nd, 

1898.’ By Dr. Charles Davison, M.A., F.G.S8. 
The importance of these three slight earthquakes les chiefly in the 

unusually clear evidence that they furnish with regard to the origin 

of the double series of vibrations in one of the shocks, and to the 
continuous displacement of the seismic focus along the surface of 
the originating fault. The second earthquake—that of April 1st— 
was the strongest of the series, and the account of it is based on 
89 records from 56 different places. Two distinct shocks were 
recorded at 25 places, the second being the stronger. The focus of 
the first earthquake was about a mile in length; that of the second 
was probably not less than 5 miles, and its centre being about a 
mile E, 38° N. of the former, it probably included the focus of the 
first earthquake. The focus of the third shock was probably included 
in that of the second. The strike of the rocks near Mullion, a 
thrust-plane hading to the south-east, the strike of the lodes near the 
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epicentre, and several elvan-courses——are all parallel to the isoseismal 
axes, or nearly so. Besides the focal transference along the strike 
of the fault-surface, the double series of vibrations gives evidence of 
transference down the hade of the fault-surface, the focus of the 
earlier shock being at a higher level than that of the second. 

2. «On the Geological Structure of Portions of the Malvern and 
Abberley Hills. By Prof. T. T. Groom, M.A., D.Sc., F.G.S. 

This paper is in continuation of one on the Southern part of the 
Malvern Hills already published by the Geological Society. In it 
descriptions are given of the exposed rocks of the-Malvern Range 
from Swinyard Hill to North Hill, the district of Cowleigh Park, 
Martley, Woodbury, Wallsgrove, and the neighbouring tract of 
Coal Measures. The Silurian rocks west of the hills are almost 
invariably inverted, and the Malvernian rock frequently can be 
found to be overthrust on to them. In several cases there is 
reason to suspect that slips of Silurian rocks are caught in infolds 
among the Malverman rocks. The author concludes that the 
whole of this district, May Hill, the Old Red Sandstone tract to the 
west, the coalfields of the Forest of Dean, South Wales, and Bristol, 
and the Tortworth district, are traversed by aseries of related folds, 
whose axes run in two chief directions intersecting at a considerable 
angle: the axial planes of one set tend to dip eastward, and of the 
other in a southerly direction, Overfolding has taken place frequently 
from the east, less frequently from the south; and this inversion 
affects the south as well as the middle and north of the Malvern 
range. ‘The Archean rocks are thrust on to various members of the 
Cambrian System in the south and of the Silurian System in 
the north. The overthrusts are more closely connected with a 
later movement than with the first folding of the rocks, and while 
they have not materially altered the nature of the rocks concerned, 
they have in some cases resulted in the production of schists 
(mylonites). In some cases a secondary folding has affected the 
thrust-planes. The intensity of the folding diminished west of the 
old ranges. The chief movement appears to have progressed in 
sections from north to south, and the western fronts of different 
sections show some tendency towards convexity in the direction of 
movement. While the rocks affected by great movement range 
from the Archean to the Lower Coal Measures, the Upper Coal 
Measures and Permian rest relatively undisturbed on the denuded 
rocks of the range: thus the range is a member of the Hercynian 
system produced during Coal Measure time, and probably the two 
»pproximately rectangular directions of movement were practically 
contemporaneous and were produced during the limited interval 
between the deposition of the Lower and Upper Coal Measures. 
There is no evidence to prove that the Malvern and Abberley Hills 
formed part of a coast-line against which the Triassic beds were 
deposited; for the Upper Bunter Sandstone forms the base of the 
Trias throughout the district and rests unconformably on the Haftield 
Breccia, together with which it passed unconformably over the site 
of the West of Pngland Chain. The picsent position of the Permian 
and Trias on the east of the hills is due to a post-Liassic fault of 
moderate downthrow, which tends to run parallel to the western 
front of the old range. 
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